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I've used In-

gram's Cream for

a long- time. It's

my favorite. S o

when I see any-

thing- with that
name on it I'm

sure it's good.

Mary MacLaren.

Send us 6c in stamps for
our durst Room Package
containing Ingram?'sFace
Powder and Rouge in
novel purse packets, and
Milkiveed Cream, Zodenta
Tooth Powder, and Per-
fume in Guest Room sizes.

"A woman can be young but once, but she can be youthful

always." It is the face that tells the tale of time. Faithful use

of Ingram's Milkweed Cream will keep the skin fresh and

youthful.

Ingram's Milkweed Cream is a time-proven preparation. 1917
marks its thirty-second year. It is more than a "cold cream" of the

ordinary sort. It is a skin-health cream. There is no substitute for it.

Buy It in Either 50c. or $1.00 Size

"Just to show a proper glow" use a touch of
Ingram's Rouge. A safe preparation for delicately

heightening the natural color of the cheeks. The color-

ing matter is not absorbed by the skin. Daintily per-

fumed. Three shades— light, medium, dark— 50c.

Frederick F. Ingram Co.

Windsor, Canada

Established 1885

31 Tenth St.. Detroit, Mich., U. S. A.
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AMERICA AT WAR
Is shown in each issue of the

Hearst-Pathe News
You will see the most interesting, the most timely and the most

recent events of the war in the oldest and best news reel only.

The Hearst-Pathe News is doubly interesting in these days of great
events. It is the only one reel feature and

The Only News Reel Issued TWICE A WEEK

40 cents per line Circulation, 150,000 November forms close August 20th

PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE offers a new field for the Classified Advertiser.

The rate is but 40 cents a line—a four line announcement costs $1.60—and this

small sum carries your message to 150,000 people who pay 15 cents per issue for

Picture-Play because they want the best magazine of its kind published. Picture-
Play Magazine is growing- rapidly, and now offers a rare opportunity for the small
advertiser to cash in on a growing market. Minimum space, 4 lines; maximum, 30 lines.

Authors
WANTED—Stories, articles, poems,

etc. We pay on acceptance. Offers
submitted. Send Mss. to Cosmos
Magazine, 1263 Washington, D. C.

Business Opportunities
IS HE CRAZY? The owner of a

plantation in Mississippi is giving
awa.r a few five-acre tracts. The only
condition is that figs be planted.
The owner wants enough figs raised
to supply a canning factory. You
can secure five acres and an interest
in the factory by writing Eubank
Farms Company, 1158 Keystone,
Pittsburg, Ta. They will plant and
care for your trees for 86 per month.
Your profit should be Si.000 per
year. Some think this man is crazy
for giving away such valuable land,
but there n ay be method in his
madness.

FREE FOR SIX MONTHS—My
special offer to introduce my maga-
zine. "Investing for Profit." It is
worth 810 a copy to any one who has
not acquired sufficient money to
provide necessities and comforts for
self and loved i nes. It shows how
to become richer quickly and hon-
estly. '"Investing for Profit" is the
only progressive financial journal
and has the largest circulation in
America. It shows how 8100 grows
to $2,200: write now and I'll send it
six months free. H. L. Barber, 604-20
W. Ja. kson Boulevard, Chicago.

Motion Picture Plays

SEE HERE!We want your ideas for
photoplays and stories! Submit them
in any form. We'll criticise them
Free, and Sell on commission. Big
money writing. Details Free. Mss.
Sales Co., Dept.F, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices
paid. Great demand. We show you
how. Get fre° particulars. Rex Pub-
lishers, Box 173— 1M, Chicago.

WANTED—Your ideas for Photo-
plays, Stories, etc.! We will accept
them in Any form—correct Free

—

sell on Commission. Big Rewards!
Make money. Write us Now ! Writ-
er's Service, Box 33, Auburn, N. Y.

"Photoplay Pointers" and Model
Scenario sent free. Photoplay ideas
wanted, any form. Experience un-
necessary. Paramount Photoplays
Co., Box 1402-PP21, Los Angeles, Calif.

WHITE for free copy "Hints on
Writing and Selling Photoplays.
Short Stories. Poems." Atlas Pub-
lishing Co.. 268. Cincinnati, O.

Typewriting

"TYPEWRITING, scenarios, etc.,
accurate, neat, ten cents per page in-
cluding extra carbon copy. Frances
Arvigi. 912 Florida Street, San Fran-
cisco, California."

Agents and Help Wanted
Railway Traffic Inspectors. 8125.00

month, all expenses: Easy hours; ad-
vancement: unlimited travel: No age
limit. We teach you at home, place
you in position, give you necessary
experience. Ask for booklet G 19.

Frontier Prep. School, Buffalo, N. Y.

Motion Picture Business
835.00 Profit Nightly. Small Capital

Starts You. No experience needed.
We teach you. Our machines are
used and endorsed by Government
institutions. Catalog and Testimoni-
als Free. Reliable Film Exchange,
454 Franklin Bldg., Chicago. 111.

Photoplay Text Books
"HOW TO WRITE A PHOTO-

PLAY." by C. Winkopp, 1342 Prospect
Ave., Bronx, New York City. Price
25 cents. Contains model scenario,
"Where to Sell," "How to Build
Plots," " Where to Get Plots," etc.

Patents and Lawyers
IDEAS WANTED—Manufacturers

are writing for patents procured
through me. Four books with list
hundreds of inventions wanted sent
free. I help you market your inven-
tion. Advice free. R. B. Owen, 39
Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C.



World's Greatest Stars

for all the People
AN OFFICIAL STATEMENT from ADOLPH ZUKOR

AFTER August 5, 1917, you
Jl\ who want Paramount Pic-

tures can have them at your fa-

vorite motion picture theatre.

On the above date Paramount
will inaugurate a new policy of

service to the entire play&oin&
public. Any theatre in America
can secure Paramount Pictures
and Paramount Stars, just as it

chooses to book them.

The Restrictions Are Off

This announcement is the most
important addressed to motion
picture patrons since September
1, 1914, when the Paramount
program was born.

By this plan your theatre will

carry out your wishes. Para-
mount will be able, for the first

time, to satisfy the enormous
public demand. And, after all,

Paramount Is a Public Service

Paramount originated the fea-

ture photoplay idea. Be£innin&
with Sarah Bernhardt and James
K. Hackett, we &ave to the screen
the famous stars of the speaking

sta&e, with master
^7111 writers, master direc-

isiiii? u tors, an investment

of millions to lift motion pictures

to their present hi&h plane.

Paramount Has the Stars

The Paramount roster includes

such famous names as Mme.
Petrova, Sessue Hayakawa, Jack
Pickford, Louise Huff, Vivian
Martin, Billie Burke, Julian
Eltin&e, Margaret Illin&ton, Marie
Doro, Fannie Ward, Ann Penning-
ton, George Beban, Wallace Reid,

Pauline Frederick, Marguerite
Clark. Also, the famous Para-
mount-Arbuckle two-reel come-
dies, the Victor Moore and Black
Diamond one-reel comedies, the
Paramount Bray Picto&raph,
weekly "Magazine on the Screen"
and Burton Holmes Travel
Pictures.

Ask for Paramount Pictures

Your theatre manager is now
able to secure the stars he may
select—just as he wants to book
them. Tell him you want to

see Paramount Stars and Para-

mount Pictures. Hand in the
Box Office Request below.
He will be &lad to

know and will follow r
J

your wishes.

^paramaunt^ictureS-

Controlled by
FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY

CORPORATION
Adolph Zukor, President
Jesse L. Lasky, Vice President
GeoilB. De Mille. Director Gen'l

NEW YORK

^oxOffice^equed

I should enjoy Paramount Pictures and
Stars.

Name. —
Address -
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CHARLIE!
15

Cenka

Street* Smith
publishers
new York

NO need of asking: * Charlie

who?" Everybody knows
that just "Charlie," is Charlie

Chaplin.

There has been lots cf

trash published about this funniest of

all comedians, but the Charlie Chaplin
Book (authorized and copyrighted) is

the only one which deals with Mr.
Chaplin's best work. It contains all of

the side-splitting comedies in which
this artist has appeared for the Essanay
Company, in interesting, well-written
story form.

In this book you will find Charlie in

"The Bank" at "Work"; "By the Sea"
holding down "His New Job" as "The
Champion," and all the others at which
you have laughed.

Charlie is funny and so are these
stories and the Charlie Chaplin Book is

well worth fifteen cents.

At your news dealer's, or if he cannot
supply you, send direct to the pub-
lishers, adding four cents to the price

to cover postage.

STREET & SMITH, Publishers

NEW YORK

Be a Farmer!

AVE you a backyard, or

vacant lot, now growing
flowers, grass or weeds?

If so, plant a vegetable garden
and be independent. Last year
there was a shortage in all crops
and the demand was the greatest

in history. That is why vegeta-

bles are nowan expensive luxury.

Back-yard
Gardening
By Thomas R. Best, has been
published to help avoid another
shortage in the vegetable crop. It

tells what can be done with a
small plot of ground ; how to lay

it out and plant; what to plant

early and how to secure a suc-
cession of crops—and thus get

double service from the same
ground in one season.

Price, Fifteen Cents
From your news dealer, or sent postpaid,

upon receipt of nine two-cent stamps by

STREET & SMITH, Publishers
83 Seventh Avenue, NEW YORK
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PATRIOTI SM
AND PICTURES

WHEN they are silent they cry out."

The voiceless call to arms, which the cinema sounds, is no

less stirring because its appeal is through the eye. Filmdom is

agog with patriotism. No great industry in the land is doing more to

arouse the nation to its war duties and responsibilities. Motion pictures

have become a power in this country second only to the press. They

reach the masses almost as generally as the newspapers do. Their influ-

ence is now being exerted forcefully and efficiently to promote a spirit

of common endeavor and purpose, as it applies to the conduct of the

war. This is seen in numerous preparedness plays, in poster slides which

urge men to volunteer, in pictures of trench warfare, and in scenes

which relate to military get-readiness in America.

As the days of preparedness creep on and the day for action draws

nearer we find that motion-picture people from every branch of the

industry are offering their services to the country. Actors, many of

them well known, and studio employees of every craft have been enlist-

ing in large numbers. Moreover, perhaps sixty per cent of the artisan

workers in the industry are subject to being drafted.

With regard to noncombatant work, actresses throughout the land

are devoting their energies and sympathies to the war cause. A goodly

number of screen favorites have gone to Europe to> enter the Red Cross

service; while the vast majority, who of necessity must remain at home,

are engaged in various fields of helpfulness. Some are training to be

nurses ; others have organized sewing clubs which put out bandages,

knitted socks, and other war-time necessities ; still others are aiding

recruiting by making appeals for volunteers. These appeals are not



always in the form of speeches, though very often they are. It is left

to each actress to choose her own method in trying to reach the con-

science of America's young manhood. One daring "movie" queen was

strapped to a 5teel girder and lifted aloft on a crane to the top story of

a high building in Xew York. The incident attracted thousands of spec-

tators. Recruiting officers got busy in the crowd and persuaded many

young men to join the colors. In this case, and in many others, the

appeal to courage was made through an act of courage.

Some of the higher-salaried players have demonstrated their

patriotism by generous contributions to war benefits. One idol of the

films is said to have given one hundred thousand dollars to the Allied

cause. There are numerous cases wThere not only gifts of talent and serv-

ice, but also material aid have come from the ranks of the cinema

celebrities.

Xot only have producers and players been -active in furthering the

work of preparedness, but motion-picture directors have lent invaluable

aid. In some instances their services are unsung, but it must be kept in

mind that the excellence of a patriotic picture and the good results which

follow its showing are due in no small measure to the man behind the

camera. Further, there is a tendency among the directors to coordinate

their efforts. Soon after the declaration of war the Xew York Associa-

tion of Motion Picture Directors, assembled at a banquet in that city,

pledged their support and service to the President, and telegraphed him

to that effect.

Motion pictures, as they bear on the war, are beneficial in a subtle

and almost imperceptible way. In war dramas we see the conscious

efforts of producers to awaken patriotism. As regards the personnel of

filmdom, again we see the purposeful activity of individuals that con-

tribute to the honor and credit of the profession.

AYe recognize, however, a less definable and more indirect way in

which the screen industry serves a patriotic purpose. The nerve strain,

the mental tension and distress which war imposes upon a people cannot

be endured without some diverting and relaxing influence. It is the

motion picture which, more perhaps than any other amusement, minis-

ters to the psychological needs of men and women. The good which the

cinema does in thus relieving the solemnity and sorrow that war brings

cannot be overemphasized.



Winners of Our Screen
Opportunity Contest

ETHEL PAYNE
of the MacDonald Apartments, Valencia Street, Los Angeles, California, was
born in Liverpool, England, about nineteen years ago. She was educated

there, also, and came to America, in 1914. After attending high school at

the Academy of Idaho, for two years, Miss Payne let ambition lead her to

Los Angeles. She has been a gown model there for the past year, and feels

that her good fortune in winning the Screen Opportunity Contest has opened
the way to a brilliant future.



JOHN L. O'BRIEN
is an athletic young American of the sturdy New England type, and was born

in East Hardwick, Vermont, in 1896. He modestly disclaims that he was a
child prodigy, and declares that the first important event in his life was
graduation from high school in his home town. Since then he has been
associated with the industry which makes his State famous—maple sugar

refining. Mr. O'Brien anticipates his entrance into dramatic work with great

enthusiasm. He resides in East Hardwick.



MYRTLE OWEN ANDERSON
of 1118 Main Street, Tulsa, Oklahoma, is another who will be given an oppor-

tunity to shine as a star of the silent drama. Mrs. Anderson—she has a husband

and two small children—was born in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, April 25, 1892.

When she was graduated from the Walnut Lane Seminary, at Germantown,

Pennsylvania, at the age of twenty, she married George H. Anderson, and

they moved to Tulsa. The judges believe that in Mrs. Anderson they have

discovered an actress for strong parts, of the Clara Kimball Young type.



FRANCOIS DU BARRY
was born and reared in Quebec, Canada, and was educated at St. Mary's
School in that city. Later he attended St. John's College, I'berville, Canada,
and then studied voice culture under Signor Carboni, the Metropolitan Opera
baritone. Besides being an accomplished singer, Mr. du Barry lays claim to

being a cosmopolite. For several years prior to the war he lived in Milan, Italy:

and since then in Pasadena, California, where he achieved fame as a golf player.

He is eager to begin screen work. His home is in Fairfield, Connecticut.



RUTH MARIE WALLACE
was called right from the comfort of her hearthstone at 548 Roche Avenue,
Porterville, California, to take her place upon the screen before the eyes of

all the world. Her father has ranch holdings in the San Joaquin Valley.

She owns a ranch all her own, which she supervises; is an accomplished
pianist, and the wife of a judge. Portland, Oregon, where she was born on
August 15, 1894, is the place that will boast of this fact if she makes good
:n the pictures—and she is determined she shall. Her education was obtained

in a boarding school from which she was graduated in 1915.



HENRIETTA L. GANT
is the promising picture player of the future portrayed above. Miss Gant, who
is a resident of Shore Road, Douglas Manor, Long Island, New York, was born

in Chicago, of English parentage, on June 17, 1889. After being graduated from

a convent at Dubuque, Iowa, Miss Gant encouraged her ambition to follow a

professional career by studying instrumental and vocal music and dramatic art

for ten years. This ambition was never realized, but she feels certain that

her opportunity at last arrived when she was chosen a Contest winner.



GERTRUDE V. DUFFY
has come to realize the strange reversal of the order of things which this old

world has a habit of forcing upon its inhabitants. For a long time she has been
diligently cultivating her voice, with a view to operatic endeavor, only to be

appointed to seek fame in an art that is mute and silent. Miss Duffy was born

in Davenport, Iowa, in 1896, and was educated in Chicago, and, in 1915, won
the gold medal offered by the American Conservatory of Music for singing.



ALAMEDA DAVIDSON

is a native of such a small town in Alabama that the map disdains mention

of it. Spring Gardens, the name of this geographical pin point, served only

as a birthplace for the prospective star. In early childhood she moved to

Atlanta, Georgia, and was reared there. Her first ambition was to be a

lawyer, but she now admits she would rather be an actress than play the

role of Portia in real life.



1

LELA SUE CAMPBELL
was born in Hot Springs, Arkansas, but lias resided most of her life in Brinkley,

same State where she now lives. The "day of youthful joy" and "twentieth

spring" which the aged poet sighed for is hers, and added to this is beauty. Ever

since she finished school in her h'ome town, Miss Campbell's main ambition,

according to her own confession, has been to be a queen in the silent drama.

2 ' 7 x-i
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VIRGINIA WRIGHT SOVEREL
is the only successful contestant who can boast that New York is her natural

habitat. Nine years ago, when she was a mere slip of a schoolgirl, she moved
with her family to Cedar Grove, New Jersey; and was educated in the public

schools there. Miss Soveral is a striking beauty of an unusual type; she has

dark blue eyes and golden brown hair. In addition she is tall and of very

graceful bearing. She brings to her work the bubbling enthusiasm of the

typical out-door-loving girl.



JUNE RENIGAR
is a native of Greensburg, Indiana, but for nearly two years has lived in

Memphis, Tennessee. A long and interesting letter from Miss Renigar recounts

the days of her childhood spent with her grandparents, older sister, and brother

in the little Indiana town. Her ambitions in life have led her to consider

several lines of work, but she had just recently decided to be a business

woman when the chance to be a screen actress came. She is twenty.



Who is She?

The young lady whose photograph is printed above has been chosen by the

judges as a winner in our Screen Opportunity Contest. But who is she? We
do not know. Her letter, containing her application blank, with her name and

her address, was lost among fifty thousand other letters and packages, and her

identity remains a mystery. But the judges, resolved to retain the utmost fair-

ness in their decisions, did not put another in her place among the winners. Will

the lady, of mystery, who is having the door to success in filmdom held open
until she arrives, kindly communicate with the editor of Picture-Play Magazine
immediately upon seeing this?



Announcement of Contest
Winners

Judges complete decision of Screen Opportu-

nity Contest winners. What they get. Their

chance for stardom, and how they will act.

AT last the anxiously awaited an-

nouncement of contest winners

can be made. On the first

twelve pages of this issue of Picture-

Play Magazine the photographs of the

winners appear. These pages, as read-

ers of this magazine know, are usually

reserved for the photographs of screen

stars, and in devoting this space to our

winners we wish to imply the hope that

they, too, will some day be shining

luminaries in the film firmament.

There is no first prize, and no special

honor or preference will be given to

any individual. As previously an-

nounced, eacli of the fortunate twelve

enters filmdom on his or her own merit,

and their future in the motion-picture

world depends upon the individual ef-

forts of each, and the talent displayed

as the filming of the first picture pro-

gresses.

How Winners Were Chosen

The task of Mr. Powell, Mr. Duffy,

and Miss Rambeau in selecting the win-

ners was a colossal one. The thousands

of entries presented a staggering task,

but each one of them was carefully ex-

amined, the single-minded purpose of

the judges being to accord justice to all

and favor to none. As each entry was
considered, it was duly classified accord-

ing to the way it commended itself to

the judges, and when all of them had

been looked over the final twelve were

chosen from among the several divi-

sions into which the entries had fallen.

That is to say, the final selections repre-

sented what the judges considered the

most promising personalities from
among the various types of people

registered. Of course, this meant a

long and rather trying process of

elimination. The beautiful eyes of

Miss A. were weighed over against

the attractive hair of Miss B. The
height and weight of one were com-
pared to the height and weight of the

other. In short, every factor in the

personality and physical appearance of

one prospective winner would have to

be considered, in comparison with some
rival contestant. Every care and effort

was made to give credit where credit

was due, and it is the belief of the

judges that, so far as it was humanly
possible to decide, the winners are the

twelve contestants who can best qualify

to undertake motion-picture work. In

no sense does this discount many others

who made a splendid showing.

One of the Twelve Unknown
It is interesting to note that after the

winners were selected it wTas found that

one fair beauty among them was un-

identified. It was discovered that her

name and address did nc: , ^pear on

the photograph and—pity of pities—her

letter and application
-

bl' nk had been

lost. At first the predicament seemed
hopeless. In fairness to the winner the

judges did not wish to be forced to sub-

stitute some one in he* place. It seemed

to them that it was a sort of Cinderella
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problem reversed. Her name, which

corresponded to the slipper, was miss-

ing, and had to be found. The search

for it is still going on. It was decided

to publish her picture along with all the

other winners in the hope that she

would see it and then come forward

and make herself known. This is the

last element of uncertainty in a contest

which has thrilled with surprise and

suspense. No doubt the vast family of

contestants who have looked forward so

eagerly to the result of the contest will

share with the judges the hope that the

unknown winner will soon be located.

The next issue of Picture-Play will

tell whether she has been found and

full particulars of the search for her.

Her picture appears opposite the first

page of this article. It may be that

even if the young lady herself does not

happen to see it some of her friends

will, and advise this magazine of her

identity.

Winners Greatly Delighted

The contest winners come from
twelve different States. It is not alto-

gether by accident that this happened,

it being the idea of the judges to have

as many sections of the country as pos-

sible represented among the winners.

This, of course, however, does not mean
that other considerations were in any

way sacrificed. As stated at the outset

of the contest, it was a screenable face,

personality, and intelligence that would
be the three determining factors in the

selection of the winners. Not only do

they hail ,from different parts of the

country, but generally speaking they are

widely apart as far as types are con-

cerned. While all of them, in the esti-

mation of the judges, are unusually at-

tractive and intelligent-looking young
people, for the most part they repre-

sent great variety, both as regards per-

sonality and appearance. It is gratify-

ing to the judges that this is true in-

asmuch as it will be easier to cast the

players when each one of them has a

pronounced individuality of his own.
The letters and telegrams of accept-

ance from the winners were extremely

interesting. In every case they seemed
enthusiastic over the prospect of enter-

ing pictures, and there was a pleasing

tone of appreciation on their part for

the opportunity which was being given

to them to make careers for themselves.

As soon as the final choice of winners

was made a telegram was dispatched to

each of them, apprising them of their

success. Immediately telegrams in re-

ply began to come in, and in a short

time all except the unknown lady of

mystery had wired their acceptance and

thanks. Thereafter letters followed

telegrams. In these letters the judges

found every evidence of wide-awake in-

telligence, which confirmed their good

opinion of the winners previously

formed. Not only did they show un-

bounded delight in the fact that the con-

test had favored them, but each winner

was plainly impressed with the respon-

sibilities of the work which awaited

him. The judges therefore have every

reason to believe that when actual work
begins in the studio they will find as-

sembled an able, conscientious, and alert

group of young Americans who stand

ready to do their best in the realm of

the silent drama.

The Trip to New York

Immediately after the appearance of

this article the first contingent of win-

ners will be sent for, and they will at

once be cast for parts in the feature pic-

ture which is to be filmed. As indicated

already, the winners will not all come to

New York at once. It has been decided

as best that three or four come at a

time, so that each player will receive

the most attention possible at the hands

of the director. In this way the possi-

bilities and talents of each can be devel-
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oped to the utmost. It will not be sur-

prising if at least three or four players

of stellar ability will thus be discovered,

and it is hoped that all of the twelve

will give a good account of themselves

whether or not they have the talent to

become stars. All that is possible will

be done to set at rest any timidity

the winners may feel in approaching a

new profession. They will be treated

with the greatest consideration, and it

will be the purpose of the director and
his assistants to discover the peculiar

gifts of each winner and give each a

chance to employ these gifts. Being in

close personal touch with the winners

day by day, the studio staff will have

full opportunity to observe progress

made by each player, and the difficulties

which arise will be smoothed out as far

as tact and kindness will be able to do

so. The judges believe that with each

winner the possessor of good looks and

intelligence there will be nothing for

any of them to fear, and they anticipate

no trouble from their being "screen

struck" or overawed in their initial ap-

pearance before the camera.

As regards the arrangements which

have been made for the winners to come
to New York, it was thought at first

that each of them would be paid the

price of his railroad fare at the end of

the first week's work. Now, in order

to insure the winners against any finan-

cial inconvenience, it has been decided

to purchase their railroad tickets for

them and make all transportation ar-

rangements in advance. Furthermore,

they will be met at the railroad station

upon their arrival in New York and es-

corted to their destinations in the city.

The personal comfort of each will be

looked out for, and for the benefit of

those who have not previously visited

New York, advice and courtesies will be

offered as they are needed^ It will be

noticed in the captions under the sev-

eral pictures that a few of the winners

live near the metropolis. To them the

wonders of the great city are an old

story, but for those who come from a

distance the sights and surprises of

Gotham are a pleasure which awaits

them. For the benefit of those in the

latter class, nothing will be left undone
to be of every assistance possible.

Women Outnumber Men
It will perhaps be surprising to some

to note that the men winners are in the

small minority. This occurred not

through any prearranged decision on

the part of the judges. On the other

hand, it happened as a natural result,

after the entries had been thoroughly

examined. This is not intended to im-

ply that the men did not make a good

showing, for there were many estimable

candidates to pick from. For all that,

however, the ladies held their own to

the last, and when all was said and

done, decisions were awarded to ten

women as against two men. The strong

appeal which the entries from the win-

ners made was not on account of their

good looks alone. Their letters and ap-

plication blanks showed care in prep-

aration, and great earnestness of pur-

pose as far as their ambitions were con-

cerned. In addition, they showed orig-

inality and brightness, and through

them all runs a note of youthful en-

thusiasm. Also, they are not without

that indefinable quality called "human
interest."

As typical of the joyous spirit in

which the winners have accepted their

new positions, the following speaks for

itself

:

"I just received your wire, stating

that I had been chosen one of the win-

ners in the Picture-Play contest. 'Tis

surely wonderful, and I thank you with

all my heart. It seems too good to be

true.

"It's dreadfully late to be writing, but

I'm so excited that I never could sleep,

and I believe I'm about the happiest girl
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in the whole world. I'm glad for the

others who have been chosen also—and

I hope we all have a chance to make
good."

Letters from Contestants

Many of the most interesting letters

received were from those who failed

of selection to a place among the win-

ners, and yet who, for native cleverness

and wit, were not surpassed by their

more fortunate rivals. Again, some
were so naive, so natural, so altogether

human and spontaneous, that what they

lacked in elegance they made up for in

genuineness and directness. It would

be impossible to describe in a word the

variety of sentiments, viewpoints, and

motives that came to this magazine in

the contest letters. Still less possible

would it be to describe the varieties of

style in which these ideas were couched.

It is not out of place to reproduce,

either in part or in their entirety, a few

of the more striking or otherwise in-

teresting contest epistles.

A lady from Kansas recounts the

story of her life in such overdetailed

and generous measure that she far ex-

ceeds the two-hundred-word limit pre-

scribed in the contest rules. Realizing

this just in the nick of time, she closes

her letter thus

:

"I have written eight hundred words,

but when you have read two hundred

of them you can stop."

Not less to the point, but in more
egotistical vein, is this excerpt from the

letter of a college girl : "I thank God
that he gave me a beautiful face, a

statuesque figure, and a brilliant

mind."

Despite these qualifications, which

she so frankly admitted herself, she was
not included among the winners.

John Blank, from the countryside of

middle Illinois, tells some very interest-

ing things, that are not very relevant

to motion pictures or to the contest.

He writes : "In this neighborhood eggs

are selling higher than they were at

Christmas time, and no wonder the

country is howling about hard times.

Butter is going up, and other dairy

products, too ; and if this keeps up, rich

men will soon be poor enough to go

through a needle's eye. You see, I am
a religious man, and it comes natural

to me to use Bible reference. For my
part, I am willing to let the other fellow

do the complaining, because a man in

the dairy-and-poultry business, like me,

will not be the first one to suffer from
high prices !" He continued in a simi-

lar strain through three paragraphs, and
concluded wTith a very happy compli-

ment to the magazine and many good
wishes for a successful contest.

A rather discursive note, penned by a

sweet-sixteener, gives us a glimpse into

youth's multicolored wTorld of dreams

:

"My mother thinks I am too young to

be an actress, but I know if you would

give me a chance I could be a movie

queen like Miss Theda Bara. I am
right tall for my age, and I could either

play vampire parts or simple country

girl. My preference of roles is roman-
tic. I can dance, swim, play the piano,

and also pony riding. My hair is au-

burn, with golden streaks in it when
exposed to the sunlight. I do not like

school very much, and I think it would

be fine to come to New York and be a

great actress. I think I could do best in

love scenes."

The following extract from a letter

written by a young lady from Texas

shows that she has plenty of ambition,

but that she is not quite sure of her

goal. She says : "I am very anxious to

become a famous actress, and I think

I could play parts like Nance O'Neil

and Shirley Mason." Perhaps she has

noted a similarity between those stars

that has escaped us, but it has always

been our impression that the respective

talents of Misses O'Neil and Mason
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were as widely divergent as the mental

attainments of Xapoleon and Socrates.

Even in these strenuous days most

women take time to become acquainted

with themselves. We would say that

the following showed a marked genius

for self-analysis and introspection :

"My type is similar to that of the

most popular actresses, being small and

possessed of regular features. I am
active, and delight in movement and im-

personation. I have an extensive imag-

ination and a desire to use it. I possess

a marked degree of grace, personality,

intelligence, and originality. I am so

interested in the art of acting, every

faculty I possess would be centered

upon my success and my ability to

please."

In the following girlishly wholesome
and frank letter there is something eter-

nally feminine—mayhap it is the refer-

ence to the mirror

:

''I have at last gained courage to send

in my application. I have wanted to,

but I know I am far from being beau-

tiful. Since a very small child I have

wanted to act, and felt I could do so if

given a chance. I am my real self when
acting. Therefore I am generally mis-

understood. I enjoy trying to act—be-

fore my mirror—because I feel the

emotions L try to portray.

"A few weeks ago I had the oppor-

tunity to see myself as others see me.

The people said I 'registered' splen-

didly. Minus the usual 'make-up/

"I know there must be hard work in

acting. But work that is a pleasure is

not work. Anxiously awaiting your de-

cision.'"'

Final Word to Contestants

We might publish, if space permitted,

many other letters that reveal the

fundamental traits of humanity. This

time it was not a touch of nature, but

a screen-opportunity contest that made

us realize anew that the whole world

is kin. People have expressed them-

selves as they really felt, and this is

what has given us an insight into hu-

man nature that we never had before.

We believe that sympathy is the eye of

the soul, and, through the deeper feel-

ing for human nature that the contest

letters have inspired in us, we think that

forevermore, when we meet ambition,

heart yearnings, and mankind's hopes

and vision of things as they ought to be,

we shall know them on sight.

Just one word in conclusion as we
approach the parting of the ways with

our friends who entered the contest.

Disappointments there must be, as is

always the case where many people are

striving for a limited number of niches

in the Hall of Fame. We trust that all

who have missed being chosen as win-

ners will accept the decision of the

judges philosophically. It was cer-

tainly the earnest aim and purpose of

the latter to award the places of honor

to those who were best able to fill them.

To be a good loser is just as fine as to

be a good winner, and we believe that

all who ran in the race will join us in

extending hearty congratulations to the

twelve successful contestants. From
time to time we shall report the prog-

ress that these young travelers on the

road to renown are making. -

Returning of Photographs

Since the close of the contest, Pic-

ture-Play Magazine has been in re-

ceipt of many letters from contestants,

requesting that their photographs sub-

mitted to the contest be returned. Some
of these letters have inclosed postage

for the purpose of covering mailing,

and some have not.

When the judges opened the mail,

they laid aside those pictures with

which were inclosed postage, and put

the others together. Every effort is
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being made to return the pictures with

which postage was inclosed. The
others were not tiled alphabetically, and

it would be impossible to find an indi-

vidual entry among the thousands.

Therefore, if you inclosed postage

when you sent your picture, it will most

probably be returned if you are not a

winner. If you did not inclose postage,

it is useless to write now and send us

stamps. We could not find your pic-

ture, and would only have to return

your money.
Foreseeing such a situation, it was

clearly stated in italic type, in every

publication of the rules, that this maga-
zine would not be responsible for any
pictures or letters submitted to the con-

test. We are doing our utmost to re-

turn them to the senders who put

stamps in their entries, but the return

of even these cannot be guaranteed.

PLAINTIVE SONG OF THE LADY BUG
[
BELONG among the upper set's best people,

And my high position bothers me a bit,

For Fm isolated like a stately steeple,

There are lots of pleasures that I must omit

;

While I do not care to talk of my attractions,

Still, I must admit Fm more than passing fair

;

And it splits the male contingent into factions

When I step into the plot 'most anywhere.

Oh, they dance attendance on my stray caprices,

And they try to make the going soft for me

;

Though I bust a multitude of hearts in pieces,'

Yet Fm not as happy as I ought to be.

Men ! They ask me out to concerts and to dances,

And they take me out to every blooming show

;

Men ! They tell me that my pulchritude entrances,

But—they do not take me where I want to go.

For—by way of necessary explanation

—

(I tell all these things to you in confidence)

I am just as timid as a poor relation,

Who, upon receiving money, gets him hence;

It is very hard for me to ask a favor,

That's my nature, and Fm sorry it is so;

So, you see, my problem waxes graver,

I am much too shy to tell them where to go.
v

Me, I'd like to go and see the moving pictures,

For the handsome heroes thrill my very soul

;

But my whole life must be lived between the strictures

Of position and the ultrasocial role.

They have placed me on a pedestal above them,

At an altitude that's formal, cold, and smug;
There they think that I am happy, but, Lord love them,

It is time they learned I am a lady bug.

Lyon Mearson.
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the heavy hand of the general ham-
mered on the panel.

"Quick ! Pull down your hair and

struggle with me," whispered Karl. "It

is our only chance."

The big bulk of the general was flung

against the door, and it gave way.

Wrathful, he surveyed the struggling

man and woman. Then, recognizing

the young lieutenant, he burst into a

roar of vicious laughter.

"A woman—always a woman, my
brave lieutenant !" he cried. ''The little

spitfire bootblack, eh? Bring her down,

Von Austreim. I want to question her."

And in his stockinged feet he lumbered

downstairs.

They followed him to the dining

room, where he had summoned his staff

around the dining table.

As Karl and the girl entered, the gen-

eral greeted them with a leer. "Wine,

women, and war—that's Von Aus-

treim's motto !" he chuckled. Then the

brutal grin vanished, and his eyes grew
stern. "Now7

,
girl, some one has been

telephoning from here to the French

lines. What have you to say? Tell!"

"He asks you to tell what you know
about a secret telephone," Karl trans-

lated.

"I refuse to say anything," she an-

swered.

Karl looked at her pleadingly, but she

shook her head.

The colonel bared his teeth. "No an-

swer, eh ! Then take her out and shoot

her!"

Karl plucked off his helmet and flung

his sword at the feet of the colonel.

"Order me shot also," he said. "I am
done with you and your emperor. I was
blind to your system—now, thank God,
I see

!"

The angry officers sprang to attack

him, but the colonel waved them aside.

"It shall be as the gentleman desires,"

he said with ironic courtesy. "Ascer-
tain the lady's name, and have it en-

tered on the records that she was shot

as a spy ; also that Karl von Austreim
was shot for treason. Now take them
away."

Jules de Destin, at the other end of

the phone, had heard Angela scream.

Failing to get further message from her,

he surmised that she had been discov-

ered. It was useless to hope for mercy
from the disciples of schrecklichkeit.

He ordered the guns concentrated on

the chateau. An avalanche of French
shells descended. Karl and Angela were
buried with the others in a mass of

debris. Suddenly the guns ceased and

the girl managed to crawl out from the

wreckage, and, supporting Karl, who
was badly wounded, led him through the

star shells of No Man's Land between

the German and French lines.

They gained a ruined chapel as a

fresh charge of the French swept by in

a counter attack that gained them the

chateau permanently.

Next morning, bringing his battery

up, Jules sawr two figures stumbling out

of the ruined chapel—the woman he

loved and the man he had hated. It

was a strange meeting, there by the

broken chancel and the broken cross on

the devastated plain.

Angela, overjoyed at meeting the

young Frenchman, hastened to explain

what had happened. "Karl is no longer

a Prussian," she added. "He gave up
his sword to his commander."

Jules stared at the man he had hated.

Karl nodded dully. 'T didn't under-

stand," he said. "I thought the Father-

land meant " And there he stopped..

There wras a sob in his throat.

"Jules, will you protect him—for my
sake?" pleaded Angela. "He is badly

wounded."
"I must advance with my battery,"

Jules told her. "I will see that you are

in safe hands, and I'll send an ambu-
lance for Von Austreim. He will be put

in a detention camp, as a matter of

course, but I think—yes, I knozv I can
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secure his release and passports to en-

able him to return to America, if he

wishes."

"I never wish to see Germany again,"

said Karl.

Karl recovered from his wounds, and,

cheered by the visits of Angela, looked

hopefully to the future. Jules de Destin

was as good as his word, and because

of his great love for Angela sent a full

report of her heroism, and added his

plea for the release of Karl von Aus-

treim. It was an effective letter, and it

brought immediate response.

One day, when Angela was talking

with Karl through the wires of the con-

centration camp, a soldier arrived with

an official document. Karl read it with

eyes that grew blurred. "It is my re-

lease,".he said, his voice choking. "On
the recommendation of Lieutenant

Jules de Destin. God bless him ! He
did it for your sake, Angela. He loves

you. and is more worthy than I. May
you and he be very happy !"

She understood. Her cheeks crim-

soned. She rose on tiptoe, and pressed

her face against the wire to be kissed by

the disheveled but happy prisoner.

''Be good," she said, with a ripple of

laughter that brought him back to the

old days in America. "Be good—and

come and see us in Washington."

If*

SONG OF THE SCREEN STAR
(^H, I am a moving-picture hero bold.

You should see me knock the sneaky villain cold,

Armed with virtue in the fight,

(And a fairly nifty right),

I can surely make them hustle when I battle for the light

;

I am cast within the Grecian gods' own mold.

Oh, I am a hero of romance—and brave,

And I'm always looking for a flag to save,

If a man must do and dare,

You can bet that I'm right there,

And I buss the lovely heroine—a rather sweet affair,

While the villain seeks a dank and dreary grave.

Oh. the fans applaud when I stalk on the screen

With the triumph of the victor in my mien.

And the mash notes that I get

From the girls I never met.

Why, I feel as if the beauties of the world were in my net

And the least I should have married is a queen.

But, when I get home from all my mimic strife,

And take up the thread of plain domestic life,

Then I watch my bally step,

For I know my wife is hep
To the way that I became possessed of my heroic rep,

For no hero is a hero to his wife.

Lvox Mearson.
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Reports from the Los Angeles dig.

tricts show that recruiting is bet-

ter there than in most other parts

of the country, and, no doubt, the

part taken by the film players has

much to do with it. Who wouldn't

scramble into a soldier's suit, with

full speed, to have Olive Thomas
pin a ribbon on his chest? In

Olive's district they might even

sign just for the pleasure of a

good-by kiss, when they are called

to France.



Harry T. Morey, below, lias been one of

the most active picture players in the

campaign to bring the army up
to fighting strength. Mr.

Morey has left the Vitagraph

studio for long intervals,

to speak in many places

to aid recruiting.

Universal City has
devoted a section of the

town to the sole purpose of serv-

ing as a recruiting station. It is shown above,
and the names of many well-known players

appear on the lists of the boys who have en-

listed. Because of the fact that it is a picture

city, there is not a single man who has joined

from this station who is not connected with
the film industry.



Virginia Pearson, above, is pictured leaving her automobile to make a

personal appearance at a theater, where she spoke both to swell the ;irmy

list and to sell Liberty Bonds. Miss Pearson makes many such appearances,

and also works, regularly behind a counter in a big New York store to sell

the bonds. She has obtained remarkable results.

Below are some of the Lasky Home Guards, accompanied by Mary Pickford,

who go out in a body to urge Californians to hearken to the call to arms.

Behind Miss Pickford is Captain C. B. DeMille, and Wallace Reid is the

color sergeant.



Booming
By

William Farnum

M OST people

are naturally

patriotic in

their regard for these

United States ; some
people adopt their

patriotism when they

adopt the nation and
take out first papers.

Other people, perhaps

s
there are a few, are

not patriotic. But with

me, patriotism was natu-

ral. When I was born I

already had a headstart

over any of the patriotism

that Georgie Cohan could

ever acquire. What do

you suppose that worthy

would give for the record that

William Farnum.

m
,k ^Hj «<4Nj£ittf* was handed to me in the crib."

Here it is: In the first place, I

H^l VHHHHj was born on the Fourth of July,

in '76—no, not 1776—one hun-

M Bfefe . dred years later. In the sec-

ond place, the event occurred in the

shadow of Bunker Hill Monument, in

Boston, Massachusetts. You can hardly

understand how fine it makes a person feel to have the

whole United States shoot off firecrackers and salutes

and hang out flags and have a holiday on your birthday.

I truly believe that I am one of the first famous men
(my press agent says I am famous, and I should be,

to judge from his salary) to have their birthdays

made holidays while they are still alive. But, re-

turning to seriousness, I am patriotic, and ready to

serve the nation in any way I can.

When I was still young my family took me to

Bucksport, Maine, and I was educated there with

my school chum and playmate, my brother Dustin, who is to-day employed by

the same firm that pays my salary. Both of us, even in our earliest days, had a

longing to go on the stage. This, no doubt, was partly hereditary. As we grew
older we also grew more determined to realize our ambitions. When I was
fourteen, and beginning to think that the world needed my presence on the



the Cheer Market
A famous star tells his life story, and starts with startling personal data that

boosts patriotic stock above par.

stage, I made my debut at the old Bos-

ton Academy. Strange as it may seem,

there was no difficulty at all in getting

the job—my dad, you know, owned the

company. My first appearance was as

Lucius, in "Julius Caesar."

Dad wouldn't think of letting a poor

actor play in any of his companies, and

drilled me morning, noon, and night.

Day after day I worked twenty hours

out of the twenty-four to perfect a

part. Finally, I became "so-so," to

quote my father's words, and he gave

me bigger and better parts.

At about this time the company went

on a long road tour, in Shakespearean

plays. During these few years I dou-

bled and many times trebled in every

character the immortal William ever

wrote. They were the hardest years

of my life. They taught me, although

I wasn't old enough to realize it then,

the untold value of a training in the

classical drama for young actors. It is

to those years of hard knocks and work
that I attribute whatever success I have
gained since.

Finally, my father, who was growing
old, disbanded his company. The germ
of the stage, however, was still in my
blood, and I played with various com-

panies for nearly six years, always com-

panies of classical repertoire. In those

days the Bard of Avon was the most

popular playwright in the country. To-

day—especially in films—he is not.

William and Mrs. Farnum, celebrating his and the nation's birthday.
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This was recently proved by Mr. Wil-

liam Fox, when he engaged Mr. Robert

Mantell to appear in photo plays. Man-
tell, you must remember, was one of

the greatest portrayers of Shakespear-

ean roles in the world. Mr. Fox
thought that it would be splendid to

have him appear on the screen in the

same plays he had immortalized on

the stage. Accordingly, he asked

the opinion of some one hundred

of his exchanges. We were all

surprised when the answer came
j^pf;

back that the odds were seventy

to thirty against Shakespeare.

Therefore, Mr. Mantell played

in modern dramas, and in them
duplicated his stage successes

as a scholar of Shake

speare.

Strange as it may seem,

it is the style these days to

sneer at ''robustious, peri-

wig-pated fellows" of the

Shakespearean school, but

nevertheless it takes more
brains and talent to play

"Caesar" or "Hamlet" than

it does to be the "soup-and-

fish" hero of a modern so-

ciety play. I know—I have

played both.

A few years back I estab

lished the William Farnum
Stock Company in Buf
falo and Cleveland,

building my own
theaters. Then the

classical drama was not dead. In Buf-
falo alone we had a season of thirty

weeks, giving twenty different classical

dramas, and the "S. R. O." sign was
almost always on display. I wish I

could say the same thing about our
other productions, but, sadly, I cannot.

When I was receiving my training in

father's company I thought I had to

work hard. I changed my mind
when I started my own com-

_ pan}'. I was "up" in all the

BSfe ,-
: parts and ready to fill any in

L case of need. Really, with

producing, studying, direct-

ing, and looking after the

financial end of the business.

I celebrated every week if I

found that I had had as much
as forty hours' rest.

"Ben Hur" came
next, and I played

the part for five con-

s e c u t i v e years.

This. I imagine,

constitutes some
kind of a record,

but as I don't know
what it is we'll let it

pass. This play was
followed by "The
Prince of India."

About that time I re-

ceived a splendid of-

fer to play the lead

in a screen version

of Rex Beach's
J

masterpiece, "The
Spoilers." I accepted

more as a lark than anv-

regular
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Bill Farnum's vacations at his Maine home consist mainly of ivoi

routine, and that it would require no

study and little work. I made a bad

mistake ! It was work and study, and

every bit as hard as playing on the

legitimate stage. Any actor that goes

into the "movies" to have a "good time"

is going to be terribly fooled. In many
respects it . takes a bigger and better

man to put across some emotional stuff

before the camera than it does on the

stage. Remember, too, that you haven't

got your lines to help you out—your

actions are what count.

''The Spoilers" was staged out in the

great, glorious -West, and we lived an

outdoor life. I'll never forget the big

scene of the picture. Tom Santchi, a

husky six-foot-two giant, was playing

the heavy lead, and a wonderful, "dyed-

in-the-wool" villain he made. The
scene called for a fight between the two
of us—not one of these "tap-vou-on-

the-wrist-slap-you-in-the-face," but a

real man-sized scrap. Tom and I got to-

gether before the scene was to be filmed,

4

and talked matters over. We decided

that we'd go at it hammer and tongs,

and I've never heard any one claim

that the fight was faked. We wanted
this scene to stand out—it did ! So

much so that we fought five minutes

longer than necessary. When "The
Spoilers" was flashed on the screen I

was suffering from a case of stage

fright for the first time in my life. I

had been acting for a good many years,

but that was the very first time I had

ever seen myself perform.

The art of the silent drama appealed

to me thereafter. Perhaps this was
partly due to the fact that it taught me
a great deal about my own work. I see

every picture I appear in, and try to

find out where I can improve. There
was another attraction, too, to film

acting, and that was the variety of

parts, instead of the monotony of por-

traying the same role over and over

again. I decided to remain with the

screen rather than return to the stage.



Gladys Leslie—Soldiers' Samaritan
By Bert Adler

DID you ever hear of the "Gladys Leslie

Coffee Station?" No? Well, it has
been running for some time now at the Long
Island entrance to the Queensboro Bridge,

New York City—ever since, in fact, the

Naval Militia were called out on active duty.

Richard Leslie, of the First Battalion, New
York Naval Militia, is a brother of the Than-
houser star, and when the call came for him
to perform his duty, Miss Leslie decided that

she would do hers. This took the form of a
coffee stand, where the pretty picture player

served the young militiamen with the warm-
ing beverage.

''It seemed to me to be the most practical

thing that I could do," says Miss Leslie.

"My brother and the rest of the boys who got

the assignment to guard the New York side

of the big structure are naturally brawny
fellows, but as they are a part of the volun-

teer system, they have been engaged until the

call came at their regular businesses, most of

which are of an indoor nature. When you
take a young man who generally passes his

entire day in an office and his evenings in a

club house, an armory, a theater, or some
equally comfortable place, and put him out in

the midnight cold at this bridge, and keep him
there night after night, you will find he is

glad to have coffee." It might be added, to

Miss Leslie's statement, that he is glad to

have a pretty film star serve it.

The Queensboro Bridge, which is one of

the largest structures under the watch of the

New York Naval Militia, cost seventeen mil-

lion dollars to build, and it was reported that

an effort would be made to dynamite it.

Miss Leslie would like to see the wives and
mothers of the boys organize coffee stations

for them on a systematic basis—that is, a

stand wherever a detachment is on duty. She
is assembling some of the officers' wives for

this purpose, and hopes to make the organiza-

tion a fact.



A Patriotic Eruption
Able-bodied Americans who stayed at home, cheering
an open-air movie of the boys who went to the front.

By Charles Gatchell



\ i

What Movies Mean to the Marines
the operator of a still cam-
era echoes the poet's senti-

ments. Tackle the problem
yourself and you will find

that there is no such thing

as a "typical photograph"

of marines. The marine is

"soldier and sailor, too."

He is, as occasion demands,
an oarsman or an infantry-

man, a cavalryman or an
aviator, a ship's gunner or

a coast-defense artillery-

man, a signal man, opera-

tor of a wireless, or a

bridge en-

g i n e e r.

How shall

you pic-

The men
who in "sol-

diers and sailors,

too" are making the

films work for Uncle
Sam.

Bv
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ture one so versatile—in a trench with

a rifle and a steel helmet, or on the deck

of a superdreadnaught manning an

antiaircraft gun?
In this peculiar situation the motion-

picture operator steps in and claims his

opportunity. He, and he alone, can

take a truly characteristic portrait of

marines, all on a single film. Of course,

the film should be at least a thousand

feet long.

The story of how our marines first

got into the movies dates back to long

before the war. Five or six years ago

a Sunday newspaper forwarded to a re-

cruiting station of the United States

Marine Corps in San Francisco a re-

quest for ''something typical" to illus-

trate an article about the activities of

the corps in times of peace. The lieu-

tenant in charge of the station set to

work upon the task of trying to select

something typical out of a collection of

a hundred or more photographs in the

office files. He eliminated down to a

set of about two dozen, and there he

was ''stuck.*' What is typical of the

kind of soldier who specializes in a

score or more of duties? Finally, the

lieutenant packed up twenty of the pic-

tures and pleaded that the editor take

his own choice.

A marine doesn't like to be stumped,

and this one kept on pondering his un-

solved problem. A few evenings later

he went to a motion-picture theater, and

on the bill saw a film that told the story

of how steel is made. Xo "still" could

have covered that story, but the movie
described every process. The thought

suddenly occurred to the officer that

here was what he had been seeking.

Why not a motion picture to describe

the making of a United States marine?
The lieutenant knew no more about

the cinema camera than any other con-

sumer, but he decided that the thing to

do was to get busy right away and make
a beginning. First of all he evolved an

amateur scenario wTith a love story in it.

He sat down and ticked it out on the

office typewriter

:

"Two young fellows in love with the

same girl. The fellow who gets turned

down is the right sort, and instead of

going out into the garden to eat worms,
he decides to enlist and be of service

to his country. Walks down the street

and sees the recruiting poster in front

of a station of the marine corps. Smart-

looking sergeant on watch at the door.

Applicant inspects sign, hesitates,

glances toward sergeant, and back to

sign. Steps up to sergeant and speaks

to him. Is escorted inside. Makes up

his mind to go through with it. Is ex-

amined by surgeon and sworn in : 'I

solmnly swear to bear true faith and

allegiance to the United States of

America, and to serve

them honestly and

faithfully against all

their enemies, whom-
soever '

"
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After that the scenario outlined, like

an industrial film, the mill through

which recruits are put—the "awkward
squad/' learning the manual of arms, a

company going through exercises, move-
ments in close order, bayonet exercise,

street-riot formations, wall scaling.

From that to the camp and the bivouac,

the artillery drill, the rifle range. The
marine on the field and the marine on

board ship, a battle scene for a climax.

Finally, the love story emerged again,

when the hero with his medals goes

home on leave, and the leading lady

claims the privilege of her sex to change

her mind and marry the military man
rather than the civilian.

As recruiting happened to be a bit

slack, the author of the scenario ob-

tained permission to run down to the

marine training station on Mare Island

for some cinema target practice. He
made no particularly high score of

bull's-eyes at first. Sometimes, in fact,

he quite missed the target. He tells the

story on himself, so we may as well

quote

:

"In the innocence of inexperience, I

rashly offered to undertake the task of

producing such a picture. My troubles

began with the scenario, and multiplied

rapidly through the various phases of

filmography, until the final day came
when the finished product, the result of

many trying and discouraging incidents,

was thrown on the screen. I took one
despairing look at the dismal sight, and
then went home and sent for the doctor.

I remained two weeks on the sick list,

until the excitement had subsided. It

was a typical first effort, but not entirely

disheartening:. It had sufficient merit to

A scene from a government film showing

marines in aviation service.

stimulate the hope that some time

some one would produce a marine corps

film that would be worth while. It was
a great encouragement when I later

discovered that my camera man had ac-

acquired about all his experience in

turning a grindstone on a ranch near

Fresno.

"In spite of the lack of merit in the

maiden effort, persistent recruiters suc-

ceeded in getting the picture on the

screens in various parts of the country,

and some districts even went so far as

to report it a success. In some places,

where the picture was accompanied with

a lecture, it was reported to have gone

with a whoop. Only recently has the

film been expended as 'worn out in

service.'
"

"Whatever else the film accomplished,
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about

After

Nica-

it taught the pro-

ducer a good many
useful points

film making,

a sojourn in

ragua, the lieutenant

was placed in

charge of the ma-
rine corps' national

publicity bureau in

New York City.

Again his thoughts

reverted to the pos-

sibility of describing

the work of a ma-
rine through the
medium of moving
pictures. Some
rather lively fighting

was going on at the

time between United

States marines and

the revolutionists in

Hayti. This sug-

gested the possibility

of putting a better

climax onto the pro-

cess of 'The Mak-
ing of a Marine"
than a sham battle.

Why not show him
in the thick of some
real fighting? Head-
quarters approved
the idea, and the

producer set to work
again. In the office

of the publicity bu-

r e a u the officer

found a corporal,

Percy Webb, who
used to be an actor,

and a gunnery ser-

geant, Thomas G.

Sterrett, who had
been director of the-

atrical troupes.
With marines to do
the job themselves

and a trained cam-

era man at the
crank, a new battery

went into action,

and distinguished it-

self for a month for

gallant and efficient

action. "The Peace-

makers" is a film

with all the ear-

marks of profes-

sionalism. Its big

scenes are made
aboard a ship bound
for a war and upon
actual battlefields.

The success of

"The Peacemakers"

stimulated some of

the big film corpora-

tions to put marines

into further p i c -

tures. The Edison

Company in June
released "The Star-

spangled Banner," a

film in which all the

parts but the
"leads" are taken by

marines. The
Hearst - Pathe
Weekly has released

a number of scenes

of training-camp life

taken at Marine
Barracks near

Charleston, South

Carolina. In several

other films marines

are used in battle

scenes. Once they

a c com modatingly

donned the uniform

of the invading

army in a "prepar-

edness" film.

When war was

A piece of the marines'

film made by a soldier

camera man.
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declared upon Germany, one of the first

things the marines' publicity bureau did

was to enlist L. H. Caverly, a civilian

motion-picture expert, in the ranks of

the reserve corps as a quartermaster

sergeant. Some of the pictures he is

taking are designed to stimulate recruit-

ing. Others are to be historical rec-

ords, so that a generation to come may
see how the marines sailed away to

France, how they looked in action, the

welcome when they returned. At this

writing no official permission has been

granted to film the battle scenes, but if

the example of the Allies is followed,

this permission will not be long with-

held. Both the French and the Eng-
lish have motion-picture men at the

battle fronts, and in the French cinema
brigade the casualties have been as

heavy as among machine-gun operators.

Pending the time when the marine
squad of movie men may be sent to the

front, the activities of the squad will

center chiefly- upon graphic description

of what our marines are doing in this

country, aboard ships, or in the places

outside the "States" where thev are

comes to defining
" Seeing is corn-

stationed or are called for duty. A
motion picture is worth yards of read-

ing matter when it

"Y\ nat Is a Marine
prehending. When the public can sit in

a movie theater and see for itself that

a marine is a sea-going soldier ; that he

is a "'regular.'" but in the navy, not the

army ; that though he is in the navy

his job aboard ship is quite different

from a jack tar's—then, and possibly

onlv then, will the United States Ma-
rine Corps be understood and appre-

ciated.

The lieutenant who produced the

first marine corps film is now a cap-

tain, and the gunnery sergeant director

has the rank of second lieutenant.

They have four expert camera men to

help them and the cooperation of all

the patriotic film corporations in the

country to fall back upon in emer-

gencies. The producer and the direc-

tor are working now upon a film ver-

sion of the Kipling ballad, "Soldier and

Sailor, too.'' A sketchy draft of the

first page of that scenario is worth put-

ting on exhibit. Here are a few of its

The Marine Corps has its own moving-picture
outfit headed by experienced men. Above are the

director, Captain Ross E. Roswell, the camera
man, Quarter-
master Sergeant
L. H. Caverly,

and "still" pho-
tographer, Pri-

vate Lester C. T.

Woodward.

subtitles

:

after I met 'im all over the

world"
A-doin' all kinds of things"

'Like landin' 'isself with a Gatlin'

gun"
"To talk to them 'eathen kings"
' "E sleeps in a 'ammick instead of

a cot"

An' drills with the deck on a

slew"

'There isn't a job on the top o'

the earth"

The begsar don't know nor do

There is where the

task becomes diffi-

cult. Stevenson said

that the real task of

the artist is to know
what to leave out.

The marines would
like to compress
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The movies are a great aid to the Marine Corps in keeping records of

rifle practice.

their new movie into a reel or two, but

the versatility of the United States Ma-
rine Corps, which does everything from
splicing ropes to acting as sanitary ex-

perts, makes "knowing what to leave

out" a peculiarly taxing sort of job.

And while the scenario is in prepara-

tion the publicity bureau has a number
of other little things to turn out—for

example, millions of hand bills and
booklets, a dozen or more varieties of

four-color posters, a voluminous corre-

spondence, a monthly magazine, and
three releases of "copy" a week.

But the material turned out for the

public's consumption—especially the

films which are shown all over the coun-

try—is not merely a part of a recruiting

campaign. Although that is the pri-

mary purpose of it, every inch of film

and every word of manuscript contains

more interesting, instructive, and enter-

taining features than can be found in

most magazines or on most screens.

For this reason, the films are one of

the most effective recruiting mediums
employed in the United States to-day.

The pictures of the various branches of

military service are so interesting that

the men of America flock to see them
—and then the films do their work for

Uncle Sam.

The difference between the Marines and the Sailors is seen in this picture taken from
(

*The Peacemakers.''' The Marines are at the left.



Sketches of
The tidal wave ofpatriotism

surges through the studios.

By R. L. Lambdin

The public clamors
for timely plays, so
the director becomes
drillmaster to a
squad of imitation

rookies.



the Studios in WarTime

Every one in the studio does
his duty and buys a bond.



The City of Stars
Universal City, in California is the

first real film municipality to be
built. It is inhabited solely by
players and others connected with

the Universal Company, has its own
post office and governingofficials and is

a recognized town. So, when the wave
of patriotism began to spread over the

land, the City of Stars threw out its

chest proudly and proclaimed itself a

component, part of the United Stales.

This photograph was taken when the

inhabitants announced their firm loy-

alty to the nation and raised the Stars

and Stripes above the local adminis-

tration building, with a cheer heard
round the world of filmdoni.



Merl La Voy, at left

and a
French
soldier,

near the

trenches

at
Verdun.

The Movie Machine Gunner
A new hero of the great war who has cap-

tured thousands single handed—in his camera.

By Roger Packard

EVERY war has its heroes whose deeds of valor set fire to a

country's imagination. But always there is the element of

"the fighting chance" in these acts of courage, because the

soldier who* performs them is prepared to strike back at his foe with

weapons best suited to the emergency. History must give place, in

its records of bravery, to a new type of hero who endures the hard-

ships and dangers of battle without even "a bare bodkin" to use for

self-defense. In this latter class the first candidate for honors is Merl
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LaVoy, who has given to the world the

most realistic and thrilling motion-pic-

ture record of the present great war.

There is nothing uncertain about these

war pictures. They are war pictures.

Mr. LaVoy made them under the au-

thority of the American Relief Clear-

ing House, and he took the same risks

in filming them that a combatant does

lighting. Verdun was still under bom-
bardment when the pictures of that

ruined citadel were taken. Shells were
bursting within less than a quarter of a

mile of the photographer when he made
the pictures.

LaVoy's life wasn't worth a picka-

yune to the first-aid corps, because he

was a mere adventurer, making pic-

tures. He had a "green pass," which

means "let him alone." The young
American was let alone, and he got the

pictures.

Under the title "Heroic France," the

most stirring events of the war have
been recorded in an eight-reel picture.

Mr. LaVoy was engaged for twenty-

two months on the battle front in

France in securing,the film which was
released by Mutual recently.

In contrast to most war pictures

shown in this country which have been

taken rather remote from the firing line,

these pictures were almost invariably

taken under the muzzles of the guns.

Here you see the French artillery bat-

teries swinging into line for one of the

big "punches" on the Verdun front. In

another scene are shown the ambulance
corps men tending wounded under fire.

A moment later the grim-visaged poilu

will be seen escorting a company of

German captives to the rear.

Less thrilling, but not less interest-

ing, are the scenes behind the lines,

wdiich comprise a variety of subjects.

The spectator is introduced to the celeb-

rities of French and English political

and military life and to the famous
aviators of the service. Among the lat-

ter are many who have since been killed

in action. There are splendid views of

British cavalry troops waiting to go to

the front
;
and, again, the reserve en-

campments as seen through the floor-

ing of an aeroplane are flashed on the

screen. The Charlie Chaplin mono-
plane, one of the fighting machines of

the west front, comes in for its share of

interest.

Among the famous men registered on
the film are ex-Premier Briand, ex-

Premier Georges Clemenceau, President

Poincare, and Lord Kitchener. The
latter's picture was taken a short time

before his death. Among the popular

aviators are George Carpentier, French

heavyweight pugilistic champion, and
Raoul Lufberry, Connecticut.

The unusual interest which attaches to

Mr. LaVoy's pictures is due in no< small

degree to the picturesque personality

of the young photographer himself, and
also to the fact that the pictures were
taken under actual service conditions at

the front. The audience realizes the

dangers which beset Mr. LaVoy's prog-

ress as he "shoots" pictures amid scenes

of havoc, where his fellow heroes are

shooting the enemy. All about him the

roar of heavy artillery, the barking of

smaller guns, and the bursting of shells

lend horror and fascination to his dan-

gerous tasks. He has lived so- close to

the struggle, and for such a long time,

that you would scarcely think of him as

apart from the poilu if it were not for

his trusty camera and tripod, which he

swings jauntily over his shoulder. The
steel helmet, khaki uniform, and mud-
besmattered puttees give him the bear-

ing of a trench fighter—and, indeed, he

is, for most of his twenty-two months
were spent in the first-line diggings.

While his comrades are struggling to

bring strife to a' close, LaVoy is doing

all in his non-militant power to make
the war last forever—at least, in cellu-

loid form—in order that future genera-

tions may be eyewitnesses of the great

conflict.



Filmy Fancies
By Robert V. Carr

DIRECTING.

TflEY'RE never on time, that troupe of mine,

They all spell grief to me

;

They fool around and sing and play.

No odds where they may be.

They bother and kid me behind my back

—

Ye gods ! that alibi

Is ever the same, he's late because

He met a friend named Si.

The vamp's now lost nine strings of pearls,

The giggling ingenue

Can never remember from set to set

To change her costume through.

And over and over I shoot the scene,

And work my poor dome gray,

And threaten and praise, and plead and cuss

To get ten feet O. K.

What's that I hear about my troupe?

They can't make pictures, hey?
Here, hold my coat, and let me see

If I can't trim that jay!

Why, man alive ! that troupe of mine
Can beat the world—hear me

!

Just rest your eyes on what they've done,

And then, by jinks, you'll see!

INTRODUCING CHARLES MURRAY, COMEDIAN.

"My callin'," says Murray, "it is noble,

I'll have you take notice of that

;

What more can man do when you're gloomy and blue

Than make a smile tip the lid of your hat ?

"What better to do, let me warble,

Than to show all the fun in your fears,

And chase I. M. Gloom on the jump to his tomb,
And make a smile turn the lock on your tears?

"Yep, all of my life have I joked them,

This mighty and restless old race.

And I'm glad that I can light the heart of a man
And make the smile wipe the tear from his face."



The Bullet-Proof
Having proven their bravery by grappling with the wiles of the screen

THERE are two ways in which it

is possible for an individual or

an organization to express pa-

triotism
; one is the giving of treasure,

and the other the giving of self. Many
extremely patriotic people are, by force

of circumstances, prevented from mak-
ing a concrete expression of their love

of country in either form, and others

find that they are able to manifest their

patriotic desires in only one of the two
alternatives. Thousands of men and

women have been forced to content

themselves with subscribing to the great

Liberty Loan, or to participate in some
form of relief work, such as the Red
Cross, the American ambulance service,

By Ray

or some other of the innumerable and
invaluable service branches designed to

alleviate the suffering and poverty

which are the inevitable results of the

gigantic world conflict. Still others

have made the tremendous sacrifice of

sending their own sons to the front,

while it has been the privilege of rela-

tively a small proportion of the country

to dedicate itself to the active serviqe;

upon the firing line.

The Lasky Home Guard going through its daily drill on the Lasky ranch in California. The

experience at directing troops of



Heroes of Romance
women, Lasky's whole staff has formed a Home Guard to face gunpowder.

Ralston

When the President of the United

States issued his immemorial challenge

to the Hun there arose in the heart of

even' true American an unconquerable

desire to respond to his country's call,

and to help in shouldering the tremen-

dous responsibility which the country

has undertaken in its fight for the free-

dom of the world. The electric spark

of patriotism flashed in every corner of

the country, from east to west and

from north to south, and out in pic-

turesque Hollywood, California, where

every thought and energy has been bent

upon the production of photo plays, the

call to arms met with a response which

will redound to the everlasting credit of

the motion-picture industry.

Actresses, who had been largely con-
1

cerned with the latest modes from

Paris, or with the newest creation of

their modistes, suddenly took up an

active study of Red Cross work, and

classes were formed in home nursing,

first aid, bandage rolling, and various

other activities for the active relief of

suffering both of the men at arms and

maneuvers are being commanded by Captain De Mille {at extreme right) who has had mm
soldiers and mobs for the screen.
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of their families. Actresses of all ages,

who had formerly been content to sit

idly gossiping or doing fancy work
while waiting to be called for their

scenes, will be found to-day busily knit-

ting the various sweaters and other

wearing apparel for which the govern-

ment has issued an urgent call—each

one animated solely by the desire to be

of sendee.

Among the men the effect of the

president's message was inspiring to be-

hold. As a result of their activities, the

Lasky Company points with pride to-

day to the fact that there is not one sin-

gle man of military age in its employ
who has not volunteered and enlisted

for active service. This is a record

which will be preserved to the everlast-

ing glory of the motion-picture indus-

try, and is a stinging rebuke to those

who have professed to find within it an

element of moral decadence. The ma-
jority of the men who have enlisted

have joined either the Naval Reserve

or the Coast Artillery Federal Reserve.

The latter organization has already

been called to the colors on August
5th, and it is a matter of pardonable

pride on the part of the Lasky studio

that Company Seventeen of this unit is

commanded by Captain Theodore Dun-
can, of the Lasky Company, and has as

its second lieutenant Walter Long, an-

other member of that, organization.

This company is practically a Lasky
unit in its entirety.

Supplementing the enlistment of the

unmarried men in these two branches

of the service, there followed the for-

mation of the Lasky Home Guard, one

of the most remarkable units which has

ever been formed. It comprises an in-

fantry company of one hundred and
twenty-five men, a band of thirty pieces,

a complete signal unit, and two ma-
chine-gun sections. It is commanded
by Cecil B. De Mille, the director gen-

eral of the Lasky studio, and is being

thoroughly drilled in the manual of

arms and in all military matters by
Lieutenant Henry Woodward, under

the direct supervision of the officers of

the California National Guard.

Confidently expecting that the calling

out of the California National Guard
for active service—in all probability in

France—will necessitate the enrollment

of the Lasky Home Guard for the pur-

pose of guarding life and property in
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and around Los Angeles, the Home
Guard has undertaken a rigorous

course of training in preparation for

whatever contingencies may arise. The
noncommissioned officers of the organi-

zation drill every night, and these drills

are supplemented three nights a week
by a special school for officers of the

line. The entire organization drills

twice a week, and Sundays are given

over to general maneuvers on the big

Lasky ranch outside of Hollywood.
In the latter part of May one of these

Sunday maneuvers was interrupted

long enough to permit Mary Pickford

to present the Home Guard with a

beautiful silk flag, which was accepted

by Captain Cecil B. De Mille, and
which is now carried during drill by

Color Sergeant Wallace Reid.

The equipment of the Home Guard is

as complete in every detail as that of

any National Guard unit, though the

uniforms are necessarily slightly differ-

ent from those of the authorized

branches of the service.

The newest model rifles, exactly the

same type as those which are now be-

ing used at the front bv the French, are

being utilized by the Lasky Home
Guard. They are, of course, fitted

with the regulation bayonet. The ma-
chine guns are of the latest automatic

type. -

The equipment further comprises a

portable wireless outfit with a licensed

operator, a complete field telephone

unit, a field ambulance of the latest ap-

proved design, and two portable light-

ing plants which may be used in operat-

ing powerful searchlights for night

work. There are enough automobiles

owned by the company and individual

members of the guard to transport the

entire organization, which can be mo-
bilized and armed in one

hour after the sounding of I

the alarm.

In the film vaults which

have been given over by

the company for the pur-

pose of storing ammuni-
tion, the Home Guard has

one hundred and twenty

thousand rounds of rifle

ammunition and one hun

dred thousand
rounds for its ma-

Tjie

Home
Guard

band—
mostly

actors—
rehears-

ing in

thefield.
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Tlu n who are training the first real contingent of soldiers composed entirely of motion-

picture men. From left to right: First Lieutenant James Neill, Captain Cecil

B. De Mille, and Second Lieutenant Henry Woodward.

chine guns. The Lasky Home Guard
was organized for two purposes : One,

to guard property and maintain order

in the event of the National Guard be-

ing called out of the State
;
and, second,

for the purpose of so thoroughly

schooling its members in military tac-

tics that, if the war is prolonged and

they are called to the colors, they will

be eligible for rapid promotion because

of their experience and training.

The noncommissioned officers of the

organization are as follows :

Captain, Cecil B. De Mille.

First lieutenant, Henry Woodward.
Second lieutenant, James Neill. .

First sergeant, William C. De Mille.

Second sergeant, Ed. Martin.

Third sergeant, J. P. Hogan.
Fourth sergeant, Alvin Wyckoff.

Fifth sergeant, Geo. Melford.

Sixth sergeant, Kenneth McGaffey ) machine

Seventh sergeant, Fred Kley J gun
Eighth sergeant, Milton E. Hoffman.

Color sergeant, Wallace Reid.

First corporal, Horace Williams.

Second corporal, Walter Sherer.

Third corporal, J. Parks Jones.

Fourth corporal, Lucien Littlefield.
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Fifth corporal, Tully Marshall.

Sixth corporal, Charles H. Geldert.

Seventh corporal, Don Short.

Eighth corporal, Louis M. Goodstadt.

Xinth corporal, Ed. Morrison.

Tenth corporal, Claude Mitchell.

Eleventh corporal, Ted Duncan.
Twelfth corporal, Ernest Traxler.

Thirteenth corporal, Jack Dean.

Bugler, Guy Oliver.

In pecuniary matters, the Lasky em-

ployees have covered themselves with

laurels as well as in their participation

in active service. One week after the

home office of the Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation announced the ap-

propriation of one hundred thousand

dollars to the purchasing of Liberty

Bonds, Cecil B. De Mille had the honor

and pleasure of advising President

Adolph Zukor that the individual em-
ployees in the Lasky studio had pledged

seventy-five thousand dollars toward
the Liberty Loan. So, now that the

heroes who have been used to conquer-

ing in the love scenes are preparing to

meet gunpowder instead of face pow-

der, they are said to be brave. And
they are. But ask any of them who
have been baraed and' glaumed and su-

ratted, and you'll find they always have

been brave, undaunted, and heroic.

SOME GOOD MATERIAL
HPHE editor proposes a ten-thousand-dollar prize

For him who can invent, construct, discover, or devise

A story full of youth and love, adventure, joy, and zest

More beautiful, elaborate, and grand than all the rest;

But, dear, I know a story worth a million—and it's true.

It's simply this: that you love me and know that I love you.

The moving-picture fellows want to make a film so fine

That every movie house will have an anxious waiting line.

They bid for the scenario a price extremely high

—

An open contest in which all are privileged to try

;

But, dear, I know a little scene original and new

—

That lovely film where you kiss me, and I, of course, kiss you.

The men wrho run the theaters are searching every day
To find for public nourishment a new, attractive play.

They say the old is wearing out and modern art is fiat,

And in forlorn and hopeless hope they're trying this or that

;

But, dear, I know a play that's full of merit, and it's new !

Guess who the hero is—of course,, the heroine is you.

Arthur Brooks Baker.



An Alluring Call to Arms
By J. B. Waye

SAILOR, beware ; sailor, take care,"

and all the rest of the famous
old song is a melodious caution

against submarines, shoals, and such.

It should be revised to include a warn-
ing against the siren fascinations of the

female in general and the persuasive at-

tractions of Olive Thomas in particular.

The unsuspecting and eligible young
man of military age is usually not

afraid to serve his country. But he is

not prepared, as a rule, to be drafted

by the conscriptive means of a woman's
charms. This, however, is what hap-

pens when the fair Olive focalizes the

rays of her beauty and personality upon
a swain and asks him to join the serv-

ice.

Above is shown the well-known
actress, busy in the hum-and-buzz at-

mosphere of a recruiting station, where
she is helping Uncle Sam to get boys

for the navy. She is a tireless worker,

and not only wins enlisters by her gra-

cious smile and manner, but even helps

the authorities in the monotonous cleri-

cal duties, and is active in every branch

of work in the recruiting office.

In fact, she holds herself ready to do
her bit in any way that she can serve

best, and she has too much real patriot-

ism to shirk any task that is assigned

to her. Stony-hearted, indeed, is the

chap who can withstand the appeal to

duty when it is made to him by such an

ingratiating young lady.



The Screen in Review
Criticism and comment on the best and latest pictures,

written by America's foremost dramatic authority.

By Alan Dale

The following is the first article of a series by Alan Dale which will appear in every issue

of Picture-Play Magazine. Mr. Dale is the peer of all cities of the drama and this is the

first time that he has turned his genius toward the silent art. His writings on motion pictures

will appear exclusively in this publication, and we enjoy a feeling of just pride in being a party

to winning Mr. Dale to the film world. Read his article regularly and learn to follow his judg-

ment when selecting the plays you go to see.

—

Editor's Note.

"The Broadway Sport"

(Fox)

1 ALWAYS feel that I have been

jollied and trifled with when I sit

through a story, permit myself to

become interested, and then learn that

it was all a dream. It seems such a

cowardly way of reaching conclusions.

It is like using sterilized horrors. The
most dreadful things happen, and you

grow quite impressed with them, and

—

then you are let down. I wonder why.

Surely what is worth picturing is worth
happening. Why dream? "The Broad-

way Sport,'' in which Mr. Stuart

Holmes is the star, turns out to be noth-

ing more than a dream, with Stuart

Holmes as a gawky clerk in a small-

town store. He is clad in ill-fitting

clothes and spectacles, which, I am told,

is a new garb for Mr. Holmes.

However, needless to say that he

varies it. The story concerns the rob-

bery of his boss' safe by a couple of

thugs. Holmes locks them in the safe

and picks up the money that they scatter

around. The idea comes to him that

with such an amount of cash he can be-

Stuart Holmes and Mabel

Rutter in ''The Broadway
Sport.

'

'
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come a Broadway sport, and he pro-

ceeds to do it.

There is a ridiculous dalliance with

hypnotism, by means of which a

"shyster" lawyer contrives to get the

hero recognized as the nephew of a

millionaire and a share of the spoils for

himself. Then the incidents set in.

There is a ball, at which all the "elite"

of the unelite world assist, and five hun-

dred quarts of champagne are used in

the pool at the supper table. Such is

the extravagance of the film idea !

I suppose that many of the incidents

are intended to be humorous—for in-

stance, the rescue from a forced mar-

riage of the wrong girl at the very altar

!

The hero escapes with her in the usual

automobile, lifts up her bridal veil, and

discovers that she is a fright

!

However, it is not necessary to de-

scribe a story that is but a dream. That
is the way I feel about it. At the very

close of "Broadway Sport" the hero

wakes up, and is the gawky clerk, with

the spectacles on again, and nothing that

happened—happened. What a let-

down !

Stuart Holmes has a limited amount
of facial expression, and was not par-

ticularly happy in this role. Of course

he wore the "latest" as the sport, and
seemed to be more at ease. Clothes

make the man, and they certainly make
the movie star, of either gender. The
picture was so wildly improbable that

it cannot be discussed in very cold

blood. I thought that the best work
was done by Miss Mabel Rutter, who
played the spinster typist. This was

"I am lost in admiration of Sessue Hayakawa," says Mr. Dale. The above is a

scene from "The Jaguar's Claws."
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really clever, and as it is one of those

roles that will probably escape attention

—only the lovely heroines are noticed

in pictures—I am glad to be able to

praise it. It is these "bits" that count

on both the legitimate and the picture

stage. The unknown actress who man-
ages to make a small role stand forth

conspicuously surely demands recogni-

tion. I consider that Miss Rutter's

work in "Broadway Sport" was the best

that was done in the picture.

"The Jaguar's Claws"

( Lask)-. Paramount)

I AM lost in admiration of Sessue

Hayakawa ! It seems to me that

an actor of this type might have

made a tremendous hit in the real

drama. Certaintly he is the finest film

artist I have ever seen. He has mag-
nificent repose, features that register

every shade of expression, and gestures

that are never obnoxiously conspicu-

ous.

It is seldom that a picture story

makes a direct appeal to the critic of

the drama ! The far-fetched, in pic-

tures, is so frequent and so irrepressible

that one's criticisms are squelched,

and the only thing to do is to sit and
look, or sleep and not look. But "The
jaguar's Claws," by Beatrice De Mille

and Leighton Osmun, from the story

by William M. McCoy and Roswell
Dague, is so interesting, so direct, and
so gripping that I unhesitatingly an-

nounce it as the best scenario I have
noted in a long time.

It has a dramatic situation that is

virile and impressive, and this is it

:

The Mexican bandit, in a fury of vin-

clictiveness, takes prisoner both the wife
and the sister of the American manager
of the oil fields in Mexico. The young
husband, distraught, visits the bandit

and begs for clemency, but El Jaguar
is merciless. He has this to offer : the

American can take one of the girls, and

leave the other. That other must re-

main with El Jaguar. It is a case of

being torn 'twixt conflicting emotions.

The wife cries out for rescue from one
cell ; the little sister demands assistance

from the other. What shall the solu-

tion of the problem be? Now, I think

it is a pity to give away a fine story

just for the sake of giving it away, and
I do not intend to do it. I merely note

the situation, which is worthy of the

theater in its entirety, and if you want
to know what the young American did,

under the circumstances, you must see

the picture.

'The Jaguar's Claws" is full of color

and extremely vivid. It has no single

dull moment. I should imagine that if

it were necessary to make picture con-

verts—and it is not necessary—this

would be the very film to do the deed
effectively. It was so well acted, too.

Sessue Hayakawa is worthy of the at-

tention, of all actors. Professional

matinees should be given, and students

of the stage should watch Sessue in the

capital work he does. I saw him once

before, and appreciated him, but in this

latest he could not be excelled. Mar-
jorie Daw was interesting, and the cast

has been excellently selected.

I rarely feel any enthusiasm for pic-

tures, though I can appreciate their

merits, but "The Jaguar's Claws"
pierced my shell.

"To-Day"

WHAT a pity that picture people

lack the courage of their con-

victions ! It does seem a

shame that they credit their audiences

with the sloppiest sort of opinions, and
spoil fine stories for that curious no-

tion.

The picture called "To-day," a sce-

nariozation of George Broadhurst's

play, was really as fine and gripping a

film as I have ever seen—very much
better as a picture than as a play. It
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kept you absolutely interested and en-

thused until the last reel, when, for no

earthly reason other than that picture

audiences are supposed to lack ordinary

sanity, the whole thing is passed of! as

a dream ! Think of that

!

There you have sat through the

pecuniary ruin of the opulent couple

;

you have watched her agony and wal-

lowed in her intrigues for money ; vou

is permitted to end happily and stupidly

and unpardonably, on a sordid picture

of wine washing dishes, wearing an

apron, and doing the sweetly domestic.

AYhat vandalism ! Exactly why this

sort of thing is considered necessary

for movie audiences I cannot imagine.

T suppose that if "Macbeth'' were filmed

for the mob by ordinary filmers, the

whole fabric would have been shown

4^

It
It"

1
Louise Glaum in ''Love or justice," a

Triangle story which is replete with

sacrifices by the star.

have inhaled the "spice" of the rendez-

vous between the wife and the "mon-
eyed lover" at the questionable house of

Mrs. Farrington, and you have pulsed at

the exceedingly dramatic meeting be-

twee the wife and her husband at the

aforesaid house. You have then revelled

in the struggle between the two, and ad-

mitted the dramatic justice of the kill-

ing of the peccant lady. Just as you
had made up your mind that "To-day"
was really a very stirring picture—you
are let down with a flop.

It was all a dream ! Dreams are the

particular weakness of pictures, appar-

ently. The wife is perceived waking
up, and the whole Broadhurst tragedy

as a dream, and every other drama with

an unhappy ending would be explained

in that baffling way.

The entire dream business should

have been eliminated from "To-day."

I was not enthusiastic about the play,

but the picture "got" me until that ter-

rible let-down. Then I felt as though

I had been kicked and called all sorts

of names. Miss Florence Reed was ad-

mirable. I have never seen her do any-

thing as good 'in the drama. Frank

Mills was also quite acceptable, and

that delightful old actress, Alice Gale,,

was excellent in a role that in the play

was freighted with dialect. Thank
goodness that the films render dialect
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impossible. Miss Kate Lester, as Mrs.

Farrington, certainly made the best of a

none too fragrant role.

"To-day" as a picture was injured

horribly by the illogical idea current

among picture producers that movie au-

diences lack all intelligence.

"Love or Justice?"

(Triangle)

THE sacrifices that women make
in pictures are perhaps a trifle

more incongruous than those

they wallow in in the legitimate. There

is a particularly luminous sacrifice in

"Love or Justice?" credited to Lambert
Hillyer. Psychology takes a back seat

when it is a question of the sacrifices

that picture heroines dally with.

The heroine of ''Love or Justice?"

meets the man she once lived with, in

a courtroom. She is being tried for

murder, and I need not say that she is

innocent. Of course she is; otherwise

she wouldn't be a heroine. He has be-

come a famous lawyer, and his political

future depends upon this case. He is

the prosecuting attorney, and if he loses

the case his future will be ruined. So,

I dare say, you can guess what her

sacrifice was. For his sake, and be-

cause she loves him, in her picture way,

she declares that she committed the

murder, that she is absolutely guilty,

and is willing to suffer for her crime!

However, she is not allowed to pay

the penalty. The guilt is properly ac-

credited, and all ends as you are quite

sure that it would end. One's sense of

plausibility is a trifle routed. These
terrific sacrifices get on my nerves, ac-

customed as I have been to those of the

'"legitimate" for years. Pictures go
these at least three better

!

The incidents of ''Love or Justice?"

are many and complicated. The hero-

ine is announced as a "woman of the

underworld/' and the meeting place of

the thugs is pleasantly set forth as be-

longing to "crime's aristocracy." Nan
falls in love with a young dope fiend,

and accomplishes his reformation.

Then they live together, and he be-

comes known in the legal world. Her
specialty is sacrifice, and even before

she makes the tremendous one to which

I have alluded, she starts a smaller one,

by departing, a la Camille, for the sake

of his career, and permitting him to

think her unfaithful. The underworld

evidently turns out first-class heroines.

It was Miss Louise Glaum who
played Xan. May I be allowed to con-

fess that I had never seen her before?

One has to begin some time, you know.
Miss Glaum struck me as being an

actress of extraordinary facial ability.

The pictures are evidently in her line.

She managed to portray variegated

emotion in a perfectly satisfactory man-
ner. She is not pretty, but there is an

intelligence in her face that is more
valuable than beauty for the roles that

she interprets. Nan was extremely well

done. Charles Gunn is, I am told, new
to the picture business. His stock of

facial expressions is a trifle limited,

but he was adequate, and I think he

preferred his lack of grimaces to the

usual contortions of the picture hero.

One of the characters in this picture

was entitled Winthrop Haines, al-

though he was not a theatrical manager
or anything of that sort. This role was
well acted by J. Barney Sherry. C-harles

K. French gave an excellent picture of

a judge.

On the whole, a dramatic picture of

far-fetched drama

!

George Walsh, in "Some Boy"

(Fox) -

IX the drama, everybody loves a

lover. In the pictures, everybody

loves a hero who can climb

houses, jump from fire escapes, and

prove that he is an athlete. I suppose

that explains the popularity of George
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Bessie Barriscale playing the role of a reporter in ''Hater of Men

Walsh. His latest picture, ''Some

Boy," is one of those things that are

full of incident, and that are peculiar

to the movies. Such a story as "Some
Boy" would be impossible on the speak-

ing stage, and it depends entirely upon

the work of its star. It is a mono pic-

ture, if I may use the word. It is full

of exultant absurdity, as, for instance,

the inane idea that a boy cannot be

recognized by his sweetheart if he ap-

pears in feminine garb. That Mr.

George Walsh does in "Some Boy." He
disguises himself as a woman, in a regu-

lar Julian Eltinge outfit, and baffles

everybody. That sort of thing—and I

presume that Shakespeare is an au-

thority for it—never appears to fail in

dramatic or picture stories. Xo sooner

does a man don woman's apparel, or a

woman array herself in man's clothes,

than both fie and she are completely dis-

guised ! Nobody seems to care a rap

about the utter absurdity of the ex-

ploit.

There is a baseball scene in ''Some

Boy" that seems to be quite good (1

am no baseball authority') ; there is a

dinner episode on a

limited train that is

well done ; there are

the usual automo-

biles and telephones,

without the aid of

which two-thirds of

all pictures would
languish ; and there

are doings on board

ship.

The "press-agent"

fraternity receives

several knocks in a

humorous way, and
nobody should know
better how to treat

press agents than

scenario writers

!

Walsh is the press

agent of a fashion-

able hotel, and the

stunts that he does for "publicity" may
prove instructive to the picture public.

Personally I think it is a pity to give

these snaps away. The picture people

need them so badly that they should

keep them for further reference, in-

stead of making a present of them to

the public for the sake of one picture.

''Trying to be a woman is a hell of

a job!" declares the hero by means of

the "insert," and I should imagine it

was. It is also a very unnecessary job,

and the sort of thing that George Walsh
does not need. Miss Doris Pawn was
the petite heroine—always petite—and

she has a brother, who is naturally mis-

taken for her sweetheart by the hero.

The role of a spinster was amusingly

done bv Miss Caroline Rankin.

"Hater of Men"
(Triangle-Kay Bee)

R. C. GARDNER SULLIVAN
wrote the ''Hater of Men," and
he must have written a good

deal more than the films were able to

register. I don't know if picture critics

are permitted to speak of "talky" films,

M
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but I'm going to do it just the same.

''Hater of Men" is surely a talky film.

Luckily, one does not hear the talk—
and that is where pictures have the

"drammer" beaten. You see Miss Bes-

sie Barriscale, Charles K. French, and

Jack Gilbert chatting incessantly, talk-

ing things over—and then over again

—

and philosophizing perpetually.

Of course, you are told occasionallv

what they are saying, for you could

never guess it, and you are kept busy
reading the legends flashed upon the

screen in explanation.

Miss Barriscale is cast for the role

of a newspaper woman, and the oddest

newspaper woman / have ever met, and
I've met a few. All she seems to do is

to amuse herself, go yachting, and at-

tend parties. As for herwardrobe—well.

Park Row has never seen its like. Jour-
nalism must be much more profitable

than the poor owls of Park Row have
ever imagined it to be. The story of

this film is not exciting. It has an idea,

and it could have, and should have,

bright dialogue. Lacking that, it is

scarcely rilmable. The heroine of the

storv has -decided that men are no good.

She arrives at that conclusion while

she is "reporting" a divorce case. She
has a charmingly cynical style, we are

told. (Otherwise we should never
know.) She breaks her engagement
with the youth to whom ,she had
plighted her troth, and plunges into bo-

hemia, where she soon discovers that

the men merely look upon her as a

"good fellow."

Xow, that sort of thing would be

..v

in " Giving Becky a Chance" the little blond lady [Vivian Martin) had every chance in

the world to do little blond things in her little blond manner.
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quite interesting in a play, or in a maga-
zine story, but in a picture it necessi-

tates constant explanation, and one

grows bored. The idea is worked out

laboriously, and the close is really quite

foolish. Janice invites a friend to a

home-cooked dinner; the friend asks

her former fiance to accompany him,

and then it is learned that the dear

little thing is domesticated, after all, and

the picture ends as they all do.

Miss Barriscale strikes me as being

too intelligent for such a story, and she

had little to do but wear her beautiful

gowns—apparently the perquisites of all

newspaper women. Let Mr. C. Gard-

ner Sullivan take a trip to Park Row
before he writes another newspaper

story.

"Giving Becky a Chance"
(Paramount)

REALLY, I welcomed the oppor-

tunity to see little Miss Vivian

Martin without hearing her

''baby voice," that cut up such capers

in the 'legitimate." That is one good
thing about the films. They do not reg-

ister intonations and "sichlike." The
idea of Miss Martin, screened, appealed

to me.

In ''Giving Becky a Chance," the

little blond lady had every chance in

the world to do little blond things in

her little blond manner. She was a

sweet little country girl, with a set of

parents quite up to her style, and

—

and, of course, there was a mortgage
on the old home—one of those mort-

gages that have gone out of fashion on

the speaking stage.

I always note that in the case of girls

of Miss Martin's type they are either

kissed or ruined in the film stories, and
occasionally both. In "Giving Becky a

Chance," the struggle with base and
impious manhood occurs at the very

close of the picture, when Becky, hav-

ing earned the coin with which to pay
off popper's mortgage, rides with the

naughty gentleman in an automobile,

and is there—kissed !

The other episodes in this perfectly

blond history show dear little Becky
at a swagger boarding school, to pay

for which poor old popper and mom-
mer pinch and scrape—and you are

never allowed for one peaceful minute

to forget it. Becky dancing in a cabaret

for lucre, and whole wads of rather

primitive pathos, in which ailing mora-

mer was concerned. The entire picture

is prettily trite and inordinately "whole-

some." Even the kissing incident in the

last reel is quite agreeable, and the con-

ventional ending just what blond minds
appreciate.

Miss Vivian Martin owns one sor-

rowful look, which works overtime in

the "pathetic" moments, but she cer-

tainly is a nice girl, for just this type

of well-stirred simplicity. As a dancer

she was a new one to me, but in pic-

tures, the terpsichorean art does not

possess many variations, and even a

Pavlowa suffers from the reel. Becky
received the neat sum of five hundred
dollars for her two weeks' work in the

cabaret, and I don't think she was
worth it.

I wonder if all the mortgages on dear

old homesteads that the legitimate has

discarded have found their way into

the films, and how long it will take to

pay them off?



What's Happening
Pictures with "pep" snapped when
famous stars were not acting.
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You might say that Alma Reubens is a well-

balanced actress. She says she'd do this over

Niagara, but she's afraid of the falls.

Mignon Anderson and Molly Malone approving of

the American flag. Boy! Page George M. Cohan!

Or has his copyright on the banner expired?

The sad sea

must be particularly

sad here, to judge

from Edith Storey's

expression. She looks

like the "Before Tak-

ing" part of a lum-



... . . ..

Clara Williams manicuring her favorite Arabian

charger. Now, if it only happened to be a

ticklish horse . . . But it doesn't.

Louise Lovely feeding her camel. We'd go
eight days without a drink, too, if Louise would

hold the bottle on the ninth.

-A

Dorothy Phillips is answering the

letters of her admirers. That's

what the press agent says they

are. We have a pile of letters like

that on the first of every month,

but you could scarcely call the

senders of them admirers.





THE habit of loaning players from one company to

another for a single picture or two has again come
into vogue, it would appear. The Lasky Company

loaned Hobart Bosworth to the Fox Company for a picture,

and a bevy of their prettiest girls to Universal for certain

scenes in another film recently. Usually all that is needed

to establish a custom around the studios is a start. There-

fore other cases of loaned players may be looked for in the near future.

A couple of years ago there was quite a bit of this done. The loaning com-
pany relinquishes the contract right to the player's services during a stated

period, during which the contract is taken up by the concern which borrows.

We think it is a good plan, for it keeps many a good player in action, whereas

he might be idle for weeks, waiting- for his own company to find a suitable play

for him. Likewise it saves his or her company the waste in salary which would
accumulate during that time.

Changing conditions have brought about a closer fellowship among pro-

ducers, and we believe the future will find players' contracts handled in much
the same manner as those of baseball players. Trades can then be made and

outright purchases of contracts negotiated for. Of course, before this con-

dition comes true a board or head of some kind must be established which will

sit in judgment in all cases which are disputed for some reason or other, for

disputes are sure to arise in such dealings.

JUST because the atmosphere of the motion-picture

world threatened to clear up for a whole on the ques-

tion of the censorship menace, those who know little

of movies, but think of them much in anything but a bene-

ficial way, have agitated a taxation nuisance which threatens

to grow into the proportions of the former bother.

Every person knows that at present there is a call upon
every large industry to lend its financial as well as its industrial support to the

cause for which our government is fighting. This the motion-picture industrv

will do, and do with a will in proportion to the taxes levied among all kinds of

production and distributing business. What the industry objects to is petty

Leasing

Players in

Filmdom

Equitable

War
Taxation

Demanded
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prosecution by State and city authorities in their effort to wring further money
out of it.

Like all industries, there is a certain rate of taxation it should pay to both

State and city through those of its people doing business in various branches

of the business. This, too, is fair, when it is kept within the proportion others

are paying. The trouble right now is that there are laws pending before many
city councils and a few State legislatures which would lift the motion-picture

industry out of the class of those industries which aie taxed fairly.

Just what the idea is is hard to tell. There have always been enemies of

films who started such things through malice. Lawmakers believe what they

hear about the immense wealth of the industry, and, though this is false, they

take it for granted. Therefore the film men have realized they must fight

—

and they are fighting. To say that to bring up such bills now is unpatriotic is

putting it mildly. Left to its own resources, the industry will flourish and be

able to render more assistance than can be imagined to our country
;
oppressed

and fought clown on all sides, as some would like to see it, it will naturally

weaken and be of little value. Therefore let us hope that unjust bills and all

other forms of prosecution will be quickly curtailed by the men having the

power to act in the matter.

BECAUSE of the war and the fact, which has been

proved, that many of the so-called big productions

have been financial failures, the belief continues to

grow among the motion-picture trade that the film of the

future will be the natural-length reel. At the time the

first of the motion pictures which rivaled stage productions

were launched, the public was in a most receptive mood,
and the success of "The Birth of a Nation" led many others to invest huge sums
in similar large productions. Not all of them have proved what their makers
hoped they would be.

At the present time there are the few big producers who still believe in the

big production, but men like David W. Griffith stand alone as blazers of the

trail in this industry, and seem to have foreseen a change coming, for they have
decided to concentrate their activies, for the near future at least, to natural'

length pictures. They may make a film of many reels if the material on hand
justifies their doing so, but it is very likely that these will be few and far between,

for the natural length will probably settle down to an average of between

twenty-five hundred and seven thousand feet, depending on the value of the story.

WILLIAM S. HART, of the Ince forces, recently

made a tour of the country, in which he covered

practically all the main territory of the United

States in which his films are shown. It was Mr. Hart's first

vacation for some time, and we know of no better way
that he could have spent it than this, for in every city which

he visited he personally appeared at all the houses showing

Ince Triangle films. Trips of this kind, by popular players, are always good

The Natural-

Length
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for the game, in our belief. It brings the image which the fan has so long seen

on the screen directly into his presence in real flesh and blood, and the result

is an increased interest in all future films made by the players who appear.

Then, too, it stimulates the interest of the public in players, and gives the

theater manager an opportunity to cultivate this interest, if he so desires. It

is to be hoped that many other stars will see lit to spend their vacation, or part

of it, in a similar manner, for, wherever this custom has been practiced, it has

always been found beneficial to all concerned.

ONE of the most important trade developments in

many months was the recent importation to New
York of Russian-made motion pictures, the first

of their kind ever brought to this country. They are based

on the works of such noted writers as Sienkiewicz, Dos-

toevsky, Puschkin, Ostrovsky, Tolstoi, Torgeniev. Gorki,

and AndrierT.

The enterprise is one which should be roundly applauded. It is backed by

N. S. Kaplan, a leading figure in the Russian motion-picture world. The films

were produced in Moscow, and brought to this country, by way of Japan, to

New York, covering a distance of nineteen thousand miles. An idea of the ex-

pense attached to importing them may be gained from the fact that the customs

duty alone amounted to eight thousand dollars.

It is expected that as soon as the work of translating the titles is completed,

the films will be circulated, and a treat should be in store for the real students

and lovers of the best in pictures, for we have never been permitted to see any
films which were made in that country. Undoubtedly, if these films prove a

success, an agency will be established here, and, at the war's end, the importa-

tion of films from Russia will become as regular as it was from other countries.

WHAT looks like the vital change from the old dis-

tributing system to the open market has at last

appeared. A band of the leading exhibitors

throughout the country—the men who run practically all

the big houses—have banded together for the purpose of

securing film direct from producers. In the past these

showmen have had to deal with a middleman, and they

feel that by banding together, and getting films direct from the maker, they will

be able to increase the profit of both themselves and the producers.

As yet this movement includes only the biggest exhibitors—those who own
the downtown houses in large cities and strings of theaters through cities or

within one city, but it is expected that shortly a sort of secondary group of

smaller theater owners will band together to secure the pick of the films, after

the big fellows have finished with them, at prices suited to them. It may be

that even a third group will be formed.

To meet this condition, producers are changing their methods somewhat.
Some are going in for stories with able but not greatly famed players, depend-
ing for success on the strength of each production. Others are pinning their
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faith to the stars who have made money for the exhibitors in the past. Mutual,

Artcraft, and Paramount, for instance, advertise a certain star in a series of a

certain number of plays or in so many plays per year. The pictures in which

this star appears can be contracted for without the purchaser using any other

of those on the program. Very likely other programs will work out other ways
of offering their films, either singly or in groups, should the open market be-

come a stern reality throughout the trade, and from present indications it surely

looks as though this was just exactly what was going to happen.

THE concern of Lea-Bel, in Chicago, has struck upon
an exceptionally original and most amusing idea

in the production of Mo-Toy, comedies of roles

which are enacted by wax-doll characters. The dolls run,

fight, play, make love, and go through dramas like real

persons. Clever stories have been written for the doll

characters, and each doll is a star in its own way. Not

only are the figures amusing, but the substance of the action itself will bring a

laugh.

This is another type of film which should make an ideal entertainment for

grown-ups and children alike, and such types of films are exactly what are

needed in the industry to-day. Of course, the films are not the easiest in the

world to make, for it is said that it takes months to make a reel of "doll stuff/
5

but, then, the day has come when the producer must put time and money into

his releases. He may feel that he is gambling in doing this, but it is quite a

safe bet that for all that is invested in a film—if the film be really a novelty

—

he will be well repaid.

THE constant attendant at the film theater cannot

help, but notice a sort of general similarity in the

backgrounds of plays of a similar type. It seems

that motion-picture directors and their location men have

a formula for every type of play as far as locations go,

and always put it into use, undoubtedly saving time in

this manner. But the result on the screen is not at ah

pleasing or convincing as it might be made.

To name over the repetitions is forbidden by lack of space here, but it is

enough to say that fully eighty per cent of the companies are guilty of neglect

in this respect, despite the fact that practically all of them have special location

men. This is important, because much of the beauty of a picture depends upon

the exterior backgrounds, and those companies whose films excel in this re-

spect are credited throughout the trade as making the most artistic pictures on

the market. In our humble opinion, this is a matter that every producer should

consider, for it may be the one thing that is holding, his products back from
popularity.

i
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One Less and One

More
To be more explicit than the title, we shall ex-

plain that the screen is about to lose one of

its best child actresses and is at the same
time, about to acquire another star. Littie

Marjorie Daw, of Lasky, has just decided

that she is no lunger too young to be a

regular actress—so she has put up her

hair, lengthened her skirts, and informed

all those concerned that she is a lady.

The photograph below shows Mar-

jorie's mother supervising the

change, while her daughter-
Miss Daw, if you

please—watches

ll the trans-
formation.
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Jay Belasco blames

his histrionic proclivities

on his father and grand-

father, because the tal-

ents of these gentlemen,

^^^r | both of whom were clev-

er comedians, have been

visited on the third gen-

eration. Young Belasco

was born in Brooklyn,

New York, was reared

attained fame as a boy

REFOREA THE

\Yhone
and educated in London, and

singer in Europe.

prior to his

His family

but the lure

Amy Dennis, one of the youngest stars in pic-

tures, was born in Wyoming Valley, Pennsylvania,

and was educated at the Wyoming Seminary. Later

she attended a dramatic school in New York, and

her first engagement after graduation was with a

stock company in that city. Soon afterward she

played in the Bandbox Theater. Since then she has

appeared in support of well-known actors, and is

now playing comedy leads for Selig.

Edwin J. Brady for four years

screen debut led the life of a tramp

was ambitious for him to be a lawyei,

of travel proved too much for his adventurous soul,

and he left home when in his early teens. His first

venture in the amusement world was with a cheap

circus in St. Louis. In his wanderings he got as far

as Australia. Wanderlust finally led him into film-

land, and there he has remained. He now plays

"heavy" roles for Universal

Andrew Arbuckle was born in Texas the year

that Grover Cleveland first became president. He
began his career in mercantile pursuits ; but gave

up the latter at the suggestion of his brother Maclyn,

the well-known stage player, and organized a quar-

tet vaudeville company. Succeeding engagements

finally led him to the Pacific coast, and there he was

claimed by filmdom. He has attained popularity

as a comedian with Lasky, Griffith, and Balboa.

Frances Burnham has done nearly all of her

screen work in her native city, Los Angeles. Miss

Burnham joined the ranks of stellar players as the

result of Phillip Hansen's efforts to find a suitable

leading lady for a sea story, produced by Henry

Otto. She was the first among dozens of actresses

to be interviewed, and she was the one chosen by

Mr. Hansen. Although only nineteen, she was

prominent in Fox and Fine Arts pictures before ac-

cepting her most recent engagement.
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Beverly Bayxe's de-

but in motion pictures

was the result of a sight-

seeing tour through the

Essanay studios in Chi-

cago, where she went
with several girl com-

panions. Her striking

beauty and natural grace

attracted the attention

and interest of one of the directors, and she was in-

duced to act before the camera.

Richard Buhler is a native of Washington,

D. C, whose father was a well-known sculptor of

that city. As a boy Buhler displayed considerable

talent in modeling. In early youth he worked in a

drug store in the capital, and came in contact with

many actor patrons of the concern. At length he

became interested in the stage, and soon secured a

juvenile part in a play through the kind offices of

an actor.

Ruth Blair has been in pictures about three

years. Her home was in Williamsport, Pennsyl-

vania, and she had attained local fame as an artist

before deciding to take up the screen profession.

Laying aside brush and palette, she came to New
York and became a pupil of Madame Ada Dow
Currier, who was Julia Marlowe's instructor. Un-
der the guidance of this able teacher she developed

ability as an emotional actress, and later came into

popularity in the Fox picture, ''The Fourth Estate."

George LeGuere prefaced his stage and screen

career with a college education and a brief plunge

into the world of business. Born in Xew Orleans,

he was educated at Georgetown University, and

graduated at twenty. While there he distinguished

himself in literary and oratorical endeavors. Later

he worked in a railroad office, but gave up this

position when he was offered a part in Blanche

Walsh's company. He is now a McClure star.

Jessie Burnett was born in the shadow of the

Pyrenees Mountains, in France, but came to this

country when a child, and was reared in the sage-

brush country of Arizona. Most of Miss Burnett's

education was obtained in various convent schools.

She had already planned to be a Sister of Charity

when a romance, which came into her life, changed
her whole career, and led her ultimately to the Bio-

graph studio in Xew York. She has been in pic-

tures ever since, and is now with Balboa.

r
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Defending America—for Films
A vivid description of a raging bat-

tle staged especially for pleasure.

By Arthur Gavin, Jr.

ALL around us are the peaceful,

warm, and sunlit hills of Cali-

fornia, spotted with fine old

trees, melodious with the birds and

fragrant with flowers. War would

seem to be an alien here, yet in the dis-

tance ''hell's a-poppin'," to quote our

guide. Beyond that line of hills just

over yonder is rising a cloud of smoke,

black, yellow, and white, pierced here

and there with vivid flashes like bolts

of lightning. Occasionally, far above

the blanket of smoke below, appear al-

most simultaneously three or four cot-

tony puffs that look like baby clouds,

hanging stationary for a moment and

then drifting away. You note they are

thickest where are black spots that look

like high-soaring birds. "Aeroplanes,"

explains your guide. The breeze shifts

and comes from the smoke to you. The
steady growl that you have been hear-

ing now for some time, as you have

climbed into the hills, immediately be-

comes louder and louder, until the up-

roar is terrific. The smell of powder,
of strange explosives, comes down the

wind. You feel as millions of men
have felt as they have marched into a

battle that was fully developed before

they became a part of it—a strange

thrill, a tightening at the throat, ac-

celerated action of the heart, a strange

desire to shout, to run—where it makes
not much difference either into the bat-

tle or away from it. so long as you are
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m motion, doing something. We climb of smoke, like the white water at the

the barrier of hills behind which is hung prow of a fast sailing vessel. Advanc-
tliat vast curtain of smoke. When you ing on the run against that trench is a

talk now you have to shout to make myriad of other figures. Now they

yourself heard. There is a deep, con- slop, throw themselves on the ground,

tinuous bass of big guns, while high fire, then rush forward again, to repeat

above it, in a staccato snarl, is the the performance over -and over. Bat-

never-ending rat-a-tat-tat of scores of teries of field guns come up on the gal-

machine .guns, like a metallic tenor lop, unlimber, and fire in regular order,

chorus. Their irritating clatter is par- From their muzzles come great circles

alleled high in the air by the whirring of of smoke, like the miniature rings

the gas engines in the aeroplanes, which emitted from the mouth of a veteran

circle, swoop, and soar like gulls gone smoker.

mad. Has war come to California? Squadrons of cavalry come up on the

Over the hills is the fate of the country jump, sabers flashing in the air. Many
ai stake ? What enemy has seated him- fall headlong from their horses, and
self on American soil? you cry out as you see them go.appar-

At last we arrive, puffing, at the top ently beneath the thundering hoofs,

of the hill. Before us lies a broad and Two dirigible balloons appear, at-

verclant valley, smiling beneath the sun. tended by myriads of little smoke pufifs.

At the foot of our hill the green is A flash of flame comes from one. of

pierced by a yellow gash, that zigzags them, it crumples up, and then dashes

away for several miles. The yellow is to the earth like a smoky comet. ; One
swarming with antlike figures, and its of the soaring aeroplanes seems to

outward edge carries a perpetual band stagger in the air. then explodes and

A panorama of the movie battlefield during action.
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A remarkable photograph taken at night, of trenches bombarding the
" enemy."

crashes to the earth. All around the

trenches, and in among- the advancing

host, columns of smoke, earth and

stones spout up like geysers. Some dis-

tance to one side is a pretty ranch build-

ing of stone and wood, apparently the

headquarters of a general, judging

from the bustle of arriving and depart-

ing messengers. A shell strikes it, and

shattered timbers and crumbled stone

sprinkle the landscape. When the

smoke and dust clear away, there is no
building. The gunners of Patria's

army certainly scored a bull's-eye.

"Patria's army?" you say. Yes,

Patria's army. This battle spread out

before you is being staged for motion-

picture purposes only. The thousands

of soldiers, the heavy guns, the field

artillery, the dirigible balloons, the aero-

planes, the miles of trenches, the

barbed-wire entanglements, and so on

7

ad infinitum, were gathered by Director

Jacques Jaccard to make a movie holi-

day. Down there in the smoke and

hullabaloo is he, with his camera men,

putting into film the most realistic mod-
ern battle ever staged. Realism?

Oodles of it. Over yonder are the

hospital tents, with their corps of Red
Cross nurses and their fleet of ambu-
lances. Placed there for the picture,

they have real work to do to-day, for

over two hundred and fifty men will be

brought to them before sundown, suf-

fering from contusions received from
flying rocks, gunpowder burns, broken

legs, and Heaven knows what not. You
are very ready to believe it when you

cee a geyser of dirt and stones go up
right close to a camera man ; when you
see a stone the size of your hat almost

hit the camera and -camera man as it

falls.
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Let us get closer. We descend the

hill. With a prodigious clatter two

vehicles, that deserve to be placed in

the "abysmal-brute" class, lumber up,

straddle the trenches, and plow

through the barbed wire, spouting

smoke and fire from every cranny of

their dingy armor. They are "cater-

pillars" of the type known among the

English Tommies as "tanks." A
greenish smoke arises from among the

"enemy." The soldiers in Patria's

and not fakes. As a matter of fact,

Director Jaccard communicates his di-

rections to his army by their use, just

as do the commanders in France. Were
it not for them, proper coordination

of the various units, each of which has

its part to do in the picture, would be

practically impossible.

In that tent to the right of us is

Patria herself, better known, perhaps,

as Mrs. Vernon Castle. We may not

interrupt proceedings to talk with her,

Milton Sills and Mrs. Vernon Castle in a scene from "Patria."

trenches don gas masks. Director Jac-

card is staging a "gas" attack. Not for

one moment does the prodigious din

lessen
;
nearly ten thousand dollars for

munitions alone is being spent this day.

You would be willing to believe it a

hundred thousand, at least, from the

display.

Get closer to the trenches. You will

see that they are

permanent. Here
timbered and look

and there you will

for time is valuable to a director who
is probably spending at the moment
some ten thousand dollars or fifteen

thousand dollars an hour. But we may
observe her semimilitary uniform of

khaki, riding trousers and all, and may
see her receiving batches of reports

from her army as to the progress of

the battle. Mrs. Castle is a very busy

person, indeed. Shortly before our ar-

rival she went up in an aeroplane to

note telephones. They are serviceable, observe the disposition of the enemy s
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forces. That handsome young chap in

an officer's uniform, who is as her

shadow, so close does he stick, is Milton

Sills, the hero of "Patria," and the ob-

ject of her affections in the serial.

The director shouts an order. A half

dozen bugles shriek out above the noise

of battle. It is a signal previously

agreed upon to '"cease firing/' Enemy
and defenders fraternize laughingly, all

except those in the hospital tents, who
are wondering if, after all, it was worth

while to risk their skins for the sake of

an extra's wage. As a night battle is

to be staged, supper is served to the

multitude right on the battlefield. From
the clatter of dishes, the rattle of knives

-and forks, one would think that all the

quick lunches in Christendom had
joined forces and patrons for a high-

noon rush.

It is not well to linger here. If we
wish to get the best vantage spot for

the most spectacular event that prob-

ably America has ever seen staged, we
should pick it now, while it is still

light. Back to our hill again. Here,

on this sandy knoll, is comfort and an

uninterrupted view. See ! We were
not too soon ! In the gathering twi-

light columns of horse, foot and artil-

lery, long lines of motor cars and ambu-
lances move out from camp and take

their places. The trenches fill up with

their defenders, and the tanks lumber
clumsily out to support them. You
think of childhood's days, * when you
went so early to the circus that it

seemed as though the show would never
start, and when you fairly trembled

with nervous eagerness. The mantle of

darkness settles on the battlefield and
blots it out. "Ta-ra-ta-ra !" ring out

the bugles, and, with a thunderous crash

and sheets of flame, the artillery comes
into action. Streaks of light from spe-

cially made shells rend the darkness,

but, dazzling as is the display, it is noth-

ing when the "star" shells and flares

are set off. In France they light the

battlefields like day, and defeat attacks.

Now you can see the reason why.
Every bush, every stone, leaps out of

the darkness and registers itself. What
a sight! Into. this brilliant field charge

the invaders, rushing upon the trenches.

Sheets of flame from the rifles and guns

of the defenders. Darkness again

;

then more brilliance, then darkness, re-

peated again and again. Shells have

struck—purposely, of course—those

buildings over there, and from every

window belch flames and heavy smoke.

Up to the trenches come the invaders

through the barricades of wire, and
there, on the edge, comes the play of

bayonet and sword, of clubbed rifle and

fist. It is magnificent, and it is war as

realistic as man may imitate. Crash

!

goes the bridge over the peaceful river,

and in the unearthly glare we see its

timbers sailing, soaring, and falling.

The bugles again ! Backward run the

defeated invaders ; after them, out of

the trenches, pour the defenders, cheer-

ing like mad, carried away by real ex-

citement. Hundreds of cavalrymen,

expert riders all, picked from the

ranches of the Southwest, tear up to

cover the retreat in most approved
fashion, and into them charge Patria's

cavalry. Horses and riders topple over

in a medley of hoofs and arms. WT
e,

too, are carried away by the magnifi-

cence of the spectacle, and cheer and

cheer and cheer.

"Ta-ra, ta-ra, ta-ra !" ring out the

bugles. The firing stops. The flares

die out. The battle is over. Was there

ever such stillness ? There is a silence

that is almost thick, it is so oppressive.

This description is an accurate word
picture of a day during the filming of

the battle scenes for Pathe's big spec-

tacle. Other pictures have been filmed

in the same way—all for your amuse-

ment. Compare, if you wish, a day on

the real battle front and one during the

action of a motion-picture war. About

the only difference is the soldiers' pay.



What Will Chaplin Do?
By Warren Reed

CHARLES CHAPLIX is a sub-

ject of the British crown, but

the people of Great Britain and

of France feel that he has been "doing

his bit" much more effectively than if

he were at the front. His pictures have

not only done much to banish gloom
from the trenches, but they have proved

a vital factor in providing recreation

for the saddened people of the coun-

tries at war. "Chariot," as he is

known in France, has been a

Godsend to the stricken French,

and he is almost as popular

as their own war idols,

though, of course, in a much
different way. England,

too, has accepted him as a

sort of institution of

amusement.

The famous comedian is

extremely sensitive to his

responsibilities, and he

would probably be on

the firing line now ex-

cept that his friends

have urged upon him that

he is doing far more serv-

ice to suffering humanity in

his capacity as screen actor.

In the recent registration of

men in this country of mili

tary age, Chaplin made no c

exemption.

Besides the fact that the warring

countries are indebted to him for

the mirth which his pictures give,

Chaplin has contributed generously

in a material sense to the advance-

ment of their cause. He pur

chased one hundred thousand

dollars' worth of the British

war loan bonds, spent the

same amount in Anglo
French bonds which were

floated in this country,

and bought a goodly share of the Lib-

erty Loan bonds. Furthermore, he has

given liberally to war relief organiza-

tions, and privately to the families of

soldiers.

Chaplin is deluged with appeals for

charity. The letters which he receives

from the trenches and from the rela-

tives of Allied soldiers come by the

hundreds. They
range all the way

from notes of

u p erlative

appre-
ciat ion

of his

pictures

to pleas

for a

pack-
age of

ciga-
rettes.

Famous
comedi-
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A hundred reels of the happenings in film-

dom, condensed into a few lively pages.

By Neil G. Caward

THE SAINT'S ADVENTURE"
marked the last Essanay ap-

pearance of the eminent Henry
Walthall, who rose to fame as

The Little Colonel of "The
Birth of a Nation." After

more than a year with the

Chicago organization, Mr.
Walthall, upon the expiration

of his contract, decided it wise

to seek another connection,

and refused to sign a new
Essanay contract. He left im-

mediately for New York, and

announced that he would con-

sider offers from other com-
panies. Wr

hich concern is for-

tunate enough to have secured

his services you probably know
by this time, though on the

date this article is being writ-

ten he has not yet signed a

new contract. Miss Mary
Charleson, who was his lead-

ing woman in several of his

Essanay releases, also left the

Essanay organization at the

same time as Mr. Walthall.

Thomas H. Ince and Tri-

angle Film Corporation have
reached the parting of the

ways, and in the future you
will see no more Ince produc-

tions released through Trian-

gle. The split came early in

June, when it was mutually

agreed that the celebrated

producer and the widely-

known distributing company
should separate. Mack Sen-

nett, who is responsible for

the Keystones also released through

Triangle, is also out of the company,
though the name Keystone still re-

Henry Walthall, who has severed his connection with

Essanay.
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mains the property of Triangle, and
films bearing that brand will continue

to be issued. The players who have

been appearing in the Ince productions

and the big studios at Culver City im-

mediately passed into Triangle's con-

trol, and work went on as usual. The
departure of Ince and Sennett from
the Triangle organization entirely

wipes out the famous triangular com-
bination of Griffith, Ince, and Sennett,

who were the Big Three of Triangle.

Griffith was the first to undertake pro-

Ann Murdoch, starring in picturized

Frohman successes.

ductions of his own. And now Ince

and Sennett have new plans.

The resignation of the Triangle's tri-

umvirate was organized solely to ex-

ploit their films.

Ann Murdock, who is making her
picture debut under the Empire-All
Star banner, has completed "Outcast"
and "The Beautiful Adventure," both
of which will be released through Mu-
tual exchanges. Both are Charles

Frohman former stage

successes, and Miss
Murdock on the speak-

ing stage has proved
her ability to wonder-
fully interpret the im-

p o r t a n t roles in

w7hich she is cast.

Del Henderson di-

rected Miss Murdock
in both these pic-

tures, and now has

under way a third

big one that will

probably still further

increase the prestige

of this popular play-

er. Julia Sanderson is

another Empire star

who will make her

screen debut in a pic-

ture staged by Albert Capellani, who
supervised "The Common Law" and

"The Foolish Virgin," in which Clara

Kimball Young appeared. He began

his career in Paris and produced for

Pathe for several years.

Constance Talmadge is the newest of

Selznick stars. Like her sister Norma,
Constance now is at the head of a pro-

ducing company of her own, and "The

Lesson," called by the press agent "a

drama of laughter, love, and tears," is

already well along toward completion

under the direction of Charles Giblyn.
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\\ ith the addition of

Miss Talmadge the

Selznick exchanges

are now releasing

productions in which
are starred Robert

Warwick, N o r m a

Talmadge, Hazel
Dawn and Bert
Lytell, Nazimova,
and Florence Reed

OA

Julian Eltinge,

As though to fill

the gap left vacant

by Mr. Walthall's de-

parture, Essanay the

same week an-

nounced the signing

of Taylor Holmes,

famous star of

"Bunker Bean" on the speaking stage.

In films Mr. Holmes is being starred in

a series of Essanay features adapted

from the ''Efficiency Edgar" stories,

which appeared in The Saturday Eve-

ning Post. All of these pictures are

scheduled for release through the

Kleine - Edison - Selig - Essanay ex-

changes, and some elaborate produc-

tions are promised.

Julian Eltinge, famed female im-

personator, star of such speaking stage

successes as "The Fascinating Widow"
and "Cousin Lucy," is the newest twin-

kler of the legitimate to enter the pic-

ture field. Famous Players-Lasky is

the organization which captured the

muscular Julian, who in a half hour's

time can transform himself from a

sturdy, upstanding man into a bewitch-

ingly fair and graceful society belle. In

pictures, of course, he will enact the

sort of roles for which he is famous, so

don't write him any mash notes, fellers,

thinking he is a girl, 'cause you've had
fair warning of what to expect.

well-known female impersonator, who has

entered pictures.

Fox comedies are slowly but surely

trying to corner the market of screen

comedians. Starting with several of the

tried and true Keystone funmakers as

a nucleus, the Fox Company continued

to add new stars from time to time.

The latest to sign Fox contracts are

Mae Busch, the former musical-comedy

star who has been featured in innumer-

able Keystones, and Paddy McQuire,
one of the featured leads in Vogue
Comedies. Both Miss Busch and Mc-
Quire are to make their Fox debut in

a comedy starring Chester Conklin,

Miss Busch is an Australian by birth,

and obtained her first starring opportu-

nity when she took Lillian Lorraine's

place upon the latter' s leaving the Eddie

Foy company in "Over the River."

Still later she was featured with Weber
& Fields, and with William Collier, en-

tering pictures about two years ago.

The Pathe organization believes im-

plicitly in the power of the story rather

than the reputation of the star as an

appeal in motion pictures. J. A. Berst,

vice president and general manager of
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Pathe Freres, in carrying out this idea,

announces that Pathe has secured some
truly notable works of some of the

world's greatest authors. For instance,

one of the forthcoming Pathe releases

will be an adaptation of Rudyard Kip-

ling's "The Naulakah," this being the

second Kipling story Pathe has

filmed. "The Light that Failed"

has already been released, and

proved exceedingly popular. "The
Weavers," by Sir Gilbert Parker,

is another manuscript the motion-

picture rights to which have

been secured by

Pathe. By ar-

rangement with

A. H. Woods, the

rights to many of

the Woods stage

successes have
been . secured, and

one - of the first

Woods plays to be

adapted to the
screen will be "The
Yellow . Ticket," a

Russian story that

ran to capacity

business at thea-

ters all over the

country in 19 14.

It will be staged

this fall at one of

the Pathe studios.

Stage stars by

way of change and

recreation like to

occasionally "do" a

picture or two in

the. off season, later returning to the

speaking stage. It is not so common,
however, to find the photo players en-

acting roles on the speaking stage, and

some- of them do it so rarely they al-

most find they have lost their voices

from the continued work in the silent

drama. A number of the film notables,

Monroe Salisbury, who has recently made a

brief reappearance on the stage.

not long ago, went back to the 'legit"

for a week's engagement at Chine's

Auditorium. "Shenandoah" was the

play they enacted, and included in the

cast were such screen celebrities as

Monroe Salisbury, Winifred Green-
wood, and Tyrone Power.

If you become as

familiar with the
works of such fa-

mous Russians as

Tolstoy, Ostrovsky,

Pushkin, Dostroy-

efsky, and others

as you now are

with the current

popular American
fiction, as found on

the screen, don't

be surprised.
There are now
available in New
York more than

fifty feature films

all adapted from
the works of cele-

brated Russian au-

thors, and very

shortly these sub-

jects will be re-

leased for showing

in theaters every-

where. N. S. Kap-
lan, of Petrograd,

arrived in the
United States in

June with all the

negatives of these

subjects, most of

which were taken

at the Chanjonkoff and Ermolieff stu-

dios in Moscow, with members of the

Imperial Theater acting the principal

roles. The productions are from five

to ten reels in length, and many of

them upon completion were shown to

the Czar and his family. Czar Nicholas

was then on the throne, of course, the
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film work having all been completed

before the revolution occurred. The
subjects will all bear the imprint of the

Russian Art Film Corporation, this

being a company especially formed in

this country to market the subjects.

Of course, you all know Helen Gib-

son, the famous railroad girl who has

been starred in a host of railroad

dramas with the Kalem organization,

she having succeeded Helen Holmes as

the "stunt" actress of the Kalem outfit

when Miss Holmes went to Mutual.

On the screen Miss Gibson will be best

remembered as the heroine of ''The

Hazards of Helen" series, as well as

the lead in such pictures as "The Gate

of Death," "The Midnight Express,"

and "The Capture of Red Stanley."

All this is preliminary to telling you

that Miss Gibson is now a Universality

having deserted the Kalem studios to

do railroad dramas for Universal. The
first few subjects are already com-
pleted, and the daring Helen is hard at

work on still others.

Any rumors you may have heard to

the effect that the world-famous team

of Bushman and Bayne was to be dis-

solved or would make its appearance

in any other than Metro pictures you
can disregard. Francis X. Bushman
and Beverly Bayne are still screen part-

ners, and they still swear allegiance to

the Metro banner. President Richard
A. Rowland, of the Metro Film Cor-

poration, made the announcement a few
weeks ago that King Francis and
"Queen Beverly (by grace of the Cali-

fornia Exposition) have signed new
contracts calling for their joint appear-

ance for a long term of years in Metro
pictures. So it's

all settled and Francis Xm Bushman,
everybody is hap- wn0 will continue to

py. Don't let 'em starwith BeverlyBayne

tell you different. in Metro pictures.
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Metro Pictures Corporation, which

heretofore has confined its activities to

marketing the productions of a number
of subsidiary companies, early in the

summer underwent a reorganization, in-

creased its capital stock from four hun-

dred thousand dollars to two million

six hundred thousand dollars, and ab-

sorbed all the manufacturing companies

with which it had been connected. In

the future, instead of their being

Rolfe-Metro, Yorke-Metro, Columbia-

Metro productions, et cetera, all pic-

tures will be both made and marketed

by Metro. The new plan will undoubt-

edly tend toward unifying production

and eliminating waste. Some of the

early releases under the new plan were

announced as ''Empty Pockets/" an

adaptation of Rupert Hughes* novel of

the same title, in which Emmy AVehlen

will be starred; ''Blue Jeans," adapted

from the old and popular play of that

title, which will star Viola Dana ; and

a new Emily Stevens' picture not yet

christened.

One by one the movie heroines are

taking unto themeslves husbands.

Ruth Roland is one of the latest. This

fascinating star of the Pathe serial,

"The Neglected Wife," evidently be-

lieves all wives are not neglected, for

she said "Yes" to the bashful proposal

of one Lionel T. Kent, of Los Angeles,

and a few days later enacted the role

of a bride for about the 'steenth time

—

this time in real earnest and not make-
believe—emerging from St. Paul's

Episcopal Church as Mrs. L. T. Kent.

Though we aren't authoritatively ad-

vised as to the facts, we feel reasonably

safe in asserting that this doesn't mean
motion-picture fans are to be deprived

of seeing Ruth Roland on the screen

as usual, for though she may be Mrs.

Kent in private life, we imagine she will

continue as Ruth Rolar.d in the films.

Gossip

"Poppy," with Norma Talmadge.
made a tremendous hit, but instead of

resting on her laurels the fair Norma is

already hard at work on another drama
of society life which will bear the title.

"The Moth." The new story is said to

abound in emotional possibilities, and
those of you with whom Miss Tal-

madge is a supreme favorite may res.

assured she will take full advantage of

them all, for that is a way she has.

Can studios ''come back" as once-

popular stars, prize fighters, and politi-

cal celebrities sometimes attempt to

do ? The question is one which possibly

hasn't been fully tried out before, but

which now is going to have a real

chance to work out if such a thing is

possible. Remember all the tears thai

were shed and the wails that went up
when the famous old Fine Arts studio

out in Los Angeles was closed last

spring; when the last of the famous
screen celebrities took their make-up
boxes and wardrobes away; when Grif-

fith, the ''old master," announced once

and for all that he was "through ;"

when the plaster gates of Babylon were
left standing alone in their desolation

to crumble and fall to ruins? This

'"lot," which sponsored such produc-

tions as ''The Birth of a Nation" and
''Intolerance," was looked upon in the

land of silent drama much as was the

old Empire Theater in New York dur-

ing the regime of Charles Frohman.
and in truth what the Empire did for

the speaking stage the Fine Arts stu-

dio did for the films. Its closing was
considered in the light of a tragedy.

But the last chapter hasn't yet been

written, for now word goes forth that

additions have been made, new stages

erected, a big, light studio completed,

and that soon the Fine Arts lot will take

on a new lease of life. Triangle will

utilize it for the making of pictures in

California to augment those already
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coming from the Culver City and New
York studios.

Speaking of American and marriages

and famous people therein concerned

Charlotte Burton and William Rus-

sell, who were recently married.

instantly calls to mind the

wedding of two of screen-

land's most popular favorites.

William Russell and Charlotte

Burton. Every fan recalls the

splendid work of these two in

any number of American pic-

tures, but perhaps particularly

their strong roles in the great serial

subject, "The Diamond from the Sky."'

Times without number they have been
married on the screen, but this time

the license and the minister were real

ones. Mr. Russell is being featured in

a series of multiple-reel features re-

leased through Mutual, and the bride

has appeared opposite him in so many
pictures that there wouldn't be room
on this page to list them all. The Rus-
sells will make their home near Santa

Barbara, and perhaps may be

seen together again on the

screen, though up to the pres-

ent writing Mrs. Russell has

not been cast for any role.

Herbert Brenon, who has

produced almost every im-

aginable sort of a picture

during his lone career as a

director of motion pictures, is staging

what is said to be a true story of Rus-

sian life that will bear the title. "The
Downfall of the Romanoffs." The
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real Illiodor, the fugitive monk who
was once one of the spiritual advisers

of Czar Nicholas, and who in a series

of well-remembered newspaper articles

exposed many of the intrigues and

scandals of court life under the reign

of the monk Rasputin, is taking a

prominent part in the film, and elabo-

rate stage settings are promised, exactly

duplicating rooms in the palace of the

Czar and other historical locations.

Nance O'Neil has been specially en-

gaged for a prominent role in the pic-

ture.

Some issues past this department

chronicled the fact that Leopold and

Theodore Wharton, the two young men
behind Wharton, Incorporated, of

Ithaca, New York, which filmed such

well-remembered serials as "The Ex-
ploits of Elaine," "The Mysteries of

Myra," and "Patria," were going into

business for themselves, and would

make a series of big multiple-reel pro-

ductions which would be released on

the State's rights basis. Well, the first

of their offerings is now being shown.

"The Great White Trail" is its title, and

it is eight reels in length. Doris Kenyon
is featured in the production, sup-

ported by an excellent cast that in-

cludes such favorites as Thomas Hold-

ing, Hans Roberts, Paul Gordon, and

Edgar Davenport. The story was
written by Leopold Wharton, and

swerves between city life in New York
and the cold and windswept wastes of

Alaska. It had its first showing at

the Broadway Theater, in New York,

and now is available for theaters all

over the country.

Did you ever read a story by Fred
Jackson entitled "The Fatal Ring?"
It's the basis of the next Pearl White
serial which will be released by Pathe
either under that same title or one a

bit more striking. Work on it has
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progressed to the point where there are

only one or two more chapters or epi-

sodes to "shoot" before the end is

reached. George B. Seitz, author of

many of Pathe's former successes, is

directing, and Miss White is supported

by a cast that includes Warner Oland,
the villain of "Patria," and Ruby Hoff-
man, who has played vampire roles in

many important productions.

Touring the country is getting to-be

quite a popular pastime with some of

our best-known stars. Warren Ker-
rigan thought it great. Rose Tapley
took to it like a duck to water. Bill

Hart had the time of his young life.

And now Ben Wilson is going to take

a whirl at it. Ben needed a rest after

the completion of that strenuous serial,

"The Voice on the Wire," for Uni-

versal, and thought a change of scen-

ery would do him good. Incidentally a

host of film fans had queried Universal

as to whether Ben couldn't be induced

to make personal appearances at their

favorite theaters, so the press agent of

the company got busy, and Ben is off

on a swing around the country that

will include stops at forty-seven dif-

ferent cities. Keep your eyes peeled

for him when he reaches your town.

W. Somerset Maugham, author and
dramatist, is one of the latest notables

to answer the call of the pictures.

Famous Players-Lasky has engaged

Mr. Maugham to write especially for

its photo-play productions, and one of

his first efforts, the successful play,

"The Land of Promise," is now being

whipped into form for Billie Burke's

use as her second Paramount picture.

Her first, "The Mysterious Miss Ter-

ry," you have perhaps already seen. It

was adapted from a story by Gelett

Burgess. Among Mr. Maugham's plays

which will probably be screened may
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be mentioned such hits as "Madame
Zampa," "Lady Frederick," 'The Ex-
plorer," "Mrs. Dot," "The Hero," and
"The Magician."

Out on the coast they are telling a

good one about Douglas Fairbanks.

Not so very many weeks ago "Doug"
celebrated his thirty-fourth birthday.

Of course, a party was the proper

thing. A lot of his friends got together

and decided it should be of the sur-

prise variety, so with all sorts of se-

crecy they planned on surprising the

life out of Doug, but the man with the

million-dollar smile went
them just one better. When
the great moment arrived it

was the surprisers who were
surprised, for Doug had a gift

for every person present, and

proved that he hadn't been in

the slightest degree surprised

by their plot to surprise him.

i Xote to the reader : It

sounds rather complicated,

and we shall really be sur-

prised if you can make head
or tale of it, but we mean
well.) Incidentally the sur-

prisers did surprise Doug
with a beautiful pair of sil-

ver spurs engraved with his

own smiling countenance.

Broadway is the home of

the actress, and, no matter

how long a person may stay

away from home, she be-

comes lonesome again some
time. Ollie Kirkby, who has,

for the past four years, been

away from the metropolis,

engaged in the serious busi-

ness of making herself fa-

mous, came back the other

day determined to stay. Ollie

started her career with Kalem

in 1913, and after various engagements
that led her through many States and
dangers, she came back to Kalem and
played in several successful serials.

And then Ollie, prodigal daughter,

came back, with the fatted pocketbook
and reputation tucked safely away.
She declared that she is going to settle,

and just to prove it, she has signed to

appear in seven-reel features for George
Backer films, which will be released on
the State's rights basis.

Carmel Myers, the young Los An-
geles ingenue who was featured in sev-

Ollie Kirkby, who has returned to Broadway after a

long absence and is to play Backer features.
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eral Fine Arts-Triangle productions,

and who more recently has been ap-

pearing under the Fox" banner, has

again shifted, and now gets her weekly

pay check at Universal City, where she

is playing leads in a number of big fea-

tures. The first of them will probably

be just about ready for the screen when
this magazine reaches you.

William Desmond just can't stay out

of the mystery-detective roles. One
of his latest appearances is made in the

leading role of "Time Locks and Dia-

monds," a five reeler just completed at

the Ince studios under the direction of

Walter Edwards. John Lynch and J.

G. Hawks collaborated on the story

which is crammed with thrills and sur-

prises, and is enacted by a cast that

includes, besides Mr. Desmond, Robert

McKim, Margaret Thompson, and Ro-
land Lee.

Kathleen Kirkham, best known for

her work as Mrs. Taine, in Chine's

''Eyes of the World" production, an

adaptation of Harold Bell Wright's fa-

mous story of the same title, startled

her associates by announcing her mar-

riage to Harry Woodruff not long ago.

The groom is a prominent clubman and

insurance broker of Los Angeles, and

the bride is at present appearing in

American Film Company productions

being staged at Santa Barbara, Cali-

fornia.

"A Man's Man," adapted from Peter

B. Kyne's book-length novel, has been

chosen as the first starring vehicle of

Warren Kerrigan, who, following his

recent tour of the country, is now hard

at work at the Paralta studios in Los

Angeles. The scenes of the play are

laid in the West and in a Central Amer-
ican republic which holds a fabulously
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rich gold mine and an incipient revolu-

tion. Mr. Kerrigan is ideally suited to

the role he is to interpret, and it would
seem we have a real treat to look for-

ward to when the picture is finally com-

pleted and released. Oscar Apfel is

directing the first Kerrigan picture. At
the same studios Bessie Barriscale, late

of Ince-Triangle, is being starred in

"Rose o' Paradise," by Grace Miller

White, who wrote "Tess of the Storm
Country," that every dyed-in-the-wool

fan recalls as one of Mary Pickford's

most satisfying appearances. James
Young, husband of Clara Kimball

Young, is directing.

George Cohan, who scored so heavily

in his first Artcraft picture, and proved

that he is just as full of "pep" and gin-

ger in the silent drama as he is in real

life on the speaking stage, is almost

through with his second screen produc-

tion. "Seven Keys to Baldpate" is the

vehicle chosen for the second Cohan
offering, and surely all of us. who saw
it in the original form will agree that it

ought to make a corking picture—even

better probably than was "Broadway
Jones." Hugh Ford will direct for Mr.

Cohan, and the supporting company
will be of the highest standard.

@?

Anna Little is now Harold Lock-

wood's leading woman. Miss Little

was contracted by wire, she being in

New York and Mr. Lockwood in Ari-

zona at the time. She hopped the first

train for the land of sagebrush and

cactus, and must have put on her make-

up in the baggage car, for directly upon

her arrival she went, before the camera

and work commenced immediately on

"Under Handicap," an adaptation of

the Jackson Gregory story which is

now being staged by Director Fred J.

Balshofer.
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Remember Maciste, the giant who
was featured in "Cabiria," the Italian-

made production of some ten reels or

more that was featured all over the

United States a year or two ago ? Well,

you will soon be afforded an opportu-

nity of seeing this gigantic figure again,

for ''The Warrior," another multiple-

reel feature from the same company,

has just been imported, and will soon

be presented at the leading theaters.

The story of "The Warrior" has to do

with the progress of the world war, and

Maciste appears as an Alpine soldier

who wins laurels for himself and his

country. Many of the scenes were

taken in the Italian and Austrian Alps,

and the Italian government cooperated

in a hearty fashion in staging this story

of warfare amid the snow-capped peaks

of the mightiest mountains in the world.

The Superlative Pictures Corpora-

tion is the name of still another new
picture-making concern. It was or-

ganized during June in Xew York City,

and will feature productions in which
are starred Irving Cummings and Lois

Meredith. Superlative Pictures will

attend to the marketing of the subjects

which will be made by the two subsid-

iary companies—the Irving Cummings
Pictures, Incorporated, and Lois Mere-
dith Pictures, Incorporated, for each

star has been made a vice president of a

separate company, and it is said will be

given full control of all scenarios, di-

rectors, and supporting casts. Mr.
Cummings has already gone into the

Far North, where he will take scenes

for his first play, a story much like that

unfolded in "The Barrier," which
proved so popular. The title and na-

ture of the first Lois Meredith pro-

duction have not vet been disclosed.

From the mouth of old Dame Rumor
we learn that Cecil B. DeMille, the
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famous director, and his renowned
brother, William C, who is a play-

wright and scenarioist, are interested

in a new invention which they expect

will make talking movies practical.

Just how interested they are we do not

know, but the following are said to be

facts : The DeMilles have investigated

the invention, which .seems an improve-

ment, because the record, as well as the

projecting machine, is operated entirely

by the man in the booth, and he. it is

expected, will be able to make the

words harmonize with the movement of

the lips. When they had looked into

the invention, they advised a lifelong

friend, Mr. Newman, of New York, to

invest in it. The invention was recently

brought to New York from California,

and is being perfected at the present

time. We sincerely hope that this

project will prove successful, and solve

the long-standing mystery of talking

movies.

Antonio Moreno, for many years a

Vitagraph star of the first magnitude,

has left Vitagraph for Pathe, and will

in the future be featured in productions

made by the Astra Film Corporation,

which releases through the Pathe ex-

changes. You surely will recall his

splendid work in such pictures as "The
Island of Regeneration" and "Kennedy
Square," even though vou may not have

seen him on the speaking stage, where
he played engagements with Mrs. Les-

lie Carter, Tyrone Power, Constance

Collier, Wilton Lackaye, William Haw-
trey, and other notables. Moreno was
born in Madrid, Spain, though he came
to America as a lad, and the greater

part of his education was received in

the public schools of New York City.

His Pathe Gold Rooster productions

will be directed by George Fitzmaurice,

who directed "Kick In," "The Hunting

of the Hawk," "Via Wireless/
5

and

other notable successes.



Filmdom to the Front!
How the celebrities, near-celebrities, and uncelebrated of

the picture world are answering their country s call.

By Charles Carter

^3

Mother Mary Maurice,
Harry Morey, and Alice

Joyce of Vitagraph.

Pearl White, Pathe, be
low, active in aiding

recruiting

^athe, be-
j

n aiding 1

FILMDOM
is offering

up its young
manhood on the altar

of patriotism. Volun-

teers fro m ever y
branch of the industry

are leaving behind them
the illusory adventures

and romances of the

screen world as they pass

out of the studio into the

grim realities of military

life.

Many of the best-known

actors in the motion-picture

profession have enlisted, as

well as numer-
ous scenario
writers of note.

A 1 s o w o r d

comes from picture

producers, both in the

East and West, that the

war spirit animates all

the men in the indus-

try, from the handsome
hero-lovers to the prop-

erty man and office boys.

This is proved not only in

the great number of enlist-

ments recorded, but in the fact

that military companies have

been formed at nearly all the

larger studios.

It is believed, counting those

who have already joined the

colors and those

who will be con-

scripted, that
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r

John Noble, Goldwyn,

formerly of Annapolis, is

awaiting naval orders.

fully sixty per cent of the male em-

ployees in the industry will shortly be

in the military service. Vacancies

caused by those who leave for the war
will be filled for the most part by for-

mer motion-picture exhibitors who are

more or less familiar with the business.

June Caprice, Fox, one of the first stars

to become a war nurse.

8

Ann Pennington, Paramount, enthusiastic sup-

porter of the Boy Scouts organization.

It is thought, too, that women, in many
cases, will be pressed into service to do

the work of the men who enlist.

The patriotism of motion-picture ac-

tresses will be manifested in many
ways, and already they have come for-

ward in surprising numbers to offer

their services in Red Cross and allied

organizations. As the war progresses

the motion-picture star in nurse's garb,

typified in the accompanying photo-

graphs, will be a familiar and pictur-
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esque figure in the hospitals throughout

the land.

Screen actors are represented in prac-

tically every branch of the service.

Some are training for officers' commis-

sions at Plattsburg; others have joined

militia units; the navy and aviation

Mitchell Lewis, now on call as a naval

reserve.

Gladys Brockwell, Fox, learning how to

minister to the wounded.

corps have claimed goodly numbers.

The fighters, the lovers, the jesters,

the villains in the make-believe world

of pictures have rallied to the standard

in a way that will inspire the youth of

the land and reflect credit on their pro-

fession. Xo doubt in the arch-

tragedy in real life, Avar, they will act

their parts like brave men and prove

themselves as gallant on the battlefields

of France as they ever were in the

storied adventures of the screen.



Hints for Scenario Writers
Instructions for the picture-playwright, with

notes on where and what he can sell.

By Clarence J. Caine

Qvestions concerning scenario writing, addressed to Mr. Caine, will be gladly answered, but an

addressed, stamped envelope should be inclosed. Due to the great amount of time that it would neces-

sitate, it is impossible for Mr. Caine to rea.d and criticize any scripts. Six cents in stamps will bring

you our market booklet for scenarios.—Editor's Note.

REGARDING STUDIO TRAINING.

MAXY authorities and many
more near authorities have

stated their belief, at various

times, in the theory that a scenario

writer, in order to be fully developed,

must have studio experience. We do

not agree with this viewpoint at all, for

we have seen many examples to the

contrary—examples in which men and
women free-lance writers turned out

scenarios produceable as they stood,

without ever visiting a studio, let alone

working in one. Then there are the

amateurs who grow into professionals

by selling scenario after scenario, and
who live in out-of-the-way places, and
therefore cannot come to studios for

visits.

Studio training, to our mind, is valu-

able only to the scenario writer who
seeks to go higher—that is, to an assist-

ant directorship and then to a director-

ship. To the wTriter who seeks only to

reach the highest pinnacle in his chosen
profession, there is no benefit from
doing writing within studio walls and
watching the staging of plays regularly.

Of course, there are tempting salaries

to be considered for those who become
out-and-out staff writers. But their

chances to advance to directing are not

the best.

Gilson Willetts, a staff writer for the

Selig Company, and a man who does

scenarios of all types and descriptions,

and does them in large quantities, once

said to us, "Why go to the studios?

They have too many people there now,
and they are all doing the same thing.

Stay as far away from them as you can,

and send in stories that you originate

in an atmosphere peculiar to yourself,

not amid a lot of people who are all

discussing threadbare stuff." Mr. Wil-
letts practices what he preaches, and
never even visits a studio unless espe-

cially requested to do so. The result

is that his scripts have an individuality

that makes every one in the studio smile

to think something new has been dis-

covered.

We would advise that beginners set

their minds at rest in regard to the stu-

dio-experience problem. Just work
right along, and, as your scenarios be-

come better, and sell, you will rea'ch the

stage where some company will want
you to work in its plant. Then you
can decide whether you wish to try for

a directorship via the scenario depart-

ment, to become a staff writer, or to

remain a photo-playwright and work
for yourself. In case you accept the

studio offer, it will be well for you

to have a thorough understanding about

the line of advancement you want

—

either toward a director's position or

toward the scenario editors' staff—to

avoid any trouble later on.
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STRENGTH AND SIMPLICITY.

Our student readers of even a lim-

ited length of time probably know well

the doctrine of simplicity which we con-

tinually preach. Hundreds and hun-

dreds of beginners have come to us to

learn how they can best express some-
thing "technically," and our answer has

always been the same : "Don't express

it technically ; write it in the simplest

and clearest language possible, so that

the director can tell just what you had
in mind."

Despite the fact that personally and
through the department we have ham-
mered on this point, there still exists a

large proportion of writers who insist

they must understand all the "technical

terms" of the game before they can

sell. This is too bad, for these writers

are failures so long as they hold this

idea, and they have no one but them-
selves to blame for their lack of suc-

cess.

The power for strong, gripping writ-

ing lies in one's ability to write simply.

A good working script can be ruined, as

far as practical use is concerned, by an

overuse of "technique." On the other

hand, a scenario not so well built can

be used almost in its entirety, because

the director understands exactly what
the writer had in mind, and can fill in

where the technique—even in scene ac-

tion—falters.

We think it advisable for every be-

ginner in the scenario game to master
the art of saying things simply and
clearly. To gain an insight into this

art there is no better book to read than

the Bible, for it is simplicity itself, and
very clear and direct in its statements.

Lincoln's speeches are also models of

simplicity, strength, and clearness.

Studying such works takes a little time,

but it broadens the mind and aids one

in one's ability to say exactly what is

meant, and say it in the strongest way
possible. It is an issue aside from sce-

nario writing proper, but one that will

yield returns.

WAITING FOR CHECKS.

It seems that of late some companies

who formerly paid for scenarios upon
acceptance have been waiting several

months before sending checks out to

their authors. We have several letters

from writers of reputation, and quite

a stack of epistles from those whose
first-sale check has been held up. We
have had to throw up our hands in de-

spair, as we know of no reason why a

company should not pay for a pur-

chased scenario at once, or, at least,

shortly after the acceptance.

Personally we have had no such

trouble, but we have not dealt of late

with the companies complained of. One
person, in a position to know, told us

that an increase in production in these

companies, together with several poor

films on the market, had tied up prac-

tically all the money for the immediate

present. WT

e believe that if an author

will write a polite letter to the auditor's

department he will learn the true state

of affairs, and also be among the first

to get paid in case the money-tie-up

story is true.

MISUSING INSERTS.

Writing in his department for sce-

nario writers in the New York Dra-

matic Mirror, William Lord Wright,

the well-known photo-playwright, edi-

tor, and critic, makes several remarks

regarding the use of inserts and other

matter as padding. We consider his

viewpoint of the subject an excellent

one for all writers to take, and repro-

duce his words on the subject follow-

ing:

"If possible, write a story in which

the plot does not necessarily edge along

with the aid of letters, notes, and tele-

grams. There are too many letters,
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notes, and telegrams in the average mo-
tion-picture drama, and the great idea

is to stay clear of them if possible. Let-

ters, notes, and telegrams are frequently

the lazy man's method of reviving and

stimulating a weakening plot. The
story languishes and promises to fade

away, when a letter or a telegram is

lugged in for diversion, later to figure

in the story. Just how it is to figure

is no mystery to the spectator. He
knows as well as the author just what

is going to happen. But sometimes let-

ters and telegrams are essential. When
that is a fact, they should be properly

written. In one script we read recently

a telegram to the hero from his father

started out 'My Dear Son.' One
would hardly start a telegram in that

manner without any definite address.

Too many telegrams appear, also, on

the screen without check marks. Real

telegrams carry a date line, receiver

check, et cetera. These are little things

truly, but 'great oaks from little acorns

grow!' Ten words of an ordinary tele-

gram can sometimes save a lengthy

leader or may permit the elimination

of several scenes of added action.

When this is true, the use of the tele-

gram is justified. Just the same, if the

plot can be carried briskly forward

without telegrams or letters it is bet-

ter, for letters, notes, and telegrams in

motion-picture plays have been very

numerous."

CARE IN HANDLING ENDINGS.

There is a certain type of story that

seems to take itself out of the author's

hands and work right along to what the

scrpt editors refer to as "a peach of an
ending." Then there are other types

of stories which baffle and fight against

their creator all the way, and to find a

suitable ending for which seems impos-
sible. Often endings are allowed to

dribble out just on this account.

That this should happen is regret-

table, but true. We think every writer

can look back over his career and pick

out some certain story which he now
feels could be improved by a stronger

and better ending. And if his memory
is sharp, we will wager that he will re-

member that at the time of writing the

story the ending presented a problem,

and was not handled as it deserved.

The ending, including the exposition

of unrevealed facts, as well as the cli-

max and a hint of the future life of the

characters, should be made both strong

and artistic. It is the last thing in a

play—the final punch, so to speak.

Therefore it must be impressed upon
an audience so strongly that wrhen it

leaves the theater it will go under a

sort of spell.

We have seen plays which have bid

for lasting fame fail because of their

endings, and we know that scenario edi-

tors reject many manuscripts simply

because the end is very poor—or, as

they say, "the idea isn't fully devel-

oped." Therefore it will pay every

young writer to be careful in handling

the ending of the story. Failure to

make the desired point at this place in

construction is almost certain to hold

one back from sales for some time at

least.

POSTAGE AND SUBMISSION.

"I have written several plays, which
I am confident will sell, but I do not

feel I want to invest the money required

for postage to send them around, for

I know they will be rejected many,
many times."

The above is from a correspondent

who has given an old view a funny

twist. She knows they will sell and

she knows they will be rejected. The
riddle proved too much for us, and we
wrote her, asking that she unravel what
she had said. Then light dawned upon
us. The young lady wanted to start a

money-making business without invest-

ing even in postage

!
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We wrote her advice, and we repeat

the advice in a few short sentences here-

with :

"You have written the scenarios, and

seem quite convinced they will sell.

"Therefore, is it not worth investing

a few cents in postage to get, perhaps,

hundreds of dollars in return?

"If, despite the foregoing, you feel

they will be rejected, why did you write

them?

"Did you ever consider you have a

product of the brain on hand, and that

you have to sell it, just as any mer-

chant sells his products?"

We considered that we had said

enough on the subject, and the young
lady wrote us the other day, telling that

the third script she wrote sold on the

second trip out. All the rest that she

had kept in storage are out, and are

kept busy making the rounds. She

firmly believes now that it pays to

spend money for postage, even though

it would be nice sometimes to use it for

something else.

THE QUESTION OF TIME.

One of the things we would rather

impress firmly upon the mind of a

young writer than anything else is that

it takes time to make a lasting success

of scenario writing, just as it takes time

to make a success in any other line of

work. But we have found it very dif-

ficult to perform this seemingly simple

trick. The beginner says he under-

stands, and then he growls about his

lack of success after a few months of

feeble initial efforts. This spirit on the

part of so many writers makes our

work of guiding them along the right

path much harder than it otherwise

would be ; therefore we strive to make
the question of time one for discussion

at the very beginning of a young
writer's career.

Every professional writer has gone

through the mill, and can look back on
long, long periods of failure and dis-

couragement during his early days. But
he looks back with satisfaction, for,

having fought his way through all odds,

and made a success of his work, the

element of time spent in winning means
nothing but a cherished memory.
We know well, as we write these

words, that many of the semidiscour-

aged ones will say, "It's easy for him
to talk." And their attitude will cause

them to drift even further from the

success they crave. The feeling of the

beginner, struggling to break through

the unseen but impenetrable barriers,

which surround him and keep him from
the top, is well known to us—the hope
with which each idea is worked up, the

prayers with which it is sent on its

first trip, the disappointment of the re-

jection, then the dogged submission

elsewhere, and finally the sigh that is

heaved as the play is set aside, to be

worked over, because every possible

market has turned it back. As you live

through those days, they are not pleas-

ant, especially if you hope to use the

money to be gained by the sale of a

scenario for some certain purpose ; but

a? you look back over them, after gain-

ing even a fair degree of the success

you hoped for, they are sweet re-

minders, indeed.

We have always told beginners to

approach scenario writing as they

would a profession or trade where ex-

perience and training must come to one

before the desired end is even in sight.

Think of doctors and lawyers, or even

plumbers and carpenters ! The former

two, with other professional men, must
train for years, and then often go many
more years without earning a decent

living in order to gain true success in

their chosen line. The latter two
trades, being physical rather than men-
tal, are learned much more quickly, but

it takes many months in either before

an apprentice earns even a living wage,
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and many years before true success can

come to him.

We think that beginners should con-

sider these things seriously, provided

they intend to take up the work with

a view to making it a profession later

on, and either decide to get right down
to the grind, serve their apprenticeship,

no matter how hard it is, and then,

when the time is ripe, take up the work
as a life profession. Sales will prob-

ably be registered here and there, and

they will denote progress ; but lack of

sales should not in any way prove dis-

couraging during the early months.

All of this applies only to those who
wish to become professionals, as we
have said. There are many more who
take up the work purely as an avoca-

tion, and some as a pastime. These
people are at their leisure as far as

working ahead goes. If they fail to

sell, they usually drop the work and are

never heard of again. Others of this

class sell on and off, and make quite

a little "extra money" from a field

they never intend to take up as a life

work. To these people the question of

time is a question of patience.

CHOOSING WORKING TIME.

In our opinion, it is always best for

a man or woman who writes during

spare time to choose his own time and
method of writing. We know that this

allows a big opening for the lazy writer

to excuse himself, but the conscientious

one will overcome laziness and take

himself in hand.

It is wrong to say, "You should work
two hours a day"—for you may not feel

at all like writing, and merely waste
the two hours. Also it is wrong to

say, "Work when the spirit is on you"
—for the spirit may not come for

weeks. We think the correct way is to

arrange your own work to suit your-

self, but check up carefully at the end
of every week, and see that enough time

has been put in. Thus you avoid both

listless work and loafing, and get good
results.

FILM TEMPO.

Film tempo, that unseen but all-

powerful element in the working out

of a motion picture, is something which
grips us when perceived on the screen

in the work of others, but "which eludes

us when we aim to inject it into our

own work. Tempo is a term which was
formerly only meant for directors, and
was not supposed to interest writers.

Now, however, with the changing of

other conditions, it has become a mat-

ter of importance to the writer, even in

a greater degree than to the director.

Tempo, defined briefly, is the hid-

den power which controls the interest

of the audience. It changes pace ac-

cording to the dramatic elements in the

picture. In working up to the climax

with heat and excitement, the tempo
runs at a high, thrilling rate of speed,

and when building up to a powerful,

crushing crisis, it goes along slowly,

driving home the feeling that some-

thing awful is about to happen.

When a picture lacks tempo, either

through the fault of the scenario writer

or the director, the audience lacks in-

terest. We are sure you all have seen

films crowded with action of both the

dramatic and thrilling kind which

never caused you to move an eyelash.

They lacked tempo. Things happened

at regular periods, and were interesting

in themselves to look at, but there was
no grip in them. Had the film pos-

sessed tempo, each of these happenings

would have been a vital part of the

story, and would have fit in with the

general ebb and flow of happenings in

such a way that you would have been

subconsciously stirred.

To a new writer this tempo might

appear a harder thing to master than it

really is, but the trained writer knows
differently. This is another of the
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points where the dramatic instinct in a

writer shows itself. He will sense the

tempo for the development almost as

soon as he has sketched his plot. Then
he will almost subconsciously work out

the tempo to the highest degree in writ-

ing the scene action. To the writer

without dramatic instinct—the one who
must cultivate it through training

—

this is sort of a higher art ; a step to

be taken later on, when he has per-

fected what he lacks and can compete

with other writers on an almost equal

basis.

WHY NOT TRY COMEDY?

If you are one of the writers who
do not like the present trend of the

market toward five-reel scenarios and
synopses, but are plugging along with

it anyway, why not take a look at the

farce-comedy field? This does not ap-

ply to young writers who haven't mas-
tered the first principles as yet, but to

those whose experience and ability have

fitted them to write plays of any type.

We know there are many in this class

who are ignoring comedy, but we think

if they "took a chance" they might

profit.

There are many objections to send-

ing in scripts to the comedy makers, so

we are told by miscellaneous persons
;

and then there is a rich field here that

yields plentifully and often, according

to miscellaneous other persons. Some
of the chief objections were that cer-

tain studios take any ideas sent -in sce-

nario form, and use them; that others

merely return scenarios without reading

them ; that few of the companies want
full scenarios, but, rather, comical

ideas, and that there is no satisfaction

in seeing a few of your ideas and a

lot of other people's ideas mixed in to-

gether in what is called a farce. The
advantages we have heard of are that

farce concerns frequently pay close to

one hundred dollars for a new idea or

"stunt" that will serve as a basis for

a comedy, and that checks between ten

and twenty-five dollars drop in for

lesser ideas, which can be used in work-
ing out a farce. Also, if a writer has

funny ideas for several months' run-

ning, he is offered a splendid salary to

come to the studio lot, sit around, and
think of funny things for the players

to do. He doesn't have to write sce-

narios, but just furnish absurd ideas

that will draw laughs. Other writers

have told us of selling a full scenario

to a farce-comedy company, and having

only a few changes made in it when
produced. So there you are—the good
and the bad side !

Aside from farces, there are several

concerns wanting straight comedies in

one or two reels. We think these offer

an excellent market for the comedy
writer, and we also believe that the

farce market could be worked into, if

approached with the right kind of ma-
terial, in the right way. As we said

before, the comedy field is waiting for

those who don't like the long five reel-

ers. The comedy field is almost devoid

of real writers at this time. Those who
get in now may find themselves on vel-

vet in time to come, for we surely need

better comedies, and the writers are

the ones that have to give it to us, for

both players and directors have failed.

PRETTY BAD.

A certain young writer started in the

scenario game about a year ago, and

for a while worked pretty steadily and

sold a few scripts. He was clever with

his pen, and earned money from the

magazines regularly. When he failed

to do this with his early efforts in the

film field, he became disgruntled and

sullen. He wrote a long, one-sided

knock, and sent it to one of the maga-

zines, free. It was read by many of

our readers, and they believed every-

thing he said. In reply to their ques-
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tidns to us on the matter, we merely

say Ave wouldn't waste the time to burn

the article up. much less print it. It

is a first-class knock by a first-class

knocker who failed to make good him-

self, and we merely term it ''pretty

bad."

BRANCH OUT.

After about six or eight months of

scenario writing, there is likely to come
a desire to young writers who have

never handled the pen before to try

other fields—the special article, the

short story, the novel, the drama, the

vaudeville, and other branches of the

writing game. Many take a chance in

one or more of these fields, and are

more or less successful ; others do not

turn from their scenario work because

they believe "once a scenario writer, al-

ways a scenario writer," and feel that

their work must be limited to the one

line of literary effort.

We do not believe in the latter course

at all. Even if a man has been suc-

cessful in script writing, we think he

should try another field if the feeling

comes to him that he can do as good or

even better work in that field than in

the scenario game. We know of several

fairly successful scenario writers of

three or four years ago who took up-

short-story writing and made even a

greater success of it than they had made
of the silent drama. They did not give

up scenario writing entirely, but did a

fair share of it, intermingling the short

stories in such a way that neither form
became tiresome to them.

The beginner who wants to try his

hand in all the fields at once will do
well to hold back for a little while in

his branching-out policy. Our idea of

an ideal plan is to have a writer drive

through several months of hard work
in the scenario field—if that is the field

he starts in—and master the basic prin-

ciples
;
in fact, become able to write a

good scenario. Then he may turn part

of his attention upon another field. He
will find that his plot training in writ-

ing scenarios will stand him in good
stead in his other work. His mind
should remain with the new work only

a short time at first, and then he should

again concentrate on scenarios. Later

he can branch out more into the new
field if he so desires. Or he may dis-

cover that his field is that of the mo-
tion-picture plays, and give up work on

the other completely. He will be far

better satisfied, however, if he tries his

hand at the other kind of work.

ANSWERS TO READERS.

C. J. T.—The reason that you find

the scenario field lacking in competent

instructors who devote all their time

to teaching writers is because that busi-

ness does not pay. One who essays to

teach should be experienced and suc-

cessful himself, and be able to place

scenarios regularly—and if he does this,

he makes much more money, with much
less trouble.

M. B.—There is quite a market for

synopses only, as you will note by

watching the "Live-wire Market Hints''

section in this department every

month. You have the right idea about

using only the simplest and plainest of

terms in your working script.

L. T. B.—Strictly speaking, a manu-
script is hand Avritten, and in old days

this was regarded as the term for work
done in longhand writing. Now any-

thing that forms the basis for a play

goes as a ''script" in the moving-pic-

ture world.

S. P. M.—No, indeed ; don't restrict

yourself to the old length of two hun-

dred and fifty or three hundred words

when writing a synopsis only. In the

days when one and two-reelers were

about the longest, those short synopses

preceded the scenario proper in order
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that editors might grasp the essential

ideas of the story without reading clear

through it. Synopses now, without a

working script, may run up around

three thousand words or even more if

the telling of the plot requires it. Some
can be told in seven hundred or eight

hundred words, however. The shorter

the better—but story value must not be

sacriliced.

H. C. B.—We believe the film of

"The Rosary" was based on the play.

Lanier Bartlett wrote the scenario, and

obtained some splendid screen result?

with material that was questionable.

The book version has never been filmed,

to our knowledge.

R. E. O.—Words mean nothing in

working out a scenario. A short story

is measured that way, but a scenario is

worked out in scene action and meas-

ured in reels, according to the action.

There are about seventeen minutes to

a reel. Even the reel system of meas-

uring films is passing, and the natural-

length film is coming into vogue.

H. S. M,—There isn't much use

starting to write if you feel you en-

tirely lack self-confidence, for that is

one of the prime essentials of success.

Don't think for a minute that you know
it all, but take a pride in the worth of

your work, make each scenario better

than the previous one, don't become
discouraged at failure, and never waver
in your determination to succeed

eventually. That is the right kind of

self-confidence, and without it the bat-

tle is indeed a difficult one.

LIVE-WIRE MARKET HINTS.

The Laskv Feature Plav Company,

485 Fifth Avenue, Xew York, needs

five-reel drama suitable for their stars,

especially Miss Olga Petrova. who
plays heavy emotional and semivampire

roles.

The livest market for short-reel

dramas is the Universal Film Manu-
facturing Company, Universal City*,

California. They are buying one, two,

and three-reelers as in the days of old,

and also five-reelers. The}- also use

one and two-reel comedies.

The World Film Corporation. Xew
York City, and the Yitagraph Company.
East Fifteenth Street and Locust Ave-
nue. Brooklyn, Xew York, are in need

of five-reelers, and will read synopses

only. Yitagraph also uses comedies

suited to its players. The best way
to get a line on this brand of fun is to

see the company's productions on the

screen, as they are rather distinctive.

SHORT SHOTS.

Analysis of others' work often de-

velops severe critics. It should develop

trained writers if not used too severely.

Opportunities lost will never return

;

therefore, never pass up what appears

to be even the remotest chance to ad-

vance.

You often hear the brag tell what he

knows. Did you ever notice what a

short space of time it takes him?

Remember that a one or two-reel plot

can't make a five-reeler, and don't try

to pass off one of your old ones for

more than it is worth.

Always keep your eyes open for

ideas. If not, your stories will be

pretty much the same all the way
through.

Even if you haven't sold one yet,

remember that thousands are being

spent monthly for scenarios. Part of

it is waiting for you when you qualify.

A scenario writer should no more
allow himself to drift away from the

active script market condition than a

broker should allow himself to drift

from the stock market. The effect on

both, if they try to sell, will be very

rhnilar.
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Vivian Reed, below, is enthusiastically (?) addressing a street
audience—so we are told. Vivian apparently has been in the
silent drama so long that she talks without opening her mouth.

Edna Hunter pose3, ready for a

dive. But that mermaidish look
won't fool the public, when you are

standing in your dining room.

The picture below is very nice. The acting is all

right. But have you noticed the wonderful Work
of the art director? Just study for ajninute the

maelstrom of furnishings that adorns the room.



Lillian Walker is another x>f the sprightly bathing girls,

and she poses cutely for a beach scene on the top of

a stool in the studio.

At the foot of this page is

pictured a thrilling rescue

scene in which Francis X.

Bushman saves Beverly

Bayne from a horrible
death. This might be a con-

vincing and exciting pic-

ture if the wheels of the

auto and the engine were
revolving. But they aren't.

Below> we have Mae Marsh
engaged in the business of

eating a meal. But, poor

girl, the property man for-

got to set the table.



Will Pictures Survive the War?
Favorable and unfavorable signs of the times ana-

lyzed to show how they bear on the film industry.

By G. B. Diuguid

WHAT will be the war's effect on

the motion-picture industry?

Will it tend to decrease or in-

crease the output of pictures? Will it

cause a change in the character of films

which are produced? These and many
other questions naturally suggest them-

selves to producers and patrons alike.

The consensus of film men is that

the picture business will survive the un-

certain conditions of war time, and

that, moreover, it will probably even

be boosted as a result of certain fac-

tors in the war situation. It is regarded

as likely that neither the producer nor

the exhibitor, generally speaking, will

suffer; though it is admitted that many
of the smaller producers and small the-

ater owners may find it necessary to

capitulate. Further, on the other hand,

it can hardly be expected that the same
kind of film attractions as we see to-

day will continue to be shown without

considerable variation. The program

of to-morrow will reflect the happen-

ings of the war even more than it does

now
;
and, again, the national state of

mind will call for different types of

plays from what are seen to-day. There

will be more demand for comedies as

against heavy dramas and sex plays,

this being a natural reaction in a time

when the worries of the hour cause men
to seek relaxation in light amusement.

Industry Faces Serious Problems

Despite the optimism which prevails,

there is no gainsaying that many prob-

lems and many difficulties beset the path

of the producer in these troublesome

times. The increased cost of materials

necessary in the manufacture of pic-

tures, the proposed Federal tax on films

and theaters—not to mention income

taxes—and the depleting effect which
conscription will have on the ranks of

picture men, both in the acting profes-

sion and in the business and trade

branches of the business, all disturb the

stability of the industry. Again, our

foreign market has been injured by the

war, it being difficult to export films to

Europe or even to secure payment for

those sent. With the exporting branch

of the industry crippled, the film

business in this country faces war con-

ditions with a serious handicap. The
film business, if it survives and succeeds

during the war, must do so on the

strength of its internal patronage. An-
other problem presents itself when it

comes to importing certain commodities

such as dyes, carbons, et cetera, needed

in the making of pictures. In some

cases they cannot be obtained at all,

and, at best, they must be bought very

dearly. Of course, too, the price of

lumber, canvas and many other mate-

rials which can be bought at home is

soaring skyward.

Outlook Cheerful Despite Diffi-

culties

Viewing the situation from a more

cheerful angle, we find that there are

many favorable signs which tend to off-

set the impression of gloom wdiich the

above facts produce. In the first place,
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we can take courage from the way in

which the motion-picture men of Eng-

land, France, and Canada have breasted

the storm. In those countries to-day, if

reports be true, the cinema theaters are

doing a good business, and the pro-

ducers are actively engaged in putting

out films—and this after three years

of war. At first this state of affairs

would seem incredible in the light of

the devastating effect which the war has

had on the business world in general in

Europe. But, upon examination of

facts and conditions, the mystery van-

ishes. In the first place, it is now rec-

ognized that in war times there is just

as much need for amusements as in

peace times.

In every way it seems that the screen

is the most suitable kind of amusement
for both the masses and the classes.

The price of admission is reasonable,

and, moreover, performances are con-

tinuous ; and therefore, no matter what
a person's occupation, there is always

some time in the day when he can at-

tend the pictures. Again, the program
in a motion-picture theater is short com-
pared to a stage performance, and this

makes it practicable for all people to

attend.

Another reason why the film busi-

ness should continue prosperous is to be

found in the change in routine habits of

life which wTar brings. This point is

brought out by a prominent motion-

picture man in discussing the condition

of the industry in Canada. He says,, in

part

:

Conditions in Canada

"The leaving for the front of five

hundred thousand Canadians means
that approximately four hundred thou-

sand women have been left without

their husbands or their usual escorts.

The household duties of the married
women have been decreased largely by
this. Many of them have a late break-

fast and an early dinner as the result

of not being forced to await the return

of their husbands from work. Their

evenings are their own, to do with as

they see fit, and it has been demon-
strated that many of them see fit to go

to the motion-picture theater.

"With the young, unmarried women,
left without their usual escorts, the

same condition applies. They must de-

pend upon their own earnings for their

pleasures, and this causes them to seek

the motion-picture theaters for amuse-
ment, because the attendance at the mo-
tion-picture theaters does not cause

such a heavy drain on their resources."

Film Producers Optimistic

Another well-known picture man pre-

dicts substantial benefit to the industry

as a result of the war

:

"The war will hasten the changes

that had to come, but that, under cir-

cumstances, have been delayed for

years. We all know that there is a

vast amount of waste in the picture

industry. Some waste is necessary to

the production of good pictures, but the

reckless extravagance of the past, and,

unfortunately, of the present, is a sign

of an unhealthy condition within the

industry. The burden falls alike upon
the exhibitor, producer, and distributer.

The public, too, suffers by reason of the

poor quality of the pictures that result

from carelessness and extravagance.

"The present situation means that the

business will have to settle down to a

solid foundation, and do it without

delay. There are already many indica-

tions that this is being done."

In similar vein, another representa-

tive of the industry prophesies greater

stability in the industry:

"I do think that the war will stop

the rise of fly-by-night producers, and

a number of the unfit will be eliminated,

for the simple reason that investors will

be more cautious, and will not be so
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ready to lend money to companies of

no standing. The more of these that

drop out, the better conditions will be."

Regarding- the present-day cost of

materials, the following figures speak

for themselves

:

"Increased expenses in making pic-

tures include aniline dyes, which have

increased in cost one thousand per cent

;

oils, seventy-five per cent
;
hardware,

fifty per cent
;
pine lumber is difficult to

obtain at any price ; canvas has been

dispensed with entirely, owing to diffi-

culty in securing it, and compo board

has been substituted for it, although

this is scarce ; carbons are priceless ; and

the cost of lumber also has advanced."

The above figures were compiled by a

gentleman who, in spite of discourage-

ments, is optimistic, as the following re-

port shows

:

"The output of pictures by this firm

will not be decreased as a result of bur-

densome war conditions ; on the other

hand, wre are running two shifts at our

studio, with six directors steadily work-

ing and only three weeks' time is al-

lowed for any one picture. We are

traveling at express speed."

The preceding report is typical of

many such from the largest film con-

cerns in the country. Although they

regard threatened taxation and censor-

ship with some degree of apprehension,

they believe, for reasons presented

above, that the outlook for unbroken
prosperity in the industry is good.

Demand for Pictures Con-
trolling Factor

The weight of the pessimist's argu-

ment is based on changing economic

conditions. The weight of the opti-

mist's views are based on unchanging

human nature. Legislative bodies may
or may not impose hardships on the in-

dustry in the form of burdensome
taxes, et cetera. The price of ma-
terials which enter into the manufac-

ture of pictures may or may not remain

high. The export trade may continue

to be unsatisfactory. Conscription may
tend to thin the ranks of filmdom, and

take from the acting profession many
of its shining lights, and from the stu-

dios many of its best workers. Despite*

all of these untoward contingencies, the

great, outstanding element in the situa-

tion is a psychological one. People in-

stinctively crave diversion, and this

craving is stimulated by the monotony
and tragedies of war and the effect

which they have on the temperamental

part of our natures. Pictures are a

wholesome, inexpensive, and entertain-

ing form of amusement, which un-

doubtedly will remain with us in spite

of the adverse circumstances which war
brings.

A FAMILY FILM
j_| HORATIO BROWN was the masculine lead

And the feminine lead was his wife.

The scenario called for a quarrel to start

And to end in a terrible strife.

So, as a result, Mrs. Brown is in bed

—

Horatio—the poor little fellow—is dead!

Everett Leighton.



The Mysteries of Make-up
Even a learned director like Rollin S. Sturgeon, doesn't know everything there is to know about
pictures—especially those things which concern the painting of the lily. Gail Kane, as shown
below, entered his office one morning with a little satchel filled with a thousand and several

articles. What puzzled Mr. Sturgeon was how Gail was to smear her already beau-
tiful features and still remain the beauty. So she proceeded to illustrate. Mr.
Sturgeon decided that, while he is a director and an artist, there are certain
branches of art, like painting, that will always remain a mystery to him.



Shot Without Warning

By Howard Mann

AX actress might lead an almost

uneventful life if she went to

the Eskimo country. And then,

again, she might not. Most probably
she wouldn't. Ask Ethel Clayton.

After working continually before the

clicking camera for a month or more,
while a picture is being filmed, she

finally comes to the studio, after it is

completed, expecting to spend a quiet

morning talking over script or
straightening up her dressing room o:

watching some one else work. Just as

she enters the door she collides with
her director.

"Good morning, Miss Clayton," he
says. "We have been waiting nearly
an hour for you."

"Who has?" the star inquires.

"Why, the newspaper men," is the

answer. "You know, we finished the

picture last night, and so I have made

appointments for you to pose for some
snapshots and to interview some men."
The "some men" usually refers to ten

or a dozen copy-ravishing reporters.

Miss Clayton wants to sigh, but she

smiles. Actresses are always supposed
to smile. It is one of the best—and
hardest—things they do.

So Miss Clayton hurries across the

studio toward her dressing room to get

fixed up for the snaps. Midway, she is

met by the director, who bids her halt.

A battery of cameras click. A few
steps farther and they click again. The
newspaper men wanted unconventional

poses—not posed pictures. They didn't

wait. The director speaks :

"You'd better go down and read

those seven scenarios on your dressing

table now, Miss Clayton. I'll have the

interviewers call at your home to-

night."
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IT is a sorrow that most women can-

not be understood by most people.

It is a calamity that most women
cannot understand themselves. And it

is by reason of this calamity that those

fortunate few who have the unusual

gift of being thoroughly acquainted

with their own natures, without allow-

ing others to really know them, are in

a position of great advantage over the

vast majority of the feminine sex.

Lola Montrose was one of these fortu-

nate few.

But Lola was unusual in more ways
than this. Her beauty was unusual and
her figure was unusual and both were
extremely useful to her in her unusual

profession in life, which consisted of

living as luxuriously and comfortably

as money could provide for—at the ex-

pense of others. She was exceptional,

also, because she was of a higher men-
tal order than nine-tenths of the gen-

tler sex. Lola mixed her liaisons with

her brains.

She was a strange combination of a

woman of the Avorld and a mother.

Upon the former she depended for her

living, her excitement, and the satis-

faction of her almost abnormal desire

for the unconventional. Upon the lat-

ter she relied for her joy in true love.

Her little son, David, meant more to

her than life itself, with all its pleas-

ures, and she sought, through kindness

and care, to recompense for the great

shadow that hung over the child's life

—the dark shadow of namelessness.

Lola Montrose had more victims to

her past than she had ever dared or

cared to count. They fluttered about

in her memory as dead autumn leaves

are blown in the swirling breeze. She

neither remembered nor thought much
of them, once they were gone, but bent

all her attentions constantly toward the

latest acquisition of her wiles. At the

present moment he was a surgeon of

national renown, almost as unusual in

his own masculine greatness and char-

A Strange Transgressor
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acter as herself. His name was Doctor

John Hampton, a man of much reserve,

endowed with a personality of un-

doubted strength, and blessed or cursed

with a power of will that made him al-

ways demand and never ask. He
neither accepted nor despised the

world's moral code. He had no illu-

sions about Lola ; she contributed what
the animal side of his nature desired,

and she was worthy of her hire. On
the other hand, Lola's feelings toward

Hampton were somewhat different

from those she had entertained toward

the other men who previously came
into her life. She was far from be-

lieving she loved him—she knewT much-

better than even to think such

a thing—but his reserve sur-

rounded him with just

enough mystery to make him
interesting, and, because he

was the biggest man she had
ever met, Lola could

not help placing a

certain value upon
him.

But even Hamp-
ton, in all his

greatness and
all she counted

upon him for,

was second

David. To
mother ; she

and would

Very often when David clung affectionately to her she repented and

regretted her shattered life and her unworthiness

.

in her estimation to little

her son she was a perfect

shielded him, loved him,

have sacrificed everything

she had and prized for his happiness.

Very often when David clung affection-

ately to her she repented and regretted

her shattered life and her unworthi-

ness. If she had ever known his fa-

ther's name she had forgotten it. He
was unimportant. He was a merry
little lad in his quaint way ; a lad of

odd conceits and whimsical ways, and,

to keep him from the slightest contact

with her own irregular mode of exist-

ence, she had placed him in a religious

institution where he boarded on the

outskirts of Xew York. Each
week, on visitors' day, she went
there and experienced with him
the one hour of pure happiness

she enjoyed in all the week.

Doctor John Hampton also

had a son, Irwin by name,
who, despite his sophisticated

character and state of mind,

was a perfect son to the great

surgeon. Irwin had inherited

most of his father's faults, but

none of his redeem-

traits. He had a

love of the gay life

and no sense of the

value of money, and

lacked utterly the
of character

that made his father

man that he

had become
to Mary

a blossoming

flower in the garden

of society, and the

daughter of Hart
Chester, one of the

doctor's stanchest

friends. Alary was a

fluffy, dainty, domes-
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Young Hampton was soon oblivious of his earlier experiences of the day and was lost in

admiration of the wily creature before him.

ticated person, worthy of the best hus-

band the world could offer. She, be-

cause of her engagement, took a natu-

ral interest in the conduct of her fiance.

When, one day, she learned of an

especially wild debauch in which Irwin

was a prominent figure, and which had
found its way into the public prints, her

heart was broken, and she sadly sought

the counsel of her father. That digni-

tary, however, had already heard and
read of the affair, and had decided

upon the action which he would take.

"Mary," he said, "I am very sorry

that this has happened, especially sorry

since the son of one of my best friends

and your fiance is the one to break our

hopes, but I thank Heaven that it hap-

pened so soon. I have already tele-

phoned to the doctor, and asked that

he and Irwin come over as soon as they

can. I think they both understand the

gravity of the situation.

Mary said nothing. She left the

room in tears.

Early that afternoon the maid an-

nounced at the Chester home the arrival

of Doctor Hampton and his son. Ir-

win, dressed conservatively, and ap-

pearing to be anything but the wild

youth that his reputation branded him,

walked before his fiancee and her la-

ther with his head slightly bowed.

Doctor Hampton followed, and the

four sat down to a serious talk. Pre-

liminary discussion and explanations

were unnecessary. Every one under-

stood. Doctor Hampton was the first

to speak.

"Irwin and I," he said seriously,

"have already talked this whole matter

over, and he has promised me to fol-

low a different path in the future. 1

believe that he can. I think that he

has the makings of a real man in him
if he will develop them. And, sir, he

has promised—and remember, he is my
son."

"He has broken my daughter's

heart," replied Chester, "and no man
could do that. Irwin"—he looked

squarely at the younger Hampton

—
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"may make a man, but he is not one

now." He paused a moment, but no

one spoke. His tone bore conviction

and truth. Chester continued : "There

is but one thing that can be done, and

that is what will be done. Mary is

overcome by circumstances. She says

that she cannot marry Irwin as matters

stand. She says also that she cannot

bear to give him up. She loves Irwin,

and it is up to him to prove himself

worthy of her. I have decided to send

Mary to Europe for one year. That
will be plenty of time for Irwin to effect

his reformation, and if at the time she

returns he has established himself as

deserving of being her husband, I shall

make no protest. It will be up to Mary
to decide. Now, however, the engage-

ment will have to be broken, tor the

present, at least."

There was nothing further that could

be said. Chester's proposition was fair

enough, and a good decision. It was
the best that could be made, and after

some talk the solution was accepted,

and it was decided to make immediate

arrangements for Mary to leave for

Europe.

Doctor Hampton and Irwin left for

home in their car, after the latter and
Mary had bade each other a tearful

farewell for a year.

But, as the Hampton car traveled

slowly toward home through the traffic-

congested streets, and as the father was
lecturing reformation to his son, he was
brought to a sudden realization of the

example which his own character might

be setting to his son and the insin-

cerity of the arguments which he was
offering at that moment.

This realization came as Hampton
looked up, and, in another car which
was going in the opposite direction

from theirs and which was almost

abreast, his eyes met those of the be-

witching Lola Montrose. Irwin saw
the glance, and followed it. He smiled

a little, and Lola nodded graciously to

the doctor. Hampton suddenly became
aware of his son's presence, and delib-

erately turned his head away without

returning or acknowledging the cour-

tesy. To Lola, who was just returning

from the chastening influence of a

meeting with her little son, Hampton's
spurn stung like a slap in the face. The
cars passed, and Irwin, glancing back

over his shoulder, remarked

:

"My, dad, but that was a stunning

woman ! Did you see her, in the other

car? She nodded to us."

"You'd better keep your mind off

the stunning things in life, son, and
revert to the wholesome. It is usually

the worst medicines which are coated

the tastiliest."

Doctor Hampton's statement was
curt and full of meaning, and he was
mentally applying it to himself as well

as his son. Irwin, in the penitent frame
of mind in which he was, took it deeply.

"I don't mean to go wrong, dad," he

said half apologetically, "but it does get

dull at home. We miss the feminine

element there. There ought to be a

woman around—at least I think so

—

and I don't see why you don't feel the

need. I never said anything, dad, but

I always had a feeling that some time

you and Paula Leigh might become at-

tracted with each other. But perhaps I

shouldn't have said anything."

Irwin, now that he had spoken, won-
dered if he had done the wrong thing.

Paula Leigh, the woman whom he had
mentioned, was a young woman of

good family but reduced circumstances,

a distant relative of Chester's, who had

accepted the position of companion to

Mary, and lived in their home as one

of the family. She was a woman of

intelligence, refined and gentle, and

there had always existed a genuine

friendship between her and Doctor

Hampton. That very morning, during

their visit to the Chesters', the surgeon

had reflected, as he looked upon Mary,

that the influence of such a woman in
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his own home might do much toward

the uplift of his son. He had been

dwelling upon this thought when Ir-

win, as though reading his mind, had

made his hint of his father's wedding

Paula.

"Would you like it?" Hampton asked

casually, though in a tone that denoted

seriousness. The reply was enthusias-

voice that greeted him through the re-

ceiver. She wanted to see and speak

to him, and demanded an explanation.

Hampton agreed to her request, though

she could not have missed the cold

terseness of his tone, and must have

wondered what it boded. She was not

to remain long in doubt, for Hampton,
no sooner than he had hung up the re-

mf n
She threw her head back on the luxurious cushions and sighed: " Irwin, dear, are

we ever to he married?"

tic, and, characteristic both of Hamp-
ton the man and Hampton the father,

who thought the world of Irwin, he

made up his mind. By the time they

entered the library, the doctor, in his

mind, had the wedding already consum-
mated, never, in his conceit, doubting

Paula's consent.

His thoughts were interrupted by the

ringing of the telephone, and he went
to answer it. It was Lola's indignant

ceiver, went out again to his car and
drove immediately to her apartments.

Hampton was a man of quick deter-

mination and quicker action. So, with

the decision to bring Paula into his

home as his wife, he realized that his

affair with Lola would have to be

brought to a sudden and permanent ter-

mination. The incident of but a short

time previous, when he had ignored

her, he deemed fortunate, for it had
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opened the way toward settling the af-

fair between them. His visit, there-

fore, with Lola Montrose was a short

and decisive one.

When he arrived at her apartments,

all that remained was to make a satis-

factory settlement with her. The
sooner this disagreeable task was over,

the better. So, in as few words as pos-

sible, he made known the situation to

her. Lola was dumfounded. But

Hampton was determined, and, after

listening to her vituperative denuncia-

tions, he laid on the table a goodly

amount of money and took his depar-

ture, leaving her alone with her grief

and bitterness. But a woman scorned

is a dangerous thing to leave behind, as

Hampton was yet to learn.

With his fist

clenched, and

his nerves

fluttering, he

advanced a

step toward

Lola, mut-

tering a

For an hour after Hampton left,

Lola, despondent, despairing, and with

a soul swelled wTith wrath, thought and

schemed. And, with every passing

minute she grew more and more deter-

mined to seek revenge for having been

cast so roughly aside. As time went by

her shattered mind slowly began to

grasp again the affairs that had tran-

spired. Her plans for retribution

worked themselves gradually into more
tangible form. And then Lola made
her decision.

She knew that the surest and deepest

way to wound Hampton was through

his son. She knew, also, that this

should be a comparatively easy task to

accomplish, because of the latter's repu-

tation as an indolent, pleasure-loving

youth, in whom the fires of desire for

the wild life of midnight revels

were flaming at their height. Lola

resolved to use her wiles to en-

snare the unsuspecting Irwin, and

to use him as a

tool to bring the

elder Hampton to

grief. She for-

got her troubles,

except for the

one great one,

forgot her
financial

m needs, and, if

\ there were
I any remnants

of a con-

science
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make-up, she forgot those also. There

was but one human sentiment in her

mind, and that was a fierce, burning

craving for revenge.

Lola's opportunity arrived much
sooner than she had expected. It came
that very night. Ensconced in a booth

on the balcony of one of the gayest

cafes in the city, Lola was sipping her

liqueur, that served as fuel to her flam-

ing wrath and indignation. As she sur-

veyed the motley assemblage below her

over the brim of her glass, she was sud-

denly startled by a figure that entered

the door. It was Irwin Hampton,
come, probably, for a final fling

among the gayety that had stimulated

his past character and troubles. Lola

rose, apparently casually, but really for

the purpose that she might throw her-

self into prominence, and Irwin saw
her. Instantly he recognized her as

the woman whom he had passed that

afternoon in his father's car. He
turned to one of his companions and
nodded slightly toward the balcony,

whispering something as he did so.

The other returned the nod, and, in an-

other moment, the Hampton party was
walking across the ballroom floor to-

ward the balcony stairway.

Lola Montrose had played her game
carefully, and with the skill of an
artist. She had accomplished her pur-

pose without allowing the slightest sus-

picion to arise that she had had any
such purpose whatever. It was but a

matter of minutes before Hampton's
companion had effected an introduction

with the crafty woman of the world,

and in almost as short a time she was
gloriously succeeding in infatuating

Irwin with herself. Aided by the in-

toxicating influence of the artificial sur-

roundings, as well as by the sparkling

wine in his glass, young Hampton was
soon oblivious of his earlier experiences

of the day, and was lost in admiration

of the wily creature before him. His
greatest weakness was his own weak-

ness—his main fault was the lack of

strength of character which had cast

him down and kept him there. Lola

knew this and benefited by her' knowl-

edge.

As has been pointed out, Lola Mont-
rose was at a great advantage over the

majority of her sex, because she was
capable of keeping others, especially

men, in a state of quandary about her-

self—never understanding her quite

completely—while she herself knew
and understood her every action. She
was exceedingly clever, and, with all

this cleverness, she undertook to cap-

ture the heart of Irwin, only that she

might hurl it with a sneer of conquest

at his father. The beginning of her

contemptible wTork was proving remark-

ably successful.

During the next several days Doctor

Hampton was absorbed in the arrange-

ments for his marriage to Paula. He
had spoken to her, and she had con-

sented. So, immediately after the sail-

ing of Hart Chester and Mary, accord-

ing to their part of the agreement, the

wedding took place, and Paula was in-

stalled as mistress of the home Lola

had once dreamed she might occupy as

wife to its master. If the gentle Paula

felt slighted by the matter-of-fact man-
ner in which she was received, she did

not show it, but took up her duties as

wife and mother with the same tender

and cheerful spirit which she had mani-

fested all her life in everything she un-

dertook. From without, an air of

apparent calmness and happiness sur-

rounded the home, particularly in con-

nection with the younger man of the

house ; but within trouble was surging.

Lola read of the wedding in the

newspapers, and, incited by newly

aroused rage, she redoubled her efforts

with Irwin. By this time he had be-

come her driven slave, soliciting her

caresses and attending her every whim.

It was a sharp contrast—and a gratify- .
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ing one to Lola—to her affair with the

surgeon. Irwin's father, iron of will,

had ever been the master of circum-

stance, while Irwin, with his character

of putty, was ruled entirely and piti-

fully by events, governed by the merci-

less hand of a siren, heartless in her

determination for revenge.

Finally, one evening when Lola had

succeeded in getting Irwin in a condi-

tion where he was drunk with the de-

sire for her and almost as drunk with

wine, she decided upon a desperate plan

—a plan that would bring things to a

sudden and cruel end—though to a

happy and favorable one for her. She

expressed a desire to go home, and Ir-

win, ever obedient to her requests, sum-

moned a car and drove to her apart-

ments.

When they were seated on the

lounge there, their glasses again filled,

by foresight of Lola, she threw her

head back on the luxurious cushions,

and sighed

:

''Irwin, dea", are we ever to be mar-

ried ?-"

The effect on young Hampton's

drugged senses was tremendous, though

not jolting. Not for a moment did he

reflect on Mary. She had been driven

forcibly from his mind by the events of

the last few weeks. Without a mo-
ment's hesitation he answered

:

"Of course we are, Lola. Any time

you say. I have been afraid to men-

tion the subject, I thought perhaps you
wanted some one bigger, stronger than

I
"

"Nonsense!" Lola broke in. "I can-

not wait. I want you, Irwin, I want
you ! I want to marrv you now—to-

night r
"It's a go !" he shouted drunkenly.

"Call a minister and we'll have him
wed us here—now."

Lola lost no time. The hour of her

triumph had come, and she hurried to

the telephone. It was but a short time

later that the disciple of God arrived.

Lola bade him enter, and Irwin mum-
bled a request that he marry them im-

mediately. A glance revealed to the

minister that the man was in no condi-

tion to take part in the sacrament, and
sternly refused to perform it. Lola

argued, while Irwin fell back in a stu-

por on the lounge. But the discussion

was to no avail, and the minister, with

a curt "good night," turned and left the

apartments. Lola, dismayed as she saw
her hopes vanishing, walked toward the

couch where Irwin lay. He had been

aroused somewhat by the sound of the

slamming door, and, as she approached,

he rose to a sitting posture.

"Lola," he whispered, throwing his

arms about her, "you're my wife now.

my own little wife, and I'm going to

stand by you."

She was startled at the statement.

Could it be possible that he was under

the impression that they were married,

or was he merely jesting? He seemed

in deepest earnest. She decided to find

out.

"Irwin," she asked, half afraid of

what the answer would be, "will you

take me to your home and tell your fa-

ther we are married? Will you do it

now ?"

"Of course I will," he replied.

Lola's hopes revived. She began to

see her triumph, her conquest over the

man who had shunned her, as she men-
tally pictured Doctor Hampton's feel-

ings when Irwin announced that they

were married. Hurriedly summoning
a taxicab, and pushing Irwin in it, with

the assistance of the chauffeur, Lola

started on the final lap of her revenge,

toward the climax—to the home of

John Hampton.

When Lola Montrose and Irwin en-

tered the Hampton library, the latter

was considerably sobered as a result of

his ride in the cool night air. But, even

in his normal state of mind he still be-

lieved that the ivedding had transpired
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but a few minutes before. Doctor

Hampton, despite the lateness of the

hour, was standing before the library

table, completely dressed. He had just

returned from a surgical operation that

had sapped much of his vitality, and

was waiting for Paula to bring him a

drink of stimulant. As he heard the

front door close, he wheeled. Lola and

Irwin stood on the

threshold before him.

At first he was so as-

tounded that he could

scarcely believe his

eyes. But it did not

take him long to realize

the truth. A heavy

frown clouded his

countenance as he ad-

dressed his son.

"What do you mean,

sir, by bringing that

woman here ? What
right has she in this

house?" He glared first

at Irwin and then at

Lola, who stood mo-

tionless, a faint, sneer-

ing smile on her face,

as though she were en-

joying the situation.

"I mean, dad," Ir-

win answered, "that

she has a perfect right

in this house. She is

my wife." Hampton
almost collapsed. He
had suspected grave

things, but nothing so

serious as this. The
revelation overcame

him, and he was about

to give vent to his feel-

-ings when Lola, mean-

ing to deal her retribu-

tion to the fullest meas-

ure, spoke.

"Yes, Mr. • Hamp-
ton," she said, looking

squarely at the doctor,

and with a sarcastic sweetness to her

voice, "I am his wife. We have just

been married. Aren't you going to

congratulate us ?"

This was too much for John Hamp-
ton to stand. His patience had reached

its end, and he flew into a blind rage.

With his fist clenched, and his nerves

fluttering, he advanced a step toward

There, kneeling before the altar, her eyes raised to the God she

had always denied, was Lola.
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Lola, mumbling a threat. Irwin saw
the move and blocked him.

"You—you young fool !" Hampton
cried. "Do you know what you have

done? Do you know whom you have

married? This woman, this beast, to

whom you have given your name, was
—my paramour !"

Irwin recoiled. He did not believe

the confession which his father,

thoughtless in his rage, had made.

"She's not !" he cried. "She is
"

Lola herself, laughing almost hys-

terically, interrupted.

"It's not a lie," she said to Irwin;

then, turning to his father : "It's not a

lie, is it? It's the bold truth—just as

it's the truth, too, that he is my hus-

band. And you, John Hampton, who
spurned me, are the one who suffers."

The curtains to the rear of the li-

brary parted, and a ghastly white face

appeared. It was the face of a woman
—Paula—the surgeon's wife. In her

hand was a glass

containing
the drink she had
gone to get for her

husband when Ir-

win and Lola had
entered. From be-

hind the portieres

she had heard the

whole proceeding,

and had been
shocked by Hamp-
ton's confession.

Just as Paula

was about to enter

the telephone bell rang. Every one was
startled. Who could be calling at this

hour? they wondered. Paula answered.

It was for Lola—from the school where
her son David was living. She rushed

to the phone and answered. When she

turned back and faced the little, puzzled

group in the library, she was a changed

woman. She was Lola, the mother, with

sympathy in her every feature, and anx-

iety driving all else from her mind.
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"Little David," she sobbed, "has been

hurt. He was seriously injured this

afternoon. They thought it was not so

serious, and did not inform me until

now, when his condition is critical.

My maid told them I was here. I have

to go."

Her expression, her voice, her whole

attitude were changed. Her only

thought now was for her boy. Re-

venge and every other feeling had van-

ished, and, without another word, she

left, unceremoniously slamming the

door as she went. Irwin, staggering

after her, collapsed at the foot of the

stairway, and fell to the floor. Paula,

running to him, tenderly lifted him to

his feet, while Hampton sat in the li-

brary buried in thought, and helped him

up the stairway toward his room. A
tear rolled down her cheek. Lola's re-

venge had struck another than its in-

tended victim.

It was early

morning when Lola

Montrose rode up
to the school in an

automobile. She
rushed in to the of-

fice as soon as the

car drew to a near

stop at the en-

trance. The doc-

tor and several as-

sistants were con-

ferring when she

entered and in-

quired frantically

about her son.

"It is very serious," she was told

by the head physician. "A very deli-

cate operation upon the child's skull is

necessary without loss of time in order

to save his life. There are only two
men we know of who have successfully

performed this operation in the past.

One is in the West, but fortunately the

other is within easy reach. His name
is John Hampton, the famous surgeon."
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Lola gasped. John Hampton, she re-

flected. Would he forget and forgive"

and save her in her sorrow? She
doubted, but resolved to make the ef-

fort. She went into the private office

and called a number on the telephone.

When the phone rang in the Hamp-
ton library the doctor was still sitting

in his chair. He had not moved. On
the opposite side of the room Paula

was sitting. She had not said a word
since she had returned from assisting

Irwin to his room. Her silence had cut

Hampton more than if she had spoken.

He could deal with most people in an

argument, but in silence he was help-

less. As he sat there he had wondered
what Paula was thinking—how she was
accusing him in her muteness. As the

telephone bell rang, Paula rose and an-

swered. She listened for several min-

utes, speaking only occasionally. Lola,

at the other end, was pleading with

her, begging her and playing upon her

tenderness to induce her husband to

help her and save her son. She turned

to Hampton and spoke the first word
that she had uttered in hours

:

"Miss Montrose is in grave circum-

stances. Her son is dying. She is told

that only you can save him, by a deli-

cate cerebral operation. She is weep-
ing and pleading. She begs forgive-

ness." Paula's tone was calm but

stern. "Go
;
get your things and per-

form the operation—for my sake."

As Hampton walked from the room
to procure his instruments and wraps,

Paula spoke again to Lola and told her

that the doctor was on his way. Then,

turning from the telephone, she ordered

his car.

When Doctor Hampton entered the

school he did not see Lola. She was
not in the room with her child when he

went there. He did not ask for her,

but went straightway to work on his

nerve-racking task.

Two hours later he descended the

stairs. The operation had been a . suc-

cess, and he had remained with the boy
long enough to ascertain that the crisis

had passed. Then he asked for Lola.

He was led to the chapel, and there,

kneeling before the altar, her eyes

raised to the God she had always de-

nied, was Lola—praying. She rose

when Hampton approached, and went
out to him, but she could not speak.

He laid his hand on her shoulder, and
said

:

"There is no more danger. David
will live. I shall see him regularly, and
administer to him."

Lola was weeping. She begged for

forgiveness, and vowed, in a voice that

proved her sincerity and her transfor-

mation, that her life, from that moment
on, would be changed ; that she would
forsake forever her past existence, and
would live only for the love of her son.

And John Hampton, like the big man
that he was, forgave. As he turned to

leave, she grasped his hand and whis-

pered :

"John, I lied to you. Irwin and I

were not married. There was no cere-

mony. He was drunk, and when the

minister refused to marry us, he

thought that we were wed. Go back

and tell him that it is all a nightmare,

and that he must make good."

"He will make good," the doctor re-

plied, "for the sake of another girl who
is waiting. He has the makings of a

man, and this night's events will bring

them out. And Paula, dear Paula,

will help." He pressed her hand be-

tween both of his and left her alone.

"Thank God !" she murmured.
"Thank God for a man like that

!"



The Cowb
By J. D,

THIS thing of being a silent actor

is all very well, but there are

times when playing deaf-mute
roles becomes unbearable. It is said

that even the uncommunicative female

occasionally finds it a little bit irksome

to suppress speech indefinitely. The
most submissive little actresses have
been, known to bolt the rules and fire a

few volleys of vocal powder at the in-

nocuous camera.

How much harder must it be for a

hefty, hearty, healthy young man to

keep quiet through reels and reels of
" voiceless action. It is as bad as being

under the watchful eye of a stern

schoolmaster. Out at Universal City,

California, a sedition occurs regularly

at noon every day. The irrepressible

)y Chorus
Bradford

cowboys, who take part in plays of

Western life, can stand the "No Talk-

ing" rule just so long and no longer.

Then when lunch hour comes around

the trouble begins.

Just so many coyotes could not make
the day more hideous than these fellows

when they get started. After "grub"

has been disposed of, they gather in a

corner of the studio, and with the aid

of a guitar or two they "release'' all

of the prairie songs they have ever

heard—or, at least, as many as the

time-clock permits. Until one o'clock

the rafters ring with the lusty lung out-

pourings of the cowboy choir. Then
reluctantly and resignedly they get back

on the job where deeds and not words
are what count.
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Wilmont K.—Well, here you are, right at the

top of the Oracle department. I guess you will

feel much better now, with your name at the

head of the list, even if you are recovering from
appendicitis, eh? Your only question is a very

simple one to answer. Pauline Frederick is with

the Famous Players Film Company. You can

reach her in care of this concern, at New York
City. No, I am glad to say I have never been
confined to my bed for any length of time.

(Here's knocking wood.) Write again when you
get the chance. Your letter was most inter-

esting.

Sxooksie.—Hobart Henley's latest picture is a

feature called "Parentage," -in which he played
the leading role, and directed it, as well. It

was understood that he would return to claim

the girl. Drop a line to Douglas Fairbanks in

care of the Lasky studios, Vine Street, Holly-

wood, California, and he will get it, all right.

Bessie Barriscale has left the Triangle Film Cor-
poration to form the Bessie Barriscale Feature
Film Company. Her pictures will be released

by Paralta. Louise Glaum is with Triangle.

Yes, she ''vamps" differently from any of the

others. "Alkali Ike" is still alive. His last

screen work was in dramas for the Fine Arts
Film Company. Henry McRae is now general
manager of Universal City, California, succeed-
ing H. O. Davis, who now enjoys the same posi-

tion with the Triangle Film Corporation. Ad-
dress both Robert McKim and Dorcas Matthews
in care of the Triangle Film Corporation, Cul-
ver City, California. You know quite a few of

the movie folks, don't you? I am sure that

Henry McRae would like to hear from you.

Tames H.—No, Marie Doro did not appear

with Nat Goodwin on the screen in "Oliver

Twist." She starred in the feature herself for

the Lasky Company. Tully Marshall and Hobart
Bosworth had the other principal parts.

Sagebrush.—Mr. Caine answers all letters

about scenario writing. Yours must have gone
astray. Write to him again, and tell him that

you wrote to him, and inclose a stamp. Repeat

your questions, and I am sure that you will have

an answer very quickly. So you live in Reno,

the town famous for its divorces. You should

always have a lot of new faces in your midst

for a short time at least.

Beans?—You can address Mrs. Vernon Castle

at the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth

"Street, New York City, and she will be sure to

receive your letter. She is in this country at

the present time, making features for the Pathe
program. She sends photos to her admirers, but

doesn't get much chance to write letters. Wal-
lace Reid will send you one of his autographed
photos, I am sure. Address him in care of the

Lasky studios, Vine Street, Hollywood, Califor-

nia. Mary Miles Minter gets all her mail at the

American Film Company, Santa Barbara, Cali-

fornia. Wallace Reid is six feet tall and weighs
one hundred and eighty-five pounds. He has

light-brown hair and his eyes are blue.

West End.—Ralph Kellard and Grace Dar-
mond will get any mail sent to them in care of
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the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth Street,

New York City. Many of the movie stars an-

swer letters from their admirers at the first op-

portunity they get.

A. G. C. N. B.—The exhibitors are getting their

typewriters busy, trying to get Grace Cunard to

make a tour of the country, visiting the various

picture theaters and making short speeches.

Grace is thinking over the plan, and it wouldn't

surprise me at all if she did it. She would cer-

tainly gladden the hearts of many picture fans

who want to see her in the flesh if she accepted.

Mary Pickford is working at the Lasky studios

in Hollywood, California, where she is producing

features for the Artcraft. Dustin Farnum is

still with the Fox Company, and has been very

busy lately, working overtime, due to the bad
weather. Did you see Warren Kerrigan while

he was -in your town? Foolish question, eh?

M. M. M.—No, Claire has not a brother in pic-

tures. You are thinking of George Fisher, who
used to be with the Triangle. He is with the

American Film Company now, playing opposite

Mary Miles Minter. So you went in for the

contest, too ? Well, everybody seems to be doing

it, and I wish you all "good luck. May the best

win. Evidently Norma Talmadge is your , prin-

cipal favorite, judging from the way you have

her name underlined. No, I didn't get my name
from Virgil. The editor gave it to me. Your
letter was not a very long one this time. What
is the trouble? Time getting very scarce, or

what?

Edgar Hands.—

W

T

e do not send out pictures

of any stars. You can get a photo of Grace
Cunard by writing to her in care of Willis &
Inglis, Wright & Callender Building, Los An-
geles, California. She is not playing for any
company just now. Her last picture was a

feature with Francis Ford, called "In Treason's

Grasp."

Max.—I'm sure that I, too, would long for

little old New York and the bright lights if I

were compelled to remain in the place you men-
tion very long. It must be many miles from no-

where, according to your description. I can't

tell you why you lose so much flesh because I

was never intended for an M. D. No, this is

the only magazine that I answer questions for.

Evidently you don't know such a , thing as a

movie show where you live, as I see you haven't

even asked a question about either the movies
or any of the stars.

Your Admirer.—Billie Burke can be reached

in care of the Paramount Pictures Corporation,

485 Fifth Avenue, New York City. Theda Bara
is now working at William Fox's California stu-

dios on another big film spectacle of "Cleopatra,"

under the direction of J. Gordon Edwards. She
will get any letter sent to her in care of the

Fox studios, Western Avenue, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia. Mary Pickford is also in California. Ad-
dress her at the Lasky studios, Vine Street, Cali-

fornia. Gladys Brockwell's address is the same
as that of Theda Bara. Marguerite Clark is still

in the East. She can be reached at the Billie

Burke address. Anita Stewart still receives her
mail at the Vitagraph Company of America, East
Fifteenth Street and Locust Avenue, Brooklyn,
New York. Clara Kimball Young receives let-

ters, from her admirers at the Clara Kimball
Young Film Company, 729 Seventh Avenue, New
York City. Blanche Sweet will have any let-

ters forwarded to her that are sent in care of the
Lasky studios, Vine Street, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia. You are evidently going to do some
corresponding with several film stars in the near
future, or is it photographs that you want?

Charles Ray Admirer.—Your favorite is no
longer with the Triangle Film Corporation. He
resigned when Thomas H. Ince left that company
to form one of his own. He has signed up
with Mr. Ince again, and will be starred by him
in big features, William S. Hart has also left

the Triangle to be exploited by Mr. Ince. "Sud^
den Jim" was the last feature that Charles Ray
appearecHn with the Triangle. He did four pic-

tures und'er Mr. Ince's supervision with Triangle
since the beginning of the year. They were "The
Pinch Hitter," "The Millionaire Vagrant," "The
Clodhopper," and "Sudden Jim." Jay Belasco
and Billie" Rhodes are not playing together any-

more. : Jay. has left the Christie Company, and
is now with the Marine Film Company, support-

ing Tyrone Power and Frances Burnham in a

new sea story on the order of "Undine." Bessie

Barriscale is now working at the head of her

own company, The Bessie Barriscale Film Com-
pany, in California. Her features will be re-

leased by the Paralta Plays, Incorporated. James
Young is directing her.

Miss Lillian I.—Marguerite Clark is four feet

ten inches in height, and weighs but ninety

pounds, has brown hair and hazel eyes, with fair

complexion. She was born in Cincinnati, Ohio,

On February 22, 1887. Mary Pickford was born
in Toronto, Canada, on April 8, 1893. She can

be reached by the mail man at the Lasky studios,

Vine Street, Hollywood, California.

M. Y.—The rules and regulations of the Screen

Opportunity Contest were published regularly in

Picture-Play prior to the close of the contest,

which occurred May 20th, last.

B. H. A.—Yes, Edna Purviance played opposite

Charles Chaplin in "Carmen," "Behind the

Screen," and "Easy Street." Yes, Constance Tal-

madge used to play with -the • Vitagraph. -It was
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she you saw in that Vitagraph comedy with

Donald Hall and Anita Stewart. George Holt

is still with the Vitagraph. He was the gambler

that shot William Duncan in "Money Magic."

George has been with the Vitagraph for a good
man>* years, and is one of their old stand-bys.

Antonio Moreno is no longer with the Vita-

graph. He has joined the Astra Company, and
his pictures will be released by the Pathe Ex-
change. Address him in care of the Pathe Ex-
change, 25 West Forty-fifth Street, Xew York
City. Constance Talmadge and Norma are sis-

ters. Constance is just eighteen. She can be

reached in care of the Selznick Enterprises. In-

corporated. 729 Seventh Avenue, Xew York City.

You are one of the few, then, if you have never

seen Theda Bara on the screen. "The Desert

Man" is one of the latest William S. Hart
features. He is no longer with the Triangle.

He severed his connections with that concern

at the same time Thomas H. Ince did, and has

joined the latter in his new company. Address
Donald Hall in care of the Screen Club. Xew
York City. Mae Marsh will get any mail you
may send her at the Goldwyn Pictures Corpora-

tion, New York City.

A. M. P.—Olive. Jr., is just a correspondent

like yourself. I don't know the young lady at

all. Charles Ray is twenty-five years old. You
can address him in care of Willis & Inglis,

Wright & Callender Building. Los Angeles. Cali-

fornia. He has left the Triangle Film Corpora-
tion to go with Thomas H. Ince, and just now
is enjoying a four weeks' vacation. Wallace Reid
can be reached at the Lasky studios. Vine Street,

Hollywood, California.

M. T. S.—All questions regarding scenarios

should be sent to Clarence T. Caine, of the Pic-

ture-Play Magazine, our scenario expert. He
answers all questions pertaining to scenario writ-

ing. There are only a very tew companies now
that are using two-reel scenarios.

Happy Hawk.—You seem to be of a very

changeable disposition in regard to your favorites

on the screen. You like one the best until you
see another, and so on. The best way out of

that predicament is to like them all, and you can't

go wrong. Never having been in your State, I

am sorry to say that I can't think of any cure

to offer you. Of course, school may seem like

a terrible bore to you now, but when you leave,

and go out in the world to earn your own liv-

ing, you will see how useful all you have learned

has been to you. Vacation time is on now. so

you will have lots of time away from your
books, and I dare say that when the fall comes
around again, you will be glad to get back. Be
more interested in athletic games at school.

They will make you like the place so much bet-

IO

ter. Do something that will keep your mind oc-

cupied when not in school that will give you
pleasure, whether it be in playing baseball, foot-

ball, basketball, swimming, or any other outdoor
sport.

Sunny Australia.—Florence Turner is an

American, having been born in New York City.

She went over to England several years ago to

head a motion-picture company, and has been

very successful at it. Barney Nernard was also

born in the United States. Glad to hear that

American pictures are going so well in Australia.

Would like to hear more from you about film

conditions there. Which films do you think are

the most popular over there ?

Universal Mc.—Tom probably wore the whis-

kers in the play because he did not have the

proper implements to shave with. Mary Fuller

left the Universal a long while back, to go with

the Lasky Company. She supported Lou-Tellegen

in her first picture for that concern. Address
Bryant Washburn in care of the Essanay Film
Company, 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago, Illinois.

So there is talk of starting a picture company
in Australia? Well, it seems to me that it

wouldn't be a bad thing to do at all. if they can

get hold of the proper people to start the com-
pany with. Of course, it isn't an easy thing, by
any means, to start a successful picture com-
pany. In fact, it is one of the hardest jobs

a person ever tackled. It not only takes the

proper people, but a bundle of money, as well,

before it can be assured of success. The people

must have reputations in the film world, because

the exhibitor has to advertise some one that his

patrons know and like before he can get a crowd
into his theater. Dustin Farnum is a very good
tennis player. You would have to be some little

player yourself in order to beat him. Seena
Owen is still playing in pictures. You must have

seen quite a number of films by this time. I'll

bet the list of them that you are going to send

me will be long.

G. Simmons.—Charles Chaplin is of English

and French blood. No. Lillian and Dorothy Gish

are not twin sisters. Lillian is two years older

than Dorothy. Geraldine Farrar was born in

Melrose, Massachusetts, on February 28. 1882.

Blanche Sweet was born in Chicago, Illinois.

"Quo Vadis" was taken in Italy. How is every-

thing down in Colon, Republic of Panama? It

must be a mighty hot place at this time of the

year. Write again, and ask as many questions

as you want. How many picture shows have

you down there ?

Alice.—What do you mean I am missing? So
you shook hands with Bryant Washburn ? You
certainly are exceedingly lucky with all your nice

collection of photos. Yes. Mae Marsh is cer-
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tainly very clever, and especially so in emotional

parts. "Panthea" was a very good picture. Con-

stance Talmadge was born in Brooklyn, New
York, about eighteen years ago. Her sister

Norma is several years older. Mary Pickford

certainly took the cake in "A Poor Little Rich

Girl." It was one of the best productions that

I have ever seen little Mary in. Yes, I saw "The

Barrier." It was one of the best pictures that

I have ever seen, and I have witnessed many.

Your friend Mabel Scott was very good in the

picture. You should be proud of her. Can't

remember the M. T. letter. It must have been

very good, however, if I remarked about it.

"Hope."—Back at the old typewriter once more,

I see. I have forgotten the name of that play.

I shall, however, look it up for you. I'll get it

all right if the editor doesn't see it first. It

was Earle, with the first name of Edward, in

the Viola Dana play. Earle Fox played opposite

Pauline Frederick. Yes, I guess I shall receive

a flood of opinions, some like your own and some

differing. I wonder, too.

Cilly Aws.—Yes, it is quite true that Enid

Markey has left the Kay-Bee Triangle Company,

and she is not the only one. Enid is now with

the Corono Cinema Company, and her first pro-

duction since leaving the Triangle was "The

Curse of Eve." Charles Ray, William S. Hart,

Dorothy Dalton, Enid Bennett, and Bessie Bar-

riscale have done the same thing. Bessie has

formed a company for herself, while Hart, Ben-

nett, Ray, and Dalton have gone with Thomas

H. Ince's new company. Willard Mack and Enid

Markey appeared together in three productions,

"Aloha Oe," "The Corner," and "The Conqueror."

Blanche Sweet had the leading role in "The

Warrens of Virginia." Griffith has not started

work on a third big spectacle as yet. He is to

produce for the Artcraft. Yes, I thought the

''Foolish Virgin" was a trifle long-winded. It

could be improved greatly if cut to a shorter

length. H. B. Warner is playing with the Selig

Company now. No, William H. Thompson is not

playing in pictures any more. He has gone

back on the stage. Douglas Fairbanks is with

the Artcraft. Roscoe Arbuckle releases his com-

edies on the Paramount program. Charlie Chap-

lin's contract with the Mutual expires at the com-

pletion of his next picture for that concern.

Seena Owen retired from pictures for a while

shortly after she did "The Lamb" with Douglas

Fairbanks. She is back in harness once more.

X. Y. Z.—Pearl White is twenty-six. Ralph

Kellard was born in New York City on June

16, 1887. He is six feet tall and weighs one

hundred and sixty pounds. He has red-brown

hair and brown eyes. Herbert Heyes is six feet

one inch tall and weighs one hundred and ninety-

five pounds. He has dark-brown hair and hazel

eyes.

Lee C.—There is no limit to the number of

questions you can ask. Some of the movie stars

answer letters. Most of them don't get the time

to do it. There are studios situated in Los An-
geles, Hollywood, Long Beach, Santa Barbara,

Glendale, Edendale, and Culver City, California.

There are also several in Brooklyn and New
York City, New York. Quite a few are situ-

ated in Fort Lee, Coyettsville, and Ridgefield

Park, New Jersey. There is a studio in Balti-

more, Maryland ; a couple in Chicago, Illinois,

and several in Jacksonville, Florida. Providence,

Rhode Island, has a studio, and New Rochelle,

New York, has quite an up-to-date studio. Ad-
dress Edna Mayo in care of the Essanay Film
Company, 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago, Illinois,

and Helen Holmes at the Signal Film Company,
Los Angeles, California. Miriam Cooper re-

ceives her daily batch of letters at the Fox stu-

dios, Western Avenue, Hollywood, California,

and Earle Fox in care of the Paramount Pic-

tures Corporation, 485 Fifth Avenue, New York
City. Madge Kennedy is now a full-fledged

Goldwyn star; and receives her mail at the Gold-

wyn Pictures Corporation, 16 East Forty-second

'Street, New York City. Anita Stewart has her

mail delivered to her every morning at the Vita-

graph Company of America, East Sixteenth

Street and Locust Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

Jackie Saunders, the Balboa star, greets the mail

man each day at the Balboa studios, Long Beach,

California. You are no trouble at all. There
is no limit to either the questions or the number
of letters you can write me each month. Write
as many as you feel like, because that is what
I am getting paid for.

Hope.—Have just finished eating the nice

little box of Easter-egg candy that you so kindly

sent me. It was very kind and thoughtful of

you indeed. Quite a surprise, too. The editor

saw it first, and proceeded to help himself, but

I arrived in time to rescue most of it. He said

to thank you, too, for himself. .

Bizzy Lizzie.—You have me all mixed up. I

am not a seventy-year-old man. Not by a long

shot. You are thinking of Clyde Hopkins in

"Betsy's Burglar." I don't rave, so you needn't

be afraid that I might rave on if I got angry.

If I were one of the raving kind, I should have

started in a long time ago. If I should lose my
temper all the time, I shouldn't be answering the

Oracle for any length of time.

Bashful Fifteen.—Yes, I think Creighton

Hale and Charlie Chaplin might answer a letter

from you. They would at least send you one

of their photographs. Address Creighton Hale

in care of the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-
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fifth Street, New York City. Charles Chaplin

will get all mail sent to him in care of the Lone
Star Film Company, Lillian Way, Los Angeles,

California. Address Lillian Walker in care of

the Ogden Pictures Corporation, Ogden, Utah.

Pearl White's and Grace Darmond's addresses

are the same as that of Creighton Hale. Mary
Pickford receives her carload of daily mail at

the Lasky studios, Vine Street, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia. I'm sure that I can't tell whether you

can be a motion-picture star or not. It takes

just a little more than the mere asking to be-

come one these days. You have to have ability

and experience to make good.

Robert Warwick Admirer.—Yes, I am sure

that Robert Warwick would send you a photo-

graph of himself if you inclosed the twenty-

five cents in stamps that you mention. Bob was
born in Sacramento, California, on October 9,

1881.

Inquisitive.—Yes, William S. Hart's eyes are

blue, and a very rich blue, at that. Margery Wil-

son appeared with Hart in the picture you men-
tion. Yes, I am sure that Hart appreciates all

the praise he receives.

A. E. Perth, WT

est Australia.—I have been get-

ting a large batch of letters from Australia lately.

They arrive with almost every delivery of mail.

You seem to be getting quite as rabid film fans

as the people of the States are. Lenore Ulrich

acts for the Morosco Company, and Mollie King
does her work before the Pathe directors. Kim-
ball was Clara Kimball Young's maiden name.
You didn't have many questions to ask this time.

You will have to do better than this.

Agnes Bryan.—Alan Hale's hair is real, so I

am afraid that you lose your bet. Sorry, but I

couldn't change it around for you. Mary Pick-

ford also has a head of real hair. If you can

tell me the name of the company that produced
the picture you mention, I may be able to give

you the leading characters that played in it.

Douglas Fairbanks was born in Denver, Colo-

rado, in 1883. No, he never played in any pic-

ture by the name of "The Copper King." His
first appearance before the screen was a little

over two years ago, for the Fine Arts-Triangle

Company. His first picture was called 'The
Lamb," and was a very good feature, too. Seena
Owen played opposite him, and William C. Ca-
banne directed. Of course, I am sorry to be
the cause of one of my own readers losing a bet,

but you see it couldn't be helped, as I always tell

the truth in my answers.

Glenn M. Tinfrock.—Yes, Douglas Fairbanks
had the leading role in the Fine Arts-Triangle
picture, "Manhattan Madness." A very good pic-

ture, too, didn't you think? Yes, "Doug" is cer-

tainly a very clever fellow, and I enjoy his

work very much indeed. Edna Mayo is much
better looking off the screen than she is on. Yes,

the picture you mention was an Ince produc-
tion, and was called "Civilization." Yes, Theda
Bara has done several pictures in which she

was a good little girl. I don't agree with you
at all. I think your letter was very short in-

deed.

A. B.—Address all your communications re-

garding scenarios to Clarence J. Caine, of Pic-

ture-Play Magazine. He is the expert we em-
ploy to disentangle all the problems of our read-

ers in the scenario line. You should hear from
your story within four to six weeks.

Your Unknown Friend and Movie Admirer.—
You have heard just another of the many un-

truthful movie rumors. Marguerite Clark is far

from dead. She is busy right now at the Fa-
mous Players studio in New York City, acting

before the camera. You can't be dead and alive

at the same time, so I must say that your in-

former was all wrong. Address her in care of

the Paramount Pictures Corporation, 485 Fifth

Avenue, New York City. Yes, I am sure that

Charlie Chaplin would send you one of his pho-

tographs without his mustache if you inclosed

the necessary two bits. You should read the rules

before writing, as several of your questions can't

be answered for this reason. Address Tom For-

man in care of the Lasky studios, Vine Street,

Hollywood, California.

L. C. N. M. R. W.—Marshall Neilan is with

the Lasky Company. He is now devoting all his

time to directing, and does not act in the pic-

tures at all any longer. He is sadly missed, be-

cause Marshall used to be one of the most popu-
lar leading men on the screen. He is directing

the features with Mary Pickford now at the

Lasky studios. He used to be her leading man.
All the Pickford family are now on the coast.

Jack and Mary are working at the Lasky stu-

dios. Lottie is not working at all at the present

time. Ethel Clayton is starring in features for

the World Film Corporation. Crane Wilbur
plays with the Horsley Motion Picture Company.
His features are released on the Mutual program.
Herbert Rawlinson, Anna Little, and William
Worthington were the leading players in the

Universal serial, "The Black Box." It was di-

rected by Otis Turner at the start, and when
Turner left the Universal, Worthington finished

the remaining episodes.

Hope.—You are the real veteran of the de-

partment now, together with my old friend Cleo.

Olive, Jr., has deserted me, from all appear-

ances. Myrtle Stedman reminds one of Kath-

lyn Williams very much indeed. George Fisher

did not play opposite Mary Miles Minter in
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"Youth's Endearing Charm." I should say that it

is a comfortable age. You are creating a record

for yourself this month, with three answers.

Wheeler should be seen shortly, now, with Mabel
Normand in "Mickey." It is taking them a long

time to release this picture, and I sincerely hope
that it will be well worth waiting for when it

makes its appearance on the screen. That ought

to be a good idea. Why don't you try it in the

contest? Henry Otto contents himself with

merely directing these days. He did not write

either "Mister 44" or "The River of Romance."
Both were adapted from books. "He is now
producing a big film spectacle on the order of

"Undine," which he directed for the Universal.

He has Tyrone Power and Frances Burnham as

his leading lights in this new feature of his.

Violet Mersereau did not play in "The Clans-

man," that Griffith directed. I don't know
whether there is any truth in the report that

Wheeler Oakman inherited a chicken ranch or

not.

O. H. S.—Doris Grey will get all letters sent

to her in care of the Thanhouser Film Corpora-

tion, New Rochelle, New York. You had an off

day with your questions this time. One little

question like that is no trouble at all.

Charles Chaplin Fan.—Charles Chaplin has

not announced as yet what his future plans will

be upon leaving the Mutual Film Corporation.

He still has another film to make for the Mu-
tual before he gives in his notice. He has had
several offers for his services that go over a

million dollars for eight pictures, but it has not

been definitely decided just what he will do.

There is a strong possibility that Charlie may
form a company of his own. He wouldn't have

any stipulated salary in this way, and might "get

by" easier with his income tax. If the govern-

ment puts through its graduated tax on incomes,

Charlie would be paying several hundred thou-

sand dollars a year in taxes. He has already in-

vested at least one hundred thousand dollars in

the British war-loan bonds, and perhaps even

more than this sum in the Liberty Loan bonds.

Pelham.—Mrs. Castle is still in the United

States, and making features for the Pathe Ex-
change at the same time. So you have begun
to switch your favorites already? Shame on

you. You shouldn't make up your mind that

any one is your favorite until you have seen all

the others. If you followed this idea out, you
wouldn't be changing around so often. I don't

know whether Edward Arnold will come to New
York or not. He is working at the Essanay
studios, at 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago, Illinois,

at the present time. I'll speak to the editor about
your request for a picture of Cleo Madison on
the cover. No, you are all wrong. I am only

too glad when I hear from my constant readers,

so don't worry about not writing for two or

three months. Write as often as you like, and I

shall always be glad to answer your ques-

tions.

Fern J.—It is impossible for me to give you
the life of William Duncan, of the Vitagraph,

in full, as there is not room enough in the Oracle

department to do so. My space is terribly limited

as it is. Tell me just what you want to know
about him, and I may be able to help you out

all right, but you know that to relate a motion-
picture star's life history in full is a huge job,

and eats up space. When there are hundreds of

other questions to be answered the same month
as yours, you can easily see that it can't be done.

Try to think just what you want to know about

your favorite, and let me know. Make your ques-

tions in this respect as limited as possible.

Anna U. C.—Your letter was very interesting,

but evidently you forgot to ask any questions, so

therefore I can't give you any answers in re-

turn. So your aurit has given up going to the

movies? Well, well, well.

Just Little Wee Marjorie.—Marjorie, you are

getting to be a regular and steady little cor-

respondent, aren't you? Mary Pickford was
born in Toronto, Canada, in 1893. Address Doris

Pawn in care of the Fox Film Corporation, 130

West Forty-sixth Street, New York City.

Herbert Rawlinson Fan.—Herbert Rawlinson
is still with the Universal Film Company, and
doing as nicely as ever. Yes, he is a crack swim-
mer, and it was really he that did the Australian

crawl in the picture you mention. Herb does not

need any one to double for him when it comes
to swimming stunts. He is one of the best swim-
mers in the Los Angeles Athletic Club, and has

won several prizes.

Walter J. E.—The Motion Picture News, a

trade journal, publishes a studio directory, with

a complete list of actors and actresses, with a

brief sketch of their careers. You can secure this

book from them for fifty cents. Address Motion
Picture News, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York
City.

Blossom 17.—That bit of poetry about J. War-
ren Kerrigan was very interesting indeed. You
are wrong about his nationality. He is an Ameri-
can, having been born in Louisville, Kentucky,

on July 25, 1889.

J. W.—No, there are only two real good invest-

ments to my mind: One is a subscription to

Picture-Play Magazine, and the other is Liberty

Bonds. It is too late to invest in the latter, so
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you have no alternative. Harry Hilliard was
Theda Bara's lover in the Fox photo play, "Her
Greatest Love." No, Charles Richman did not

play in "Merely Mary Ann." Harold Lockw.ood's

home is in Hollywood when he is not playing

before the camera. He was born in Brooklyn,

New York.

D. H.—Creighton Hale was the Laughing Mask
in the Pathe serial, "The Iron Claw."

Bi.—Better write to Harold Lockwood again,

and inquire yourself. He is in California, while

little Oracle is in New York, and that is a big

way apart for people to ask questions. Ad-
dress Harold Lockwood in care of the Yorke
Metro studios, Gordon Street, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia. Mary Pickford will get a letter from
you if you address her in care of the Lasky
studios, Vine Street, Hollywood, California.

Helen E.—Certainly you may enter the ranks

of the Oracle correspondents. There is always

room for another. Your folks are right. Louise

Glaum was the girl of the dance hall in the Tri-

angle production of "The Aryan." in which Wil-
liam S. Hart was featured.

Poppy 16.—Harold Lockwood was born in

Brooklyn, New York. Charles Ray first saw the

light of day in Jacksonville, Illinois. Fannie

Ward is forty-two. You will find it quite a

hard job, I am sure, if you start out to find little

me. You may breeze right into the office where
Picture-Play is published, but do you realize

there are several hundred people in the place?

If you can pick me out of that mob, you are

some little picker. No, I am sorry, but I don't

resemble the picture you drew of me as a male.

I might be a female. Who knows? Maybe I'm

not.

C. J. W.—Haven't noticed your letter that you
said you wrote before. If you want to know
about the Screen Opportunity Contest, which
closed May 20th, last, send your inquiries to

the editor of the magazine, as he looks after all

that end of the contest. I answer all other ques-

tions, with the exception of scenario inquiries,

which are handled by Clarence J. Caine, of this

magazine, and those questions which are against

the rules.

Elsie S.—The Screen Opportunity Contest

closed May 20th, and no entries received since

that date have been considered.

Laura F.—I have turned your letter over to

the editor, and he will send you a copy of the

February, 1916, issue of Picture-Play Magazine
that had the life of Theda Bara printed in it.

Miss Pauline Pelisare.—Address Mrs. Ver-
non Castle in care of the Pathe Exchange, 25

WT
est Forty-fifth Street, New York City. Yes,

I think she will welcome a letter from you.
Actors and actresses are always glad to hear from
their admirers. It shows them that their work
is being appreciated, and spurs them on to better

efforts. If you wanted an answer by letter, you
should have inclosed a self-addressed, stamped
envelope for reply. It is quicker to have your
questions answered through the columns of the

magazine than by letter, as all the magazine ques-
tions are answered before the letters are at-

tended to.

Alta.—I must confess that I did not eat a
single egg on Easter. I had to sit down at my
typewriter most of the day, and answer Oracle
questions. No, I did not enter the Screen Op-
portunity Contest, but I know a number of

my readers who did. Who can tell but what
the winners will all be leading ladies some of

these days, and, instead of answering questions

for them, I may be . answering inquiries about
them. No, Douglas Fairbanks does not receive

a larger salary than Charles Chaplin. Douglas
has his own company, and gets all his money
from the profits. He will probably average more
than friend Charles when the profits are turned

over to him. You can reach him by letter at the

Lasky studios, Vine Street, Hollywood, Califor-

nia. Yes, Pauline Frederick played the parts of

the twin sisters in "Ashes of Embers." Hazel
Dawn has gone back into pictures once more, but

not with the Famous Players. William S. Hart
is certainly a fine actor and a great favorite

with the film fans. Yes, I liked Pearl White in

"Pearl of the Army." Did you enter the Screen

Opportunity Contest? From the tone of your

letter I sort of suspect that you did.

Alex E. T.—You can address Ruth Roland in

care of the Pathe Exchange, 25 WT

est Forty-

fifth Street, New York City.

Thomas F. S.—The actor pays all of his own
expenses, when he works for a film company,
out of the salary he receives. Eddie Polo will

get any mail you may send him at Universal

City, California. There is no youngest actor or

actress. They range anywhere from a few days

old to over eighty. The directors rehearse each

scene until they think it is as near perfect as

they can make it. The number of releases de-

pends entirely upon the company that is pro-

ducing the pictures. Some release more than

others. Write to the editor regarding all your

questions about the Screen Opportunity Con-
test.

F. S.—Dorothy Phillips is her real name. You
can address her at Universal City, California.

Admirer of Talent.—Yes, Dustin Farnum was
the parson in "The Parson of Panamint."
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Sales Managers prepared for their present positions in spare hours under I. C. S. instruction.

For 25 years men in offices, stores, shops, factories, mines, railroads—in every line of technical and
commercial work— have been winning promotion and increased salaries through the I. G. S. Over
130,000 men are getting ready right no<w in the

I. C. S. way for the bigger jobs ahead.

Your Chance Is Here

!

No matter where you live, the I. C. S. will

come to you. No matter what your handicaps, or

how small your means, we have a plan to meet
your circumstances. No matter how limited your
previous education, the simply written, wonder-
fully illustrated I. C. S. textbooks make it easy to

learn. No matter what career you may choose,
some one of the 280 I. C. S. Courses will surely
suit your needs.

Make Your Start Now!
When everything has been made easy for you

—when one hour a day spent with the I. C. S. in the

quiet of your own home will bring you a bigger
income, more comforts, more pleasures, all that

success means, can you afford to let another single
priceless hour of spare time go to waste ? Make
your start right now ! This is all we ask : With
out cost, without obligating yourself in any way,
put it up to us to prove how we can help you.

Just Mark and Mail This Coupon

P—»•—-——» — TEAR OUT HERE —————— -

'INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 4241, SCRANTON. PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the post-

tlon, or In the subject, before which I mark X.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electric Lighting
Electric Railways
Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREMAN OR ENGINEER
Metallurgist or Prospector
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Marine Engineer
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker
Textile Overseer or Supt.
CHEMIST

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman
ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Public Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Teacher
Common School Subjects
Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
AUTOMOBILE 0PERATIN9
Auto Repairing

[
Nari^ation
AGRICULTURE
Poultry Raisi

,E OPER4TIN9
ring Spanish

|G German
RE [French
in? I Italian

Name
Present
Occupation.

Street
and No

City.



WANT

PAY $75 TO $150 MONTH
U. S. Government Wants—Railway Mail Clerks-

City Mail Carriers— Postoflice Clerks

—

Clerks at Washington D. C— Coupon Beiow
Hundreds of War Jobs ^^franklin INSTITUTE
Send coupon imme- ^f^^ r> »«t q—i . u «
diately. We are ^a^^^ Dept. D 167, Rochester, N. Y.

candidates ^^^^^ This c°uPon >
ft,led out as directed, en-

tree. ^^^^^ titles the sender to (1) free sample examination
questions; (2) a free copy of our book, " Govern-

ment Positions and How to Get Them," (8) free list

of Government positions now easily obtainable and (4) to
consideration for Free Coaching for the examination here checked.

; coupon ————

—

..Railway Mail Clerk [$900 to $1800] ..Customs Positions [$800 to $1500]

..Postoflice Clerk [$800 to $1200] ..Internal Revenue [$700 to $1800]

..Postoflice Carrier [$800 to $1200] ..Stenographer £$800 to $1500]

..Rural Mail Carrier [$500 to $1200] ..Clerk in the Depart-

..Bookkeeper [$900 to $1800] ments at Washington [$800 to $1500]

Name

Address D 167
Use this before you lose it. Write plainly.

$050 k Month
*fr J&r The master-

piece of watch
manufacture—adjusted to
the second, positions, tem-

perature and isochronism. Encased
at the factory into your choice of
the exquisite new watch cases.

21Jewel
Burlington

All sizes for both <

men and women. The great Burlington Watch sent on
simple request. Pay at the rate of $2.50 a month. You get the
watch at the same price even the wholesale jeweler must pay.

Burlington Watch Company. 19th St. & Marshall Blvd., Dept 1586, Chicago

Beautifully
Curly, Wavy
Hair Like
"Nature's
Own"

In three hours you can
have just the prettiest

curls and waves ! And
they remain a long time, when Liquid Silmerine

is used before rolling the hair in curlers.

Liquid Silmerine
is perfectly harmless. Easily applied with brush.
Hair is nice and fluffy when combed out. Silmerine
is also a splendid dressing. Keeps hair fine and
glossy. Directions with bottle. At your druggist's.
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L. R. O.—Write to Clarence J. Caine, of this

magazine, who has charge of our scenario de-

partment. He will be only too glad to give you
any advice that he can in reference to your sce-

nario. I can tell you that you won't have to put

conversation in your play, however.

Oracle's Admirer—Genuine Article.—It cer-

tainly is nice to have some one feel that way
about you. You are a great little flatterer, Miss
Admirer. You will have me really thinking that

I am good if you keep on this way, and that

would never do. My head is swollen enough
now from sitting up nights answering questions.

Bob Walker has been in pictures for several

years. Yes, he is very good, indeed. No, Gladys
Brockwell did many a picture before she ap-

peared in ''Sins of Her Parent." She was with

the Kay-Bee Company in the old days at Ince-

ville. The picture you mention was her first for

the Fox Film Company. That lad from Texas
must evidently be a fine boy. All right, I will

keep a secret.

Tootsie.—That certainly is a sweet name. Bes-

sie Barriscale is with the Paralta Company, and
has just started work on her first picture for

that concern. "The Snarl" and "Bawbs o' Blue
Ridge" have been two of her late Triangle fea-

tures. My eyes are blue just now. Address
Bessie Eyton in care of the Selig Company, Chi-

cago, Illinois. Blanche Sweet will get any mail

sent to her at the Lasky studios, Hollywood,
California. That must be very annoying to sit

down to write a poem and then forget it. The
best thing to do in such cases is not to write

the poem, and you will never be annoyed by for-

getting it.

Babe M.—Wallace Reid took the leading role

opposite Dorothy Gish as the grown-up prince

in "Old Heidelberg," one of the first Triangle

releases. You must have seen him in other plays,

but just couldn't place him in your mind.

Josephine M. F.—You can relate in your essay

about the advantages of the films in geography

—

as to how they show actual scenes from the dif-

ferent parts of the world—and in history and
many other educational branches. You should be

able to write a very good essay on "The Ad-
vantages of Motion Pictures for Educational

Purposes."

Marguerite Clark Admirer.—Marguerite

Clark was Snow White, Creighton Hale her

Prince Florimond, Dorothy Cumming the Queen
Grangomar, Alice Washburn the Witch Hex, and

Lionel Braham was Berthold, the huntsman, in

the Famous Players production of "Snow White."

William Desmond was Horace Lee, Robert Mc-
Kim was Donald Greene, J. Barney Sherry was

Richard Deering, Margaret Thompson was Eve-

lyn Deering, J. J. Dowling was the butler, Jerry

Storm was the butler's son, Louis Durham was

Desmond's assistant, and J. Frank Burke was the

specialist in the Ince-Triangle feature, "The Iced

Bullet." The story was written by C. Gardner

Sullivan, and was quite an original idea. Charles
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Chaplin, Edna Purviance, and Ben Turpin had

the leads in the Essanay burlesque on "Carmen."

Marguerite Clark is thirty. Grace Cunard lives

in a fine home at Hollywood, California. Theda

Bara played in "The Vixen," a Fox production.

J. Warren Kerrigan is now at the head of his

own company, and has started work on his first

picture, "A Man's Man," under the direction of

Oscar Apf el. It will be. released by Paralta. Ella

Hall is still with the Universal. "Miss George

Washington" was the Marguerite Clark feature

before "Snow White," and "The Fortunes of

Fifi" followed it. Yes, the McClure Company
produced "The Seven Deadly Sins." You must

sign your name to your letters in the future.

Pauline.—No, Marshall says he is not from

Louisville. My mother was born in that town.

So was D. W. Griffith. Marshall Neilan is now
directing Mary Pickford at the Lasky studios.

"Judith of Bethulia" is about five years old. The
height of a star appears to vary on the screen

according to the players who appear with her.

If they are tall and she is tall, none of them

will look so very tall, but if there is a contrast

between the heights of the different characters,

then the heights will surely be noticed.

D. A.—Address June Caprice in care of the

Fox Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth

Street, New York City.

Oracle's Admirer—Genuine Article.—You
certainly are getting to be very regular in your

correspondence. So the lad from Texas has

come to visit you? Yes, Mabel is certainly a

very good actress. I think that she will con-

tinue to do more film plays. Derwent Hall Caine

has played in two pictures for the Arrow Film

Company; "The Deemster," taken from his

father's famous novel of that name, was one of

them. "Easy Street" was a mighty fine comedy,

and I liked it better than anything I have ever

seen Charlie in, and I have seen them all. Of
course "Tillie's Punctured Romance" was a

scream in its day, but it doesn't get one-tenth

the number of laughs to-day that it used to. I

saw it lately, and the laughs were few and far

between. Comedy has advanced the same as

other kinds of dramatic productions. Just com-
pare late comedies with the ones two years back,

and note the great difference between them. You
can't believe it, either, until you see them.

Lee C.—Sessue Hayakawa was the Japanese
actor that played with Fannie Ward in the Lasky
picture, "The Cheat." You can address him in

care of the Lasky studios at Hollywood, Cali-

fornia.

Aloha.—Harold Lockwood was the man that

played opposite Mary Pickford in "Hearts
Adrift." Mary Pickford has a brother and a

sister. Both are in the movies. Jack Pickford,

her brother, is being starred in features by the

Lasky Company.

Goulash.—What would you like to know about
Harold Lockwood's life? Let me know, and I

1 Read What Ruth Travers
Says:

Maybell Laboratories, Chicago.

"

Gentlemen:—I have used your LASH-BROW-
INE and found it to be perfectly wonderful in
promoting the growth of eyebrows and lashes.
It has proven to be all you claim. I shall gladly
recommend it to allmy friends.

. Ruth Travers.

You too, can have luxuriant

J eyebrows and long sweeping
lashes by applying

nightly. Thousands of society
women and actresses have used
this harmless and guaranteed
preparation, to add charm to
their eyes and beauty to the face.

LASH-BROW-INE, which has passed
the famous Westfield standard of Pro-
fessor Allyn, nourishes in a natural man-
ner the eyebrows and lashes, making
them thick, long and silky, thus giving
depth and soulful expression to the eyes.

Sold in two sizes, 25 centsand50 cents.

Send coin for size you wish and we will

mail LASH-BROW-INE and our Beauty
Booklet prepaid in plain, sealed cover.

I

Avoid disappointment with worthless sub-
stitutes. Use Genuine Lash-Brow-Ine only.

Maybell Laboratories
4008-68 Indiana Ave.. CHICAGO

ICOC 30QC 300(



Dainty! Charming!
The user of Carmen Complexion Powder

is Queen of the Occasion.
A touch of Carmen gives her a beautiful, re-

fined, striking complexion which makes her dis-
tinctive among other women.

CARMEN Complexion POWDER
White, Pink, Flesh, Cream

50c Everywhere

STAFFORD-MILLER CO.. St. Louis. Mo.

M LESSONS IN
fREE

Chiropractic I ^
Without leaving home you can now be-

come a Doctor of Chiropractic—the great
modern day science of relieving diseases
through spinal adjustment. Just send a
postal. 20 lessons in this wonderful pro-
fession absolutelyfree. Also free, if you act
quick, 2 wonderful sets of anatomical
and pain area charts— value $31.50.

We teach you by mail, and give you
your diploma free,

Earn $25.00 a Day
and more as a Doctor of Chiropractic. No advanced education
necessary. Everything made easy for you. Get 20 free lessons,
magnificent charts and amazing book, all absolutely free. See
everything for yourself. Send a postal today—NOW.
American University, Mannierre Bldg., Dept. 940 Chicago

Pay asYouWish
We'll send you a genuine Ls.chnite for vou
to wear for 10 full days. If you can tell it
from a real diamond send it back at our expense.
Costs but l-30th as much. If you decide to keep it
pay only a few cents a month. Write for catalog.

GENUINE LACHNITE GEMS
keep their dazzling fire forever. Set in solid gold.
Cut by world renowned diamond cutters. Will stand
fire and acid tests. All kinds of jewelry at astound-
ing low prices. Easy payments. WRITE TODAY.
H. Lachman Co.,12 N.Michigan Av., Chicago, Dept.1586

DON'T YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
LASHNEEN, a hair food, applied once each day,

will absolutely produce thick and long eyebrows and
eyelashes. Easy to apply—sure in results. Lash-
neen is an Oriental formula. One box is all you will

need. Not sold at Druggists. Mailed on receipt of
25c coin and 2c postage, or Canadian money order.

LASHNEEN COMPANY, Dept. 28. Philadelphia.
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shall try to help you out the best I can. Yes,

Grace Cunard is certainly a darling. She is

one of the sweetest women that I have ever met,
and is certainly well liked among the players in

the screen profession. She is always trying to

do something for some one that needs assist-

ance.

Buckeye Maid.—What is the trouble? You
wrote me a nice long letter, but you forgot to ask
any questions this time.

Kitty.—William Hart has a new leading lady
in his pictures every once in a while. Enid
Markey, Sylvia Bremer, Mary Mclvor, Margery
Wilson, and several others have played opposite

him in his Triangle features. "The Desert Man"
is one of his latest productions for Triangle.

Your questions five and six are against the rules.

Harold Lockwood is thirty years old. May is

twenty-two. Yes, Marguerite Clark is going right

along playing in Famous Players productions.

Address Ethel Clayton in care of the World Film
Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth Street, New
York City. June Caprice gets her mail at the

Fox Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth

Street, New. York City. I don't know of any
dogs that Harold Lockwood has.

Joky M.—Your first Harold Lockwood ques-

tion is against the rules. His latest picture is

the "Haunted Pajamas." You can reach him in

care of the Yorke Film Company, Gordon Street,

Hollywood, California. Harold Lockwood lives

in Hollywood. Norma Talmadge can be reached
in care of the Selznick Enterprises, 729 Seventh

Avenue, New York City. Your Anita Stewart
question is also barred for the same reason that

the Harold Lockwood one was.

Goulash.—Eddie Polo can be reached at Uni-

versal City, California, by letter. Olga Petrova

will get all mail sent to her in care of the Lasky
studios, Hollywood, California. Grace Cunard
was Pat, Francis Ford was Phil Kelly, Jean

Hathaway was Grace Cunard's aunt, Pete Gerald

was Francis Ford's assistant, and so was Jerry

Ash
; John Duffy was Silk Donahue, John Fea-

therstone was Stephen Dupont, and Mario Biann-

chi was the butler in the Van Nuys home. All

right, I shall ' expect to hear from you every

month, as you have threatened.

Fussy.—J. Warren Kerrigan has finished his

tour of the States and Canada, and is now work-

ing on his first picture for his own company,

called "A Man's Man." It will be released by

the Paralta Company. You can reach him by

letter in care of the Paralta Plays, Incorporated,

Clune studio, Los Angeles, California. Florence

la Badie, the Thanhouser star, was born in Can-

ada, during the year of 1894. You ought to be

complimented on your first letter, as you are one

of the very few that didn't ask questions against

the rules in his first bunch of inquiries. No,

Olive, Jr., has now been away so long that

I am afraid she has deserted the Oracle depart-

ment. It's too bad, too, because she used to
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be such a jolly little person. Your heading

doesn't agree with your letter at all.

May Allison Admirer.—What was the name
of the company that produced the comedy you

mention, and maybe I can help you out? The
girl who was sitting next to Fatty Voss was only

an extra lady, so her name is not securable.

Edna Purviance is the name of the girl in "The
Fireman" with Charles Chaplin. You can address

her in care of the Lone Star Film Company, Los
Angeles, California. Those great leaps you have

reference to are done with the aid of trick

photograph}*. Fatty Voss passed away recently

in Hollywood, California. May Allison has not

as yet announced her future film affiliation since

leaving the Metro. Your last question regarding

Harold Lockwood is against the rules.

Julianna.—Address Warren Kerrigan at the

Clune studio, Los Angeles, California. Jay
Belasco will get any mail sent to him at the

Marine Film Company, Los Angeles, California.

He is now playing in a big, spectacular sea story

with Tyrone Power and Frances Burnham.
Charles Chaplin gets all his mail at the Lone
Star Film Company or the Los Angeles Athletic

Club, Los Angeles, California. Marshall Neilan

can be reached at the Lasky studios, Hollywood,
California. Eddie Lyons receives all of his mail

at Universal City, California. Your letter to

Francis X. Bushman was addressed wrong, so it

is no wonder that you have not heard from him.

He can be reached in care of the Metro Pictures

Corporation, New York City.

N. S.—Jean Sothern will have letters for-

warded to her that are sent in care of the Pathe
Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth Street, New York
City. Dorothy Phillips receives all her mail at

Universal City, California. Emmy Wehlen will

get any letter sent to her in care of the Metro
Pictures Corporation, New York City. Miriam
Cooper has her daily mail delivered to her bunga-
low dressing room at the . Fox studios, Western
Avenue, Hollywood, California. Mollie King
should be addressed at the Pathe Exchange.
Seena Owen will get any mail sent to the Tri-

angle studios, Los Angeles, California.

L. O. C.—Address June Elvidge in care of the

World Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth

Street, New York City.

Chere.—James Grover Farver is really seven
feet five inches tall. He was signed up to ap-
pear in the movies because of his tremendous
size. Marie Dressier is still working very hard.
Her latest picture was "Tillie Wakes Up," for

the World Film Corporation. Previous to this

she appeared in "Tillie's Tomato Surprise" for
the Lubin Film Company. Roscoe Arbuckle is

working for his own company, producing com-
edies for the Paramount program. "The Butcher
Boy," "A Reckless Romeo," and "His Wedding
Day" are his three latest pictures. You are right

about Mary Pickford's height. What made you
think she was rather tall? If you want to see

Every Blemish Removed
In Ten Days

I Will Tell Every Reader of This

Paper How FREE.
Your Complexion Makes or Mars

Your Appearence

PEARL LA SAGE, former actress who now offers to
tell women of the most remarkable complexion treat*

ment ever known.
This great beauty marvel has instantly produced a sensation.

Stubborn cases have been cured that baffled physicians and
beauty specialists for years. You have never in all your life used
or heard of anything like it. Makes muddy complexions, red
spots, pimples, blackheads, eruptions vanish almost like magic.
No cream, lotion, enamel, salve, plaster, bandage, mask, mas-
sage, diet or apparatus, nothing to swallow. It doesn't matter
whether or not your complexion is a "fright," whether your
*ace is full of muddy spots, peppery blackheads, embarrassing
pi. rples and eruptions, or whether your skin is rough and
"porey," and you've tried almost everything under the sun to
get rid of the blemishes. This wonderful treatment, in just ten
days, positively removes every blemisb and beautifies your
skin in a marvelous way. You look years younger. It gives
the skin the bloom and tint of purity of a freshly-blown rose.
In ten days you can be the subject of wild admiration by all
your friends, no matter what your age or condition of health.
AH methods now known are cast aside. There is nothing to
wear, nothing to take internally. Your face, even arms, hands,
shoulders are beautified beyond your fondest dreams. All this
I will absolutely prove to you before your own eyes in your
mirror in ten days. This treatm ent is absolutely harmless to the
most delicate skin, and very pleasant to use. No change in voi r
mode of living is necessary. A few minutes every day does it.

To every reader of this paper I will give full details of this
really astounding treatment. Let me show y ou. You do not risk
a penny. Sendme no money—j ust send your name and address
on the free coupon below and I will give you full details by
return mail.—-—FREE COUPON.— ...
I
PEARL LA SAGE, Suite 498 E

2119 Michigan Ave., Chicago, IU.

_ I am a reader of this paper and am entitled to know full B

I details of the sensational, harmless, scientific method for §
_ giving- marvelous beauty to the complexion and removing- -

I every blemish in ten clays. There is no obligation whatso-
ever on my part for this information. |
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DELATONE
Removes Hair or Fuzz from

Face, Neck or Arms
DELATONE is an old and well-known scientific prepara-

tion, in powder form for the quick, safe and certain re-
moval of hairy growths—no matter how thick or stubborn
they may be. You make a paste by mixing a little Delatone
and water; then spread on the hairy surface. After two or
three minutes rub off the paste and the hairs will be gone.
When the skin is washed, it will be fonnd clean, firm and
hairless—as smooth as a baby's. Delatone is used by thou-
sands every year, and is highly recommended by beauty
authorities and experts.

Druggists sell Delatone; or an original
one-ounce jar will be mailed to any
address upon receipt of One Dollar by

The Sheffield Pharmacal Company
339 So. Wabash Ave.,

Dept. D. W.. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

rhisBookletFREE
Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200 +
You can cash in your "happy thoughts" and

earn big money right in your own home in spare
time. No previous experience necessary. Our
easy home course turns out more successful
scenario writers than all other schools together.
Write now and get by return mail FREE Booklet,
valuable information. Special Price and Prize Offer.
Chicago Photoplaywright College,Box 278XT,Chicago

SONG POEMS
\]\T A IVJITl^FI Bi£ demand. Writers re-
¥ ¥ n.i^ XL M~i*J ceive Qver $ 1>000,000 yearly
from publishers. Send for National Song, Music
& Sales Service Booklet, Brennen Suite 45,

1431 Broadway, New York.

Geraldine Farrar Says:
"I have used Kosmeo Cream and Powder, also your Ski7i

Food/or many years, and like them very much.''''

KOSMEO
Cream and Powder
are used by thousands of the world's
most beautiful women, to keep the
skin clear, fresh and velvety. Kosmeo
Powder adheres well and is invisible.
Three shades—flesh, white and bru-
nette. Price 50 cents at dealers or
by mail postpaid.

Free Samples
Kosmeo Face Powder with 40-pau'e
hook. "Aids to Beauty," mailed fit e
if you enclose 4 cents for postage.

MRS.GERVAISEGRAHAM
47 W. Illinois St., Chicago
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a picture in which she looks like a tiny little

mite, see "The Poor Little Rich Girl."

Ecirpic—"Mayblossom," the Pathe feature in

which Pearl White appeared, was taken the same
way as any ordinary feature film. The prints were
made off the negative, and colored afterward by
hand. It is a big job, too, believe me. Pearl

White's hair is auburn. Yes, Theda Bara was at

her wickedest in "The Tiger Woman." Lillian

Lorraine only appeared in one film, and that was
the Balboa-Pathe serial, "Neal of the Navy."
She has done all her work on the stage, singing

in musical comedy and vaudeville. Yes, the under-
water scenes in "Twenty Thousand Leagues Un-
der the Sea" were really taken under water.

Those were real fish you saw swimming about,

and a real octopus was used in some of the

scenes. "The Railroad Raiders" and "The Mys-
tery of the Double Cross" are two serials that

you have not seen, and also the "Voice on the

Wire." Helen Holmes appears as the leading

light in "The Railroad Raiders." Mollie King
is featured by Pathe in the "Mystery of the

Double Cross," and Ben Wilson is given the

starring honors in the Universal serial, "The
Voice on the Wire." That is certainly patriotic

stationery that you use. It is quite a novel idea,

too. I think I shall have to buy some like it for

myself.

E. C—If the editor were to print my picture

at the head of the Oracle department, that would
quite give away my identity, and that would
never do at all, so I am afraid that the space

will not be occupied by a likeness of myself. If

he agreed, I would never get the opportunity to

get a photo taken, so I don't see how the deed
can ever be accomplished. So you think Earle

Williams doesn't make love strong enough ? Just

what may your ideas be about a screen lover?

Can't answer your Francis X. Bushman question,

as it is against the rules of the department.

Rose Blooming.—Jack Pickford was born in

Toronto, Canada, in 1896. It isn't hard to get

into motion pictures if you can deliver the goods
and have a good reputation on the stage. Olive,

Jr., is just one of the Oracle readers like

yourself. She used to write many questions to

be answered about Wallace Reid and scores of

her other favorites, but all of a sudden she has

stopped. Are you sure that you addressed Tom
Forman correctly when you wrote for his photo-

graph? You should have written to him in care

of the Lasky studios, Vine Street, Hollywood,
California. Write him again, and tell him
about it.

Mary R. S.—Everybody seems to be inquiring

about Olive, Jr., lately. I see that you, too,

want to find out who she is. How should I

know, as I have never seen Olive? William Des-

mond was, indeed, very handsome in the "Last

of the Ingrahams." I will speak to the editor

about your request for an interview with him.

Cleo.—You certainly keep up in your color

schemes in stationerv. Whenever anv envelope
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comes into the office with a peculiar coloring, I

can tell right away that you are with us once

more. See that you have changed from orange

and black to red, white, and blue. Very appro-

priate, indeed. Where do you get your sta-

tionery? I have never seen any like it? Do you
have it made to order? You are the veteran

correspondent of my department, having been

one for fifteen months now. Yes, Bessie Bar-

riscale and J. Warren Kerrigan have their own
companies now. In fact, it seems to be quite the

style lately for every one to be heading his or

her own company. Griffith has been a very busy

man over in Europe, but no one seems to know
what he has been doing. Just busy, I guess.

S. W. S.—June Caprice will get any mail that

you send to her in care of the Fox Film Cor-

poration, 130 West Forty-sixth Street, New York
City. King Baggot is certainly very impressive

in his talks during his tour of the different

theaters.

Little Miss Picture-Play.—You must be sav-

ing a cast of characters from every play that you
have seen, judging from the number that you
want to know. Well, as I have always been the

obliging little person, here goes. Marguerite

Clark was Bernice Somers, Niles Welch was
Cleverley Trafton, Frank Losee was Judge At-

wold, Florence Marten was Alice Atwold, Jo-
seph Gleason was Paul Carroll, Maude Turner
Gordon was Mrs. Atwold, Billie Watson was Miss
Perkins, and Herbert Prior was Colonel Worth-
ington in the Famous Players production of "Miss

George Washington." Francis Bushman was
William Strong, Beverly Bayne was Beverly

Clarke, Fred R. Stanton was The Great Mas-
ter, Edward Connelly was Doctor Zulph, Tom
Blake was Bull Whalen, Helen Dunbar was Jane
Warren, Sue Balfour was Mrs. Clarke, Dorothy
Hydell was Eunice Morton, Belle Bruce was
Sarah Morton, W. J. Calhoun was Chief Detec-
tive Ackerton, Fred Roberts was his assistant,

Lillian Sullivan was Miss Tredwell, Ed Lau-
rence was Chug, Tammany Young was The
Shadow, Charles Ripley was The Spider, Arthur
Ortego was The Rat, and Charles Fang was
Wee See in the "Great Secret," Metro serial. If

you start in putting down the casts of every play

you see, you will soon have many a book filled to

the brim. Nazimova was Joan-, Charles Hutchin-
son, Charles Bryant, William Bailey, and Rich-
ard Barthelmess were the four brothers, Nila

Mac was their sister Amy, Gertrude Berkeley was
their mother, Alexander K. Shannon was the

king, Robert Whitworth was Lieutenant Hoff-
man, Ned Burton was Captain Bragg, Theodora
Warfield was Mina, and Charles Chailles was the
financier in "War Brides." No, William Shay
did not play in the production. Herbert Rawlin-
son is still with the Universal Film Company.
You can reach him by letter at Universal City,

California. Charles Ray's latest picture is the
"Clodhopper," and one of the best that he has
ever appeared in. Margery Wilson plays oppo-
site him in this feature. He can be addressed

BBI
5=X
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Boston Garter!

Number 835
Satin Pad, CableWeb
35 cents a pair

This is not a 25 cent garter selling

for 35 cents — it is the most luxu-

rious and the most efficient garter

to be had for less than 50 cents.

GEORGE FROST COMPANY, MAKERS, BOSTON

m

Beauty in 1885
Outer beauty aids are only makeshifts at

best. They may be all right as a last

minute touch, but for really bringing back

a healthy complexion they are useless.

Dr. Campbell's Safe Arsenic Wafers

give your whole system a house clean-

ing and eliminate the causes which make
for blackheads, pimples, blotches, etc.

Since 1885 passedi every test. Thou-
sands have been enthusiastic. Sold under a strict guarantee
that they are safe and non-habit forming. Mailed in plain

cover for 50c and $1.00.

Richard Fink Co., Dept. 49, 396 Broadway, N. Y.
Every druggist can get Dr. Campbell's Arsenic Wafers for

you from his wholesale dealer.

Mr. Edison's Phonograph

Only

$
Free Trial
1

Yes, yoo may keep this New Edison
—Thomas A. Edison's great phonograph with the "-^^sbs

diamond stylus—and your choice of records, too, for only
$1. Pay the balance at rate of only a few cents a day. Try the New Edison
in your own home before yon decide to buy. Send no money down. Enter-
tain your frienda with your favorite records. Then return it if yon wish.

WHtA TnrfnV For 0ur New Edison Book. Send your name andvv&mic M.uuaj address for our new book and pictures of the new
Edison phonograph. No obligations—write now while this offer lasts.

F. K. BABSON, Edison Phonograph Distributors
1586 Edison Block . Chicago, Illinois



WANTED!
Send us your Ideas for Phothplays, Stories, Etc.!
They may bring you BIG MONEY! Rowland
Thomas, an "unknown writer," received $5,000
for one story! Elaine Sterne, another beginner,
received §1,000 for a single play!

You Have Ideas
If you go to the movies, if you read magazines-
then you know the kind of material editors want.
Special education is NOT REQUIRED. Writing is

open to ALL CLASSES. "The best reading mat-
ter is as frequently obtained from absolutely new
writers as it is from famous writers," says a
prominent editor. EVERY life has its story.

Your Ideas Taken in Any Form
We will accept your ideas in ANY form—either
as finished scripts or as mere outlines of plots.

Send us your Bare Ideas, Outlines, Plots, Synopses
or Finished Stories.

Your Ideas Corrected Free
If your work shows merit—but needs correction
-we will completely REVISE and TYPEWRITE
it FREE OF CHARGE ! Then promptly submit
to the Leading Film and Fiction Editors. All
scripts are sold on commission. No charge is

made for SELLING, except a small commission,
deducted AFTER a sale is made.

This is YOUR OPPORTUNITY. So get

busy! Send your manuscripts AT ONCE!
WRITE TODAY for FULL DETAILS!

WRITER'S SELLING SERVICE
DEPT. 1 5 AUBURN, N. Y.

Driver Agents Wanted
demonstrate the Bush Car. Pay for ^«
of your commissions on sales, my

enta are making money.
Shipments are prompt.

Bush Cars guaran-
teed or money back.

Write at once fo»
my 48-page catalog-
ana all particulars.
Address J. H Bush.

Dilco rgnition-Elect. Stg. &Ltg. ~ ^ Dept. 934

BUSH MOTOR COMPANY, Bush Temple, Chicago, 111.#

The Photo-Play WorhJ
The one by which all others are governed.

Contains high class and exclusive articles by
America's foremost writers. Many superfine pic-

tures that can be framed. 25c a copy at your news
dealer. $2.50 a year—Subscribe now.

THE PHOTO-PLAY WORLD, 921 Bulletin Bid*:,Philadelphia, Pa.

Al VIFNF SCHOOLS Est. 20 Year*
V IL<1M_4 The Acknowledged Authority on

Each department a larg-e school in
self. Academic, Technical, and Praeti
cal Training. Students' School, Theatre
and Stock Co. Afford New York Ap-
pearances. For catalogue, write

D. IRWIN, Secretary
Mentioning Study Desired

225 West 57th Street, near Broadway, New

DRAMATIC
STAGE

PHOTOPLAY
AND

DANCE ARTS
YorkJ

BE A TRAVELING SALESMAN
Hundred9 of good positions now open. Experience
unnecessary. Earn while you learn. Write today for
large list of openings and testimonials from hundreds of mem-
bers who are •arnin* (100 to $500 a month. Address nearest

NATIONAL SALeSMEN'S TRAININGASSOCIATION
. Chicago, New York, Sun Francisco

(The Picture Oracle

—

Continued.)

in care of the Ince-Triangle studios, Culver City

California. Yes, I think he will send you one oi

his autographed photos.

E. W.—No, the Oracle is just one person, and
not three or four, as you think. Do I seem as

mysterious as all that? I'm not at all mysteri-

ous if you only knew me, but being as you
don't, I suppose I shall continue on in the same
mystic way to you. Marguerite Clark, the Fa-
mous Players star, is only four feet ten inches

tall, and tips the beam on Fairbank's scales at

but ninety pounds. Do you win or lose your
bet? So I do, answer all the questions myself.

A. P. L. Lockwood Pal does not know me. She
merely asked her husband if she could write

again, as she would ask him if she could do
anything else. She does not know whether I

am man, woman, or child. I didn't see any-

thing wrong with your printing. It was very
easy to read, which is more than I can say for

some of the letters I receive. The majority of

my readers write very legibly, however.

Pugsley D.
—"A Romance of the Redwoods,"

"The Little American," and "Rebecca of Sunny-
brook Farm" are the three latest productions of
Alary Pickford. The vanishing stunt is produced
on the screen by the means of stop motion in the

camera, or a combination of stop motion and
double exposure Certainly Tom Chatterton is

still alive. Tom is spending most of his time on
his fine ranch, and his remaining moments in

other business matters that require his attention.

He is a busy little fellow since he retired from
the screen. We should not be at all surprised,

however, to see Tom's smiling face back with us

at any moment.

L. L. P. C.—We have not any copies of the Jap-
anese film magazines, the Kinema Record or the

Katsudo No Sekai, for sale. The only copies we
have are for our office files. It is mighty inter-

esting to look these magazines through. The
American News Company might be . able to sup-

ply you with some, or some book store that han-

dles foreign magazines.

K. M. D.—Your tastes are rapidly changing

now that you have had a chance to see all the

stars on the screen. It is only natural that if a

person sees the pictures of only one or two

companies he will pick his favorites from these

companies, but if he has a chance to see them

all in action, it is bound to spread his favorites

over a vast area of companies. Charlie Ray's late

pictures should be at your theater almost any

time now. He has done some dandies lately,

and I am sure that you will like them very

much. Farnham was certainly very good in "The

Spoilers," but, then, so were all the other mem-
bers of the cast.

"Me."—You were evidently in such a hurry

that the only question you asked was whether

you could write again. Certainly you can. I'll

be only too glad to have you on my regular list.

I'll mention your request regarding the cover to

the editor.
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for Your
Catalog

This Handsome 116-Page Catalog contains
over 2,000 illustrations of Diamonds, Watches,
Jewelry. All the new, popular styles are shown
—gorgeously beautiful Diamonds, artistic solid

gold and platinum mountings — exquisite
things—at prices to suit any purse. Select any-
thing desired, either for personal wear or for
a gift, then ask us to send it for your exami-
nation, all charges prepaid by us.

You See and Examine the Article
Right in Your Own Hands

If you like it, pay one-fifth of price and keep
it, balance divided into eight equal amounts,
payable monthly. Send for Catalog today.

LOFTIS BROS. & CO.,
Dept. D827 lOO to 108

(Established 1858) Stores In: CHICAGO:

mis is
the Ring

Site Wants
The Loftis "Perfection" Diamond Ring
is our great special. Only fine, high-grade
Diamonds, perfect in cut and full of fiery brill-

iancy, are used Skilfully set in our famous
Loftis "Perfection" 14k solid gold six-prong
ring mounting. Our large Catalog shows

Wonderful Values at $25,
$40, $50, $75, $100, $125
EASY CREDIT TERMS

Our prices on guaranteed Watches are
lowest. All the new models are shown in
Catalog. Any one you select will be sent
for your examination, charges prepaid.

National Credit Jewelers
N. State St., CHICAGO, ILL.
PITTSBURGH: ST. LOUIS: OMAHA THE BEST GIFT OF ALL

IN THIS DAY AND AGE
attention to your appearance
is an absolute necessity if

you expect to make the most
out of life. Not only should
you wish to appear as attrac-
tive as possible for your own
self-satisfaction, which is alone
well worth your efforts, but you
will find the world in general
judging you greatly, if not
wholly, by your "looks" there-
fore it pays to " look your best"
at all times. Permit no one
to see you looking other-
wise; it will injure your wel-
farel Upon the impression you
constantly make rests the fail-

ure or success of your life.

Which is to be your ultimate
destiny ? My new Nose-Shaper
"TRADOS'' (Model 22) corrects
now ill - shaped noses without
operation, quickly, safely and
permanently. Is pleasant and
does not interfere' with one's
occupation, being worn at night.

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE?

Write today for free booklet, which tellsyoti how to correct ill-shaped noses -without cost if not satisfactory

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist, 847 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.

FREE DIAMOND
* RING OFFER
Just to advertise our famous Hawaiian
im. diamonds—the greatest discovery the
world has ever known. We will send ab-
solutely free this 14k gold f. ring, set with

2k Hawaiian im. diamond—in beautiful ring
postage paid. If this is satisfactory pay

postmaster $1.25 to cover postage, boxing, ad-
vertising, handling, etc. If not satisfactory
return at our expense and money refunded.
Only 10,000 rings given away. Send no
money. Answer quick. Send size of ringer.

KRAUTH & REED. DEPT.67,
MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO

ft

SECRETS OF PITCHING
By Burt L. Standish

This book will tell you something new, no matter
what you know about baseball. Every player or fan
who wants to know how to make the ball accomplish all
kinds of feats should own a copy. It is the best book on
pitching ever published. Profusely Illustrated.

Price, 15c. postpaid.

STREET & SMITH, 79 Seventh Ave., NEW YORK CITY

GET RID
OF THAT FAT
FREE TRIAL* TREATMENT
Sent on request. Ask for my "pay-when-reduced'*

Offer. My treatment has reduced at the rate of a pound
a day. No dieting, no exercise, absolutely safe and
sure method. Let me send you proof at my expense.

OR. R. NEWMAN, Licensed Physician*
State New York. 286 Fifth Avenue, New York. Desk (M8

That's Where I Met You
ft

Get this wonderful song, just off the press. Chorus
most beautiful; great harmony number. The regular
price for this big hit would be 25c net, but we'll send
you a piano copy of this charming ballad, postpaid,

for 10c (silver) if you will show same to your friends.

SPECIAL PRICES TO DEALERS
Stanley J. Morasco, Music Pub., 540 N. 8th St., Olean, N.Y.

Write for this valuable booklet which contains the REAL FACTS. We
revise poems, compose and arrange music, secure copyright and facilitate

free publication or outright sale. Start right with reliable concern offering

a legitimate proposition. Send U9 your work to-day for/ree examination.

KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS^^N^YoVkCit^™8

Wrinkles
Thousands have successfully used
this formula to remove
traces of age, illness or
worry: 1 oz. of pure

Powdered
SAXOLITE

dissolved in V2 Pt. witch hazel;
/ use as a face wash. The effect

is almost magical. Deepest wrinkles, crow's
feet, as well as finest lines, completely and
quickly vanish. Face becomes firm, smooth,
fresh, and you look years younger. No harm to tenderest
*in. Get genuine Saxolite (powdered) at any drus store.
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You like
your meat
cooked
Dont you ?

MEAT tastes better

cooked. Naturally.

So you understand

exactly why we toast the to-

bacco for Lucky Strike ciga-

rettes. We found that toasting

tobacco (just like broilingmeat)

brought outflavor,madeitmore

appetizing, more tempting.

Not only that. Toasting

the Burley tobacco seals in

the flavor so you always have

it fresh, as well as more de-

lightful. You'll like your to-

bacco toasted after this. Try
the Lucky Strike cigarette:

It's Toasted

The American Tobacco Co., Incorporated, 1917



DO YOU WANT A FREE BOX OF KOSKOTT

HAIRGROWER
That is reported so remarkably successful?

Everybody Desires

SUPERB HAIR GROWTH
If you would like to grow hair on a bald spot, to

stop falling hair, or completely banish dandruff,
why not test the true value of Koskott?

E. E. Wurster writes: "I spent many a dollar without results, but
Koskott did wonders for me. I feel it my duty to recommend it. This
photo shows me after using Koskott—/ wish I had one taken when my
hair was all gone, so people could see how Koskott works. "

(Address on application.)

We offer

$500 CasH Guarantee
that we can produce over 1000 genuine testimonials.

READ THESE EXCERPTS FROM LETTERS; WE HAVE LEGIONS MORE.
"For growing hair and making it beautiful

there is nothing like Koskott, for my hair is now a
surprise to all my friends. I am telling everybody
of your wonderful hair grower. "—Mrs. W. Rabiger,
Alleghany Co., Pa.

• Koskott has started a new growth of hair on
my head."—R. C. Cunningham, Abbeville Co., S. C.

"The hair is now about an inch long on my
head where there was not a hair in 30 years; Koskott
did it."—J._J. Ellis, Minnesota.
"Four months ago my scalp was bare: now it Is

covered with a nice growth of hair and it is growing
nicely."—W. C. Colman, Red River Co., La.

"One sample box and one full box of Koskott
have grown hair on my head where I was perfectly
bald."—A. W. Bowser, Butler Co., Pa.
"I was bald and never could find anything to

bring the hair back until I used Koskott."—Esther
Arnett, Wallace Co., Ky.

"For eight or nine years I have been a bald-
headed man; the top of my head was as bare as
my hand. Now hair is growing again, it is the most
wonderful thing I ever saw."—Lee Fish, Clayton
Co., Iowa.

"I can no longer find the place where the
bald spot was; the hair Is as long there as on any
other place of the head."—Matt Bagley, Itasca
Co., Minn.

"My hair has quit falling ouf, my scalp Itches
no more and new hair is growing thickly."—Mrs.
J. Lundeen, Multnomah Co., Oregon.

"After being bald 20 years, my head Is mostly
covered with new hair; am well pleased."—Geo.
Van Wyck, Union Co., N. J.

"The baldness on my head has entirely dis-
appeared, being covered with hair, by use of
Koskott Hair Grower."—Prof. C. E. Bowman,
Maryland.

"My daughter's hair grew four inches in two months. She is very enthusiastic in her recommendation of
Koskott, as she thought her hair had been irreparably injured by a severe fever she had six years ago. Although
she had tried many well-known and widely advertised hair tonics, Koskott is the first hair preparation to start
a new growth of hair on her head. "—Mrs. J. Dindinger (daughter's photo below).

BOX FREE TO YOU
We offer to send you a testing box of Koskott

FREE, postpaid. It is probably different from anything
you ever used on your scalp before. It is inexpen-
sive because concentrated. We know tha+ Koskott has
surprised and delighted many who were losing or
had lost their hair and feared they must remain bald
throughout life.

What Koskott has done for others' hair, why
not for yours?

If you have entire or partial baldness, alopecia
areata (bald spots), barbers' itch, dandruff, dry scalp,
brittle hair, falling hair, if you get a lot of hair on your
comb whenever you use it, itching scalp, or other
hair or scalp trouble, try Koskott.

You Need Only Ask for a FREE BOX of Koskott—a postcard /*ifjAll 7 IT it TO
will do. Parcel will be sent you promptly, postpaid, and under plain l*f Vf i"f fAilC
cover with full directions; and you can soon decide what it will do for you.

*»*

KOSKOTT LABORATORY, 1269 Broadway, 986 D, NEW YORK CITY

MISS BERTHA DINDINGER
(Address on application)



I Was
Bald

AFFIDAVIT re HAIR GROWTH

While completely bald on the
top of my head as shown In my
photograph which, accompany-
ing this affidavit, I adopt-
ed a hair cosmetic and form-
ula given me by an old Cherokee
Indian. Within six months my
head was covered with a new and
luxuriant growth of hair, I
now supply Ko-tal-ko , a pomade
prepared according to the origi-
nal formula which resulted in
my own hair growth. The state-
ments in my advertisement are
true and my photographs are
correct,

"

From recent photograph of J. H. Brittain

Personally appeared before me,
John Hart Brittain, this fifth
day of June, 1917, who signed
the foregoing in my presence
and who being duly sworn, at-

«1 that same is true.

OS Notary Public

Full Hair Growth Now
In early manhood I was troubled with dandruff and

my hair began to fall out.

Being naturally proud—call it vanity if you will—

I

used one hair tonic, lotion, etc., after another, in the hope
of preventing the loss of my hair. Nothing saved my hair,

however, and I resigned myself to the probability of life-

long baldness.

The engravings here printed are from actual

photographs. The baldness was greater than apparent in

the earlier picture as it extended over the back of my head.

In the course of my career, I had business with

certain members of the Cherokee tribe of Indians and met
a ''medicine man" who gave me a pomade which I agreed

to apply to my scalp.

To my surprise and joy, tiny hairs began to appear

and gradually a growth of hair was developed all over my
scalp. It was amazing to observe the improvement from

week to week. A prolific hair crop resulted and has never

left me although many years have passed.

The Cherokee wizard's secret or principle was imparted to me
and although engaged in another business (printing) I have from

time to time supplied the pomade elixir to others. Some marvelous

results have been reported

by both ladies and gentle-

From former photograph of J Brittain

men. The pomade is

called Ko-tal-ko. It is for

men, women and children.

Ko-tal-ko is different

from all the liquid lotions

and hair tonics, washes,
shampoos, etc. It is in a

class by itself. It is to be a p-

plied with ihe finger tips where the hair is weak or where the scalp is bald.

You Never Saw a Bald Indian!
I am advertising in but a limited way, as the demand for Ko-tal-ko

nas been greater than my supply. It is on sale at some of the drug
stores but if you want to be sure of getting it fresh and promptly, send
one dollar (currency, check or money-order) and a box will be mailed
you postpaid. I shall send it in a plain wrapper. Address:

JOHN HART BRITTAIN
150 East 32nd St., 11 A, New York City
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Miss Ruth Roland is one of
the beauties of the modern
photoplay who use and
endorse Ingram's Milk-

weed Cream.

Since Sarah Bernhardt began
its use over twenty years

ago, this preparation
has been a favorite of
theatrical Stars*

Itigt&m*S MilKWeed CtSattt
F. F. Ingram Co.,

Detroit, Mich.

Dear Sirs : — I find

that Ingram's Milkweed
Cream keeps my skin in

a condition of perfect
health and freshness de-
spite the hard work and
exposure involved in my
profession of photoplay
actress. Yours,

RUTH ROLAND.

Send us 6c in stamps
for our Guest Room
Package containing In-

gram's Face Powder and
Rouge in novel purse
packets, and Milkweed
Cream, Zodenta Tooth
Powder, and Perfume

in Guest Room sizes.

"'A woman can be young but once, but she can be youthful

always." It is the face that tells the tale of time. Faithful use of

Ingram's Milkweed Cream will keep the skin fresh and youthful.

Ingram's Milkweed Cream is a time-proven preparation. It is

not a cold cream or a face cream of the ordinary sort. It is a skin-

health cream. There is no substitute for it.

Buy It in Either SOc or $1.00 Size
«t ; u i „ . r T THERE ^ IN
Just to show a proper glow" use a touch of In- j$

gram's Rouge on the cheeks. A safe preparation for I

delicately heightening the natural color. The colorirg

matter is not absorbed by the skin. Daintily perfumed.
Solid cake—no porcelain. Three shades— light—medium
—dark—50c.

Frederick F. Ingram Co.
Established 1885

Windsor, Canada 31 Tenth St., Detroit, Mich., U.S.A.

(54)
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%c. Dia. complete ytc Dia. complete

$12.00 $21.25
,4c. Dia. complete %c D

$48.75 $:

7 Blue White Oias.

complete f? i #
\ $50.00/ a/

8 c. Dia. complete

/ $36.75

Pli||

4c. Dia. comp

, $75,0© %c. Dia. complete

$S3,0O

/sc. Di

822. ; »l

Solid Gold Laval!

Any birthstone. Co
.22.45

Solid G(

Any bir

Complete

jtl

thstone.

,
$3.65

3 Dias. Complete

$so.oo
I

ft*7
Solid Gold ladies' Ring Solid Qo'>i LavciL

Any birthstone 1 Dia., 1 Baroque Peart

Complete $1.88 Complete $5.00

Show Your Colors!
Handsome U.S. tiag
set with red. white
and blue brilliants.

|ss
ia

: $1.00

YOU SAVE 35%
when you buy from
L. Basch & Company, direct
importers of diamonds. AH mid-
dlemen's profits eliminated by our
method, and you will find upon
making a comparison that the retail
value of the diamonds we sell you
at $97.50 per carat is far in excess
of our price.

MONEY-BACK CONTRACT
This Iron Clad Money Back

Contract is the sensation of the dia-
mond business. In this contract we certify the
exact carat weight, quality, color and value of
the diamond; we agree to take back the dia-
mond at any time within one year and pay you
back in cash the full price less 10%, and you can
return the diamond to us at any time and you
receive credit for the full price paid to apply on
any exchange you wish to make.

FREE EXAMINATION
Just choose any dia-

mond from this ad or from our
catalog. We forward the article for
your free examination and approval at
our expense—without obligating you to
buy. It does not cost you one cent to
see any of our diamonds, and if you do
not think the selection we send you is
the greatest value you have ever seen,
simply return it at our expense.

1917 DE LUXE
DIAMOND BOOK FREE
Sendforyourcopyofttusvaluablebook

which will be mailed to you free upon receipt
your name and address. This book contains
expert facts and shows thousands of illus-

trationsof fine diamonds, watches, jewelry,
,

silverware, cut glass, leather goods. V
French ivory goods, etc., all quoted
at money saving prices. Mail C0U- -x^Q
pon or write us a letter or post- V *s^V
card for your free copyNOW! jr

L.BASCH&CO./ s

N3560 State& QuincySte./ „<&,
v

CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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Favorite Picture Players
Art sketches of fifteen popular players.

165

Julian Eltinge—Plural .

Showing the famous impersonator talking to him self.
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The Fighting Trail
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216
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217
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ANN PENNINGTON
was born in Wilmington, Delaware, in 1895. Her career as a picture-play star has been

brilliant, sudden, and unique. A little over a year ago she frolicked through the latest dances

in "Ziegfeld's Follies" with never a thought of immortalizing her art, because she didn't

know she had any. Then the Famous Players Company offered her a contract, and she decided

to see if she really could act. She was starred, and her immediate success almost surprised

her. This year she has gone back to the "Follies," but is still making films for Famous Players.



BESSIE BARRISCALE
began her stage career when she was five years old. She came to America at that age with
her father, an English actor, and played every kind of child part from Little Eva to Fauntleroy.
Her art advanced with her years, and she understudied Katherine Kidder in leading Shake-
spearean roles when very young. One success led to another, and finally she entered pictures

with Lasky. Later she played with Triangle, and now she heads her own company under the
Paralta banner.



MELBOURNE MacDOWELL
the noted character actor of the stage, who was recently engaged by Triangle, was born in

Washington, South River, New Jersey, November 22, 1864 From the age of eleven until he
was twenty-one he followed the life of a sea mariner, Then, tiring of roving the ocean, he
went to New York City and took to the stage. Among his greatest roles are Mark Antony,
Scarpia in "LaiTosca," and Loris Ipanoff in "Fedora." His wife was the late Fanny
Davenport, one of the most famous actresses of her day.



as an actress, bhe



JULIAN EL-TINGE
was born and educated in Butte, Montana. After a short fling in the wholesale business, at
the age of fourteen, he played in an amateur production entitled

k,Miss Simplicity." In this he
achieved his first success in feminine roles. George M. Cohan engaged him for his minstrels,
and following this he played in vaudeville and then a succession of plays. He will produce
three pictures for the Lasky Company a year.



JACK RICHARDSON
was born in New York City, but at an early age, moved to Cleveland, Ohio, with his parents.

After attending the Culver Military Academy he decided to enter a business or military h e.

In Chicago however, on his way home he met a friend who was playing at the La ba le

Theater and he thought it would be a lark to enter the chorus. This started his career, and he

later joined a California repertoire company. Then the movies called and Richardson responded.



LOUISE EOVELY
made a reputation for herself acting in her native land, Australia, before she came to this

country about two years ago. After arriving in America she played in vaudeville in Canada
for a time, and then wandered into Universal City where her beauty and talent caused her to

be cast in a picture with Digby Bell. Her success in this film won her a permanent contract

with Universal, in whose pictures she is still appearing. Miss Lovely is twenty-one years old.



MARGUERITE CLARK
the sprightly and petite Famous Players star, sang her way into popularity via the opera route.

For several seasons she was leading lady for DeWolf Hopper in many notable successes.

Her charming portrayal of Prunella influenced Adolph Zukor to offer her a place in pictures,

and she has been with his company ever since. Her first screen triumph was in "Wild-
flower," and she has won favor in many other later plays



EDWARD EARLE
is a native of Canada, and gained his first experience as an actor in the Valentine Stock

Company, Toronto, of which Mary Pickford was also a member. In many important engage-

ments he played with such stage celebrities as Henrietta Crosman, Marie Cahill, and DeWolf
Hopper, on Broadway. He has become popular throughout the country in Famous Players,

Pathe, Edison, and Metro pictures successively. Mr. Earle is now with Vitagraph.



WILLIAM FARNUM
was not only born near historic Bunker Hill, but on the most patriotic day in the year, the

Glorious Fourth. His father, an actor, moved to Buckport, Maine, and the younger Farnum
was reared there. First he received a musical education, and afterward adopted the stage

profession. His fame before the footlights reached its zenith in "Ben Hur." In pictures he
first played for Selig and now he is with Fox.



PEARL WHITE
embarked upon a theatrical career, when as a little, tow-headed mountain girl in Missouri, her

beauty attracted the attention of a passing stranger, a showman, and she was carried away
by him to take a child's part in "Uncle Tom's Cabin." A circus engagement followed soon
afterward, and in a short time found herself at the top of the histrionic ladder. "The Perils

of Pauline, and other Path£ serials have made her famous in filmdom.



LOUISE GLAUM
made her first professional success in "Why Girls Leave Home," Her later career, distin-

guished by triumphs in vampire roles, proves that she is equally successful in showing why
men leave home. Although a Maryland girl she is distinctly Oriental in manner of dress and
type of beauty. Her gowns, patterned after peacock plumage and webs of spiders, are designed

by herself. She has played in Triangle pictures ever since her advent into scrcendom.



JANE COWL
commenced her artistic career while living in Brooklyn where she was born, by writing verses

for magazines. A friend, who was stage manager for Belasco, secured her some silent and
almost invisible parts in his plays. After she obtained her first leading role in "Is Matrimony
a Failure?" she played a summer in stock in New Jersey and in several fairly successful

productions. Finally she triumphed as Mary Turner in "Within the Law." After playing in

"Lilac Time," which she wrote, she was engaged for Goldwyn pictures, where she now is.

Miss Cowl is also coauthor of a play which is being produced this fall.
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ALICE JOYCE
was born in Kansas City, Missouri, but later moved with her family to Petersburg, Virginia,

and spent her girlhood there. When she was still quite young she came to New York and

made a livelihood as an artist's model and in business positions before she took up motion-

picture work. She secured a start in pictures by playing thrill parts in railroad stories. Her
finer gift for romantic and emotional roles soon won stardom for her. She plays for Vitagraph.



JACKIE SAUNDERS
is a great lover of out-door sports, and is perhaps one of the most athletic girls in pictures.

But, nevertheless, she does not scorn dancing as a pastime. As a child she appeared in

Dawson's Dancing Dolls, on Keith's Circuit. She started with Biograph, in 1911, later joined

Pathe\ then Universal, and now is with Balboa-Mutual. Her fame rests chiefly upon juvenile

comedy leads, and she always prefers romping tomboy parts. "Jackie" is also the author of

several scenarios.



Julian Eltinge—Plural
Before a proper article can be written about Julian Eltinge, some one will have to invent

a pronoun which means both he and she—plural. Mr. Eltinge, the famous impersonator of

women, has come to the screen. Below, he is seen asking himself for his allowance, and
refusing to give it. The difference in his size can be explained only by the photograper.



Motion Pictures and the War

WE are at war. Thousands of our boys are now in the trenches.

Other thousands are mobilized in training camps. Still others

are preparing to leave home at any time.

To the film fan the natural question arises : What part will motion

pictures play in all this activity? What difference will they make? What
problems will they solve? How can they help us toward victory in this

conflict ?

The answer is a chorus. Let us take up some of the more important

phases, and discuss them one by one.

In the first place, with every division at the front there is also a

camera man. His pictures are official. They will be the record of the

future, the history book from which our children and grandchildren will

learn of these stirring times. They are taken in the trenches, on the

sea, in the air. The camera man goes wherever there is a soldier, wher-

ever shells are bursting, wherever men die. The lens of his camera sees

it all.

Closer home, there is the training camp. Our boys must be kept

cheerful, heartened in their work. And so it is that we find at each

cantonment a motion-picture theater, or several of them. Raymond D.

Fosdick, chairman of the commission to look after moral conditions in

the camps, believes the photo plays will keep the recruits out of mis-

chief.

But most important of all, perhaps, is 'the problem of food con-

servation. Here the motion picture enters into its chosen field—propa-

ganda. Xo industry in the world's history ever had an opportunity like

this. Xone was ever fitted for it. But the motion-picture business, deal-

ing with a commodity which feeds the brains and emotions of millions

of persons daily, can carry the lesson home where other agencies must
inevitably fail.

Herein lies the future of both the industry and the profession. If

producers and actors turn their talents to this problem they can be the

means of saving enough food to feed the world. They can save life and
preserve families. What higher call could any one ask, what finer in-

spiration? If the motion picture lives up to this privilege and opportu-

nity it will be established on a plane of respect and merit for all time.

Our character grows through the deeds we do. Let us meet this situ-

ation with the ideal of service ahead of all else ; and the critic of the

movies, the cynic, the faultfinder, will have no one to listen to him.

Opportunity knocks but once

!



The Fighting Trail
By Gerald C. Duffy

Written from the Vitagraph Company's thirty-two

reel serial motion picture of the same title, by Cyrus

Townsend Brady and J. Stuart Blackton. This story

was announced under the title of "Hearts Aflame."

CHAPTER I.

BALTERMAN leaned forward im-

pressively in his chair.

''There is nothing further to

be left to doubt, gentlemen," he said.

"Only one thing remains : We must go

ahead, though the cost be millions. Do
you agree with me?"
The others about the directors' table

merely stared. They were afraid to

answer. Men of millions, rulers in the

world of finance, capable of hurling

the Stock Exchange into furious panic

by a mere utterance, they feared to say

the words that would start the wheels

of a nation turning to carry out a

mighty aim. Still, as they stared across

the table at Balterman, they shrank.

Strong, wealthy, powerful as they

vere, Balterman was greater. He
glared at them a moment and spoke

again.

''I repeat, gentlemen, what I have

just said." His words were quietly

spoken and calm, but they carried the

force of his character. He fluttered

the yellow sheet of a cablegram in his

fingers. "This message is decisive. It

means possibly conquest for our coun-

try. Alone, it is enough for me. You
know, all of you, that we control the

greatest explosive in existence
;

you

were present when the government

tests were made and announced suc-

cessful. You know, also, that noxite

is a necessary ingredient of that explo-

sive. We must have noxite, and, gen-

tlemen, I intend that we shall have it.

"The supply of California has been

worked to the limit. Spain has emptied

its mines. Every known resource has

been exhausted. There is but one man
who can fill our orders. We must en-

list the aid of John Gwyn. I do not

know where he obtains the supply, and

I don't care. I know that he can meet
our demands, and I know that he is

honest. I am satisfied. Gentlemen,

what do you say?" -

Balterman's eyes were fixed on his

associates. They started to protest, for

they anticipated the price that Gwyn
would ask, but they dared not. Balter-

man was there to meet all objections,

and they knew that any objection

raised would be useless. They knew
that, great as they were individually,

collectively Balterman was their leader,

and they would do his bidding. More-
over, they were fully aware that his

advice was dependable—that it was the

best thing to do. They assented unani-

mously.

A faint smile played about Baiter-

man's lips. It was not a smile of joy-

ousness or a smile of relief. It was
merely a sign that he had gained a vic-

tory. In Wall Street it was known that

when Balterman smiled, his fortune

had been increased and some one

—

some enemy—was groveling in despair.

In this case his enemy was the enemy

of his country. Balterman, above all,

was an American.

It took but a moment, after the deci-

sion had been reached by his confreres,

for him to pick up the telephone and

call a number. He did not delay an in-
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stant. Time, at this moment, meant

lives. He reached Gwyn's secretary,

then Gwyn.
"Mr. Gwyn?" he questioned. "This

is Balterman. We would like to see

you immediately on a matter of grave

importance. We shall wait for yon.

Good !" Balterman hung up the re-

ceiver and turned again to the men
about the table. "Gwyn is coming
right over. You can take him abso-

lutely into your confidence. He is sur-

prisingly young for the influence

which he wields, but the point to re-

member is that he is just as big as his

job. And he's on the level."

The others nodded.

It was less than fifteen minutes be-

fore Gwyn was announced. He came
into the room with a briskness that

contrasted sharply with the august dig-

nity of the directors who were delib-

erating over such a weighty problem,

and shook Balterman heartily by the

hand. To the others he nodded a polite

curtsy, and then seated himself, in

readiness to proceed to business. The
-financial powers about the table peered

in almost astonishment at the young
man as he fell leisurely into his chair.

It seemed incredible that one so young,

so handsome, and whose features bore

no lines resulting from worry, as did

their own, should be able to slip so

casually into their dignified midst and
place them immediately at his com-
mand. Yet they could see, in his keen
and alert glance, in his deliberateness

and in his veneering personality, that

as a man he could be a ruler of men,
capable of attempting unflinchingly

great undertakings and of emerging
from them with equally great accom-
plishments. They remembered, also,

Balterman's words of assurance, and
found themselves confident.

Balterman lost no time in getting to

the point.

"We have been conferring about our
new explosive," he announced. "You

no doubt have heard of it. There are

certain ingredients which are essential

in the manufacture of it and which we
are desirous of obtaining. One of

these is noxite. It is imperative that

all our plans and operations be abso-

lutely confidential, for there will be

much in our actions that would be in-

valuable to the Central Powers. We
realize that our every move, despite the

discretion with which it is made, is

closely followed by the agents of those

Powers. You, Gwyn, are the man we
have chosen to supply us with noxite,

as we understand that you have an un-

limited supply and because we know
that we can rely upon your confidence."

"I thank you for the honor of tak-

ing me into your confidence," Gwyn re-

plied, "and I can assure you that it has

not been misplaced. I appreciate, howT -

ever, as you must, the vastness of this

task to which you are assigning me.

Your demand alone will surpass all

others that I have been receiving in

the past—it will necessitate improve-

ments and enlargements at the source

of my supply in order for me to meet
it, and I shall have to cancel immedi-
ately all orders for the future."

"But we shall pay you well," re-

minded Balterman.

"I am very glad that you realize

that," Gwyn answered curtly ; "I had

feared that we might not agree so well

on that point. Most assuredly you
shall pay me well, or you shall have

no noxite." Balterman had evidently

met his equal. Gwyn, young though he

was, was possessed of a strength of

character and personality that met un-

perturbed the assault of power that

made the others cringe in Balterman's

presence. There was to be no bluffing

from either side.

"However," continued Gwyn firmly,

sweeping the assemblage with his eyes,

"since we are agreed on the most im-

portant point, I can supply you with

what you require. I happen to know,
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gentlemen, no matter through what

channels of information, that you can-

not manufacture your new explosive

without noxite. I believe, also, that I

am the only man on earth who can lo-

cate the latter. Therefore, while you

can exploit your explosive—the great-

est in existence—I control it. My price

to you, gentlemen—the lowest I can of-

fer—is a bonus of two million dollars

and the market price for all of the ma-
terial with which I furnish you."

Gwyn's brain staggered as he men-

tioned the sum. It was to make his

career at a single stroke, and to set

him on a pedestal in life and reputa-

tion. He had demanded the sum be-

cause he understood his indispensability

to these men before him. They were

great, and he, under ordinary circum-

stances, would have been nothing but

an insignificant, petty human to them.

But now, with their success in his

power, to be directed with his hands,

he was almighty. He gambled with

fate that they would accept his propo-

sition, and, as he finished speaking, his

eyes gleamed with inward anxiety but

outward calm, as he wratched their

faces to try to read the result of his

offer. Mainly he watched Balterman,

for there was the answer. But the

leader's countenance was impassive,

unemotional. Gwyn apparently was
stern and cool. His spirit, beneath this

calm, was surging restlessly. He was
forced to wait until Balterman spoke.

"Gentlemen," asked the leader, "what
disposition do you care to make regard-

ing Mr. Gwyn's proposition '?"

"It is too much !"

"We could never stand such a fabu-

lous outlay
!"

"The price is ridiculous—outrageous

—foolish ; it is
"

"It is nothing! It is everything!"

Balterman shouted impatiently. "The
price may be ridiculous, but it is also

reasonable—it is important. There is

no need to dicker childishly with Mr.

Gwyn. • It would be useless. He un-

derstands our situation, as he informed

us. He knows that we cannot secure

noxite anywhere in the United States

—

or anywhere on God's earth, for that

matter—except from him, and he in-

tends to charge us for it accordingly.

I don't blame him. He is a business

man. Moreover, he controls our whole

enterprise and its success, as well as

the nation's welfare. And, gentlemen,

Mr. Gwyn is a man to depend on. It

is worth two millions of dollars, to my
mind, to have his support instead of

some one else's. I demand, in your

own interests, that you accept this

proposition. If you refuse, you may
carry out your own affairs—I shall

withdraw entirely, and sever my con-

nections with this enterprise. You may
do as you please. Gentlemen, what is

your answer?"
The effect of Balterman's threat to

withdraw both his influence and his

capital was astounding. There was not

a moment's hesitation. The proposi-

tion was promptly and enthusiastically

accepted, and the necessary contracts

were drawn up immediately and signed

with the scraAvling, huge signature of

every one of the financiers.

Balterman turned to Gwyn. "We ac-

cept. Are you prepared to start for

the West on the Limited to-night?"

"I am prepared," he answered, "to

start for anywhere in one hour. I am
with you to the greatest extent of my
power, and you can depend upon me
absolutely. I need not say that I shall

expect the same from you. I know I

shall receive it."

CHAPTER II.

Karl von Bleck, chief representa-

tive of the Central Powers in the

United States, laid his newspaper on

the desk before him and delved into

thought. His secretary, seated at a

desk nearer the door, tiptoed quietly

from the room. When Yon Bleck
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thought, he thought of grave and im-

portant things, and his secretary knew
by precedent that he preferred to be

alone. The representative of the Cen-

tral Powers was the head of one of

the most complete and efficient inter-

national spy systems in the world. The
pressure of his finger upon one of the

numerous buttons on his desk, or the

faintest word issuing from his lips,

could set a thousand

high-salaried men to

work and the wheels

of the the mechan-

ism of the greatest

organism

explosive, the munitions problem of the

country will be revolutionized. The only
drawback—which is truly a menacing dan-

ger—is the extraordinarily small supply of

noxite, the chief ingredient of this new ex-

plosive. .

Von Bleck sneered. "Is there any-

thing," he mused, "which this country

has discovered that did not have some
drawback? They succeed, but they

reach only halfway to success. It is

these drawbacks that

saved the Central

Powers and gain

victory for us. We
are hired to find

them, to work on

7 demand, in your own interests, that you accept this proposition. Gentlemen, what's

your answer}" The effect of Balterman's threat was astounding.

world grinding toward the accom-

plishment of plans whose results would
make history for the ages to come.

Von Bleck, left alone, proceeded to

read again the newspaper item which

had so perturbed him. It seemed to

stick from the rows of type in words
that spelled the destruction of his na-

tion, of his power, of his every inter-

est; and yet he saw toward the last of

it a ray of hope—the hope which he
must make a reality. He read

:

The terrific power of the new allied shell

is marvelous. It surpasses anything which
the Central Powers have yet developed, and
promises to be the nation's salvation in the

present great conflict. This remarkable
power is due to the new explosive which
has recently been invented, and, with this

them, and finally to spoil the whole thing

by means of them. That's what I have

always done. That's what I'll do now.
For no other reason does my govern-

ment retain me. Drawbacks, draw-
backs—thank God for them !"

He rose from his chair, laughing,

though more with scorn than mirth,

and passed through a door at his back

to an adjoining room. There, leaning

over a long table, were his associates,

ready to do his bidding, reading the

code translation of a cable message they

had just received and deciphered. They
greeted their superior with dignity and

relief. His mere presence and his

austere mien were comforts to them.

Von Bleck was handed the cable,
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and he read it carefully. Then he

smiled. His associates knew the

meaning of that smile—they had seen

it often on previous occasions. They
knew, also, what the cablegram con-

tained. Von Bleck spoke

:

"The most important thing to our

enemies, at the present time, is the per-

fection and supply of their new explo-

sive. Therefore, naturally, the most

important thing to us, at this moment,
is the destruction of this explosive ; we
must render it impossible for it to be

made. The easiest and most effective

way for us to do this is to cut off the

supply of noxite, which is the chief

and scarcest ingredient used in the ex-

plosive. It seems almost impossible to

obtain it. I learned but fifteen minutes

ago, through a confidential agent, that

the contract for noxite has been given

to a young American engineer named
Gwyn. He has been receiving ship-

ments of it from the West, by the Santa

Fe Railroad. If we get Gwyn, and

buy him off, or get his mine, we shall

have accomplished our purpose. This

cable, as you know, places at our dis-

posal five millions of dollars to be used

to this end. Gentlemen, I am going

out to locate this engineer and offer him

more wealth than he ever dreamed of.

You shall remain here until I return

or you hear from me. Good day."

Von Bleck walked hurriedly back to

his office, donned his hat and coat, and

strode out, leaving the others in the

inner office, conferring.

Ten minutes later, Von Bleck was
walking into the building in which was
located the office of John Gwyn. He
hud, mapped carefully out in his mind,

a proposition with which he intended

to startle the young engineer. It was a

proposition which would make Gwyn
independently wealthy for the re-

mainder of his life—and all that would
be necessary for him to do would be

to cancel the noxite contract.

As he passed through the revolving

doors and walked toward the elevators,

a crowd was surging toward the street.

One of these, a young, stalwartly built

man, who carried a suit case, fairly

rubbed arms with the agent of the Cen-
tral Powers. It was John Gwyn

!

Neither took particular notice of the

other, they having never previously

met. Gwyn went through the door to

the street, and Von Bleck entered the

elevator, to be driven upward to the

former's office.

"Is Mr. Gwyn in?" he inquired of

the secretary, as he entered.

"I'm sorry, sir," was the reply, "but

Mr. Gwyn just left a few minutes ago

for an indefinite stay in the West. He
was just in to clear up a few matters

and left with his suit case. Is it some-

thing important ? Perhaps I could help

you. He has left me in charge, and

"It is important," Von Bleck broke

in, "and I can see no one but Mr. Gwyn
himself. When does his train leave?"

"He goes on the Limited to-night,"

was the reply.

Von Bleck was about to leave the

office, when his eye caught sight of a

picture hanging on the wall in the outer

office. He walked over to it casually

and scrutinized it. In the foreground

was a young man, pipe in mouth,

roughly clad in mining attire. Behind

him was a stretch of typical mining

country.

"Is this your employer?" he ques-

tioned.

"That is Mr. Gwyn," the secretary

answered.

"He looks quite young," Von Bleck

commented. "Quite young, indeed, to

be so prosperous. Is this his own mine

—where he gets noxite?" He watched

carefully every expression on the other

man's face as he spoke. He thought

he saw a trace of surprise.

"That was taken at the noxite mine
in Lost Mine. It isn't Mr. Gwyn's,

though he markets all it produces. It's
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He walked over to the
Central Powers 3

agent
and, without a prelimi-

nary word, said: " Von
Bleck, you've gone about
far enough. I warn you
to keep out of my tracks
—or it will be a fighting
trail !

"

pretty far West, I guess, because the

trains don't run there. I believe you
have to get off somewhere at a place

called Barstow to reach it."

Von Bleck was alert. He did not

wish to miss one bit of the informa-
tion, so valuable to him, which was
being disclosed by the careless and in-

nocent secretary. He took another

careful look at the picture, and, thank-
ing the young man, left the office.

Again in the street, he sought the

nearest telephone booth and called the

office.

"Gwyn leaves for the West to-night

on the Limited," he told his confreres

over the wire. "I shall be on the same
train. I shall keep in touch with you
while I am gone, and, in the meantime,
you attend to any other matters that

may come up during my absence. As
soon as I am able, I shall wire you my
address. I may need that five million

before I get back."

CHAPTER III.

The Limited was rattling over the

rails toward the West with a speed
that was astounding. Outside it was
already dark, and the lights along the

roadbed shot by so fast that they re-

sembled sparks flying up a hearth
chimney from blazing logs below. In
the smoking compartment at the end
of the car, John Gwyn sat, perusing
some papers. The portieres parted and
Von Bleck entered. He drew a cigar

from his pocket and asked Gwyn for

a match. The latter silently accommo-
dated him.

"Pretty long and lonesome trip," the

Central Powers' agent commented.
Gwyn nodded. He was apparently in

no mood for striking up acquaintances.

But Von Bleck persisted.

"I'm going out to Frisco," he said.

"Maybe you're bound for there, too.

My name's Von Bleck ; it's nice to know
some one on the train."
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"My name is Gwyn," the young en-

gineer responded, glancing up from his

papers and fearing that he might ap-

pear impolite by avoiding conversa-

tion. "I'm not going to Frisco, though.

Fm on my way to a place called Lost

Mine, in the wilds of the Sierras.

Barstow is my getting-off point."

"Pretty wild out in the mountains,"

Von Bleck continued. "Quite a con-

trast to the civilized West around the

cities. They say the mining camps are

of the type that might have existed

back in the eighties."

"Yes," Gwyn replied, again looking

down at the papers in his lap
;
"they

haven't the latest improvements yet, by

any means." He took his watch from
his pocket and glanced at it. "Getting

a little late ; I guess I'll turn in." He
arose, nodded a "good night" to the

other, and left the compartment for

the sleeper, which the porter had al-

ready made up for the night.

Von Bleck remained in the smoking

room for about ten minutes ; then, toss-

ing away his cigar, rose and started

toward his berth. As he was walking

down the aisles between the rows of

berths, a pair of military brushes fell

from one to the center of the car. A
moment later Gwyn's body protruded

from between the curtains, and he

reached for them. He saw Von Bleck,

nodded to him, and returned to his

berth. The Central Powers' agent

made a mental note of the location

of Gwyn's sleeping quarters and walked
on to his own.

Late that night, when the sleeper

was black with darkness, except for the

fleeting rays of lights along the track

that shone but for the briefest fraction

of a second as they passed the ends

of the car, a shadowy figure, clad only

in a dressing gown, quietly and cau-

tiously emerged from one of the berths.

It moved rapidly along until it was out-

side of Gwyn's compartment ; then bent

over and peered in. A little pocket

flash light suddenly illuminated the car

and revealed, had any one been awake
to see it, the dark features of Von
Bleck. He covered the end of the light

with his hand to dim its rays, and put

it between the curtains. Gwyn was
sleeping soundly. Von Bleck watched
him for a moment to see that he was
not aroused by the light, and then,

satisfied on that score, reached across

his body to a half-opened suit case rest-

ing in a rack near the window. Slowly

and carefully, so as not to awaken its

sleeping owner, he lifted the suit case

from the rack and hurried back to his

own berth.

For a quarter of an hour, Von Bleck.

in the seclusion of his sleeping com-
partment, studied the contents of

Gwyn's bag. A small packet of letters,

which had been tucked carefully at the

bottom, held his attention the longest.

For the most part these were of a per-

sonal nature, and contained nothing of

interest to him, but finally one caught

his eye. It was postmarked "Lost

Mine," and was addressed in a flourish-

ing Spanish hand. He opened it with

impatient fingers and read

:

Dear Mr. Gwyn : Am shipping your last

order to-morrow. You need have no fear

of the supply becoming exhausted for some
time to come. When am I to be honored
by a visit from you? I trust before long.

Faithfully yours, Carlos Ybarra.

Von Bleck smiled with triumph as

he read the letter. It was the same
smile that had played about his lips

when he had met with his associates

earlier that day. He folded the paper

noiselessly and replaced it in the en-

velope. Then, as if realizing the length

of time which he had kept Gwyn's suit

case, he put the packet of letters back

into the bottom of the bag and stole

cautiously down the aisle to Gwyn's
berth. A glance assured him that its

absence had not been noticed. The
young engineer was still sleeping

heavily. He had been thoroughly tired
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by the strenuous events of the previous

day and his hasty departure. It re-

quired but a moment for Yon Bleek

to lay the suit case back on the rack

near the window, where' he had found

it, and to hurry back to his own berth.

He made a note of Carlos Ybarra's

name in a little notebook, put the

memorandum carefully in his coat

pocket, and retired. In another five

minutes he was as securely slumbering

as any of the other occupants

of the sleeper.

Gwyn arose

early the fol-

lowing mornin

dressed,

and
used
several
articles

from his
,

bag. He
did not

notice
that it had been

tampered with.

In the wash room
he met Von
Bleck, who was attend

to his toilet, and nodded
to him. The latter returned the salu-

tation and watched keenly from the

corners of his eyes to see if Gwyn
should appear the least bit suspicious

that his belongings had been ransacked.

He was greatly relieved to learn that he

was not.

Several times that day, and during

the days that followed, A
ron Bleck at-

tempted to enter into conversation with

the engineer. Once or twice they

talked congenially for nearly a half

hour, and they even ate together, but

the agent of the Central Powers was
never able to turn the conversation into

channels that would allow him to bring

up his proposition gracefully. Gwyn
seemed to notice that there was some
hidden motive for the conversations,

and very clearly let it be comprehended
that he did not care to talk about his

business. At length, Von Bleck de-

cided, though reluctantly, that it was
useless to press the engineer further.

His failure but served to stimulate his

determination. He, who had always

been victorious in his undertakings,

who was considered the most valuable

man in the intelligence' service of the

mighty Central Powers, was not a

He asked the way to Ybarra's, and, as fate

ruled, Brant and Pomona, who were stand-

ing nearby, were his appointed guides.

weakling to bow in such a situation as

this to a young man like John Gwyn.
His dark countenance grew darker in

a frown. He glared with restrained

hatred whenever he saw his enemy
thereafter, and his oily, polite manner
of deceit vanished. Von Bleck was pre-

paring to play his game later, in the

wilds of the Sierra mining camps

—

and he was planning to stack the cards

for his success.

Early on the fourth day after leav-

ing New York, the Limited drew into

the little Western town of Barstow, at
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the foot of the great range of Sierra

Mountains. John Gwyn, his bag

packed and his wraps on, was ready to

alight and start on his important mis-

sion. As soon as the train came to a

stop, the young mining engineer

jumped lightly from the platform and

proceeded to the local hotel, which was
located a short distance from the depot.

As the Limited chugged again, start-

ing on the last lap of its journey to

the West, Von Bleck, who had been

watching alertly from his seat for

Gwyn to depart, jumped from his seat.

He darted to the door, suit case in

hand, and whispered into the porter's

ear, slipping a crisp bill into his hand
at the same time. The colored worthy
grinned knowingly, and nodded. With
a jerk he threw open the vestibule

door on the side opposite the station.

Von Bleck stepped down, grasped the

handrail of the car, and swung out.

The train was moving rapidly now, and
the jump was perilous. The car was
quite a distance past the station. Von
Bleck took one glance at the ground fly-

ing by under the train, sprang into the

air, and went sprawling to earth.

CHAPTER IV.

Don Carlos Ybarra trudged up the

last few steps to the summit of the

mountain beneath the burden of two
heavy wooden cases which he bore

upon his shoulders. They wTere a heavy
load for one so old as the rugged
Spaniard, but he was strenuous and
energetic, and his muscles were hard-

ened by years of rustic living in the

West. His gray hairs were no sym-
bol of feebleness. Don Carlos was a

man, and sturdy, and would be until

the end. As he reached a clump of

bushes beside the footpath on which
he was walking, he paused to look sus-

piciously about for a second, and then

parted the shrubbery, revealing the en-

trance to a spacious cave. He tore

his way through the bushes, allowing

them to close behind him, deposited the

two cases among many more that were
hidden in the dark corner of the

cavern, and came out again. Once
more he looked carefully about him,

as if to satisfy himself that no one had
been observing his actions, and then

started to walk toward a little hacienda

several hundred yards away, which
served as his mountain dwelling. Pre-

cisely at the moment that he turned

his back, two glaring, malicious copper

faces appeared from behind the under-

growth, but a few yards from the cave's

entrance. They scurried along quickly,

though with the silence that is charac-

teristic of their race, to the place where
Ybarra had left the cases, parted the

shrubbery as he had done, and disap-

peared behind it.

At that moment Ybarra, shuffling on

toward the house, startled a sleeping

rabbit. He paused a moment to wratch

it run, terrified, away. Either through

coincidence or by kindness of Provi-

dence, the frightened rabbit dashed to-

ward the entrance of the cave. As it

was about to enter there for shelter, it

took a sudden turn and fled in the op-

posite direction, with renewed speed.

Ybarra was immediately suspicious.

Something—perhaprs some one—must
have frightened the animal. He ut-

tered a little cry. Perhaps some one

was in his cave ! He turned toward the

hacienda and called

:

"Joe ! Joe
!"

Yaqui Joe, the relic' of a dauntless

tribe of earlier days, Ybarra's faithful

servant, appeared in the doorway. Don
Carlos motioned to the cave. Joe un-

derstood. The old Spaniard, his days

for physical combat passed, went on

toward the hacienda, leaving the Indian

to see to the safety of the cases.

When Ybarra entered the house, he

was welcomed warmly by the one

bright ray in his shattered, lonesome

life. It was a young and very beauti-
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Joe, however, returned at that moment
to report that he had seen nothing. If

any one had been there, he surmised

they had been frightened away.

Ybarra, however, realizing the value of

the noxite in the cases, especially .since

he had received recent telegrams, from
Gwyn, to whom he sold all his product,

lifted a trapdoor under the kitchen

floor, which led, underground, to the

cave, and which he had dug for emer-

gencies, and brought the cases into the

house.

The following morning things oc-

curred rapidly and unfortunately at the

little mountain town of Lost Mine.

Von Bleck and Gwyn arrived at the

same hotel just a few minutes after

each other. The secret agent of the

Central Powers got in first, and Gwyn
met him in the dining room as he was
eating breakfast. Both were clad in

rough Western attire, having ridden the

entire distance from Barstow by horse-

back, though along different roads.

At the first sight of him, Gwyn

From out of the brilliantly lighted little abode, laughing merry voices could be heard. "Busy
celebrating the Easterner's arrival," Von Bleck half whispered to his companions.

" We couldn't have chosen a better night for our little surprise."

ful girl, whom he called Nan. She was
dark, of the Spanish type, but never-

theless sparklingly American. Ybarra

often described her to strangers as the

kind of girl an orphan always imagines

his mother was. And that was de-

scription enough, both of beauty and of

character.

"What's the matter, father?" she

asked nervously. "Why did you call?"

"I thought perhaps those two mad
Indians from Lost Mine, Shoestring

Brant and Pomona, were about again.

Yaqui Joe is looking around now. It

may be nothing. Don't be alarmed."

He tapped her on the shoulder. De-

spite his assurances, Nan was alarmed.

She feared the men whose names her

father had mentioned, for often before

she had heard of their maniacal inten-

tions of abducting her. And, in the

wilds of this secluded mining country,

where life wras as uncivilized as it had

been anywhere in the

West sixty years before,

she felt none too secure.
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comprehended. He had been followed.

In an instant he recalled the conversa-

tions on the train, remembered how
Yon Bleck had attempted to talk busi-

ness. Everything that had passed be-

tween them flashed like a bolt of light-

ning into his mind. He had no doubt

that his suspicions were true. He
walked over to the Central Powers'

agent, and, without a preliminary

word, said

:

"Von Bleck, you've gone about far

enough. I know who you are, what you
are, and what you want. Look out.

I'm working to save my nation—yon

are working to destroy it. I wouldn't

for a moment allow such a little thing

as your life to stand between me and

my mission here. I warn you, keep out

of my tracks—or it will be a fighting

trail
!"

Yon Bleck said nothing. He merely

sneered and resumed his meal, al-

though it could be plainly seen in his

features that the suddenness of Gwyn's
accusation and his threat had thrown
him oft his guard.

Gwyn ate a hurried breakfast, and,

after inquiring the way to Ybarra's

mine, started out upon the back of a

hired horse to find it.

It was said that the occurrences at

Lost Mine that morning were unfortu-

nate, and they were ; for. when Yon
Bleck had finished his meal, and de-

cided, despite Gwyn's caution, to follow

the young mining engineer to his des-

tination, and foil his plans, if such

a thing were possible, he asked which

trail to follow to Ybarra's. The name
he found by reference to his notebook.

As fate ruled, his appointed guides

were none other than Shoestring Brant

and Pomona, the two Indians who had
prowled about the Spaniard's dwelling

on the previous evening.

After they had led him several miles

into the mountains, they discovered that

he. too, was an enemy to Don Carlos

Ybarra, and, due both to Yon Bleck's

shrewdness in the situation and that

of the Indians, they struck a bargain.

Ii was an immense bargain, almost as

great and important as the one made
by Gwyn and Balterman, but the con-

ditions under which it was made were
in sharp contrast to the other. It was
agreed that if Yon Bleck, through the

aid of the Indians, should gain posses-

sion of Ybarra's noxite mine, the In-

dians were to be paid the fabulous sum
of one million dollars, in addition to

which Yon Bleck was to aid them in

what was more important than the

money, to their minds—the abduction

of Ybarra's daughter Nan.
Meanwhile, Nan and Yaqui Joe had

gone to Lost Mine with a shipment of

noxite to be sent to Gwyn's New York
office. Nan left Joe in charge of it,

with instructions for him to wait for

the mail, while she hurried back across

the mountain trail to her father, whom
she did not care to leave alone.

She was riding leisurely along the

narrow trail that led around the side

of one of the mountains, when, sud-

denly rounding a curve, she met Gwyn
face to face. The path was not wide
enough for both horses to pass easily,

and there was a sheer drop of more
than five hundred feet into the valley

from it. Nan's horse, frightened by

the sudden appearance of Gwyn,
reared and started to turn in his tracks.

One of his feet slid over the edge of

the trail and he commenced to fall.

Gwyn, in an instant, was out of his

saddle and beside her. It was use-

less to try to save the horse. Already

he had lost his balance. Gwyn caught

Nan just as she was about to go over

the edge, and dragged her back to the

trail, while her mount tottered on the

brink for a brief second and toppled

into space.

Nan, when she had recovered from

the shock of her narrow escape, mur-
mured her thanks and was wondering

how she would reach her home, when
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Gwyn astounded her by revealing his

identity. He, also, was agreeably sur-

prised to discover that she was the

daughter of Don Carlos Ybarra, whom
he was . on his way to see. He had

lost himself in the mountains, and was

trying to find his way out when they

met each other on the narrow trail.

She looked at him with her great,

dark eyes, and Gwyn was overcome by

her beauty and carefree freshness.

''Father will be mighty glad to see you/'

she said, smiling at him. "He has been

hoping for a long time that you would

come out and see us. Let's see if we
can get along together with one horse.

I'll get on, and you jump up behind."

Gwyn did as she suggested, and they

rode ahead through the trees and along

the canon, until they were presently

out of sight of the scene of the acci-

dent.

CHAPTER V.

That night, shortly after dusk, when
the Sierras were clouded with the eve-

ning mist, three figures emerged on

horseback from the woods and ad-

vanced across the little clearing to

Ybarra's hacienda. About fifty feet

from the house they halted. The first

figure turned toward the others. Yon
Bleck's deep voice addressed them.

"Listen !" he ordered curtly.

From out of the brilliantly lighted

little abode, laughing, merry voices

could be heard. Mingled all together

could be recognized the speech of Don
Carlos, Nan, and Gwyn.
"Busy celebrating the Easterner's

arrival," Von Bleck half whispered to

his companions. "We couldn't have

picked a better night for our little sur-

prise. Come now, altogether ! Rush !"

Brant and Pomona, fluttering with

nervous excitement, followed Von
Bleck's lead. They dashed up to the

hacienda, bolted through the unlocked

door, and faced the occupants with

drawn revolvers. Von Bleck had cal-

3

ciliated that this would be all that was
necessary, but even such efficiency ex-

perts of the Central Powers' "system"

as he was some time calculate incor-

rectly. Neither Gwyn nor Ybarra
threw up their hands in surrender. In-

stead, they drew their own weapons,

and gave furious battle. Von Bleck

and the Indians fired. Gwyn and
Ybarra returned their shots. In the ex-

citement no one was hit. For several

minutes the fight raged—hand to hand
at times—and then Don Carlos fell, a

bullet in his head. Gwyn's gun was
snatched from behind, and Nan was
caught in the ironlike grasp of the

chuckling Pomona.
"Get it! Get it!" Von Bleck yelled.

"Hurry up, and then run !"

The Indians rushed together toward

the kitchen, and suddenly stopped.

They listened. Through the open door

came the sodden clatter of hoofs upon
the grass. The marauders knew imme-
diately what it meant. Yaqui Joe, re-

turning from town, had seen the spot

where Nan had fallen and had seen

her horse in the gully below. He was
rushing to the house for Don Carlos.

The position became dangerous. Taken
thus by surprise, they might all be

killed. Pomona released Nan and ran

to the cover of the kitchen. Von
Bleck followed, just as Yaqui Joe burst

into the door and fired. The bullet

pierced his hand, but Von Bleck leaped

into the kitchen before he could shoot

again, slammed the door, and bolted it.

For several minutes Gwyn and Joe

hurled their bodies against the portal.

At last it sagged and fell in, with the

two men, battered and bruised, sprawl-

ing upon it. They looked up quickly,

expecting to meet a volley of shots.

Nothing happened. The kitchen was
empty

!

An open window, with broken panes,

told the reason. But a few feet from
it, the cover torn off, was an old,

wooden chest. Yaqui Joe rested his
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eyes upon it for a second. Then, with

a little cry, ran to it and began rum-
maging through its contents.

"They've got it ! They've got it !" he

fairly shrieked. And then, reaching

down one side, his finger pressed on

something. The inner side flew open,

•revealing two large, sealed envelopes,

yellow with age. "But they haven't got

it all !" he shouted almost joyously.

Rushing past Gwyn and Nan, who
stood, mystified, in the center of the

room, he ran into the adjoining room
and knelt beside Ybarra. The old

Spaniard opened his eyes dazedly and
smiled at his servant. He took the en-

velopes from him and proceeded to

tear them open with trembling ringers.

"Joe," he ordered, "follow their trail.

Get it from them." The old Indian,

hesitating not a moment, rushed out of

die door, and in another moment could

be heard galloping away through the

night. Gwyn and Nan were beside him
by this time. The girl looked down
into the Spaniard's face and saw there

a hidden terror. He was dying.

"Father! Father!" she whispered, her

throat closing on the words as she real-

ized that Don Carlos had reached the

end.

Ybarra looked up at her and smiled

bravely. His outstretched hand held a

fluttering, bulky manuscript. The other

envelope lay on the floor, beside him.

Then, as if exerting all his energy, he

spoke with quivering lips.

"Nan, dear," he said tenderly, "I am
not your father. Don't let them get

it—it's yours. Read this—read it, and

know I loved you as my child. This

is the story ; it will explain."

Ybarra pushed the yellow papers into

her hand and fell backward to the floor.

TO BE CONTINUED.

THE STAR'S SECRET
\I7HENE'ER he takes me in his arms

Or by my side he's kneeling,

My head's a-clang with sweet alarms,

My ravished senses reeling.

I find it hard to realize

That some one is directing,

And wish, while gazing in his eyes,

He wasn't merely acting.

Everett Leighton.
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Jeanie MacPherson started as

an actress and turned out to

be a mental factory for plots.

By Ray Ralston

HE scenario writers have a gay

and easy time—nothing to do .

but sit down in a big, com-
fortable chair before a nice desk and

push a pencil, or stroll through the

woods in search of an inspiration.

Scenario writers have a life espe-

cially easy—any one can dash off a plot

for a motion picture in less than no

time. If you don't believe it, ask Jeanie

MacPherson, the clever writer at the

Lasky studio.

Around the studio they call Miss
MacPherson "Gentle Jane," because

when there is to be any particular com-

A close-up of Jeanie

MacPherson who
turns out strings

of picture dra-

mas as though

they were so

much sausage.
;

Miss MacPherson show-

ing William Farnum what
she will make him do.

bat between the members
of the fair sex, she is the one

delegated to do it : witness her

thrilling combat with Geraldine

Farrar in "Carmen," and the battle

with Mabel van Buren in "The Girl of

the Golden West."
When Miss MacPherson appears on

the grounds, it is never to walk slowly

and sedately, as great writers should

—

she has a cross between a fast walk and
a run. If any one wishes to indulge in

conversation with her, he must hurry

along by her side ; in other words, catch

her coming or going.

For an office, she has a mountain
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cabin—not up in the hills, but right in the Lasky ad-
ministration building. Instead of being a plain, bare
room, she has had the walls lined with wooden slabs
a huge stone fireplace erected in one corner, and even

Above, Lou
Telle g en

,

Ger a I dine
Farrar, and
Jeanie Mac-
P he r s o n
unanimously
declare that
scene 157 is

very accept-

able.

"Little Mary"
and ''GentleJane"
have luncheon to-

gether in the fields

during filming on

locations.
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the electric lighting fixtures are lan-

terns hung from the limbs of trees pro-

jecting from the bark-covered walls.

Even the desk and heavy window shut-

ters are in keeping with the mountain-
cabin idea. A beautiful Navaho blan-

Jeanie is so used to

hearing the twaddle

and compliments of

directors, that even

such an unusual thing

as a scolding from
one Charles Spencer

Chaplin strikes her

as humorous.
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Jeanie MacPherson, Cecil B. DeMille, director, and William C. DeMille, playwright,

the triumvirate of drama, working on a story.

ket serves as a rug, and in the fire-

place hangs a camp kettle. The
whole room has the scent of the

woods, and once inside, with the slab

door shut, one is really far away in

the mountains instead of in a mere of-

fice of a busy institution.

Xow, Gentle Jane has nothing to do

but write scenarios—that's all she has

been doing for the past three years.

Her "Carmen" conflict retired her

from the film in a blaze of glory.

With all this idleness on her hands,

one would expect Miss MacPherson to

be a rotund, jovial person, instead of

the slight, energetic, nervous being she

really is. In all of Miss MacPherson's

three years she has written more than

twenty stories, which is a real task.

Among them are "The Dream Girl,"

"The Golden Chance," "The Heart of

Xora Flynn," "The Love Mask,"

"Joan the Woman," the great ten-reel

spectacle in which Geraldine Farrar

appeared ; "A Romance of the Red-

woods," and "The Little American,"

for Alary Pickford, and just at pres-

ent she is engaged in preparing two

stories for Miss Farrar's next screen

appearances.

Just when Gentle Jane does not work
has not been discovered. The first ar-

rival at the studio' in the morning finds

the writer hard at work in her room

;

he knows she is there by seeing some

sleepy servant carrying a tray of food

from the studio kitchen to Miss Mac-

Pherson's room.

Cecil B. De Mille, the genius of the

Lasky Company, for whom Miss Mac-

Pherson writes exclusively, is busy dur-

ing the day, and is only able to confer

with his writer in the evening. Con-

sequently, after they have had their

talk over the scenes, Gentle Jane has

to spend several hours in making notes

before her chauffeur is aroused from

his uncomfortable couch in the rear

seat of her car to drive her home.

Miss MacPherson says she has al-

ways known how to write, as in the

early days of the photo drama she
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William C. De Mille and Miss MacPherson, conferring over a manuscript.

wrote her own pictures, directed them,

and played the prominent roles. Then
she came to the Lasky Company, where
she did more writing and a little act-

ing, but ever since ''Carmen," her time

has been taken up turning out stories

for Mr. De Mille. Often the two col-

laborate on a story and work it out

together ; that is, Mr. De Mille con-

ceives the plot and Miss MacPherson
does all the work.

Two stenographers take the work of

Gentle Jane ;
for, while she writes

everything out first in longhand, her

pencil flying across the paper, the work
she does at night must be on her desk

the next morning.

Miss MacPherson should be a writer,

because she was born in Boston, of a

Scotch father and a French mother,

and is a direct descendant of the bon-

nie Prince Charlie. Her ancestors

were all publishers and writers, and

Jeanie was educated almost entirely in

Paris. After returning from France,

she went on the stage, appearing with

Forbes-Robertson and then in "Strong-

heart," a play written by William C. De
Mille, famous brother of the famous
Cecil.

Jeanie then decided that the moving
pictures were going to be everlasting,

and looked up the names of some of

the companies in a New York telephone

directory, and before long was work-
ing for D. W. Griffith, one day play-

ing bits and the next day playing as

leading woman. She switched from
the Biograph to the Universal, coming
West with that company, and started

in writing scenarios. Her scenarios

were so good that she began direct-

ing, and finally had the task of playing

the lead and directing her own sce-

narios. This overwork caused a break-

down, and, after a three months' rest,

she played a special engagement in

"The Sea Wolf," and was nearly

drowned during the filming of one of

the scenes.

When Cecil B. De Mille came West,

and started the Lasky Company, he

heard of Miss MacPherson, and imme-

diately enticed her over to the Lasky

studio, where she has been ever since.



Undress Parade at the Beaches
A bevy of beauties of world-wide fame, snapped
as they pass the reviewing eye of the camera.







Can you imagine any one so

coquetishly clad as Norma
Talmadge is here, going off

to a deserted, rocky beach
and amusing herself with

candies and a canine? And
look at the dog. All he i3

appreciating is the bonbons.

What can you expect an
animal to know about

fashions and beauty,

anyway. g
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Sunshine Mary Ander-
son, judging from the

colossal umbrella,

apparently doesn't be-

lieve in letting herself

get reddened either

from sunburn or em-
barrassment.

New York City and

vicinity absolutely re-

fuses to accept Cali-

fornia styles. Selznick's

starettes shine forth in

the economical suit,

skirt subtracted, be-

cause of the war or

something or other.

Below, Miss Beverly

Bayne is seen on the

beach without a hero.

If the photographer

had shown us the other

end of the dog's leash,

we might have seen F.

X. Bushman or some
other fortunate friend.



The Teare Wells
A screen comedienne who is a prosperous oil

magnate in addition to being a film favorite,

By Charles Carter

THIS is the

first time

that a

movie queen has

been the heroine

of a real Sunday-
school story with

a moral and
beautiful senti-

ments from
cover to cover.

The moral of

the story is this :

Buy your aged
bungalows and
you shall own
oil wells and
e v e r y t hing
Ethel Teare, of

the Kevstone

Film Company is the heroine. Some
go into the movies because they hear
the call of art. Miss Teare went into

the movies be-

cause the Teare
family needed
the money, and

she hap-

p e n e d

Miss Ethel

Teare, who
Keystones
for comedies
i n working
hours, super-
vising work
at her own
oil well in

California.
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IL to be a deliriously pretty girl. With some of

lj§ her very first savings she bought a bungalow
in a rather unpretentious neighborhood for her

father and mother. It was on the outskirts of

Los Angeles, on a high mesa which rolls off to

the westward until the sky line meets the broad
Pacific.

The bungalow was a lit-

tle work of art. The
family was mobilized,

and they all put on their

overalls and made the

garden and put in lawns.

Ethel got the. garden-digging

fever herself, and hurried

home every day from the

studio to see how the

sweet peas and the weeds
in the front lawn were

X

One day, as she Avas

vorking on the front lawn,

a heavy dirt wagon went
trundling by. She
straightened up to get

the crick out of her

back, and saw some-
[ thing dribbling off the

back end of the

wagon. It was sand.

And it wasn't ordinary sand.

The girl's quick eye saw that

it was black, and after the

wagon had passed she ex-

amined some of the sand

that had fallen off. It was
reeking with crude oil. She
found out from the driver,

on his next trip, where the

sand came from. The
result was that she took

an option on the lot from
which the sand was being

hauled, and after be-

ing told by an expert

that the fluid seeping

out of the ground

was
really
oil she
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took an option on the property. The
oil business in and around Los Angeles

has developed to a very great extent in

just this way. E. L. Doheney, the

Tampieo oil king, who is one of the

richest men in the world, started by

finding oil sand in his own back yard

and sinking a well down in the middle

of his wife's pansy bed.

Miss Teare isn't a Tampieo oil queen

yet, but she started in much the same
manner.

After taking the option on the lot,

she plunged through the middle of her

bank account to the extent of bringing

out an oil expert to look at the goo

seeping out of the ground. His verdict

was favorable.

In these days it costs something to

drill for oil. If it only costs you ten

thousand dollars to strike oil you are

getting off easily.

Miss Teare at that time didn't have

the money to bore tor oil on her prop-

erty, so she had to take in a little out-

side capital. The oil well, after many
anxious weeks, turned out to be a suc-

cess. It wasn't in the Lakeview gusher

class, but it was "regeler ile." Out of

her profits she has invested in another

well, now being drilled.

Ethel is now lying awake nights wait-

ing to be informed by telephone that

they have struck oil. She says this one

will either make or break her.

Meanwhile her dressing room looks

like a chemist's office. Sample bottles

of oil stand in rows. She knows more
about ''specific gravity" than any come-
dienne has a right to know about any
kind of gravity.

Also, it may be mentioned down here

in a footnote that the Teare bank ac-

count is growing to large proportions.

We add in a hushed whisper: No,
she is not married—yet.

TO ANITA LOOS
COME ivorydomes have oft remarked

That brains and beauty never

Go hand in hand, but here and now
I nail that lie forever.

Such babblers, it is plain to me.

Rate less than the half-witted

;

They'd change what little minds they own,
If they had been permitted

To see Anita.

For 'neath Anita's elfin hat

Are more ideas, by jingo,

Than ten he-egoes in a bunch
Could put in picture lingo.

Besides, she is a cameo
To make the he-goop stutter,

And grab his wildly bounding heart,

And sadly, sweetly mutter,

- "I've seen Anita!"

Robert V. Carr.



Three Million-Dollar Smiles
A smile is a happy thing, and valuable.

How much is yours worth — and how
many motors can you buy with the proceeds?

By J. B. Wave

THE constellation above consists

of the three brightest stars

—

both artistically and financially

speaking—that could be found any place

in this world. It is doubtful if, even in

the remotest corners of the earth, there

is any one who is not familiar with the

names of Douglas Fairbanks, Mary
Pickford, and Charlie Chaplin.

Each of these three fortunate ones

has accumulated his wealth himself

—

none of them was rich by inheritance.

And their smiles—together with their

brains—have been, to a great extent,

responsible for their success.

The incomes of these three, com-
bined, reach somewhere not far from
three millions of dollars every year.

Compare these three to any of the

business men who have accumulated as

much money in as short a time. How
would you feel if you were to meet a

magnate, were he railroad man, broker,

or trust head? Sunday clothes and

nervousness woufd be prominent, no

doubt. But pass Doug, Little Mary,

or Charlie on the street, if you know
them, and they'll turn and grab your

hand. They are different. In short,

they are all just "regular fellows."



The Screen in Review
Criticism and comment on the best and latest pictures,

written by America's foremost dramatic authority.

By Alan Dale

"When True
(World

THE title of this picture sounds

like Sarah-Jane, and is Sarah-

Jane. Its story reminds me of

the once-popular play, "The Ironmas-

ter," translated into the simple language

of the screen. It is a French picture, I
.

am told, and that may account for some

of the dreadful-looking people it con-

tains, especially the youths.

The more I see of French, the better

I like American pictures, though this

particular film is programmed as a

"Brady International Service -World

Picture
which y o u

must admit

i s awfully

p or t e n -

tons. True
love dawned,
of course,

w h en the

Love Dawns"
Film)

more or less lovely gell discovered that

the man she had married for his cash

was a perfect gentleman, whilst the

artist with whom she was on the verge

of eloping was what they call in the

classics "poor fruit."

Incidentally, her brother loses his

money, and hers, by horse racing, and
you see the horse race, which you might
be very glad not to see. Her grand-

mother, who is a duchess (you know
they love titles in France), is forced

retrench. help her out,

t h e heroine

arries the
an, for

w h o m her

love dawns in

the fifth reel.

And there you

are! T h e

"titles" used

in the picture

are so Sarah-

ane - v that

A scene from When True Love Dawns,'
released bv

the first of a series of French films

World.
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they appeal to the sense of humor at

rhe wrong time. "Her Heart's Refuge,"

for instance, gets on one's nerves; and,

as for the legend, "The Path of Duty
Leads to True Happiness," even the

movie fans must snicker at that. - Really,

considerable attention should be paid to

the titling of a picture. Men of ability,

with some literary judgment, should be

consulted. Frequently these titles are

not merely ludicrous, but they are illit-

erate, and this should be rectified.

Miss Susan Grandaise played the

"lead" in this picture. She is a self-

conscious young woman, but not a bad
actress. Brenton Marchville was the

husband in the case, and typically

French. I thought that the best bit of

acting was contributed by Marie Jala-

bert, who was the Duchess, and—as the

reporter would say
—

"every inch the

duchess."

"Mother o' Mine'
(Universal)

ri^HE only picture of the month

| that aroused my enthusiasm

was the delightful story entitled

"Mother o' Mine," which, it is only fair

to announce, was the work of E. J.

Clawson. Usually it is unfair to pro-

claim the names of picture authors.

Here was a film that, by the most legiti-

mate and the most unsensational of

methods, proved to be pathetic, in the

best and nonmaudlin sense of the word,

and interesting at the same time. In

fact, here was a film without one dull

moment.
It was a "mother" story, and an ad-

mirable one—not the sloppy "mother"
affair that we see so "frequently on the

legitimate stage. The old woman lived

in the "country," and her son John
(have you noticed that the sons of stage

mothers are always called "John?")
went to the big city to make his name
and fortune. And—he forgot his poor
old mother. That is to say, he forgot

to go and see her. He was kind, he

wrote letters, but he was invariably too

busy to take the trip.

The poor old dame at last decided

that she would visit her recalcitrant

boy. The scene of her arrival at his

stately mansion was admirable. How
difficult it was to get to him ! How
the flunkeys on guard at the portals

checked her efforts! How rejoiced she

was when she finally landed inside the

house ! He was receiving his lordly

guests, and it was a swell function

!

The agony of the old mother when she

discovers that her son actually intro-

duces her as his nurse and is ashamed
to announce her as his mother was
beautifully shown, with not one atom
of overelaboration. This was so artis-

tic and charming that one's eyes grew
moist.

The disillusioned mother returned to

the farm, without one word of reproach

to her boy. She had brought him jam
and clothes and other domestic prod-

ucts with the fond maternal instinct

that had never become extinct. Later

on, the son, overcome with remorse,

sought out his mother, and made due

amends. Bald in the telling, this story

actually gripped. It was one of the best

pictures I have ever seen. It had truth,

artistic idea, imagination, and dramatic

power.

Miss Ruby La Fayette was exquisite

as the old woman. Here was a piece

of acting that, in the drama, would
place this actress in the front ranks.

And—permit me to say it—I do not

recall having seen her before.

"Patsy"
(Fox)

WHY are pies so funny in pic-

tures? What is it that gives

the modest and unassuming
pie such a prominent position in the

jocundity of the screen? Whenever a

scenario gentleman is at a loss for a
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humorous incident—and I find that this

is of frequent occurrence—he intro-

duces a lemon meringue pie, and in-

duces the comedy person to sit on it.

Apple pie, mince pie, peach pie are all

delights to the films, but it is the lemon

meringue that brings out the wit, the

humor, and the intellectuality of the

picture humorist. Really, one would

think that pies are made to-day for the

pictures. They revel in pie
;
they adver-

you may perhaps be thankful that pie

steps in to relieve the situation.

Can pie step? Really, I don't know.
If it can't step, what can it do?

After all, perhaps it is safer to say

that pie occurs

!

Miss June Caprice plays Patsy, and
she is a pretty girl, but one of those ag-

pressive hoydens that the legitimate

stage gave up years ago. To-day the

ingenue has replaced the hoyden in the

The climax of Universal's "Mother o' Mine.

tise Its lost merits
;
they bubble with

mirth as they consider it. Never

—

never was there such a joyous and cli-

aphanously merry contrivance as—pie.

Pie!

Pie occurs in the picture entitled

"Patsy." Naturally. "Patsy" is sup-

posed to be full of the joy of living,

and the pictures translate that joy into

—pie. Otherwise, I should say that the

story of "Patsy" was rather stupefying.

If you can conceive of a plot in which
the man who loves the heroine is al-

ready married to his own butler's wife,

"legit," and possibly that will happen
in the films later.

-Miss Caprice is young, lissome, alert,

and vivacious.. She will probably

clamor for something better than

"Patsy" in the sweet anon.

"The Message of the Mouse"
(Vitagraph)

HAVE you ever noticed that the

lovely damsels of the screen

love to pose amid foliage and
peer at the glad hero through autumn
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leaves? It is fearfully cute! Take
Anita Stewart, for instance, in ''The

Message of the Mouse.'" You see her

fondling foliage, coquetting coyly with

branches, and persistently posing. Un-
fortunately, even in pictures where you
expect anything, or everything, there is

no foliage in interiors. So Miss Stew-

art had to do without her beloved trees

indoors. Isn't that a pity? Why do not

trees grow in drawing-rooms?

I should call ''The Message of the

Mouse" a sort of melodramatic chow-
der, in which the expected hates to hap-

pen, but does happen. It can scarcely

be taken seriously. It is delicately com-
pounded of secret agents, spies, mes-

sages contained in capsules, in the stems

of flowers, and in bronze vases, codes

blazoned forth in invisible ink, a re-

volving chimney, and a desk that ap-

pears mysteriously from the ceiling.

Jane Caprice, in her latest release entitled "Patsy."

And then the mouse. This particu-

lar mouse—and I should think it could

get a good vaudeville engagement

—

picks up a message that the villain has

written to the villainess, and carries it

to the benign and beautiful heroine.

If this had been a Keystone comedy,

the heroine would have jumped on a

chair and pulled up her skirts ; but it

was melodrama, and' she did nothing

of the sort. She took possession of

mouse's paper, and discovered thereby

a most important piece of information

that she gave to the secret service—

and to us

!

The villain arranged a frightful ex-

plosion for no other purpose than to

get the people at the house party out

of the house, so that he could rummage
for papers! This was another factor

in the chowder that gave it a flavor. I

refuse to say what sort of flavor.

And so it went, until the fifth reel

released us from our more or less

thrills. What elephantine efforts for

the poor little thrills ! Miss Anita
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Stewart, amid the foliage, looked very

pretty—also when not amid the foli-

age. She is really too young to need

foliage. She can leave it to older

stars, of whom there are manv.

"Her Excellency, the Governor"
(Triangle)

THE pictures really are ingeni-

ous. Xobody can deny that.

For instance, in "Her Excel-

lency, the Governor." we have the gov-

ernor madly in love with the lieutenant

governor, who is a charming woman
—in fact, almost a lady. Talk of your

"love and politics
!"

I suppose that this picture might be

dedicated to the suffrage movement. It

certainly shows woman's superiority

and poor old man's lamentable inferior-

ity. She is so good and pure ; he is so

bad and impure. The colors of each

are laid on thickly—one might almost

sav that they are daubed on. The

story deals with a

child-labor bill

which the politician

vetoes and the poli-

ticianess supports.

The governor is in

the hands of a vil-

lainous "boss," and

does h i s bidding.

Later the question

of the president's

war appropriations

of men and funds

comes up. Again

the governor is im-

pelled bv his Neme-
sislike "boss" to veto

it. and the lovely

lieutenant governor

is in favor. And
this time the lady

wins. She wins in

the last reel by a

ruse that might be

called far-fetched.

There is a constitutional provision to

the effect that the lieutenant governor

shall act, in the event that the governor
is out of the State. So the lovely hero-

ine asks the gentleman to take her to

luncheon on the other side of the State

line. Although governor, he has a

"loving heart." He accepts the situa-

tion, and off go the twain in one of the

best "movie" automobiles. They are no

sooner at the restaurant than she slips

away, drives back to the capitol, an-

nounces the absence of the governor,

and—signs the bill.

Curtain—or very nearly. When the

governor discovers what has been done,

and listens to his "boss" giving the poor

lady lieutenant governor a tine dose of

"beans," he kicks the gentleman from
the room—and all is well, and wcd-

One of

Anita Stewart's

many struggles in

"The Message of

the Mouse.'
1
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Bessie Barriscale was better than the storv in Triangle's "Borrowed Plumage.

dingy. Wilfred Lucas and Miss Elda

Millar are the participants in this case

of political amour.

"'Hell' Morgan's Girl"
(Universal)

I WAS informed that this rather con-

spicuous title was designed for

selling purposes, and as a long

course of the ''legit" has familiarized

me with the potency of the "cuss word,"

I can quite believe it. The picture, at

any rate, is quite lurid enough to live

up to its title. It has "Hell'' Morgan's
daughter as its heroine, and that al-

ways popular institution, the "social

derelict/' as its hero. And its scenes

are laid in California and the ''Barbary

Coast." .

The young woman, of course, is

"good at heart."' In her own room
she is "refined," though in "Pop's" joint

she goes the pace. There she meets the

social derelict, who talks like a dime
novel—thereby emulating the picture

itself. The picture, for instance, asks

:

"'What was there within her soul that

made her crave the beautiful things of

life?'' And it had plenty to say of

"ashes of degradation," and "the de-

mon drink." (In the legitimate, we call

"the demon drink" the "coise of

liquor." I don't know which is better,

or worse.)

In one episode the derelict throws

whisky at Venus—which is one of

"Hell" Morgan's art treasures, and

there is a pictorial fight. All, of course,

tends toward the 'love" of the daughter

for the derelict and for the regenera-

tion of both. In pictures—and also in

drama—people are regenerated so eas-

ily and pleasantly. " 'Hell' Morgan's

Girl" is by no means devoid of grip,

and the end is spectacular.

You are wondering why all the char-

acters wore the garbs of a few years
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ago, and you discover that the reason

for it is that the film shows tlie earth-

quake in San Francisco. This was not

badly done., but still it was just as well

that we knew what it was intended to

represent. We might not have guessed.

I presume that it was the sine qua non

of the affair. At any rate, it solved

the mystery of the costumes.

Miss Dorothy Phillips and Joseph

Girard were the principal actors, and

Miss Lilyan Rosine played a siren in

the conventional sirenic manner. On
the whole, " 'Hell' Morgan's Girl" was

above the average.

"Borrowed Plumage"
(Triangle)

THE "Georgian day" has its uses.

At least it is a fine excuse to

''dress up" in those costumes

that theatrical people adore and to

make a valiant effort in the cause of

"atmosphere." "Borrowed Plumage"
is terribly full of atmosphere. I have

heard that commodity alluded to, in our

ugly vernacular, as ''hot air." I merely

mention that fact, for I could not bring

myself to use such an expression.

Miss Bessie Barriscale is the central

figure of ''Borrowed Plumage." She is

the "kitchen wench"—how early Eng-
lish that sounds, doesn't it?—in Sel-

kirk Hall, home of the Earl of Selkirk,

don't ye know. She loves the gay life

she sees around her, and longs to have a

piece of it all for her own. Naturally

she does manage to secure it.

There are rumors of war ; there are

rebellions; there are uprisings, and

chaos reigns. When the invader

comes, the gallant earl and all his

household rush away for safety, and
the kitchen wench remains. Attired in

the garb of Lady Angelica, she has her

innings, and you understand why the

picture was written, or made. The plot

is as thick as pea soup, and rather in-

digestible. It carries you through all
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sorts of exploits—very Georgian, don't

ye know—and the kitchen wench even

dresses up as a boy in order to pass the

sentries, and—save her lover. Of
course, I haven't mentioned the small

fact that there was a lover, for the

reason that if there hadn't been one,

''Borrowed Plumage" would not have

been offered to an enthusiastic public.

Miss Barriscale is better than her

picture. She is a clever little woman,
and the more I see her the more I ap-

preciate her. She does many things

very well, indeed. Arthur Maude and
Barney Sherry did their best to help

in the task of putting the picture

"over." I hope they succeed, not for

the sake of "Borrowed Plumage" but

for the sake of its little star.

"Big Timber"
(Paramount)

UXLESS you are frightfully in-

terested in timber—and I con-

fess I am not—you will find

"Big Timber" rather pallid and dull.

The lovely society lassie who goes to

live with her brother in the lumber

camp, and cooks angelically for the

men, is not an alluring character. Xor
is her story entertaining. You learn

that she has lost her beautiful singing

voice, and you do not lament a bit.

You are further glad that this is a pic-

ture, so that when she recovers that

voice—as she inevitably must do—you
will not be forced to listen to it.

Sure enough, it returns, and she

grows so rich that she is able to re-

trieve her husband's lost fortunes—also

his lost wife, which she happens to be.

having left the suffering lumberman.
The "big-timber" gentleman, therefore,

thanks to the voice which you do not

hear, ends happily with his own wife,

and fortune intact—or reasonably so.

The "real forest fire," it seems, is

the excuse for the film. It is quite a

long picture, and it seems longer.
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Unto the Fourth Generation

By J. D. Bradford

tion of the

famous Barrymore-
_

Drew family is about

to make his debut into

the dramatic world.
The representative of thi

fourth generation is Joseph
Lee McVey, nephew of Mr. and Mrs.

Sidney Drew. He is two years and

nine months old.

The romance of Maurice Barrymore
and Georgie Drew united the Barry-

mores and Drews and formed the first

generation of one of the most famous
families in the world. Maurice Barry-

more and Georgie Drew were as popu-

lar in their day as are Ethel Barry-

more, John Barrymore, and John and
Sidney Drew to-day. Others bound by
the same lineal ties who are renowned
in theatricals now are Mrs. Sidney

Drew
more,

fourth

Drew, who was
^ucille M cVey

,

and their son, S.

Rankin Drew.
The initial public

appearance of little

_
oseph Lee McVey, who

bears the same relation-

ship to Mr. and Mrs. Sidney

as do John and Lionel Barry-

brings before the world the

generation. Joseph makes his

debut in support of his uncle in a Metro
comedy entitled "The Deadly Calm."

He did not work under lights.

The youngest actor of the Drew clan

was born on December 18, 1914. But
he will not be the youngest for long,

for little Lucille McVey, a niece of the

famous comedy team, will be cast for a

role as soon as she is old enough. Her
debut is still several months in the

future.



Capturing the Camp with Celluloid

The perils of war begin early for

the movie men at the training camps.

By Charles Gatchell



Peggy Climbs the Lad-
Another invasion by the English which
has resulted favorably for both sides.

Peggy Hviand

with the one

admirer who
followed
her from

abroad.

T was just two years ago that one

of the big ocean liners docked at

the bustling New York pier and i

tiny stranger alighted

—

lonesome and homesick at

the sight of her fellow pas-

sengers being welcomed by

scores of loved ones. But this little

stranger is a stranger no longer. In-

stead she is one of the best-loved film

stars in America, and her name is Peggy

Hyland. On this day she was on her way
to the Famous Players studio, where she

was to work in "Saints and Sinners." It. had

taken just bushels of courage and confi-

dence to leave her people in England, but

Peggy Hyland fairly brims over

with determination, and she had
fully made up her mind to become

a famous movie star.

Three years before this, she was
ignorant of the theatrical profession,

and one of the many guests at an

English week-end party. It was
here, however, that her future

was changed, for another guest

who was credited with seeress

ers proclaimed great

crcess for her if she

vould go on the stage.

Somehow she had al-

ways longed to act,

and many, many
times her feel-

been



der to Success
By Adele Whitely Fletcher

seriously hurt when her brothers and sisters had in-

sisted upon her giving out the programs instead of playing a

part in the charades at the holiday season. But now thai-

she had really made up her mind to seek fame and fortune

behind the footlights, and was soon visiting the theatrical

managers without the sanction of her parents.
j

At the very first place she applied she was offered a k

part—small, but nevertheless a real part.

. "No, thank you," she faltered, frightened to

death at even the thought of such a

thing. "I just want to be in the chorus

until I get used to it." w-

Doubtless the manager was some-

what taken back by this unexpected

turn in affairs. At any rate, she
*

was placed in the chorus in accord- x

ance with her request—but she did '

not stay there very long.

The next thing she knew
Cyril Maud had offered

her one of the minor

parts in his new play. ^
She acted this with so much realism and scored

such a hit that she finally found herself cast in the

role of the heroine.

The triumvirate

of success. At
the left, Charles

Brabin, director,

Miss Hyland, and
"Bill 33

David-

son, leading
man.
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But all this time the call of the films

had been sounding in her ears, and she

finally secured her first engagement to

appear before the camera in "The Love
of an Actress." The silent drama then

and there won a new recruit from the

ranks of the legitimate stars, and pretty

Peggy was well started on her way to

success via filmdom. After this she

played in "John Halifax, Gentleman/'

"Infelice," and "Cast,"

It was in one of the latter that she

made such a strong appeal to the offi-

cials of the Famous Players Company
that they gave her a contract provided

she would come to America. And this

brings us to where we started our story

!

In "Saints and Sinners" she proved

as refreshing and charming as the com-

pany had predicted she would. Then the

Vitagraph Company prevailed upon her

to support E. H. Sothern in his first

motion picture, "The Chattel," which
she did with such success that she was
immediately starred in "Rose of the

South," "Her Right to Live," "The
Enemy," "Intrigue,'' "Babette," and
"The Sixteenth Wife." And now
comes the crowning success of her

young career. She has been accorded

the honor of being the first star of the

Mayfair Film Corporation, where she

starred first in "Persuasive Peggy."

This story offers her innumerable op-

portunities of displaying her abilities

and charm, and the second production,

now being prepared, does not fall below

the first in any way.

Miss Hyland herself is delighted

with her new company, and works con-

stantly in order that her many kind

friends will be pleased with her efforts.

WANTED—AN IDEAL WIFE
ONE of the very prominent young leading men of the screen of to-day is unmar-

ried. We recently asked him about his apparent ill luck, and he told us it was
a matter of misfortune as far as he was concerned, but that the lady who might
fulfill his dreams had not yet appeared. This seemed strange to us, as we know that

he is well acquainted with some of the sweetest unmarried dreams it has been our

pleasure to meet. However, upon further questioning we found that she who would
cause him to take the great leap must be

Beautiful ; but must not flirt with any other man.
Musical ; she must play the classics as well as ragtime, and sing.

Domestic; she must be at home in the apartment kitchenette, and be able to fill

his aching void on the cook's off day.

Loving; but to him only.

Clothes ; she must wear them well, neat, and in taste.

Saving; she must help him save, not spend it all in a summer.
Literature; she must be up in the best.

Drama ; she must be able to exchange intelligent criticisms.

Disposition ; she must smile at all times, agree with him in everything, never

doubt, and be obedient. "He" is always to be "Right."

Bad Points ; she must not have a single one, and she shall have to be just as

alluring in an apron as in a bathing suit.

Worldly Goods ; she should have her own automobile, and be comfortable in her

own right.

Athletic ; she must swim, skate, ride, and play tennis.

Her feet and hands must be small. Her hair Well, he hasn't decided on

its color yet, but it must be long and silken. The question is—does she live?

Far be it from us to act as a matrimonial bureau for actors who have wearied the

bilious lights and tired food of cabarets, but we are as curious to know if this ideal

exists. If she does, we stand ready to deliver mail. and attend to details for—•— But

we won't tell his name. We'll just say that, despite appearances, our hero is not a

crank. He has just seen too much of screen vampires, we guess.



Baby Mine
To quote Shakespeare: "It is a wise father that knows
his own child." This comedy which begins with a quaint

luncheon and ends in a near-riot, is a case in point.

By Margaret Mayo

IT
is not always the weak*who lean

upon the strong. Sometimes the

order is reversed, as in the case of

Jimmy Jinks, who in his senior year at

college weighed a hundred and ninety

pounds and leaned upon his much
weaker and younger classmate, Alfred

Hardy. The way in which the huge

Jimmy deferred to Alfred made copy

for the college-song writers and hu-

morists. Alfred, who was the digni-

fied type of youth, and had little humor
in his make-up, resented these wit-

ticisms ; but jimmy grinned and en-

joyed them. "The Lord gave me a big

ger body, and He gave you a bigger

brain," Jimmy would say. "If yon
want somebody licked, I'm your man

;

but if it's a mental right, I'll back yon
against the school."

That was in tire bright college years.

Jimmy revised his opinion later, when
his superman friend selected as his

hancee a very alluring beauty, whom

The Lord gave me a bigger body and He gave you a bigger brain/' Jimmy
would saw
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Jimmy catalogued as ''a bit of fluff; an

animated doll." How she had mastered

Alfred was at first a problem for

jimmy; but. not content with that con-

quest, she assumed authority over

Jimmy Jinks himself, insisted that it

was time he was married, and intro-

duced him to Aggie Darling, a girl

whose good looks were not to be com-
pared with Zoie's, but whose ''head was
in the right place," as Jimmy expressed

it. The outcome of which was that

there was a double wedding, with Zoie

and Aggie in the limelight, and Alfred

and Jimmy as the support.

Chicago was good to the young bene-

dicts. Alfred, as was to be expected,

quickly made a name and a place for

himself in the business world, and he

set himself to the task of accumulating

a fortune with a zeal that Zoie scarcely

appreciated, for business t > her was a

bore. Mrs. Jinks, on the other hand,

being more practical, aided considerably

in the development of Jimmy's business

ability, and never objected when office

work interfered with her pleasure. The
quartet saw each other often—but not

too often.

So far the scheme of things was not

complicated ; then came the fatal lunch

!

It was not a prearranged lunch
;
for,

if Jimmy Jinks had had an intuition

that it was coming off, he would have

dropped into the lake or done some
other desperate deed to avoid the mad,
glad hour.

It was a luncheon for two, with the

fluffy Zoie as the self-invited guest, and
the large, perspiring, bewildered Jimmy
Jinks as the unenthusiastic host.

Zoie Hardy had been shopping. She
was hungry. Impossible, of course, for

her to lunch alone. Providence sent

Jimmy to her aid. He was passing the

most sumptuous restaurant in Chicago

at the precise moment Zoie was view-

ing wistfully from her taxi the ornate

entrance. Coincidence, if. you like, but

Zoie took it as an illustration of how

Mine

beautifully Determinism works in the

affairs of human beings.

She was out of the cab in a moment.
''Oh, you darling !' she murmured

into Jimmy's ear. Her arms were
reaching up to his broad shoulders. His

head was jerked down to meet a flower-

like face. With a shock he realized he

was gazing into the baby-blue eyes of

Zoie. 'T'm so glad I saw you," she

gushed. "You've saved my life. I'm

starving, Jimmy; starving. And I

couldn't go in there all by my lonesome
and be stared at as if I were an ex-

hibit in the zoo. Providence has sent

you. Take me to lunch, Jimmie."
He muttered something about "a

business appointment." but Zoie only

laughed. "You foolish boy, it isn't

every day you have the chance of lunch-

ing with a pretty woman," she told

him. "Business can wait. Come !"

And clutching his arm, she led him into

the La Salle, and selected a table in a

corner of the big dining room.

"It's fun to lunch with somebody
else's husband," she said merrily.

Jimmy had no reply. He was won-
dering what Aggie would say about it;

wondering whether Alfred would be

peeved
;
wondering whether he ought to

make a bolt for it and leave Zoie to

her own resources. He compromised by

ordering the waiter to hurry. But Zoie

sweetly countermanded the order, and

insisted that she must have time to

select her dishes carefully. With her

elbows on the table, she bubbled and

sparkled and flirted openly with the un-

happy Jimmy.
At the ultimate end she declared she

had never enjoyed herself so much.

Jimmy muttered what was meant for

agreement, mechanically paid his check

—and committed the unpardonable sin

of neglecting to tip the waiter.

Jimmy promptly put the episode out

of his mind. He was not at all eager

to remember it
;
besides, he had other
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things to think about—the near ap-

proach of the wedding anniversary, for

instance.

In the forenoon of the following day,

while he was figuring on his desk pad

and wondering just what kind of pres-

ent to give his wife, his telephone bell

rang violently. Zoie was on the other

end of the wire—a highly excited

Zoie apparently.
"Jump into a taxi at once and come

here !" she commanded.
"What's the matter?" cried Jimmy.
"Don't ask questions !" she shrieked.

"Come—right away—this minute!"

Jimmy went. He found Zoie in tears.

"What—what's happened ?" stam-

mered Jimmy.
"Alfred's gone !" she sobbed.

"Gone where?" asked Jimmy.
"Gone—just gone. Don't you under-

stand? I don't know where he's gone,

but he's gone. I just phoned his office,

and—and he wasn't there."

"Oh, come, now," said Jimmy sooth-

ingly. "It's just a little family tiff.

It'll blow over. Did he get mad about

something?"

"H'm! h'm!" She nodded. "About
you, Jimmy."
"About me! Good Lord! What

have / done?"

"You took me to lunch, Jimmy, and
now you have destroyed our happi-

ness."

Jimmy dropped limply into a chair.

"Of course he doesn't know it's you
that has incurred his enmity," she went

on. "I didn't tell him who was with

me ; in fact, I lied about being out to

lunch at all."

Jimmy's jaw dropped open. "Begin

at the beginning," he begged. "I don't

understand."

Zoie looked at him pityingly. "Men
are so dense," she said. "Well, listen:

It seems a waiter in the La Salle told

him I had had lunch with a man. He
said nothing about it last night—was
just as sweet as he could be. But this

morning, when I said something about

lunch, he asked me, quite casually

:

'Where did you lunch yesterday?' And
I answered, just as casually, 'I had

none, dear.' Then he went off the

handle ; told me I lied, and "

"And didn't you?" Jimmy
put in.
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band should not talk to a wife like that.

I listened while he told me what Henri

—the waiter you didn't tip, you stupid

fellow !—what Henri told him. I as-

sured him that Henri was mistaken,

and he flung out of the room in a rage."

"You should have told him the

truth/' Jimmy insisted. "There should

be no secrets between husbands and
wives."

"Did you tell Aggie?" she asked

quickly.

Jimmy reddened. "Why—er—no.

I didn't think of it."

"Thank Heaven for that !" she ex-

claimed. "You must not tell her,

jimmy."
"Certainly I will," insisted Jimmy.
"Then if you do, I'll tell her that you

enticed me. Oh, why—why did I

marry a jealous husband!" She burst

into a fit of sobbing.

. Jimmy moved across the room and
stood by the arm of her chair. Maybe
he patted her shoulder, but, at any rate,

the hysterical Zoie flung her arms about

him and wept on his waistcoat.

The door opened, and Alfred, accom-

panied by his secretary, came in. "So!"
boomed the aggrieved husband. Zoie

shrieked and fled through her bedroom
door. Jimmy swung around, and, in

his bewilderment, shook hands with the

waiting secretary.

Alfred motioned the secretary aside.

"Go into my study," he directed. "I'll

join you presently." He turned to

Jimmy. "Well," he sneered, "I sup-

pose-Zoie has been pouring her troubles

into your sympathetic ear."

Jimmy had nothing to say.

"I suppose, also, she has made you
believe I am a brute. Jimmy, old

friend, what would you think
#
of your

wife if you found out she had been

lunching in a public restaurant with a

blackguard ?"

"A—a blackguard?" stammered

Jimmy.
"That's what I said. She denied it,

Mine

of course. But I have it on the best au-

thority. Henri, at the La Salle, told

me. Oh, it's unbearable, Jimmy! I

won't stand it. I'm going to Detroit

;

a good part of my business is there,

anyway ; and I can help boost it.

Meantime I've got a plan to catch the

scoundrel. Henri knows every head

waiter in town, and if the bounder who
lunched with my wife shows up with

her at any restaurant, Henri will be in-

formed, and will go and identify him
and then wire me. I'll return promptly

and shoot the fellow
"

"Sh-shoot him!" exclaimed Jimmy.
"Oh, I'll be acquitted," said Alfred

easily. "When I get my story before

the courts, they'll see I did right to rid

the community of a wife stealer."

Alfred went to Detroit, and Zoie

went for sympathy to Jimmy's wife.

Aggie did not learn the full particu-

lars, but she understood Zoie better

than anybody else. She did not ask too

many questions. "You have been a

little indiscreet, that is all," said Aggie

soothingly. "Is that lunch with 'the

other man' the only thing Arthur has

against you ?"

"That's the latest," answered Zoie

tearfully. "He has never liked the peo-

ple I associate with—outside yourself,

Aggie. Says they are too frivolous and

all that; but what is a wife to do when
her husband gives all of his waking

hours to business? Then, too, he

fumes because the house isn't full of

babies."

"Well, why don't you get him a

baby?" asked the practical Aggie.

"It's too late now," sobbed Zoie.

"Nonsense! It's the very thing to

bring him back."

Zoie looked up hopefully. "But how
could I get one?"

"Adopt it."

"Oh, goody!" cried Zoie. Then her

expression changed to chagrin. "No;
that wouldn't do. Alfred is so fussy.
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He always wants his own things around

the house."

"He needn't know," explained Aggie.

"Do you realize that there are, accord-

ing to a newspaper article, three thou-

sand husbands in this city fondling

babies not their own?"
Zoie accepted the astounding state-

ment without question, and said ea-

"Will you please

send us up a

baby?" she said,

as one might

order a

loaf of

bread. ,

"It is the only way," said Aggie.

"The president of the Children's Home
is a great friend of Jimmy's."

"Then we'll let Jimmy get it," de-

clared Zoie.

"Jimmy will help us, I'm sure," said

Aggie, "but we will have to back him

up. Meantime you must come and stay

with- us till the time is ripe to spring

our little surprise on Alfred."

When Jimmy Jinks returned from

gerly : "Oh, Aggie, do you think we
could get away with it? I can't endure

babies, but I'd do anything to get Al-

fred back. Can we get one to-day?"

Aggie laughed. "If you were to get

one to-day, Alfred would knowr it

wasn't yours. No ; we must wait a few
months, lead him up gently to expect a

pleasant surprise, and then
"

"A few months !" cried Zoie, aghast.

"Oh, I couldn't endure to be so long

away from him !"

"All right; if you can think of any
better way to bring him to his senses

Zoie was all contrition in a moment.
"Please don't be angry, Aggie. Yes,

yes
;
by all means let us try your_plan."

the office that day, he found Zoie in-

stalled in his home. Aggie explained

matters, and let him into the great se-

cret of "the new heir."

"You are a great little arranger,

Jimmy," she said purringly. "We are

going to send you over to the Children's

Home to pick out a baby for us."

"Not if I know it!" shouted Jimmy.
Aggie only smiled. "A nice plump,

little baby, James, with a strong chin

and a lofty forehead—that's the intel-

lectual type, you know."
"No ! I'll be hanged if I

"

"Wouldn't it be well," suggested

Zoie, "if I w<ent along with Jimmy to

help with the selection? I'm going to

be the mother, vou know."
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Jimmy caught up the idea. "Fine!"

he said. "It's going to be your baby,

Zoie
;
so, of course, you are the person

to enter upon the negotiations. That's

settled, then. You and Aggie fix

things, and leave me out of it. I'm a

busy man——

"

"We'll all go," said Aggie decisively.

"Three heads are better than one. But

there's no hurry. We won't want a

baby for several months. When the

time arrives, we will let you

know, James."

Jimmy slept that

night in the gue

room, and he

could hear the

two girls in

the adjoin-

ing room,

from
which he

had been

ousted,
discussing

plans far

into the

night. He
caught
snatches
of the
conversa-

tion :

"Do you

think Al-

fred will

be led, when
pect

"

"Not a chance."

"But suppose you were in my place,

would Jimmy "

"Hush-sh-sh!"

Jimmy groaned. He fell asleep^ quot-

ing to himself

:

"Oh, what a tangled web we weave,

When first we practice to deceive."

Then began a subtle sequence of let-

ters from Zoie to Alfred, inspired by
the clever Aggie. They very in-

There came a violent clanging of the bell, twice repeated.

Zoie screamed. "It's Alfred. I know his ring.

Now what shall we do?"

1 send him word, to sus-

sidiously suggested to the distant hus-

band that an "interesting event" might

soon be expected. Alfred was too

deeply engrossed in business to grasp

the significance of the innuendoes. To
be sure, in one letter Zoie had said

something about a doctor, but he was
not going to let her play on his sym-

pathies in that fashion.

Zoie was impatient to test Aggie's

brilliant scheme, and at last came the

day when, escorted by Jimmy,
they visited the Children's

Home.
The superintend-

ent was a digni-

fied gentleman

with kindly

eyes. When
Jimmy pre-

sented the

ladies,
Zoie came
to the
point at

once.
" Will

you please

send us up

a baby ?"

she said,

as one
m i g h t

order a

loaf o f

bread.

The superintendent of the children's

home was astounded by Zoie's request,

and stood staring at her with puckered

brows ; he was not able to make up his

mind whether this astonishingly pretty

woman was making sport of him. But

the innocent eyes that looked into his

disarmed him. He coughed. "Cer-

tain formalities have to be gone

through " he began.

"Formalities!" cried Zoie. "Oh,

dear ! I thought we could have you

just bundle up an infant and send it

by messenger or parcel post."
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Jimmy broke in. "Better take a look

at what babies he has, make your selec-

tion, have him prepare the papers ; then

you can sign 'em. Everything will be

regular. The institution will be minus

one; Zoie will be plus one; signed,

sealed, and delivered. That's busi-

ness."

The superintendent nodded. He un-

derstood Jimmy. "My friend is quite

right," he said. "Now, I suppose, you
wrant a wTell-developed child, probably

a year or two old?"

"No, no," said Aggie. "He must not

be more than two weeks old at the

most."

"I have the baby you want," said

the superintendent. "The mother is a

poor widow—an Italian woman. The
child is a boy, and a prize baby. You'll

be very lucky. I am sure we will be

able to arrange the matter of a formal

transfer without any delay."

"Then that's settled." Zoie heaved
a sigh. "Aggie, dear, you go and in-

spect the baby and see to the papers.

Jimmy will take me to lunch."

A wild shriek from Jimmy. He
yelled something about "business"

—

and fled.

The stage was set. Zoie lay in her

little white bed. A liberal application

of powder hid the -flush of health on
her cheeks. Her hair was arranged

in pigtails. There was a baby's crib

in the room. The shades were drawn.

A rose lamp above the bed gave just the

right glow on the lingerie pillow below
the lovely head. Aggie was stage man-
ager, and she did her work well. Zoie

felt she looked a fright, but her friend

insisted that a young mother must
never look beautiful, but appealing.

Jimmy had the twofold task of, first,

apprising Alfred by wire that he was a

father, and, second, bringing the baby
from the home. Everything was ap-

parently arranged, even to the minutest

details.
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The wire was dispatched; they cal-

culated the time of Alfred's arrival;

they knew just how they would behave
and just how he would behave and just

how the new baby wrould behave. It

was all as clear to them as the drive

on Paris was to the Teutons. But two
things went wrong : Alfred engaged a

special to race home and the Italian

woman changed her mind about giving

up the infant

!

While Jimmy was still vainly trying

to persuade the superintendent to give

up the baby, he was called to the phone.

Zoie was talking. "Alfred has phoned
from the station," she told him. "He
will be here within ten minutes. If

you are not here with the baby, I'll tell

him you stole it
!"

"Steal it!" Jimmy muttered to him-

self. "It's a good idea."

He whisked up the infant, hid it un-

der his overcoat, and rushed out for a

tsxi:

Zoie was almost on the verge of tears.

Aggie tried in vain to comfort her.

"Jimmy will get the baby, all right," she

said soothingly. "I know Jimmy."
There came a violent clanging of the

bell, twice repeated.

Zoie screamed. "It's Alfred. I

know his ring. Xow what shall we
do?"

The door opened, and Alfred came in

on the run. He glanced about the room,

took in its atmosphere with deep satis-

faction, and, stepping to Zoie's bed-

side, gathered her in his arms.

"My darling! My darling!"

"Oh, Alfred !" she exclaimed. "This

is worth it all—this getting you back

again. You do love me still, don't you,

dear?"

"More than ever, sweetheart. But

how is the baby?"

Aggie broke in : "The baby is fine,

Alfred; but Jimmy has taken him out

"Out where? At this time of night?"

cried the indignant father.
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"Don't be angry, dear," said Zoie.

''Babies must have plenty of air, you

know. Now run along and shave
;
you

look like a tramp. We'll call you when
jimmy arrives."

With much misgiving he retired.

They could hear him whistling in the

next room. After what seemed an

eternity to the two girls, Jimmy ar-

rived—and the precious bundle was in

his arms. He dropped the baby in the

crib and mopped his brow. ''Ye gods

!

What a business !" he said. "-I'm a kid-

naper now. There's the infant I stole."

The whistling in the next room
stopped. Alfred's voice came to them:

"What's all the row?" He poked his

head in the doorway. He saw Jimmy.
He saw the little stranger. With a

yelp of joy he leaped to the crib and

lifted the baby in his arms.

"My 'ittle tootsie-wootsie !" he

crooned. "Did 'is big bad mans take

Lims out into the cold?" He turned on

Jimmy. "You big boob, don't you know
the night air is bad for children?"

Jimmy tried to back out of the room,

but Aggie held on to him for dear life.

The baby began to cry. Alfred car-

ried it to Zoie. That amiable

"mother" turned her face to the Avail.

"Everything will be 'baby' now!" she

wailed.

Alfred laughed happily. "Nonsense!

I've got two people to love now ; that's

all," he said, and bounced his new heir

up and down till the cries were hushed

and the baby was gurgling with de-

light.

"Some kid, Jimmy; eh, what?" he

chuckled. There was more of it—much
more. But Aggie asserted her au-

thority. "Let me have the baby now,

Alfred. We had to discharge the

nurse, and I'm in charge. Go and finish

your shaving, sir."

Once more he retired. The phone

rang. It was the superintendent of the

home. He reported that Jimmy Jinks

had taken the baby without the mother's

Mine

permission, and that the police would
be on his trail if it wasn't returned.

"My husband hasn't come in yet,"

Aggie replied. "When he comes, I'll

see that he goes back with the baby."

Jimmy listened to the brief conversa-

tion and wondered what was coming
next. The door opened, and Maggie
O'Flarety, the washwoman's daughter,

came in with a basket.

"Mother says she's sorry the wash
is late this time," she said, "but there's

been twins at our house."

"Twins!" Joyously the word leaped

from the lips of the two women. Here
was a loophole. It was up to Jimmy to

go and borrow one of the twins, sub-

stitute it for the Italian woman's child,

and return that lusty infant.

Jimmy knew better than to rebel, and,

armed with a note from Aggie, inclos-

ing a bill, he started off with Maggie
to carry out instructions.

Mrs. OTlaretv was willing to "loan

the baby for a day or two ;" further

than that she could not say till consult-

ing her husband. That was enough

for Jimmy, and he caught a twin in his

arms and hastened back.

He whistled a warning from the side-

walk, and saw the shade go up—this

was to be the signal that the coast was

clear. He bounded up the stairs, evad-

ing the elevator and hall boy.

The coast had been clear when Jimmy
whistled, but Alfred had the luck to

return to the room at the moment
Jimmy entered with the new baby in

his arms.

"What's this?" demanded Alfred.

Zoie murmured from the bedclothes.

"That's the other one, dear."

It took a minute for the truth to

come home to Alfred. Then he caught

Jimmy and the washwoman's child in

a bear hug. "Oh, was ever such a

happy man !" he chanted : and. with a

baby on each arm, he circled the room,

occasionally pausing to kiss his almost

frantic wife.
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It was a busy night

for the phone. It

rang again. The hall

boy reported that a

woman was in the

hall, and declared she

would wait there till

her baby was re-

turned.

Alfred heard

of the talk,
looked puzzled,

explained that it

the nurse thev

c(
l know III finish in the

electric chair," he groaned.

"I can feel blue light

ning chasing up

and down my

spine right

now."

discharged.

part

and

Zoie

was
had

She is

added,

baby—
-is her

crazy," she

"Thinks the

the first one-

own."'

"How ridiculous !"

said Alfred. "I'll go

down and talk to

her."

"No," said Aggie.

"Jimmy will go." She

drew her spouse
aside. "We've got to

get that other twin.

Jimmy," she whis-

pered.

"You get it; I'm through," he replied

positively.

Aggie flounced out in disgust. Fate

played into the hands of the conspira-

tors. Alfred determined to go round

to the police station and have his friend

Detective Donahue watch the house.

While he was gone, Aggie returned

with the other twin. She put it in the

crib, and gave the Italian woman's
baby to Jimmy, bidding him take it to

its mother.

"Honestly, I'd be afraid to face that

frenzied mother," he whined. Then
a bright thought struck him. "I'll go

down the fire escape, and leave the kid

at the back door, and you can phone
the woman to get it."

Alfred's voice was heard on the

landing. In terror. Aggie pushed her

spouse into the bathroom, and watched
while he climbed out of the window
onto the fire escape. "I know I'll finish-

in the electric chair," he groaned. "I

can feel blue lightning chasing up and

down my spine right now."
Alfred came in, smiling. "Police are

on the lookout," he reported.

There was a crash in the adjoining

room, and Jimmy, with clothes torn,

stumbled in.

"Worse than a mad dog that woman
is, and I didn't dare face her,' he began.

Then his eyes fell on Alfred, and his

jaw dropped open.

"Whose child is that?3" Alfred de-

manded.

"It's yours, dear,'' Zoie answered
softly from the bed. "We thought we
would break it gently
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'*.You don't mean it—you don't mean
it !" cried the delirious father, and,

snatching the baby from Jimmy, and

filling his arms with the other two, he

did a war dance on the carpet.

Upon this pleasant scene came a

madwoman and a madman—the Ital-

ian mother and the Irish father. Al-

fred dropped the babies in the crib and

stood guard over them while he glared

at the intruders.

"Kidnapers—that's what yez are,

eh?" thundered O'Flarety, brushing

Alfred out of his path and with un-

erring eye selecting his twins from the

trio in the crib. "These are my two
spalpeens, and I'm goin' to kape them."

The Italian woman could find no
English words to express herself, and
she rent the air with native denuncia-

tions as she gathered up the remaining

child.

Zoie fainted. An officer panted in.

"I have reserves, sir. Shall I arrest

the bunch?" he asked.

Alfred was bending over Zoie, mak-
ing frantic efforts to revive her. At
last she opened her eyes. "My dar-

ling, the excitement has upset you," he

murmured. "But come, dear; assure

these people that they have made a mis-

take."

Instead of replying, she clasped her

arms around his neck and whispered

:

"Do you love me, sweetheart?"

"Of
course I

4

do, dear

;

but -"

'Tnspite

of every

thing ?"

"In spite

of every-

thing.
But, dear,

please
speak t o

these
people.

These are our verv own babies, aren't

they?"

"Ask Jimmy," she answered.

He broke away from her clinging

arms and looked despairingly at Jimmy.
"The farce has gone far enough,"

said Jimmy. "To be candid with you,

Alfred, you are net a father."

With a groan Alfred went back to

Zoie. "These children

—

' he be-^an.

"I borrowed them," admitted Zoic.

"I had to do it to get you back. Oh,
if it hadn't been for Jimmy and his

horrid old luncheon "

"You lunched with Jimmy!"
screamed Aggie. Jimmy dived under
a table.

Alfred nodded dumbly to the police-

man to remove O'Flarety and the

Italian woman and the babies. Then
he sat down limply on the edge of the

bed.
'

'

"Baby
mine at

last—in

spite of

fate/'

Laughed

Alfred, as

he lifted

his wife

in his
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Zoie's arms stole round him. "You
remember, dear, you wouldn't listen

when I wanted to tell you the real truth.

But now "

"Go on, Zoie; I can bear anything

now."

She made her confession—made it so

well and so contritely that Alfred for-

gave her, and they began life anew,

with a better understanding of one an-

other. A year later Zoie had the satis-

faction of presenting him a man child

about whose parentage there was no

dcubt. "Baby mine at last—in spite of
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fate," laughed Alfred joyously, as he

lifted his wife in his arms and stood

looking down at his first-born.

Cast of "Baby Mine"

Written by Will H. Johnston from the

Goldwyn picture play by Margaret Mayo

Aggie Darling. .

.

Kathrvn Adams

Alfred Hard v.

WHY IS IT?

WHY is it that we humble folk

Are forced to slave and scrub,

And lose our health and beauty in

The race for clothes and grub?

Why is it when our purses sag
And we've spent our last cent

For Johnny's shoes and Willie's sox,

The landlord wants the rent?

The mortgage on the chicken house
We raised to save our lives

Is just foreclosed the very day
We're beaten by our wives ?

Why is it that we're branded just

Because we wear a scowl.

And they refer to temper if

We raise the slightest growl?

While famous prima donna maids
Who warble opera air

Becomes upset and fussy if

A stage hand has red hair?

She keeps the people waiting in

The footlights' vacant gleams;
But madame says she veel not zing

!

And stamps her foot and screams

:

"Hees hair ! Zat red ! It scorch my zoul

!

I can't zing after zat
!"

And madame gets her money—but
She leaves the people flat

!

What? Lose her job? Well, hardly!
Does the impresario gent

Denounce her for her temper? No;
It's just her temperament.

Bert O'Lacci,



The Premium
Bv Warren Reed

ABOUT four years ago
there was a real, grown-
up actress who had a

regular job and a younger sis-

ter. The job was over in Flat-

bush, in the Yitagraph picture

factory, and, by that same token,

Little Sister was usually dis-

coverable somewhere in that

same vicinity. The grown-up

actress, at this stage in our ro-

mance from real life, was of

the mature age of seventeen

Above, Constance Talmadge lip-sticking the lily. Below, Charles Giblyn directing Tom Moore
and Miss Talmadge. Myron Selznick is holding down the tide with an oar.



for Patient Playing
The curious story of how Constance Tal-

madge got herself made into a star.

The most recent por-

trait photograph of

Constance Talmadge,

who is filmdom's

newest star.

Below, a group of
those who make the

vims. In front, in

white trousers, is

Tom Moore. He is

speaking to Con-
stance, at whose left

js Director Giblyn.

Mrs. Talmadge is

directly behind her

daughter.

i
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sprightly summers, and Little Sister

was fourteen. Well, you know how it

is yourself—if you see any one around

often enough, at last he or she seems

like one of the family. So Little Sis-

ter kept playin' around, until one day

, she kind of happened to get in front

of the camera when it was working,

and right then she won a job of her

own.

Just when Little Sister was getting

along fine, and' began to dream of a

regular salary, Grown-up Sister was
engaged by the Fine Arts Company,
and went to the coast. As mother in-

sisted upon going along, there was
nothing for Little Sister to do but sigh,

and pack along. So she began playin'

around the Fine Arts studio, and in.

the course of time it all happened over

again, only more so.

D. W. Griffith was making "Intoler-

ance." He wanted a young girl for the

part of the peppery young person from
the mountains—the untamed little, hu-

man lioness, who could drive a chariot

like Ben-Hur himself. It called for

youth, brains, physical endurance, a

sense of humor, beauty—but most of

all

—

pep. With that uncanny precision

which Griffith always exhibits in nom-
inating unknowns for important roles,

the great director remembered Little

Sister, whom he had seen playin'

around the lot. So Little Sister was
one of the brightest spots in "Intoler-

ance."

With this introduction, Fine Arts de-

cided Little Sister might be worth cul-

tivating, and, in a more or less listless

manner, provided her with two sce-

narios in which she was featured ; and
again she began to dream of a regular

engagement with a regular salary.

But just then Grown-up Sister heard

another call across the continent. She

was to be one of the big stars in the

newly formed Selznick organization

;

and, as mother was going also, Little

Sister sighed again, and gave up her

dream. So they all came East, and
Little Sister, now almost eighteen years

old, and a young lady in her own right,

began to think she was getting too big

just to play around where Grown-up
Sister was working. But she did, any-

how, and first thing you know, bing

!

bang!-—it happened all over again.

To reduce the tale to its essential

minimum, Lewis J. Selznick decided to

add another Talmadge to his family of

stars, and, under the direction of

Charles Giblyn, Miss Constance—Little

Sister of Miss Norma—was recently

announced to the public in flaring elec-

trics, broad twenty-four sheets and
newspaper advertisements as the new-
est star in the cinema constellations.

Already a curious fact has come to

light, through the moving and still pho-

tographs which have been made of

Constance Talmadge at the Selznick

studio—that occasionally she looks

more like Norma than Norma looks

like herself. This leads to a charming
possibility: Why should not Mr. Selz-

nick release a picture, merely announc-
ing that the star is one of the Tal-

madges, and letting the public guess

which it is?

THE STAGE-DOOR JOHNNY
HIS faltering way revealed this jay

Was quite inebriated.

With withering flowers he'd waited hours,
Till time seemed antedated.

No star in sight. He, all that night,

Outside a movie waited.

M. C. Newman.



Some Terpsichorean Slang
SLANG, maintains Wallace Reid, of Lasky, is applicable to art and dancing, as well as

to language. Art—the terpsichorean art especially—must be interpreted, and when it is

interpreted with liberties it is slang. The Hawaiian hula, claims Wally, is the most
vernacular form of dancing. In case his far-fetched philosophy be not understood, Wally
illustrates to Margaret Loomis, the straw-clad beauty below. She knew that what he did

wasn't dancing, and might be anything. At any rate, it looked like slang.



A Circus

By R. L.

Lambdin

Riding bareback may be

easy for the circus girl

who gets $18.00 per, but

for a dainty star—well, its

the hardest work she ever

did for her several thou-

sand a week.

"Fall!"
yells the di-

rector. She

does—and
then repeats

it eight
times until

the master /}*f
~\

of drama is '^^-m^
satisfied.

**
-/.tV*

An impression of the gigantic stam-

pede scene when the big tent burns,

being "shot" by the cameras in the

dead of ni^ht.



In Celluloid
Some pen impressions of

the studio-made circus

at the Goldwyn plant.

A squad of happy

extras—inside the big

tent and be-

ing paidfor

their pres- . \\\

ence—im-

The professional circus folk—except for

the hardened clown—and the reporters,

all had to wear dark glasses between

scenes when the glaring lights blazed

for the camera.

It wasn't all acted fear

when "Jumbo" tore loose

on a rampage, blinded

by the lights.



An Ambulance to the Front
Famous comedian dedicates

it to relief work in Russia.

By Howard Mann

EORGE M. COHAN, the Art-

l T craft film star, has not become
such a confirmed exponent of

the silent drama that he cannot still

speak with the same facility that made
him famous in Broadway productions.

Furthermore, when it comes to any
kind of patriotic service the popular

comedian can always be counted upon
to do his share.

In the picture above he is shown as

the presentation speaker at a very in-

teresting ceremony. The ambulance is

being formally given to the American
Ambulance of Russia, it being the

beneficent donation of Hiram Abrams,
president of the Paramount Pictures

Corporation. In the absence of Mr.
Abrams the actor-author-producer was
called upon to present the machine, and
it is being accepted by Miss Elsa Max-
well, representing the ambulance
organization.

The car was built especially for

Red Cross service in Russia, and is

handsomely equipped in every way.

Promptly upon its being completed, the

ambulance was driven to the Fifty-

sixth Street film studio, in New York,

where Mr. Cohan was engaged in play-

ing before the camera, and the ma-
chine was turned over to Miss Maxwell
with due ceremonies. It was shipped to

Russia immediately.



Acting for the Screen
A famous actress reveals some of the mysteries of

make-up and playing for the motion-picture camera.

By Pauline Frederick

T HERE is nothing more haz-

ardous in all this world

than an attempt upon the

part of any actress to advise the

youthful aspirant concerning ways

and means of approach-

ing that most nebulous

and indefinite goal which

we are pleased to call

success. After all, what

is success? Madame
Bernhardt is acknowl-

edged to be the greatest

actress of our time

—

does she consider her-

self a success? Has she

fulfilled all her ambi-

tions? Is there any one

in the world who is so

foolish as to sit back and

complacently declare
himself or herself a suc-

cess? We apply the

term so generously in

this country, and it is so

all-embracing in its

meaning that we are

prone to lose sight

of the very narrow ^ggg

1 i m i t a - BH
tions placed

upon the k

word by the ever-present per-

sonal equation. Are we to

define success in terms of

the individual or of so-

ciety? If we are to ac-

cept the latter, then we
must base our estimate

of success upon that

most fickle of all will-

o'-the-wisps—the pub-

lic. I say that with all

reverence, and with a

certain sense of

thankfulness. For it

means that to hold the

affections of the public,

one must work inces-

santly. In other words,

everybody has an equal

chance before the bar

of public judgment.

The stars who are

popular to-day are
forgotten to-morrow,

and new ones, unheard
of until to-day, spring

I

up to take their place.

\ It is the most en-

\ couraging thought.

that one can

possibly
have, this
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realization that there is always room at

the top for those who have ability.

That, however, does not mean that

the climb to the top is easy, and that it

is not always a question of ability rather

than experience. This sounds almost

heretical, I know, but it is not, if I may
be permitted to qualify and explain it.

What I mean is simply this : If there is

no latent ability, and no native genius

for the work of acting, then no amount
of experience and training will ever

bring the candidate for honors above

the level of the common herd. The dra-

matic spark must be there, or all the

study and work in the world will avail

nothing.

There are hundreds of girls who are

attracted to the stage or to the studio

simply by the prospect of pretty clothes,

popular adoration, and the pleasure

which they feel from being in the pub-

lic eye. As a matter of fact, I have

never known a really great actor or

actress who did not detest the sensa-

tion of being continually a subject of

popular interest. They all sincerely

wish that they could get away on some
desert island, where nobody ever heard

of them, and where they were permitted

to live their own lives in the way that

pleased them. Not that they do not ap-

preciate the fact that they owe every-

thing to that very same public and to its

interest in them, but the trouble is that

the>" cannot help but feel that most of

the attenion which they receive in this

manner is purely idle curiosity.

The girl whose head is, figuratively

speaking, full of clothes will never have

room for brains in the same head, and

without brains she is doomed to failure

as an actress. She will have no more
magnetism upon the stage or the screen

than a trained seal going through its ap-

pointed tasks at the bidding of a di-

rector.

I have used the word abilitv as the

key to success. That is a rather broad

term, which it were best, perhaps, to

the Screen

explain in a little more detail. I am as-

suming, of course, that the aspirant for

honors is sincere in his or her purpose.

Without sincerity there can be no suc-

cess. There comes to mind a little girl

who pleaded and begged for a chance at

the Famous Players studio until Man-
ager Kaufman assigned her a small part

in recognition of her apparent eager-

ness and her desire to learn.

When she discovered that she was to

play one of the factory hands in a

scene, she refused to do so. She did

not like the clothes, and the idea of

playing a factory hand was repellent to

her ! She was the type of earnest

young lady who had to be a star or

nothing at all. There are many of them
who suffer from the same complaint.

The fortunate part of it is that they

soon reveal themselves, and the studio

doors are automatically closed against

them. The sooner this occurs the bet-

ter for all concerned.

The term ability must of necessity

include brains and a desire to apply

them. Nobody was a great actor or

actress by the mere wishing to be so,

or because of the fact that a welling

genius made them so irresistibly great

that they simply walked from private

life directly into international stardom.

It is only done in fiction, and the man
who writes such a story ought to pay

the penalty for his deed by being- forced

to pay the salaries of the empty-headed

girls who storm the stage door and the

studio entrance as a result of the "in-

spirations" received from such stupid

tales.

Ability, then, means the possession of

brains, a willingness to work unceas-

ingly in the fact of all sorts of discour-

agements, and a wholesome respect for

the greatness of the art which one has

espoused.

I have been asked to discuss the sub-

ject of make-up and clothes. They are

both important considerations, but their

- ificance must not be overestimated.
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since they are merely corollaries to the

one great requirement which I have

been discussing. So far as that is con-

cerned, neither make-up nor clothes

will interest readers of the opposite

sex as much as it will those of my £
own, therefore the class is dismissed

'

for the men.

Make-up is, of course, a matter

of personal study, and it is im-

possible to more than suggest

general principles or trains of

thought to those who contem-

plate a career upon the stage

or upon the screen. I do not

know how common the knowl-

edge is, but it is nevertheless

a fact that no face is abso-

lutely perfect—that is to

say, that every face has
j

some irregularity of fea-

tures. This may not

be apparent at first

glance—in fact, it may
be so slight as to defy

recognition even after

searching examination

the features. Sometimes
a careful and impersonal

study will reveal the de-

fects, but if you fail to

find them by any other

method, there is always one last resort

—go to any good photographer and

have a photograph of yourself printed

without retouching. You will then find

that possibly one cheek bone is a little

higher than the other, or that the eyes

are not set evenly in the head.

Since all photography is a matter of

lights and shades, and we are dealing

primarily with the screen, it is there-

fore possible by the use of various

shades of make-up to correct to a large

degree the various irregularities of fea-

tures, if they are carefully studied and
properly understood. Study the lights

and shades of the more perfect feature,

and experiment until you are able to so

build the tones of your features as to

6

of

Miss Pauline Frederick at the make-up table in her
dressing room.

give an expression of absolute regular-

ity. It is a matter of common knowl-

edge that many leading men of some-

what advancing years resort to the

make-up box to rid themselves of an

unfortunate second or supplementary

chin. Even broken noses can be quite

effectively "set" by skillful use of grease

paint.

Of course, there are one or two gen-

eralities in make-up which can be men-
tioned here, but which, as a matter of

fact, are probably known to those who
are suffering from photoplayitis. Of
course, rouge cannot be used on the

cheeks by any motion-picture star, as

the red photographs a deathly black

upon the screen. In making up for the
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stage, however, an actress with a long,

thin face applies the rouge only to the

upper part of the face in order to make
the face look broader. Somewhat the

same effect can be gained on the screen

by the use of the darker tones of grease

paint and the lightening of the lower

half of the face. The broad, round

basket-of-chips type of face is elon-

gated for the stage by bringing the rouge

lower down and by touching up the

chin. Here again, in the case of the

motion-picture actress, the darker

shades of make-up can be made to re-

place the stage player's rouge when ap-

plied in a similar manner.

There are a thousand and one little

wrays- in which the features can be im-

proved if one will take the time and

has the patience to experiment. There

is nothing, however, which is more fa-

tal to an actress' appearance than hasty

and careless make-up, for the camera is

absolutely pitiless in exposing such pec-

cadillos.

In the matter of clothes wTe again en-

counter the personal equation, since it

is manifestly impossible to prescribe

general rules

conce rning
women'
apparel be-

cause of

the wide

diversity

of archi-

tecture
prevalent

among us

humans

;

rules which

would be

applicable to

M i s s Slim

would make
Miss Stout

look like

a car-

toon.

reverse is equally and painfully true.

In order to dress properly for the

screen one must really have an under-

standing of the photographic values of

the various colors and shades. This is

of the utmost importance, because

many of the lighter shades are ex-

tremely treacherous if they are not

properly understood. I have seen

dresses that were absolutely beautiful

in the blending of shades in the trim-

mings, and yet when they were photo-

graphed upon the screen they have been

absolutely hideous because of the fact

that colors which blend perfectly in real

life come out as violently contrasting

blacks and whites upon the screen.

This is particularly unfortunate in the

case of big women, as it only empha-
sizes their large proportions—a thing to

be avoided unless one wishes to look

like a character in a slapstick comedy.
Yellow is a particularly tricky color.

A real yellow or a brown will photo-

graph dead black, and yet some of the

mildest shades, as they tone down, will

unexpectedly pass into the white cate-

gory. Violet, lavender, light green, and
light blue all do

surprising things

before the
camera. I

shall never

forget a

b e a u t i ful

light - blue

satin dress
which I

brought to

the Famous
Players stu-

dio one day for

one of my very

first pictures,

secure in the be-

Miss Frederick
at work in

the studio.
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lief that I had a gown which would be

very attractive. \Yhen the tests were

run it wis nothing in the world but a

white dre ; s.

Of course, stout people should avoid

the plaid as a plague ; in fact, any hori-

zontal stripes will only accentuate ro-

tundity. The D-erpendicular stripes, un-

less carried to an excessive width, al-

ways relieve th * sensibilities of the

fleshily overburdened. On the other

hand, a .girl who is constructed on

Gothic lines should court the plaid and

abhor the stripe.

So many dresses are absolutely made
or ruined by the trimmings. This is a

matter which should be left to the

highly trained modiste when an actress

is having a gown prepared for society

roles. Speaking of society—there

seems to be a prevalent disease among
inexperienced actresses which forces

them to link society and jewels in their

minds. They appear to have worked
out a mysterious code by which they

can express degrees of social rank by

the area of jewelry which they display.

Inasmuch as it is manifestly impossible

for even the most highly successful ac-

tresses to possess great quantities of

really beautiful gems, the alleged jewels

which are worn by newcomers to the

screen must of necessity be of the cheap-

est and therefore most ornate variety.

Not only is it in extremely bad taste to

wear imitation jewels., but any one who
have ever seen a society woman who
really amounts to anything knows that

she is not addicted to the wearing of

quarts of blazing diadems. She may
wear one or two exquisite ornaments,

but she never endeavors to rival the

electric signs on Broadway.
Hats will prove a great trial to the

amateur. Having been taught to believe

that if she is extremely good looking

she can afford to. wear a small hat.

which will give her features full play,

and that if she is less fortunately en-

dowed it is best to wear a rather large
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hat, which will accentuate her better

features and soften those which are

less desirable, she will immediately run

foul of the laws of shadows when she

steps before the camera. The big hat

is usually an anathema in the motion-

picture studio. This is due to the

shadows which it casts upon the face,

frequently entirely destroying the ex-

pression which the wearer of the hat is

endeavoring to register upon the screen.

Of course, the ingenious use of lights in

the studio can largely overcome this

difficulty, but unfortunately it is gen-

erally necessary that the hat also be

worn in exterior scenes. This is where
the difficulties arise, because despite his

almost omnipotent power, even a mo-
tion-picture director cannot force the

sun to cast its rays under the remotest

corners of the actress' hat.

The neck is frequently a stumbling

block to complete success in make-up
for two or three reasons. In the first

place, prevailing fashions to the con-

trary notwithstanding, the attenuated,

turkey-gobbler type of neck should

never be left alone in its glory. It

should always be swathed in some sort

of covering, however filmy. It is only

a plump, well-rounded neck that can

stand the glare of the artificial lights.

As a matter of fact, an uncovered

throat is a dangerous thing, no matter

how pretty it may be. for the play of

the shadows upon the throat during the

course of any emotional acting is some-

thing which only the most- beautiful

woman can contemplate with equanim-

ity.

If this were the only difficulty of-

fered by the human neck, it would per-

haps be a small one, but there is still

more food for serious thought concern-

ing this very important member. Either

through carelessness or ignorance, a

great many actors and actresses fail to

carry their make-up beyond their chins,

with the result that perfectly delightful

white-skinned faces are frequently im-
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planted upon hideous black necks.

Verily, this is something to be avoided.

Another instance of carelessness in

make-up is offered to the hands. In al-

most every production that one sees

upon the screen there will be some actor

or actress who will lift a grimy hand

to an irreproachably white

face. I do not know why it

is that so little attention is

paid to this subject of mak-
ing up the hands—I only

know that such is the case.

It is utterly inconsistent

and extremely foolish for

players to devote

hours to the mak
ing up of their

faces and then

permit their

hands to go

absolutely un-

attended. Of
course, I real-

ize the difficul-

ties involved,

because the
face may not

b e touched

after it has once

been made up, an

it is a physical

possibility to a\

using the hands ; t

seems to me that il

worth while for o

up one's hands every tim<

one is called before the cam
era. It only takes an in

stant to do this, and it fre

quently marks the

line between the

and ridiculous.

There is one great fallacy which I

should like to do my small part in con-

tradicting right here and now, and that

is the belief that cheap and shoddy ap-

parel "looks just as good" on the screen.

This is absolutely untrue, and the

sooner candidates for photo-play hon-

ors will convince themselves of that

fact, the more speedy will be their arri-

val at their goals. The very quality of

cloth and the material which goes into

the suit or a dress are apparent to the

most unobserving person in the audi-

ence. Just as the camera seeks out

every little fault, so doe c it emphasize

the quality of the materials them-
selves. This fact militates both

" as those who' have had experi-

ence upon the screen

will readily realize.

A girl who is

k playing the
role of a

wealthy per-

son on the

screen can-

not make that

character con-

vincing by the

wildest
stretches of the im-

agination if the

clothes which she is

wearing are made of

cheap material and
have been made by
unskilled modistes.

By the same token,

I have seen actors

fail in their en-

deavors to play

tough or pov-

e rty - stricken

characters be-

cause of the fact

that they have

taken handsome-
ly tailored suits

and sprinkled a

little dust upon

them. If the tough man or the goor

man does happen to come into posses-

sion of clothes which have been well

tailored, the tailoring has been for

some one else, and not for him, so that

he will have well-tailored clothes which

do not fit him, or he will have cheap

Frederick

illustrates the

difficulty ofact-
ing with a large

hat and avoid-

ing shadows. .
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and shabby garments which are more
or less approximate in lines. I am
happy to say that the old custom of hav-

ing screen tramps array themselves in

immaculate patent-leather shoes has

now become a thing of the past. For

some mysterious reason the motion-

picture actor of a few years ago seemed

to think that the camera never reached

below the knees, and that if he had on a

sufficiently tough make-up and impov-

erished-looking apparel he could wear
the best shoes in his possession with im-

punity. Fortunately, the screen tramp

of to-day is as impecunious in his pedal

extremities as he is in other respects.

Of course, it is not to be expected

that very many girls will be called upon

to play tramps, but that subject sug-

gests character work in general, and I

want to leave one thought with you con-

cerning this very important feature of

the player's career. To my mind it is a

lamentable error for any player to per-

mit an opportunity to interpret a char-

acter role escape. The idea that an in-

genue should be an ingenue all her life

just because she has curly blond ring-

lets or is diminutive in stature
.
is, it

seems to me, a great mistake. It is only

by the playing of varied types of char-

acters that we learn to understand and

appreciate the real art of acting. It is

for this reason that the demise of the

stock company—or at least its partial

demise—through the advent of the mo-
tion picture is in some respects lamen-

table.

The training which actors and ac-

tresses receive in playing different roles

is invaluable to them in their later stage

and screen careers. I have always tried

to practice what I preach in this re-

spect, and so far have played a number
of distinctly "character" roles. The old

scrubwoman in "The Love that Lives"

is perhaps the widest departure from
the accepted type of "stellar role," and
there was the white-haired countess in

"The Moment. Before," and the double

role in "The Spider." As a matter of

fact, Zaza, Bella Donna, and Sapho
were far removed from the ordinary

type of what we, in the profession, are

pleased to term a "straight lead."

If you are pretty and blond, do not

be afraid to paint a few wrinkles on

your face, and play a real character

role, for it may offer you the chance for

which you have been seeking—of show-

ing your real histrionic ability. And do

not forget that every character part that

you play will strengthen and clarify

your understanding of the next role

which you are asked to interpret.

IN 1967

\U !TH shining- eyes the old man said: "My boy, you should have seen
'The Phantom's' second episode; a wild giraffe he rode.

I tell you, boy, that was some show,
By that was many years ago."

The Phantom's' great," the boy agreed ; "the best thing on the screen

;

But get your hat and let us see his thousandth episode !"

Matthew Allison.



Some Filmy Fancies

By Robert V. Carr

LINES TO A CERTAIN KIND OF A "HAM."

I
WOULD know you anywhere
By your wealth of rampant hair,

By the way you work your tonsils when you talk;

By your breath, I must confess,

And your glad and noisy dress.

By the way you spring your ankles when ycu walk.

I would know you by the bull

That you're always sure to pull.

Of the offers of the managers and such;

Of the things you used to be

In the fall of ninety-three;

I would recognize your quick and subtle "touch."

I would know you as the guy
Who white-slaved the pronoun "I,"

And I'd listen while you kept on getting worse

;

Then I'd leap into the air,

And I'd leave you lying there,

Till some kindly, thoughtful person called the hearse.

THE REAL VAMP.

When she springs that baby talk,

And that childish, draggy walk,

When she starts to call you "Da-da" off the bat;

Grab your megaphone, old bo,

And let the whole world know
That you're not exactly pos'tive where you*re at.

Those straight vamps, let me insist,

With the Theda twine and twist,

To the post are tightly tied by gooie girls;

For, believe me, I have seen

More than one mowp bruise his bean,

WTien some chicken called him "Da-da" thro' her curls.

Let me whisper, never let

Baby stare stick on your set,

For she'll put her "sweet director" on the blink;

Every close-up will she grab,

And his watch and chain she'll nab,

And she'll lead him like a goat is led to drink.

There's no harm in wicked vamps,
With their Cleopatra lamps,

Their incense and their cigarettes and all

;

But side-step those lispy girls

With their mary-janes and curls,

Else pick you out a spot on which to fall.

"Drate big mans so strong and fine,"

Is a sample of their line,

And the cue for every wise bird to take wing;
Stick around, they'll make you meek,

Pet your ego till it's weak,

And add one jazz director to the string.



Very Good, Miss Eddy!
Which merely means that the director

is praising Helen Jerome Eddy for

her work in another character role.

By Arthur Gavin, Jr.

HELEN JEROME EDDY, ever

since she saw her first mov-
ing picture, aspired to be a sce-

nario writer—and now look at her

!

She is nothing more than the cleverest

young character actor the Morosco
Company ever had, and doesn't have to

worry about meals nor ideas like a regu-

lar scenario writer should.

When Helen was four years old,

her parents lived in New York, and
evidently
received a ^

— ~-^
booklet /'.

from the

Occasion-
ally she is

allowed to

represent

her own
nation-

ality.

Helen Jerome
Eddy, who is

a better Italian

than any other
young Ameri-
can lady at the

Morosco stu-

dio.

Chamber of Commerce, or a souvenir post card

from Los Angeles, for they promptly packed up

and moved out here, and little Miss Helen was

sent to school. She went to see moving pictures,

and* decided that her place in life was as a writer

of scenarios, and she promptly took her little

pen in hand and set about to be a big noise in the

preparation of the silent drama
;
but, as fast as

she would send scenarios to the different studios

around Los Angeles, so fast would these sce-

narios come back. So finally, being in San Diego,

she decided to beard the lion in its very den, and

with a scenario clasped firmly in her right hand,

and with eighteen years of confidence behind her,

Miss Helen called upon Captain Melville, head
of the Lubin studio.
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The captain regretted that he could

not use the scenario, but asked the

writer if she wouldn't like to

be an actress. This had
never occurred to Miss

Eddy, but she said that

she would, so she was
cast to play the in

genue in a produc-

tion entitled "As the

Twig Is Bent."

As she went wan-
dering around the

lot, Miss Helen ran

into a big, broad-

shouldered young
man who was suf- \Jj

fering from a severe

attack of stage fright.

This young chap was Jack
Holt, present leading

man with the Lasky
Company. Jack

confessed to

Helen
that .^m

it was his first

experience i n

pictures, and while

he felt all right on

the speaking stage, he

was a little afraid

of the cold muzzle of

the camera. However,
the two youngsters got

through the picture with-

out being seriously dam-
aged by the director.

Miss Eddy liked herself

so well as an ingenue that

she stayed at the Lubin plant

for nearly six months, and
then returned to Los Angeles.

She showed up at the Morosco
studio one day when her type

was needed, and, lo and be-

hold ! before many
weeks she was a

regular member
of the stock

jk company. She

Ik made her first

appearance

with Dus-
r&. tin Far-

BlS nnm in

1 "The
Gentle-
man from
Indiana,"

and later
i 11 ''The
Tongues of

Men."
About this

time George

Beban came out to

the Morosco studio to

j/ produce "Pasquale," one
* of his clever Italian char-

acterizations. It was sug-

gested that Miss Eddy
play the role of his lead-

ing woman. Mr. Beban
v promptly threw up

his hands in holy

horror, saying it

would be impossi-

b 1 e . However,
Miss Eddy was
sent to her dress-

ing room to

\ make up, and
when she ap-

' peared as an

j Italian girl,
Mr. Beban

greeted her
\ with shouts of

approval. Since

then Miss Eddy
has been a wop.

Helen's
tresses were
black and long,

Helen Jerome
Eddy, as she ap-
pears without

grease paint.
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miss Lady playing

the part of a young Italian

mother in support of George Beban.

hanging nearly to her waist, and could

not be dressed in the true Italian man-

ner; consequently, without the knowl-

edge of her parents, and with the as-

sistance of a barber, she bobbed her hair

in the interest of art, and she has not

been as popular around her home since.

She appeared with George Beban in

"His Sweetheart/' 'The Marcellini Mil-

lions/'. and 'The Cook of Canon Camp"
—always as an Italian. In "The Wax
Model," however, she had an opportu-

nity to wash off the brown paint from
her face, and appeared as a young
American girl in love with the artist.

She also had an opportunity to be a

regular society girl in "As Men Love,"

but this was only when Beban was not

using her in a picture, for now he

swears by Helen, and will have no
other.

Miss Eddy is not yet well enough
acquainted with the stage to be super-

stitious
;
consequently when every one

in the company, including Mr. Beban,

refused to break a mirror in "The Cook

of Canon Camp," Miss Eddy stepped

forward and shattered it, thereby pre-

cipitating upon herself seven years of

bad luck.

Mr. Beban and Miss Eddy always go

on shopping tours together, and side by

side purchase their wardrobe. The big

stores along Los Angeles' Broadway
never have an opportunity to boast of

costuming these two artists ; in fact, this

credit belongs to the stores of the Vol-

unteers of America and the Salvation

Army, for there are purchased the

Italian wardrobes of the two.



How Much for a Shine? Next!
IN this photograph we behold the vivacious Vivian Martin busy polishing the shoes of for-

tunate and famous William C. De Mille. At the word '"Next !" how many thousand
admirers would scramble to the throne Mr. De Mille is holding? Vivian could no doubt

make a success of this occupation if she took it up seriously ; but we think she would have to

work on the no-tip basis. Very few of us would care to pay ten cents for a shine and slip the

beautiful bootblack enough to pay her what she

draws per minute in pictures.
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Pictures

in the

War

THE importance of the motion picture has suddenly

assumed gigantic proportions in the eyes of the

countries at war. Previous to the war it was an

amusement. Now it is a necessity. In the training camp
it is one of the foremost factors in war education. In the

war zone it is the greatest element of relaxation. Advices

from abroad say that men returning from the fire of the

first-line trench are rushed into motion-picture shows as fast as they come in,

regardless of whether or not they are in need of physical nourishment.

Their mental state is the first thing considered, and the motion picture has

been adjudged the best doctor for these nerve-shattered men, weakened to mere
human likenesses by the heavy fire. Generosity and charity have placed many
magazines, books, and newspapers within the reach of the soldiers at the front,

but they lack the lively interest and fun inspired by the screen.. A letter recently

received by Picture-Play from a Canadian soldier in France states that at the

picture show the night before the men fairly rocked in laughter at a slapstick

comedy, several of them almost falling off of the benches.

This probably is more fun than the average picturegoer gets out of a

comic film, but that only better illustrates the value of the moving picture at the

front. What other form of pastime could give these men so much entertain-

ment, the thing they need most to keep them in good condition? They find the

picture a Godsend. All of them, no matter what their country, can absorb and
understand the story of the moving picture. It speaks a 'universal language.

In many other ways is the film making itself indispensable to the nations at

war. President Wilson has said that had he suitable motion pictures to circulate

in certain neutral countries, the propaganda work of Germany would be nulli-

fied. Recruiting has been stimulated throughout the country by the use of spe-

cially prepared pictures and trailers on the regular dramatic releases. The Red
Cross has appointed a committee to confer with representatives of the motion-

picture industry to the end of obtaining their cooperation in raising funds, claim-

ing it to be one of the greatest aids they could secure. In the warring forces

abroad a certain number of men are detailed to take motion pictures of ma-
neuvers, trench work, charges, and various other operations, just as others are

standard bearers or machine-gun men. Some of these pictures are developed

and shown to the officers the next day, as they reveal things to be avoided in

the future. Certain parts of these pictures will be exhibited generally, but most
of them will be filed away as a confidential history of the war.
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CHARLIE CHAPLIX has signed a contract in which

his salary is mentioned as being one million seventy-

and a five thousand dollars a year. The contract outlines

Million i!
several years' work, but if it is only in effect one year, the

Dollars Pa -
V cnec^ i ? large enough to arouse two gulps and a gasp

_
j in the man of ordinary income. About three years ago

Chaplin was receiving about five hundred dollars a week

from Keystone. Essanay paid him a little over twice that amount, and he began

to be known as expensive.

Then John R. Freuler signed him up for a year's services at six hundred

and seventy thousand dollars, and brought much criticism on his head therebv.

It was generally admitted that Chaplin was a drawing card, but six hundred and

eventy thousand dollars was said to be a figure far in excess of his earning

power. Mr. Freuler, with Chaplin's help, proved that it was not. The famous

comedian was a profitable investment to Mutual by something above one million

dollars. Moving-picture stars' salaries are generally referred to with equal

notes of awe and sarcasm, because they contain the president's salary from one

to ten times. We will not attempt to explain the president's salary or position.

This was done by the first Congress, and has passed muster ever since.

The stars' amazing salary and importance are a mushroom growth of the past

few years, and is strictly traceable to their earning capacity. The company that

claims its stars are getting more than they are worth admits that it is playing a

losing game. The First National Exhibitors' Circuit, which has just employed
Chaplin, has not done so because they like him or feel sorry for him. They have

done it because they believe that by proper manipulation of his pictures they can

turn his services to their gain.

The remarkable expansion of stars' salaries during the past -few years is a

splendid indication of the substantial development of motion-picture patronage.

A few years ago photo-play stars paid five hundred dollars a week were few

and noted. Xow five hundred dollars is not an unusual salary for a number
of people, and still the business can stand the drain. When this becomes a real

burden high salaries mean financial suicide, but until then a star's worth is cor-

rectly gauged by his earning capacity.

ACTORS in the picture business and rivers have some

Some ]^ resemblance, inasmuch as both are known to change

Important their channels, but right there the parallel finds its

Producing finis. When a river changes its course, people marvel and

CJiallies talk and reflect seriously upon the great power of the un- -

— 1 : known. It is an event, and causes patriarchs to recede

into the past and mull over the circumstances connected

with the last similar aquatic performance.

But changes in our industrial world are not marked by either the rarity or

solemnity which surrounds the temperamental activities of rivers. The stream^

of talent and production which empty into the film market move their channels

almost constantly, and awaken but small interest. Wnich only goes to prove

that the much-tabooed assertion that the motion-picture industry is still a youth

is nevertheless true.

This tremendous commercial body is ever shifting, groping, experimenting;
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but always settling, and always pointing to improvement. Because of the fluctu-

ating quality of its product, the quick change of values in its personnel, and the

high speed which is its natural gait, the film business will never reach an entirely

quiet, bed-rock foundation, unless it filters into a general rut, but it is hurry-

ing on its way to the ultimate in betterment.

The most significant change of recent days is that of Thomas H. Ince and
Mack Sennett, who have moved from Triangle to Paramount. Both of these

men are pioneers in pictures. They constitute a part of the central body respon-

sible for the advancements and improvements which have resulted in the present

form of photo-play comedy and drama. Mack Sennett created Keystone com-

edies. His work was patterned after many times, but never duplicated. Direc-

tors making excellent comedies under Sennett's supervision could not make them
away from the Keystone lot. They resembled Sennett's work, but they lacked

his scintillating twang, and were more or less flat.

The story of Thomas Ince has been told too often to add anything to it

here. From a primitive start he developed one of the greatest organizations

and plants in the moving-picture world. As a producing unit he stood in the

first rank in the industry, and had very little company. It is remarkable that

two men, Ince and Sennett, should in themselves combine practically all of the

necessary elements for a big film-manufacturing organization. But they do.

With Ince to supply the drama, society, comic, Western, and otherwise, and
Sennett to furnish the comedies, a well-balanced program may be maintained.

Paramount has effected an arrangement with Ince and Sennett, and we
look for continued good work from them. They have given much to pictures,

and mean a great deal to the industry.

PEOPLE connected with the moving-picture business

constantly meet outsiders who believe that they have
good film stories in their heads, but are afraid to

put them on paper and submit them to companies for accept-

ance for fear their ideas will be stolen and their scripts

j returned. Somewhere in the dark past there is, no doubt,

a reason for this fear. It is too definite in its form to have
developed out of thin air. But, also, it is too highly developed and too rabid

to apply in the present day.

Producers are not devoting their institutions and thoughts to staging plays

which cost them nothing, nor are scenario departments organized groups of

story bandits. Reliable companies would not for a minute tolerate the prac-

tices which are bringing so much mental woe to amateur writers, especially when
they are paying high salaries to their staffs to secure original plots.

It is possible that unstable, cheap film companies, generally known as "fly-

by-nights," will lift a part or the whole of a submitted story, but this action is

not so much a blot upon the motion-picture industry as it is evidence here of

a deplorable condition existing in some degree in every other business. Don't
class a lion with a jackal because their haunts may be the same, and, on the

other hand, don't expect a glittering, weak sister in the world of film companies
to measure up to the high moral and financial virtues of a tried and proved
concern.

If you patronize a poor restaurant, you must expect to watch your hat and

The Stolen

Scenario

Question
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coat. You can't watch your stories after submitting them, so pick your pro-

spective buyers carefully. Send your scenarios to established companies, con-

cerns of good standing and trade-mark reputation, and ninety-nine times out of

a hundred the treatment received will be wholly satisfactory.

SILHOUETTED on the horizon, alone, bleak, and
slowdy but steadily losing its hold on existence and
fading into a misty absence, is a figure we once knew

well. Its presence was felt in theaters, written of in maga-
zines and papers, and spoken of by enthusiasts. But the

day for the post-mortem is close. Even at its great distance,

small and insignificant though the figure is, we can see that

it is straining to hang on, to hide its haggard lines and the scars of battle, and

to appear once more as a short four or five years ago we viewed it at close

range, dignified, nonchalant, important, even haughty.

The chivalrous gentleman who grows dimmer, even as we watch him, is

none other than Stock Type, the actor who got by in the old days because he

had a winsome curl, and the girls were said to be crazy about him. Slipping

and sinking, he struggles to a press agent, but the tonic administered by this

able doctor does not fit the disease. A diagnosis of his case is readily given.

He simply isn't there in a profession which demands real histrionic ability.

When the motion-picture business swaddled in its long clothes, Stock Type gave

up his stock-company contract or title of town devil, as the case may be, and

offered his services to the flickering films. He was accepted, of course. In fact,

he was irresistible with that way of his and those clothes.

During his first two or three years he was a knockout. His photographs got

boudoir locations, and the same girls wrote him long letters about nothing, and

grew thin if he didn't answer within a reasonable time. He was voted most

popular man at the firemen's strawberry festival, and, in short, seemed to have

no end of a future if he could only preserve that wavy hair and "keep his youth.

But a dark horse got into the race, somehow, and battled his way to a plac?

in the front rank. His fight was so sincere and effective that he spread scenes

of carnage all about him. The people in time knew him for Ability, became
accustomed to looking for him, and finally insisted upon his presence.

We see poor old Stock Type depart with many regrets. In the pioneer

days and some following he furnished us with many romantic scenes and daring

exploits, and we liked him. But Ability is incessant in his courtship of our

movie money. He is not always good looking, like Doug Fairbanks or Wally

Reid. Sometimes he is just a plain, regular fellow, like Bill Hart, or probably

withou physical charm, like Tully Marshall, who can't deny that he doesn't have

to make up much to look tired out. He may be a towering big fellow, like

Bill Russell, whom you would rather see fight than wear evening clothes, a country

swain like Charlie Ray, or a slick city chap like Bob Warwick. But always he

has ability. The title says he is interpreting some part, and when he appears on

the screen he convinces you that he is what he is only pretending to be.

Stock Type of the fading horizon is not the one man he appears to be.

There are a number of people who should answer to the name, and they have

nice, curly hair, charming ways of making love, and set smiles, but they are not

actors, and they are going. Ability has hung up his hat in the studio for good.

The
Handsome
Hero
Passes



| The Beautiful Bloomer Brigade
The latest styles for ladies are

different from the earlier ones
—they are designed for use.



Studio Times in Rimes
By Paul H. Dowling

An Actor's Lament

J
OTS of him stars are touring

' On trips quite alluring

—

Yes, all of the big stars but us

;

While they make commotion
From ocean to ocean

We're riding the Hollywood bus.

Do Your Summer Vamping Early

Xl/HEX the vampires are vamping
And heroes decamping

The thermometer rises apace;
When sirens are smiling

And eyes are beguiling

In June this is too hot a place.

W
Darwin Was Right

HEX a noted comedian
Or i' faith a tragedian

Does something entirely new

;

It is quite true, but saddening

—

Yes, verily, maddening

—

To see others attempting it, too.

Salaries for Shrapnel

\1/HEX we heard of the money
Men were paid to be funny,

We believed it, but wished to be shown;
But if you're from Missouri
We'd submit to the jury

Names of stars on the Liberty Loan.

The Early Bird Shoots the Set

V\/ITH splendor and glamour
For a spectacle drammer

—

The director all ready to do it

;

The set was completed
But his plans were defeated.

The comics had beaten him to it.

Thoughts from the Extra Bench

\\7HEX" we see her rehearsing

Her film role of nursing,

"Our Sweetheart" we've come to adore

;

If the nurses in France
Do as much to entrance

We'll leave right awav for the war.



What's Happening
Snappy snapshots of famous picture

people taken when they are not

appearing on the celluloid circuit.

The fair Yvette fortunately?

does all her dancing for the
films. We dare not imagine
what would happen should
this dainty danseuse appear
on a breezy mountain peak
without a screen.

Judging from the lack of

action in Bessie Love's

swing, we should say that

her score probably is in

complete accord with her

name.

Big Bill Russell, who is not
at the moment engaged in

the delightful business of

assassination. He smiles

because he has just noticed

what's next to him on

this page.



It is difficult to understand why
the Marsh family, Mae, Mar-
guerite, and Betty, should do
their reading in a crowd and"
before a camera. They are ex-
plaining to Betty what every
young movie actress should

know.

Francelia Billington, also read-
ing. Really,, the standard of
education in this profession is

very high and frequent. You
find very few actresses who
cannot read when a camera
happens to be in the immediate

vicinity.

The man whose hand is

in his own pocket is not
in the moving-picture
business. He is William
Goodrich Morse, son of
the inventor, who is a
guest at Universal City.

His other arm is around
Lena Baskette, Pavlowa's

protegee.



Another star lias been added

to the flag—Ann Pennington.

Ann is the figure in the middle.

Dorothy Phillips is another of

those actresses who think it is

necessary to be taken with an

animal in order to get into

these pages. The figure- is a fine

one, slender and straight legs,

and shapely— the best horse in

fact we've ever seen.

The goddess ex-machina

is Vivian Reed, who is

taking a moving picture.

It is a snapshot of one

of her fellow workers

paying his tailor. That's

why it's moving.



"Can vou Dlav the piano,

Dot Kelly?" "I don't

know
;
maybe I can. I

never tried!" She's about

to try. Duck fellers!





Rurh Clifford, who is neither

bow-legged nor knock-kneed,

and appears to be. proud of

it. This might look a little

unnecessary, when you con-

sider the depth of the water,

but who are we, to look a gift

—or—limb in the feet.

Harry Morey, who has nothing to

smile about. At any rate, we wouldn't

it' we were getting a double chin.

Reading from left to right, William

Farnum, who is dressed for a cruise

—on the sea of publicity.



Charles Gunn teaching his old

dog new tricks—a difficult

one. The trick is to try and

get a coin out of an actor's

hand. Heretofore this ha3

been considered impossible.

Billie Burke's dog doesn't recognize

her—neither did we, at first. It almost
amounts to a disguise wnen she wears
anything but pajamas; at least, when

having her picture taken.
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Louise Glaum, vampire, who
sinks men without warn-

ing. She is shown here

practicing her trade

—she practices vam-
piring for two

hours every day,

between lem-

? onades.m

And whom have we here? Ah, who should it be

but Doug Fairbanks, caught in a restful—for

him—moment.

Left to right—Jesse L. Lasky and Frank Mooser,

on their recent New-York-to-California-by

—

auto trip. They tell us that one of the most pop-

ular things in California is the train to New York.



Screen Gossip
A hundred reels of the happenings in film-

dom, condensed into a few lively pages.

By Neil G. Caward

CHARLIE CHAPLIN, world-fa-

mous comedian, has signed a

contract to produce eight pic-

tures a year for the First National Ex-
hibitors Circuit, an organization made
up of a number of the leading exhibit-

ors of the United States, who either

buy outright or have made
to order for them a series

of big productions which

they first exhibit and then

sublease to other ex-

hibitors not in thei

organiza tion.

Upon signing A

the contract,

which calls for a

payment of one

million dollars, Gha
Lin w a s given

bonus of seventy

five thousand dol

lars, thus making
total of one million

seventy-five thou-

sand dollars for the

year's work. LTn-

questionably this is

the highest salar^

ever paid to any

actor in the history

of the world. Unde
his Mutual contract,

Chaplin received

s i x hundred
and seventy

thousand dol- V
lars for twelve

pictures, and
not m a n v

offered one million dollars if he would
resign with Mutual for twelve more
pictures ; but he turned down the propo-

sition to accept the better one outlined

above. It is declared Mr. Chaplin will

have absolutely free rein as to the pro-

duction of his pictures, and
they are to be released in

%0 any length that Chaplin

himself deems suitable.

- Before

Jills _ his

beginning work on

new series Chap-
in is enjoying a

month's vacation

following the com-
pletion of his

twelfth and last

Mutual two-
reeler.

Last month this

department chroni-

cled the fact that

Julian Eltinge, fa-

mous female imper-

sonator, had been
signed by the Fa-

mous Players-Lasky

Company, but at that

time little could be

told about the vehicle

in which Mr. Eltinge

would make
ture debut.

Burgess

weeks ago was
Charlie Chaplin and John Freuler, president of Mutual, who

was his employer before the new contract was signed.

his pic-

Gelett

and
C a r o 1 y n

Wells, famous
writer of mys-

tery tales, col-

laborated on
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the story of "Mrs. Raffles

Career," which

is the title
chosen for Mr.

Eltinge's first

Paramount pic-

ture. It is a com-

bination of com-

edy, mystery, and

thrills, and un-

questionably pro

vides Eltinge with

the greatest oppor-

tunity he has ever

had for the displa>

of his amazing abi

ities in feminine char

acterization.

1

The first of the special

productions de luxe to be

released through Metro
Pictures Corporation is a

picturization of "A Sleep-

ing Memory," E. Phillips

Oppenheim's novel, adapted

for the screen. It was photo-

graphed at the Quality Studio,

which has been turned over

entirely to the making of

Metro super de luxe produc-

tions under the general super-

vision of Maxwell Karger,

assisted by Technical Direc-

tor William H. Stevens.

Miss Emily Stevens began

work on "A Sleeping Mem-
ory," under the direction of

George D. Baker, immedi-

ately upon completing the

last scenes of "The Slack-

er," which was released

some weeks ago. Edwin
Carewe will be another

Metro director to work
in the Quality Studios,

and Francis X. Bush-

man and Beverly Bayne
may soon be seen in one

of the special productions

under Mr. Carewe's di-

rection. All of the Metro
super features will ex-

ceed five reels in length,

and special care will be

taken in selecting the sup-

orting casts for the well-

known stars who will be

featured.

Sfc ^
{ Francis Ford, fa-

HBr mous star and director

of Universal produc

"ions, has completed the

last scenes of the most

tupendous feature pro-
ductions he ever staged.

It is an adaptation of

the stage play, "John
Ermine, of the Yellow-

stone/' and will run at

least seven reels in length.

Mr. Ford himself plays

the featured lead, being

supported by an all-star

cast, among whom are in-

cluded Mae Gaston, Duk:
Worne, William Car-

roll, Mark Fenton, and

others. A number of

the scenes require

great masses of su-

pernumeraries, par-

ticularly those de-

I picting Indian war-

1 fare, in which some
wk thousand or more
Wk extras are shown.

"Charity Cas-

tle," the newest.

Mary Miles

Minter offer-

ing, is the first

Minter - M u -

tual subject to

be made un-

Lmily Stevens, who is the

star of a new picture enti-

tled "A Sleeping Memory."
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der the direction of Lloyd Ingraham,

former Triangle producer. Director

James Kirkwood, who previously has

been in charge of the Minter pictures,

completed his tenth Minter subject in

"Melissa of the Hills," released in July,

and left at once for the East, where he

has a most attractive offer. Alan For-

rest plays the leading role opposite

Mary of the M's, and the vehicle

chosen for their first joint appearance

gave both some wonderful opportu-

nities.

Thomas H. Ince and Mack Sennett,

both formerly of Triangle, have cast

their lots with Paramount, and in fu-

ture we photo-play fans will be seeing

the productions of these two master di-

rectors with a new label on them. Mr.

.Ince, in signing with Paramount, ex-

pects to offer several of his former

stars. Among them can be mentioned

William S. Hart, world's greatest de-

lineator of Western roles ; Charles Ray,

the boy wonder, who has risen

to supreme heights by his

work in such productions as

-The Coward," "The Clod-

hopper," and "'Sudden Jim;"

Walter E. Green, Adolph Zukor, Hiram Abrams, and Thomas H. Ince signing the contract

that places Ince on the Paramount banner.

Helen Holmes, she of ' the daring

deeds and the hairbreadth escapes from
death, is at it again ; in other words,

she has started work on her fourth

serial film
—"The Lost Express." The

story of the new picture, which will be

fifteen chapters in length, is a mystery

of the most astounding' sort, having to

do with the complete disappearance of

a long express train. The train starts

from one station, and fails to arrive at

another eight miles away. Where it

went to and why is not revealed until

the very last chapter, and Helen and
her fellow players are working tooth

and nail to discover what happened to

it. J. P. McGowan again directs, and
most of the cast who appeared in "The
Railroad Raiders" are in evidence.

and Enid Bennett, the little Australian

girl who popped into the limelight al-

most overnight, and to-day is regarded

as one of the best screen personalities

in all the cinema world.

Mr. Ince is hard at work in Cali-

fornia in his new studios, and probably

before many more weeks have passed

you will be seeing the first of his pro-

ductions under the Paramount banner.

It is stipulated that the first pictures

Mr. Ince himself directs will be re-

leased as Artcraft, which means they

will be grouped with those of Mary
Pickford, George M. Cohan, Geraldine

Farrar, Elsie Ferguson, Douglas Fair-

banks, and those made by Cecil B. De
Mille and David W. Griffith. Those

made under Mr. Ince's supervision, but
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actually staged by other directors, will

be released as ordinary Paramount sub-

jects.

As for Mr. Sennett, he, too, is busily

engaged at new studios in California,

and his comedies, while no longer

known as Keystones, that name being

retained by Triangle, will probably have

the true Alack Sennett punch to them,

and be distributed along with those of

Roscoe Arbuckle and other Paramount

berry are the two directors who will

superintend the Fairbanks vehicles,

and both will take their orders direct

from John Emerson, who has produced
most of the Fairbanks successes. Inci-

dently Douglas has selected his perma-
nent leading woman, after quite a num-
ber of experiments, and dainty Eileen

Percy is the lucky girl. She has been

engaged to play all feminine leads op-

posite the athletic star.

Douglas Fairbanks, Eileen Percy, and Director John Emerson, the original Artcraft-

Fairbanks trio. Doug has just engaged two additional directors.

comedians. They will be two reels in

length, and released every other week
to begin at first.

Douglas Fairbanks, who is already

famous for his pep and ginger, is about

to establish some new records in that

line, apparently, for Doug is no longer

contented with a single director. They
can't make pictures fast enough to keep

up with him, so he has devised a scheme
by which he will be ordered about by
two directors—when one can't use him
the other will get busy, and vice versa

—

but Doug himself will go on forever.

John W. McDermott and Joseph Hena-

September 9th is the big day. It's

then that Goldwyn Films, the newest

of big film-manufacturing and distribut-

ing concerns, makes its bow on the

screen. You know all the Goldwyn
stars and their directors so well that

they will seem like old friends right

from the start. "Polly of the Circus,"

Margaret Mayo's famous play that has

toured the country, is the first release.

Mae Marsh is the star, and of course

she is cast in the role of Polly. The
second Goldwyn will feature Madge
Kennedy, and "Baby Aline," another

famous Margaret Mayo play, is the

subject. Millions have laughed over

this comedy drama, and in its film form
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probably still other millions will roar

just as heartily. September 23d is the

release date of the second subject.

Maxine Elliott, her first time in pic-

tures, is the fact you will keep in mind
when watching on October 7th for

"Fighting Odds," the third Goldwyn,

from the pens of Roi Cooper Megrue
and Irvin S. Cobb. This is a film ver-

sion, of "Under Sentence," which was.

staged as a play on Broadway. On
October 21st, Jane Cowl, celebrated

emotional star of the speaking stage,

appears as the featured player in "The
Spreading Dawn."

Lois Weber has completed

the first Lois Weber Pro

duction—the first of

the pictures to be re-

leased by her own
company. "The Whim"
is its title, and it is an

adaptation of a short story

of that title which appeared

in a national magazine. The
feminine lead is enacted by

Mildred Harris, who was with

the Ince and the Fine Arts Com-
panies, while opposite her appears

Kenneth Harlan, who also appearec

in Triangle plays. Other well-known

people in the cast are Alfred Allen, who
was Hell Morgan; Gertrude Aster,

Ethel W'eber, a sister of the directress
;

x\dele Farrington, and Teresa Young,
a new "find" of the coast studios.

Margery Wilson, who as a leading

woman has won a tremendous fol-

lowing all over the country, has

just signed a new three-year con-

tract with Triangle, and under
the terms of it will be

starred in the future, in-

stead of merely "support-

ing" some good-looking

hero. The hero will in fu-

ture have to play second fiddle to the

magnetic Margery. Every dyed-in-the-

wool fan instantly recalls her clever

work in such pictures as "Wolf Lowry"
and "The Desert Man," in which she

supported Bill Hart; "The Last of the

Ingrahams," where she played opposite

Bill Desmond ; "The Clodhopper," as

an opposite of Charles Ray; and "The
Mother Instinct," in which she assisted

Enid Bennett. From now on, though,

Margery will probably twinkle brighter

than ever.

The world's first fa-

mous fat man—John
Bunny— i s coming
back. Interest on
the part of the

public has been

so great in the

B u n n y pic-

tures that
t h e Vita-

graph

argery Wilson, who has just been made a star by
Triangle. She has signed a three-year contract.
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Arline Pretty, who is now a Pathe star.

Company is reissuing a lot of the old

successes in which Bunny rose to fame.

They include all of those pictures that

instantly set the average fan off on a

line of conversation that usually be-

gins : "Yes, and do you remember the

one in which Bunny " and so on.

Rest assured that particular one is

among the list scheduled for reissue.

Still other famous Vitagraphers will

live again on the screen, for ever and

ever so many of the pictures that built

Vitagraph's reputation are going to be

shown again.

Crane Wilbur is to be the hero of an

entire new series of Art Drama re-

leases. The popular Horsley star has

already finished such productions as

"The Eye of Envy/' ''The Third Gen-
eration," and "Unto the End," all of

which are highly dramatic, and is now
working on a group of Western sub-

jects. Mr. Wilbur will live forever in

the hearts of the fans on the success

he made opposite Pearl White in "The
Perils of Pauline." He is a typical

matinee idol, and in the old days at

the Lubin plant proved time and again

Gossip

that his ripping good looks alone could

save many a frowsy plot. On the

speaking stage he once supported Mrs.

Fiske.

Arline Pretty, who used to play op-

posite King Baggot, and who numbers
her friends by the thousand, is now a

Pathe star, having been recently en-

gaged to play a principal role in the

new serial, "The Hidden Hand," from
the pens of Arthur B. Reeve and

Charles A. Logue. This unusual pro-

duction will feature four stars. Besides

Miss Pretty, Doris Kenyon, Sheldon

Lewis, and Mahlon Hamilton will be

featured in the film. Miss Pretty will

be instantly remembered from Vita-

graph's "The Secret Kingdom." Miss

Kenyon has been starred in numerous
feature productions, Mr. Lewis was in

the "Exploits of Elaine" and "The Iron

Claw," and Mr. Hamilton has been ap-

pearing with Olga Petrova.

In these strenuous war times the

film folks are doing all that they can be

expected to and a little bit more. There

is hardly an actor or actress of note who
has not only appeared at countless Red
Cross benefits, but also contributed lib-

erally from his own pockets, besides

buying vast quantities of Liberty

Bonds. And as regards the conscrip-

tion law, the male players from studios

all over the country who had to register

under the law would form an army
almost by themselves. Take just the

Pacific coast studios, for example. Just

to mention a few of the celebrities

whose names went onto registration

cards one could list Charlie Chaplin,

Charles Ray, Charles Gunn, Roy Neil!,

Victor Schertzinger, Lambert Hilyer,

Frank Borzage, Robert McKim, Crane

Wilbur, Neal Burns, Horace and Allen

Davey, Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran, Al-

fred Allen, Leo Pearson, E. J. Clawson,

Emory Johnson, Beverly Griffith, Neal
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Hart, Allen Holubar, George Walsh,

Hank Mann, R. A. Walsh, Bernard

McConville, C. M. and. S. A. Franklyn,

Wallace Reid, Marshall Neilan, Harry
Ham, James Harrison, Carlyle Robin-

son. Ray Gamble, Al Santell, Lloyd V.

Hamilton, Alfred Yosburg, Harold

Lockwood, T. Warren Kerrigan, Ken-
neth O'Hara, and a host of others.

Gosh, but won't the kaiser beat it back

for Berlin when some of those lads get

on his trail! You have yourself prob-

ably seen at least a dozen of 'em whip a

whole mob of desperadoes who op-

posed them, and come out without a

scratch, so you can imagine what will

happen to Wilhelm Hohenzollern when
the whole bunch attacks at once. But
we'll hope they won't be called upon to

go, for surely the screen will lose half

its charm when their familiar features

are missing from the sheet.

When you view the work of Daniel

Leighton, one of the minor roles in the

current Universal serial, ''The Gray
Ghost," you will be witnessing the last

bit of playing of this talented son of

the noted Irish actor, Horace Leighton.

While making up in his dressing room
at Universal City for one of the last

scenes in the serial. Mr. Leighton

dropped dead from heart failure. As
his part was all but completed, a sub-

stitute had to assume the role in only

two or three of the very last scenes.

Earle Williams, popular Yitagraph

star, will be strongly featured early this

fall in a multiple-reel feature based on

Robert W. Chambers' story, "Who
Goes There?" which is expected to

equal any previous Vitagraph offering

from both the standpoint of story and
star, but also as an example of care and

accuracy in production. W. P. S.

Earle, who directed "Within the Law"
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Lina Cavalier, grand opera singer, who will

play for Paramount.

for Vitagraph, will swing the mega-
phone and be responsible for the en-

tire supervision of the production.

Paramount keeps right on adding to

its big list of world-renowned stars.

Lina Cavalieri, the international grand-

opera star, is the latest celebrity to sign

a Famous Players-Lasky contract, and
her first Paramount picture will be re-

leased some time in September. Her
beauty has been the source of almost

endless newspaper and magazine com-

ment for the past few years, and she is

popular not only all over America, but

all over the world. Originally a danc-

ing girl in Rome, her beauty and grace

won her a post in the ballet at the Royal

Opera House, and, by command of the

King of Italy, placed under the tutelage

of Lombardi, the peer of all Italian

vocal instructors. She won instant

fame in Milan, Naples, Genoa, and

Florence. After a season in Petro-

grad she sang in the Metropolitan

Opera House in New York, and a sea-

son with the Chicago Opera Company.
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Speaking of Vitagraph calls to mind
the fact that Edith Storey, who has been

a Vitagraph luminary for so long that

she seems part and parcel of the Vita-

graph trade-mark, is no longer a twin-

kler with that organization, but will in

future shine only through Metro pic-

tures. The Metro people have been

begging Miss Storey to join their camp
for nearly two years, and at last she

has consented. Already six

widely different and highly

unusual plays have been

chosen for her—most of

them will be seven-reel fea-

tures—and Director George

D. Baker will have charge of

the first production, now
under way. The second,

it is expected, will be su- a

pervised by E d w i n

Carewe, and other suc-

cessful Metro direc-

tors will direct her in

still later offerings in

the series. In speak-

ing of her new con-

nection, Miss Storey

said : "Words cannot

express my pleasure

at having the great-

est opportunity of

my life come to me
at a time when I feel

that the best part of

my work is ahead of

me. The vehicles so

far chosen for me
are the highest in

character, and I

think my work for

Metro will be the best of my entire ca

reer."

on the screen as the star of World-
Brady attractions. Her rise has been
phenomenal, for it was only a few
months ago that she was at the Winter
Garden understudying/Jose Collins, and
now she is drawing a stupendous

weekly salary, and being exploited all

over the country. Her early picture

appearances made it appear that she

would take permanently to the vampire
type of role, but it was soon

found that she was fitted for

sympathetic and emotional im-

personations, and now it is in

that class of characterizations

that she has won new laurels

for herself, and bids fair to

go on steadily increasing her

prestige. There are several

subjects yet to be released be-

k fore we will have a glimpse

ft of the pictures begun since

V "
' he new contract w a s

signed, but in the mean-
while we can be sure

of enjoying her work
quite regularly on the

screen.

Edith Storey, formerly of Vitagraph, who
is now appearing in Metro pictures.

June Elvidge, a World-Brady lead-

ing woman, who has been steadily

growing in popular favor, has signed a

long-term contract by which she is

raised to stellar heights, and will in

future be featured in advertising and

It would be hard, indeed, to

find a busier place than the

various Fox studios make, for

all of them are going night and

clay creating cellu-

loid dramas of one

X kind and another,

and the fall months
will be marked by

the release of an

extraordinary lot

of subjects. First of all comes the an-

nouncement that Annette Kellermann,

who scored so heavily in "A Daughter

of the Gods," will soon begin a new
subsea picture written by George Bron-

son Howard. Director John G. Adolphi

is to have charge of the production, and

many scenes will be taken at the bottom

of the ocean by means of a patented
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submarine apparatus. Mr. Fox is to

have assistance from the Smithsonian

Institute, of Washington, and the Brit-

ish Museum, as well as the cooperation

of the United States fisheries commis-

sion, in the filming of this forthcoming

spectacle.

Xext, perhaps, in importance to the

Kellermann announcement comes the

disclosure that a whole series of child's

fairy tales have been filmed in lavish

fashion, this work being undertaken at

the suggestion of women's clubs, edi-

tors, and educators, all of whom felt

motion pictures could do much to aid

in the education and welfare of the

youngsters. The first of the Fox kiddie

pictures is "Jack and the Beanstalk.''

which will have a Broadway run this

fall, and prove it has plenty to interest

the grown-ups as well as the kids.

"Alladin and the Wonderful Lamp,"
"Treasure Island," and "Babes in the

Woods" are some of the other kid pic-

tures you may expect to see in this

series.

William Farnum has completed "The
Conqueror." a multiple-reel feature

based on the life of Sam Houston, and

will also be seen in ''When a Man Sees

Red," by Larry Evans, and "The Doc-

tor," by Ralph Connor. Theda Bara is

surprising even her most ardent admir-

ers by her work in "Cleopatra." and

Dustin Farnum is staging "The Scarlet

Pimpernel," by Baroness D'Orcy, "Du-
rand of the Bad Lands," by Maibelle

Hikes Justice, and "Xorth of Fifty-

Three," by Bertrand Sinclair. With all

these doings, and a lot more that we
haven't space here to tell you about, you

can readily understand that there is

plenty to look forward to if you under-

take to see only the Fox offerings.

All of us hugely enjoyed Constance

Talmadge's first Selznick's Picture, but

few of us realize that it broke a few
records in the way of rapid production.

Director Giblvn finished the last scene

8
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and began cutting the picture exactly

four weeks to a day after Miss Tal-

madge signed her contract, and yet

every detail is -perfect. Virginia Ter-

hune van der Water is responsible for

the story, and the film is marked by

some unusually novel effects.

Lillian Walker's first picture as a star

of the Ogden Pictures Corporation of

Ogden, L^tah, is finished. "The Lust

of the Ages" is the title under which
it will be released, and some one hun-

dred thousand dollars was expended in

making the eight reels. Miss Walker
is given some real opportunities to dis-

play her dramatic talent, and you will

behold some most unusual backgrounds,

many of the scenes having been shot in

the Wasatch Mountain country around
Ogden and Salt Lake.

Many new faces will be found "among
the players now enacting Yitagraphs at

the big Brooklyn plant of that com-
pany. Edward Earle, whom you have

seen with Metro. Frohman, Famous
Players, Pathe, and Edison, is now a

Yitagrapher, having been engaged to

play leads opposite Betty Howe, a for-

mer Yitagrapher who has just returned

to the fold. Arthur Donaldson has

been selected as their chief support, and
Wesley Ruggles, who has been direct-

ing Bobby Connelly, will have charge

of the new Earle-Howe Company,
which is hard at work on a Blue Ribbon
feature which bears the title "For
France.'' Mildred Manning and Wal-
lace MacDonald are another couple who
will be new to Yitagraph fans. Mac-
Donald you will recall from seeing him
in "Purity," with Andry Munson, and

"Youth's Endearing Charm," with

Mary Miles Minter, both of which pic-

tures were made at the American Stu-

dios. The first Manning-MacDonald
picture is "The Princess of Park Row,"
which is directed by Ashley Miller.



Hints for Scenario Writers
Instructions for the picture-playwright, with

notes on where and what he can sell.

By Clarence J. Caine

Questions concerning scenario writing, addressed to this department will be gladly answered, but an

addressed, stamped envelope should be inclosed. Due to the great amount of time that it would neces-

sitate, it is impossible for this department to read and criticize any scripts. Six cents in stamps will

bring you our market booklet for scenarios.—Editor's Note.

STUDY AND APPLICATION.

SOME months ago we were ap-

proached by a friend, a librarian,

who had met with quite a little

success in the field of general literature.

She had taken up scenario writing, but

seemed unable to understand the work
or get a foothold in it. Knowing it

was not lack of ability or mentality that

kept her in the dark, we questioned her

regarding what study and work she

had done in the scenario field.

"I have read all your articles care-

fully every month," she said, "and I

have worked out a sample scenario from
the one you gave. So I feel I should

understand all of that. I haven't tried

out any big ideas, but rather worked
with simple ones when trying to pro-

duce my scenarios. Somehow I simply

couldn't do it. All the excellent advice

you gave, and which I appreciated as I

read it, left me. I was utterly help-

less, and my effort was indeed feeble

when I looked it over each time."

This statement explained her trouble.

She did too much studying before she

applied anything that was suggested.

That is wrong, and little is ever accom-
plished in that manner. What she

should have done was take one thing

which she considered would be of bene-

fit to her and put it into practice. Let

it become subconscious, and then it will

always be at the edge of the brain when
it is needed. With one thing mastered,

take another and treat it the same way.

Take only that which you feel will bene-

fit you personally and leave the rest of

the advice for others—but with every-

thing you decide to put into your brain,

be sure you keep it well before you in

practice until you can truthfully say,

"This one thing I know."

Do not think that by working at one

hint and leaving unnoticed another that

you consider equally necessary, that you
are doing things wrong. In school a

child learns to add two and two first,

but it does not follow that within the

same study period, or even within the

same month, he must learn the truths

of subtraction or multiplication. Still

all are as vitally important to him in

the end. It requires time, and time is

the thing that is also required in master-

ing scenario writing.

We have known of several -cases

where young writers have bought text-

books or followed our department re-

ligiously, making notes and giving their

entire time to what they called "pre-

paratory study." It was really an at-

tempt at just that, but they lacked the

very thing that is most necessary in

study—practical application of every

point learned. The result in all these

cases is always the same; when they

come to actually write they find they

have put so much in their mind regard-

ing the right way of getting at a scenario

and turning it out that they cannot re-
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call anything that will help them.

Therefore they go to their notes, but

these only prove more confusing. The
would-be writer begins to realize that

all his trouble has been in vain.

Start with plot practice when you

enter the game, and when you can write

a sufficiently good story, submit it.

Then a careful and farseeing study

of this department month by month
should bring to you more bits of infor-

mation which will enable you to better

your work. Take these, one at a time,

and add them to your growing store of

knowledge. Your subconscious mind
continually keeps these on hand ready

to supply to your brain at an instant's

call.

don't bore one editor.

The average free-lance writer, after

having served a year or two in the har-

ness, has a number of scenarios con-

stantly going the rounds—the numbers
differ from two or three to twenty-five

or more, according to the particular

writer's industry and luck. Now this

average free lance is experienced and
knows most of the ways to please and
displease the editors, and yet he is often

guilty of getting himself very much "in

wrong" in editorial offices simply be-

cause of carelessness in sending out his

work.

Still speaking of the average free

lance, he usually has a record book of

some kind or a file, by which he can

tell where his scenarios are. These rec-

ords are usually under the title of the

play. A file under the title of the com-
panies, telling how many plays are with

each now, and how many bad ones have
been rejected recently, is seldom used.

Therefore it often happens that just be-

cause he has too many scenarios going

the rounds to remember just how many
and what kind he has sent to the So-

and-so Company during the past month,
the average free lance tries them with

a doubtful specimen just because they

haven't rejected- it, and because they

make similar plays occasionally. He
doesn't realize he may be injuring his

future chances.

But there is another side to the story

—the editor. He gets one poor piece of

work after another from the same
writer. Bored editors and sales never

go together ! Thus it should behoove

the average free lance and the beginner

wrho may soon be called such to have

two files—his story file and his com-
pany file. Safety first

!

BEGINNERS AND SCENE ACTION.

Countless young writers having their

first experience in turning out a full,

working script find great difficulty in

visualizing scene action. If the study

of films on the screen, scene by scene

as they unfold, and of a sample sce-

nario, is properly carried out, the be-

ginner should not experience this trou-

ble. Nevertheless, any number of them
do. Unless the correct conception of

this phase of the silent art is gained,,

the scene action is likely to present

itself to the mind as a sort of Chinese

puzzle.

There really is nothing which should

baffle the young writer if he keeps his

head and remembers what he has

learned.

Let us suppose that the young writer

has a plot—for exhibition purposes we
will use an idea so trite as to be easily

understandable—in which there is a

woman, her husband, and another man.

As the story runs, the other man comes

into the happy home and sets his eyes

upon the wife. At first she resists, but

after the husband's neglect of her for

business, she slowly turns toward the

other man. Then the story works out

to the climax—whatever it may be. We
will concern ourselves with only so

much of it.

Having this plot all worked out, the

writer wishes to write a working script,

but immediately gets "stuck." He
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doesn't know how to get over all his

ideas in such sparklike sections as scenes

are. Here is where he must do his clear

thinking. The thing to get in mind is

the audience. It knows nothing at

all about your story. Therefore the first

thing it must be made acquainted

with is the general atmosphere and the

characters. This will require introduc-

tory scenes with some subtitles to ex-

plain names and relationships. In this

same introduction the happy home and

also the foreboding evil in the presence

of the villain is impressed on the audi-

ence. The next group of scenes would
advance this thought, showing the at-

tempts of the villain to lure the wife,

her devotion to her husband, and her

scorn of the would-be suitor. Also the

husband's devotion to his work and

neglect of the wife wTould be shown by

some incident.

A jump in time would probably occur

here, and in the meantime a subtitle

would have to explain that conditions

were continually the same. Then come
the set of scenes showing more strongly

than ever the husband's neglect, the vil-

lain's persistency, and at last the wife's

yielding. Incidents for these would
have to be worked out, and they would
practically write themselves into scenes.

For instance—suppose the husband and

w7 ife were to go to a reception, and he

comes home from work filled with plans

for a big deal. He says he cannot go.

Angry, she goes alone, while he remains

at home with some men who have come
to the house to confer on the deal. At

the reception she meets the villain.

They sit out one dance, and it is then

she yields to him. You can easily see

how that is almost in scene-action form,

without detail, just as it is written here.

As we said, the rest of the story may
work out as it will. All the scene action

would be the same, anyway, as far as its

being arranged and formed by the

writer is concerned. Therefore, we will

not consider it further.

The first outline of the story above

tells what happened. In writing the

scene action you show not only what
happened, but how it came about. This

requires the invention of incidents to

effectively convey to the mind of others

exactly how the characters feel. The
more simple and true to life these inci-

dents are the more effective the finished

play will be.

Many say, "But I cannot write out all

that stuff in action; I will have to use

a lot of subtitles, too." That is foolish,

as almost every one learns when he ac-

tually gets to writing. It will be found

that these descriptive titles are needed

in certain places to introduce characters,

to denote lapse of time, to put over

vital speeches, to focus the dramatic on

a certain event, and to serve a few other

necessary purposes. Otherwise you will

never think of them when working out

the scene action if your mind is work-

ing the right way. We advise writers

to use subtitles wherever they believe

them necessary in writing the script,

and then to go over it with merciless

criticism and cut out all that appear

to be superfluous. It's good training

!

Scene action is the planned-out de-

tail of action which conveys the dra-

matic story to the audience's mind.

Suggestion plays a most vital part in

scene action. Each bit of dramatic work
which advances the story should be

taken separately when the writer starts

his working script. Thus, by seeing

that each dramatic bit in itself gets

across, the author may be sure that the

whole will get across. And there is no

difficulty in getting started. Merely

show everything clearly from introduc-

tion to closing scene, and it will be as

easy to start as to finish.
'

THE BEGINNER'S HOODOO.

In a recent issue of The Editor, an

article appeared entitled "The Young
Writer and the Hackneyed Plot." It

was written by Glenwood Clark, and is
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tilled with truths which, though often

published before in this 'department, are

ever new. It seems that the time-worn

plot is the hoodoo of every young au-

thor—more so than any other single

thing, and it therefore deserves much
attention. Following is Mr. Clark's ar-

ticle :

"Leslie Quirk says that novelty of plot

is likely to account for the acceptance

of a beginning writer's first story. This

is interesting and true. But what of

the many stories written before the

writer has any notion of novelty as a

plot requisite? Those who have much
to do with the beginning author's manu-
scripts have noted his persistent use of

the hackneyed plot, the old situation

and the stock character. Seldom does

the new scribbler select a novel plot

that will win an acceptance.

''The beginner seems irresistibly im-

pelled to choose an old plot. He is not

aware that the plot he so laboriously

works out is too aged to bear the weight

of a pleasing story. The tendency of

authors at the commencement of their

careers to use worn-out foundations for

stories is well-nigh universal. The
cause is not hard to find.

''A chief reason for the young fiction-

ist's use of the hackneyed plot is his

lack of mental development. When the

hopeful writer begins composition he

is immature, crude. He sees men and
things only as others have already seen

them. His mind, insufficiently culti-

vated by reading, observation, and med-
itation, has not had time to develop

power enough to see the old situations

in fresh light. He must assimilate the

ideas already used by his literary prede-

cessors before he can bring forward
new thoughts and visions of his own.
The old theme seems charmingly fresh

to . him, engages his pen and makes him
fondly imagine he has found the one

new plot under the sun. The youthful

writer must learn to study situations

and events until he can see in them pos-

sibilities not seen by others. And he

begins his study by recounting the

stories and themes familiar to all read-

ers. By persistent effort he gradually

develops away from the trite and grows
in creative ability. This growth takes

time. The production of hackneyed

plots marks a stage in his growth in

authorship.

''The limited number of plot situ-

ations is another cause for the literary

youngster's employment of the much-
used and ill-used plot. The great ver-

ities of our common human nature are

fixed and limited. All the possible plot

situations have been used times with-

out number by literary artists. The
young writer, being new to the game,

falls upon a theme worn to rags, and

sadly wonders why his manuscripts re-

turn again home. He lacks the insight

necessary to present the time-honored

events in a newr manner. He must learn

by experience, long observation, and un-

remitting study how to treat the old

themes from a novel angle, and in fresh

garb and manner. The power to see

the worn situation with new vision and

the ability to create the original twist

will come with persistent effort and

study. The analysis, study, and writ-

ing of the trite story foundations help

to give this power and ability.

"The young writer may consciously

select a threadbare plot for treatment,

but this is seldom. Usually he has not

the faintest idea that his plot is old.

He is aggrieved if you tell him it is not

shining with newness. Still a deliberate

choice of aged plot is not unknown.
The young rictionist, in treating themes

not new, may use them for practice, as

did Stevenson. He is willing to experi-

ment with literary form and method.

He is willing to learn the mechanics of

writing, and to acquire the technique.

Let no one despise such practice—re-

member the adage.

"If a beginning writer, and the plots

you produce are trite, be not discour-
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aged. Keep an open eye, study faith-

fully, and write and write and write

until you know how to. make plots.

Keep at it until you have mastered all

the curves and hidden nooks of the

common plots. In time you will be able

to bring forth new story foundations

that have the original twist beloved of

editors."

BALANCE.

Among experienced writers, as well

as among beginners, there is found a

common weakness to slight certain parts

of a story just to drive home with dou-

ble force some other part. This invari-

ably leads to a poor script and often to

rejection. Where such a scenario is

bought a staff man has to go over it

to supply material for the weak spots

and make the whole balance.

The greatest danger of overlooking

balance in the dramatic construction of

a scenario comes from having an ex-

ceptionally new, big, or brilliant idea to

work from. Maybe the idea will be re-

garding a novel and strong plot struc-

ture. In that case the chances are that

the writer will neglect his characters

or the minor action ; if the big idea cen-

ters around a character or characters,

the plot and action are liable to suffer;

and so on.

We have known writers who con-

quered their lack of balance by forcing

themselves to lay away every "burning"

idea they had and which they feared

would blind them to the other dra-

matic values of the story. Every one

cannot do that, however, so the mind
must be called upon for severe concen-

tration in many cases. In such cases

the "big idea" must be made small in

the mind's eye—so small that it takes

its place naturally with the other dra-

matic elements. Then the material for

use must be selected. When it comes
to the actual developing of the plot,

however, your "big idea" is the thing

to play up to. But with the proper

preparation you will play up to it with

the proper dramatic balance, and the

scenario will be many, many per cent

stronger.

WAR AND SCENARIOS.

It is natural that every man and
woman should wonder what individual

effect the war will have upon him or

her. Many enlist or serve their country

in some other way, so their futures are

not in doubt. But it is the great army
of "stay-at-homes" who wonder if they

can continue earning their living as be-

fore.

In the scenario-writing field there is

little to worry over. The war will

naturally cause economy in many ways,

but still people must be amused. There-

fore they turn to the cheapest amuse-
ment—motion pictures. This will mean
a steady call for scenarios, and, if any-

thing, the market should better. Many
writers, both staff and free-lance, will

doubtless serve their country's colors.

Their places must be filled during their

absence. At the war's end the film busi-

ness will naturally expand, and there

will be room for even more recruits.

NEAR THE EDGE.

Many current attractions—some of

the greatest money-makers put on the

market this year, in fact—contain

themes or action which border so very

closely on all that is frowned upon by

the censor that one wonders how they

ever managed to reach the public screen.

While the subjects do not parade any-

thing indiscreet or immoral, they get

around it so cleverly by suggestion that

no one can mistake the purpose.

Naturally young writers, seeing so

many successful films based on or in-

corporating such material, will begin to

think that this is the stuff to write in

order to sell. It is not! If you will

note, such productions are always han-

dled by individuals on State's rights,

and the story is "doped out" to be a
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commercial asset in just this single par-

ticular. The regular companies want

clean scenarios all the time, and it is

these companies which constitute the

market to which the free-lance writer

should seek to sell.

SCENARIOS AND SHORT STORIES.

We fear that it is all too often that a

young writer with lots of ambition en-

ters the field of fiction with a rush and

attempts to do both short stories and

scenarios simultaneously before he has

mastered the rudiments of either.

Maybe some succeed ; we have not

(

heard of any, but we admit there may
be some. But as a rule the ambitious

beginner is soon reduced to a rather be-

wildered, would-be writer with no clear

idea of what he is trying to do. Then
maybe, if he is lucky, he meets some
one who explains to him that things

are not done that way, and that if he

has ambitions in both arts, he should

master them one by one.

It cannot be denied that there is much
in common between short stories and

scenarios. But the same is true re-

garding scenarios and the novel, and
as well as the stage play. A short sce-

nario may be much like a short story.

A long scenario is more like a novel.

But there is a fundamental difference

to be considered. The scenario is merely

a set of directions for actors to follow

in making a play ; a short story is the

completed product as it goes to the

public. Again, the scenario must tell

its story without conversation, and con-

sequently needs more action. The short

story does not need so much plot action,

for the clever use of words in describ-

ing the action, the settings, description,

characters, et cetera, cover up the short-

age of happenings. Then the dialogue

can always be relied on to do much for

the short story. These are but a few of

the vital differences between the two
forms. There are many more which
are of less importance, but, neverthe-

less, must be mastered by one who
would learn the art.

If any of our readers who are just

starting scenario work feel they wish

also to write short stories, we would
advise them to overcome the desire for

a while. If this cannot be done, then

it would be best to give up scenario

work until the other form has been con-

quered. Confusion is sure to result

from a study of the two at once. The
writer's mind will confuse a short story

selected for study and practice with a

photo, play selected for the same pur-

pose, and nothing is gained in either

field. Do one thing at a time, and do

it well

!

OUR LOGIC.

A Southern writer recently wrote us

that he admired the logic contained in

this department. Many things, he said,

which we had written, even apart from
scenario work, but containing encour-

agement or advice, had struck him just

right. By practicing them he had

profited greatly. He also said that our

logic reminded him of Rudyard Kip-

ling's "The Light That Failed," and he

felt that we could do no greater service

to our readers than advise them to read

and study this work.

Xow, while we do not fully agree

with all the logic in "The Light That
Failed," we must admit that, as a young
writer, it helped us, and we know it

has helped others. The characters are

artists rather than writers, but the spirit

is the same. The story is that of whole-

hearted people with ambition and de-

termination. They struggle to realize

their ambitions, and the disposition the

author makes of the various characters

is sure to give all who read the book

something to think over. Failure and

success are shown in their true colors,

and the views expressed by the prin-

cipals in their speeches are held by al-

most every writer who is an artist at

heart.
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DISCOVERING SOMETHING NEW.

Miss Grace Kingsley, writing for the

Los Angeles Times, recently turned out

an article which was very much to the

point. She puts her finger on a spot

which is little developed in the film

world, but which should yield a rich

harvest for some time to come if used

judiciously. It looks as though it's up

to the writers and the producers to

wake up. Following are Miss Kings-

ley's remarks

:

"Picture-producing companies are

constantly complaining of lack of good

stories, and authorities of high standard

have declared that there are only about

twenty plots in the world. Or is it only

ten?

"Anyhow, when you think of studios

turning out a dozen photo dramas a

week, you certainly wonder if they don't

have to run them backward sometimes,

or at least let the hero stand on his

head.

"Lasky, Universal, Triangle, and

some others, however, have, at times,

seen the light. What if there are only

ten or twenty plots in the world which,

with variations, may be extended to

fifty, there are hundreds of different

conditions under which people in this

big, wide world live, and the incidental

interest and atmosphere make for in-

finite variety.

"Two of the best examples which
come to mind at this time are Lasky
pictures, both starring Blanche Sweet.

One was named 'The Evil Eye,' and

had to do with the struggles of a young
woman physician who sought to im-

prove the living conditions of a band of

Mexican workers in California fields.

It had nothing of the pedantic about

it ; it was merely tremendously, hu-

manly interesting, this fight of enlight-

ened, sympathetic intelligence against

darkness and prejudice. Of course,

there was a love story, too, but the vital

thing was the young woman's battle

against ignorance. It was done in il-

luminating fashion.

"The other picture, the name of

which I forget, had to do with treat-

ment of convicts employed in the tur-

pentine camps, and the story was even

more deeply dramatic.

"Several Bluebird and Vitagraph

productions have of late pointed in the

same direction, which, it seems to us,

is the real future of motion pictures."

WHEN IS A PROFESSIONAL?

Along about the end of the first year

of writing, as a rule, the man who has

been fairly successful in disposing of

a few of his first efforts begins to be-

lieve that he can progress no further

until he has become a "professional."

To the mind of the young writer at this

point a "professional'* is a gentleman

who does nothing but turn out scripts

for a living and ride around in auto-

machines. That is a very nice vision,

but

Previously we have advised young
writers to wait until they have a cer-

tain income assured through close con-

nections before "throwing up the job."

Your fellow workers and friends may
think more- of you as a professional

writer than as a clerk, but how about

the cold, hard cash that will come in

monthly? The foremost writers of the

day have all held steady positions while

working up, and many of the leading

free lances to-day hold regular, daily

positions of some kind.

Xow let us get back to the profes-

sional. He is a writer pure and simple.

You know him as a scenario writer in

your field. A friend of yours . wTho

writes short stories may know him as

a short-story writer. The publishers

know him as a novelist ; and so on. As
we said before, he is a writer ! He
has long training and a most active

mind.

Xow many wT
ill say, "But how7 about

the professional scenario writer ?" That
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opens up a new field. There are numer-

ous men on the studio staffs, but their

work is mostly adaptation. A few com-

panies hire writers to turn out original

work exclusively, and not a few scrib-

blers free-lance entirely, though this

number is not as large as it should be.

But these men write absolutely sure-

fire stuff. They have years of training

behind them, and their product can al-

ways be depended upon by the pro-

ducers. This is the field toward which

the Simon-pure photo-playwright should

work. But remember that a profes-

sional is not made overnight, and these

men transformed themselves from ama-
teurs simply by doing what every other

aspiring writer is doing to-day—ham-
mering the barred doors until they open.

ANSWERS TO READERS.

J. E. H.—The only value that a sam-

ple scenario has is to illustrate to the

student the correct form of a scenario

as regards the arrangement of scenes,

subtitles, and other matter. The stories

contained in them are often poor. Re-

gardless of this fact, however, they have

been issued by some company already,

and the plot, therefore, should not

greatly interest the student, unless for

some certain bit of plot study. The
number of scenes in a five-reeler cannot

be measured. They may run from
one to two hundred. As a rule, the

scenes are longer than in the old short-

length films because the dramatic action

is' slower.

E. A. S.—You are quite right in your
"howl" about the relative positions of

actors and writers in films. However,
the fact that unearthly salaries to stars

are running their business has dawned
upon the producers. Also the fact that

a story will put a film over with an

audience much quicker than a star will

—a few superstar attractions excluded.

Therefore, there is nothing for the

writer to do but wait for the day of

his reward, which is very close at hand.

J. S.—Chaplin makes up most of his

material as he produces it, with the help

of a couple of "idea men." There is

no market there. You have the right

idea—the vital thing for a new writer

to remember is to get a new idea and
apply plenty of "sticktoitiveness." Suc-

cess cannot help but come to such a

combination.

J. B. W.—The title of a scenario is

often a matter of inspiration. Again,

it is a matter of hard work. Often the

play is written from the title, and again,

a finished play may remain at home
for days, or even weeks, because of the

lack of a suitable name. We believe

most titles come during the conception,

evolution, or actual writing of a play.

Then it always seems just the right

thing and gives the author no further

trouble.

LIVE-WIRE MARKET HINTS.

The United States Motion Picture

Corporation, Wilkes-Barre, Pennsyl-

vania, offers a prize of five dollars per

word for the best single-comedy idea

expressed in fifty words. Other offer-

ings which prove available will be paid

for at regular rates. No closing date

for the contest was announced.

The Fox Film Corporation, Los An-
geles, California, offers a broad market

for five-reel plays. Comedy, drama,

and comedy-drama are in demand in

this length. They also use two-reel

slapstick material or suggestions for

such. Theda Bara, George Walsh,

Dustin Farnum, and Florence Brock-

well are the dramatic stars at the West-
coast studios.

During the present rather unsettled

condition of the industry, writers should

be careful where their scenarios are

sent. We try to give only reliable com-

panies here, and if this department and

the market booklet are used judiciously,

a large market of "safe" concerns will

be found for every variety of material.



|TO Conscription a la Carte
\ ! • Xw What America's future soldiers, who
ImMpBBHl^ are now screen heroes, will choose

to do when they are called.

By Sanford Stanton

LONG ere this gets into type and
is ready to be read by those who
follow the fortunes and misfor-

tunes of their favored screen stars, Un-
cle Sam will have sent out his call for

those who are to be the first enlisted in

the titanic fight he now has on his

hands.

Though the records will still be in-

complete, and the conscription rolls

far from ready for publication when
this is being read, there is one thing

that may be asserted with every

certainty of its being eventually

proved a fact—the ranks of the

khaki-clad warriors will contain

many a recruit from the land

of the film and the studio.

And none will be prouder

or happier that they are

there than the very re-

\A emits themselves.

\j| But if one is to

Wallace Reid, who, as color sergeant

of the Lasky Home Guard, is prepar-

ing Tor service, says, that if con-

scripted, he will choose fighting in

the trenches.

make a complete census

filmdom's contribution to

this new, marvelous army of the

United States, one will needs

travel far afield and make certain,

if his census is to be complete, that no

branch of the service has been over-

looked. For while all screenland seems

ready to fight at the drop of the hat, not



will be enlisted at once in the aviation

corps. Both screen favorites have
made many flights as passengers, and in

odd moments each has sought to gain a

little practical knowledge of the opera-

tion of a flying machine.

In almost identical words the two
men describe their sensations when

Smiling George Walsh, below, con-

siders ihe infantry as "the body and

bone of the army" and declares lhat his

preference is service in the trenches.

William Russell is jusc past con-

scription age, but is "doing his bit"

by making his ranch work for the

government.

all screenland is of one mind as to just

how they will choose to do their bat-

tling.

For instance, there are Antonio

Moreno and Edward Earle. Are they

ready—nay, anxious—to give their

services' to the country which has given

them so much? They most certainly

are, but if both can have their wav thev
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making their first flights. "Trouble

slipped away with the earth which

dropped from beneath us," they both

declared. "And," they continued, "the

sensation was one of wonderful exhila-

ration, and the single regret connected

with the entire experience was when we
realized our pilot was returning to

earth."

Isn't one almost justified as describ-

ing both Moreno and Earle as men born

to fly?

Of course, it would be hard to expect

"Fatty" Arbuckle to be serious, even

in the face of a decidedly rosy prospect

of being called on to make himself

ready to start for the trenches in a few
days' time. But in the face of his good-

natured answers to the question as to

what he would prefer to do for his

Uncle Sam when the time came was
discernible a note of seriousness that

promises ill for those of our enemies

whose misfortune it might be to come
in contact with the jovial comedian.

Just to joke a minute with Fatty,

though, he insisted that if given his

choice of what branch of the service

he would seek to enroll in,, considera-

tions of "safety first" would prompt

him to seek the navy, where, if worse

came to worse, he at least could not

sink. Or, to continue the fun for a

moment, that service being closed to

him, then he would choose the aviation

corps, where, at least, were he to be

shot down, he might reasonably expect

to crush a whole regiment in his fall.

And lastly, if taken prisoner, he would

do everything in his power to make the

whole German army laugh itself to

death.

Should Uncle Sam feel the need of

calling on the services of one of its

allies who has been here so long now
that movie fans have come to think of

him as being quite one of their own, he

will find Sessue Hayakawa just as- anx-

ious to fight for him as he would for

his own mikado. Only Sessue isn't at

all sure that Uncle Sam will have him
at all. Back in Japan he went to the

naval academy, and would undoubtedly
be in the Japanese navy at the present

moment had it not been for an accident

suffered during a high-diving contest

which resulted in a slight impairment
of his hearing. If Uncle Sam will only

waive that trifling fault, Sessue will

welcome the chance to take his place as

a jolly jack-tar, and a good one he be-

lieves he would make, too.

Wallace Reid—he whom his friends

and admirers delight best to speak of as

"Wally," is made of the stuff that has

always kept the Stars and Stripes mov-
ing forward. Out at the studio in Cali-

fornia he has been one of the most en-

thusiastic members of a military com-
pany which has drilled religiously since

the first hint of trouble for our country

came seeping in over the cables.

"When they want me," said Wally,

"I'll be ready, and into the trenches I'll

go. I've always thought of the infantry

as the backbone of the army, and with

the infantry in the trenches I'll fight

when the time comes to go."

If the need arise—and it will, un-

doubtedly thousands of times over

—

where the services of a man who can

and dares to rush with the speed of the

wind across country, carrying dis-

patches to an outpost where telegraphic

communication has not been established,

are required, among the first to volun-

teer will be Jack Pickford. When the

conscription officer picks the number
that belongs to Jack, and he is asked

to step forward to enroll in the ranks,

Jack won't wait to step; he'll just hop
astride his motor cycle, open the throt-

tle wide, and dash in. And, if he has

his way, he will ride that very same
cycle, or one like it, right through the

war. "That's what I know how to do

best, and that's what I'd like best to

do," is the way Jack puts it. And the

chances are Uncle Sam will be quite

willing for Jack to do as he wishes.
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If this great war was only like all

the other wars of which Owen Moore
has delighted to read, there would be

no doubt as to just what he would best

like to do when the time comes for him
to go. "Nothing but the cavalry would
really suit me," said Owen. ''I love

horses—think I know a great deal about

them, and would rather go through the

war astride one than any other way I

know. But this isn't a war for horses,

and I suppose I will have to give up all

thought of being assigned to a cavalry

regiment. As a second choice I think

I'd like to operate a machine gun.

Nothing in the history of the war thus

far has thrilled me quite so much as

the brief descriptions that have come
out of 'No Man's Land,' and tell of sin-

gle-handed encounters between a single

machine-gun operator and perhaps an

entire squad of the enemy."

Side by side, perhaps, in the trenches

with Wally Reid will be George Walsh,
for George is another man who looks

on the infantry as the real body and

bone of the army, and a part of it he

wants best of all to be.

And last, but by no means least,

there is William—or "Billy," if you
will—Russell, who is past the conscrip-

tion age, but has started already to "do
his bit" out on his farm near Fresna

by putting his every acre to the best of

use, and has added fifteen per cent of

his salary for the maintenance of a re-

cruiting station and hospital base in

southern California. Incidentally,

should there come a second call, which
might easily include Billy, he's ready

—only too ready, as a matter of fact,

and if he can do just exactly as he

wishes he will be enrolled in the ma-
rines, the branch of the service, you
know, whose slogan is, "First to

fight
!"

"Ready! Camera! Shoot!" has a

familiar ring to the ears of many of

Uncle Sam's newest soldiers.

"Ready! Aim! Shoot!" will soon

be just as familiar, and will be obeyed

every bit as promptly.

SCREEN OPPORTUNITY CONTEST
Winners prepare to leave for New York—and Opportunity!

THE casting of the winners of the

Picture-Play Screen Oppor-

tunity Contest for their parts

in Mutual Film Corporation produc-

tions is now being completed. When
the selection is finally decided upon,

the "dawning stars" will probably be

brought to New York in contingents

of three or four to each picture. This

arrangement was made in order to af-

ford each one a real opportunity in a

promising part—an impossibility were
all twelve to appear in the same play.

In the next issue we hope to be able

to announce that the first group is at

work under the Cooper Hewitt's.

The problem of casting these new-
comers for their parts is one to which

the directors are devoting the great-

est care ; for proper casting means
half the battle. The roles assigned

will bring the player into a prominence
second only to the leads, and it is im-

portant that he be fitted to perform the

part, i Since this is an "opportunity"

contest, we are determined to give the

winners an opportunity worthy of the

name.

Preparations for their reception are

already under way at the studio, and

great is the anticipation among the

player folk at the prospect of welcom-
ing the novices into the fold.

In the next issue we hope to be able

to print a layout of the cast for the first

picture in costume, together with snap-

shots of what is going on around the

studio.



Down to Earth
The tale of a wholesome and vivacious young man who under-

took to cure a sanitarium full of people whose only happiness

was in being miserable. And his sweetheart was among them.

By Lyon Mearson

From the Artcraft picture of the same title

by Anita Loos.

Featuring Douglas Fairbanks. Eileen

Percy is the leading lady.

BILL GAYNOR paused in the

large entrance hall of Doctor

Jollyem's sanitarium, raised his

hands on high in heartfelt disgust, and

bayed impotently to all the gods

there be.

"Santa Maria! They cer-

tainly enjoy ill health in this

den of hypochondriacs
!"

"They do that," answered the

little doctor, Doctor Small.

"That's why Jollyem is about

ready to retire and live on his

money. He's very popular

here ; he kids them along, and

after a while they get to think-

ing that nobody on earth but he

can save them. God knows what

they want to be saved from ! The
only illness, most of them could have

is a headache, because they have

plenty of room for that.

Let me look at your

tongue," he commanded,
with a return to his pro-

fessional manner.

Bill smiled, and stuck out his

tongue. The little doctor ex-

amined it critically. "It looks all

right," he announced. "What makes
you think you're sick?"

"Nothing," said Bill calmly.

"Then what brings you here?"

Bill looked the little doctor over

mizzically.

"Doc, I think you're the only

> human being in the neighbor-

\ hood—except Ethel. Listen

\ to me. First cast your
lamps over this,
though." He took a

fei yellow telegraph blank

from his inner pocket

and handed it to the doc-

tor. The doctor read it and

nodded

:
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Bill Gaystor, New York.

Ethel is at Doctor Jollyem's Sanitarium,

down in Florida. Health broken down wirh

society stuff. Charley is there, too. Why
don't you come down and take her away
from that boob? Dick Stanton.

The little doctor nodded again. "I

see," he murmured. "I see. She won't

come, though?"

"No," said Bill lugubriously. "I

used to have a chance with her, but she

likes the society whirl and I am strong

for the great outdoors, and she's been

afraid to take a chance with me.

What's Charley doing here?"

"Oh, just hanging around. He's the

only one here who doesn't think there

is something the matter with his inner

works. He's going to marry Ethel, you
know."

"Not if I see him first," insisted Bill.

The little doctor took out his watch.

"You'll have to excuse me," he said.

"It's eleven o'clock. I have to telephone

to Mrs. Fuller Jermes' insides to see

what's the matter with her to-day. See

you later." With a nod and a twinkle

he was gone. Bill stared after him du-

biously.

"Would you mind looking at my
tongue, young man?" He turned to

face Mr. Carter, a spare, white-haired

man, who held out his tongue.

"Why should I ?" inquired Bill, turn-

ing again to his left as a series of

hollow groans struck upon his ears. It

was Mr. A. D. Dyspeptic, clad in a bath

robe of the most expensive pattern,

with his expensive hand on his expan-

sive stomach and an expression of in-

tense internal agony on his face.

"Is oo got a pain in oo's 'ittle

tummy?" inquired Bill solicitously.

"Not yet," answered the ancient

hypochondriac, "but I will at a quarter

after eleven. It always catches me
then." He pressed his hand to his

stomach again. "Oh—oh—oh !"

Bill glanced from one to the other.

Carter had taken out a little hand mir-

Carter had taken out a little hand mirror, and was engaged in an exhaustive and introspec-

tive examination of his tongue.
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IfWHlf
''What's the matter? Can we pnll through? What shall we do?" The questions were

at Bill from all sides. He was busy calming Ethel.

fired

ror, and was engaged in an exhaustive

and introspective examination of his

tongue. Dyspeptic was doing his

groaning early.

Bill threw back his head and laughed

loud and long. They noticed him not

at all. With a bound, he seized his

hat and was off—away from the house

where every breath that was unac-

companied by a groan seemed a sacri-

lege, and every laugh seemed a sneer

in the face of eternity.

II.

Two days later, having departed with

no word to any one of his mysterious

errand, he was back, the lithe, graceful

lines of his white yacht nicely sil-

Q

houetted against the clear blue waters

of the bay.

A short but fruitful interview with

Doctor Jollyem, who was willing to re-

tire, followed, and then another inter-

view with the little doctor. The three

of them appeared later in the dining

room, where all the patients were for-

gathered at their midday meal.

"Ladies and gentlemen," announced
Doctor Jollyem, "if you will kindly give

me your attention for a moment, I

have news of importance for you."

The assembled company looked up at

him in expectation.

"Oh, my stomach !" groaned Dys-
petic, from force of habit, putting his

hand 0:1 that maligned organ.
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"Let me introduce to you Mr. Wil-

liam Gaynor, ladies and gentlemen, who
is now the owner of this sanitarium,

this place where you have sought

health and——

"

"And where Doctor Jollyem has

found wealth," put in Bill sotto voce.

The doctor turned on him with dignity,

but refrained from answering.

"There is, howeAT
er, ladies and gen-

tlemen, news of even more importance

this day. I regret to inform you that

there is smallpox in the house." He
paused impressively, and a startled

look came into the faces of some of

those present. Into the face of Airs.

Fuller Jermes, however, came a gleam

of almost delighted anticipation.

"That is the only disease I have

never had," she murmured hopefully.

Charley Gerrard went white to the

roots of his tiny, anaemic mustache, and

looked suggestively at the door. Mrs.

Phattson Oiles and Mr. Coffin groaned

in sympathetic unison, and Carter and

Jimmy—Mr. Jordon Jimmy—rolled

their eyes in added wToe. Ethel alone

sat silent and immovable, seemingly

turned to stone.

Carter broke the silence at last.

"What shall we do?" he moaned.

"Oh, what shall we do?"

"Mr. Gaynor has kindly offered,"

went on Jollyem in answer, "to take all

of you for a short cruise on his yacht

for a few days, until the building is

thoroughly- cleaned and disinfected. I

would strongly recommend that you

fall in with that suggestion. It ap-

pears to me to be the most feasible

and sensible under the circumstances.

The cruise will do all of you much
good, and, professionally, I advise it."

Through the black night rose the wild

cry upon the sea air

:

"To the boat! To the boats! We
are sinking!"

Blinking from their enforced awak-
ening, with the terror of the night

alarms ringing in their ears, the passen-
gers of the Phoebe tumbled out on the

deck. A rocket sizzled its scarlet way
into the heavens from the after deck.

With their faces tense and drawn, Bill

and the little doctor stood by the wheel.

Bill stood with a handful of rockets,

watching the beautiful light curve of

the one he had just set off. They were
surrounded by passengers in an instant.

"What's the matter? Can we pull

through? What shall Ave do?" The
questions were fired at Bill from all

sides. He was busy calming Ethel.

"Grab whatever clothes you can

—

if you care for such things—and get

into the boats !" Bill shouted at them.

He touched his cigar lighter to another

rocket, which described its ' sparkling

parabola into the heavens. "We can't

last fifteen minutes. Hurry !"

They scurried to their staterooms,

and in less than five minutes the boat

put off from the sinking vessel.

"Row !" shouted Bill to Carter,

Jimmy, Dyspeptic, and Coffin, into

whose hands he had pressed oars.

"Row for your life !" With a concerted

groan the}- bent to the oars, and the

boatload of hypochondriacs moved for-

ward into the dawn, which was already

beginning to tinge the salty air.

The sun poked its red head over the

horizon at the east in the full efful-

gence of its glory when their boat

grated on the sandy bottom that sur-

rounded a wooded little strip of land
;

the invalids limped out on the beach.

"I know this place," announced Bill.

"It's an island."

"An island ?" they echoed back, look-

ing at him helplessly.

"Yes, an island," smiled Bill. "We'll

have to stay here until we are rescued

—if we don't die of starvation first,"

he announced. A chorus of groans

greeted him. Bill looked around at the

semicircle as they sat there on the sand,

surrounded by the suit cases and boxes

that they had landed from the long-
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boat. In all phases of despair and help-
less inertia they sat there, gazing into

the face of the morning hopelessly.

"Fine bunch of deadheads," he mur-
mured to the little doctor.

"They won't be deadheads by the
time we get through with them," whis-
pered Doctor Small in reply.

Ethel was morosely silent as she sat

apart with Charley, her fiance, who had
marine glasses to his eyes. A grotesque
figure he looked as he sat there. His
silk hat, which was the only hat he had
had presence of mind enough to save,
wiggled perilously on his head as he

peered in every direction. Suddenly
he arose with a shout that commanded
the attention of all those present.

"The Phoebe!" he shouted. "She's
putting out to sea!"

"Indeed," remarked Bill pleasantly.
"There doesn't seem to be anything

the matter with her now. I think
"

"You think?" queried Bill calmly.
"What with?"

"I think this is a plot," he shouted
wildly. "A plot to get us all here and
hold us for ransom." He leaped up
and confronted Bill menacingly. "How
is it that the Phoebe can go out to sea

With their faces tense, Bill and the doctor stood by the wheel. Bill, with a handful of rockets
watched the light curve of the one he had just set off.
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now? This is your doing, isn't it?" he

demanded.
The party surrounded Bill and the

little doctor, puzzled questions in their

eyes. Bill stepped back and faced

them.

"Sister Charlie is correct, ladies and

gentlemen," he said quietly. "This is

my doing, as he so aptly puts it, and

it is a plot for ransom. The ransom

is health. As I am the owner of the

sanitarium, you are all in my hands

for treatment. I have decided to bring

you back to health despite yourself.

What you need, instead of the medi-

cines and coddling you have been get-

ting, is outdoor life and hard work
and "

"Work!" echoed the invalids. "Good
Lord !"

"Yes, work, and you're going to get

it right here. You can't get off this

island until I get ready—until the

Phoebe, which has its orders, comes

back. Until that time, if you want to

eat, you will work and exercise under

my directions. Xo work, no food.

That is final."

A murmur of indignation greeted

him. Ethel stepped forward.

"But this is outrageous, Bill Gaynor,"

she said, her eyes flashing, and a chorus

of approval backed her up. "You can-

not act in such a high-handed manner
in these days. You cannot keep us

here against our will."

"I can't!" said Bill. -"Well, how are

you going to get away? Come on,

doc," he called to the little doctor,

"let's find something to eat." They
went out into the woods. The rest

of the company sat morosely on the

sands, indignantly and futilely silent.

Two hours later the nostrils of Mrs.

Phattson Oiles widened, and she sniffed

the fine morning air.

"I smell food," she announced. It

was, indeed, the smell of broiling food,

wafted to them from over the small

divide that led to the woods. Mrs.

Oiles arose to investigate, and found
Bill and the little doctor engaged in

the delightful task of broiling a lus-

cious-looking fish and plenty of mush-
rooms over a sizzling fire.

"Hello," said Bill, looking up.'

"Want some?" The spirit of camara-
derie was in his words as he spoke, but

there was a queer look in his eyes as

he gazed at her. She lifted her large

head haughtily and walked away.

During the course of his breakfast

the invalids sat there, hungry, and yet

too proud to accept anything from Bill.

At lunchtime, the delightful odor of

broiling things came to them again.

This time Mrs. Oiles could stand it no
longer.

"Mr. Gaynor," she said to Bill, "I

will be glad to pay for some food."

Bill looked up at her pleasantly.

"Mrs. Oiles," he answered courteously,

"the only currency I recognize is health.

You are too fat." He looked at her

accusingly. She looked angry, but she

was hungry and so held her tongue.

"In order to reduce you must take

proper exercise. Consider the humble
and lowly snake," he went on oratori-

cally, with a light wave of his hand.

"Did you ever see a fat snake ? No !"

he answered the question himself. She
looked at him questioningly. He went
on

:

"You must wriggle on the ground
like a snake for fifteen minutes; then

I'll give you your breakfast."

She gazed at him in amazed indig-

nation. "Never !" she managed to ejac-

ulate.

"Very well," said Bill peacefully, in-

serting a large, delicious chunk of fish

in his mouth, "then you'll never eat."

He went on calmlv with his eating, as

did the doctor. She turned to go, but

the smell was too much for her will

power.

"For fifteen minutes, did you say?"

she inquired waveringly, and was lost.

He smiled at her engagingly.
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"If you want to eat," Bill said laughingly, but with seriousness, "you will work and

exercise. No work, no food. That is final."

''Yes/' he replied. "There is a nice

soft spot." He waved with his hand at

a soft bed of grass under a shady tree.

With a despairing groan, but with a

glittering and covetous eye on the fish,

she went there, eased herself onto the

ground, and wriggled like a snake.

Within fifteen minutes Bill had the

whole camp, with the exception of

Ethel and Charley, who still held sul-

lenly out, doing some exercise or work.

Some did calisthenics, some climbed

trees, and some were put, under the

direction of the doctor, at work throw-

ing together a lean-to, wherein the

ladies might sleep at night.

Some distance away Ethel and Char-
lie sat alone, having promised each

other that they would not give in.

"Wait here a moment, Ethel," said

Charlie. 'Til scout around and see if

I can dig up something to eat."

Prompted by the reminders of his

empty stomach, Charlie set out for the

crest of a hill that lay two hundred

yards to the north.

Arrived at the crest, he started to

go down on the other side.

"Gr-r-r-r !" came to his ears from a

small clearing to the left. Charlie

looked up, startled. A bloodcurdling

sight met his eyes. A huge savage,

black, villainous, and bloodthirsty in

mien, and a giant in size, was advanc-

ing on him menacingly, and in his pow-
erful right hand there reposed a pon-

derous mace, which he swung gently

to and fro.

With a squeal of terror, Charlie took

to his heels. Horror in his face, with

his small, set eyes almost popping from
his head, he related the encounter to

Ethel.

"I'm going to give in, Ethel," he an-

nounced when he had finished. "I

know when Eve had enough."

She looked at him with contempt

written in her face. "Don't be a quit-
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ter, Charlie," she said, but even as she

spoke she knew there was no hope. He
shook his head.

"It's no use, Ethel. He's got the

goods on us." He started in the direc-

tion of Bill's camp. A little later, re-

alizing that it was useless to attempt

to hold out alone, she followed.

Charlie was already at work on the

lean-to. She approached Bill.

"What do you want me to do, Bill?"

she asked.

He looked at her softly, and a curi-

ous film came into his eyes. "Nothing

—except eat," he answered. "You're

net strong enough to work."

"Everybody else is working—and so

will I," she announced. "What shall

I do ?"

"You can clean the clam shells—

I

mean the dishes—when you get through

eating." The dishes were large clam

shells which had been found on the

beach. He sat down beside her at the

fire, and helped her to a large and de-

licious portion of fish—and watched
her eat hungrily.

"Ethel," he said after a while, when
she was through and they had risen,

"you're not really going to marry this

tango lizard
"

She flashed back at him angrily.

"Whoever I marry, Bill Gaynor, it

won't be a roughneck like you," she

said.

III.

The spirits of the party picked up

surprisingly after the meal, however,

and thev were in a semblance of good

humor for the rest of the afternoon.

The lean-to had been finished, and,

with a piece of a sail in front doing

duty as a door, the women of the

party slept soundly that night, while the

men slept under the stars.

The work was divided the next day

—some fished, some gathered brush-

wood, some exercised in other ways;

all did something. In the course of

the next few days a feeling of com-
radeship sprang up between all of them.

They went at their work more willingly,

and the gleam of health crept into their

eyes and the ruddy glow into their

cheeks.

Ethel unbent largely from her aloof

attitude. She and Bill went for walks

into the cool, shady woods, and the

old spirit of friendship was revived

with the two. The long hours of the

afternoon were often spent by them
lying by some woodland pool under the

crystal sky. They had been sweethearts

long before Charlie appeared on the

scene, and the feel of the thing was
coming back to them.

As for the others in the camp, Mrs.

Phattson Oiles, in the course of two
months, had reduced to a mere hundred
and seventy pounds, Mrs. Fuller Jermes
never happened to think of another dis-

ease which she might enjoy, Mr. Dys-
peptic ate heartily without feeling any

of the real or imaginary after effects

to which he had been so prone, and
the others all enjoyed an equally good
state of health.

They were a large, happy picnic

party now, who enjoyed each other's

company and the outdoor life they were
leading, and their meals were banquets

of good cheer, healthy food, and laugh-

ter, that prime tonic for the nerves

and for the digestion. Bill and the

little doctor rested in joy under the

trees and laughed for hours at the ex-

ercises of the party.

Charlie alone was disaffected. He
saw Ethel slipping away from him and

from her old habits of thought gradu-

ally, and he d:d his work sullenly and

morosely, plotting always a way of es-

cape. One dav his chance came.

Silently, with an expertness born of

his outdoor life for the last two months,

he crept up the hill where the wild man
held sway. From the shadow of the

trees he saw him—stretched out on the
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Bill and the little doctor rested in joy under the trees and laughed for hours at the

exercises of the party.

ground and snoring for all the world

to hear. His mace lay at his side.

Quietly Charlie crept past him, and
gazed down into the valley.

The sight that met his eyes caused

him to gasp. There, below him in the

valley, was a thriving, busy city. He
looked intently, and made out land-

marks that he knew here and there.

"Palm Beach, by all that's holy !" he

ejaculated. He saw it all now. It

had all been a hoax, and the desert

island was not and never had been an
island. They had all along been within

two miles of Palm Beach

!

"No, I think not, Bill," Ethel was
saying in the seclusion of the little

woodland spot where they had halted.

"I like you—very much—and I like the

outdoor life—very much—but if the

chance came to go back to the old round
of teas and balls and dinners and thea-

ter parties—why, I'm afraid I would
want to go back. It's in the blood, you

know, Bill," she finished regretfully.

"You could never stand that kind of

life; you were mad for the great out-

doors."

"But there is a little chance for me,

Ethel " he started.

"Say, you people," broke in Charlie

from a few yards away, where he had
halted, "come on over ; I want to show
you something." They arose and fol-

lowed him to the crest of the hill, past

the sleeping "wild man," and to the spot

from where Charlie had seen the city.

"I see you discovered Palm Beach,"

remarked Bill quietly. "Well, I sup-

pose it had to be after a while," he

sighed, "but we've had an awful good
time here."

He looked at Ethel, and she nodded
her head, strangely silent, now that the

time for parting seemed to be at hand.
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"Let's go down to the hotel, and see

if we can get some new clothes and

some regular food/' said Charlie.

Ethel looked at Bill, but he kept silent,

resolved to have no voice in her de-

cision. A little piqued by his seeming

aloofness, she nodded.

Together she and Charlie made their

way down to the bustling town of Palm
Beach. Bill eyed her retreating back

sadlv. She looked back for an instant.

-"Oh, Bill," she shouted, "I'll be at

the Palm Beach Hotel to-night."

She was at the Palm Beach Hotel

that night. They met a party of their

friends there—the dancing, drinking

kind ; the women too old for their age,

and smoking with a too evident en-,

joyment of doing something naughty.

There was. a party in their honor,

but Ethel felt impelled to leave early.

Strangely enough, it seemed to her,

these people bored and nauseated her.

She had thought they were her kind,

but they Avere not. She longed for

the clean, manly strength of Bill, but

did not know it.

She withdrew to her room and tried

to sleep, but it was no use. The stuffy

bedroom seemed to stifle her, the wT
alls

seemed to bind up her soul ; she could

not breathe. For two months she had
slept under the stars, in the clean, fresh,

God-given air of the woods, and the air

in the bedroom seemed to overwhelm
her very being.

Unable to bear it any longer, she

slipped on a heavy coat and went down
on the lawn to get some air. She
looked up at the sky and breathed

deeply. She looked down—and a shy,

glad feeling came into the heart of her

as she made out the dim outlines of the

figure that approached.

"Bill!" she called. "Oh, Bill !" In

a moment she was in his arms, yield-

ing herself to his caress.

"Bill," she murmured, "take me away
from all this—back to the camp on the

island."

He grinned. "You bet I will," he

said. "Come on." They went on in

silence, her hand on his great arm,

thrilling to his touch.

"Do you think you can stand the

outdoor life, swreet ?" he murmured to

her. "With me?" he added.

"Oh, Bill," she whispered

softly, "I couldn't stand any
other."

7 see you've discovered Palm Beach," said Bill quietly. "Well, I suppose it had to be

after a while, but we've had an awful good time."
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And this gentleman is practically a desperado. Eis finger is outride

the guard, but so strong is the over-manicured digit that such
difficulties are trifling. He breaks the guard every time he

shoots—just for the exercise.

Nance O'Neil, poor dear, is so desperately deter-

mined to have a demi-tasse of poison that she
forgets to take the stopper from the bottle.
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This department will answer questions asked by our readers relating to motion pictures. No questions

regarding matrimony, religion, or scenario writing will be answered; those of the latter variety should be

sent to the editor of the scenario writers' department. Send full name and address, and write name or

initials by which you wish to be answered at the top of your letter. Address: Picture Oracle, care of this

magazine, 79 Seventh Avenue, New York City. All questions are answered in the order received; failure

to see your reply in one issue means that it will come later. If you desire an early answer, inclose a

stamped, addressed envelope, and a personal answer will be sent unless there is space in the magazine for it.

P. A. G. C—How did you like the Ince pic-

ture, "Civilization?" I thought that was a mighty

fine production. Hershall Mayall was the king,

Enid Markey was the girl of the people, and

Howard Hickman was Count Ferdinand. George

Fisher was the Christus. If you can give me the

name of the company that produced the picture

you mention, I may be able to help you out.

Violet Mersereau gets all of her mail at the Uni-

versal studios, Fort Lee, New Jersey. You
ought to have a lot more questions to ask now
that you have been put at the head of the

Oracle department.

Somewhere ix Springfield, Illinois.—No,
Violet Mersereau did not marry the winner of

the Universal's "Handsome Man Contest." It

was announced that she would, but something

must have gone wrong. You can write to Bess

Meredyth in care of the Triangle studios, Yon-
kers, New York. What is so mysterious about

you ?

Pearl W.—The vaccination mark you speak of

should not prevent you from acting before a

camera, as the mark can be entirely covered up
by the application of grease paint. The Picture-
Play Screen Opportunity Contest has closed

now, however.

Donna S. and Olive N.—As long as my read-

ers don't know who I be, they can imagine what-
ever they like, can't they? If I should dis-

close my identity, I might spoil the illusion some
of them have formed about me, and that wouldn't
do at all. Some may have pictured me an old,

jolly boy of about seventy. Others may have
thought that I was a dashing grass widow or

sweet sixteen, and still some others might have
gone to all the trouble of picturing me as a

man of twent}' or thirty. No, Marion and Made-
line Fairbanks are not related to Douglas Fair-

banks. Vernon Steele played opposite Marguerite
Clark in "Silks and Satins." She was born on
Washington's Birthday, in the vear of 1887 ; so

you can sit right down and figure out for your-

self how old she is. Far be it from me to tell

a woman's age. Address June Caprice in care of

the Fox Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth

Street, New York City. Douglas Fairbanks

smiles into his letter box every morning at the

Lasky studios, Vine Street, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia. Blanche Sweet will get any mail sent

to her at the same address. Olga Petrova's ad-

dress is the same in every respect. Theda Bara
receives her mail in Hollywood, too, but at the

Fox Film Corporation, on Western Avenue,
where she is working on a big, spectacular fea-

ture, "Cleopatra," at the present time. Anita

Stewart is still with the Vitagraph Company, and
can be reached in care of their place at East

Fifteenth Street and Locust Avenue, Brooklyn,

New York.

Raymond Q., from Porto Rico.—Louise Huff
should be addressed in care of the Morosco stu-

dios, Los Angeles, California. Mary Pickford

gets all of her mail at the Lasky studios, Vine

Street, Hollywood, California. Pearl White can

be reached by mail at the Pathe Exchange, 25

West Forty-fifth Street, New York City. See
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the answer above this one for the address of

Theda Bara. Lillian Walker is not with the

Yitagraph Company. She left that concern sev-

eral months ago to appear in features for the

Ogden Pictures Corporation. She will get any

mail sent to her in care of this concern at Og-
den, Utah. Yes, I am sure that Theda Bara

will send you one of her photographs if you

write to her for one. Write soon again, and-

let me know all the film news.

Luana.—Address Antonio Moreno in care of

the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth Street,

New York City. Ralph Kellard had the leading

role opposite Pearl White in "Pearl of the

Army." You can reach him at the same address

as Antonio Moreno. It was "Pearl of the Army,"

and not "Pearl of the Navy." Kellard had the

role of T. O. Adonis that you mention, so I

know you must mean the Pathe serial.

Kia Ora, New Zealand.—We have quite a few

readers in New Zealand, so I take great pleasure

in welcoming you into the realm of the Oracle.

There are hundreds of picture companies in the

U. S. A. They spring up overnight, and some

of them die in the same time. Mary Maurice

has been in pictures for a good many years.

Jewel Carmen had the leading feminine role

opposite Douglas Fairbanks in "Manhattan Mad-
ness." Jewel Carmen has gone to New York
to support William Farnum in all of his Fox
productions now. She is a decidedly attractive

young lady. You should have been over here, to

enter the Screen Opportunity Contest this mag-
azine has been conducting. Max Linder has

made three comedies for the Essanay Company
since coming to America, but is at present

on the sick list, suffering from the effects of

wounds he received on the battlefields of France.

The three pictures were, "Max Comes Across,"

"Max Wants, a Divorce," and "Max in a Taxi."

It is understood that he will continue his screen

work for the Essanay as soon as he regains his

health.

M. H. F.—You will get a letter to Mary Mac-
Laren by addressing it to her in care of the

Horsley studios, Los Angeles, California. I am
sure that she would appreciate the trouble that

you go to in order to get to a theater to see

one of her pictures showing. She will most likely

answer a letter from you, and be glad of the

chance to thank you for your troubles and in-

terest in her work.

E. Frances.—She has blond hair and blue eyes.

I will speak to the editor about the photographs
of May Allison and Harold Lockwood. They
are not playing together any more. Harold is

being starred alone by the Yorke-Metro Com-
pany. His latest was "The Haunted Pajamas."

Anna Little is playing opposite him in his pres-

ent pictures. May Allison was born in Atlanta,

Georgia. Mary Miles Minter gives her birth-

place and date of birth as Shreveport, Louisiana,

April 1, 1902. Her mail always reaches her at

the American Film Company, Santa Barbara,
California. She is five feet two inches tall,

weighs one hundred and ten pounds, and has
golden hair and blue eyes. Certainly you may
write again. I am always glad to hear from my
readers, and always answer their questions to

the best of my ability, providing they are not

against the rules. I see that you asked one
question that is barred by these rules, but next
time you will know better.

Harold McA.—Beverly Bayne was born in

1895. You can address her in care of the Metro
Pictures Corporation, 1587 Broadway, New York
City. Mary Miles Minter gets all of her mail
at the American Film Company, Santa Barbara,
California.

Just Little W7
ee Marjorie.—Back again, I

see. My, but you are getting to be one of my
best little customers. Mabel Trunelle has been
playing with the Edison Company for a good
many years. You can address her in care of
the Edison Company, Orange, New Jersey. Bev-
erly Bayne has brown hair and brown eyes.

"The Immigrant" is Charlie Chaplin's latest pic-

ture. He is at work now on one for the Mu-
tual, which will complete his contract with this

concern for twelve pictures. Charles Chaplin was
born in 1889, in Paris, France. Stuart Holmes
has light-brown hair and dark eyes. Yes, he is

indeed a very good villain, but has done several

features for the Fox Company in which he was
not bad at all.

Katherine K.—You can obtain a photograph
of Harold Lockwood by writing to him in care

of the Yorke-Metro studio, Gordon Street, Hol-
lywood, California. Better inclose a quarter, to

cover the cost of the mailing and the photo,

as they cost an actor just twenty-six cents to

send to every admirer. You can figure out for

yourself how soon they would go broke if they
sent them all away for nothing.

John Curly.—It was WT

illiam Russell that had
the leading role in the American Film Company's
feature, "The Twinkler." It was produced at

the company's studios in Santa Barbara, and re-

leased on the Mutual program.

Reader Dora S. MacI.—Yes, the Picture-
Play has published a story about Valeska Suratt,

with her picture on the cover, as well. Address
Olga Petrova in care of the Lasky studios. Vine
Street, Hollywood, California. Valeska Suratt

gets all her mail at the Fox Film Corporation,

130 West Forty-sixth Street, New York City.
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Julia B.—Address Earle Foxe in care of the

Paramount Pictures Corporation, 485 Fifth Ave-

nue, New York City, and he will be sure to re-

ceive it. You evidently have chosen Earle as

your favorite actor.

New Film Fax.—Twenty-five cents is the com-

mon charge for an autographed photo of cne of

the stars. You see, it costs them twenty-six

cents to send one to you, so they lose one cent

each at that.

Frances Stevens Mother—I thought the pho-

tographs were real cute, and have forwarded

them on to Charlie Chaplin, as you requested in

your letter. The movie ball must have been

quite an affair in Kansas City. That wrist-watch

joke was very good. You didn't have many ques-

tions to ask on your first attempt. You will have

to do much better than this when you write to

me again.

Elva 16.—No, I don't write answers for any

other magazine than Picture-Play. Good

heavens ! where would you think I got the time

to take on any more than I have now? Cer-

tainly I'll answer your letters in the Oracle col-

umn just as often as you care to write them.

Anita is a very attractive little actress indeed,

and has a host of followers. Fannie Ward is

forty-two. She told me so herself. You should

see Charlie Chaplin in some of his latest pic-

tures, such as "Easy Street," "The Cure," and

"The Immigrant." I am sure that you 'would

enjoy these pictures very much indeed. They

are far better than anything he has ever done

before. It was S. Rankin Drew that played with

Anita Stewart in "The Girl Philippa," and not

Earle Williams. Fa-rar is correct.

Michigan.—Your letter was very interesting,

and I enjoyed reading it very much, especially

that clipping about the judge. The Famous Play-

ers give pretty quick action on their scenarios.

From ten to thirty days is about the time they

require to give their scripts careful attention.

Any questions that you want answered regard-

ing scenarios should be addressed to the Picture-

Play scenario department. They will be only

too glad to give you any advice they can. You
know that old adage, "If at first you don't suc-

ceed, try, try again." Why don't you try an-

other fling at it. Just work on it in your spare

time, and take the greatest care in thinking up

the plot. It can always be improved ; so just

see how many times you can better it, and I

wouldn't be surprised if you found that you had

turned out a winner. Scenario writing takes a

great deal of thought. Anything won't get over

with a company these days, like it used to.

Corporal Harrie J. R.—Sorry to have been so

long in answering your letter, corporal, but it

was way down in the last of the pile, and so it

had to wait its turn. I answer all questions in

the Picture Oracle in the order in which they are

received, so hurry your next letter in a little

earlier, so your reply will be more prompt. Mrs.
Vernon Castle gets all of her mail in care of the

Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth Street, New
York City. Mollie King's address is the very
same . Olga Olonova will get a letter addressed

to her in care of the Erbograph Company, One
Hundred and Forty-seventh Street, New York
City. Theda Bara is now on the Pacific coast,

at the William Fox studios, doing a big film

spectacle of Cleopatra's life. It will probably be

released in a couple of months. They are using

thousand of people in making the scenes, and
going to all kinds of expenses to reproduce
sphinxes and pyramids on the desert sands. You
can reach her by letter in care of the Fox stu-

dios, Western Avenue, Hollywood, California.

Your favorites will all send photographs.

F. A.—Thanks very much for your kind let-

ter. I am glad to see that this department
helps you in your work. How is everything with

the Cleveland Exchange? Pauline Frederick and
Marguerite Clark both receive their mail at the

same address, which is in care of the Famous
Players Film Company, 128 West Fifty-sixth

Street, New York City. Douglas Fairbanks is

now staging his Artcraft features at the Lasky
coast studios, under the direction of John Emer-
son. Anita Loos is still writing his stories for

him, and doing it very well, too, as usual. The
postman delivers his mail at the Lasky studios,

Vine Street, Hollywood, California. Mae Marsh
gets all her correspondence from film fans at

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, New York City.

See the above answer for the address of your
other favorite, Mollie King.

Dimples and Blue Eyes.—The fellow in the

answer above yours required the address of

Douglas Fairbanks, and I gave it to him, so you
will find it in his reply. Douglas is a mighty

fine fellow, and every bit as popular off the

screen as he is on. He was born in Denver, in

1883. Theda Bara is twenty-seven years old.

What do you mean as dear off as on? Few
women can see anything very dear about a vam-
pire. Theda is a fine girl, just the same. Her
latest picture is "Cleopatra." and, from what
I hear and see, she ought to be very good in it,

indeed. Address Crane Wilbur in care of the

Horsley studios, Los Angeles, California. Yvrar-

ren Kerrigan should be addressed at Gower
Street, Hollywood, California, and the letter will

be delivered to his house. Francis X. Bushman
receives his weekly stack of letters at the Metro
Pictures Corporation, 1587 Broadway, New York-

City. Clara Kimball Young has severed her cjii-
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nections with Selznick, and will produce her

own photo plays in the future. A letter ad-

dressed to her at Fort Lee, New Jersey, will

reach her all right. Mary Pickford is now in

California, working for the Artcraft, and all

mail sent to her at the Lasky studios, Vine

Street, Hollywood, California, will reach her

all right. Brother Jack Pickford is in California,

too, but should be addressed at the Morosco

studios, Los Angeles, California. Alice Joyce is

still with the Vitagraph Company, and collects

her daily mail at the studio, East Fifteenth Street

and Locust Avenue, Brooklyn, New York. Frank

hasn't a sister that I know of. Certainly I would

like to see them.

K. C. Jones.—Don't you know that matrimonial

questions are against the rules of the Oracle de-

partment, K. C? In your next letter you must

look out for this, so I can answer all your

questions. Look at the rules of the department

at the head of the Oracle before you write.

Milton Sills receives his mail at the Pathe Ex-

change, 25 West Forty-fifth Street, New York
City. Mrs. Castle's address is the same.

Arthur.—Write to William S. Hart in care

of the Thomas H. Ince studios, Los Angeles,

California, for a photograph. Antonio Moreno
is not with the Vitagraph any longer. You
should write to him in care of the Pathe Ex-
change, 25 West Forty-fifth Street, New York
City, for one of his photographs. William Far-

num is in the East, and not at the Fox coast

studios now. Address him in care of the Fox
Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth Street,

New York City. "Cabiria" was produced in

Italy. No, Neal Hart is not any relative of

William S. Hart. I don't remember any film by

that name. I wonder how it was ever over-

looked ? It seems that they have used every

other name but the one you mention in the

production of film plays. Cheer up, they will

probably hit upon it before very long. Tell me
what company produced the Chaplin imitating

film you speak of, and I may be able to tell you

who his imitator is. Charlie has a good many
imitators, but they are always handicapped, as

any imitator is, and that is by comparison. Even
if one were better, the fact that he was copy-

ing some one else would detract from his own
merits. The public likes to see an actor with

originality. The one that has to depend on
other people's work to furnish a base for his

own stuff generally comes off on the wrong end,

in the public's eye at least.

Peggy and Betty, Jr.—Antrim Short was the

young boy in the Universal feature, "The Flirt,"

in which Marie Walcamp was starred. This

picture was taken over a year ago. Charlie

Chaplin gets his mail every day at the Lone Star

studio, Lillian Way, Los Angeles, California.

Antrim can be reached in care of Willis &
Inglis, Wright & Callender Building, Los An-
geles, California. You were wrong in your

guesses about my name, so you can about figure

out for yourself whether I am man, woman, or

child. You know what a long list of mascu-

line names you mentioned. Slang is no cri-

terion. The best of people are using it this

year, my dears. I am afraid that you will have

to do some more guessing before you discover

the secret. No one has found it out yet, and

I have been an Oracle for, lo, these many
years

!

I. B.—No, Tom Chatterton is not dead by a

long shot. Tom just seems to like ranching bet-

ter than picture making, so he has retired to his

ranch outside of Santa Barbara. The natives

of this town get a peek at Tom every once in a

while when he comes in to pay them a visit.

The open-air life is just the thing for him, as

it suits him to the proverbial T
;
and, although

the screen is losing a most capable actor by his

retirement, Tom seems most enjoyably happy.

As that is what we should all try our best to

be, he has probably done the right thing, after

all. William Russell lives in Santa Barbara.

Juanita Hansen does all her living in Hollywood,
California. Your Lockwood question was against

the rules, I am sorry to say. You should read

the heading of the Oracle before you write.

A. R.—There are quite a few young directors

in the motion-picture game now, and some very

capable ones, too, despite their age. Most of

them are in comedies. Jack White and Dick

Jones, of the Sunshine-Fox Comedy Company,
are about as young as they make them. Jack
is nineteen and Dick twenty-three. It is merely

a matter of personal opinion whom the fans think

to be the nearest favorite to Mary Pickford. I

an afraid it wTould take a popularity contest to

decide that. Douglas Fairbanks and Charlie

Chaplin seem to be running about neck and neck

now, with Douglas a little bit the better in the

long run as far as popularity .is concerned. You
can't compare their acting qualities, as they are

of entirely different types. It would be the same
as comparing Mary Pickford and Valeska Su-
ratt. There is very little professional jealousy

evidenced in the motion-picture business. Of
course it exists in some cases, which is "only

human nature, after all," but there is less of

it than in the legitimate by a good deal.

Daniel F. C.—I will take up the matter of

the cover you mention at my first opportunity.

Yes, I admire the acting of Gladys Brockwell
very much indeed. Louise Glaum was certainly

very attractive in "The Sweetheart of the
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Doomed." Better write again, and make your
letter a little longer.

Hopf.—Here you are. I was looking for a

letter from you. I don't remember the stamp.

Sorry that you were disappointed, but I know
that you have forgiven me by this time, have you
not? It all depends on the order in which your

letter is received. Keep them coming right

along, and then you will always be sure of a

place in the sun. Wheeler Oakman is playing

in a feature at the Fox Western Avenue studios

in Hollywood, California, now. He should be

seen very shortly in "Mickey," that long-waited-

for Mabel Normand play. I think Olive, Jr.,

moved. I am sure that you must have seen

Charlie Ray in "The Pinch Hitter" by this time.

Let me know what you thought of this piay. . He
is still with Ince. Yes, of course a whole lot

of the picture fans ask the same questions over

and over again, but what difference does that

make? They have to be answered again, be-

cause they probably did not see them when they

were printed for some one else in the Oracle

department. Your typewriter must have had a
night off, as it seems to be running into itself.

Jessie F.—Evidently you did not read over the

rules of the Oracle department very carefully

when you wrote your questions. Nearly all of

them cannot be answered, for they are against

the aforesaid rules, which are held to strictly.

Read them over carefully before you write again,

so that I will be able to answer them all. Pauline

Frederick was born in Boston in 1887. Mar-
guerite Clark was born thirty-one years ago.

Charles Chaplin was born in Paris, France, in

1889. Fannie Ward is now forty-two years old.

She was born in St. Louis, Missouri, on Novem-
ber 23, 1875. Tom Chatterton is now on his

ranch, near Santa Barbara, California. Mary
Miles Minter is fifteen years old. Norma Tal-

madge is twenty. Eddie Lyons first saw the

light of day in Beardstown. He was born in

1886.

F. O.—Chester Barnett was the young man
that played the part of Billy in "Trilby" with

Clara Kimball Young.

A Porto Rico Fan.—It is a very clever trick

of photography to make an actor playing a dual

roles shake hands with himself. It is done
by double exposure. The scenes are taken at dif-

ferent times. The shadow was made by a strong
glare thrown from a bank of lights to one side.

The monster was made at the studio. You mean
the "Crimson Stain." Yes, Olga Olonova is a

Russian. The scenes are all written in the sce-

nario together with the business. The director

just stages what is written, putting in some ideas

of his own. Yes, the screen players speak real

lines while making a photo play. George
Fisher played the Christus in Thomas H. Ince's
"Civilization." He is now playing opposite Mary
Miles Minter at the American studios, in Santa
Barbara, California. Wr

hat difference does the
age make, as long as they can deliver? Fran-
cesca Bertini is certainly a very clever emotional
actress. I think very well of all of them. No,
I am sorry to say that I don't speak Spanish. I

would like very much to learn, but never could
find the time.

R- F.—You will find Douglas Fairbanks
on the coast when you arrive at Los Angeles
in August. Doug seems to have adopted Holly-
wood as his permanent address. Mae Marsh is

the young lady's screen name. Loveridge is her
right name. Address her in care of the Gold-
wyn Pictures Corporation, New York City. 3.

am sure that she will be very glad to hear from
you, and will write you a few lines in return.
She was born in Madrid, New Mexico, in 1897.
"The Birth of a Nation" is probably her most
popular screen work.

Henry O—In starting to make out a cast for
an all-star production, you undertake an impos-
sible job, because of the numerous parts you
would have to create. In other words, it couldn't
be done. You couldn't put on a picture with the
large cast of stars that you mention, and have
them all do something big. The audience would
just about get interested in a character, when he
would vanish from the screen, to make room for

another. Of course, it would be very nice to

see a picture with nothing but stars in it, but
some of them would have to suffer, so that the

parts of the others could stand out. You cer-

tainly have picked some big winners in your
cast, and even a master director and camera man.
The cast, of course, is a matter of opinion.

You will find out, if you inquire among your
friends, that they would each one have some new
player to add, or maybe some one to eliminate.

Marjorie Evens 15.—You can get a photo-

graph of Charles Ray by writing to him in care

of the Thomas H. Ince studios, Los Angeles,

California, and inclosing a quarter to cover the

cost of the photo and mailing. Bessie Love
should be addressed at the Triangle studios,

Culver City, California, to obtain one of her

photographs. Marguerite Clark is thirty-one.

Frances I. E.—Of course it was you that I

meant in the answers. You are all wrong, how-
ever, about asking no questions that hinge on
matrimony. You did. I see that you have
asked some again, after saying you didn't. What
about the Creighton Hale question ? And the

Earle Foxe one, too ? Naughty ! naughty

!

Frances, you must be more careful in future, so
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I can answer all of your questions. Xiles Welch

is the gentleman that played opposite Marguerite

Clark. Robert Harron is playing opposite Mae
Marsh once more at the Goldwyn studios in New
York City. Olive. Jr.. used to live in Balti-

more. I don't know where she is now. because

she has not written for a good long time. Maybe

I knew what it was to be a schoolgirl, and maybe

I didn't. I might have been a little school-

boy.

Ax Admirer of Desmond.—William Desmond

is still playing in pictures. He is with the Tri-

angle Film Corporation, and a letter addressed

to him in care of the Triangle Film Corporation,

Culver City. California, will be sure to reach

him. He has not played for any other film com-

any but the Triangle. He certainly is a very

rood-looking chap, and quite an actor with it

all.
.

•

Love.—You say that you couldn't keep a se-

cret, so why should I tell you mine? I think

that I will heed your warning, and keep my
identity still shrouded in mystery. You must

have been in a very great hurry this time, be-

cause 3'ou forgot to ask any questions. None of

your drawings resembled me in the least; so

now you are just as much in the dark as you

ever were, aren't you ? I have always main-

tained that the best way to solve a problem is

to let it alone.

I. O. U.—Jewel Carmen is the young lady to

whom you refer as leading lady to Douglas

Fairbanks in "American Aristocracy" and "Man-

hattan Madness." Your last questions were an-

swered in the magazine. It is always quicker to

answer through the columns rather than by mail.

The Picture-Play questions are all answered

first, and the ones requiring an answer by mail

have to wait till that is over. Address Jewel

Carmen in care of the Fox Film Corporation,

130 West Forty-sixth Street, Xew York City.

She is now leading- woman for William Farnum
again. Yes. I think that Marguerite Clark might

answer if you wrote to her. Why not send her

a letter, and find out for yourself? She al-

ways answers mine. Harry Hilliard's address

is the same as that of Jewel Carmen. John

Bowers is the youthful gentleman that played

opposite little Mary Pickford in her "Hulda

from Holland" play. I thought that he was

very good in the part, too; didn't you? This

was one of Mary's Famous Players productions.

Her pictures are being released on the Artcraft

program now. Don't forget to •have your ques-

tions answered through the Oracle columns next

time. How is every little thing in Marshall?

Pickford Admirer.—Address Mary Pickford in

care of the Lasky studios, Vine Street, Holly-

wood, California. She was born in Toronto,

Canada, on April 8. 1893, so you can figure out

from this what her exact age is. Mary Miles

Miriter is with the American Film Company, at

Santa Barbara, California, and not the Univer-

sal. Can't answer your question about Maurice
Costello, as it is against the rules of the Oracle.

Read them over carefully before you write again.

Of course first offenders are always excused.

J. L. F., X. J.—Mary Miles Minter told me
that she was born in Shreveport, Louisiana, on

the first day of April, in the year of nineteen

hundred and two. and if any one should know
when and where she was born, Mary Miles Min-
ter should.

A Charlie Ray "Worshiper.—A good many
people liked "The Clodhopper" better than any-

thing Charlie has done, but then there are just

as many people probably who think his '"Pinch

Hitter" heads them all. These two dramas of

country life are much on the same order in

some respects, so it is hard to choose between
them. Personally I liked the "Clodhopper" best,

though I must admit that "The Pinch Hitter"

ran a very close race. Xo, the same girl did

not play with him in both of these pictures.

Margery Wilson supported him in "The Clod-

hopper." while Sylvia Bremer played opposite

in "The Pinch Hitter." Charlie is only twenty-

five years old. He weighs about one hundred
and sixty-five pounds. His eyes are brown, and
not blue. He is just six feet tall. My, but you

want to know a lot about one person ! He never

was in West Hampton. Yes, he was on the

stage before entering pictures. You can reach

him by letter in care of the Thomas H. Ince

studios, Los Angeles, California. Yes. I am
sure he would be glad to send such an ardent

admirer one of his autographed photos.

Lillie.—You can't fool me. I know that you

have written before, because I recognized your

handwriting. Jane Xovak is taking a little vaca-

tion at present, but a letter addressed to her in

care of Willis & Inglis. Wright & Callender

Building, Los Angeles, will be sure to reach

her very quickly. I haven't heard from you for

quite a while. Where have you been keeping

yourself lately?

Bashful Blue Eyes.—Your other letters have

all been answered. Did you overlook them?

Yes, Charlie Ray is being starred. Henry Kolker

is an American. A man is never referred to as

pretty. It is always handsome, or sometimes

distinguished, don't you know. Who was the

actor you have reference to? All right. I won't

scold you this time.
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Gish Girl, Indianapolis—You certainly .
have

received a bunch of stars' photos since you

wrote to me last. Evidently you have done some

corresponding in that short time, and have

reaped big results, too. Address Mollie King in

care of the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth

Street, New York City. June Caprice will get

a letter if you write to her in care of the Fox

Film Corporation, 128 West Forty-sixth Street,

New York City. Montagu Love's address is

World Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth

Street, New York City. No. Baby Marie Os-

borne (Little Mary Sunshine) is not an orphan,

by any means. She gets a big salary, and has

a papa and mamma to enjoy it with her, I shall

speak to the editor regarding the photos you

mention for the magazine. Doesn't the na:r.e

Montagu sound English enough for you? Mae
Marsh is now appearing regularly in feature

productions for the Goldwyn Pictures Corpora-

tion.

M. L. M.—A copy of Picture-Play's market

booklet is being sent you under separate cover.

Address Clarence J. Caine of this magazine re-

garding any questions you may have relating

to scenarios. It takes all my time getting an-

swers to the other inquiries.

Movie Fax.—Not all the stars on the screen

are small as you state. It is about fifty-fifty.

An actress will look large or small, depending

on the height of the other players appearing in

the picture with her. If the}- are about her own
size, she will appear larger, but if they are

much taller, she will look like a wee, little thing.

The director picks his cast according to the size

he may want his star to appear. Oh, it's a great

life if you don't weaken ! Were you thinking

of joining the screen, to give it another girl of

the taller type?

Anita Stewart and Earle Williams Ad-
mirer.—No, Earle Williams and Anita Stewart
did not play in the feature you mention to-

gether. Earle did, but Anita didn't. I should

say not. Every one is privileged to likes and
dislikes. Vitagraph has announced that Anita
and Earle are to play together again, but so

far I have not seen any releases announced or

started in which they are costarring. Maybe
the working of two stars in one picture doesn't

work out very well. Tom Forman is still with
the Lasky Company. Fannie Ward and Jack
Dean have left the employ of the Lasky Com-
pany. They have not yet announced their future
plans. They may retire or go back on the stage
again. Your letter was very nice, indeed, even
if it was censored by the Canadian government.

J. B.—I am afraid that an artificial eye would
keep one from movie acting, unless it was for

a certain type. The camera is the most cruel
instrument on earth when it comes to picking-

flaws.

_

Titian Blonde.—Alice Brady and Jack Sher-
rill played the principal roles in ''Then I'll Come
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the article right in your own hands. If satisfied,
pay one-fifth of purchase price and keep it.lbalance
divided into eight equal amounts, payablemonthly.
Our Catalog shows all the new watches—15,17, 19,
21 , 23 Jewels, adjusted. Guaranteed by thefactory
and further guaranteed by us. Watches that will
pass railroad inspection as low as $2.50 a month.
'Send for Catalog today. Don 't delay. Universal Exposition

LOFTIS BROS. & CO., The National Credit Jewelers
Dept. E927 100 to 108 North State Street, Chicago, Illinois
(Established 1858) STORES IN LEADING CITIES

World's Fair

SONG POEMS
\^AMTFT& Bi& demand - Writers re-
W W J. ceive Qver $ li000?000 yeariy
from publishers. Send for National Song, Music
& Sales Service Booklet, Brennen Suite 45,

1431 Broadway, New York.

GET RID
OF THAT FAT
FREE TRIAL, TREATMENT
Sent on request. Ask for my "pay-when-reduced"

Offer. My treatment has reduced at the rate of a pound
a day. No dieting, no exercise, absolutely safe and
sure method. Let me send you proof at :ny expense.

DR. R. NEW/MAN, Licensed Physician,
State New York. 286 Fifth Avenue, New York. Desk C-48

DONT YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
LASHNEEN, a hair food, applied once each day,

will absolutely produce thick and long eyebrows and
eyelashes. Easy to apply—sure in results. Lash-
neen is an Oriental formula. One box is all you will
need. Not sold at Druggists. Mailed on receipt of

25c coin and 2c postage, or Canadian money order.

LASHNEEN COMPANY, Dept. 28. Philadelphia.

hisBookletFREE
Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200^*
-> You can cash in your "happy thoughts" and
earn big money right in your own home in spare
time. No previous experience necessary. Our
easy home course turns out more successful
scenario writers than all other schools together.
Write now and get by return mail FREE Booklet,
valuable information. Special Price and Prize Offer.
Chicago Photoplaywright College,Box 278XV,Chicago
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Back to You." Harold Lockwood, May Allison,

and Lester Cuneo had the important parts in

"Big Tremaine." Florence Turner and Larry
Trimble were responsible for "Far from the Mad-
dening Crowd," while Mary Miles Minter starred

in "Dulcie's Adventure."

Oracle's Admirer, the Genuine Article.—
Yes, I was beginning to wonder what had hap-
pened to you when two weeks rolled by without
a letter from you. You are always so prompt
with your questions. Lucille Pietz has not been
in the movies very long. May Cloy is back on
the stage again with the Kolb & Dill "High
Cost of Loving" show. She appeared with them
in several pictures at the American Film Com-
pany studios in Santa Barbara, but, upon the

completion of their contract, she left them to

join their show, and is meeting with great suc-

cess. Margaret Gale is not playing at present

in the movies. Tom Mix was featured in

Selig's "The Heart of Texas. Ryan." Bessie

Eyton was the heroine. Some little heroine, too,

our friend Bessie makes. I know a lot of peo-

ple who would be willing to pay regular money
to have Bessie play heroine to them in a pic-

ture. The girl you mention was engaged for

the one picture only with Fox—the William
Farnum feature, "The Price of Silence," in which
she was seen as a one-armed factory worker.

Blanche Sweet left the Lasky Company some
time ago. Sorry, but it's against the rules, and
rules are rules, you know. If I made an ex-

ception in your case, I would have to do the

same thing for all the others, and that would
soon put an end to the much abused rulings.

Nazimova has just announced a new contract

with Metro. When that somebody from Texas
flies over the Picture-Play building, be sure

that he keeps on flying. Our roof is none too

strong now, and aeroplane motors are not rain-

drops. Dear boy? Yes? No?

Marie. O. K.—You caught yourself just in

time not to ask a question against the rules,

didn't you? Yes, I think that Wallace Reid

would send you a_ picture of himself. You can

address him in care of the Lasky Film Company,
Vine Street, Hollywood, California. This is

where Wally earns his daily bread and Satur-

day-night coffee. I don't think you asked many
questions at all. You should see some of the

letters that I get, with a bunch of questions that

would stagger old man Wisdom himself. The
more the merrier, however.

Hope.—Yes, I liked "Kick In" very much in-

deed. By the way, "The Lamb" was the first

picture that Douglas Fairbanks appeared in.

This was followed by "Double Trouble." "The
Habit of Happiness" came after these. Yes, I

think that three comedies in a row is a little too

much. No one enjoys a good comedy better

than I do, either. Yes, you are right about

Margery Wilson in "The Last of the Ingrams."

Florence Reed played in "New York." For-

rest Winant was the son, and Fanny MarinofT
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was the bad woman, My correspondence cer-

tainly has increased. I am wondering if I am
ever going to be able to catch up with it. I

think you have done very well in the last few

issues. I notice that you have several answers

in each. Yes, Edison is responsible for the

movies.

Ragamuffin.—What makes you think I'm get-

ting tired of your letters? I am only too glad

to hear from all my old friends. I should say

that your Hu'a Hula Club did do some work

to win that contest for Grace Cunard. Your

-members secured two-thirds of her total vote.

Grace lias left the Universal now. Francis Ford

is still with that concern. Of course you can

write a letter and yet not ask any questions. We
did have an article about Grace Cunard .recently.

The typewriting is all right. It is much quicker

to read than handwriting; that is why I like it.

C. W. G—Do not address William S. Hart
in care of the Triangle Film Corporation, be-

cause he has left that concern and gone, with

Thomas H. Ince to produce features for the

Artcraft. You can reach him by letter at the

Rex Arms Apartments, Los Angeles, California.

There will be one more picture of his released

by Triangle after "Wolf Lowry."

A. T.—There is only one name for them, and
that is character parts. You may play all types

of characters, but, nevertheless, they are charac-

ter roles and nothing else. There is no other

way of describing them.

Olive S.— S. Rankin Drew has joined the am-
bulance corps, as a driver. A letter addressed

to him, in care of the Metro Pictures Corpora-

tion, will be sure to reach him. Of course, he

isn't bow-legged. Yes, Rankin is a mighty fine

little fellow to talk to. He is the son of Sid-

ney Drew, the Metro comedian, and a very popu-
lar youngster, too. Address Mrs. Vernon Castle

in care of the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-

fifth Street, New York City. Mrs. Castle is also

very pleasant to talk to.

Canuck.—Address June Caprice in care of the

Fox Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth

Street, New York City, and ask her for one of

her photographs. You had better inclose a two-
bit piece to make sure, as photographs cost a

whole lot of money these days.

Y-O-U—Yes, up until the time Chaplin signed
his new contract, Douglas Fairbanks had him
beaten in the salary line. They are now get-

ting the very same amounts for each picture

that they turn out. If Fairbanks turns them
out faster than Chaplin, he will make more
money than the famous comedian, and vice versa.
George Beranger was the man you are thinking
of. Yes, he certainly does look a whole lot

like Henry Walthall, who played Poe in "The
Raven." Yes, I thought the "Bitter Truth" was
very good, and enjoyed Virginia Pearson's work
in it immensely. We have a large number of

Tll*» "PATRIA" Clir!<s Anew fetching creation of
1 ne rrtlftlrt V^UMb. stun nintf effect designed ex-
pressly for the talented film star, Ruth Roland, famous also for
the originality of her charming- coiffures. 4 puff-curls and 3
drooping curls on a shell pin. Select Human Hair. Extra quality
$3. 0J- Standard Quality $2.00 -Postpaid. Greys extra. Send
sample of hair for matching.

The "TRIAD" Switch. SfirA^S^iSSKS!
May be arranged in the prevailing fashion as one switch or in

Barts. Length 22 inches- Weight 2 1-4 ounces. Select Human
lair in 4 qualities. Extra Quality $15.25-Our Special Quality

$8.00- Standard Quality $2. £5 - Popular Quality $1 .65- Postpaid.
Regular shades ; for price of Greys see catalog. Send sample.

The "CHATELAINE" Stemless Switch.
Makes a full and luxurious looking knot or braid. Hair is of event
length. Being stemless dresses comfortably. Length 22 inches-
Weight 1 3-4 ounces. Select Human Hair in 3 qualities. Extra
iuality $12.00-Our Special Quality $6.95 -Standard Quality $2.50
-Postpaid. Regular shades; for price of Greys see catalog.

Money back if not satisfactory.

Write for

Vogue Coiffures"
Our FREE CATALOG of

Guaranteed Hair Goods
Wigs, Transformations, Pompadours, Bangs, Braids, Curls,

Fringes, Puffs, Waves, and also Back-Hair Dressings.

<5?5^?5<C>^s><X\ TOUPEES AND WIGS
.- Mr.'-

FRANCES ROBERTS CO
The Mail Order Hair-House

100 Fifth Avenue Dept. 304

NEW YORK

Mr. Edison's
Wonderful
Phonograph

Free Trial
Yes, yoa may keep this New Edison
—Thomas A. Edison's great phonograph with the
diamond stylus—and your choice of records, too, for only
51. Pay che balance at rate of only a few cents a day. Try the New Edteonin.your own home before you decide to buy. Send no money down Enter-tain your fnenda with your favorite records. Then return it if yon wish.

Write TodaV Fo5 °up Edison Book. Send your n:

wJ- u
*MU«y address frr our new book and pictures of thekdison phonograph. Mo obligations—write now while this offer lasts.

i c» LF" K. BABSON, Edison Phonograph Distribntorslao? Edison Block.

and

_Chicago, Illinois
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One Customer writes: "
l have had watch just

;
a year today and our watch

inspector says its the best time keeper on the road. Mease find enclosed
my last monthly payment of $1.00." We have thousands of such letters
on file from satisfied custom ers, who have bought from us on

30 Days Trial jgSKEJ&SS
You take no chances with me. I am "Square Deal" Miller and I trust
the people. That is why I am doing the greatest credit Watch, Dia-
mond and Jewelry business in the world.

Hatches Guaranteed tor 25 Years

I Smash the Terms
NO REFERENCES DEMANDED

My terms will surely suit you. You get unlimited credit.

A Ctii&r&e ACCOUnt the same kin(i of credit you get from
your grocer. No matter where you

live or what your income might be, you can now own the finest of watches,
a beautiful diamond or any rare jewelry and never miss the money.
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r}fp?/)fif FB&F¥~ Send me your came and address so IVHIUIVg H (ILL can ma ji you Free and postpaid the
most beautiful catalog of its kind ever printed. I want you to have this
book. It's a gem. Write TODAY.

SQUARE DEAL MILLER, Pres.
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No craving for tobacco in any form
when you begin taking Tobacco Redeemer.

Don't try to quit the tobacco habit unaided.
It's- a losing fight against heavy odds and means
a serious shock to the nervous system. Let the
tobacco habit quit YOU. It will quit you, if you
will just take Tobacco Redeemer, according to
directions for two or three days. It is a most
marvelously quick and thoroughly reliable remedy
for the tobacco habit.

Not a Substitute
Tobacco Redeemer contains no habit-forming

drugs of any kind. It is in no sense a substitute
for tobacco. After finishing the treatment you
have absolutely no desire to use tobacco again or
to continue the use of the remedy. It makes not
a particle of difference how long you have been
using tobacco, how much you use or in what form
you use it—whether you smoke cigars, cigarettes,
pipe, chew plug or fine cut or use snuff. Tobacco
Redeemer will positively banish every trace of
desire in from 48 to 72 hours. This we absolutely
guarantee in every case or money refunded.

Write today for our free booklet showing the
deadly effect of tobacco upon the human system
and positive proof that Tobacco Redeemer will
quickly free you of the habit.

N/ewell Pharmacal Company,
Dept. 571 St. Louis, Mo.
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Canadian readers, so it was only fair that they

be allowed to enter the Screen Opportunity Con-
test as well as our readers in the States. Charles

Chaplin was born in France, but has lived the

greater part of his life in England, where he
learned his profession. No trouble at all, I

assure you. I am always glad to hear from
you. It's not imposing at all.

Alias (X. Q.'s Myver Bosity).—Sheldon
Lewis is still very much alive, and doing his

screen dirty work in the same old way as ever.

John Barrymore hasn't done a picture in a mighty
long time. He has been devoting all his time

to the stage lately, and letting his brother Lionel

look after the picture work of the family. Also
his sister Ethel. Charlie Chaplin can be reached

at the Lone Star studio, Lillian Way, Los An-
geles, California. Mark hasn't had anything
filmed as yet, with the exception of "Jim Bludso."

Eric Campbell confines himself to playing in

Chaplin's comedies solely. Syd Chaplin hasn't

been on the screen for a long, long time. He
is Charlie's business manager, and this keeps him
so busy that he never gets a chance to don the

grease paint any more.

M. B. H.—You should have joined the Screen
Opportunity Contest if you are desirous of be-

coming a movie star. Too late now, you know.
Grace Cunard answers a*ll her letters herself.

Jack Kerrigan is back on the coast once more,

and working hard on his first picture for the

Paralta program, "A Man's Man." Oscar Apfel.

is directing him.

E. H.—Address June .Caprice in care of the

Fox Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth

Street, Xew York City. She sends photographs

of herself to her admirers, but inclose a quar-

ter with your request to cover the cost of the

photo and mailing. There is no more American
Beauty studio. The Beauty brand has long been

discontinued. It was started by Margarita Fischer

and Harry Pollard at the American studios in

Santa Barbara. California. The studios are still

running in full blast, but they are producing

big features for the Mutual program.

Ralph D.—Yes, William Farnum played both

parts in Fox's "A Tale of Two Cities." It was
done by means of double exposure. Yes, this

trick of the camera has been used many times

before. King Baggot once played nine parts in

one film. Mary Pickford is twenty-four years

old. Jane is but six. I have turned your letter

over to the circulation department, and the}- will

send you the February issue of Picture-Play.

T. S.—We had pictures of Grace Cunard and

Joe Moore in the August Picture-Play. Didn't

you see them in the article, "Famous Families of

Filmdom," by Ray Ralston? Marguerite Clark

was born in Cincinnati, Ohio. Helen Holmes
first saw the light of day in Chicago, Illinois.

Louise Huff, the Morosco star, was born and

raised in Columbus, Georgia, which accounts for

her Southern accent. Ruth Roland is a native
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daughter, coming- into this world in San Fran-

cisco, California, at an early age.

H. S. M. Polly Perkins and Her Pals —
Loneliness must be an awful thing, but you

should be like I am. Have so much work to do

that you never get any time to be lonely or any-

thing else. Was some one kidding you about

William Farnum? You can address him in

care of the Fox Film Corporation, 130 WT

est

Forty-sixth Street, New York City. Theda
Bara's address is in care of the William Fox
studios, Western Avenue, Hollywood. California.

Mary Pickford gets all her mail now at the

Lasky studios, Vine Street, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia. That title of yours has all the ear marks
of being mysterious. If it was H. M. S., I would
be able to make it out in a jiffy.

Pretty Baby, Washington, D. C.—Yes, we
printed the story of "The Love Mask." Paul
Willis appeared last with Harold Lockwood in

"The Haunted Pajamas." Dorothy Davenport
was born in Boston in 1895. Haven't heard from
Olive, Junior, for a long time. I'll tell Cleo,

however, that you are a great little movie fan.

Then Hope has become quite as regular as any
of them. She is a great little picture fan her-

self.

Kissme.—Of course we think that Picture-
Play is getting better each month, but neverthe-

less it makes us feel very nice, indeed, to have
our readers think so, too. You are not very far

from the top this time, and there is no telling

but that you may occupy that position again.

It all depends on the way your letter is re-

ceived. If I open it first, it goes on the top.

First come, first served, is the way things are
conducted by the Oracle. Where did you see

those initials you speak about?

Dorothy S.—You are right about May Alli-

son in all of your guesses. She has a mother,
blue e3Tes, and curly hair. Write to Marguerite
Clark in care of the Paramount Pictures Cor-
poration, 485 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Marguerite is a very sweet little girl, and will

probably answer your letter the first chance she
gets. There are many times when an actor or
actress will get out of photographs. Just think,
they send hundreds and hundreds out every
week, and I know for a fact that they run out
of photos every once in a while, and then their
admirers have to wait until they can find the
time to have some new ones taken. You should
write again for the photos that you didn't get
because they were out of them.

Theda's Admirer.—Theda Bara was born on
July 20, 1890, which makes her just twenty-
seven years old. She is five feet six inches
tail, weighs one hundred and thirty-five pounds,
and 'has dark-brown hair and eyes.

Coletta K.—Charles Ray was born in Jack-
sonville, Illinois, just twenty-five years

"

ago.
Beverly Bayne was born in Minneapolis in 1895.

/r—nil-

Beautiful, Soulful,

\ ExpressiveEyes j
\ are enough to make any woman attrac- f

I tive, be her features ever so irregular. §

\ Have you ever noticed how much of /

\ the charm of beautiful eyes is due
^

to the eyebrows and lashes?

\ MADAME CHIC in the Chicago Examiner says: J
\' 'There are many actresses and society-women famed 1
^ for their long-, silky lashes and beautifully arched g
\ eyebrows that owe all their attractiveness to the #

\ use of a little preparation called Lash-Brow-Ine." 4
\ You, too, can have luxuriant eyebrows j
| and long.sweeping lashes by applying ^

^ nightly. This guaranteed pure ^\
J$ and harmless preparation nourishes V

*r in a natural manner the eyebrows and eyelashes, %S making them thick, long and silky, thus giving depth
f and soulful expression to the eyes and beauty to the face.

LASH-BROW-INE has passed The Westfield McClure
Standard. Its efficacy is shown in the testimonials
received daily.

Sold in two sizes, 25c and 50c. Send price for size
you wish and we will mail LASH-BROW-INE and
our Beauty Booklet prepaid in plain, sealed cover.

Avoid disappointment with worthless sub*
stitutes. Use Genuine Lash-Brow-Ine only.

MAYBELL LABORATORIES
4008-68 Indiana Avenue, CHICAGO



DELATONE
Removes Hair or Fuzz from

Face, Neck or Arms
DELATONE is an old and well-known scientific prepara-

tion, in powder form for the quick, safe and certain re-
moval of hairy growths—no matter how thick or stubborn
they may be. You make a paste by mixing a little Delatone
and water; then spread on the hairy surface. After two or
three minutes rub off the paste and the hairs will be gone.
When the skin is washed, it will be fonnd clean, firm and
hairless—as smooth as a baby's. Delatone is used by thou-
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? LiiGotitte-a-Goutte

RESTORES mi GRAY HAIR
No matter liow gray, faded, sire .ked

or lifeless it may be, ouly one applica-
tion of LaGoutte-a-Goutte will restore
the color to any shade of black, brown,
drab or red. LaGoutte-a-Goutte is

harmless, does not discolor the scalp,
makes a lovely, rich, lasting color that
does not fade or rub off on the pillow.
Makes the hair soft and glossy, with a

natural, full-of-life appearance, and the hair can be
washed as usual. IT REQUIRES ONLY ONE APPLICA-
TION and NO AFTER SHAMPOO IS NECESSARY;
rakes only a few minutes, and can be applied by yourself
in the privacy of your home. Any one of 32 shades you
wish is given from the ONE package. Price, $1.25, post-
paid. Order direct, or, if you'd first like to see how
well it will appear on your hair

Send me a Little Lock of Your
Hair—I'll Color It Without Charge

Cut it close to head awl say what color you wish. I have helped thou-
sands of ladies with dandruff, oily or dry scalps, falling- hair, getting-
bald. etc. Write fully. No charge for frank opinion. "SECRETS
of BEAUTY," mv new booklet, mailed free on request.

L. PIERRE VALLIGNY, Room 41,No.l4E. 44th St., New York
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Mae Marsh was born in Madrid, New Mexico, in

the same year as Beverly Bayne. Mary Miles

Minter gives her birthplace as Shreveport, Louisi-

ana, and the date of her birth as April i, 1902.

Clyde from Pittsburgh.—Your puzzle was
very clever, indeed. Lou-Tellegen, Blanche Sweet,
Edith Storey, Alan Hale, King Baggot, Earle
Williams, Virginia Pearson, Frank Keenan, True
Boardman, Lillian Walker, Jackie Saunders,

Valli Valli, Peggy Hyland, Ruth Stonehouse,
Charles Ray, Fannie Ward, Francis Bushman,
Pearl White, John Barrymore. J. P. McGowan,
William Hart, Ella Hall. Owen More, Warner
Oland, Little Mary Sunshine, Violet Mersereau,
Grace Valentine, Thomas Holding, Myrtle Sted-

man, E. H. Sothern. Helen Holmes, Mary Pick-

ford, Fred Mitchell, Gail Kane, Margarita
Fischer, Bessie Eyton, Doris Pawn, Eddie Lyons,
Pauline Frederick, Mabel Trunnelle, Florence
Turner, Wheeler Oakman, Mary Garden. Ora
Carew, Mary Fuller, Vivian Martin. Constance
Talmadge, June Caprice, Lucille Stewart. Jewel
Hunt, Huntley Gordon. Ormi Hawley. Carlyle

Blackwell, Muriel Ostriche. Mae Marsh, Dustin
Farnum, Sidney Drew, Hazel Dawn, Barry
O'Neil, Leah Baird, Louise Lovely, and Douglas
Fairbanks are the stars' names I got out of your
puzzle.

Edith.—Jean Southern had gone back on the

stage again the last I heard of her. I'll speak

to the editor about a picture of her in the gal-

lery. Arthur Johnson was a great favorite with

a lot of fans. He was one of the very first

actors in the game. Griffith discovered him while

walking down Broadway, one day. looking for

some one to play in a Biograph picture. Arthur
wasn't working at the time, and accepted the

engagement. Am glad to see that you read the

rules carefully before you wrote. So few of

my readers do on their first letter, and some of

them even forget long after that.

Marion.—Write to Harold Lockwood in care

of the Yorke Film Company. Gordon Street,

Hollywood, California. I am sure that he will

send you one of his photographs. Ralph Kel-

lard and Grace Darmond will get any letters

that you may write to them in care of the Pathe

Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth Street, New York
City. Jack Kerrigan is working for his own
company now.

Gloria Clark.—The twelve winners in the

Picture-Play Screen Opportunity Contest were

announced in the September issue. That's all

right, don't worry about asking questions. The
more you ask the better I'll like it, just so they

are not against the rules. Have you decided upon

a screen career as your only ambition?

Mrs. H. D., Akron.—Your idea isn't a bad

one at all. I shall take it up with the editor

the first chance I have. Yes, I agree with you

that some of the actors and actresses are criti-

cized too severely at times. Criticism is only

one person's opinion. One may dislike a pic-
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ture and the star's work, while it may please

another person immensely. It is merely a mat-

ter of your own viewpoint.

Miss Canada.—Alma Reubens was the girl

that played opposite Douglas Fairbanks in "The

Americano." She certainly was an ideal type

for the play. Address her in care of the Tri-

angle Film Corporation, Culver City. California,

Pens are certainly very troublesome things some-

times when you want to write a letter in a hurry.

Cheer up. The next time you write you can have

a better one. I made it all out with no trouble

at all. so what is the difference?

Bill Hart Admirer.—Yes, Frank Keenan is a

very good actor indeed. He is one of the

re'cruits from the legitimate, and has returned to

the stage again, where he is appearing in a new-

play, written for him, called "The Pawn." Les-

ter Cuneo was the villain in the Metro produc-

tion of "The Promise." with Harold Lockwood

and May Allison. . May Allison is not playing

with Harold Lockwood any more. The Metro

Company is featuring Harold alone now, while

it is announced that May Allison will soon be

featured by herself also.

De V. J.—You probably wrote to the players

you mentioned at the wrong address, and have

not received their photographs for that reason.

Write to them again, and explain matters. Ad-

dress Wallace Reid in care of the Lasky stu-

dios, Vine Street, Hollywood, California. War-
ren Kerrigan will get any mail sent to him in

care of the Clune studios, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia, while Harold Lockwood receives his

daily supply of mail at the Yorke-Metro studios,

Gordon Street, Hollywood, California.

Prudence.—Wally Reid is a very jolly fel-

low, indeed, off the screen. So you are a little

jealous of Olive, Jr.? Never mind, you and

she are not the only ones that admire him. You
have thousands and thousands more to be jealous

of at that rate. Address David Powell in care

of the World Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-

sixth Street, New York City.

Charles Josephus Williams.—Here are your
little questions all answered right here. Was
kind of swamped by so many letters of late, and
I have been rather late getting around to every-

body because my space allotment would be used

up in no time. You win your two-bit bet. Hart
never played with Miller in "The Great Divide."

Henry Walthall did, however. "The Squaw
Man," "The Barrier," and "The Trail of the

Lonesome ' Pine" were three of Hart's gratest

stage successes. Alary Pickford is twenty-four
years of age. I also liked "Blood Will Tell."

Hobart Henley was born in Louisville. Ken-
tucky, on November 23, 1887. Kerrigan, Griffith,

and Henley all came from Louisville. For its

?ize it has produced more picture stars than any
other city. Write to Antonio Moreno in care
of the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth

Street, New York City. Antonio is a Spaniard,

Every Blemish Removed
In Ten Days

I Will Tell Every Reader of This

Paper How FREE.
Your Complexion Makes or Mars

Your Appearence

PEARL LA SAGE, former actress who now offers to
tell women of the most remarkable complexion treat'

ment ever known.

This great beauty marvel has instantly produced a sensation.
Stubborn cases have been cured that baffled physicians and
beauty specialists for years. You have never in all your lite used
or heard of anything lilce it. Makes muddy complexions, red
spots, pimples, blackheads, eruptions vanish almost like magic.
Xo cream, lotion, enamel, salve, plaster, bandage, mask, mas-
sage, diet or apparatus, nothing to swallow. It doesn't mailer
w hether or not your complexion is a "fright," whether your
face is full of muddy spots, peppery blackheads, embarrassing
pimples and eruptions, or whether your skin is rough and
"porey," and you've tried almost every thing under the sun to
get rid of the blemishes. This wonderful treatment, in just ten
days, positively removes every blemish and beautifies your
skin in a marvelous way. You look years younger. It gives
the skin the bloom and tint of purity of a freshly-blown rose.
In ten days you can be the subject of wild admiration by all
your friends, no matter what your age or condition of health.
All methods now known are cast aside. There is nothing to
wear, nothing to take internally. Your face, even arms, hands,
shoulders are beautified beyond your fondest dreams. All tins
I will absolutely prove to you before your own eyes in your
mirror in tendays. This treatment is absolutely harmless to the
most delicate skin, and very pleasant to use. No change in your
mode of living' is necessary. A few minutes every day does it.

To every reader of this paper I will give full details of this
really astounding treatment. Let me show you. You do not risk
a penny. Sendmeno money—just send your name and address
on the free coupon below and I will give you full details by
return mail.

*—.---.FREE COUPON.—— ..

I
PEARL LA SAGE, Suite 511 E

2119 Michigan Ave, Chicago, 111.

- I am a reader of this paper and am entitled to know full '

I details of the sensational, harmless, scientific method for |
_ giving- marvelous beauty to tne complexion and removing- _
I every blemish in ten days. There is no obligation whatso-
_ ever on my part for this information. |

[ I

I Name
|

I Street
J

I
City State I

1



; WANTED! S
Send us your Ideas for Photoplays, Stories, Etc.!
They may bring you BIG MONEY! Rowland
Thomas, an '"unknown writer," received 85,000
for one story! Elaine Sterne, another beginner,
received "SI, 000 for a single play!

You Have Ideas
If you go to the movies, if you read magazines—
then vou know the kind of material editors want
Special education is NOT REQUIRED. Writing is

open to ALL CLASSES. "The best reading mat-
ter is as frequently obtained from absolutely new
writers as it is from famous writers," says a
prominent editor. EVERY life has its story.

Your Ideas Taken in Any Form
We .will accept your ideas in ANY form-either
"as finished scripts or as mere outlines of plots.
Send us your Bare Ideas, Outlines, Plots, Synopses
or Finished Stories.

Your Ideas Corrected Free
If your work shows merit—but needs correction
—we will completely REVISE and TYPEWRITE
it FREE OF CHARGE ! Then promptly submit
to the Leading Film and Fiction Editors. All
scripts are sold on commission. No charge is

made for SELLING, except a small commission,
deducted AFTER a sale is made.

This is YOUR OPPORTUNITY. So get

busy! Send your manuscripts AT ONCE!
WRITE TODAY for FULL DETAILS!

WRITER'S SELLING SERVICE
DEPT. 1 5 AUBURN, N. Y.

Writefor this valuable booklet which contains the REAL FACTS. We
revise poems, compose and arrange music, secure copyright and facilitate

free publication or outright sale. Start right with reliable concern offering

a legitimate proposition. Send us your work to-day for/ree examination.

KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS,
100Gai^h^ka^ :°8

Your Bunion Can Be Cured
Instant Relief

Prove ItAtMy Expense
Don't send me onecent—justletmeproveittorou

as I have done for 57,532 others in the last six months. I

claim to have the only successful cure for bunions ever made
and I want you to let me send you a treatment FREE, en-
tirely at my expense. I don't care how many so-called cures,
or shields or pads yon ever tried without success — I don't
care how disgusted you felt with them all — you have not
tried my cure and I have such absolute confidence in it that
I am going: to send you a treatment absolutely
FREE. It is a wonderful yet simple home treatment which
relieves you almost instantly of all pain it removes the cause

of the bunion and thus the ugly de-
formity disappears — all this while you
are wearing tighter shoes than ever. I
know it will do all this and I want you
to send for a treatment, FREE, at my
expense, because I know you will then

' tell all your friends aboutitjustas those
57,532 others are doing now. Write now,
as this announcement may not appear in
this paper again. Just send your name
and address and treatment will be sent
you promptly in plain sealed envelope.

FOOT REMEDY CO.
3545 West 26th St.

Chicago
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and was born in Madrid, on September 26, 1886.

Yes, there is a girl in pictures by the name of
Olga Olinova. She played the vampire in the
"Crimson Stain" serial with Ethel Grandin and
Maurice Costello. Everybody's doing it. There
were fifty thousand in the Screen Opportunity
Contest. It was some honor for the twelve win-
ring people with a large field like that to best.

You have the right idea about your photos.

Imogene E. S—Mildred Harris is now work-
ing in a picture that is being directed by Lois
Webber and Phillips Smalley. You can reach her
by letter in care of the Smalley studios, Los
Angeles, California.

Kopper Kid.—You can secure an autographed
photo of June Caprice by writing to her in care
of the Fox Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-
sixth Street, New York City. Yes, Douglas
Fairbanks is at the head of his own company
now. His pictures are' being released through
the Artcraft. You can reach him by mail at the

Lasky studios, Vine Street. Hollywood, Cali-

fornia. "Cleopatra" is the latest Theda Bara
"vamp" picture. It will soon be released now.
and should prove a very interesting film. No.
"Even as You and I" and "A Fool There Was"
are two entirely different films. One was made
by Fox and the other by Universal. Ben Wilson
has the leading role in the latter picture. Theda
Bara and Edward Jose played the leads in the

former. You just think you know whether I

am male or female. One guess.

Marie K.—You can obtain a photograph of

your favorite, Wallace Reid, by writing to hirn

in care of the Lasky studios. Vine Street, Hol-
lywood, California.

Thomas P. K.—I don't know of any actors

with the kind of hair you mention. If you have
decided to go before the camera to make your
living, why didn't you enter the Picture-Play's
Screen Opportunity Contest? You had just as

good a chance as any one else. Something else

may turn up for you later.

Japanese Admirer of Wally.—Of course I

think that Wallace Reid is handsome. Most
every one that sees him on the screen will admit

this fact. I like Wally's acting, too. He is at

work on a new picture at the Lasky studios, but

the name of it has not been announced. It

seems that they are going to get a new name,

other than the one on the original script, before

it is released.

C. H. C.—William S. Hart was brought up on

a ranch. He was born in Newburgh, New York,

but his folks moved him out West when he was

a tiny thing, and he was brought up in the at-

mosphere that he now portrays for the screen.

Roscoe Arbuckle is appearing regularly in com-
edies for the Paramount program. "The Butcher

Boy," "A Reckless Romeo," and "The Rough
House" are his three latest pictures. They are all
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full of laughs. Charlie Chaplin is thirty years

old. Yes, he played the drunk in "A Night in

an English Music Hall." You're entirely wel-

come. Call again.

Duxcan A.—Charles Ray is twenty-five years

old. Yes, he is to-day one of the most popular

stars in the game. He has gone with Thomas

H. Ince's new company, and will be starred by

him in plays written especially for him by well-

known authors. He was very good in "The

Honorable Algy." You must read the rules,

as most of the questions that you asked are

barred. I enjoyed "Miss George Washington"

immensely.

Miss Tommy Atkins—Address Vivian Mar-

tin in care of the Morosco studios, Los Angeles,

California. Mrs. Y^ernon has appeared in two

features since she finished "Patria." They_ were

released on the Pathe program. Francis X.

Bushman was born in Norfolk, Virginia, on

June 10, 1885. Beverly Bayne was born in 1895.

Minneapolis was the town that gave her birth.

"Poppy" is one of the latest Norma Talmadge

plays. Wallace Reid was born in St. Louis on

April 15, 1892. Jack Pickford was born in

Toronto, Canada, in 1896. Now that you have

started, you must come often.

Disappointed.—Don't know why you didn't

hear from Harold Lockwood, unless your letter

went astray. Are you sure that you addressed

him correctly? Your envelope should have read:

Harold Lockwood, Yorke-Metro studio, Gordon

Street, Hollywood, California. No, Warren

Kerrigan has finished his tour of the States

and is back in California now, working on photo

plays once more. His latest is called "A Man's

Alan," and will be released soon by the Paralta

Plays, Incorporated. Yes, Irving Cummings an-

swers letters from his admirers. It keeps him

mighty busy, too, to keep up with the great cor-

respondence that he receives daily. Thank you

very much, indeed, for your praise of Picture-

Play. I can assure you that it is greatly appre-

ciated. The editor always likes to hear from
people regarding the magazine. It is being pub-

lished to please our readers, and we like to know
that it is carrying out it's purpose so well.

Fuzzy, of Baltimore.—Yes, I think that Anita

Stewart would send you one of her pictures.

Write to her in care of the Vitagraph Company
of America, East Fifteenth Street and Locust
Avenue, Brooklyn, New York. She was born in

Brooklyn, New York, in 1896.

L. W. H., Apollo Club, Montpelier, Ver-
mont.—Yes, it is Ralph Kellard. Quite a lengthy

title you have. It takes up almost as much room
as your questions. Address Ann Pennington in

care of the Famous Players Film Corporation,

New York City. Hobart Henley was in "The
Sign of the Poppy," and not Hobart Bosworth.
You have your names mixed, that's all. Yes,
lots of the film stars write to their admirers.
Of course the players like to hear from the fans.

WAM
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PAY $75 TO $150 MONTH
U. S. Government Wants—Railway Mail Clerks—City Kail

Carriers—Postoffice Clerks—Clerks at Washington,d£.

War necessitates thou- ^^^^ coupon Bel™
sands appointments. ^X^FRANKUN INSTITUTE
dfa

n
tely.°

U
We

n
are

mG
" Dep1, E 1 67

'
Roch«««er
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candidates ^^^^^^ Tnis coupon, filled out as directed, en-

free. ^H^^ titles the sender to (1) free sample examination
questions; (2) a free copy of our Look, "Govern-

ment Positions and How to Get Them," (8) free list

of Government positions now easily obtainable and (4) to

consideration for Free Coaching for the examination here checked.

COUPON
Railway Mail Clerk [$900 to $1800] ..Customs Positions [$800 to $1500]

"Postoffice Clerk [$800 to $1200] ..Internal Revenue [$700 to $1800]

"Postoffice Carrier [$800 to $1200] ..Stenographer [$900 to $1500]

..Rural Mail Carrier [$500 to $1200] ..Clerk in the Depart-
fm

..Bookkeeper [$900 to $1800] ments at Washington [$800 to $1500]

Name ....

Address E 107

Use this before you lose it. Write plainly.

Why Pay Full
Prices forDiamonds

It's not necessary. Bays an institntion of over
60 years unimpeachable business record. Write for
Bulletin—see the amazing bargains we are offering.

Diamond Banking S&^sT
sell the diamonds on which we loaned money.
Engraved Engagement Ring 1/2-1/8,
1/64 kt. exact weight of this blue-white, per-
fectly cut solitaire of a high degree of perfec-
tion. Mounted in brand new 14-karat solid gold
engraved ring for a lady. Try to match at fully (

more. Guaranteed Loan Value $50. Unpaid loaa price «k»**..w
WRITE TODAY FOR LATEST BULLETIN. Just send your
name and address for our new bulletin. No obligations. Write at once.
Jos . DeRoy& Sons, 2731 DeRoy Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
References by permission: farmers Deposit National Bank, Marine

National Bank, or any Pittsburgh daily newspaper.

Driver Agents Wanted
i demonstrate the Bush Car. Pay for '

; of your commissions on sales, my
ents are making money.
Shipments are prompt,

k Bush Cars guaran-
teed or money back.

Write at once for
tny 48-page cataloff
and all particulars.

Address J. H Bash,
^^corgVrtion-ElectTstg.'&Ltg. D«PM084

BTJSH MOTOR COMPANY, Bush Temple, Chicago, I1L i

BE A TRAVELING SALESMAN
Hundreds of good positions now open. Experience
unnecessary. Earn while yon learn. Write today for
large list of openings and testimonials from buudreds of mem«
bers who are earning $100 to $500 a month. Address nearest
office. Dept. 10M
NATIONALSALESMEN'STRAININGASSOCIATION
Chicago, New York. San Francisco



Beauty™ LateHours
It's all wrong for a woman of less than

forty to have a wrinkle on her face. It's

all wrong for her to show signs of bad

complexion. Follow the celebrated beau-

ties. They kept their internal system in

order. Since 1885 the best looking

women of America have been using Dr.
Campbell's Complexion Wafers, and
never a complaint. They get right into

your stomach and liver and eliminate t^ie causes that make for
bad complexion. Guaranteed safe andstr.ctly non-habit forming.
Mailed in plain cover for 50c and $1.00.

Richard Fink Co., Dept. 49, 396 Broadway, N. Y.
Every druggist can get Dr. Campbell's Arsenic Wafers for

you from his wholesale dealer.

Bracelet

Watch
This beautiful O size lady's Bracelet Watch with standard

movement in gold filled case and bracelet given away FREE.
SEND NO MONEY. No fake. Nothing to buy. Nothing like

it ever before offered. Do not delay. Write today for free offer.

HOME SUPPLY CO.
Dept. 12 HO Nassau St., New York

A I VIFNF schools Est.
V ILiIJIj The Acknowledged Au

Each, department a large school in it-

self. Academic, Technical, and Practi-
cal Training-. Students' School. Theatre
and Stock Co. Afford New York Ap-
pearances. For catalogue, write

D. IRWIN, Secretary
Mentioning Study Desired

225 West 57th Street, near Broadway, New Yorlt |

S Est. 20 Year*
dged Authority on

DRAMATIC
STAGE

PHOTO-PLAY
AND

DANCE ARTS

The Photo-Play World
The one by which all others are governed.

Contains high class and exclusive articles by
America's foremost writers. Many superfine pic-

tures that can be framed. 25c a copy at your news
dealer. $2.50 a year—Subscribe now.

THE PHOTO-PLAY WORLD, 921 Bulletin Bldg.,Philadelphia,Pa.

Bring Out the Hidden Beauty
Beneath the soiled, discolored, faded or aged com-

plexion is one fair to look upon. Mercolized Wax grad-
ually, gently absorbs the devitalized surface skin, re-
vealing the young, fresh, beautiful skin underneath.
Used by refined women who prefer complexions of true
naturalness. Have you tried it ?

Me*rrr\MT&A Wav in one oance package, with direc-IVierCOHZea Wax tionsforuse. sold by all druggists.

Gray Hair
Restored ^to Original Coior

Gray hair positively, quickly restored to original color, no matter
what color it was. KOLOR-BAK guaranteed to do this or it costs
you nothing! KOLOR-BAK is a pleasing, pure, harmless, grand prep-
aration. Contains no injurious ingredients. Colorless, stainless. Not
a dye or stain, but a wonderful scientific preparation. Acts directly on
the pigments of the hair. Also banishes dandruff and itching scalp in

two applications. Write for free book and positive proof.

KOLOR-BAK PRODUCTS CO., 68 W, Washington St., Dept. 50 Chicago
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It is the same as applause to the actor on the
stage to them. The picture stars can't tell

whether the public like their plays or not un-
less they write and tell them so. The box
office will eventually tell, but, for individual work
in pictures, the mail man is the only way of con-
veying approval to the stars of the silent drama.

Paradise of the Pacific Reader.—How do you
like it in Hawaii? I suppose you can play the

ukelele like a regular Hawaiian. How many
theaters have they where you are? You can
address Grace Darmond, Leon Barry, and Ralph
Kellard in care of the Pathe Exchange, 25 West
Forty-fifth Street, New York City. Ralph Kel-
lard was born in New York City on June 16,

1887. You can reach him at the studio, if you
like, at 1 Congress Street, Jersey City, New
Jersey.

Katharine.—Yes, Sessue Hayakawa has a car.

He was born in the Land of the Rising Sun, at

Tokyo, on June 10, 1889. He went to college

in Japan and also to the LTniversity of Chi-

cago. He was on the stage for six years

in Japan before he came to America. He
is five feet seven and one-half inches tall,

and weighs one hundred and fifty-seven pounds.

He has black hair and . eyes, and a letter ad-

dressed to him, in care of the Lasky sudios,

Vine Street, Hollywood, California, will reach

him all right. Now, is there anything left that

I can answer about him for you? His home
hasn't any name that I know of. It is situated

in Hollywood, on El Centro Avenue, and is a

beauty. You are thinking of Irving Cummings,
in "The Diamond from the Sky." Irving Cum-
mings, William Russell. George Periolat, Lottie

Pickford, and Charlotte Burton had the lead-

ing roles in this serial, which was produced by

the American Film Company for the Mutual pro-

gram. Harold Lockwood was born in Brook-
lyn, New York, on April 12, 1887. He is five

feet eleven and three-quarter inches tall, weighs

one hundred and seventy-five pounds, and has

light-brown hair and blue eyes. Antonio Moreno
was born in Madrid, Spain, on September 6,

1888. He has a birth certificate which reads

thusly, with this name, Antonio Garrido Mon-
teagudo Moreno. He came to the United States

at the age of fourteen. You can reach him in

care of the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-

fifth Street, New York City. Harold Lockwood
gets all of his mail at fhe Yorke-Metro studios,

Gordon Street, Hollywood, California. Address
David Powell in care of the World Film Cor-

poration, 130 West Forty-sixth Street, New York
City. It is pronounced May-Ion. Webster Camp-
bell is with the Essanay Film Company, in Chi-

cago. The address is 1333 Argyle Street. Her-
bert Rawlinson was born in Brighton, England,

on November 15, 1885. He is six feet tall, has

brown hair, blue eyes, and weighs one hundred

and sixty-five pounds. You can address him in

care of Universal City, California. You cer-

tainly did want to know quite a bit. Come again

soon, and stay a little longer.



Dr. Ferdinand King, a New York City Physician and Medical Author, says: "There can be no

strong, vigorous, iron men nor beautiful, healthy, rosy-cheeked women without Iron—Nuxated

Iron taken three times per day after meals will increase the strength and endurance of weak,

nervous, run-down folks 100 per cent, in two weeks' time in many instances. Avoid the old forms

of metallic iron which, may injure the teeth, corrode the stomach, and thereby do more harm
than good. Take only organic iron—Nuxated Iron." It is dispensed by all good druggists.

40 cents per line Circulation, 150,000 December forms close September 20th

t

Business Opportunities Motion Picture Plays—Continued. Photoplay Text Books
"HOW TO WRITE A PHOTO-

PLAY," by C. Winkopp, 1342 Prospect
Ave., Bronx, New York City. Price
25 cents. Contains model scenario,
"Wliere to Sell," "How to Build
Plots," "Where to Get Plots," etc.

IS HE CRAZY? The owner of a
plantation in Mississippi is giving
away a few five-acre tracts. The only
condition is that figs be planted.
The owner wants enough figs raised
to supply a canning factory. You
can secure five acres and an interest
in the factory by writing Eubank
Farms Company, 1158 Keystone,
Pittsburg, Pa. They will plant and
care for your trees for $6 per month.
Your profit should be $1,000 per
year. Some think this man is crazy
for giving away such valuable land,
but there may be method in his
madness.

WANTED—Your ideas for Photo-
plays, Stories, etc.! We will accept
them in Any form—correct Free

—

sell on Commission. Big Rewards!
Make money. Write us Now ! Writ-
er's Service, Box 33, Auburn, N. Y.

"Photoplay Pointers" and Model
Scenario sent free. Photoplay ideas
wanted, any form. Experience un-
necessary. Paramount Photoplays
Co., Box 1402-PP21, Los Angeles, Calif.

Patents and Lawyers
IDEAS WANTED—Mami f actu rer

s

are writing for patents procured
through me. Four books with list

hundreds of inventions wanted sent
free. I help you market your inven-
tion. Advice free. R. B. Owen, 39
Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C.

WRITE for free copy "Hints on
Writing and Selling Photoplays,
Short Stories, Poems." Atlas Pub-
lishing Co., 268, Cincinnati, O.

Motion Picture Plays

SEE HERE! We want your ideas for
photoplay sand stories! Submit them
in any form. We'll criticise them
Free, and Sell on commission. Big
money writing. Details Free. Mss.
Sales Co., Dept.F, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

"SCENAR I O S, MANUSCRIPTS
typed, ten cents page, including car-
bon: spelling, punctuation corrected.
Marjorie Jones, 32 2 Monadnock
Block, Chicago."

Stammering
ST-STU-T-T-TERING and Stammer-

ing cured at home. Instructive book-
let free. Walter McDonnell, Room 85,

817 Fifteenth St., N. W., Wash., D. C.Motion Picture Business

Typewriting$35.00 Profit Nightly. Small Capital
Starts You. No experience needed.
We teach you. Our machines are
used and endorsed by Government
institutions. Catalog and Testimoni-
als Free. Reliable Film Exchange,
454 Franklin Bldg., Chicago, 111.

PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices
paid. Great demand. We show you
aow. Get free particulars. Rex Pub-
ishers, Box 175—P-l, Chicago.

"TYPEWRITING, scenarios, etc.,

accurate, neat, ten cents per page in-
cluding extra carbon copy. Franr< s

Arvigi, 912 Florida Street, San Fran-
cisco, California."



Our 21 Jewel
SMASHES

Look!
21 Ruby and Sap-
phire Jewels—
Adjusted to the sec-
ond

—

Adjusted to tempera
ture—
Adjusted to isochron-
ism'

Adjusted tojpositions

—

25 -year gold strata

case
—

'

Genuine Montgomery
Railroad Dial—
New Ideas in Thin
Cases.

9

U|
Adjusi
ism—

Only
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Burlington Watch Co.\
19th Street and Marshall Blvd. V
Dept l587 Chicago, III. \
Please send me (without obligation and ^
prepaid) your free book on watches
With full explanation of your cash or
$2.50 a month offer on the Burlington Watch.

A Month

And all of this for $2. 50—only $2.50
per month—a great reduction in watch prices

-direct to you—positively the exact prices
• the wholesale dealer would have to pay. Think of

the hi^h-grade, guaranteed watch we offer here at
Such a remarkable price. And, if you wish, you may pay
this price at the rate of $2.50 a month. Indeed, the
days of exhorbitant watch prices have passed.

You don't pay
a cent to any-
body until you

see the watch. You don't buy a Burlington
Watch without seeing it. Look at the splendid
beauty of the watch itself. Thin model, handsomely
shaped— aristocratic in every line. Then look at the
works! There you will see the masterpiece of the watch

makers' skill. A perfect timepiece adjusted to positions,

temperature and isochronism.
Every 6~htin<? vessel in the U. S. Navy h*s Gas Buriing+on Watch aboard. Many
have over 1 Burnnrtons — a few over 200. This includes every torpedo boat—
every submarine as Weil as the big Dreadnaughts.

See It First

Send Your Name on
. This Free Coupon

Get the Burlington Watch Book by sending this
coupon now. You will know a lot more about watch buying
when you read it. You will be able to "steer clear" of

^ the over-priced watches which are no better. Send

\^ the coupon today for the watch book and our offer.

Burlington Watch Co.
\ 19th St. & Marshall Blvd., Dept. 1587 , Chicago, III.



Sons and Fathers Meet at Billiards

—MAN TO MANS
Play Carom and Pocket Billiards in your hometand rear red-blooded boys.

Unite all members of your family in this life-long comradeship. Homes
need the protection cf these fascinating pastimes shared in common—you
owe your boys and girls your own society.

Parents who secured home tables for their young folks write us that

they themselves can hardly wait each day for the "Billiard Hour."

-BRUNSWICK,
HOME BILLIARD TABLES

Nottoys - but scientific Carom and Pocket
Billiard Tables with fast Monarch cushions,
accurate angles and ever-level playing beds.
Handsome designs in oak and mahogany.

Regular or folding styles in sizes to fit all

homes.

PAY $3 MONTHLY-BALLS, ETC., FREE
Brunswick prices range from $35 upward,

according to size and design. Popular Pur-
chase Plan lets you play while you pay-
terms as low as 10 cents a day.

Expert Book of 33 Carom and Pocket
Games and High ClassOutfit of Balls, Cues
etc., given with every Brunswick.

SEND FOR BILLIARD BOOK FREE
Learn how billiards exhilarates mind and body.

Bids digestion and—how it keeps boys off the street.

See the tables in attractive color reproductions and
get our low price and home trial offer. All contained
in our color-book, "Billiards—The Home Magnet."
Send your address today without fail for free copy.

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO.
Dept. 52Z 623-633 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

"Bab? Grand'

DEALERS: Write for agency
proposition without delay.

The Brunswick'Balke-Collender Co.,
Dept. 52Z, 623-633 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

You may send me free copy of your color book—"BILLIARDS-
The Home Magnet," and tell about your home trial offer.

Name . ........ .

Address.



If
you can tell a Lachnite

fromaDiamond-Send itBack
YES, we'll send you one of these exquisite man-made gems

and you can wear it for ten full days at our expense. Put it to every
diamond test you ever heard about—fire—acid—diamond file. Compare its bril-

liance with the brilliance of a mined diamond. Notice how it is cut—by world-renowned
diamond cutters. Test it in every way. Wear it everywhere you go. Then, after ten days— if you are
able to tell which is your Lachnite and which is your diamond— or, if any of your friends have been
able to tell the difference— send the Lachnite back to us. The trial does not cost you a penny. If

you decide to buy the Lachnite, pay only the rock-bottom price, and if you wish, at a rate of a few cents

a day. Our new jewelry book (sent free) tells about our generous terms. Send the coupon for it today.

Pay as You Wish Set in Solid Gold
Do not decide to buy a genuine Lachnite Gem
until you have worn it for ten days. Wear it

everywhere you go. Wear it on the same finger

with your diamond—and let your friends see it.

Then, if you wish, you may pay for it at the rate of
only a few cents a day. Terms as low as Sli cents

a day— without interest. Your credit is good.

Lachnite Gems are mounted only in solid gold.

To hold these splendid jewels we have secured
the latest and newest ideas in solid gold settings.

In our new catalog you will see illustrated rings

by the score for both men and women— bracelets,

LaVallieres, stick pins, cuff links— all the new-
est jewelry—made of solid gold.

Send Coupon for Our New Catalog
Put your name and address in the coupon or on a post-card and get our new jewelry book. It shows
handsome illustrations of newest solid gold mountings from which you have to choose. Too— it tells

the interesting story of how Lachnites are made—and why their brilliance is guaranteed to wear forever.

Send the coupon for it today—you will be under no obligation.

Harold Lachman Company, Dept. 1587 12 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago
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Harold Lachman Co.. Dept. 1 587
12 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago. DL

Please send me, absolutely free and pro*
paid, your new Jewelry Book and full partie?

ulara of the free trial, easy payment plan.

I assume no obligation.

CB 111
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Miss Marguerite Clayton is one
of the beauties of the mod-
ern photoplay who use and
endorse Ingram's Milk-
weed Cream.

*eganSince Sarah Bernhardt be

its use over twenty years
ago, this preparation

has been a favorite of
theatrical Stars.

IttgriQttfs Mim&ed Ct&atti
F. F. Ingram Co.,

Detroit, Mich.

Dear Sirs:— I find in In-

gram's Milkweed Cream
properties that are en-
tirely absent in face

creams of the usual sort.

Its use conserves the
complexion and keeps the

skin in a clear healthy
condition. Yours,
Marguerite Clayton.

"A woman can be young but once, but she can be youthful

always." It is the face that tells the tale of time. Faithful use of

Ingram's Milkweed Cream will keep the skin fresh and youthful.

Ingram's Milkweed Cream is a time-proven preparation. It is

not a cold cream or a face cream of the ordinary sort. It is a skin-

health cream. There is no substitute for it.

Buy It in Either SOc or $1.00 Size

Send us 6c in stamps
for our Guest Room
Package containing In-

gram's Face Powder and
Rouge in novel purse
packets, and Milkweed
Cream, Zodenta Tooth
Powder, and Perfume

in Guest Room sizes.

"Just to show a proper glow" use a touch of In-
gram's Rouge on the cheeks. A safe preparation for

delicately heightening the natural color. The coloring
matter is not absorbed by the skin. Daintily perfumed.
Solid cake—no porcelain. Three shades—light-—medium
—dark—50c.

Frederick F. Ingram Co.
Established 1885

Windsor, Canada 31 Tenth St., Detroit, Mich., U.S.A.
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A FEW GREAT SPECIALS BASCH is the house that
has NOT raised the [prices

35 to 50% on genuine diamonds.
We are still low in each of
the five grades, but buy NOW.
We must pay more for next impor-
tations and so must you. Diamonds
now at prices to suit every purse.
Don't wait until prices advance

again. Right now you may have

H40

*5.50
5.00
7.00

Write for Catalog
Send coupon for the Basch De

Luxe Diamond Book—FREE— a big:

beautiful catalog: of Diamonds, Jewelry,
Watches, etc. The best diamond guide
ever issued. You cannot afford to pur-
chase a diamond until you have read it.

Send for it TODAY. Mail either the coupon
or a postal or letter.

L. BASCH & CO.
CHICAGO

% carat stones at $9.00: H carat
stones at $20.00; Vi carat stones
at $48.75; U carat stones at
$72.50. Also see other grades
at right of this page. Ask for
our big FREE Diamond Book.

Fountain Pen
S^OO

Full size, 61/2 in.

long-, lever self-filler,

guaranteed non-leakable.
Barrel and cap are pure
Para Rubber. Your Name
Inlaid in Gold Free. Pen
is 14K solid gold Iridium
tipped. We guarantee
free repairs for 2 years.
Our special fao *<|
tory price to you * .«UU

FREE Examination
Money-Back Guarantee!

BASCH takes
all the risk. Diamonds
sent for free examination.
You pay nothing until

you have examined and
proved to yourself that
the diamond you ordered is a

Our Money-

Blue white
diamonds of in-
tense brillian-
cy. Small sizes
as low as $80.00
a carat.
1-8 ca. $ 12.00
1-4ca.| 27.50
3-8 ca. 47.50
1-2 ca. 70.00
3-4 ca. 105.00
1 carat 140.0O

FinestWesBe"-
ton blue white.
Bight perfect.
1-8 ca. $ 15.00
1-4 ca. 35.00
3-8 ca. 62.50
1-2 ca. 94.00
3-4 ca. 141.00
1 carat 188.00

240
Rare Roberts

Victor steel
blue diamonds,
eye perfect,
extremely bril-
liant.
1-8 ca. $ 18.0O
1-4 oa. 45.0O
3-8 ca. 7S.OO
1-2 ca. 120.00
3-4 ca. 180.00
1 carat 240.00

295
Finest Jagers-
fontein steel
blue diamonds,
absolutely per-
fect and flaw-
less in every
respect.
1-8 ca. $21.00
fl-4ca. 52.50
3-8 ca. 90.00
1-2 ca. 147.50
3-4 ca. 220.00
1 carat 295.00

Dept. O-3560
State & Quincy Sts..

/
real Bargain. Our Money- S FREE'
Back Guarantee protects niAMONn
you from any possible U5SK2^
loss. 38 years of busi- Jt BOOK,
ness success proves COUPON
reliability-refer to

Please mail me FREE, with
.»

any bank, H.x- ont obligating me. Basch De
pressCo.,Mag- Luxe Diamond Book.
azineorMer-
cantile
Agency. ^ Name

WRITE
NOW Address

L. BASCH & CO.
Dept. O 3560

f State & Quincy Sts. - CHICAGO, U. S.*A.
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ivamounts

10.000

WE are makers of the
silent drama — the

players, authors, directors and
producers of Paramount Pictures

—

10,000 strong: America's foremost
motion picture organization. The sum of

our efforts is a Public Service of uplift, inspira-

tion, entertainment. For you we weave wonderful
stories—human, compelling, delightful. For you we act

with the incentive that comes when making a record of great
dramatic truths for all time to come. We understand the

responsibility that goes with the name

—

(^ammomit(^ictures
Paramount is organized to produce and to maintain a standard of

motion picture quality that attracts the best in the profession—that satis-

fies the highest class of audience. Ask your motion picture theatre to

book Paramount stars. Send us coupon for sample copy of "Picture
Progress "—an interesting illustrated motion picture magazine.

GX
^-'FOl

hjurtmmtCpIctares(ofporalim
FOUR EIGHTY-FrVB^FIFTH AVENUE^/ FORTY-FIRST ST.

NEW YORK
Controlled by

Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation Name-

Please Mail to Paramount Pictures Corporation

Please send me a sample copy of your motion pic«
I ture magazine, "Picture Hrogress."

ADOLPH ZUKOR
President

JESSE L. LASKY
Vice-Pres

CECIL B. DE MILIE I
My faV°rfte m°tion pictUre theatre is

Dir. -Gen, 1

1
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You Learn in 7 Minutes
THIS SPECIMEN LESSON—AND WHOLE COURSE IN 7 EVENINGS

HERE AND NOW-
SHORTHAND. Best and easiest method in the world. Study the

simple lesson here. You will grasp it in a few minutes and then you
have only six more easy lessons to learn. Nothing more. Your speed
in writing will develop pleasantly by making daily use of your quickly
acquired knowledge. This is the

PARAGON SYSTEM OF SHORTHAND
You can learn the entire System in 7 evenings—the spare hours of

only one week. Other systems are as far behind this as a mule wagon
is to an automobile! It is the coming great shorthand method. Study
this easy lesson and you can't help seeing just why! JpiF"

AMAZING FREE OFFER
Cash allowance of twenty dollars ifyou learn now!

The regular -price for the Self-tuition Outfit of Paragon Shorthand
System is §25.00 and thousands of students have paid that fee. In view
of the sudden and tremendous demand for stenography and to place
this System so far ahead that its excellence will become recognized as
paramount, we have set aside S3O0.0O0.O0 in cash allowances—twenty dol-
lars each -to those who wish to LEARN THIS WONDERFUL SYS-
TEM NOW. The cost TO YOU will be only five dollars.

This is Your Opportunity!
Every man and woman who writes can

increase his or her efficiency and salary by
taking advantage of this exceptional op-
portunity. Thousands have taken our cor-
respondence course in Paragon Shorthand
—have actually learned shorthand in 7
evenings—have gladly paid $25 for the
course—and are now enthusiastic advocates
of Paragon. Now we are offering you this
same course, for advertising purposes, at
the amazing cost of $5 only. You can use
shorthand to splendid advantage—no mat-
ter what your position.

Now EVERYBODY Can Use
Shorthand

Such a startling- offer cannot, of course, be held
open indefinitely. It is made in order to get a
thousand new Paragon students during the next
month. You must act at once. To prove to your-
self that you can learn the entire system during
the evenings of just one week, take a few mo-
ments right now and learn the lesson in_the
panel to the right. This will convince you.

Paragon—the Fastest,
Simplest Shorthand

Having learned the very few, simple Paragon
symbols, you will be in possession of a system
of shorthand with which anything and every-
thing in the language can be written—from the
simplest words to the most difficult and compli-
cated scientific terms— written 7 to 10 times
faster than in longhand— written much faster,
more legibly, than in any other shorthand. No
shading, no positions, no disjoined vowel sym-
bols in Paragon. The longest words can be written
faster than spoken. Here are a few long words:

^ interdependent cs^** irregularity )

g indefatigable irresistible

The entire course can positively easily be

Used in Government
Service

"I learned Paragon Short-
hand from the home-study
course — the lessons alone —
without any further aid what-
ever. At the end of a week I
could write the system nicely.
I am now using it in the Gov-
ernment service, Treasury De-
partment, Washington, D. C,
and am getting along O. K.
On account of my efficiency as
stenographer, my salary has
been increased to $1,400. I
owe my rapid advancement to
Paragon Shorthand." — E. C.
Alley, Room 426, Winder
Bldg . Washington, D. C.

Used in Court Reporting
"I have been the Official

Court Reporter for the Ninth
Judicial District of Louisiana
for a number of years, using
Paragon Shorthand exclusive-
ly. Some years ago I learned
tbla system in seven lessons.
With Paragon Shorthand I am
able to do any kind of work
with as great rapidity as the
occasion rr"" a*,~~~~ a »» — t

Martian H.
dence, La.

Used in Schools
"Paragon Shorthand is being

taught in our High School. It
Is certainly true that the
students learn it in almost an

course took a position
railroad office at $75 a month.
She has made good and her
salary has been advanced."
—C. J. Brewer, Superinten-
dent of Schools, Chippewa
Falls, Wis.
Paragon is also being used in

the schools of Atlanta, Ga.,
Birmingham, Ala., Alton, 111.,
and elsewhere.

Used in Big Corporations
' 'I am getting along fine with

Paragon Shorthand. It is all
you claim for it. It is easy
to write, and as 'for speed—
there's no limit."—John Wal-
ler Jr., Standard Oil Com-
pany, Sugar Creek, Mo.

Used by Business Men
"I am using Paragon Short-

hand in making my notes in the
daily routine of the work. It
is of incalculable help in aid-
ing me in making my own notes
of private business matters re-
lating to my work in auditing,
and I wish I had taken it up
long since."—John F. Cahill,
Auditor. Florence Elec. Light
& Utilities Co., Florence, S.C.

Take t&e ordinary longhand letter . Elim-

inate everything but thelong downstroke and there-

will remain / • This is the Paragon symbol for

D It is always written downward.

From the Iflnghand letter rub out every-

thing except the upper part—the circle—and you

will have the Paragon E. o

Write this circle at the beginning and/

you will have Ed. /

By letting the circle remain open it will be a hook,

3nd this hook stands frit A* Thus / will be

Ad. Add another A at the end; thus t/

.

and you

will have a girl's name, Ada.

Frora^r* eliminate the initial and final strokes'

and O jvitl remain, which is the Paragon symbol

for O.

Tor the longhand which is majjeof 7

strokes, you use this one horizontal stroke-fi-^

Therefore, — ~ would be Me.

Now continue the E across the M, so as to add

D—thus
7°

. and you will have Med. Now add

the large circle O, and you will have O^*

(medo), which is Meadow, with the silent A and

<W^omitted..

You now have 5 of the characters. There are
only 26 in all. Then you memorize 26 simple
word-signs, 6 prefix abbreviations and one rule
of contractions. That is all.

That is why the entire system can be learned
during the evenings of just 7 days.

Learned in 7 Evenings
service of tli

then practice for speed. Read the letters in the left-hand panel. Notice
that Paragon is being used in all departments of shorthand work—in the

Government, in court reporting, in leading schools, in the offices of the largest corporations.

Regular Price $25—NOW $5 ONLY E^^4ffi2£5g£
and dictation matter, as used in our regular $25 correspondence course—ALL. FOR $5. Sent parcel post, prepaid.

Money Refunded If You Cannot Learn XZlf^^^i^i^?o^-
not learn the Paragnn System of Shorthand. BOOKLET OX REQUEST. We will mail a pamphlet with further in-

formation, testimonials, guarantee, etc., if desired. BUT WHY LOSE TIME? Order today and you'll be delighted
with what comes to you. SEND ONLY ONE DOLLAR in banknote, cash in registered letter, postage stamps,
certified check or money-order, and you may pay $4.00 when the SELF- TUITION OUTFIT has come to you. Or
send S5 -oo now and save details. Remember our GUARANTEE. We send anywhere.

154 East Thirty-Second Street

(157 A), New York, N. Y.
NOTICE.— The King Institute is incorporated under the laws of the State of New York and every statement in this
adi ertisement is guaranteed. Readers of ''Picture-Play Magazine" are entitled to the $20.00 discount, paying only $5.00
for the complete course of Paragon Shorthand System. Nothingfurther topay and money refunded if you cannot learn.

KING INSTITUTE, Inc.,
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Tabulator Stops Adjustable Paper Suite

MarginalStopS

Carriage ^

Forced Alignment Fork

Platen Release

Line Space
Adjustment

Ribbon Reverse

Ribbon Shift &
Stencil Cutter

Tabulator Bar

I want, through this advertisement,
to establish as friendly business re-
lations with you as I possibly can.
I want you to realize also, that it is

my earnest effort and intention to
g-ive you full honest value for
every dollar that you spend with
me. This is the only way I can suc-
ceed. My advertisement has ap-
peared in the leading- magazines
continuously for more than four
years.

I am building- up my business on
the foundation of good value and
square dealing-s. I am saving- thou-
sands of satisfied customers thou-
sands of dollars, by supplying- perfect
—late style—visible writing-—type-
writers, at remarkably low prices.

Back Spacer All my transactions are handled
throug-hout by personal correspon-
dence. I assure you every courtesy
and consideration, in your dealing-s

with me. Your order will have my
prompt, careful, personal attention.

I will be g-lad to do business with
you.

Carriage Return

and Automatic

Spacer

ALL LATEST IMPROVEMENTS

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
Free TRIAL—Use As You Pay

Send me only $2.50 a month until the low total price of $48.80 is

paid, and the machine is yours

This is absolutely the most generous typewriter offer ever made. Do not rent a
machine when you can pay $2.50 a month and own one. Think of it—Buying a
$100.00 machine for $48.80. Cash price, $45.45. Never before has anything like this been attempted.

"v^SSiP L. C. SMITH
Perfect machines, standard size, keyboard of standard universal arrangement—universally used
in teaching the touch system. The entire line of writing completely visible at all times, has the inbuilt tab-
ulator, with billing devices, the two color ribbon—with automatic reverse and key controlled shift, auto

,""™™""^«'"«V matic flexible paper feed—automatic paper fingers, the back spacer— ball bearing car-

H
^ riage action—ball bearing shift action—ball bearing type bars—in fact, every late style

A Srrtifh * feature and modern operating convenience. Comes to you with everything complete,
• fcJIllll.II * tools, cover, operating book and instructions, ribbon, practice paper—nothing extra

* to buy. You cannot imagine the perfection oi this beautiful reconstructed typewriter until you
\ have seen it. I have sold several thousand of these perfect latest style L. C. Smith
a machines at this bargain price, and everyone of these thousands of satisfied cus-
\ toraers had this beautiful, strictly up-to-date machine on five days' free trial

Ship me the L. C. Smith \ before deciding to buy it. I will send it to you F. O. B. Chicago for five days' free
F. O. B. Chicago, as de- \ trial. It will sell itself, but if you are not satisfied that this is the greatest
scribed in this advertise- \ typewriter you ever saw, you can return it at my expense. You won't want
ment. I will pay you the » to return it after you try it—you cannot equal this wonderful value anywhere.
840.00 balance of the SPE- \
Se
A^80

orSTerpriISeo„?i. \ You Take No Risk—Put In Your Order Now
The title to remain ill you until \ When the typewriter arrives deposit with the express aeent$8.80 and take the machine
fully paid for. It is understood * for nve days' trial. If you are convinced that it is the best typewriter you ever saw
that I have five days in Which to \ keePi* ana send me $2.50 a month until my bargain price of $48.80 is paid. If you don't

PYflminPsiifl trv+hp ^npwritor Tf t * want it, return it to the express ag-ent, receive your $8.80 and return the machine
T^^+^vJilf«+t ^Tn t 11 \ to me- 1 wil1 tne return express charges. This machine Is guaranteed lust

Choose not to keep It I Will carefully \ as it you paid SIOO.OO for it. It is standard. Over one hundred thousand people
repack it and return it to the express % own and use these typewriters and think them the best ever manufactured,
agent. It is understood that you give \ Tho supply at this price is very limited, the price will probably be raised when my
the Standard guarantee for One vear \ next advertisement appears, so don't delay. Fill in the coupon today—mail to me

* \ —the typewriter will be shipped promptly. There is no red tape. Iemployno
\ solicitors—no collectors—no chattel mortgage. It is simply understood that I

\ retain title to the machine until the full $48.80 is paid. You cannot lose. It Is

the greatest typewriter opportunity you will ever have. Do not send me one
» cent. Get the coupon in the malls today—sure.

\ HARRY A. SMITH, mM}J!US^
Air^

Room 342-231 N. Fifth Ave.

CHICAGO, ILL.

yame

Address
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Favorite Picture Players

i

V

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
is a daughter of Arthur Hammerstein, the theatrical producer, and a granddaughter of Oscar
Hammerstein. Her first experience on the stage was five years ago, when she took a small

part in her father's production of "High Jinks." Later she appeared in "The Trap." Her
first screen engagement was with World, after which she played in four pictures for the Robert

Warwick Pictures Corporation. She is now being starred by the Advance Company.



WALLACE REID
is a son of Hal Reid, the noted writer of melodrama, and was raised in an atmosphere asso-

ciated with things theatrical. Born in St. Louis, twenty-four years ago, he came to New York,

at the age of ten, and in 1909 went West again to Wyoming. His stage debut occurred at the

age of four, when he took the part of a little girl in "Slaves of Gold." At one time he was
cub reporter on the old New York Star, and then turned to vaudeville. His first engage-

ment for pictures was with Selig. Lasky is his company now. Reid married Dorothy Davenport

three years ago.



ENID BENNETT
who began her professional career as an actress in Australia, came to the screen by a lucky

coincidence. She had come to New York to take a part in a modern miracle play, and Tom
Ince happened in on a visit from California and was struck by her wistful charm. When Tom
Ince is struck by wistful or any other sort of charm it usually means that things begin to

happen. What did happen was a contract with Triangle Kay-Bee to play the lead in "Princess

of the Dark."



NAN CHRISTY
like her father before her, worked on a daily newspaper before she adopted the theatrical

profession. After her father's death, she was adopted by Mrs. Will McConnell, wife of the

late theatrical wit and manager. Miss Christy's screen debut was with Keystone in the Fred

Mace company. Later she played with Balboa, American, and Horsley's. She was associated

for a time with the late Captain Bonavita in animal pictures, and has played the lead in such

successes as "The Love Liar," "Unlucky Jim," and "The Single Code."



HAROLD LOCKWOOD
started as a chorus man in "The Broken Idol." The manager was impressed with the young
man's ability, and the opportunity that followed led to a position in musical comedy. After a
series of engagements in vaudeville and stock he joined Rex under the direction of Edwin
S. Porter, who afterward was his director at Famous Players. Lockwood has at different times
played with Selig, Nestor, Bronco, Kay-Bee, and American, and is now leading man for the
Metro studio at Hollywood, Calif.



REGINALD BARKER
staged his first play at sixteen as manager of his own stock company. The prodigy was born

and educated in Scotland, whence the "b-r-r-r" that many a young and timid extra believes

to mean a growl. Mr. Barker has directed such stars as Henry Miller, Olga Nethersole,

Emilv Stevens, Robert Hilliard, and Walker Whiteside, and a few of his pictures are "The
Coward," "The Conqueror/' "The Golden Claw," "Shell 43," "Jim Grimsby's Boy," and
"The Criminal."



KATHLYN WILLIAMS
was educated for the opera, and her mother was strongly opposed to her preference for the

stage. Her first engagement was with William Morris in "When We Were Twenty-One,"
and she later played Maxine Elliott's part as heroine when the show went on tour. After

other engagements she received a message from D. W. Griffith which, much against her will,

led to her debut on the screen. Then she joined the Selig Company and became famous for

her animal pictures. Morosco is her latest affiliation.



JEAN DUMAR
came to New York from the little town of Pittsfield, Mass., armed with determination and
courage—also with a pair of very appealing brown eyes and a pretty face. She took all these

weapons with her to the Vitagraph studio and captured a job—and that's how it happened.

In her comparatively short career she has played with Vitagraph, Reliance, Famous Players,

and Edison. Miss Dumar registers on the screen with astonishing fidelity.



ANITA STEWART
has been with Vitagraph ever since her first appearance on the screen, which was back in

the days when Griffith was directing the rival Biograph Company. She started young, however,
very youngs for even now she has had only twenty-one birthdays. Her home is "Brightwaters,"

at Bay Shore, L. I. The list of Miss Stewart's successes is too long to record, but some of

them are "A Million Bid," "My Lady's Slipper," "The Daring of Diana," "The Girl Philippa,"

and "The Goddess" series.



JEWEL CARMEN
was sipping soda at a Los Angeles fountain one day when an old gentleman at a neighboring

table passed over his card. "Would you like to play in motion pictures?" said a message
inscribed thereon, and on the other side she read the name of Gaston Melies, one of the

pioneer producers of America. She did—and you know the rest. Fame shone on her brightest

when she went to play opposite Fairbanks, and now she is with Fox supporting William

Farnum. She was born in Danville, Kentucky, in 1897.



JULIA SANDERSON
began her stage career as a child playing in a Philadelphia stock company of which her father,

Albert Sackett, was stage manager. A New York producer was so impressed by her versatility

that he brought her to the Casino for ''Winsome Winnie," and her metropolitan performance

established her reputation. She played in London under the management of George Edwards,

and on her return played in several of Charles Frohman's offerings. 'The Girl from Utah"
was probably her greatest success. Until recently, when she consented to make a picture

"The Runaway," for the Empire All Star Corporation, she had rejected all offers for the screen.

2



THOMAS MEIGHAN
like so many other popular screen players, came tc the studio with his reputation already

established on the legitimate stage, having been associated with such celebrities as William
Collier and David Warfield as well as taking leading roles himself. Meighan's first and only
company to date is Lasky. He has appeared as leading man for Laura Hope Crews, Charlotte
talker, Edna Goodrich^ Blanche Sweet, Pauline Frederick, and Marguerite Clark.



JUANITA HANSEN
is a lucky star who thanks her lucky stars that she walked into a Keystone studio on a sight-

seeing visit just as the director was looking for" well-dressed extras to give atmosphere to a

society story. She did so well it was only a short time before S. S. Hutchinson noticed her

work and engaged her for "The Secret of the Submarine," through which medium she be-

came a star. Miss Hansen, whose home is Los Angeles, has since played with Favorite

Players, Fine Arts, and Fox, and is now back on the Keystone lot



Have a Hart, Jesse I

According to our notions, one shakes hands with the right and holds hands with
the left—nearest the heart, don't you know, as the summer-resort humorist says.
Go to it, Bill! We might add that this is supposed to be the fatal moment
when Little Mary and Jesse L. Lasky led Wm. S. Hart into the inner sanctum

at the Lasky plant. •



Fighting Odds
By Irvin S. Cobb

AND

Roi Cooper Megrue

FICTIONIZED BY WILL H. JOHNSTON

JEWETT was the only man who de-

murred—Jewett, the meekest of

the quintet of bankers who had

gathered around the big table to dis-

cuss John W. Blake's scheme of

amassing several million dollars at the

expense of a young automobile manu-
facturer, James Copley, of Detroit, who
had shocked business men by treating

his employees as if they were his part-

ners.

The five men at the table were jug-

glers of millions—John W. Blake the

dominating figure of the group. He
was a man of fifty, clean shaven, with

thick lips and straggling hair and a

stubborn chin. He spoke with a rum-
ble, the tone held in the back

of his throat, and looked

like a political boss of

the old school. He
was a financial

boss of the
new school. A
s e n s a -

tional maga-
zine had
referred to

him as an

"unmakerof
men." John
W. Blake
was by no
means of-

fended. In-
stead, h e was
flattered. He had
a settled conviction

that when he decreed

that a thing should

done, it was done.

Usually his mastery was acknowl-

edged; and when Jewett, a thin, nerv-

ous little man, ventured to demur from
the proposal, John W. Blake's pale

eyes narrowed and his big, booming
voice rumbled out: "What's that,

Jewett ? You object? Repeat your ob-

jection."

Jewett coughed in his embarrass-
ment. "I only wanted to say," he ex-

plained, "that this young man Copley,

of Detroit, has given the business

world something new in his treatment
of his employees ; and I—I don't like

the idea of making him the goat."

"You don't, eh?" sneered Blake.

"You seem to forget that if I pulled up
the curtain of your life, Jewett,

and let the public see the

part you played in a

little deal some fif-

teen years ago
the re-

be
"Some day, perhaps," she

answered softly.

"Don' t—
don't !" said

Jewett,
frightened.

Blake
turned t o

the others.

"My friend

Jewett
agrees with

my proposal

to launch
A m a 1 g a -

mated Motors on
t h e unsuspecting

public, using James
Copley as tool. You're with

me, aren't you, Jewett?"
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"Yes." It was hardly more than a

whisper from the little man.

"And you, Pratt ?"

Pratt, big-bodied, gross, sparing of

speech, grunted : "Huh-huh !"

"And you, Lawrence-Jones?"

The hyphenated gentleman had a

glistening bald head and a fine, benevo-

lent face. He might have been a Sun-

day-school superintendent. "Whatever

you say, of course, Mr. Blake," he said

suavely. "Your astuteness is unfail-

ing. But I trust you will be merciful

to the young man in Detroit."

"Mr. Strauss, we come to you."

Blake looked at the fifth man at the

table.

Strauss had a cultivated look of feroc-

ity. His mustaches pointed heaven-

ward. The magnitude of the enter-

prise, however, and the risks involved

set his lips to trembling and put a

craven expression on his warlike face.

"I—I suppose I am with you," he said

hesitantly.

"Yes or no?" demanded Blake.

"Well—yes."

"Good. Now clear out, all of you,

while I send a love letter to Copley, the

president-elect of Amalgamated Mo-
tors, the hundred-million-dollar corpo-

ration that's going to put

every other venture of ours

into the shade."

Next morning James M
Copley, of Detroit, re

ceived a letter that

surprised and
delighted him.

Il w a s from

the great New
York financier,

the maker
and u n

-

maker o f

men. It
read as fol-

lows :
(i You're innocent, Jimmie, and I'm going to prove it, ''she told him.

Dear Mr. Copley : My associates and I

want you with us. You are the logical man
for the presidency of Amalgamated Motors.
Can you come to New York and meet me
at eleven a. m. Thursday? Bring figures pf

business for year. John W. Blake.

With the buoyancy of youth Jimmie
Copley carried home the letter from
the great man and spread it out on the

writing table in his wife's room.

"What do you think of this, little

woman ?" he asked, sitting down at

the desk and drawing his finger slowly

along the typewritten lines.

Mrs. Copley clasped her hands over

his shoulder and read the note. She
was a superbly beautiful woman. A
month before, at a masquerade ball

given to the employees, she had ap-

peared as Cleopatra, and if the original

Cleopatra had been anything like as

beautiful as the reporters declared Mrs.

Copley looked in her Egyptian robes,

there was ample excuse for Mark An-
tony falling in love with her.

A little frown gathered on her brow
as she read. "I'd leave Big Business

alone if I were you, Jimmie," she

said. "You'll get your fingers burned."

He caught her hands and laughed.

"Nonsense, dearie, this is my chance.

We'll go to New York, and
you will be the sensation of

sensations."

But there was no sparkle

of enthusiasm in her

eyes. "Jimmie boy,

you and I are happy
here—the men are

wonder-
fully
happy. Why
change ?"

"Oh, come,

this isn't

playing up
to your
Cleopatra
r 6 1 e ,

" h e

said.
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You wouldn't understand,''' Blake said. "I mean a fighter in finance.

- like to understand," she insisted.

''But Vd

"That was only playing, Jimmie,"

she said, with no answering smile.

"Now I am in deadly earnest, and I

am not Cleopatra—just your wife."

"And the sweetest, dearest woman
in the world,"' he broke in. "Without

your encouragement and help I would

have been a failure, and I need your

help now that I have the chance to

embark in bigger business."

"Jimmie, won't you trust a woman's
intuitions?" she asked wistfully.

"Intuitions don't count when com-
pared with the certain knowledge of

John W. Blake," he answered.

At the appointed hour Copley ap-

peared at Blake's office and was cor-

dially received.

"You brought a statement of your
yearly output and receipts?" asked the

promoter.

"Not only a statement, but the ledger,

showing the actual figures," answered
Copley.

"Good," said Blake
;

and, after a

careful scrutiny of the statement

:

"Your business is in excellent shape

apparently. The incorporation of the

Copley works is one million dollars, the

shares being held by yourself and your

employees ?"

Copley nodded and flushed. "I ven-

ture to think I have brought the profit-

sharing scheme to a very high point

of success."

"One million dollars," mused Blake,

eying the other sharply. "What do you

say if we enter the Copley works in

Amalgamated Motors for twenty mil-

lion?"

Copley looked shocked. "No—no,"

he stammered. "I don't care to do

anything illegal, Mr. Blake."

He rose, but Blake pushed him back

into his chair again.

"I was only testing you. That's the

answer I expected to get from you, but

I wanted to be sure. We will take your

statement as it lies. Now, if you will
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go through the formality of transfer-

ring your stock to me, I will summon
the other directors—six of us in all.

We will launch Amalgamated Motors."

The directors were summoned and

the preliminaries proceeded with. Jim-

mie Copley was a bit overawed by the

great financial geniuses, who, with one

exception, exhibited a certain conde-

Vd leave Big Business alone if J were you, Jimmie," she

said.
<(

You'll get your fingers burned."

scension toward him. This one excep-

tion was Jewett, and Copley took a lik-

ing to the little man from the start.

Within a month John W. Blake's

fine hand began to show in his mas-
terly manipulation of the hundred-mil-

lion-dollar fraud. The stock climbed

by leaps and bounds, and then, through

a series of inspired rumors which
Blake's agents managed to get into

print, it began to tumble. The slump
was not rapid enough for Blake, and,

to hasten the falling process, he began
a campaign of disaffection among the

workers at the Copley factory. To the

superintendent he sent the following

wire

:

Cut all salaries one-third. Discontinue

bonus system. James Copley.

The superintendent

brought the telegram to

Mrs. Copley.

"Perhaps you know
about this,'

, he said apolo-

getically. "But it is so

surprising an order from
Mr. Copley that I thought

you ought to verify it."

Mrs. Copley read the

telegram and her beauti-

ful eyes opened wide.

"Jimmie must be crazy !"

she cried.

She called her husband
on the long-distance tele-

phone, and Copley denied

indignantly that he had
sent the wire. "Pay no
regard to it," he added.

"There must be some mis-

take."

Mrs. Copley turned

from the phone.

"I hope Wall Street

doesn't injure Mr. Cop-
ley's high ideals," said the

superintendent. He spoke

with a sincerity that
startled the young wife.

"Oh, I hope not—

I

hope not," she said quickly. "Mr. Cop-

ley tells me he didn't send the wire;

but the question is, who did?" Then
suddenly : "I am going to New York
to-night. I am afraid Jimmie needs

me."

After the phone call from his wife,

Copley hurried to John W. with his

story. "Somebody is trying to queer

our game, Mr. Blake!" he exclaimed.
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"My wife has just phoned me from

Detroit that a wire has been received

there, signed with my name, ordering

all salaries to be cut one-third."

"Yes, I sent that telegram," rumbled

Mr. Blake.

Jimmie Copley stared. "You—you

sent it!" he choked out the words.

"I've just told you. See here, Cop-

ley. You've got to realize that this

is Big Business you are playing with,

and in myself you see what some spite-

ful magazines consider the most suc-

cessful and, I may add, the best-hated

exponent of the game. I'll be candid

with you : I'm out to make money for

myself—and my associates. To the

devil with the rest—the dear, gullible

public ! You agreed to let me plan the

campaign. This is part of it—this cut

in the salaries of your men. You signed

over your stock to me, you remember
•—which gave me full authority. I

signed that telegram—merely to save

you the trouble."

Copley laughed harshly. "I'm afraid

I am too—too honest for this game,"
he said, with a little catch in his throat.

"You should have thought about that

sooner!" snapped Mr. Blake. "Let me
tell you that war and Big Business are

very much alike. They take no ac-

count of the humanities
;
they are both

autocratically managed if they are to

be successful, and sentiment is an im-

possibility. You'll remember that when
I pull my next surprise."

When Copley had gone, Blake sent

for his lawyer. "Darnton, it's about

time to work up a dissolution suit

against Amalgamated Motors, and
drive the bottom out of the stock and
squeeze out the little holders. Have
you seen to the matter of the substi-

tuted ledger?"

Darnton, who was a tall, lantern-

jawed man with iron-gray hair, nodded.
"O. K.," he said. "Any time you want
to, you can jail Copley."

"Where are the ledgers?"

"At my office," answered Darnton.

"The copyist has done excellent work,

and faked up the figures so that
"

"Don't go into details," rumbled

Blake. "When I say a thing is to be

done, that's the end of it. It is done,

and I don't want to bother myself with

particulars. Bring the original ledger

to me at my house and I'll lock it in

my private vault. Then start the dis-

trict attorney on the trail of Copley.

When the attorney asks for the ledger,

I'll have you produce the fake one. Is

that straight?"

"Perfectly."

Mrs. Copley was with her husband
when the blow fell. She had come to

New York to beg him to give up his

connection with Blake. "He isn't hon-

est I tell you, Jimmie," she insisted.

"He'll use you as he has used other

men."

"Maybe if I stick I can put a little

honesty into Big Business," said Jim-
mie wearily. -

But Jimmie found himself shut out

from the conferences of the others who
controlled Amalgamated Motors. Fi-

nally he was summoned to the district

attorney's office, and there confronted

with the astounding fact that he had
been guilty of making a false statement

regarding the financial standing of the

Copley works.

"Impossible !" he cried. "That state-

ment of mine can be verified by the

ledger which I left with Mr. Blake."

The ledger was produced—the fake

one which John W. Blake had had
ordered prepared. It looked familiar;

the figures were apparently in the same
hand, that he recognized, and yet there

was the appalling truth that the totals

did not tally. His statement was out

of the way by fully half a million dol-

lars.

Copley wiped the sweat from his

brow. "I don't understand it," he said.

Blake, who was present at the in-
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formal examination, rumbled out his

astonishment and regret. "I'd have

staked my honor on his honesty !" he

exclaimed.

"Which isn't a very high stake,"

said the attorney bitingly. "There's

much of a hypocrite about you, Blake,

and we'll get you some day. I don't

know how guilty this young man is,

but I'm certain you are more deserving

of a jail term than he is."

Blake laughed. "You government at-

torneys are all down on us poor Big

Business men," he wailed.

The lawyer shrugged his shoulders

and turned to Copley. "Well, are you
going to confess?" he asked. "Or are

you going to plead 'not guilty' and
fight ?"

"Take my tip and 'fess up," advised

John W. Blake, laying a sympathetic

hand on Jimmie Copley's shoulder.

"You'll get off with a light sentence

;

otherwise they'll send you up for fifteen

years."

"All right, I'll swallow the dose ; I'm

the goat," said Jimmie, Utterly dis-

pirited.

The prosecuting attorney was by no

means sure that Copley was guilty, but

the plea of guilty was accepted, and
Jimmie was sentenced to prison for

one year.

Mrs. Copley tried, by daily visits to

the jail, to bring him cheer. "You're

innocent, Jimmie, and I'm going to

prove it," she told him.

But that was easier said than done.

Jimmie had hinted that Jewett had been

his friend, and might aid. Jewett, ap-

proached by Mrs. Copley, gave her his

heartfelt sympathy, but further than

that he could not or would not go.

The nervous little man's wife—an at-

tractive woman of middle age, with

far more character in her face than

was apparent in Jewett's—broke in to

ask: "Do you believe that Mr. Copley

is innocent ?"

Jewett glanced about him. "Don't

ask me, dear," he pleaded. "One may
have his thoughts, but it is risky to ex-

press them."

"Bah!" His wife tossed her pretty-

head. "Blake seems to have you all

scared." A pause. Then suddenly she

looked appraisingly at Mrs. Copley and
her eyes sparkled.

"Mr. John W. Blake has never mar-
ried, I believe, but that doesn't prove
he is insensible to the charms of

women. No male prosecutor has been
able to put one over on our friend

Blake, but I'm thinking that a woman
can sometimes win wdiere a man has

failed. "My dear"—she put her arm
around Mrs. Copley's waist

—"have you
the courage to play the siren?"

"Anything—anything, if it will save

Jimmie from that horrible jail," said

the distraught girl.

"Well, listen: Mr. Jewett has told

me that Blake has a private safe at his

home, where he keeps important docu-

ments. I have a hunch that the ledger

which your husband brought with him
from Detroit reposes in that safe. It

will be your job to make him tell you
the combination. You can do it if any

woman can. You are as beautiful as

—

as Cleopatra."

"Cleopatra !" murmured Jimmie's

wife. Her thoughts went back to the

masquerade given at the Copley works
at Detroit. What agony had been

crowded, into the weeks since then!

Agony not only for Jimmie and her, but

for the thousands at the factory whose
wages had been cut in half and who
were now out on strike. The Copley

stock which they owned had become
almost worthless

;
pounded down by the

diabolism of John W. Blake—who, by

the way, had seen to it that his hench-

men bought for his account the work-

men's shares at the lowest figure, for

Blake had planned a rehabilitation and

knew there was big money in it for

him the moment he chose to settle dif-
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ail

"Glorious woman V Blake exclaimed, as he leaned over the barge couch.

could bind you to me with that rope of pearls.

"

I wish I

ferences with the workers. Blake had

fought men—and always successfully.

But now a woman, gloriously beautiful,

came into the arena. She was intro-

duced to him by Mrs. Jewett as the

Countess de Gish, of Posaltania, a

young widow, whom Mrs. jewett had
met on one of her European tours.

Mrs. Copley, in the role of the Coun-
tess de Gish, smiled at the banker—and

he was lost. He planned motor trips

for her, sent her exquisite flowers, even

forgot business in the new fascination.

"I have met all sorts of women, but

never one that I could compare with

you," he told her one day in a restau-

rant.

"Ah, Mr. Blake, you flatter like an

Irishman," she said.

"An Irishman ; that's it !" he roared.

"Yes, I guess there must be some Irish

in me. I've been a fighter all my life."

"A fighter?"

"Yes. You wouldn't understand. I

mean a fighter in finance."

"But I'd like to understand," she in-

sisted.

"Then come down to my office some
day and see how I make fifty dollars

grow where only one grew before," he

said insinuatingly.

She flushed as his hand covered hers.

"Do you know, you remind me of

Cleopatra," he went on.

Cleopatra again ! Would the mem-
ory of the old days never fade?

But his eyes were closed in happy

reverie and he did not see her look of

anguish. "I know what I'll do," he

rumbled. "I'll rent an apartment fox

you and I'll have an Oriental furnisher

add a Cleopatra couch to the attrac-

tions. Then maybe you'll let me come
and see you. Is it a bargain?"
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"It's a bargain," she answered softly.

"But remember, ours must be a purely

platonic friendship."

It took all her fortitude to go through

with the part she was playing, but she

told herself that it was for Jimmie's

sake. "Lend me the wiles of Cleopatra

to crush this man," she prayed. "It is

for Jimmie."

The next night he took her to a

theater, and, as he left her at the door

of her hotel, he whispered : "Don't for-

get you are going to be Cleopatra in a

day or two. I'll let you know the mo-

ment the apartment is ready for you.

Keep it in mind is all I ask."

"How can I forget ?" she answered

roguishly. "How can I ever forget so

charming and brilliant a man?"

^ Copley spent the summer in Sing Sing.

You 're going to spend the winter there—and a
good many other winters or I miss my guess."

The Countess de Gish took up her

quarters in the new apartment, and,

with her maid's assistance, once more
assumed the role of Cleopatra,

"Glorious woman !" Blake exclaimed,

as he leaned over the barge couch. "I

pay homage to the most beautiful queen

that ever lived. Let your slave present

this to his divinity."

"This" was a rope of pearls that must
have cost a fortune.

"Oh, how beautiful !" she murmured,
lifted out of herself by the loveliness

of the pearls.

"I wish I could bind you to me with

this rope," he said.

"Remember—platonic friendship,"

she said, smiling.

"Ah, dear lady," he murmured, his

eyes glowing, "may it not be that

some day the whim Will'

move you to drop the'

cold friendship of

Plato?"

"Some day—perhaps1/*

she answered softly. She

gave him a white hand
and he pressed his lips

into the palm. "And
when that day comes," he

pleaded, "when the whim
moves you, you will let

me know."
"It is a promise," .she

said.

Mrs. Jewett decided

that the prosecuting at-

torney must be brought

into their confidence "in

order to land the big fish

properly," as she ex-

pressed it. The attor-

ney listened to her

story and grew enthu-

siastic. "I'll get Blake's

butler spirited away
and have one of my
own men take his

place," he said. "Ill
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phone you when the stage is set, and

let you know what night to send Mrs.

Copley to Blake's home."

Within a week the attorney had com-

pleted his plans, and at nine o'clock

one evening Mr. Blake's new butler an-

nounced that the Countess de Gish had

called.

Blake ran out like a delighted school-

boy. "So the whim has moved you,

my Cleopatra !" he cried, holding out

his hands in greeting.

"I—I thought I would come and see

the lion in his den," she said.

''And thrice welcome you are," he

said. "Come in. Come in—to my in-

ner sanctum." Then, to the new but-

ler: "I will s^e no one to-night."

He led her to his "sanctum," and

Mrs. Copley's eyes glowed as she

caught sight of a big safe. "Ah," she

cried, "so this is where you keep your

millions
!"

He laughed. "No. That is only

where I keep the broken eggshells."

"You clever man!" she said, patting

his cheek.

By one of those queer jests of fate,

the superintendent of the Copley works
took it into his head to come to New
York and demand an interview with

Blake, the big power behind Amalga-
mated Motors. His coming played into

the hands of the plotters who were
bent on trapping the financial boss.

When he appeared at Blake's home, the

new butler led him to the sanctum.

"I have come to demand . the truth
" the superintendent began. And

then he stopped as his gaze fell on the

woman. "Good Lord, Mrs. Copley

!

You here ! So this is the way you are

helping your husband in his troubles
!"

"Stop! stop!" she cried. But the su-

perintendent clapped his hat on his head

and stamped out.

Blake closed the door behind him and
laughed cruelly. "Mrs. Copley, eh?" he
said. "The wife of the man I sent to

jail!"

Mrs. Copley stood, panting, clutch-

ing the back of a chair.

"Well, what have you to say?" he

went on. "I'm waiting. What's your

game?"

"I came here to get from your safe

the evidence of my husband's inno-

cence," she said bravely.

"Excellent !" he cackled. He turned

the combination of the safe and swung
open the big door. Reaching in, he

pulled out the ledger and a bundle of

papers. "There's your evidence, my
dear. Now get in there and you'll find

some other documents." Before she

could realize his intent, he caught her

in his arms and thrust her into the

safe, shutting and locking the great

door upon her.

Then calmly sitting down at the tele-

phone table, he called his lawyer.

"There is a woman in my vault," he

said. "Let her out to-morrow morn-
ing, at eleven. Combination is in Emer-
son's 'Essays'—fly leaf. I am going to

Canada to-night."

He called his butler—the new man
whom the attorney had provided, and

w7ho was apparently a model servant.

"Pack my bag," he directed, "and put

this ledger and papers in it. I am going

away at once."

"Not at once," said the model butler,

and, clasping Blake's hands behind his

back, he handcuffed him. "You are

under arrest."

Leaving Blake dumfounded, the but-

ler sprang to the copy of Emerson on

the table and reading the numbers on

the fly leaf, twirled the combination on

the big safe and swung open the

door.

The prosecuting attorney and Mr.

Jewett entered by a rear door.

"I've got you at last, John Blake,"

said the lawyer. "Copley spent the

summer in Sing Sing. You're going

to spend the winter there, and a good

many other winters, or I miss my guess
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about the effect of the evidence of your

guilt in that safe."

"I was a fool, dear," said Jimmie to

his wife when, his innocence proved,

he took up the task of putting the Cop-

ley factory on its feet again. "I

should have put my trust in woman's
intuition. You told me I would get my
fingers burned by Big Business. I did."

"Hush, sweetheart," she said, kiss-

ing him. "Jimmie boy, the curtain is

down on our yesterdays. We have to-

day and the glorious to-morrows in

which to be happy."

Cast of "Fighting Odds"
Fictionized by Will H. Johnston from the

Goldwyn Picture-play of the same title by
Irvin S. Cobb and Roi Cooper Megrue

Mrs. Copley Maxine Elliott

James Copley Henry Clive

John Blake , . , .Charles Dalton

Egan George Odell

THE MOVIE LIBERTINE
\I/E'RE asked to shed our scalding brine

Because the pretty shopgirls pine

For lovely duds

And tubs of suds

And millionaires with whom to dine.

A cheerful idiot am I

And one who doesn't like to cry,

But willing still

My tears to spill,

O'er homeless, loveless ones to sigh.

But Elsie, selfish, weak, and mean,

With mother, lover, home serene,

Dislikes her job.

She sues the sob,

And treads the "primrose" in a dream.

I'll shed no tears o'er Elsie's fate.

O'er villain's guile, no teeth I'll grate,

For never once

Did this fair dunce,

With those who trusted her, shoot straight.

She double crossed on every hand,

When just a nickel's worth of sand

Would end her woes
And point her nose

Toward job and home at her command.

They can come back if they've the grit

To choose the right and stick to it.

If they have pep,

One downward step

Just ope's their eyes and makes them quit.

B. King.



Uncle Sam's fighting photographer filming our first activity in the great war. At the left

of the movie camera, in officer's uniform, is Lieutenant Charles P.

Cushing, of Picture-Play Magazine's staff. .

Making American History
The official camera man risks his life that the

future may see—not read—the nation's history.

By Charles Carter

THE United States Marine Corps is mak-
ing an historical record in motion pic-

tures of the part our "soldiers of the sea"

are playing in the world war, They began
the record by filming the departure of Colo-

nel Doyen's regiment of the "first to fight,"

when the regiment embarked for France,

The photograph reproduced above was
snapped at an Atlantic seaport, when the

marines' official camera man, Quartermaster
Sergeant Leon H. Caverly, was filming a
scene as a marine transport was being loaded
with supplies. The pictures of the departure,
recently shown in news movie releases all

over the country, were prints from an his-

torical record of the corps.

Sergeant Caverly and his assistant, Pri-

vate Lester Woodward, embarked for France
with the first contingent, and there will make
pictures of the marines in camp and on the

firing line. Sergeant Caverly was enlisted

at the outbreak of the war. Formerly he

had been a camera man for the Mutual
Weekly in South America, and was one of

the cinema operators who took the Annette
Kellermann production, "The Daughter of

the Gods."

An idea of the great danger connected

with the new profession of official camera
man at the front can be obtained from the

records of the French. Of those who have

been filming the war with the French armies

during the war, twenty pec cent have been

killed or wounded.
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Gambling
By Lucy Carroll

9 %.

Then came the bet. Beverly

spoke slightingly of the then
u
more-to-be-pitied-than-scorned"

movies. Some of her friends re-

torted with a bet that she could

not go to the Essanay studio, in

Chicago, and play any part ex-

cept an "extra." With her cus-

' They went to Atlantic City recently, they did—
and the wild waves are still chat-

tering about it.

ONE of the first important things that

Beverly Bayne ever did—outside of

being born, of course, and similar

trifles—was to accept a bet. No, not over

a green-covered poker table, nor about the

run of "them hawses." It was whether or

not an inexperienced girl, with nothing but
beauty, can play a lead in the movies. That
was—oh, "yahs and yahs ago"—all of five,

which is almost a lifetime in the movies.
She was eighteen years old, and had just

won a medal for oratory in high school.

She had also played the leading part in an
amateur theatrical affair for charity, which
netted thirteen dollars and forty cents. In

other words, it was a most successful af-

fair. Beverly looks better in riding togs



for Fame
What looks like a poor bet sometimes
turns out a winner—it did for Beverly.

tomary high spirits, she accepted the

bet, donned her prettiest velvet coat

suit, ordered out papa's limousine,

and departed for the studio.

When she entered the outer office,

it was with so much surplus dignity

and hauteur that for the first (and,

no dcubt, the last) time in the history

Than the honorable Francis himself.

Miss Bayne and Helen Dunbar of Essanay
waiting for their ship to come

in at Battery Park.

of filmdom, an office boy was sufficiently

cowed to carry her immediately to the di-

rector.

She was beautiful, smartly dressed, and

—

as previously mentioned—carried excess
baggage in the way of hauteur that almost
succeeded in impressing the director

—

which is an even more wonderful feat than
cowing an office boy. The director needed
a girl who could furnish an acceptable back-
ground for the clear-cut profile of one F.

X. Bushman, who was then a climber on the

lower rungs of fame.

Well, Beverly was engaged, and her first

part was the lead in "The Loan Shark."
After all, the joke was on her betting friends,

for she fell so much in love with the new
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A

work that she calmly signed a year's

contract with Essanay, and after that

two more. Then Metro called Mr.
Bushman, and when he refused to be

separated from his perfectly satisfac-

tory leading lady, both of them joined

the Metro Company. They have been
there ever since. And they've just

signed another two years' contract with

the same company.

The off-stage part of this story comes
in here—while Miss Bayne was on a

vacation, "down to Atlantic Beach," as

I once heard a stout and wealthy brew-
er's wife phrase it. It was a Metro

vacation, pure and simple, for, besides

Miss Bayne, the party consisted of

Beverly's mother, Miss Helen Dunbar,

Mr. Bushman, his faithful valet, Jim;
his two trainers, and one or two others.

Two or three times I caught Miss

Bayne, very early in the morning, going

swimming in a one-piece suit. But by

the time the beach was all filled up with

just people, her suit became a very deco-

rous model—another complaint the

world has against just people, who clut-

ter up the atmosphere something ter-

rible.

Anyway, off stage, she is fond of
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dogs, chil-

dren, people,

reading,
china and
oil painting,

collectin g
fine old bits

of linen and

china, music

(the piano

kind), her
apartment
in New
York, h e r

work in the

movies, and

occasional

new gowns.

Not to men -

tion Fran-

cis X.

Her best

parts have
been Prin-

cess Yetive

in "Graus-

tark," Yo-
l an d a in

"The Crim-

son Wing,"
the Girl in

"The Great Secret," and
in "Pennington's Choice."

which she is best liked is

erly Bayne, in real life.

She was born in Min-
n e a p o 1 i s

,
Minnesota,

which was very kind of

her, " since Minneapolis

has so few things to

gain it fame. She
was educated in Min-
neapolis, Philadel-

phia, and Chicago

—which either
means that she

imbibed all the

education each

Famishing more gossip for

at Jacksonvi,

the dual role

The role in

that of Bev-

35

place could

give her,

and then
passed on to

another—or

else that
neither
pleased her

until she

reached Chi-

cago. How-
ever that
may be, she's

here because

she's here,

and right

glad should

all of us be

—since, in

the words of

a particular-

ly atrocious

subtitle in

one of the

worst of the

usual so-

called five-

re e 1 fea-
tures, "This

sad, old, bad

o 1 d world

has so little to make it happy that we
have not the right to deprive it of a

single, solitary scrap of sunshine."

Which is a corking reason

for Metro's having signed

up Miss Bayne for two
more years

!

And that's what came
of taking a sporting

chance. If Beverly rises

as high and as far in the

next two years as she did

in the last, they will have
to measure her stellar

height with a tele-

scope.

the untamed ripples down
lie, Florida.



Preserving Him in Oil

By J. B. Wave

ANEW fad at the Lasky studio is portrait

painting. Stiles Dickinson, the well-

known California painter, is responsible

for this state of affairs. He has re-

ceived commissions from the Lasky

Company which will keep him busy

for several months. Mr. Dickinson

painted a portrait of Geraldine Far-

rar which was used in "Joan the

Woman," and this proved so success-

ful that Wallace Reid decided to

have his classic features pre-

served in oil. i

Then came
the deluge!
Mary Pick-
ford, Douglas

Fairbanks,
Vivian Martin,

1 i a n Eltinge;

Jeanie MacPherson

are all waiting impa-

tiently for Mr. Dick-

inson to flick the last

daub of

Wallv's



A Conference on Clothes
In which Mrs. Vernon Castle holds sway as a pictorial mannikin.

Bv Tarleton Winchester

Mrs. Vernon

Castle, who is
^2»p"

said to be the best-dressed

woman on the screen, in

some of her own crea-

tions which are setting

the styles.

SOME folks-

even mere
m e n—r u 1 e

fashions by creating

them ; other s

—

women exclusively

—by wearing them.

And in this latter

class there is no

more brilliant ex-

ample than the slip

of a girl whose slen-

der shoulders bear

the responsibility

for the national

dance craze—Mrs.

Vernon Castle. For.

while Mrs. Castle

herself designs

every costume she

wears, yet it is in

the wearing, and
the manner thereof,

that she preemi-

nently excels.

And the reason ?

It is simple—but let

the lady speak to

you in her own
words. Says

k Mrs. Castle:

\ "The woman
A who wants to

be well
dressed,

this is

natural

1 r

v

and

the

de-
e of
e r y
woman,
must
hrst of

J
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all learn to be honest with
herself. She must see her-

self as she is, and not as she
would like to be. If she is

short and broad, she must
not imagine herself tall and
thin, and vice versa. If she
is angular and broad, she
must not believe herself

plump and rounded. And
then, having seen herself

honestly, as in a looking-

glass, she should dress in a

manner suitable to her own
peculiar style.

"Take the French women,
for instance. They do not

hesitate to admit their faults

in face or figure, and this

frank study of themselves

leads them to the adoption

of those patterns, fabrics,

and adornments which lend

distinction, individuality,

and style to their appear-

ance.

"Go into a Parisian restau-

rant. You will never see, as

in America, women of every

height, weight, age, and indi-

viduality all wearing clothes

cut after the same design.

American women are what
one might call vogue crazy.

They see a model, run across

some particular style in a

magazine worn by somebody
or other, and are not happy
until they get one like it.

How much more sensible it

would be to choose a style

suitable to one's own self.

Surely it is more com-
fortable and self-satisfy-

|
ing to be distinctive, in-

dividual, representa-

tive of your-
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self than to be merely one

in a crowd, like a paper doll

in a long row cut from one

folded sheet. Regardless

of patterns or fabric,

the well-dressed ,,-

woman is the woman
whose gowns, suited

to the occasion, best

express herself.

"Many are the n*

have with my dressmakers.

'Why,' they say scornfully,

'that was the style a dozen

years ago

I care about a dozen years

ago, or a hundred years

ago? It is beautiful, I love

it, and it becomes me ; there-

fore I keep it and wear it if

it is a thousand vears old."



She's Poorer But Wiser
K I ^ HIS popular little player,

Marjory Daw, who
gained international fame

as the protegee of Geraldine Far-

rar when the diva made her mo-
tion-picture debut at the

Lasky studio, has been ab-

sent from the studio for

many months, devoting her

time to her studies. Of
course, she drew no
salary during this re-

cess, but she stored

away some wisdom

I
—and that only
proves she was wise

in the first place

!

She returned to

the screen, how-
ever, in support

of Sessue Haya-
kawa in a re-

cent Para-
mount picture.

\ Miss Farrar

\ also re-

' turned to

!*"«rr tne Lasky stu-

fc \ \l. dio recently.



Filming the Impossible
Bv Charles W. Gieger

NO , this
photograph

was not
taken with a lop-

sided camera.
Neither did the art de

partment blunder. We in

tended it to look this way. For
here is the key to one of the greatest

puzzles of the screen. It shows a wall

built at an angle of forty-five degrees.

When the camera is placed on the

ground and pointed at a corresponding

angle, the result is a highly convincing

picture of a real house. And yet, with

the aid of this trick, an actor can walk
straight up to the third-story window,
slide down, turn somersaults, toss lit-

tle children to bearded villains, or do
any number of sensational stunts that

appear to violate every principle of the

well - known
aw of gravity.

If Mr. Newton
had performed his

famous experiment

here the apple would

have fallen from the pole,

not to the ground, but through

the window, A small child may crawl

from the garden up the wall to the roof

without the least danger, but such a

performance, when thrown on the

screen, mystifies thousands. The man
oil the wall is standing in his natural

position ; in the circle he has his feet

on a level with his head.

This is only one of many ingenious

devices which help to make impossible

scenes possible. For, unlike the hu-

man eye, the lens sees only what it is

intended to see.



Seven Keys to Baldpate
Baldpate Inn was the quietest spot in the world

—but every one wants to go to the quietest

spot, and that's why things happened there.

By Robert Foster

WHATEVER it may have been

in summer, Baldpate Inn in

winter was the lonesomest

spot on earth. That is why George

Washington Magee chose it. He was
the most successful novelist in the

country—master of the kind of novels

that are sold by the pound in the de-

partment stores. He sneered at the sen-

sational stuff, but he wrote it, and it

paid him well.

"Some day," he had said to his friend

Hall Bentley, in the club on Forty-

fourth Street, "I'll tear myself loose

from the busy haunts of men and

women and write a worth-while book.

If I don't, I'll lose my self-respect.

Imagine what my publisher has to say

about my latest brair^ child : 'The best

fall book ever produced by Magee.'

They'll follow that with : 'Magee's

spring offering ' Makes you feel

like a literary dressmaker!"

Hall Bentley laughed. He was a

round, rosy man, and he beamed good-

naturedly upon the tall, eager-eyed

young fellow whose name was known
wherever the American language "was

spoken. "Have your jest, George, old

boy; I know you. Set you down fifty

minutes from Broadway and you'd

vegetate
;
you'd dry up

;
you couldn't

write a line. You need the White Light

atmosphere."

"Try me !" shouted George. "Find

me a place where I'll be alone—all alone
—-and I'll wr rite an epoch-making novel,

and do it in twenty-four hours."

"Done ! It's a bet !" cried Bentley.

"I'll give you a key to Baldpate Inn.

I'm the owner. It's gay in summer. In

winter it's deader than Greenland. Not
a soul there at this season of the year

—except maybe old Peter the Hermit,

who's a harmless nut. Otherwise "

"You mean it !" exclaimed George
joyously, and he wrung his friend's

hand with enthusiasm. "Gimme the

key
!"

Thus it happened that George Wash-
ington Magee turned his back on the

white lights, and, with his typewriter

and a bag of provisions, set out for

Baldpate, to create, in twenty-four

hours, his masterpiece.

The huge inn was untenanted, for-

bidding, icy. George arrived at five

o'clock on a dark December evening.

He let himself into the hall and lit one

of the forty candles he had bought in

the village, two miles removed. In the

ghostly glow of the guttering candle

he stood in the wide hall, peering about

him—at the clerk's desk, the empty
pigeonholes for letters behind it, the

telephone switchboard, the big safe, the

wall benches, the covered chairs.

The place was reminiscent of gay

scenes, but George was not sorrowed

by the present emptiness of the wride re-

ception hall. Instead, he chuckled.

"When I am far away !" he sang

blithely.

He had procured wood, and soon had

a fire blazing in one of the rooms on

the second floor. This was the atmos-

phere he had long craved : absolute

quiet, absolute freedom from annoy-

ances small and great

A voice broke in on the stillness

—
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a man's voice, petulant, gruff. George

wondered if he was a victim of hallu-

cination. But the voice persisted. He
could hear something of the conversa-

tion :

"And I'm telling you this place gives

me the jimjams. No, I won't stay.

Eh? All right, for one night only, but

see that he gets here, or I'll keep the

dough myself
"

This was not the language of spooks.

It was the jargon of a

certain group

in New York.

The word
"dough" sug-

gested politics.

George
Wash- /
i n g t o n f

M a g e e
{

was i n -

d i g n a n t

.

Some one

else had
broken in on

his privacy.

He went to

the landing

and looked

down. A lighted

candle was stuck

on top of the safe,

the door of which was open. There

was a man at the telephone switch-

board.

George descended the stairs and

started to say something. The man
heard only the first word. He inter-

rupted with a burst of profanity, made
a leap for the safe, flung a package in-

side, slammed the door, and twirled the

combination. Then, jerking out a re-

volver, he swung on George.

"What the devil are you doing here?"

he demanded.

For a minute, looking into the barrel

of the pistol, George was frightened,

badly frightened. Then a bland smile

overspread his features. "I've written

this situation over and over again," he

told himself. It occurred to him to at-

tempt the usual follow on.

"My friend over there will tell you,"

he said carelessly.

The stranger turned his head—and
George had him. He made a dive for

the pistol, jerked it out of the fellow's

hand, and leveled it at him.

"Put up your hands—quick !" he

roared, exactly as he had made many
a hero roar in his

books. "Got
anything t o

say before

I kick you

out ?" h e

asked.

"See
here," said

the man,

with h i s

arms in

the air,
"this is

high-
handed
stuff. I've

got a

right to

b e here.

I have a

George glided around a corner of the safe,

and pointing - a forefinger at the girl, said melo-

dramatically: "Fo« thief . ..... Vve got you!"

key to Baldpate Inn."

"Two keys to Baldpate !" muttered

George.

"I'm John Bland," continued the

other. "John Bland, of Reuton
;
per-

sonal friend of Jim Cargan, mayor.

You'll hear from Mayor Cargan if you

try any rough stuff."

"Don't care if you were a friend of

Teddy Roosevelt's !" snapped George.

"I came here to be alone, and I'm going

to be alone. It would be a shame to

turn you out in the snow, so I'll be

merciful. Get in there !" He pointed

to- a small cardroom at the side of the

hall.

The man demurred, but George, a
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candle in one hand, the pistol in the

other, backed the fellow into the room,

shut and locked the door, and left John
Bland to his ruminations.

The young novelist returned to his

typewriter. More correctly, he started

on the return journey; but passing

room No. 17, a door was opened and

a girl, close muffled in furs, confronted

him. George gasped.

''What are you doing her

she asked coolly

"I have a

George beg;

"So have

she countered

"Three

to Baldpate

G e org
mental'
tabulated.

" W h

are you?"

she asked.

"Name
of Ma-
gee," he

answered.

a supplier

spring and fall

best sellers. I came
here to write."

She shrugged.

Very pretty shoul-

ders she had to shrug, George con-

cluded, as he appraised her in the flare

of the candle. Also very pretty eyes-
blue, he decided. Her hair, what he

could see of it straying under her hat,

was fair—sunny, he called it. Her face

was fair, too—wondrous fair, he would

have phrased it. Altogether a very

beautiful holder of the third key to

Baldpate. She had shrugged, and the

shrug meant disbelief.

"At any rate, perhaps you will tell

me whether you are for us or against

us," she continued.

George looked blank. "I don't

derstand," he said.

un-

"Never mind," she answered. "This

is a game of deceit all around. If you

are a writer, I am an actress. Name
of Mary Norton. Never heard of me?
Never seen the white lights, I guess."

George gasped again.

Came a new voice, from the interior

of the room: "Shut the door, Mary!
The air of the corridor is freezing."

Another woman loomed behind the

golden girl, an older woman,
whose face in the

candlelight looked

tically angu-

a not unbeau-

woman, but

th too pointed

nose, too* pro-

nounced a chin,

with cold eyes

and quite evi-

d e n 1 1 y a

cold heart.

"Let
me pre-

sent Mr.

M a g e e
,

dear, a

teller of

tales," said

Mary Nor-

ton ; and
George,
noting the

smile on the lovely lips, knew there was
a double meaning in her words. "Mr.
Magee, Mrs. Rhodes; fiancee of Mayor
Cargan."

George bowed. "That's the second

time I've heard Mayor Cargan's nam?
to-night," he said.

"You'll hear it a good many times if

you stay here long enough," remarked

Miss Norton, and she retired with Mrs.

Rhodes.

George wandered into his room, and,

unable to collect his thoughts, wan-

dered out- again. Gone was the atmos-

phere he had hoped to find in Baldpate;

gone the repose

George assisted in the operation, but somehow, instead

of his fingers closing over the glass, they closed

over the small hand of Miss Norton.
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Upon his startled senses came a

sound like the closing of a door—not

the door of room 17, where the two

ladies were closeted, but a door on the

floor below; the entrance door of the

inn, George decided, puzzled. He stood

still and listened. Dead silence, then

a light footfall and a rapid, faint tattoo

of steel on steel, like a small wheel turn-

ing on cogs.

He crept to the head of the stairs

and looked down. The reception hall

should have been dark. Instead, a

candle was throwing its beams about

the place.

"John Bland must have got out,"

George speculated. He went down the

stairs softly. A girl was fumbling at

the safe, a young girl, evidently labor-

ing under great excitement. George ap-

proached unnoticed, glided around the

corner of the safe, and, pointing a fin-

ger at the girl, said melodramatically

:

"You thief—I've got you
!"

The girl collapsed—sank down to the

floor in a faint. George stared at her

bewilderedly

.

H e had

to frighten the intruder to this extent.

He was nonplused. Mechanically he

ran to the foot of the stairs and called:

"Miss Norton—oh, Miss Norton !"

And when he heard the door of No. 17

open, he shouted: "If you have any
water in your room, bring a glass

—

quick ! There's a girl fainted here."

He went back to the girl, and chafed

her hands. A few minutes later he

was joined by Mary Norton and Mrs.

Rhodes. "She was trying to break into

the safe, and I stopped her," George
explained. "My unexpected appearance

on the scene shocked her into uncon-

sciousness."

Miss Norton put the glass of water

to the girl's lips. George assisted in

the operation, but somehow, instead of

his fingers closing over the glass, they

closed over the small hand of Miss Nor-
ton. An electric shock went through
him. His brain was awhirl with the

thrilling thought that he had fallen in

love with a girl at first sight—he who
had created beautiful women by the

score and turned aside from flesh-and-

blood beauties who had smiled on him.

Now
Miss Norton's cheeks

were flushed as she

gently released his hand
and gave up the

glass to Mrs.

You
right

Then George flung
himself into the

fray. It was a
battle roval.
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thing, Mr. Magee," she said to him
softly.

The girl who had fainted opened her

eyes and looked bewilderedly about her.

"Where is Max?" she asked.

"You mean Lou Max—Mayor Car-

gan's shadow?" said Miss Norton
quickly, while George swerved from the

overpowering thought of love to won-
der what on earth was happening in

Baldpate Inn.

He broke in suddenly : "I'm all be-

fogged. I'm only a simple writer of

stories. When it comes to the real

thing, I'm at sea. What the deuce is

going on here ? Who is Lou Max ?"

Then, without waiting for answer, he

bent over the girl. "Who are you,

and what are you doing here?" he

asked.

"I'm Myra Thornhill, a very good

friend of Mayor Cargan," came the

soft answer. "I—I have a right to be

here. I was told to come. Max gave

me a key
"

"Good Lord !" groaned George.

"Four keys to Baldpate ! And I thought

I had the only one
!"

"Poor Mr. Magee!" said Miss Nor-

ton sympathetically, and she drew him
aside, leaving Mrs. Rhodes to minister

to Myra Thornhill. "I'm sorry we've

all broken in on your privacy ; but

please, please stay with the game—for

my sake."

"Till death," answered George, out

of the fullness of his heart.

"Listen," she went on. "I don't

know how much you know, or how
little, but I am here to get two hundred
thousand dollars, which I have reason

to believe is in that safe."

George blinked. Speech was impos-

sible for him. Astonishment held him
silent.

"Several people are trying to get that

two hundred thousand. This girl Myra
Thornhill is one. There will be others.

But, believe me, I have the best right

to it. Will you try to get it for me?"

to Baldpate

The soft voice besought him ; the

beautiful blue eyes made their own ir-

resistible appeal. "I'd do anything for

you," he said impulsively; "anything in

the wide world. I love you." He Tiad

not meant to say it. He had intended

to get to the bottom of the whole mys-
tery by a pertinent series of questions.

Instead, all mysteries faded to insig-

nificance before the staggering fact thr.t

he loved her. He reached for her hand.

Mrs. Rhodes coughed. "If you two
people are quite finished talking," she

said bitingly, "I suggest we retire. This

lady assures me that she is capable of

looking after herself now and will re-

main here, in the reception hall. That
being the case, Mary, I think we may
go to our room." .

Mary whispered "Remember!" and
dutifully joined the older woman. They
vanished up the stairs. George would
have followed, but the girl who had
fainted ran to him and caught his

sleeve. "I am in dreadful' straits, sir,"

she said plaintively. "It is a life-and-

death matter. I don't know who you
are, but you have an honest face. I

cannot tell you my whole story, but

there is money in that safe—two hun-

dred thousand dollars—which belongs

to me. Will you help me get it?"

Five minutes ago George would have

answered "Yes" unhesitatingly. But

now he was in a quandary. He had

promised to get the money for Miss

Norton
It was too great a problem for the

weaver of fiction problems. He tem-

porized.

"I'm afraid the money will have to

stay in the safe," he said ; "it's locked,

and I don't know the combination. It

was open when I came here, but a man
named Bland threw a package inside

and shut the door and locked it."

"Bland—John Bland? You've seen

him? He's been here? I knew it!"

cried the girl. Then: "Where is he?"

"In that room." George pointed to
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the ladies not to be afraid," said the Hermit. "I am merely a professional ghosi—
one of the attractions of Baldpate Inn during the summer."

the cardroom. "He threatened me with

a pistol. - I turned the weapon on him-

self and locked him in there. He's the

quietest captive I've ever known.
Hasn't made a sound since I

"

"Hush !" The girl put her finger

on his lips. "There they are now !"

She pulled him into the deep shadow
of the stairs.

"Who is it?" he asked. "What do
you mean? Who is it?"

"Mayor Cargan. He's fumbling at

the door. He has a key."

"Five keys to Baldpate!" sighed

George Washington Magee.

The door opened and three men came
in—one of them a big man with a

beard ; close beside him was a thin,

hawk-eyed fellow ; the third was the

man who had been locked in the card-

room.

"Mayor Cargan ; his shadow, Lou
Max; and John Bland," elucidated

Myra Thornhill, in a whisper.

"I thought you'd never come," Bland

was saying. "An idiot who's taken up
winter quarters here got my goat, and
I threw the boodle into the safe and
twirled the combination. I ought to

have shot him on sight. He chased me
into a little room, and it took me a

whale of a. time to get out through the

barred window. I've been waiting for

you for
"

"Stow that!" snarled the mayor.

"What's the safe combination?"

"I don't

sheepishly.

know," answered Bland
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"The devil
!"

Lou Max, the mayor's shadow, pro-

jected himself into the candlelight. "I

always carry 'soup' with me for emer-

gencies," he said oilily. "Nitroglycerin

laughs at bolts and bars."

"it's the only way." Bland took

up his monologue. "I'd have had the

money lying here for you on the table

if
"

George felt a tug on his arm. His

head was drawn down, and Myra whis-

pered into his ear: "They're going to

blow open the safe. There's a win-

dow right back of the stairs. Sneak
out and get around to the front door.

When the mayor comes out, jump on

him and grab the package."

George was no longer responsible for

his actions. He had lost the capacity

for initiative. The doings of this night

had climaxed in something approach-

ing a brain storm for him. Obediently,

he crept toward the window. Behind

him there was a muffled explosion. It

deadened the sound of the opening of

the window. He jumped out and made
his way to the entrance.

Before he reached it, the door was
opened, and the mayor, tucking a pack-

age inside his coat, came out
;
Max, the

shadow, close behind

^tlH him. George was pre-

paring to hurl him-

self on his victim.

when another figure darted out from
the other side of the veranda and

catapulted into Lou Max, who sat

down, groaning, in the snow. Then the

attacker turned on Mayor Cargan.

It was a battle royal, but Cargan was
no match for the stranger. He toppled

and feU, the stranger on top of him.

A gasp from the mayor and a big grunt

of satisfaction from the unknown as he

took the precious package from the

prostrate mayor.

Then George went into action. Sim-

ultaneously Bland, who, puzzled, had
been staring from the doorway, flung

himself into the fray.

George Washington Magee got there

first, grabbed the package, and, without

waiting to see how the conflict would
end, sprang into the hall, slammed the

door, locked it, and bolted upstairs.

He reached his room and sat down
to try and collect his senses. His head
throbbed. The tangled scheme of things

was past his power to straighten out.

''Did you get it?" A soft voice broke

in on his cogitations.

Mary Norton was in the doorway,

Mrs. Rhodes behind her.

George looked up and smiled pa-

thetically. "I thought at first it was

—

the other girl," he said. "I'm glad it's

you, Miss Norton. Yes, I got the

package of money." A n d

here, with a little pardonable

Then followed a silence that was vainful to all bat the novelist and the Hermit.



bravado, he added: /'Anything that

George W. Magee says he'll do, he

does. The package is here, but another

man came near to getting away with

it."

"You mean the mayor ?"

"I mean an unknown, who attacked

the mayor on the threshold of the inn—
a tall man with a wealth of muscle, I

should judge. I had a brief bout with

him myself."

"That must be Thomas Haydan,"
said Miss Norton promptly. "The mil-

lionaire railroad man."
"And he, too, has a key?" George

ventured wearily.
' The girl nodded and smiled. "Prob-
ably."

George counted on his fingers : "One,
two, three, four, five—six keys to

Baldpate ! Are there any more to

come ?"

4

A scream came from Mrs. Rhodes.

"A ghost !" she gasped. Her trembling

finger was pointing down the corridor.

George stowed the package of bills

under the wood at the fireplace, and,

gripping his pistol, he sprang into the

hall A white-robed figure, stately of

carriage, was approaching—a ghost

carrying a lantern

!

"Put away the violent weapon, sir,"

said the ghost. "I am Peter the Her-
mit. You may have heard of me?"
"A friend at last!" cried George.

"Yes, yes ; Hall Bentley, who owns the

inn, told me about you. But how did

you get in?"

"I came in by the window on the

present occasion
"

"Thank God for that !" breathed

George. "I'm glad to find one person

who hasn't a key to
"

"But sometimes," added the Hermit,
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"I use the front door. You see, I have

a key."

George groaned. "Seven keys to

Baldpate! Oh, boy ! ! And Bentley told

me there was only one ! ! ! What's the

use? When is the next train for New
York? I'll go back where it's quiet!'

Mary and Mrs. Rhodes, gathering

courage, drew near and stood clutching

the novelist's arms.
4T beg the ladies not to be afraid,"

said the Hermit. "I am merely a pro-

fessional ghost—one of the attractions

of Baldpate Inn during the summer
and a very good friend of Hall Bent-

ley, the proprietor. Sometimes a ghost,

sometimes a her-

mit—but I need

not weary you.

There are strange

doings here. Do
you care to tell me
the truth about

them? I may be

able to help."

"I am a news-

pa p e r woman,"
confessed Miss
Norton frankly.

"But you said

you were an ac-

tress !" interrupted George.

"That was when I thought deception

was wiser than candor. I wasn't sure

of you then. I am on the trail of

graft. This may enlighten you, Mr.
Magee, as well as our friend the ghost.

Thomas Haydan, the railroad man,
needed a franchise. The mayor of Reu-
ton, Jim Cargan, was to put it through
for him in consideration of a bribe of

two hundred thousand dollars. John
Bland—Haydan's man—was to bring

the money here. Mayor Cargan was to

call for it. All very simple. I got wind
of it. I came here to catch them with

the goods. Mr. Magee was the first

to interfere with the scheme—uncon-

sciously, I believe. He is a novelist.

He came upon Bland, and Bland got

Cast of

"Seven Keys to Baldpate"
Written from the Artcraft picture-

play of the same title by George
M. Cohan

GeorgeWashington McGee, George M. Cohan

Mary Norton. . . Anna Q. Nilsson

Mary Thorn hill Elda Furry

Mrs. Rhodes Corene Uzzell

Major Cargan ...Joseph Smiley

Lou Max Armand Cortez

Peter the Hermit Eric Hudson

rattled and threw the money in the safe

and locked it. Mayor Cargan and his

shadow, Lou Max, arrived for the

money, and they had to blow the safe

to get it. A girl called Thornhill came
also—a friend of Max—and was try-

ing to work the combination when Mr.
Magee interfered. Finally, when the

mayor was leaving with the money,
Thomas Haydan came on the scene.

He probably learned that, although the

mayor had pulled the wires, the fran-

chise would not be granted. Haydan
is a millionaire, but there was no rea-

son why he should lose two hundred
thousand and get nothing in exchange.

He grabbed the
boodle from the

mayor, and would
have skipped, but

Mr. Magee t r i
-

umphed over all of

them and has the

package of bills

here."

"Then my ad-

vice," said the
Hermit, "is to lose

no time in getting

the money to the

newspaper office,

making your exit by the window
through which I entered. It leads onto

a rear veranda, and has stairways to

the roadway."

George dug up the package from be-

neath the firewood. "Take it," he

said. "I would have given it to you,

Miss Norton, even without your ex-

planation, for I love " He stopped,

blushed, and stammered. "This is not

the time or the place for me to say

more. Promise me that you will let

me come and see you."

Mary Norton gave him her hand and

told him the name of her newspaper.

"I will look for you—George," she

said, with a dazzling smile and tucked

away the bundle of bills.

With the white-robed Hermit, she
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passed down the corridor. Dead silence

reigned for as long as sixty seconds.

Then a tumult broke out in the recep-

tion room below. There was the sound

of angry voices, recriminations. Blows

were struck, chairs toppled over.

Wondering when he would get

started on his book, George Washing-

ton Magee moved to the head of the

stairs and went down to the riotous

group.

Bland made a jump for him, and the

others followed his lead. He fought

with hands and head and feet. It was

worse than any football game George

had ever taken part in. He was get-

ting the worst of it and felt that only

a miracle could save him.

The miracle happened. As he spread-

eagled across the telephone switch-

board, a pistol was slipped into his

hand. The Hermit, now minus his

ghostly draperies, had crept in behind

the board and come to the aid of the

hard-pressed novelist in the nick of

time.

"Hands up or I'll blow the bunch

of you into kingdom come !" yelled

George; and to make good his threat,

he pumped a bullet into the door of the

cardroom.

Several pairs of hands went into the

air.

"Come out, Peter !" he called.

The Hermit, a sufficiently terrifying

figure with his shaggy beard and matted

hair and piercing eyes, stepped for-

ward.

"Set out seats for the visitors if you
will," George went on. He was enjoy-

ing himself now. When the Hermit
obeyed, "Sit down !" commanded the

master of ceremonies. "You, Miss
Thornhill, and you, Mayor Cargan, and
the rest of you. You are in for a long

wait. Miss Mary Norton, a newspaper
reporter, is on the way to her office with

the boodle and as fine a story as ever

stirred a populace. If one of you
makes a move before she telephones

her safe arrival, I'll blow his head

off!"

There followed a silence that was
painful to all but the novelist and the

Hermit. Presently the grafters, one

after the other, broke out into curses.

They lashed each other with words that

stung. Haydan called Bland a sublime

fool, and the latter retorted in kind.

Cargan accused Max of having double-

crossed him for the sake of Myra, with

whom he was in love ; and Myra smil-

ingly admitted that she had meant to

triple cross Max. It was a very spirited

rataplan of words, and George reveled

in it.

The entrance door swung open and
a gaunt man in police uniform entered.

"You're all under arrest !" he an-

nounced, and flourished a big pistol. "I

am the chief of police, and this here

borough is goin' to be peaceful or I'll

know the reason why. I heard a shot,

and I'm here with my men to investi-

gate. We came upon a crazy woman,
runnin' as if the devil himself was after

her. She had a package of bills in her

hand—thousand-dollar bills, as I'm a

sinner ! I confiscated them, and "

"Mary !" exclaimed the distraught

George. "What have you done with

her?"

The gaunt chief of police answered
coolly: "If that was 'Mary/ she's in

the hands of the prison matron tempo-
rarily. By and by we'll give her the

third degree and get to the bottom of

whatever's been goin' on in this here

inn. There was. another woman—sit-

ting, weeping, by the gate. Said she

was a newspaper reporter or suthin',

and began a cock-and-bull story about

the first woman having stolen the bun-

dle of bills from her. But I didn't be-

lieve her
"

"You idiot ! She was telling you the

truth !" roared George, and he dashed

out, leaving the gangling policeman so

astounded and so hurt in his dignity as

to be incapable of speech or action.
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Out through the snow, down the path

to the gate, George stumbled. He
caught Mary in his arms. "It's all

right, little girl," he said. "I know
what's happened. Mrs. Rhodes fol-

lowed you and stole the money from
you. But you'll have your epochal

story. The grafters are in the care of

the biggest policeman I've ever seen,

and he has the boodle. So everything

is all right. You're not hurt, are you?"
"No—not hurt, George," she an-

swered. "Just—just happy. And I be-

gin to—to like you."

to Baldpate

"My darling!" George Washington
Magee wrote, and under it the soulful

words "The End/' and tore the last

sheet from his typewriter—the last page

of the novel he had agreed to write in

twenty-four hours. He was alone in

his room in Baldpate, but the creatures

of his imagination seemed so real that

he would scarcely have been surprised

if they had walked in. He looked at

his watch—five minutes to twelve

!

"I've won the bet," he chuckled ; "I

wonder if there is such a place as

Reuton and if his honor the mayor
will sue me for libel

!"

WHY?
I F you want to make a name in this motion-picture game,

Why not make it like a white man, on the square?

What's the use to swell all up like a milk-inflated pup ?

Why not play it on the level, plain, and fair?

Why this everlasting bull, and this .sly and secret pull ?

Why this trimming of a friend to save yourself?

Why this strut and posing junk, and this "temper'mental" bunk,
Why this servile, spineless slobber for some pelf?

Why, in this enlightened time, loose the spirit of the mime,
The scented goop enslaved in ancient Rome?

With his hair done in a curl, vain as any silly girl,

And nothing but an "I" within his dome.

"Why these underhanded tricks, gab and gossip, politics,

This quawking like some self-contented duck?
Don't you know that those on top fall the hardest when they flop,

And a hog is always fattest 'fore it's stuck?

Why a frown for those who speak honest words without a squeak?
WT

hy for liars and their ilk a welcome smile?

WT

hy not put a square-toed stop to this use of mental hop,

And just be kind and honest and worth while?

Robert V. Carr.



This Star Was
Not a Comet

IN this is Ethel Clayton

different : She was
neither "discovered"

and "pushed" into success

by some benevolent di-

rector nor was she "pulled"

into screen popularity from

the stage. Both the pull

and the push were fur-

nished by Ethel herself.

When the motion picture

was still a babe in arms,

Miss Clayton left a com-

paratively mediocre posi-

tion in the 1 e g i t i -

mate to take a still /

more mediocre

one in a, A
Chicago stu-

dio. Success did , 1

not find her as it did

some others. She
had to work for it,

right for it,

study for it. r
^

At Lubin's, I

things were a \

little better. She

continued
to w-ork and

study, and
gradually rose
from obscurity

to be featured in

sixteen of Lubin's

most pretentious

productions. The
real success, how-

ever, came when
she recently joined

World. As a star,

she was a long time

dawning, but she

has risen just the

same.



Kid and Kidder
NOT a very dignified title, but who

could be dignified in the pres-

ence of Toto, the famous Hip-
podrome clown? Toto is a screen,
player now, and New York has -g

lost one of its most popular fun- *!
makers. Here are Toto and Baby I
Marie Osborne at a charity bazaar

X

|
in Los Angeles. The recipe for
an affair of this kind, by the way,
is quite simple. All that is neces-
sary is the presence of a few stars,

advertised in advance, and the good
people of the city keep the ticket win-
dow jingling all day.

Baby Marie is one of the sensa-
tions of the coast. It was only

about six months ago, while

^ still with Balboa, that she
began to be featured.

Since joining Hors-
ley, she has be-

come a real star

and is rising rap-
idly.



Their Happy Autumns
The popularity of an actor is said to last but little

longer than his youth. Here are many, con-

siderably later along—and still going strong.

Lillian

THE melancholy days have come,

the saddest of the year" may
apply to the autumn of the

year, but it doesn't apply any more to

the autumn of life. In all walks of life

it has been discovered that the seasoned

Charles Kent, "The
Dean of the Screen,

"

in the act of father-

ing a film family of
six children.

Mary
Maurice, of
Vitagraph,

pF" who is known
as the greatest

mother of the screen.

xperience of age is worth

quite as much as the vim
and vigor of youth. In

the theatrical profes-

sion this is especially

true, and in the great,

silent drama age

has found its right-

ly
ful place — a

mm place secure

and strong.

\ In almost any
L picture show
I you will
1 find them—
4 these de-
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tray gray grandfathers and venerable

judges, trembling old mothers and

stately dowagers, but who artistically

portray life as it is in character parts.

And where do they come from?

Straight from the speaking stage, of

course—the stars of yesterday—some

with reluctance and skepticism, others

with eager willingness to answer the

call of the movies. Tender memories

come vv$th them, of the stock companies

of the older days in which many of

them had their first "start/' and from

whose hard-working ranks have come
some of

our most

\ famous
I artists of

to-day—cf

close asso-

- v
c i a t i o n

I

with well-known stars—of heartbreak-

ing failures, the first success—and of

the voice of ambition pursuing and
guiding them on through the years.

And now they are winning fresh

laurels and the hearts of the great

film-loving public as well with their

old art in new guise, but as potent to

move as ever.

Is there a dashing hero of the screen

who appeals to us as does fine old Her-
bert Standing? A veritable veteran of

the stage is he, having begun his career

forty-nine years ago in London. A
brilliant career followed in the land of

Johnny Bull, and finally the motion-

picture drama claimed him as its own.

A bit skeptical at first, the celebrated

actor became an ardent pupil in the

silent drama, bringing a happy knowl-

edge of life and a deep sympathy with

the world to speak in his work on the

screen.

Herbert Standing is the father of

|k seven sons. Perhaps that is why
he is such a typical father of

the screen—stern, yet kind-

ly—dignified, but lovable

\ —and whimsically hu-

ggj^
man. As chief of the

gypsy bandits in "Kil-

meny," as Saint Peter

in "Peer Gynt," as

the father of De-
metra in "The
Rug maker'

s

Daughter," and as

the old monk in

"Hypocrites," he

Frank Crane,
who has been
prominent in

theatricals

sincehe was
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played widely differing roles, but his

unusual versatility combined with his

strong personality has demonstrated

more than ever before that he is a true

artist.

"Where is Mr. Kent?" cry the Vita-

graph kiddies. "We want him to tell

us stories till time for the next scene to

start." And Charles Kent, in a quiet

corner of the "Big V" Studio, with the

children about him, is quite in his ele-

ment—happy and content. So quiet

and retiring is he, it is hard to imagine

him as having spent the greater part of

his life before the public as an actor.

E. L. Davenport, Lawrence Barrett,

Edwin Booth, and Mary Anderson are

names to conjure with, but Charles

Kent has appeared with all of them.

And there is no more gallant figure in

film land to-day than this old-time

cavalier, the "Dean of the Screen,"

whose every movement breathes

gentle dignity. And in private life

he is just as gracious and distin-

talented ones of the screen. Aside from
his work in pictures he leads a quiet,

studious life. He also loves life in the

open, and is a fresh-air fiend, which no
doubt accounts for his astonishing vi-

tality and youthful vigor—for after

fifty years on the stage and six years in

pictures he has all the enthusiasm for

his profession that he had when as a
boy of seventeen he tremblingly waited
for his cue to make the first entrance

into his land of dreams—the stage.

And who doesn't love handsome,
happy-go-lucky Frank Losee on the

screen? When he was under the man-

/ I

guished in his manner as he is on

the screen.

A grand old man of the screen

is Russel Bassett. In

his long career he has

seen history made, both

on and off the stage.

In "Such a Little

Queen," in "Hulda of

Holland," with Mary
Pickford, and as the

crabbed old uncle in

"Broadway Jones," he is

sharing honors with the

Ada Gilman, who made
her debut in 1869,
acquired in 1917
the famous
Fairbank 9 s
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agement of Da-
vid Belasco it

was said that

his voice was
the best thing

about him.
S h a kespeare
was considered

his forte in

those days, but

after years of

work on the le-

gitimate stage

he is achieving

artistic tri-

umphs in the si-

lent drama.

"I can get

along without

the voice," he

says, "and I can

be a hero, or I

can play 'good'

parts ; but what
I like is charac-

t e r parts—that

is my forte;
hence the world

writes me down
as a villain, for

the director al-

ways says : 'Let

Frank do it/
"

When Frank
Crane was a

boy he wanted
to be an actor,

a doctor, and a

soldier. He
didn't spend
any time mak-
ing up his mind
which he was
going to be—he

just went ahead
and was "all of

them things."

At the age of

fourteen he was
playing with

traveling com-
panies. He de-

serted his first

love for a while

and studied
medicine, but
when the Civil

War broke out

he enlisted and
fought under
his father,
Colonel Crane.

After the war
he graduated in

medicine, but
the lure of the

stage still
gripped him,
and he divided

his time be-

tween the stage

and his profes-

s i o n a 1 office.

He has stood

back of the
footlights o n

many a first

night sharing

honors with

Booth, Barrett,

and other art-

ists, and he has

played every
theater between
Harlem Lane
and the Bat-

tery.

In Metro pic-

tures during the

past five years

he has played

many father

and character

Herbert Standing,
the father of seven
sons, who is to-day
one of the screen's

best character
players.
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parts, and so wonderful is his versatility

he can make up and appear as a youth

of twenty-five. Last year he stayed out

of pictures long enough to assume

active management of a big reunion of

Grand. Army veterans. Rest is not in

his diction-

ary. "Time
enough for

Grover was "an old man of the Capu-
let family," and his son, Leonard,

junior, played Uncle Capulet.

We love the pretty girls of the

screen, with their curls and bangles and
adorable ways, but when Mother Mary
Maurice appears on the stage there is

a tug at the heartstrings. Typical

mother is she ; her sweet face beams

4

Russell Bassett, at
the right, in a
scene with George
M. Cohan. Mr.
Bassett has been
actingforfifty-six
years. i
that when I'm too old to work," says

this veteran of stage and screen land.

Another grand old man of the stage

is Leonard Grover, who is more than

eighty years old. He brought German
opera to this country, making- it fash-

ionable, and was a writer of plays as

well as a manager and impresario. As
actor-manager many years ago Mr.
Grover was a close friend of Abraham
Lincoln, who often attended his theater

in Washington. In the all-star produc-
tion of "Romeo and Juliet," Leonard

with tenderness and ethereal beauty, re-

flecting the pure simplicity of her mind
and soul, and as she is on the screen

she is in real life. She is "mother" to

everybody at the big Vitagraph Studio,

and she probably numbers more
friends among picturedom patrons than

any other screen actress in the world.

Long and varied has been her career

on the stage and in the silent drama,

but her creed has always been the

same: "To be good and to do good,

and to help others to be and do the
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same. If more members of the human
family adopted this formula for sane

living, what a wonderful place this

world would be \"

At Universal City the services of

Nanine Wright are always in demand
by the directors, and Mother Wright is

always in demand by the younger peo-

ple for advice, companionship for idle

hours, and as "first aid" if any one be-

comes suddenly ill. The sweet-faced,

sunshiny mother lady is the pride and
delight of all the boys and girls of the

film capital, and she is the friend of

every one from the peanut vender to

the most famous Universal star. Her
life has been full of tragedy and deep

sorrow, but she never complains, and
declares that she lives only to bring as

much sunshine as possible into the lives

of those about her.

Other typical mothers of the screen

are Ada Gilman, Maggie Breyer, and
Alice Gale. Veteran theatergoers will

remember the famous Boston Museum
Stock Company in which Ada Gilman
made her debut in 1869. Only three of

the players are living ; two have retired,

but Ada Gilman, with the vitality of a

girl of twenty, is still in the profession.

She was leading woman with Lawrence
Barrett for three years, and has been

with "headliners" the greater part of

her life. Now she is "mothering" the

artists of the screen, and makes us

laugh, weep, or thrill at will. It is a

coincidence that twelve years ago she

played an important part in "Frenzied

Finance," in which Douglas Fairbanks

was a "star" for the first time. Now,
in the first picture produced by his own
company—that delightful comedy "In

Again, Out Again"—she is with him
again as the burglar's mother.

"Some think I have discovered the

secret of perennial youth," said the old-

young woman of stage and screenland,

Maggie Breyer, who is known. to the-

atergoers everywhere as Aunt Tildy in

"The Old Homestead," and who is well

known for her work in 'The Sunbeam,"
and other screen successes. "There is

no secret about it. I have always taken

good care of myself, have always been

enthusiastic aDGu : work since I

made my first appearance, :.:.d have

never missed a season. Time only in-

tensifies in us a more perfect youth.

The world is progressing—time is im-

proving it ; so it improves us, too, don't

you see? I have been fifty years in

professional life, and expect to end my
days in harness.

"Yes, I have a hobby aside from my
work. It is my grandson!" Perhaps

that is why she is such a perfect

"Granny" in Metro pictures.

Alice Gale began her theatrical ca-

reer in Philadelphia (her home town)
thirty years ago, and her career in

opera, stock, and the drama has been

both notable and honorable. Filmland

claims her now, and as the "Mother"
in Fox features her personality is like a

summer day with a clear sky overhead.

It. beams forth a love and sympathy

that holds our closest interest.

And so we leave them in their happy

autumns, lingering over and perfecting

their ripened art in this—the golden

time of their lives.

The fall is but the folding of His hand,

Anon with fuller glories to expand.



Mary McAllister and Bobo, her dog
going fifty-fifty on the cream.
When Mary gets older the gay
old dogs will buy ice cream

—

and things—for her.

ola Dana gets away with this

because she's good looking

—

not because we are convinced
she can play the durn instru-

ment



A group picture of Marie
Dressier, who also has a

wallop in either mitt

Gladys Brockwell returning
the balls her opponent has
slammed into the net, having
looked too long into Gladys'
eyes. It was a love game.



Bill Russell and
the turkey are
conferring on the

riearapproachof
certain November |

holiday. The bird
is a " conscien-
tious objector,"
and is strong for

"peace without
victory.

"

«5 ^

Our grocer delivered this on our doorstep.
You see, his sign reads, "Families Sup-
plied," and we asked for a wife and a
couple of kids. We don't know which
of these Louise Fazenda is.

Pauline Frederick engaged in light

domestic athletics. Reminds us of

the time we walked into a restau-
rant and asked for the proprietor,

w "He's out to lunch," we were
told. You don't see a man in



Douglas Fairbanks and a real squaw, who is

democratic and doesn't mind whom she poses
with. Fairbanks is on the left.

Bill Farnum explaining that two can live as
cheaply as one. That may be all right for

Bill, but for us—how the deuce can one live

nowadays,



Dorothy Gish has dropped a
hammer on her toes in order
to drive in the nails. There

!

We knew that some day we
would have an opportunity to

work off that pun.

Bobby Connolly, who broke
his arm in a picture. Two to

one he is using the property
telephone, the wires of which
extend no farther than under

the table.

Charlotte Burton smiles be
cause she knows your eyes
are not fixed on her face.

We don't blame you. Being
a connoisseur in such
things, we are, like you
admiring Charlotte's

beautiful flowers.





Campbell. He has just bagged a scenario writer
and a tax collector, and he sees a press agent
approaching. He intends to make it three in a row.

Chaplin explaining to Leopold Godowsky, the
famous pianist, that his favorite is the custard pie.

Chaplin is on the left.



All present-day idols have
feet of clay, but that's all

right when said tootsies

are as pulchritudinous
as those of Marie
Doro.

A pretty canny statesman is

Chauncey Depew, below,
who refused to pose with
Theda Bara unless his

wife was in the pic-

. ture. Chauncey is

known as adiplo-
matand humorist



The Youngest Villain

By Howard Mann

IF
you want to be villainous,

there are two ingredients to

the recipe—a pair of mus-

tachios, which should be twisted

at brief intervals, and the habit

of tensing the finger muscles.

Given these essentials and a cos-

tume for the part, almost any

one can look as desperate

Desmond. All, of course, in ce

luloid.

Any one? Yes, any one.

Even little girls just nine years

old, for instance. And Violet

Radcliffe, the evil Prince Ru-

dolpho in "Jack and the Bean-

stalk," not only looks like a~

villain, but plays the part as

if she were a pupil of Dalton

himself.

Violet has the distinction

of being the youngest vil-

lain in the world. True

to her role, she is a faith-

ful admirer of the great

villains of history
(blame this on the press

agent), and is particu-

larly fond of the bloody

pirates who roamed the Spanish

Main. In her doublet and hose,

together with the inevitable mus-
tachios, never would you recognize her as

the smiling little girl with bobbed hair who
goes to work at the Fox studio in Cali-

fornia every day. Violet's mother and
father were players before her.

and she made her stage debut at

the age of eleven days in '"Quo

Vadis"—never knowing whether
she was applauded or not. At
the age of three she appeared in

"Human Hearts," which she

played for two seasons.

"It's not a bit of fun," says

Violet, "to be a villain."

Little Violet Radcliffe

—aged nine—w h o

is the screen's new-

est and youngest

desperado.



FA editorials on twattejrs ofilie screen,
are of interest to eVeryone . Jj

ONE of the greatest compliments paid the motion picture

is the volley of criticism to which it is periodically

subjected. Only big men and prominent institutions

receive this much general attention. The bad impressions

sometimes last, however, with people who would rearrange

their opinions were avenues of information open to them.

The most popular subjects for scandal among the outsiders

are the immoral conditions existing in motion-picture studios and the irregular

life of the players engaged in the business.

The industry is not lily-pure in the actions of its personnel any more than

is the business office, department store, residence community, or, in fact, any

gathering of human beings. The motion picture interests more people than any
other form of entertainment or recreation. It is natural, therefore, that an

unusual amount of publicity and comment are centered about the private life

of its members. John Brown, of Hubville, can be shot at ten times without the

incident arousing any interest' beyond his circle of intimate friends and relatives.

But three hours after a stone is thrown through a limousine window at a noted

financier or statesman, the story appears in papers throughout the country,

flanked by numerous conjectures as to when such criminal action will cease.

The motion-picture business is net honeycombed with immorality, as it is

sometimes given blame for being. It is fairly pure when the amount of tempta-

tion thrust upon it is considered. Films fell heir to much of the charm for girls

that lingered about the footlights. Pretty, fluffy, regardless creatures crowd the

studios daily, seeking entree to picture work, openly declaring that no sacrifice

is too great to equalize their getting a chance. What their mothers think they are

doing at the time is a question, but they are certainly not smilten with bashful-

ness in their efforts to satisfy their craving for prominence. Motion-picture

work is hard, serious labor, and not a round of pink teas and magazine publicity

;

and for the most part the people engaged in the business are earnest and con-

scientious in their efforts to turn out good productions and make money. The
lives of most of the stars in pictures are very diiferent from the views that reign

in back-stairs gossip. The percentage of him people among frequenters of jazz-

band cafes and hotel dance parlors does not nearly hold up its end against the com-

petition of brokers, salesmen, merchants, housewives, debutantes, and stenog-

raphers. But when they do appear, they are recognized ; whereas the tired busi-

ness man and his companion carry no significance to the casual observer. If

The

Scandal-

mongers
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people would judge those who go to the studios rather than those who are in

them, they would find that their scandal had little to do with the picture business.

The Best
THE "Open Market" is the Frankenstein of the mo-

tion-picture industry. It is a creation resulting

from years of contributions from all of the ele-
jor the ments in the business. Some have aided in its formation

Public directly, and others have helped it along by adding to the

J situation which makes it necessary. Little by little it has

been built up, until finally radical announcements have given

it life. It is a home product, belongs to all parts of the business, and in some
degree affects all sections of it.

We have discussed this open-booking development before in these columns,

but it is worthy of serious thought and frequent discussion. It is a big revo-

lutionary step. The companies gave way before it, one after another. In the

bare outline, open booking means that- the theaters rent film over a counter, as

they would buy any merchandise, picking out the product they want and paying

for it in proportion to its worth.

Getting deeper into the scheme reveals conditions that modify this pro-

cedure somewhat. But the big thought behind it all is that the pictures must

stand or fall upon their individual merits. The exhibitors will not have to rent

five or six weak sisters on a program in order to obtain two or three good pic-

tures. All of which means competition, a healthy condition in any business

—

if underselling does not transpose "the survival of the fittest" to "the survival

of the cheapest." This system of selling causes a poor picture to stand out on

the books in dollars and cents like an illuminated sign. It also affords a good

view of a star's drawing power. Possibly we will see some changes in the present

constellation.

The much-heralded Open Market is now getting its stride. This film

Frankenstein is still wabbly, a little flustered in its thought and action, but gradu-

ally adapting itself to the environment. It is a logical development in the busi-

ness, and it is bound to find its level in due course of time.

MANUFACTURERS and directors ought to be pro-

tected in some way against the film-cutting ambi-

tions of some exhibitors. When a picture is turned
Drama out f a studio as complete, it bears the approval of the

Destroyer studio manager, director, cutter, titler, laboratory, and sales
'

department. It represents the sanction of specialists. Yet
exhibitors have been known to get pictures which have

been studied, tested, worried over, and changed about in the studio workshop,

and, with one slash, they have discounted these efforts by putting the finale first,

cutting out certain scenes, or switching others around to fit their own visualiza-

tion of the story.

The result of this is that some directors have come to count the film cutting

of the exhibitor as an obstacle, in a class with rain, accidents, and other stum-

blingblocks in production. If a theater manager does not like the continuity
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in a picture, he should not book it. But if he does contract ic run the picture,

he ought to show it as he received it. A librarian would be encroaching, to say

the least, were he to rewrite a part of an author's story before lending the book
to the public. An exhibitor does practically the same thing when, after rent-

ing a film, he attempts to improve upon it before showing it to his patrons.

He is not taking much of a chance on a picture's having fulfilled its pos-

sibilities if he leaves it as it came from its producers. The director, scenario

writer, camera man, and others who help to build a picture may not know much
about running a theater, but they have given much time and study to making
pictures, and their knowledge and experience should receive some consideration,

especially when the film carries their names. The percentage of exhibitors who
carry on this film-cutting practice is, of good fortune, comparatively small. They
do not do it with malicious intent, of course, but their misdirected efforts spoil

many films for the enthusiast who enjoys a picture which has in it true artistic

workmanship.

THE hardest thing in pictures are comedies. They
are hard to write, hard to produce, and hard to

get over. Dramas have a sliding scale of quality,

but comedies are measured by just two standards: They
are either good or bad. If their humor is just the least

bit off, it falls flat. It has been proven by harsh experi-

ence that five-reel comedies are failures. Once in a while

one will take, but it is a rare event. The outsider has difficulty in realizing

what a serious business making comedies is. A good two-reel farce comedy
represents about as much expense, energy, and time as a five-reel- feature.

In making the latter, from eight to fifteen thousand feet of film is generally

the amount photographed. A two-reel slapstick comedy can consume twenty

thousand feet of film in the making without difficulty. The real problem in their

manufacture, however, is keeping them fresh and active. Tripping over a rug

is not of necessity funny, but it can be. The difference is what puts gray hairs

in the directors' heads. Sennett, Chaplin, and Arbuckle are probably the hard-

est-working producers in the business. They w7ill take five hundred or a thou-

sand feet of film, develop it, view it in the studio projection room, and then

throw it away because it misses fire. It fails to bring about that comedy short

circuit wThich flares up in laughter. The situation or trick may be all right

on paper, but for some intangible reason it is not funny on the screen, and it

must be rewritten or done over.

Thus is the comedy company's life fraught with worries. Directors are al-

most driven to distraction trying to think up new stunts, or gags, as they are

known in the theatrical world. One of the foremost comedy producers, Roscoe

Arbuckle, flatly refuses to try to make a release date. When a picture satisfies

him, and passes a trial test on an unsuspecting audience, it is completed, but not

until then. Should the comedy fail to get over on its try-out, it is put before

the camera again, and revamped and brightened up until it is satisfactory.

Moral : When you see a comedy that makes you laugh and laugh again,

you know that you have picked fruit from the hardest-working branch of the

motion-picture business.

The Serious-

ness of

Comedies
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WHILE with the Vitagraph .Company, Andre Roose-

velt, a production expert, refused to accept any

"Dramatic graduates of the so-called schools of motion-pic-

School" ture acting. action is .worth considering. Most of

Fraud these schools are fakes. There are a few exceptions

—

-
I

schools conducted in a sincere effort to teach the art of

acting for the screen to candidates who show aptitude for

such wTork. The majority of these schools, however, perform no greater service

than feeding the vanity or ambition of their pupils. They are patronized for

the most part by young girls and boys and others who are old enough to know
better, who think that they are predestined for a place in the motion-picture

firmament.

The authorities at the school immediately accomplish the impossible, and

in convincing speech discover latent talent in the candidates. Bills trail along

with the weekly renewal of this keen observation, and in time the stargazer

learns that he or she is an accomplished screen artist, and has a strip of test film

and other credentials to prove it. Then comes cruel disillusion at some studio.

The person is or is not the type the casting director wants, moiion-picture-school

experience regardless. The credentials and film education do not figure in the

matter. The teaching part of the average course is a farce. What the schools

really accept money for is their kind toleration of the hobby of their pupils.

The place to learn motion-picture acting and make-up is in the studio. Be-

cause the supply of talent far exceeds the demand, it is often difficult to get a

start in pictures. But when the opportunity for entree comes, it is not due to

the person's former experience in a school of picture acting. Personality, type,

or ability are the things that count.

ARBITRARY censorship recently geared itself tc the

nth degree when- the Chicago group, under the

lordly but inconsistent leadership of Major Funk-

|

houser, denied exhibition rights to the Mary Pickford pic-

\^ensor ture, "The Little American." The reason given was that

1

.'

j
certain parts of its war action might offend "our German
friends." In justice to the members of this board it must

be said that the well-known major was the prime mover and practically the sole

objector in this illustrious piece of work. On no less authority than our presi-

dent we have it that America has no German friends. We have many Ameri-
can friends of German birth or German parentage, but in the present crisis they

are just plain Americans, and good ones, too. Films treating on American
patriotism and its possible effect upon the situation abroad do not offend them,

for they are with us in this struggle for democracy.

The only people who can be an excuse for the Chicago censors' action in

this case are those listed by the department of justice as "alien enemies." It is

odd that a self-constituted board, pledged to judge pictures from a moral view-

point, should take upon their shoulders the responsibilities of the secret service.

How well they carried them is best illustrated by the fact that the picture was

indorsed and exhibited in Chicago, in spite of their ruling.

The subject of censorship has ever been a sore thumb in the eyes of mov-

Censuring

the
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ing-picture people. The irritation is confined to them because narrow-minded

intolerance has been eliminated from other lines of industry, leaving the mov-
ing picture the one big solace for meddling egotists, and an ever-ready victim

for job-seeking and constituent-saving politicians. When sanctimonious idlers

decide that their mental superiority needs demonstration, they seem to turn to

censoring the motion picture. Officeholders with supporters to place find the

censor board an easy outlet for their troubles. When will the people and the

press of this country rise up against this evil and force it to the discard, where
lie the other enemies of freedom, shaken off by. America in its rise -to unre-

stricted democracy?

MANY theater managers, in arranging their programs
and in booking their pictures, are inclined to act

according to their own likes and dislikes. This is

wrong, and good showmen would not do it. But there are

Public a number of exhibitors who do not realize that people go

H to the theaters to see the kind of pictures that they like

—

rather than to tolerate- any old kind that he cares to show.

A theater owner should key his house and entertainment to the desires of his

patrons. And in most cases the majority of patronage is feminine. Women
constitute the strongest and most important element in the ultimate consumers

of motion pictures to-day.

They can make or break the career of the so-called neighborhood house,

which is the keystone of the film industry. In the small towns, where the com-
mercial sentiment is confined to a small area and is easily felt, an exhibitor must
have the good will of the women's clubs, societies, or fraternal organizations in

order to survive. In the larger towns, where there are ten or more theaters,

the managers are not generally in direct touch with their patrons, but they must

nevertheless be careful that their pictures do not offend the women. They may
not be served with a writ of indignation should the subjects be objectionable, but

patronage would fall to the point of ruin.

By banding together, women can bring about almost any condition they de-

sire in their local theater. We recently had a demonstration of this in a small

town in New Jersey. Originally it contained two theaters, but the picture-going

population was not large enough to make the competition pay for one man, so

he gave up the fight, Then the other exhibitor, thinking his monopoly relieved

him of further responsibility regarding his show, installed a cheaper film serv-

ice, and in time virtually fought his patrons away by running pictures that were

an insult to intelligence and obnoxious in their subject matter. The women of

the town tabooed the theater, and in time the owner had to sell out. His suc-

cessor analyzed his problem, called on the women's clubs, declared his intention

of running only such pictures as were fit to be seen by them and their children',

and finally regained their confidence and good will. But it was hard work.

Theater owners will do well to think first of their patrons in booking their

pictures. This influence held by women is too great to be humbled by use-

less exercise ; but, when used in a good cause, it can do much toward bringing

about a healthier development in the manufacturing and exhibiting ends of the

motion-picture business.

Pleasing



Where Are You Going, My Pretty Maid?
Into the movies, sir, she said. And Director Maurice Tourneur welcomes

the pretty maid, who happens, this time, to be Miss Elsie Ferguson, at

the door of the Art-

craft studio.



Douglas Fair-

banks, motorist.

The attachment
on the side is to

give the car injec

Hons of stimulant.

ACTOR, athlete, photog-

rapher, president

of a business or-

ganization, mountain
climber, hunter, au-

thor, motorist, cow-

boy, explorer, and
humorist—these are

the accomplishments,

vocations, avocations

Above, he is

engaged inP the business

of explor-
ing.

Douglas Fair-

banks, the
most versatile

nephew of Uncle Sam. Pro-

ficient in each calling, the

energetic Douglas has dis-

tinguished himself in

many different ways since

first he saw the light of

day thirty-four years ago.

As an actor, his

achievements are too

Mr. Fair-

banks ,

film pres-

ident.

William S. Hart,

left, and Thomas
H. Ince, right,

cannot prove
Doug is not an

athlete.



He is also a photographer and
snaps Miss Eileen Percy, because, he

says, the success of
pictures, like that of
kings, depends
upon the subjects.

|

X

well known, both in theatricals and
motion pictures, to need repetition

here. In the field of athletics he has

won numerous medals. On the screen

the result of his athletic activities is

often evidenced in surprising feats of.

agility and strength.

The philosophic and humorous
* writings of Douglas Fairbanks have

attracted wide attention, and various

photo plays in which he has appeared

are from his pen. "Down to

Earth," his newest Artcraft

picture, is his own story, / \
and presents

the typical

Fairbc

1

j As a mountain climber, as
i well as an actor, he reaches

„ ,,,„,? the summit.

And, what
seems unim-
aginable, h e
writes philos-
ophy between

comedy.

And
Doug

ight well

be our best

cow-puncher if the salary

were raised afew million.

p h l i osopny

and humor.
President of the

Douglas Fairbanks

Film Company, he

has proved himself a
capable business execu-

tive and an appreciative

employer.

Photography has - always

been one of Douglas' pet

hobbies, and his den con-

tains many artistic accom-

plishments in this line.

Hunting big game, explor-

ing wild regions, and moun-
tain climbing have all been

practiced by the famous
film actor on

many occasions.



Petrova and the Tiger
In which the "'Tiger Woman"—met face

to face—turns out to be quite human.

By Charles Phelps Gushing

IF we could wait an hour or two, the

press agent would be back

"No," we insisted firmly, "we
can not wait \"

As a matter of fact, we were suffused

with an unholy joy. We were like war
correspondents seizing upon a choice

opportunity to outwit the censor. None
of your personally conducted interviews

this time ! Here was our chance, at

last, to write an "inside story."

Our host, a solemn young man with

deep-set eyes, was nervous. He seemed
tc scent peril in the situation.

"You m-m-must keep your hats off!"

That was fair enough. Off they

came. Thereupon it was dramatically

disclosed that my camera man had flam-

ing red hair. Our host seemed horri-

fied.

"Madame Petrova has red hair, too,"

he mumbled feebly.
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"Will she mind?" I pleaded.

"N-n-no. Maybe not."

Then he noticed a pipe in my hand.

"For the love o' Mike!" he gasped.

"Keep that pipe out of sight!"

I obediently knocked out the ashes.

In gentle reproof I told him that I

hadn't meant to smoke a pipe during

the interview, anyway—this both in

deference to etiquette and to the Fort

Lee, New Jersey, fire laws. Appar-

ently he didn't believe me. If he did,

there was nothing in his deep-set eyes

to indicate it. He sighed. Then, in

And how could Mme. Olga Petrova—or any one else—set in such surroundings and supported,

by peacocks, appear merely ordinary in her pictures?
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grim resignation, he led us out into the"

studio.

"Madame Petrova will see you in a

few moments in her dressing room/'

he recited. "Wait here, please."

The Peerless studio at Fort Lee is as

huge as the horticultural building of a

world's fair, and sometimes as luxuri-

antly colorful. To-day the greater part

of the acreage under the lofty glass

roof was being transformed into a

Belascolike vision of ancient Egypt. A
desert sky, the pyramids, palm trees, a

temple, a street in Cairo, an oasis.

Amid such hubbub a mob scene was

being filmed. Soldiers in gaudy rai-

ment, Nubian slaves with no raiment

to speak of
;
possibly a dusky-skinned

czar was being dethroned and a pro-

visional government set up. Such is

history

!

How far the movies have progressed

toward realism—and at what a cost in

cash ! For example, what theater man
would dare

Two gorgeous peacocks came stroll-

ing out into a temple courtyard, and I

gave a start. What theater man would

dare, indeed? Peacocks never appear

on the legitimate stage. A supersti-

tion possibly as old as the pyramids

forbids. Peacocks before the footlights

are as sure to bring bad luck to a

show as the fatal blunder of whistling

in a dressing room.

The serious young man was back,

announcing that Madame Petrova

would be pleased to see us at once. We
dogged the young man down a corri-

dor, up a flight of stairs, and into Olga

Petrova's dressing room. There, our

host, after a stammered introduction,

turned and fled.

By this time we were getting a little

nervous ourselves.

Petrova's good, firm handclasps

eased the tension immediately. And
when she smiled at Bricktop's flaming

hair, instead of stamping her feet in a

rage, we began to feel optimistic. That

hair had worried us. We kept think-

ing about the story of the two men who
stuttered. Each thought the other was
making fun of him, and a battle ensued.

Suppose Petrova should suspect that

Bricktop's thatch was a wig—a piece

of mockery

!

Well, now we could settle down to

business.

"Here's our idea," I began: "Usu-
ally an interviewer sets the pace him-
self, turns the talk into channels of his

own choosing. I'm not going to do

that. I'm going to leave it all to you.

This is to be an interview as you like

it. I want to know what you yourself

are like, and 7 want you to do all the

talking. Now, what kind of interview

do you like?"

Madame Petrova, costumed as an

Egyptian queen, thoughtfully straight-

ened the golden, basketlike crown that

held a black wig down over her red-

dish hair.

"The kind of interview I like," she

said, "is a sensible one. As for wrhat

I myself am like—I am like you, a

writer." She was speaking slowly,

seriously. Then she smiled. "You
need not look so surprised. I have

been a writer for as long as I can re-

member. I have tried my pen at a

little of everything, but what I like best

and what I think I do best is in the

vein of tales of satire. In England I

made a living that way for a while. It

didn't pay in cash as well as acting,

but I am sure the reward was greater.

The arts, you know, are self-expres-

sion. Writing is the form of expres-

sion that, somehow, gives me the deep-

est satisfaction."

She smiled again, an odd smile, half

serious.

"As a little girl, I had read Darwin

before I was twelve, and I doted on

Max Nordau. For practice, I used to

attempt essays. You'll laugh, but I

used to ask myself, 'Now, if I were
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Darwin, what would Darwin say about

this ?'

"Yes, I am still a writer. In the

past year we have produced four or five

of my scenarios, and I'm working now
on some short stories, satire in fiction.

And, who knows? I may yet have to

write a play. I'm reading bushels of

plays all the time, but I can't find what
I want."

With her hands and shoulders she

"registered" resignation.

We were coming to realize that to

see Petrova only on the stage or on a

picture screen is to know very little

about her. Perhaps she guessed what
was in our minds, for presently she

made a wry face and remarked:

"Not long ago a magazine reported

me as saying, 'A tiger is nothing to

me !' " She shuddered. "Imagine it

!

As if I weren't quite human."
We had another half an hour in the

den of the Tiger Woman, and the talk

there was of books, art, the stage, and
filmdom. Unmercifully Petrova flayed

the average film's weak points. One of

these, as everybody knows, is the story.

Millions for settings and millions for

players, but pennies for a plot. Petrova
declares, and I think she means it, that

in the future she won't play at all un-
less she can find plots that are worth
while.

When the interview was at an end,

and we went down again to the studio

tc watch Petrova at work, we were con-

scious of a decided change of heart to-

ward her. We had come to realize that

there was much more than physical

beauty and emotionalism behind her

acting; that her mind was as quick and
clever as her hands.

The serious-faced young man ap-

proached us again, and we told him that

the thing that impressed us most about

Petrova was not her widely advertised

tigerishness so much as her unadver-

tised intellect.

"Intellect!" he whispered. "Man
alive ! I should say so ! She's the best

business head in the movies."

In another moment we had forgot-

ten that side of the situation. Petrova

was acting in the role of an Egyptian

queen. And queen she was, every inch

and fiber. We wouldn't have dared to

speak to her even when she nodded
recognition to us at the end of a film-

ing. Every hat was off, every voice

hushed. When Maurice Tourneur, di-

recting, sounded his police whistle, a

bead rolling across the floor sounded

like a ball in a bowling alley. If a tiger

had happened in just then, he doubtless

would have been as much awed as the

rest of us. He might even have slunk

away with his tail between his legs.

Who knows?
The press.agent got back to the studio

just as we were starting home. We as-

sured him there wasn't a thing he could

do for us, and hurried away before

he could ask us any questions.

(3%
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Motto: Realism
BILL HART is not a faker. Unlike some of the

Broadway-bred heroes he takes the difficult and
dangerous work along with the rest. There are j..
no substitutes in Hart pictures.

Comparisons are hardly fair, but

how many combed and polished

favorites could do this

little stunt? Hart looks
like a real cow-punch-
er in his films—and he
is one; he was raised
on a Western ranch.
Bill is one example of
the passing of the
lady's man in pictures
and the advent of the

man's man.
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Youth Will
By Warren Reed

IN the early days of the motion picture

it was by no means uncommon for a

youthful and inexperienced star to career

into the celluloid heavens over night. As
a general rule these meteoric phenomena
were the result of some deed of daring
before the camera in which the player

risked his or her neck for success.^ There
is scarcely a trace of these players now.
To-day the most conspicuous places are

held by stars who have received a thor-

ough training on the stage before they

came upon the screen. Every rule, how-
ever, must have its notable exception.

While the wiseacres have been nodding
their heads profoundly, and proclaiming

V the fact that there is no room on the

screen for a player who has not gradu-
ated with a robe of star dust from the

stage, two youthful players have been
quietly slipping up from behind and stab-

bing these profound conclusions in their

> broad and glittering backs. They are
I Jack Pickford and Louise Huff, whose in-

I dividual popularity has been happily en-

|| hanced by their appearance upon the

jjl screen as costars in a number of recent

V Paramount pictures.



Be Served
These two youthful celebrities of celluloid are

flaring exceptions to the law of screen astronomy.

While neither Miss Huff nor Jack Pickford is to-

tally without stage experience, it is equally true that

neither was ever ranked as a stage star prior to

appearance on the screen. Miss Huff had toured the

South with a road company, and had been a member
of several stock companies in the principal cities, but
that was the extent of her experience, which began
immediately after she left school.

Jack Pickford had had even less experience, his

stage activities being largely confined to playing child

parts in a Toronto theater, where he and his sister

Mary were first introduced to the world of mimic.
It was inevitable that Jack should be regarded as

"Mary Pickford's brother," which placed his light be-

neath a bushel. He did, however, succeed in becom-
ing a star in his own right. He returned to Paramount
pictures, with which he had parted company, and was
costarred with Louise Huff—a combination which has
proved successful for a year. Youth will be served.

-X



How to Be a Successful Screen
Player

A famous star reveals some of the secrets of success,

By Harold Lockwood

HAVING achieved a meager suc-

cess as a screen actor, and real-

izing that through what I have

been able to accomplish I can by no

means point out a sure road to fame
and wealth in the motion pictures, I

naturally feel some hesitancy in giving

serious advice to those who would reach

the top of the ladder. Perhaps all that

I shall say could be summed up in two

small words
of tremendous

importance : be

natural. All of

my advice
could b e nar-

rowed down to

that, because it is

absolutely the
primary requisite

to screen success.

If I can set

down a few of

the difficulties of

being natural

in all parts and

try to show
how this qual-

ity may be ac-

quired, perhaps

I shall have

done some-

thing to set a

few right in

their first

steps o n a

long and diffi-

cult road.

So much Harold Lockwood, famous
has been said . of this

and written in articles on how to get

in that anything along this line would
be mere repetition. However, we might

state that unless one has influence in

getting his first job he will have to

make up his mind to take anything

which offers and make the best of it.

In advising people who desire to en-

ter motion pictures, I try to emphasize

the necessity for displaying one's own
naturalness and
personality and

forgetting that

one is an actor

all the time.

Unless t he
amateur i s a

genius, he'd bet-

ter not act, but

be natural.
Dramatic train-

ing will not help

him. The new-
comer must trust

to his own per-

sonality to get

it over. A man
or w o m a n

should have a

certain physical

attraction and

natural person-

ality to be
successful on

the screen,

Dramatic
ability is usu-

ally not espe-

cially desired

;

it is the new
screen player and author

article.
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and refreshing in personal appeal or

attractiveness which the producers try

to find and exploit. The majority of

people who want to get into the

pictures base their desires

on the big-salary lure,

but they seldom stop
y

to think that there

are a very few stars

who are really get-

ting the big money
out of the busi-

ness. It is a no-

torious fact con-

cerning picture
people—once they

are stars—that the

money comes easily

and goes in the

same way. The life

of popularity of a

film star is short at

best, and the actors

had better put their

money in the bank while

they are getting it. Some
day—all too soon—they will

be out of the public eye for-

ever. '7 try to act naturally

throw myself

THE WAY TO SUCCESS.

MANY young people,

having seen great actors and

actresses on the stage and

screen, have become stage-struck or

screen-struck, and, imagining they can

act, have become given to striking

dramatic poses and affecting a dramatic

intonation of voice and of gesture. But
if one would be a success on the screen,

this is all wrong. What can we learn

from the success of Mary Pickford,

the screen's first big star? She began

as just "Little Mary Pickford," work-
ing for five dollars a day—not acting

intensely and dramatically, but merely

displaying her winning personality in

the pictures. Miss Pickford is still the

same charming "Little Mary," and is

still famous because she still portrays

that natural charm of personality which

is the greatest element in screen suc-

cess. We might go on and mention a

number of these stars who
must attribute their success

to the same characteris-

tics, and if we will make
a list of all the young
stars who are holding

their popularity from

day to day, we will

realize that they re-

main in the public

eye because their

acting i s natural

rather than dra-

matic. A dramatic

school or a school

of screen acting

can be of no pos-

sible benefit to an

amateur who desires

success on the screen.

Better than that is to

get one's first job and

learn by experience.

and
into the roles

playing
1 am

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING

NATURAL.

THE important thing,

once one has secured

an initial job, is to

study the part, no matter how small it

is, and throw one's natural self into it.

Whatever you do, do not try to act.

A motion picture is a story of life—
not a story of fiction. The actor in

each part must know the story and

know how a certain set of circum-

stances work out. Then he must try

to imagine how he would conduct him-

self under those circumstances, and act

accordingly. Personally, I realize that

I cannot act in the dramatic sense of

the word, so I merely act naturally and

try to throw myself into the role as if

each given set of circumstances were

happening to me.

Of course, in the majority of roles

the actor is up against the proposition
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of being natural under unnatural condi-

tions. The thing for him to do is to

make a study of the means of acquir-

ing naturalness in the particu

lar roles. For instance, I

might mention a few
plays in which I

have appeared and
show how this
works out. In

"Pidgin Island"

my role was that

of a secret-serv-

ice man who
did not appear

in his official

capacity, but

who was con-

tinually alert

t o circum-

stances which

were in the
scope of his
activities. Now,
I have never been a

secret-service man
and never expect

to be one, yet all

the time this pic-

ture was under produc

tion I practically had to

live the part. In ''The Prom-
ise," the story was that of a

boy who bore a grudge against

a bulldozing ruffian. He nursed the

grudge in a quiet manner, and when
the opportunity for him to act displayed

itself, instead of going at the ruffian

like a madman, fiercely and dramati-

cally, the boy talked to the ruffian in

quiet tone's, declared he was going to

lick him, and then started a real fight.

He fought a real battle to the best of

his ability. I might add here that in

all of our fights the heavy man (Lester

Cuneo) and I have fought as realis-

tically as possible with the least punish-

ment. This is well in keeping with the

striving for naturalness. Rarely can

two men of equal size and strength

battle without receiving certain minor
injuries at least, and in our last pic-

ture, "Under Handicap," we staged the

first realistic fight of our long

experience together, in

which neither of us was
injured.

In the picture

"Wildflower," with

Marguerite Clark,

my role was that

of a young man
lots of

a

with

Harold Lockwood, in

one of his plays.

love for out-

doors, thor-
oughly care-

free, and with

good habits. I

simply played

the man natu-

rally, easily
imagining m y -

self thoroughly

enjoying the luxury

of the life which

the role portrayed.

In "The River of

Romance" the cir-

cumstance was that of a

young man, a scion of

wealth, who found it neces-

sary to conceal his identity.

He acted as a common boat-

man, piloting the idle rich and accept-

ing tips for his menial services. I saw
the funny side of this, imagined the

feelings of a man in these circum-

stances, and had more fun spending

hours in starting a cranky old boat

than I had had for months before. I

think Douglas Fairbanks must see the

funny side of all his plays, because he

acts so very naturally that he could not

do otherwise. In producing "Under
Handicap," a story of life on a cattle

ranch in Arizona, I camped in a tent,

took my meals at a mess table with a

bunch of real cowboys, rode in the

rodeo outfit, and threw myself into the
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spirit of a cow-puncher's life every

hour of the day for three weeks until

I had so much absorbed the spirit of

the story that I had begun to walk with

the typical gait of a cow hand.

Several times a day, when I did not

have to work before the camera, I was

off riding across the hills with the

round-up outfit, thoroughly enjoying

every minute of the life. Under such

circumstances it was a very easy thing

to be natural when before the camera.

BE ORIGINAL.

TO be natural is to be original.

A screen actor will never get

anywhere by imitating the work
of another. This might be illustrated

by the example of a screen actor whose
tremendous popularity has been built

up on his ability to do athletic come-

dies of refined humor, appealing to

minds of a high intelligence. After the

great success of this actor, we saw two
or three other companies putting their

stars into athletic and smiling roles,

with the result that the public soon

realized that another imitator was in

the field. Imitations of this kind can

only reflect on the intelligence of the

actor who allows himself to be ex-

ploited in this manner, and gives more
credit to the originator of the idea.

KNOW YOUR LIMITATIONS.

REALIZE your own limitations,

and if you cannot do athletic

feats do not attempt them, but

develop your own originality. After

all, it is one's personality which is the

biggest factor, and one cannot display

his own personality if he is imitating

some one else. One cannot follow too

closely what people are saying and
thinking about him—that is, if he is

willing to be guided by what the public

thinks. Your pride will often be in-

jured, but it will dc you a world of

good to get intimate expressions from
picture-goers themselves. The mail

which a picture player receives is usu-

ally from people who like the pictures,

although very frequently real criticisms

come in this manner. To get a real

idea of what the people think about

your pictures, visit a picture show and
listen to what they say. Very early in

my career, when I had just completed

a film, I personally thought that the

picture was pretty good. I was now
willing to admit that I was a real actor.

I sat in a picture show when the film

was run, and heard three people in a

party of four behind me take my pride

down the line faster than I could have
imagined such a thing could fall. After

these people had raked the picture half

an hour from stem to stern, the part

of me which walked out in the dark-

ness was too small to be noticed. That
was a good lesson for the time being,

and one which can be learned every

now and then.

LEARNING BY EARLY OPPORTUNITIES.

THE beginner in motion pictures

still has to be convinced that

the" business is not a huge joke.

Even the smallest part is just as seri-

ous as that of the star, if the one who
plays it has the serious intention of

getting better parts later on. Only by
handling every bit with study and care

can an amateur film actor secure a big-

ger role. Be thorough. Perhaps you
will think the director's idea is all

wrong, but if he has given you a good
idea of how the bit is to be played, it

is up to you to follow out his instruc-

tions implicitly and obey orders. But

still you can be natural in your own
little way. In many pictures a very-

small bit has stood out nearly as prom-
inently as the leading role, and the per-

son who played that bit was . remem-
bered in the future. The majority of

people make mistakes because they fail

to take the first parts seriously enough.

This is probably because in the early

days of the film business motion pic-
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tures as a whole were considered very

much lower than other branches of the

dramatic profession. At the present

time motion pictures are nothing less

than a commercial business, sub-

jected to all the rules which
apply to any busi-

ness pursuit. In

any group of

extra actors

there will
b e found

a few
who go
out of
their way
to try to find

out about
the story and
the effects that

the director is try-

ing to get and to

learn all that they can
about what is going on. In

the same group there will be a

bunch of loafers, scoffing at the am-
bition of the few, and by their ac-

tions clearly demonstrating that they

will never be anything but extra

actors. A beginner can never rise

from the extra bench unless he shows
that he is willing to do more than merely

stand or walk stolidly through his at-

mospheric scene.

PREVENTING UP-STAGE FEELINGS.

I HAVE noticed frequently the be-

ginnings of what is known as "up-

stage" action in several young
people who have had parts in recent

pictures. One boy of sixteen was
chosen for a good part in a big picture

because his type and personality was
just the thing for the particular part

required. He did not have to act in

this picture. All that was required of

him was to know the situation, and then

be himself when he went before the

camera. The boy was a success in the

picture because he acted as his natural

self. Then came the difficulty. The
boy, at first, was slightly afflicted with

the sense of his own importance, and
later insufferably so. Once he got,into

this condition, thinking he could act,

he lost sight of his own naturalness

and personality, and spoiled sev-

eral parts which were given

to him on the strength

of his first accom-

plishment. How
much better it

would have
been had
the boy not

tried to

act, but
done the

most h e

could to

throw his

own person-

ality into all

these parts
which were given

to him ! He may yet be

a success in motion pic-

tures if he is taken in

hand before his own
conceit gets the better

of him. This should be

easy to guard against if the beginner

will only realize at the start that no

matter how many pictures he plays in

he can always develop and learn, be-

cause each new role gives a new oppor-

tunity to develop naturalness in a dif-

ferent way.

"Sometimes when
preparing for a
play" says Lock-
wood, e(

Igo off into

the woods with the
manuscript and
study the role until

I feel my part."

I

KEEPING ALERT BY WATCHING
REVIEWS.

N the same group of extra players

whom we mentioned above there

will be some who never heard of

a motion-picture trade paper and whose
only ideas of motion pictures are gained

from visiting picture shows. They do

not know the names of the big motion-

picture organizations, have no idea how
pictures are marketed and released, and
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have in mind only the small pay check

which they will receive from their single

day's work. By following the lists of

picture releases which all the com-
panies are making, gaming this in-

formation through a regular reading of

the motion-picture journals, even the

most amateurish of extra actors can

gain a broad insight into the business

as a whole and learn things they never

dreamed of about the companies for

which they are working.

IMPORTANCE OF STUDYING PARTS.

THE successful actor must live his

story between working hours.

He must be the truth character

until the picture is finished. We can-

not emphasize too much the importance

of studying the role, because, unless the

actor knows the character thoroughly,

he cannot throw himself into the natu-

ral mood which is necessary. In mak-
ing our pictures, which are

mostly adaptations from

novels, we have
t h e advantage

of being able

to read the

book as well

as the sce-

nario synop-

sis and fin-

ished script.

Of course

the book is

vastly . dif-

ferent from
the working
form of the

script, but by
reading the
book we can

get into the

spirit of the

story and be

ready to live

the part
when the

scenes are ready for production. This
is almost ideal from the actor's stand-

point. Those who work with original

stories can read them over and over

carefully to get the same spirit of the

piece. Even the smaller actors in the

production, when pictures are being

made from novels, magazine stories, or

serials, can very often get copies of

these stories and learn something about

the piece in which they are at work.
Then, when they come before the di-

rector, they know something of what
he is trying to get at, and can help him
by starting in with a true understand-

ing of the part. Getting into the

spirit of the story is one of the most
important essentials in acquiring natu-

ralness, and the statement sometimes
made by screen actors that they seldom
know what the picture is about until

they walk on the stage to appear in it

is certainly discreditable to them. It is

no wonder that directors of

pictures become exas-

perated and pro-

fane when
directing ac-

t i o n in
which the
people d o

not know
what he is

trying to get

at. If all

the actors,

from the
star down to

the extras,

know what
the story is

about, a great

deal of the

direct-
or's troubles

are elimi-

nated.

I like to

feel, when-
opening Harold Lockwood at home, reading criticisms from the fans. ever I am
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preparing to portray a character known
to the world of fiction readers, that I

am collaborating with the author. He
has projected his thought into the imag-
ination ; it is my province and my great

privilege to bring it before the eye. In

other words, I crystallize and project

his thought, making it a tangible thing.

Sometimes, I must confess, I am rather

appalled at the responsibility of my
task, but there is always a certain

wholesomeness about translating

thought in terms of action, and the real

work before the camera dispels any

fears that I may have. Then, too, there

is a genuine joy about doing teamwork,
about doing the best that is in

}
tou,

knowing that the other member of the

team is putting forth his best efforts as

well.

I always have a certain feeling of

camaraderie with the unseen author,

whose work I am helping to prepare for

the screen.

There are players who disregard, to

a great extent, the ideas of the author,

and practically create new characters of

their own. My conscience will not per-

mit me to do that. I look upon the

conception of the author as a sacred

trust.

LEARNING FROM THE FANS.

THAT the photo-play star should

make a thorough and continual

study of the viewpoint of the

individual motion-picture fan, as well

as considering the verdict of the pro-

fessional review of the pictures, has

come to be my belief since I have de-

veloped a system of checking up the

criticisms of my pictures which come
from the individual fans throughout

the United States and other countries

where my pictures are shown. With
this idea in mind, I have made a care-

ful study of the results of my work
as it appears to the average patron of

the theater, thousands of whom write

to the actors, in many cases giving hon-

est criticisms, as well as merely express-

ing their general admiration or asking

for photographs.

Many of these fans write to say that

they did not like certain pictures as

well as others. Some write honest criti-

cisms of the action, the direction, the

photography, and other matters con-

cerning the picture. And all these are

valued criticisms because they come
straight from the public, which is the

ultimate consumer in picture making,

and the party to be considered.

WORK AND PLAY TOGETHER.

THE life of a photo player is such

a strange mixture of work and
play that it is hard to draw the

line between the two. At three or

four different hours of the day we
may be working before the camera, and
between times doing any number of dif-

ferent things. Many people who work
in a motion-picture studio are im-

pressed at first with the large number
of waits and delays which are necessi-

tated before the players can actually

work. Learn to enjoy these waits and
spend the time in learning. You may
have to loaf all day and work half the

night, but you will have to learn to mix
your work and play so that you will

enjoy one just as much as the other.

The people of the motion-picture pro-

fession are giving an excellent example

of getting away from the modern
Amierican tendency to rush and drive

in all of their work and to overlook the

necessity of recreation and mingling

work with play.

There is more of the joy of life in

my profession than in any other I

know. It is very fortunate that I feel

this wray about it, and I realize that

there are probably doctors, lawyers, and

ministers who think their business is

the best and the happiest. That is the

thing—to play and be supremely happy

while we work, no matter what we do.



Making a Famous Movie Actress
In which occupation every one seems to work except the actress.

By Charles Gatchell
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"The Second Mrs. Tanqueray
(Vitagraph)

IT is twenty-four years since Sir Ar-

thur Wing Pinero's drama "The
Second Mrs. Tanqueray" loomed

upon the theatrical horizon as a par-

ticularly daring and distinctly unusual

piece of work. Critics were aghast at

the audacity of the play, and spectacu-

lar indignation reigned. To-day, ''The

Second Mrs. Tanqueray" is offered to

the patrons of the films, and I do not

believe that one solitary word of pro-

test will be uttered. We have outgrown
the smug Pecksnifhanism of two dec-

ades ago.

The film interested me tremendously,

for purely dramatic reasons. You see,

I was ''in on" all the riot and rampage
of the original production. Possibly I

helped it along. At any rate, this pic-

ture gave food for thought. It ran

reverently along the lines of the famous
play, with a few filmistic interpolations

—and not too many ! Thank goodness

the members of the cast were not bun-

dled in and out of motors. There was
not one automobile during the five reels.

A phonograph was introduced into the

home of the First Mrs. Tanqueray, a

lady who did not figure at all in the

drama. Pinero's gripping and poignant

story, of course, lost a great deal by

the silence that enveloped it. Paula

Tanqueray's splendid speeches were
hinted at occasionally, but the wit and

humor of the rest could not be guessed

at—naturally.

At this time "The Second Mrs. Tan-
queray" seemed quite a placid little

story, and I could not repress a smile

as I remembered my own amazement
of twenty-four years ago. Tempora

mutantur. They most certainly do

!

The lady with the past, who marries

respectably and is later confronted

with that iridescent past, will cause no

shudder to-day, and picture patrons

who read this will marvel that such a

play could have caused irate comment.
Sir George Alexander and Miss

Hilda Moore played the leading roles

in this photo play, and played them ad-

mirably. Sir George displayed methods
that are rather new to the films, but

the screen treated him badly. He
looked too old to suggest the untram-

meled sincerity of Aubrey Tanqueray.

Miss Hilda Moore is a charming ac-

tress, who has evidently not as yet ac-

quired the picture habit. The big scene

in which she discovers that Tanque-

ray 's daughter is about to marry the

man who had once been her own lover

was ''let down." Personally, however,

I like this restraint, even in pictures.

Miss Moore was at least artistic and

"repressed." So were all the actors in

this drama.

"Durand of the Bad Lands"
(Fox)

REALLY, Mr. Dustin Farnum
owns the most spectacular, pic-

turesque, dramatic, and pyro-

technical teeth I have ever seen. They
gleam through the interstices of his

dramas
;
they aid and abet his varie-

gated smiles with charming sympathy

;

they fill in gaps that the playwright can
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scarcely prevent
;

they would reduce

any heroine to a baffled condition of

perpetual admiration—in tact, Mr. Far-

num's dental perfection is indisputable.

Any matinee idol might envy Mr. Far-

num his teeth. Any dentist who has

cared for them might advantageously

make known his identity by advertise-

ment or otherwise. These teeth can-

not and shall not be overlooked. They
worked full time in "Durand of the

Bad Lands," in which the star was one

of those nefarious but estimable out-

laws who are "wanted" for nearly every

crime on the calendar.

He holds up a party of settlers and
robs them ; he survives a ferocious fight

against the Indians ; he is as black as

black can be, save for his heart, which
is golden, and his teeth, which are ala-

baster. There is a price of two thou-

sand dollars placed upon his head, con-

taining these wonderful teeth, and I do

not think the price excessive.

At any rate, in "Durand of the Bad
Lands" he is plied with a nice sweet-

heart named Molly and three children

whom he has rescued from the Indians.

He smiles at Molly; he smiles at the

children ; he smiles at his accusers ; al-

ways he smiles—and it is very soothing.

Durand does all sorts of stunts, and

does them well. You are even per-

mitted to see him milking the cow and
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squirting the milk at the dear little

children. Personally—and I emphasize

the word—I dislike to watch the

milking of cows even under the most

favorable circumstances. For some rea-

son or other, it nauseates me. Fortu-

nately, however, I am in the minority,

Olive Thomas and Margaret Thompson in

"An Even Break."

and I am sure that Mr. Farnum's many
admirers will admit that he does it aw-
fully well.

In "Durand of the Bad Lands" Mr.
Farnum was a sort of piratical Chaun-

cey Olcott, but I am glad to say that

the films give their stars no opportunity

to sing. Olcott sings at his children

;

Mr. Farnum merely smiled at them, and

it was much nicer that way. On the

whole, it was a good picture, and I can

imagine that Farnum's adherents would
appreciate it. He is a picturesque actor

with magnetism and teeth, and his smile

is all-pervading and ever-insistent and
comforting.

"An Even Break"
(Triangle)

MISS OLIVE THOMAS is a

very pretty girl. Everybody
knows that, including Miss

Olive Thomas. The films are relent-

less and disastrously truthful, but Miss

in Review

Olive Thomas need have no fear of

them. They cannot harm her or mini-

mize her personal charms, and that fact

is proved in the picture called "An
Even Break," in which Miss Thomas is

the star.

The story shows how a beautiful

little country girl leaves home—as girls

will, you know—and goes to the cruel

city, where she becomes one of the most
popular entertainers on the Great

White Way. I say that it shows how
she does this, but I am mistaken. It

doesn't show us the way at all. Hero-
ines of plays and novels have no trouble

acquiring fame, and "get there" with-

out any apparent effort. It is thus in

"The Even Break." The lovely Claire

becomes a cabaret entertainer of first

quality before the average person could

say "Knife!"

Naturally she is recognized by the

"hero," also from the country—from
that portion of the country, unnamed,
which yields such a large crop of

heroes, heroines, and villains. He is

"infatuated," and forgets poor Mary,
the girl he has left behind him. Later

poor Mary appears in the metropolis,

in her toory-rooral garbs, and the plot

thickens. It needed thickening!

The incidents of this picture include

a strike of workmen in a machine fac-

tory, the drugging of the hero by ne-

farious ones in order to keep him
away from the aforesaid factory,, and
the final intervention of the lovely

Claire. She pops the hero into an auto-

mobile, dashes through the gates of the

factory, dares the men to blow them
up, and saves the situation. Then she

marries the hero, and poor Mary "pre-

fers" another. The grapes were sour

for poor Mary.
Such is the caliber of "An Even

Break." Miss Olive Thomas certainly

looked extremely sweet, but dramati-

cally she did very little. Her specialty

appeared to be gazing into space, and

I must say that she gazed charmingly.
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Her beautiful eyes must have been re-

sponsible for this specialty. The hero

was Charles Dunn, who contributed

smiles on all occasions. Such a smiler

!

Miss Margaret Thompson was Claire's

rival, and here I may as well add that

Claire had no reason in the world for

fearing her.

However, "An Even Break" has

average merit.

"A Kiss for Susie"
(Paramount)

THE mere title "A Kiss for Susie"

suggests the picture's star.

Who can receive a kiss as re-

luctantly as Miss Vivian Martin ? What
kissed girl can look as amazed, as sur-

prised, as coy, as bashful, as saccharine,

and as fawnlike as Miss Vivian Mar-
tin? Who can regard a kiss as so

epoch-making, so awe-inspiring, and
so "fraught with significance" as Miss

Vivian Martin? Answer: nobody.

Some picture heroines are simply

made to be kissed, either righteously or

wickedly, and at the top of that class

Miss Vivian Martin must surely be

placed. To see her—in the pictures

—

is to kiss her. And at first she is

shocked at the kiss, and then—her
pretty face lights up as she discovers

that it is a good thing.

In "A Kiss for Susie" she is the

daughter of a bricklayer, and a very

good bricklayer, too. The lad who
loves her is a very rich lad, as all lads

should be, but, alas, are not ! In order

to win her, he poses as a hodcarrier,

certainly an unromantic disguise for

a wooer. His mother has social aspira-

tions for him, with Newport as a base

of action, but what cares he? He loves

the bricklayer's daughter. Is it not sim-

ple ? It is. It is simple, but sweet.

Later Susie gets rich by means of

a legacy, and the bricklayer's family

moves into opulent quarters. Then you
see sweet Susie "elegantly" gowned,
but no happier. Wliat are mere dollars

to sweet Susie? The main situation

in which Susie figures is one of finance.

Seeing that dollars mean unhappiness,

she plans to induce her father to in-

vest in the stock market and to let him
believe that he has lost all. This scheme
succeeds in bringing the picture to its

ideal end, and Susie marries the lad

who posed as the hodcarrier.

Miss Vivian Martin worked very

hard indeed, and made the most of

everything allotted to her. She was
sweeter than usual, if that be possible.

In one scene she had to get awfully

mad, and to see little Vivian flinging

A scene in "A Kiss for Susie" with Vivian

Martin and Tom Forman.

the plates from the table and indulging

in riotous tantrums was quite worth

the price of admission.

Why do girls get kissed ? Ask Vivian

Martin.

"Souls Adrift"
(World)

YOU can always be perfectly cer-

tain that when an inventor oc-

curs in novels, dramas, or pic-

tures, he is there to be robbed of his

ideas by a money-grubbing millionaire.

This is inevitable. The poor inventor

gets the worst of the deal, and is
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crushed under the iron heel of capital.

The hero of "Souls Adrift" was all that

and a little more, because he loved the

caapitalist's beautiful daughter. Elma,

When the play opens, they are all on

a yacht, and the hero is the second en-

gineer thereof, having sought that posi-

tion for—r-r-r-revenge ! ! ! When the

" Souls Adrift" is a desert-island play. The

above is taken from it, and Ethel Clayton

and Milton Sills play the lead.

yacht catches fire, and they all take to

the boats, Elma and the hero are to-

gether with some natives. And later

they are alone

!

The familiar and always romantic

arrangement by which a man and a

woman are left to their own resources

on the vasty deep is once again por-

trayed. I am bound to say that it is

always fascinating. What reader has

not thrilled at such experiences in

graphically written stories?

In "Souls Adrift" the incidents at-

tending this wreck are all excellent.

Later, the two are cast upon the usual

uninhabited island—there must be

scores of such islands designed just for

dramatic purposes—and, oh, how he

loves her ! She is, of course, haughty

and elegant even on the island, for she

has been wrecked in her very best ball

gown. It is of black velvet, cut very

low, and with shoulder straps. It must
have been made of wonderful material

—millionaires always buy so well !—
for it lasted for ages, and only toward
the last did it develop rags and tatters.

Elma was played by Miss Ethel Clay-

ton, who looks extremely well in eve-

ning dress, even on an uninhabited

island.

The solitude of the twain is enliv-

ened by a couple of pearl thieves who
haunt the island, and these furnish the

necessary drama. Elma's "honor" is at

stake, poor girl, and the hero struggles

with the villain. There is a wonderful
fight on the top of the hill and down
a precipice—really, a particularly

amazing fight, and all is well. Elma is

saved, and is so grateful and apprecia-

tive that she permits him to put his lips

to hers, as he had always longed to do.

And there you are !

The best work in this play was done

by Milton Sills—an admirable actor.

He has a lean, expressive face, excel-

lent gestures, and unbounded sincerity.

Miss Clayton also did some pleasing

work, and the others were John David-

son, Frank de Vernon, and Walter

James.

The picture had plenty of atmos-

phere and considerable charm. I have

never known the story of a man and a

woman on a desert island to fail, and

"Souls Adrift" is quite a good story of

that class.

"The Food Gamblers"
(Triangle)

EVERYBODY who has writhed

at the lofty price of eggs, at the

exorbitant charge for onions,

and the general obstacles in the way
of keeping body and soul together

should see "The Food Gamblers," by

Robert Shirley. The food gamblers

themselves should be positively forced,

to sit through this drama and take notes

of their own iniquities. Of course it

would be necessary to catch them first.
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The problem is solved by Mr. Rob-

ert Shirley, who apparently believes

that love is the remedy for food gam-

bling, as it is for other evils. And
perhaps he is right. If every food

gambler can meet with a charming

woman reporter, fall instantly in love

with her, dream of her even while he is

hustling eggs into cold storage, and be

brought by her to see the error of his

ways—well, we shall suffer no more
from the high cost of living.

In this play, the head of the food

gamblers meets lovely June—for such

is her name—long before he knows who
she is, and is deeply impressed. Later,

when a metropolitan newspaper is ex-

posing the methods of the speculators,

June has an assignment to interview the

gambler, and he then discovers that the

charmer of whom he has dreamed is a

newspaper reporter, anxious to show
him up to the public.

Need I say that his regeneration

starts from that very minute? To be

sure it does. It starts and it rushes

ahead. The picture is full of thrills and
incidents. The fight between the gam-
blers and the press is shown very viv-

idly, and there is a final scene in the

legislature at Albany that Albany itself

would marvel at. Further, there is un-

limited "pathos" displayed when a

starving employee of the gamblers

steals a few commodities for his dying

child. Also revenge, when this em-
ployee seizes the gambler, knocks him
senseless, and shuts him up for days

in an ice house

!

However, his regeneration is com-
plete, and he turns upon his associates

and rends them—right in Albany.

Never was evildoer so penitent and so

thirsty to make amends. Love has con-

quered even food gambling, and that

must be the remedy.

Apart from its story, however, "The
Food Gamblers" is good propaganda,

and is well worth seeing. Its senti-

ments are excellent and its moral un-

answerable. Those who declare that

it would be difficult to catch the gam-
blers, and even more difficult to find

nice feminine reporters for them to

love, are merely hypercritical.

Miss Elda Millar played June ex-

tremely well. She is a comely young
woman with an admirable stage pres-

ence. I may say that I have never met
any feminine reporters with such an ex-

pensive and varied wardrobe, but that,

too, may be set aside as hypercriti-

cism. Wilfred Lucas, as the main
gambler, acted with his usual repressed

fervor. This picture, as a photo play

with a purpose, has the sex films beaten

every way.

"Pay Me"
(Universal)

THOSE who crave to see the "hu-

man elements" let loose in fran-

tic scrapping matches, fero-

cious encounters, rough-and-tumble

Dorothy Phillips in the special feature pro-

duction, "Pay Me."

fights, and all the pugilistic luxuries

that "wild, untamed mountain country"

affords will find "Pay Me" very much
to their liking. A few may miss the

screams, shrieks, oaths, anathema, and

variegated language that should be the
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accompaniment of such scenes, but pic-

ture audiences will give their imagina-

tions full scope, and hear, in their

minds' ears, what the films cannot sup-

ply. The central character of "Pay
Me" is an extremely wicked man, who
kills his partner's wife and elopes with

a girl. The girl takes with her the baby

girl of the murdered woman, and then
-—then—years pass !

Years love to pass in stories of this

ilk, don't they? And they do it so

well ! The notorious gentleman is now
the proprietor of the sinister "Nugget
Saloon," and the baby of the first part

is a charming girl, who believes that

he is her father. She is described as

a '"rare, flowerlike type sometimes

found in the great wastes," and she

loathes the wicked one. Of course her

real father appears in due course, and

the identity of the girl is revealed. If

the real father had not appeared and
the identity of the girl had not been re-

vealed, "Pay Me" would have had no

plot. And good, strong plots are so es-

sential to good, strong pictures, these

days

!

It is a lurid picture, with the "atmos-

phere" that the films have popularized.
,

Although the story, analyzed, is trite,

the treatment is vivid and lively, and

there are no dull moments. The "scrap-

ping" episodes are extremely well done,

and some of the groupings could not

well be improved upon. As an example

of effective picture making, "Pay Me"
may be instanced strenuously. Miss

Dorothy Phillips played the leading

role, but I consider that the best acting

was that contributed by Miss Evelyn

Selbie, whose facial expressions and

repressions were admirable. The
"make-up" of this actress was also ex-

ceedingly clever.

Lon Chaney may also be mentioned

as contributory to the interest of the

film, and the "wild mountain scenery"

was capitally shown. We have seen a

gccd deal of that brand of scenery in

recent pictures, but "Pay Me" makes
a record for itself.

"Whose Baby"

(Keystone-Triangle)

IT was Professor Henri Bergson
who devoted a whole volume to

the analysis of laughter. Accord-
ing to this worthy gentleman, the

"comic" appealed principally to intel-

ligence pure and simple. I thought

of that as I tried to coax a wan smile

or two at the Keystone affair called

"Whose Baby?" Then I gave up the

effort. The picture was to me more of

a tragedy than a comedy. It seemed
sad to realize that such stuff was of-

fered for laughing purposes. It was
incoherent, chaotic, and preposterously

disagreeable. Its scene, laid in a girls'

college, was of course the excuse for

the time-honored—or dishonored—in-

troduction of young women in dormi-

tories and pajamas. One of these was
a particularly fat maiden, and as chaste

enjoyment we were permitted to gaze

at her as she slid down the banisters.

There was also a manicure. There
was a gymnasium. The mixture of

these delectable commodities was
stirred into what may have been in-

tended as a "plot."

If "Whose Baby?" was designed for

''light entertainment," give me some-

thing heavy—something that contains

at least the substance of humor. I can

find no excuse for "low-brow" comedy
such as the legitimate stage would re-

ject instantly. It is possible to be funny

and intelligent ; in fact, it is not possible

to be genuinely funny without being

intelligent. I dislike fat women as

a butt for rough-and-tumble humor.

Much might be excused if all these

features were introduced for the sake

of a story. There was no story that

any sane person could discover. And I

am no authority on the matter of in-

sanity.



Immoderate Meekness

By B. King

GREAT deal too much latitude is given that Beatitude

Which grants a goodly heritage to those it labels "meek."

Directors grab at this excuse and seven reelers they produce

Exploiting the misfortunes of the criminally weak.

The lady with the leaky lamp's (unhampered by the facial cramps

That mar our own effectiveness when we give way to grief)

Depicts in close-ups long and wet, with tears as big as tears can get,

The human worm with worminess wormlike beyond belief.

She's trod upon through seven reels. She even seems to search for heels

And beg them to accommodate by twisting as they tread.

She flattens out and with the plea, "I'm helpless, come and step on me"

Bewilders and exasperates the brute to whom she's wed.

When some fool dons a crimson shirt, or with a flaming sash begirt

Goes forth to parley with a bull we say, "It serves him right."

The human male is much the same, so why should he bear all the blame

And she who waved the crimson flag be pitied for her plight?

Intemperate humility—emotional debauchery

Are not the "meekness" that 'tis said will fall heir to the earth.

Price mark yourself at thirty cents and you must bear the consequence.

The world will take for granted that you know what you are worth.





The rendezvous in the Fort Lee
woods where comfort and ap- NJMfltearances are more important .y^^r

than the dueling weapons.
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CLARENCE J. CAINE

READERS of the scenario depart-

ment of Picture-Play Maga-
zine, conducted by Clarence J.

Came, will learn with sincere regret of

the sudden death of Mr. Caine at his

home in California, whither he had gone

the middle of last winter in an effort to

regain his health. Mr. Caine was born

in Milwaukee, and early in life took up

a literary career. While conducting a

motion-picture department in one of the

Milwaukee daily newspapers, he wrote

his first scenario, and soon thereafter

devoted his whole time to the prepara-

tion of film manuscripts. Some time

later he moved to Chicago, where he

became associate editor of Motography,

a motion-picture trade journal, and

some two years afterward joined the

publicity staff of the Selig Polyscope

Company. His work here attracted the

attention of J. A. Berst, then general

manager of the Selig Company, and
Mr. Caine was promoted to the impor-

tant post of film cutter and editor at

the Selig factory. While there he "cut,"

among other productions, the famous
Rex Beach picture, "The Ne'er-do-

well." After a lapse of time Mr. Caine

went to New York as associate editor

of Picture-Play Magazine, and be-

gan his department on scenario writ-

ing, which has aided thousands of ama-
teurs in turning out salable manu-

scripts. In the trade Mr. Caine was

regarded as a leading authority on stu-

dio technique, and ranked among the

nation's foremost writers of photo

plays. Ill health compelled him to give

up his associate editorship on this pub-

lication, but he continued to write his

monthly department and aid his corre-

spondents regularly till the time of his

death. Mr. Caine is survived by a wid-
owed mother, to whom we are sure the

host of young writers he has helped

and encouraged will extend the deepest

sympathy.

It will be a difficult task to find a

successor of , Mr. Caine's caliber, but

the department has given such valuable

services to Picture-Play's readers in

the past that no effort will be spared

to obtain the ablest^man available.

"The Son of His Father" is the first

Charlie Ray picture to go into produc-

tion under Charlie's new affiliation—the

Paramount Picture Corporation. It is

an adaptation of the Ridgewell Cullom
story, and is being staged by Director

Victor Schertzinger, who used to su-

perintend Ray's maneuvers on the Ince-

ville lot. William S. Hart has also

nearly completed his first Artcraft re-

lease, which is one of a type quite dif-

ferent from anything in which this fa-

vorite has been seen before. "Fritz,"

Mr. Hart's pinto pony, will come pretty

close to hogging the picture, in the

opinion of some, for the pony gets the

credit for many of the heroic deeds that

take place.

Charles Miller, Triangle director,

who has produced any number of splen-

did photo dramas, his last two having

been a Bessie Love subject and "The

Flame of the Yukon," starring Dorothy

Dalton, has resigned to accept a posi-

tion as director of Norma Talmadge in

Selznick pictures.
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The gigantic Theda Bara picture,

"Cleopatra," which required so many
weeks to make, bids fair to equal any

previous Fox release that has ever been

staged. More than live thousand peo-

ple take part in many of the scenes,

and the streets of Alexandria, built on

Nigger Slough (the Nile of Califor-

nia), were fairly alive with supernu-

meraries for many days. The question

of transportation and food

supplies for such a num-

ber of players formed

a problem in itself,

but one
w h i c h

was satis-

f ac torily

solved, and

every one
got to the
"lot" on time,

a md had
plenty to eat

while there.

All of the build-

ings shown in

this tremendous

panorama were
built to scale from

drawings and il-

lustrations secured

from museums in

many dif ferent
cities, and are guar-

anteed to be histori-

cally accurate. The
naval battles which
form a thrilling por

tion of the gigantic

film offering were
staged at Balboa Beach,

approximately fifty
miles from Los Angeles

Speaking of Selznick

calls to mind the fact that

this organization has re-

Theda Bara, whose interpre-

tation of "Cleopatra" is sure

to prove a sensation.

cently been reorganized, and Adolph
Zukor, of Famous Players-Lasky, is

now reported to be "the man behind."

Selznick productions will probably bz

continued, but don't be surprised if you
see them advertised and marketed
through the Paramount outlets. In this

connection mention might be made of

the fact that Clara Kimball Young's
own productions, now being manufac-

tured by the "C. K. Y. Com-
pany," in which Adolph

Zukor is interested, will

also find an outlet

t h rough
this chan-

nel. Miss
Young has

completed
"The Mari-

onettes" un-

der the di-

rection of one

of screen-
dom's foremost

producers a t

the Thanhouser

studios in New
Rochelle, a part

of which were
rented for this

purpose. Miss
Young i s under

contract to produce

eight pictures per

year.

Mary Pickford,

after a short rest fol-

lowing the completion

of "Rebecca of Sunny-

brook Farm," is now
hard at work on "The
Little Princess," under

the direction of Marshall

Neilan.
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When the Seventh Regiment of

infantry of the California National

Guard, now in the Federal service,

marches away to battle "somewhere in

France," it will carry with it a new
silk flag, the gift of the motion-picture

colony of Los Angeles. The emblem
was presented to Colonel Charles F.

Hutchins, commander of the regiment,

by Miss Dorothy Phillips, Bluebird

star, in the presence of the officers

of the regiment and a large num-
ber of movie folks,

among whom were

included directors,

actors, and ac-

tresses from prac-

tically every picture

camp in and about

the city.

Are you a serial

fan? If so, the fall

season will occupy

most of your nights,

for a host of serial

offerings are now
on the screens.

Vitagraph is run-

ning "The Fighting

Trail," s t a r r i n

William Duncan
and Carol Holloway
—the fiction version

of which is now
appearing in this

magazine ; Pat h e

is putting out "The
Seven Pearls," featuring Mollie King
and Creighton Hale, and another Pearl

White thriller; Paramount is offering

"The Twisted Thread," with Kathleen
Clifford; Mutual comes to bat with

"The Lost Express," Helen Holmes'
newest chapter play, which began on
September 17th; and Universal has

both "The Gray Ghost," with Priscilla

Dean and Eddie Polo, and "The Red
Ace," with Marie Walcamp, on the

/. Warren Kerrigan has the best role of

his career in "The Turn of

a Card."

screen. In addition to all of these se-

rials, at least three others are now in

the making and will soon be ready for .

release, so it looks like a busy winter

with every night occupied with "the

next episode." m
Frederick Chapin's tale of romance

and adventure in the West, "The Turn
of a Card," has been selected as the

second starring vehicle for your

own favorite, J. Warren Ker-
rigan, in his second Paralta-

Triangle play. Those of us

who have witnessed his

first release, "A
Man's Man," based

on the story by John
Stewart Webster,

will find it hard to

believe that any other

role can be found to

fit the player's per-

sonality more snug-

ly, but the publicity

department of Par-

alta stubbornly in-

sists that Kerrigan,

as a young college

graduate in "The
Turn of a Card,"

has the best role in

his entire career to

date. Speaking of

Paralta - Triangle

plays, Bessie Barri-

scale, who is work-
ing on the same lot

with Mr. Kerrigan,

is well along with her second vehicle.

It is a screen version of Harold Mc-
Grath's sensational mystery story,

"Madame Who?" the scenes of which
are laid for the most part in the South

during the Civil War.

"The Woman God Forgot" is the title

of the next Geraldine Farrar picture^

the one upon which the talented opera
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star has been at work all sum-

mer, and which is to be issued

as an Artcraft release. Jeanie

Macpherson, who wrote "The
Little American" for Mary Pick-

ford, is responsible for the

manuscript, and Cecil B. De-

Mille, who made "Joan the

Woman," starring Farrar, is

again giving the production his

personal supervision. The story-

is a colorful and powerfully dra-

matic one of Aztec life, and the

historically famous King Monte-
zuma and his splendid court are

strongly featured throughout.

The technical problems of film-

ing such a story have been many
and laborious. For in-

stance, one set alone de-

picts a tropical jungle con-

taining a lake for water-

fowl, the whole being cov-

ered and fenced with some
ten thousand feet of wire

netting to prevent the escape

of the animals and birds.

An issue or two ago this de-

partment mentioned the launch-

ing of a new film-making enter-

prise headed by John and Ralph
Ince. Since that time the

plans of the Ince boys have
undergone a number of

changes, and the newest an-

nouncement is to the effect

that Ralph W. Ince is now
associated with Arthur
Hammerstein and Lee Shu-
bert in a new aggregation of

money, brains, and picture-pro-

ducing aspirations, known as

the Advanced Motion Picture

Corporation. The title more
than faintly hints at the aims of

the company. The first produc-

tion is already completed, and
stars Elaine Hammerstein. Its Geraldine Farrar will soon appear in a novel Aztec story
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title is "The Corespondent," and it

proves to be a screen adaptation of the

drama which played the Booth Theater

last season with Irene Fenwick in the

part described by the title. Lucille Lee

Stewart is the heroine of the second

Advanced motion picture, which is

"Fate's Honeymoon," based on a popu-

lar magazine novel. Many other plays

are already tentatively decided upon,

among them being "The Bat

tie Cry," made by the

Shuberts two seasons

ago, and "The Fire

in the Forest,"

which will feature

May Thompson,
who was the in-

genue of "You're

In Love," and
who is now with

"Parlor, Bedroom
and Bath." Ralph

Ince will have

charge of the

studio work on

all of the pic-

tures, while Lee
Shubert and Ar-

thur Hammer-
stein will look

after the busi-

ness end of the organization

Ndzimova ^
has re-
turned to the

screen—and hercontrac
says she will "stay put

The first of the J. Stuart Blackton

productions for release through Para-

mount is just about ready. Mr. Black-

ton, upon severing his connection with

the Vitagraph organization, entered

into an arrangement with Adolph Zu-

kor, president of Famous Players-

Lasky, by which he becomes an inde-

pendent producer for Paramount, and
will supply at least four productions

per year, all promised to be on a par

with such famous pictures as "The
Battle Cry of Peace." Mr. Blackton

believes that the writings of Sir Gil-

bert Parker offer a greater opportunity

for picturization than almost any other

fiction works of the day, through their

vital, virile action, their unfailing note

of sentiment and mysticism, and, above

all, their high quality of that necessary

attribute, imagination. ; The . titles and
approximate release dates of the Sir

Gilbert Parker-J. Stuart F>lackton-

Paramount pictures will be announced

later.

Nazimova is coming back

to pictures. We all re-

call the triumph she

scored in "War
Brides," the Selz-

nick release made
by Herbert Bre-

non, so we can

look forward with

pleasure to seeing

her again in the

silent drama. Metro
is the lucky organi-

zation to secure her, and

the contract she signed

calls for her appearance

over a long period of

time, so it is safe to say

she will be seen in many
productions. The first

three have already been

chosen, in fact, and President Rowland,
of the Metro concern, announces that

Maxwell Karger will personally super-

vise all the productions in which the fa-

mous Russian actress appears.

Fans who have missed Dustin Far-

num from the screen thrilled with de-

light at his recent return as the hero

of "The Spy," the multiple-reel Fox
feature recently released. "Dusty"

scores a notable triumph in his delinea-

tion of the role assigned him, and we
are all now eagerly looking forward to

the release of his next Fox production.

The forthcoming pictures will offer him
unusual opportunities through their
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widely divergent character. Baroness

D'Orcy's "Scarlet Pimpernel/' as every

one knows, is a costume play based on

the internationally popular novel of

the same title. Pimpernel is the name
of a wild flower which became the sym-

bol of a band of English aristocrats

seeking to restore the French king to

his throne after the revolution. Some
unusually elaborate stage settings

should result, and Mr. Far-

num will be given wide

play for his histrionic

ability. Another Fox
feature starring

Dustin Farnum
will be Maibelle

Heikes Justice's

"Durand of the

Bad Lands,''
which reverts to

the Western type

of story in which

Farnum first rose to

fame. Bertrand Sin

clair's "North of Fifty-

three," one of the most

powerful novels ever

printed in the Popular

Magazine, will be the

fourth of the Farnum
vehicles, and, as the

name indicates, is

laid amid the snow
and ice of the Far Northwest. Far-

num will play the part of a strong

backwoods character in this picture.

A whole series of Rex Beach stories

in films sounds mighty interesting

—

doesn't it?—especially to all who have

seen such corking plays as "The Bar-

rier," "The Spoilers," and "The Ne'er-

do-well." Goldwyn Pictures have com-
pleted arrangements whereby all future

Rex Beach pictures will be released as

Goldwyn subjects. The first one is al-

ready done, and readv for release. It is

8

"The Auction Block," and was made
under the direction of Larry Trimble.

The item above about Goldwyn calls

to mind instantly the fact that Mabel
Normand, who was threatened for

some time with a suit for breach of con-

tract with that organization, has settled

all her difficulties, and is hard at work
on the first of her Goldwyn

releases. The literary

work of some of Amer-
ica's foremost au-

thors has been espe-

cially secured for

Miss Normand,
and the inimitable

Mabel, who was
loved by the
whole world for

her daring stunts in

Keystone comedies,

back in the old days

of Chaplin, Sennett,

and Mace, when all the

professional fun mak-
ers of the universe

seemed concentrated on
the Keystone lot, will

be afforded opportu-

nities to rise to even

newer and greater

heights of popularity.

Mabel Nor-

mand is at

work on her first

release for Goldwyn.

Seena Owen, recently starred in a

Triangle production, has joined friend

husband, George Walsh, at the Fox
plant, and is being starred opposite him
in a big production now being completed

near Portland, Oregon, where the com-
pany was forced to journey to secure

the sort of exteriors required by the

l.ianuscript. Included in this aggrega-

tion are several other players new to

the Fox studios, among whom may be

mentioned Ed. Burns, well-known cow-

boy of wild-West circus fame ; Ed.

Sedgewick, a tiny chap who tips the
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scales at around the three-hundred-

pound mark
;

Clyde Hopkins, who
played juveniles at the Fine Arts

studio, and such finished

players as Pomeroy Can
non, Ralph Lewis, and
Bert Wag-
ner. Paul

Powell is

directing.

Dor o t h y
Dalton makes
the fourth of

the former
Ince - Triangle

stars who has

chosen to sever

her connections

with the Triangle

Culver City

plant and re-

join her

former

Crane Wilbur has a new leading

woman in the person of Juanita Han-
sen, who has been with the

American, Universal, and
Keystone Companies.

Miss Hansen makes her

debut
with the
David
H o r s 1 e y
Company
opposite Mr.
Wilbur in one

of the dramas
he is making
for Art Dra-
mas. As most
fans will in-

stantly recall,

Miss Hansen is

a statuesque
blonde, who not

only photographs

extremely well,
but possesses

real ability in

the de-

^ 111

director general, Thomas H.
Ince, who is now affiliated with

Paramount. Ince now has un-

der his banner William S. Hart,

lineation of difficult roles. Per-

haps her best-remembered part

is that of the heroine of the se-

rial "The Secret of the Subma-
Charlie Ray, Enid Bennett, Dorothy Dalton is another rine," released by Mutual.

and Dorothy Dalton, valu- Triangle player who has Lorrimer Johnson, is direct-
, ,

J followed Ince to Para- . ~
able assets to Paramount. mount mg Crane Wilbur.
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Speaking of Johnsons, did you know
that Emory Johnson has announced his

engagement to Ella Hall, the winsome
little lady who has been starred in in-

numerable Universal productions rang-

ing all the way from straight Universal

subjects of short length to the longer

Red Feather, Bluebird, and Butterfly

feature productions? Johnson is also

a Universalite, and is still appearing in

"The Gray Ghost" serial now running

at theaters all over the countrv.

Mae Murray got herself oodles of

publicity within the past month or two

by her letter of congratulation to Ma-
jor General Pershing upon his safe ar-

rival in France with the first American
fighting contingent. Mae's idea was
looked upon with favor by the powers
that be, and at least a million signatures

were secured before the letter was
dropped in the mail. Incidentally, Blue-

bird Photo Plays copped both Mae and

the publicity at about the same time by
coaxing her to sign a Bluebird contract

calling for her services over a long pe-

riod of time, and she has already nearly

completed her first production under
the new affiliation. If it's true that

"Bluebirds stand for happiness," then

it's sure that they will register doubly

strong, now that Mae is to be featured

in them.

Have you seen Marguerite Clark as

a "Sub-Deb" in "Bab's Burglar?" Mrs.

Mary Roberts Rinehart must have had
Marguerite in mind when she wrote the

story, for little Miss Clark is the seven-

teen-year-old schoolgirl to the life, and
the way she succeeds in getting rid of

her year's allowance of one thousand

dollars in a month's time makes a de-

lightfully humorous story. "Bab's Bur-

glar" is the first of a series of five

"Bab" stories which have been pur-

chased by Paramount for Miss Clark,

and her further adventures are declared

to be as amusing as is the first one.

Hughie Mack, the pulchritudinous

comedian known to every motion-pic-

ture fan for his work in Vitagraph dur-

ing a long period of time—almost since

the formation of the company, in fact

-is a Vitagrapher no longer.

Hughie and his expansive ward-
robe made their way cross

country during August, and
are now to be found in and

about the sacred precincts

of the L-Ko studios in

Mae Marray, now a

Bluebird star, who
conceived the idea
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Los Angeles, where
Hughie is now the fea-

tured star of the popular

comedies released

through Universal.

With Hughie i n

"Los" and "Fatty"

Arbuckle in New
York, the job of bal-

ancing the country

seems complete—in

fact, rumor has it

that that was one of

the inducements
made Hughie to go

Wes t—t h e danger

that with both he

and Arbuckle on the

Eastern edge of the

country these United

States might tip and
slide into the Atlan-

tic. Marie Dressier is now busy on two-reel

comedies for Goldwyn.

Marie Dressier, who has made mil-

lions laugh on the speaking stage, and
whom every fan will recall in a cer-

tain Keystone comedy with Charlie

Chaplin, back in the old days when
Keystone "had 'em all," is at it again.

This time it is under the Goldwyn ban-

ner, she having contracted to produce

two-reel comedies for release at fre-

quent intervals in connection with the

longer subjects starring the other fa-

mous Goldwyn favorites. Miss Dressier

formed her own company, and the ag-

gregation of talent has been hard at

work in the Fort Lee studios controlled

by Goldwyn for a month or more. Miss

Dressier is one of the distinctive figures

of the stage who established for herself

an equally important place in filmdom

when she undertook work in the silent

drama.

William Russell has another one of

those red-blooded, crammed-with-action

plays in his next release, entitled "The

Sea Master." Incidentally, it

is clearly perceptible

to the naked eye

that Bill had the

time of his
young life romp-
ing about the wa-

ter front o f San
Pedro during the

making of this pro-

duction. One of

Bill's playmates on

the American "lot,"

Juliette Day, she who
made her picture

debut via "The Rain-

bow Girl" in Sep-

tember, has a picnic

playing pirate bold

in another five-reeler

soon to be issued

called "Betty and the

Buccaneers." The
Santa Barbara stu-

dios also have just

seen the completion of a Mary Miles

Minter picture titled "The Call to

Arms," and a Gail Kane multiple reel

known as "Southern Pride." So you
can readily understand things must
have been humming.

Three whole acres of additional

ground had to be purchased and added
onto the present Metro studio on Hol-

lywood Boulevard, Los Angeles. Cali-

fornia, before Director Fred B. Bal-

shofer could proceed with "Paradise

Garden," the production in which Har-
old Lockwood is now at work. This is

an adaptation of George Bibb's novel

of the same title and will require at least

seven reels to properly present. Close

estimates place the cost of filming this

sensational story at not less than one

hundred thousand dollars, and it is

almost certain to be the most elaborate

in which Harold Lockwood has ever

been starred.



Hints for Scenario Writers
Instructions for the picture-playwright, with

notes on where and what he can sell.

By Clarence J. Caine

Qvestions concerning scenario writing, addressed to this department will be gladly answered, but an

addressed, stamped envelope should be inclosed. Due to the great amount of time that it would neces-

sitate, it is impossible for this department to read and criticize any scripts. Six cents in stamps will

bring you our Market Booklet for scenarios.—Editor's Note.

PUBLICITY AND SUCCESS.

THE mistaken idea that publicity

leads to success seems fixed in

the minds of the majority of

the struggling amateur writers, and as

a result, many of them make themselves

look ridiculous in their efforts to secure

a place in the limelight. Their efforts

are usually restricted to their home
town, because they are not important

enough nationally to get into a maga-
zine which is circulated throughout

the country. The editor of a paper in

a small or medium-sized town is al-

ways glad to print items of interest

about the people of his town, so that

getting into print that way is not dif-

ficult. The difficulty arises after the

person has received the publicity. The
town folks look upon him or her as a

supernatural being who, knowing how
to write, must know all other things.

Much is expected of the writer, and if

sales are not reported and checks re-

ceived and cashed at the town bank
weekly the writer stands much chance

of becoming an object of ridicule.

Even if this unfortunate circumstance

does not result, no good can come from
the local publicity—or from national

publicity, either, unless it is the just

reward of worth-while work.

Success and publicity go hand in

hand to a certain extent. The man
who works, drives, grinds, thinks, and
forces his way to success and turns out

plays which are, in the parlance of the

trade, "corkers," gets publicity in full

measure. He is hailed as he justly

should be, though a few years ago—
in fact, two years ago—this was not

the case, no matter how clever the

writer. This kind of publicity is called

legitimate and does much good for a

writer. The other kind, gained on any

sort of pretext and entirely empty, does

the writer harm rather than good.

The logical order of things, as every

writer should remember above many
other things, is -to gain success first and
let such publicity as will come later.

To reverse this condition is to take

chances of spoiling an otherwise prom-
ising career in many cases. In your
early days be happy if the editors know
your name and your work's worth, for

this is the first step toward national rec-

ognition.

A GOOD START.

One frequently hears it said about

writing scripts that "a good start is

like coasting downhill to the experi-

enced author." Maybe this is correct,

and maybe it isn't, for we will not dis-

cuss the matter from the trained

writer's point of view at this time, but

rather consider the same idea as ap-

plied to the beginner working out his

scenario plots.

There is nothing that can be of

greater value to a new writer when he

sits down to work out a plot than to get

a good start. In fact, it is everything.
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for, if the selection of his main theme
is poor, and his chief plot incidents

hackneyed, the chances are that all his

work of developing and polishing the

plot and writing out the working sce-

nario will be done in vain. The im-

portance of exercising one's best judg-

ment and greatest care in beginning the

working out of a plot cannot be over-

estimated.

The new writer, of course, is handi-

capped by a lack of knowledge of what
is old and what is new, but within six

months he should know enough about

current photo plays to understand what
appears new to the public and what
appears old. Talks with his friends

also will enlighten him on plots they

believe have been worked to death.

Then it is simply a matter of using

one's best judgment and paying the

strictest attention to everything which

is done. All the concentration and
brain power which are exerted in get-

ting a good start to your plot will be

repaid many, many times when they

turn what might have been a nonseller

into a script that is readily accepted.

SHAKESPEARE AND THE CLASSICS.

Not so very long ago we repeated

a statement we had made before

regarding the value of studying

the classics while preparing one's

self for a future in the scenario-writ-

ing game. About the same time, an

Eastern newspaper printed an edit-

torial about Shakespeare and the

movies which dealt very frankly with

the subject. One of our readers sent

the editorial to us, which we present

herewith

:

MOVIE MEN BAN SHAKESPEARE.
Shakespeare's place is in the home on the

bookshelf, or on the legitimate stage, if there

are still managers intrepid enough to put

him there. That the works of the poet are

not for moving-picture purposes is the opin-

ion of an overwhelming majority of ex-

hibitors whose views on the subject were
sought in a recent poll.

William Fox was the film producer who
made the discovery about the movie world's

idea of Shakespeare. After he secured the

services of Robert B. Mantell as one of the

firm stars, he naturally considered having
the Shakespearean actor appear in some of

his most famous roles before thet camera.
But before making any definite arrangements,
Mr. Fox fortunately sent a circular letter

to the exhibitors throughout the country who
saw the Fox pictures on their first run, ask-

ing what they thought of the idea.

Of the one hundred and two who an-

swered, seventy-one expressed themselves as

opposed to a picture series of Shake-
spearean plays, while thirty-one were as em-
phatic in their indorsement. Those who
were not in favor of "Macbeth" and
"Othello" as movies, took the stand they did,

not that they loved Shakespeare less, but that

they loved their patrons more. Society

dramas of 1915, they said, and not classical

costume plays, are what the movie public

wants. Shakespeare should be heard and
not seen, said others, their ideas being that

the beauty of his verse would be lost in a

picture version.

"Since you have been good enough to

ask an opinion of us of the drawing power
of 'Macbeth' and 'Othello,' we will state

that, in our opinion, Shakespearean plays

will not play with success," was the reply of

the general manager of a chain of theaters

in Butte, Montana. "We think," he con-

tinued, "that it is a matter of theatrical his-

tory that Shakespearean tragedies, at the

present time, are not popular, and, while we
appreciate that Mr. Mantell is a great actor,

and a very well-known one, we do not think

that even he could make Shakespeare a suc-

cess in the movies."

The manager of a New York theater ex-

pressed himself as follows

:

"The public does not pay to go and see

Shakespeare, and it is a fact that all of the

costume plays on the screen have been the

poorest patronized. To my mind, Shake-
speare is an author neither to be read nor

played, but to be studied, and my personal

observation teaches me that but few study

Shakespeare. A casual reading of Shake-
speare's text is dry and dreary. A study of

it can alone bring out its beauty."

The manager of the Keith theaters in

Providence and Pawtucket opposed the

project on the following ground:

"Regardless of the spectacular, Shake-

speare, unless we get the literary side,

amounts to little. It is the wonderful

speeches, properly rendered, that has made
Shakespeare great, not the stage picture nor
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the acting, and I don't believe that Shake-

speare in motion pictures will ever be popu-

lar, for the reason that it cannot be—for

obvious reasons—properly done."

The managing director of the Broadway
Strand Theater, Detroit, thus voiced his

opinion

:

"I am very familiar with Robert B. Man-
tell's Shakespearean career, but I am of the

opinion that the public want screen plays of

modern times. Where the Shakespearean

plays may draw a certain class, I do not

believe they will draw to the masses."

Accompanying the editorial was a

letter in which our reader-writer ex-

pressed some of his views regarding

the subject. In part, this read as fol-

lows : "Similarly as I, you might ask,

'Are some of our scenarioists modern
Shakespeares ?' While the noted ' au-

thor's literary magnetism has drawn
hundreds to lectures on his works, after

they have both seen and read his plays,

should not the scenario writer who
draws the masses to the theaters be al-

lowed to novelize his works so that he,

too, might become more endeared to

the public? At the present time, the

photo-playwright has no such privilege.

In fact, he is often neglected even on

the screen. It is very true that not all

who write scenarios have the ability to

follow the course I have outlined, but

there are some who are capable of such

work.

"Somewhere in one of your back is-

sues you advocated a study of the clas-

sics. Granted that we did this, what con-

sideration or criticism would we re-

ceive from the nation-wide enthusiasts?

Nevertheless, the encouragement drawn
from this editorial is worthy, and I

hope that the day will dawn when we
will be able to come into our own. But,

alas, it seems that the manufacturers
continue to ignore us."

We think that the writer has the

wrong viewpoint on the whole matter.

While his letter suggests that he is a

close student of the game, and that he
is in no sense a pessimistic "kicker,"

we believe he has taken the matter too

seriously. He feels that because the

works of Shakespeare are known
wherever the drama is known, that the

works of the various photo-playwrights

at the head of the list of successful si-

lent dramatists should be known wher-
ever motion pictures are known. He
does not stop to realize the vast differ-

ence in the age of the old and new arts

and the manner in which both are

treated. The motion picture is in its

infancy—to use a trite term—for it has

really just begun its development. We
firmly believe that the day will come
when from the ranks of the photo-

playwrights there will arise a modern
Shakespeare who will be honored by
future generations just as the famous
poet of the past is now.
We all cannot be Shakespeares, and

those wTho wish to be must go into the

game determined to sacrifice all for

success and then be prepared to with-

stand the bitter disappointment of fail-

ure. Those who feel that the public

will never learn to appreciate the work
of a photo-dramatist have not sufficient

confidence in the work to climb to the

top in it, and it is far better if they do
not start at all, but rather are content

to write now and then when the spirit

moves them, or else give it up alto-

gether.

The spirit which makes for success

is the fighting one. It is the spirit of

the man who works and struggles con-

tinually and who fights his way through

all difficulties and who eventually

reaches the goal for which he strives.

We hope that many of our readers be-

long to this class, and that all are daily

working on and on, ever confident that

the day is coming when the world will

hail them as wizards of their art.

Many may think it is but an idle

dream to continue writing scenarios on

this basis, but we will mention a few
practical things at this point which will

do away with this viewpoint. First

of all, if you remember the editorial
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stated that the old classics were not in

great demand. That is true, and it is

also a fact that the day is coming, and

coming very soon, when the modern
adaptation will be a rarity. When this

day arrives, the manufacturer and the

public will awake to a great fact—that

the author of the scenario is entitled to

just as much credit as
#
the actor or the

director. Then the demand for good
writers will be great, and those who fill

the requirements will be well rewarded.

You may ask why each of you cannot

gain success when the call comes, and

we can only answer : "That is a mat-

ter each and every one has to decide

with the future."

A practical example of the fact that

it is not an impossibility to gain suc-

cess as many who are discouraged be-

lieve it is, is the case of D. W. Grif-

fith. He had ambitions and dreams,

but, what was more, he was determined

to reach the top of the ladder and let

no obstacle interfere with his determi-

nation. His achievements speak for

themselves at the present writing. Many
others have done it, and all will tell

you the same story if they speak

straight from the shoulder—that they

have themselves to thank for their

climb.

We still advocate a study of the clas-

sics, and will continue to do so; for

they broaden the mind. It may seem
a waste of time to one who does not

realize its value, or who feels that the

study will not be appreciated by those

who will pass judgment on the sce-

narios, but one's work will be certain

to improve as he studies the classics,

for new ideas will come to him in

amazing quantities, and he will have an
entirely different viewpoint.

MRS. PARSONS' BOOK.

Louella O. Parsons, formerly editor

of the Essanay Film Manufacturing
Company, is the latest to take her pen in

hand and produce a book on scenario

writing. It is entitled "How to Write
for the Movies," and is published bv
A. C. McClurg & Co., of Chicago. It

is about two hundred pages long, and is

neatly bound. That its material is of

the best can be judged by the fact 'that

Mrs. Parsons was one of the most
thoughtful editors in the profession

before her retirement.

One of her most pointed chapters is

on "Plagiarizing." In it she treats this

highly important subject fully, and
states the facts as they exist in a clear,

concise manner. Following is part of

what she says on that particular sub-

ject :

"Before we get ready to select our

material, it is necessary that we have a

clear understanding of what that ugly

word, 'plagiarizing,' means.

"'The commandment,, 'Thou shalt not

steal,' does not seem to have any effect

upon some scenario writers. It is just

as wicked to steal another person's idea

as it is to walk into a department store

and take a thousand dollars' worth of

lace. The size of the theft does not

lessen the crime any more than the kind

of robbery can change the name to

something less disagreeable.

"If you borrow a plot you have read

somewhere without varying it in the

least, you are a thief in the fullest sense

of the word. Of course, a similarity

of ideas is a frequent occurrence. When
you stop to think that there are three

hundred and sixty-five days in the year,

and over fifty companies producing

scenarios, some of them turning out six

pictures a week, it is not remarkable

that occasionally two companies will

get similar ideas.

"In explanation of this, a comedy di-

rector, who was also a scenario writer,

was wont to say that there were only

thirteen plots in the world, and I have

been told that a well-known authority

claims that only seven plots have been

born since the creation.

"It is one of the most natural things
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in the world that an idea we have read

in a magazine or newspaper should sug-

gest a scenario. If we write a photo

play taken from an incident we have

read about, we are not stealing, but if

we take for our own use another man's

story, we are plagiarizing.

"Plagiarizing is a nasty little word,

and a professional writer would hate

to have it applied to him. It means
the death knell to the amateur, and is,

therefore, to be avoided as carefully as

one would the plague. There is such a

thing as a writer taking a plot through

ignorance of wrongdoing also, but this

occurs very infrequently, and should

never occur in the case of a writer who
truly desires to become a professional,

for he or she should study the game
before beginning to write."

NOTICING LITTLE THINGS.

The wail of the beginner, and often

of the experienced but not yet practical

script writer, is : "If I could only live

in a more dramatic atmosphere, with

more interesting things happening

around me, think of how many good

stories I would be able to write.*' That

mental attitude is the attitude of the

person whose brain, at least the fiction

part of it, has not developed to the

stage where the power to observe is in-

cluded among its assets. Also we fear

that such a brain possesses very little

imaginative powers.

It makes small difference where a

person lives or how he lives, there is

dramatic atmosphere in every corner of

the world; in fact, there is such a

wealth of it, and will continue to be

such a wealth of it, that it never can be

disposed of. Let us say a boy of the

late 'teens, who is working in a village

grocery store and living with his father,

mother, and maybe a couple of other

brothers, has an ambition to become
a writer. He will probably let out

the wail which we have mentioned
above, but there really is no reason

why he should. Suppose that during

a slack afternoon in his store he saw
a strange man anxiously walking down
Alain Street, and looking about as

though he was deeply interested in

things in general. There is a plot, or,

at a least, a hunch for a plot, in that.

Let's see how the country boy might
work it out.

First of all he might imagine the

character of an old colonel, who is try-

ing to interest an interurban railroad

in running a line through the city. The
colonel could have a daughter, and, of

course, there could be a young-man
hero—which the clerk could pattern

after himself, if he wanted to. The
well-dressed gentleman could be made
into an excellent villain, who would
come to the city and try to buy the

the colonel's land—which the railroad

would have to purchase in order to

pass through the town—at a price

much lower than the colonel would get

from the railroad. The villain, of

course, would know what the colonel

did not—that the railroad had desired

to come through the town—and would
also- fall in love with the colonel's

daughter. Then the young lad could

prove himself a hero by learning in

some way of the villain's crookedness,

et cetera, exposing him, and saving the

colonel from the loss he would have
sustained—and winning the girl.

While this is not a brilliant plot, and
it -would doubtless be sat upon by the

editors, if submitted seriously, it never-

theless illustrates just how a little thing

could suggest to the boy who believed

he had nothing dramatic in his life,

something that would be really worth
while. Of course, if the powrer of ob-

servation was lacking, and he failed to

notice the wiry, suspicious, aler: actions

of the stranger, he would merely see a

man walking down the street. Other-

wise the flame of imagination would be

kindled, and the working out of a story

would follow.
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On all sides of us there are things

which are so common to us in daily life

that we do not notice them, and, if they

were called to our attention, we would
be as unaware of their structure and

composition as we would be of a. mat-

ter entirely foreign to us. It is the

power of observation alone which can

make us see such things as can truly be

said to be unusual, common, and dra-

matic. The power of observation can

be gained only by long, constant effort.

The using of it every day in many ways
is the only sure method of gaining it.

SHORT SHOTS.

Be wise and learn the tricks of your

trade early. It saves time.

The strongest plot is usually the one

that is truest to life.

When the brain doesn't work, lay

off five minutes and take a little walk.

It helps.

Richard Watson Gilder once said

:

"What is needed in my business is

ideas, allied to a conscience and good
taste." Isn't that true of your busi-

ness ?

Do not scatter your scenarios in sell-

ing them. Send them out to carefully

picked markets.

Woe to the poor writer who fails to

profit by experience, no matter what
that experience may be.

Great is the demand for scripts, and

great is the demand for money—by the

writer. Therefore, let us get together.

The author who looks upon scenario

writing as a business from the very

first, and who realizes he must be a

business man as well as an artist is the

writer who gets fame, money, and satis-

faction from his work.

It is all very well for a beginner to

disregard him lore when approaching

the art of scenario writing, but once

fundamentals of the latter are mastered

it will be well for him to learn other

things about motion pictures—making,

selling, showing, and financing.

THE DIRECTOR SUPREME
A LL the world's a studio, where Life's films are made.

Brilliant stars are many, famous for their art;

Comedy and Tragedy side by side are played,

Extras by the thousand fain would do their part.

Waiting room is crowded. Many turned away

—

Working on a war film, around the great reel goes
;

''Have no vacancies just now—come some other day."

What's to-morrow's picture ? Only One who knows

!

Silently He watches, Director of us all,

And we do His bidding from each sun to sun;

"Ready Action ! Camera !" daily comes the call

!

Then. . . . last scene filmed and . . . Finis! Another picture done!

Then, the last scene taken. . ... . One more picture done.

Ralph Garnier Coole.



The Art's Temple
And something about the

man behind the idea.

By Donald McAlpin

SEVERAL years ago, the manager
of a Minneapolis theater pre-

sented a picture on the Eliza-

bethan era. In order to make what
he considered would be a pleasant day

for his audience, he placed a stage set-

ting around the screen, on one side an

old English inn, on the other a meadow.
The orchestra was ordered to leave the

pit and perform on the stage in order

to give the effect of being a part of

the picture.

The result was not only a well-

filled house for three performances

and a demand for similar entertain-

ments. A new idea had been born, an

idea that was destined to leave its mark
in every motion-picture theater in the

Samuel Rothapfel, who
harmonized the oldest arts

with the newest, and de-

veloped the picture

theater from the
nickelodeon to the

modern Rialto, be-

low.
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Orchestra and screen of the New York Strand, the scene of Rothapfel's first Broadway success.

world. That manager was S. L. Roth-

apfel, now in charge of the Rialto The-
ater in New York. His idea, conceived

in the Middle West, has been brought

East and given a cornerstone in two
most magnificent playhouses for pic-

tures in America, the Strand and the

Rialto. The former was his first house,

and his ideas still control its manage-
ment.

The Rialto is located at Forty-second

Street and Seventh Avenue, in the

heart of the theatrical section.

This "temple of pictures and allied

arts," as it is styled, was opened fifteen

months ago. Since that opening day
it has been constantly in the spotlight.

The idea of combining music and col-

ors to fit the pictures caught and en-

thused many managers at once, and now
the day of appropriate musical interpre-

tation may be said to have really ar-

rived.

The manager of the Rialto was be-

sieged with letters and calls from all

over the country as soon as the theater

started. Foreign newspapers com-
mented favorably upon it all through

that summer of 1916. And the idea

grew.

On July 4th last, Mr. Rothapfel

opened the Strand Theater in New Or-

leans for Manager Nonelins, of the

Sanger Company. This is now the

most magnificent theater in the South,

and represents the last of three calls

that the enterprising Rialto manager
has answered in person. The other

two resulted in the opening of the Still-

man Theater in Cleveland, and the Cir-

cle Theater in Indianapolis.

One foreign paper has declared that

the new movement "will convert the

motion-picture theater into a beautiful

drawing-room." Others say that it is

"the latest word in balanced entertain-
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ment." And why not? The effect is

restful, soothing, and at the same time

educational to both ear and eye. It is

entertaining and instructive because it

is based on good plays, standard sym-
phony music, and balanced color inter-

pretations.

When Manager Rothapfel had his

Minneapolis orchestra placed on the

stage, in close harmony with the pic-

ture, he revolutionized theatrical archi-

tecture. To-day the "pit" is fast dis-

appearing. Especially on the Pacific

coast, managers have taken up the

movement and built new houses on the

Rialto pattern. Even in the little "one-

day" theaters, where the time-honored

four-piece orchestra still holds sway,

effort is successfully made to interpret

the pictures in music. And thus the

idea has reached every picture house.

From the exterior the theater is more
attractive than that of any legitimate

playhouse in New York. In the en-

trance there is a tastefully decorated

foyer and comfortable mezzanine. The
latter boasts of writing desks, drinking

water, and even lounges. Here, as in

the auditorium itself, the decoration is

pleasing to the eye, with elegant work-
manship, not too full of unnecessary

detail.

There are no useless boxes, the best

seats being in the one balcony. The
screen is set in the rear of a half dome
and colonnade just above the forty-

piece orchestra. The curtains between
the pillars of the colonnade, and the

walls and ceiling of the auditorium, are

finished in shades that blend and change

as the different lights are cast upon
theni by lamps hidden from the audi-

ence.

There is no stage. The orchestra

takes up most of the space behind the

lines where the footlights are found in

regular theaters. There is a small plat-

form by the stately colonnade, just un-

derneath the screen, which accommo-
dates the soloists and speakers that are

always found on a Rialto "movie" pro-

gram. At the sides of the "stage space"

the curtains of the colonnade are raised

during the performance and electrical

scenic effects shown.

Most of the large film corporations

carry their own musicians on their pay

rolls, who either write or adapt inci-

dental music to each production. When
the film is sent to the theater, the con-

ductor of the orchestra receives a cue

sheet as a guide to the music. In some
cases, as at the Rialto, the musicians

arrange their own music.

The color scheme either blends with

the picture or musical number, or ex-

poses hues and tints that tone down
the black and white of the screen. The
flaming shield in the ceiling, which

turns to a red and gold when the stir-

ring strains of the "Soldiers' Chorus"

are-played, can also become a soft pur-

ple or blue during a rendition of the

"Angelus," or a weird, glistening gray

when Gregg's "Elves" prepare to revel

the night hours away.

There will be many great dramas and

musical works written in the near fu-

ture, for America is to have a "litera-

ture and arts of its own." Certainly

there must be appropriate places where

the public can see and hear them. What
of the immense supply of standard an-

cient works? The Americans are not

worshipers of the past
;
they will pick

only the gems of that past, study and

profit by them, and then march on, wit-

nessing plays and scenes dealing with

modern questions. The Arts Temple

has superseded the ancient and honor-

able amphitheater!



Ann Turns Two
Pennies

WHEN the Tired Business Alan
wearily tells you that he is

working night and day, you
generally take the remark with a grain of

saline seasoning. However, if little Ann
Pennington should ever tell you that story,

you need not even blink an understanding

eyelid, for it is gospel truth ! A cross-

section of her daily life would make the

activities of the great generals at the front

sound like a picnic.

For in addition to being a motion-picture

star, Miss Pennington flits before the foot-

lights in the "Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic"

with an aplomb and abandon that

have made her famous even before

she joined the Famous Players.

Dancing at A
night in the

"Frolic" and
acting before

There are three sides
to the life of Miss
Pennington, and two
of them reward her
with cash. She is the
petite ingenue;
thefeature of the
Midnight Frolic;

j

and {in the quad- j
rangle) the out

door girl.

k the camera
for P a r a -

J| mount Pic-

W tures are two
separate and
distinct occu-

pations either

of which
would look

like a man-sized

j ob to the averageper-

son. But despite her diminutive stature, little

Ann Pennington fills both jobs and seems to

thrive on work. Incidentally, of course, she

draws two salaries.

But even Ann, the indefatigable, sighs

for a respite at times, and she hikes through the Long
Island fields in boy-scout costume.



The Fighting Trail
Written from the thirty-two reel Vitagraph serial motion picture of

the same title by Cyrus Townsend Brady and J. Stewart Blackton.

SYNOPSIS OF PREVIOUS CHAPTERS.
Balterman, a financial power, is the head of a corporation of influential New Yorkers who

control a new invention—the greatest explosive yet discovered. One of the main ingredients of

this explosive is noxite, a rare mineral. All the noxite mines known have been exhausted or cut
off from reach by the war, except one controlled by a young but enterprising American, John
Gwyn. Balterman agrees to pay Gwyn a bonus of two million dollars and the market price for all

the noxite he can supply. Gwyn sets out for the mine, which is located in the town of Lost
Mine, near Barstow, in southern California. He is followed by Karl von Bleck, head of an inter-
national spy system connected with the intelligence department of the Central Powers. Von Bleck's
aim is to keep the Balterman organization from procuring the noxite, so that it cannot supply the
United States with the explosive. In Lost Mine Gwyn meets Don Carlos Ybarra, owner of the
mine, and falls in love with his supposed daughter, Nan. Yaqui Joe, an old Indian, is also a
member of the Ybarra household. He has been a servant for Don Carlos for many years. At
night Von Bleck, with two half-breed outlaws, Pomona Rawls and "Shoestring" Brant, whose aid
he has enlisted, attempt to take possession of some cases of noxite which are stored in a cave
near the cabin. Ybarra, however, gets them safely into the house through an underground pas-
sage which leads from the kitchen to the cave. A fight ensues, and Ybarra is fatally wounded.
Von Bleck and his men rummage through a chest and take out some papers. Yaqui Joe finds, in
a double side of the chest, other papers like those taken by Von Bleck. He gives them to Ybarra.
Von Bleck and his men flee, and Yaqui Joe goes to follow them. Gwyn and Nan, leaning over
Ybarra, hear his astounding last words : "Nan. I am not your father. Read this. It will explain."
Ybarra pushes the yellow papers into her hand and falls backward, dead.

CHATER VI.

NAX and Gwyn gazed at each

other for a moment with a

look filled half with uneom-
prehensive mystery, half with amaze-
ment. Ybarra's parting confession had
so shocked and astounded her that she

could find no words to voice her feel-

ings. Gwyn, in the short time that he

had known her, had naturally enough
not learned the secrets of her heart.

Moreover, the tense excitement had re-

mained at such a high pitch ever since

he had met her that he had not been

able to study the girl. He could see, of

course, that the revelation made by
Ybarra as he was dying had thoroughly

upset Xan, but, as he had not learned

exactly in what light she had looked

upon her supposed father, he deemed
it wisest not to speak until he knew her

sentiments. The two looked down
again at the manuscript before them.

Gwyn held in his hand the second en-

velope, while they read:

Dearly Beloved Nan: You will not read
this until I have passed beyond either your

blame or your approval. Although, as you
will rind, I am not your father, I have tried

to take his place, for I loved you as my
own, both for my own sake and because I

loved your mother.

I swear to you on the honor of the De
Cordobas—for that is my name by birth

—

that I shall set nothing down but the truth.

Read what follows, and pass upon it with
your own judgment. Your mother, before
you. has forgiven me. I pray God you shall

do likewise.

Years ago the death of my father placed
me in possession of vast estates in Chihua-
hua, in Mexico. The main estate was com-
prised chiefly of farm land from which I

derived a large income. Among my .most de-

voted servants was one whom you know, an
Indian—Yaqui Joe. He was at that time, and
afterward, a most loyal associate.

Y\ nile I was living on my estate there came
to me one day an American, a Southerner,
named George Wythe, who was seeking in-

vestment. He bore a letter from a friend of
mine, asking me to advise him. With him
was only one person, his daughter Frances,

a very beautiful girl of twenty years. Should
you be curious as to her features, you have
but to look in the mirror. Upon my invita-

tion, Wythe and his daughter decided to re-

main at my home until they should be ready
to return to the States. I was enthralled by
the beauty and charm of Wythe's daughter.
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My devotion grew each time I spoke with

her, until I admitted that I loved her and

was joyous when she told me that the love

was returned.

At about this time a New York friend of

mine, James Lawton, came on a visit. He
was a rather wild youth whom I had not

seen for some years, and was on a visit to

Mexico. He decided also to stay with me.

It was but a very short time before he let it

be openly known that he, too, was in love

with Frances. I paid little attention, how-
ever, feeling sure that my suit was safe.

One evening, about a month after Law-
ton's arrival, he learned that Wythe's, pas-

sion was gambling, and engaged him in a

game of cards, at high stakes. I merely

watched ; I never gambled. The game was
long and disastrous to Wythe. He lost all

of the money which he had brought with him
to invest. Frances was worried, and begged
me to stop the game, but I was the host and
could merely suggest. My suggestions gained

me but insults from both players. Both
Frances and I left the room.

When I returned, some time later, I was
astounded. The words that reached my ears,

as I entered the room, struck as a mighty
blow. I could scarcely believe they were
true. Wythe was desperate. He had lost

everything. Years of saving, hope of invest-

ment and a bright future, prospects of com-
fort in late years—all had vanished in a

single evening. The crafty Lawton had
made a daring proposition. He had offered

to stake all that he had won—the thousands
that had belonged to Wythe and that meant
almost life itself to him—against permission

to wed his daughter. The Southerner was
indignant. He was insulted, as, indeed, he

had a right to be. But Lawton was clever,

and he was smooth. He convinced Wythe
that he loved his daughter and wished to

marry her for that reason alone. I entered

the room just in time to hear my friend say:

"All that I have won against your daughter

in marriage—and on one cast of the dice!"

I held up my hand. "Just a moment, gentle-

men," I said. "If your daughter is for sale,

Mr. Wythe, I shall buy her." Lawton
sneered. Wythe reddened. To a gentleman
of his bearing the situation was past em-
barrassment. It would have appeared most
utterly absurd had it not been so treacher-

ously serious. It took fifteen minutes for

them to attempt an explanation to me. I de-

manded, as host, to be permitted to play with

them. They could not refuse. Lawton
counted what he had won, and I put up an
equal amount. Wythe squirmed like a dying

snake as he looked at the money and thought

of his stake. We played—one cast of the

dice for each man. Lawton won

!

The scene that followed was one to shud-

der at. In a civilized country, at a rich

estate, it seemed too ridiculous for belief.

Yet it was true, and its absurdity made it

the more sorrowful. Lawton, having won
everything, made an offer. To this day I do

not know whether it was a selfish or gener-

ous motive that incited it. He said he would
return his monetary winnings if Wythe
would induce Frances to consent to marry
him. We all left the room.

Frances was on the veranda, crying. I was
the first to reach her, but I said nothing of

the game. When I attempted to approach
her, however, she spurned me. I learned

later that she had heard my offer to "buy"

her, and had not waited for the explanation.

I naturally was despicable in her eyes.

Wythe took her upstairs and pleaded with

her. He told her that it was his desire that

she agree to marry Lawton in order that a

vast sum of money which he had lost gam-
bling would be returned. If she refused, he

said, they would both be driven to poverty

and their lives ruined. She refused at first,

but he pleaded and begged until she agreed.

He did not tell her that she as well as money
had been gambled for. He was too proud
for that.

Frances was married to Lawton and
shortly afterward Wythe died. I gave Law-
ton a half interest in my estate in order to

keep them near me, for my love for his wife

was still existent. Some time later I decided

to investigate some land grants in California

which had been left to me, but which I had
never investigated. I confided in Lawton
that there was a tradition in my family that

there was a valuable mine on the property.

We left the estate in the care of Yaqui Joe
and set out for California. By means of

some old maps and papers we located an old

noxite mine which had been lost for one

hundred and fifty years. We drew a chart

showing the location of the mine, and di-

vided it into two parts, each useless without

the other. We each took one part. Then I

returned to my home to raise money for the

reopening of the mine, while Lawton re-

mained to attend to the preliminary details.

I left with him all the money I had with me,

to cover the first expense of the undertaking.

When I returned I brought Joe with me.

He confided, on the way, that Frances cried

continually with Lawton. She did not love

him. Upon arriving again at Lost Mine, I

learned that Lawton had taken no steps. He
confessed that he had lost all the money
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gambling. I was disgusted with him, and

insisted that we return to Chihuahua. I re-

fused to let him drink, on the way, and he

became enraged. Then he told me that

Frances would have nothing to do with me
because, I quote his own words : "I told her

you offered to buy her because you didn't

care to marry her—and she believed me."

His statement infuriated me. My Spanish

blood, cooled through generations, was sud-

denly boiling within me. It was a matter of

honor. I challenged him to a duel with

knives, and we fought, I know not how long,

on the brink of a precipice. We struggled

like maniacs; I do not remember all, but I

do know that I was suddenly horrified as I

realized that we were hurtling through space.

We had
rolled over

the edge and

were falling

into the val

ley below!

Lawton was
killed by that

fall. Through
some miracle

—nothing short

of a miracle

—I was saved

Joe revived me
from uncon-

sciousness, and
that night we
buried Lawton
within a few feet

of the scene of the

struggle. Just as we
finished covering over

the body, Joe heard some
thing moving in the bushes

behind us. He hurried to the

spot, and found nothing. A
moment later we were startled

by the sound of hoof beats go-

ing • down the trail. I was
haunted by the thought that

perhaps some one had seen us,

but in time managed to drive

it from my mind. When we reached home
Frances asked for her husband. I could not

tell her the truth, but, when I was not near,

Joe told her all. He also told her the reason,

which vindicated me in her eyes and brought

me back her respect. She understood, thank

God ; and she forgave me ! That night you

were born, and your mother died. With her

last words she begged me to care for you

and bring you up to be happy.

Very soon after your mother's death I re-

9

ceived a visit from two men whom I had
never known. They were a degraded-look-
ing pair, their attire rough, and their faces

scarred from a hard life in the hills. They
spoke well, however, which surprised me

;

they must have been fairly well educated, and,

I judged, had sunk to degradation in their

early manhood. Their origin was unmistak-
able; both were unfathered half-breeds, the

offspring of those unions made when the

pioneers invaded the West in their first

search for gold. Their names you have
heard since. They were Brant and Rawls.

They were the men who had seen us bury
Lawton, and, as a reward had been offered

by the authorities for the conviction of the

murderer, they claimed blackmail, which I

was forced

to pay. They
c o n t inued

de-

f or
until

meet
n o

and

"James Lawton, a rather

wild youth whom I had

not seen in years, came to

visit me. He, too, fell in

love with Frances."

their
mands
money
I could

them
longer,

fled secretly

to this little

abode in the

hills, bringing

only you and

Joe with me.
We dug the
shaft which
leads to the

mine, and devel-

oped it only enough
to yield a living. It

is as rich to-day as if it

had never been touched.

And it is yours when you read

this, for I shall have passed
away. One-half of the chart is

in an envelope that lies near
this. The other half, which we
took from Lawton's body, is in

the main part of the chest. To-
gether they will serve to locate

the mine. Alone, neither can
help. But Yaqui Joe can also take you there.

He is the only one alive, after I pass away,
who knows the location. That is all.

Your mother knew this story up to the

point of her death. She forgave me. Can
you, Nan, dear daughter of my heart, if not
of my body? I ask you, Nan, though I can
never hear your answer. I may only live and
die in hope.

Don Carlos Ybarra de Cordoba.

Gwyn looked up from the manuscript
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"The game was long and disastrous to Wythe. Frances was worried

and begged that he stop playing/'

as he finished reading. He saw that

Nan's eyes were filled with tears, but

she brushed them away and forced a

smile. Gwyn gazed at her, almost me-
chanically opening the other envelope

as he did so. From it he drew a folded

sheet of paper as old and yellow and
brittle from age as the envelope which

had inclosed it. Carefully, so as not

to tear it, he unfolded the sheet, until

there lay spread open on his lap the

chart. All of the lines and writing that

seemed to lead to one side stopped ab-

ruptly as they came to the edge of the

paper. It was plain that, as Don Car-

los had stated in his letter, it was but a
half of the map.

"This is what they wanted," Gwyn
said thoughtfully. "It is the chart.

They must have learned of its exist-

ence in some way."

"Yes," replied Nan, "and they must
have gotten the other half. Do you re-

member when Joe ran to the chest after

they had left, he shouted : 'They got

it, but not all?' He meant the chart.

They got a half. This is the rest. He
went out to find their trail. He should

be back by now. Do you suppose that

anything could have happened to him?
If they ever get him and make him
tell " Her face grew suddenly pale

at the thought of what they would do

to the Indian. She could not finish the

sentence. Her voice dwindled down
until it was almost inaudible. Gwyn
was suddenly aroused.

"Lord !" he gasped. "Do you sup-

pose they could have caught him? Nan,
girl, you don't know what it means to

me to have this information kept a se-

cret. To me alone it means two mil-

lion dollars and more in cold cash.

And that is as nothing to what it means
to the nation. You don't know—and

if you did know you couldn't under-

stand, because your mind isn't broad

enough, and neither is mine—the part
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that this little piece of ground tucked

away in this secluded part of the Sier-

ras can play in our great war with the

Central Powers ! This little battle

which we are waging with those three

outlaws—this insignificant little scrim-

mage that cost Don Carlos' life—is

greater, mightier, and more important

by a hundred times than a dozen Bat-

tles of the Somme ! This chart—that

mine—Von Bleck, they may win or lose

a country. I am going myself to get

that chart ! We can't trust Joe or any

one else to such a task
!"

Gwyn rushed from the room and out

through the door. Nan stood, as if

dazed. The dawn was beginning to cast

a thin, gray light in the sky, and shone

as a mist through the tops of the trees.

Around the hut, and in the thick stretch

of trees, it still was dark. As Gwyn
threw himself upon a horse, ready sad-

dled, and prepared to ride out to the

trail, Nan rushed from the hacienda

and mounted another. They did not

speak a word, but clattered off toward
the trail at top speed. Even the horses

under them seemed impressed with the

weighty importance of their sudden
journey. Gwyn and Nan, at least, un-

derstood the gravity of their mission.

They knew that no matter what hap-

pened, even if it meant death for some
one, almost for any one, Von Bleck

and his associates must not receive the

information upon which value, either

in lives or in dollars, could not be
placed.

CHAPTER VII.

Dusk was beginning to unfold its

thin, blue veil over the solemn peaks

of the Sierras. The shadowy outlines

of the treetops stretching hazily away
over the mountains looked like a thou-

sand tombstones in the growing dark-

ness. The thick silence about the little

house that had been Don Carlos' home
seemed to emphasize the vastness and

solitude of the hills. It was just four-

teen hours. From the windows of the

hacienda the low, flickering, nervous

rays of candle light cast their yellow

brightness into the darkness. Inside,

lounging comfortably in the living

room, were three men, conversing seri-

ously in low, scarcely inaudible voices.

They were Karl von Bleck, Shoestring

Brant, and Pomona Rawls. Von Bleck

was leaning forward in his chair, a

worried, unnatural expression on his

countenance. Brant was talking, and,

as he spoke, he mopped the perspira-

tion from his forehead with a filthy

handkerchief. It was evident that he

had entered but a moment before, and
his excited tones as words fairly tun •

bled from his lips denoted that he was
reporting news of weighty importance.

Brant's eyes were fixed upon Von
Bleck.

•'After you and Rawls left me on the

trail with that crazy Indian Joe tied to

the tree, while you two came back to

look for the other half of the char.t, I

tried to make him tell where it was.

I half killed him, but he wouldn't say

a word. All of a sudden I heard a

shot. The bullet from it missed me,

but not by much. I looked around, and
across the trail were the New Yorker
and the girl. They were riding toward
me as fast as they could. When they

got around to me I fired, but missed.

The Easterner closed in on me, and we
fought. Did we fight—God, look at

me !"

"Where's the Indian now?" Von
Bleck demanded.

"Well," continued Brant, "after we'd
been tearing each other for

"

"Where's the Indian?" Von Bleck
fairly shouted. "I don't care a hang-

how long you fought, I want to know
where the Indian is. We didn't find the

chart here, and he knows where it is.

That's all I care about. Where is he?"
"He's dead!" Brant muttered curtly.

"I was going to tell you that, when I
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shot at Gwyn, after he cut Joe loose,

the Indian ran in front and got the lead.

He fell dead at my feet. I didn't want

to shoot him, he was too valuable, but

I couldn't help it. Then I ran for my
horse and beat it here. I don't know
what happened to Gwyn and the girl.

I could see them, as I rode around the

other side of the canon, and they were

burying the
Indian under

some stones

in a crevice

in the rocks.

I don't doubt

but they'll
come here as

soon as they

can. If they

have the other

half of the

chart, they

want our half

as much as we
w ant theirs.

Y a q u i Joe
didn't have

time to tell

them where
the mine was,

if he knew, be-

fore he died, I

know that
much."
Von Bleck

sat mutely in

his chair. He
said not a

wrord wrhile

Brant made
the explana-

tion, but his

heavy brows were drawn close together

in a frown that signified that he was
anything but pleased. This sort of

combat was in accordance with neither

his custom nor his liking. Within twen-

ty-four hours he seen two men killed

in an effort to accomplish something

which still remained undone. All had

"When I shot at Gwyn" Brant muttered;, "the

Indian ran in front and got the lead. I didn't

want to shoot him—he was too valuable—but I

couldn't help it."

been for the reason that he desired a

certain scrap of paper. And it had not

been obtained. He could not even tell

positively, even now that two lives had
been sacrificed, where that paper was
or in whose possession. It was pre-

posterous. Also it was outrageous

—

a reflection upon his reputation. A
hundred times before had he sought

papers—i m -

portant pa-
pers

;
papers

that might

have changed

history had
he not secured

them. Always
he had accom-

p 1 i s h e d his

aim; but never

had so much
as a drop of

blood been

lost. Von
Bleck, master

spy that he

was, had been

in the habit of

fighting with

his brains, not

his fists, and
this sudden

turn of events

made his
mind stagger.

He glared for

a moment at

Brant, then at

Rawls. Their

immobile
features,
their glower-

ing, conscienceless faces made him
shudder. Yet he needed these men,
and he was fighting in their territory.

He would have to fight in their way,

with their weapons.

Suddenly, as Von Bleck was peer-

ing through the half light at his two
companions the three men started to
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their feet with a jump. Outside, in the

distance, could be plainly heard hoof-

beats of two horses. They were ap-

proaching the hut at a gallop, but they

were still perhaps a quarter of a mile

away. Von Bleck and Brant looked

at each other; in the minds of all was

a single thought, Gwyn and Nan were

returning, possibly with assistance, to

get the chart. It was impossible to tell,

from the sound of the approaching

horses, how many of them there were.

The three in the cabin knew that they

would be caught if they did not act im-

mediately. They would have to think

quick, and move quicker. Brant was

the first to awaken to the situation.

He ran into the kitchen and returned

a moment later with a can of kerosene

oil. Von Bleck watched him almost

with dread as he poured the fluid over

the floor and furniture, and then went

into an adjoining room to which the

body of Cordoba had been removed,

to sprinkle the oil about in there. His

motive was obvious—-he ; intended to

burn the hacienda to the ground. Al-

though Von Bleck and Rawls knew this

much, they did not read all of Brant's

dastardly thoughts. When he had

poured the kerosene profusely about

and emptied the can, he lit it with a

candle which had been serving as an

illumination. Then, with a wave of his

hand, he motioned toward the kitchen.

Von Bleck and Rawls followed him

out.

The hoofbeats by this time had

grown louder and more distinct. Just

as Brant drew the bolt of the door that

separated the living room from the

kitchen, they stopped suddenly. In an-

other moment the living-room door

swung open and Gwyn rushed in,

closely followed by Nan. They were

alone. A glance at the flames, which

were now leaping high, and the odor

of the kerosene revealed the truth to

them immediately. Gwyn, shouting

over his shoulder to Nan, rushed to-

ward the door. He turned the knob

and pulled. Then, his face ghastly

white in the light of the flickering fire,

he turned to Nan.
''It's locked !" he exclaimed, his voice

choking, as if he feared to utter the

words. "They have been here and

started the fire—and they have locked

us in. It's a trick. We can't get out
!"

Gwyn's words were the truth. Von
Bleck, Rawls, and Brant had bolted the

kitchen door after they had gone

through it. They had run outside by

the rear entrance as Nan and Gwyn
had entered, and locked the door

through which they had come from the

outside. The windows of the hacienda

were barred with stout iron* embedded
in the sill. This had been a precaution

taken by Cordoba when he had flown

to the house from Chihuahua. Nan and

Gwyn were prisoners in the burning

building. Already the heavy smoke
caused by the burning oil was filling

the little living room. They could feel

it filling their throats and lungs. Sud-

denly Nan was racing frantically about

the room, beating the flames with a rug,

and while Gwyn was vainly attempting

to bend the window bars apart, the leer-

ing, hard countenance of Von Bleck

stared at him from the outside. In the

rakish glare of the fire as it shone

through the panes, it looked hideous.

Von Bleck broke the glass with his fist.

"You might as well give in," he an-

nounced coldly. "You can't get out un-

til the side burns away, and you'll suf-

focate before then. All we want is the

chart—the half you have—and we'll

open the door and be your friends.

What do you say?"

"All I can say," replied Gwyn, "is

that if you wrant this map you'd better

find a more practical way to obtain it.

It is in my pocket, and it will stay there

—if it burns. And then it will be more

impossible for you to get it then than it
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He had tried to sleep on a cot in the corner of the filthy room, but

slumber would not come to rest his conscience.

ever was." He turned and left the

window.
Von Bleck's face remained at the

window for perhaps a minute longer,

and then disappeared. The agent of

the Central Powers realized that what
Gwyn had said was true. If he burned

to death in the flames, the chart would
burn as well, and finding the lost mine
would then be a hopeless task. He
turned to his companions to voice his

fears, and found them worrying over

the fact that Nan might be wrenched
from their clutches by the blaze.

Meanwhile, Nan had thought of a

plan. Taking Gwyn by the arm and
glancing out of the window to assure

herself that Von Bleck or his compan-
ions were not watching, she led him to

the trapdoor through which Cordoba
had brought the cases of noxite from
the cave. With nervous haste, made
even quicker by the fact that the room
was filled with smoke, almost to the

point of suffocation, they opened the

door in the floor. Gwyn helped Nan

through the opening, and then lowered

himself from view, closing the door

after him.

CHAPTER VIII.

Von Bleck raised his head from his

hands and gazed meditatively through

the open door. For hours, it seemed,

he had been sitting before the hard

board table in the mountain abode of

Brant and Pomona Rawls, with his head
resting in his open palm. He had been

staring blankly at the rough wood that

served as a table top, and his fingers

had drummed nervously against his

forehead. Before him stood a half-

empty whisky bottle and a small glass.

His brow was wrinkled in a frown and
damp with perspiration. Plainly it was
a case of conscience, though Von Bleck

would never have admitted it even to

himself. He could not have denied,

however, that the reason he had not

been able to sleep the previous night,

and also the cause of his refusal to ac-

company his two colleagues when they
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had left early to try to find, with the

meager aid of their half of the chart,

the noxite mine, was that he was bat-

tling with himself over the supposed

death of Nan and Gwyn.
He had tried to sleep on a cot in the

corner of the filthy room, but slumber

would not come to rest his conscience.

Finally he had risen and gone to the

table, after Rawls and Brant had left.

Now, as he raised his head and a

breath of cool air swept through the

door, he braced himself. He arose,

brushed back his ruffled black hair, and

strode out to the trail. He would walk,

he decided, until he threw, by main
force, the haunting thoughts of Nan
and Gwyn from his mind.

For nearly half an hour he wandered
aimlessly down the trail, without rais-

ing his eyes. Suddenly he started at

the sound of a voice. He looked up
and glared with an expression mingled

with fear and astonishment. Not fif-

teen feet away, seated upon two horses,

were the two he had thought dead

—

burned to death in the hacienda of Don
Carlos de Cordoba ! His first impulse

was to turn and run, but the futility of

that occurred to him almost as quickly

as the thought. He forced a smile and
regained his bearing. In a moment he

was again the cool, calculating, wary
Yon Bleck that had borne successfully

the responsibility of the Central Powers
upon his shoulders.

Gwyn dismounted and approached
him.

''I'll trouble you to come with me,"
he said calmly. "I could cause your
immediate arrest and conviction on the

charge of attempted murder, but I have
better use for you."

Von Bleck made no reply. He turned
and followed quietly as Gwyn again

mounted and rode slowly along the trail

in the direction from which he had just

come. Nan walked her horse behind,

so that the agent of the Cf tral Powers
was between her and Gwvn.

For several minutes they traveled

thus, until Gwyn finally drew to a halt

beside a clearing. A barn, dilapidated

and dirty, stood a few feet in from the

road. Into this Gwyn led Nan and

Von Bleck. There were no signs of

life about the place, and an old box,

standing on end, was its only furnish-

ing. Gwyn moved it to the side of a

post that ran to the roof and motioned

to Von Bleck to sit on it. Then, with-

out speaking a word, he proceeded to

tie his captive to the post with a rope

he had taken from his saddle. Then,

with the muzzle of his revolver, he

made a tourniquet of a piece of the

rope and drew it tighter and tighter

about Von Bleck's head until the latter

winced with pain.

"There will be no bushbeating," an-

nounced Gwyn firmly. "Tell me where
the other half of the chart is. You
are a sensible enough person, Von
Bleck, to know when you are beaten.

You have the country and the law

against you. You can't go on acting

like a cheap outlaw and keep on getting

away with it. The cards are against

you, and you might as well give in.

Where is the other part of the map?"
Von Bleck did realize that he was

beaten. There was no alternative. If

he refused to speak, Gwyn could and
probably would cause his immediate
arrest.

"Pomona Rawls has it," he said

slowly. "He will, be at the hotel in

Lost Mine some time to-day. I was to

meet him there."

Gwyn smiled as Von Bleck spoke.

He could see from the defeated look

upon the Central Powers' agent's face

that he was telling the truth. Taking
the coveted half of the chart which he

held from his pocket, he gave ic to Nan
with his revolver.

"I am going back to Lost Mine to

get the rest of it," he said. "I'll leave

this with you. I might get into a fight

and lose it. I don't think you'll have
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any - trouble with our friend here, so

just -keep him covered with the "gun

until - I * get back." -He went out,

mounted ;his horse, and rode toward

the town.

-As : soon as the clatter of hoofs died

to silence in the distance, Yon Bleck be-

gan to plead with Nan. He complained

of a stinging pain in his arm, and in-

duced her to look at his hand. The
sight of it made her shudder. It was
wet with blood that had been flowing

from the bullet wound
made by Yaqui

Joe in

the ...fight

a t t h e

hacienda.

At first
X a n " re-

fused to

listen to his

pie ading,

but finally,

giving way
to her sym-

pathies, she

loosed the
rope that
bound the
wounded
arm. V o n

Bleck, as she

did so, reeled

backward against the post in appar-

ent exhaustion. Xan watched him
for a moment to see if he would re-

cover, but when he did not, she became
frightened and rushed out for some
water, which she obtained in a gourd

Gwyn, with the muzzle of his rei'olver, made a tourniquet

of a piece of rope and drew it tighter and tighter about

Von Bleck 's head.

that lay beside a well but a few feet

from the barn.

She placed the gourd to Yon Bleck'

s

lips, and he sipped from \ it. Nan
watched him with sympathy, though
she knew in her heart that he did not
deserve it. Suddenly, with such rapid-

ity that she was taken absolutely by sur-

prise, Yon Bleck jumped from his seat

and snatched the revolver from her
hand. He had worked his hand loose

after Nan had slackened the rope that

bound it, and untied his

bonds. Leveling

the gun
at her,
he d e -

m a n'd -

e d , in
tones that

made her

wonder
how she
could have
held any
symp athy

for him at

all:

"Now
that we have
changed our

positions, I'll

ask you, my
dear girl, just

will vou be so kind asas I was asked^

to turn over the other half of the chart?

I would not care to take any bold steps,

but I might remind you, you are holding

something which would warrant my
risking almost anything to obtain."

TO BE CONTINUED.
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This department will answer questions asked by our readers relating to motion pictures. No questions

regarding matrimony, religion, or scenario writing will be answered; those of the latter variety should be

sent to the editor of the scenario writers' department. Send full name and address, and write name or
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to see your reply in one issue means that it will come later. If you desire an early answer, inclose a
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SUNSHINE.—Xou landed right at the top of

the Oracle Department with your first let-

ter. Some have written steadily for several

months, but their letters did not arrive in the

right place to be put at the head of the list. I

don't know of any book published that gives the

poses you require. You might try any book store.

They ought to be able to supply you with what
you want from some other artist, if not Pavlowa.

A. F. W.—Glad to hear that you like the Pic-

ture-Play Magazine so well. It shows us that

we are accomplishing our aim—to give the pic-

ture fans a book they will enjoy reading each

month. Address Grace Cunard, Francis Ford,

Marie Walcamp, and Eddie Polo at Universal

City, California. Pearl White will get any mail

sent to her at the Pathe Exchange, 25 West
Forty-fifth Street, New York City.

L. W. J.—I don't get you at all about that

Charles Ray matter. It is hard to say just how
I became an Oracle. I have followed the picture

game since it first became a recognized form of

amusement, so I guess I just dropped in to Ora-
cleing. The editor asked me if I would do it,

and I said that I would, and have been doing it

ever since. I don't think that I can explain it

any better than this.

R. R. A.—Charles Chaplin and Douglas Fair-

banks receive about the same salary now for

their screen work. Charlie used to be way ahead
of the procession until Douglas came along. Wil-
liam S. Hart and Mary Pickford are close sec-

onds. There used to be a time when Mary Pick-
ford got the only really big salary, but times are
always changing.

Ruth D.—The Artcraft Pictures Corporation
handles the features of Mary Pickford. Their
address is 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

They also handle Douglas Fairbanks and Geral-

dine Farrar. Billie Burke's features are released

by the Paramount Pictures Corporation, 485 Fifth

Avenue, New York City. The Mutual Film Cor-
poration, Consumer's Building, Chicago, Illinois,

handles all the Mary Miles Minter features, while

Clara Kimball Young is attending personally now
to her own features. Yes, the twenty-five cents

is customary. Mary Pickford, Douglas Fair-

banks, and Geraldine Farrar get all their mail

at the Lasky Studios, Vine Street, Hollywood,
California. Mary Miles Minter finds her mail box
full each morning at the American Film Com-
pany, Santa Barbara, California; and Billie Burke
gets hers at the Paramount address; while Clara

Kimball Young greets the post man at the Than-
houser Studios, New Rochelle, New York.

Katherine Mosher.—Katherine Lee is older

than her sister Jane. Marin Sais is the young
lady's real name. Yes, I have a very nice picture

of Jackie Saunders. Florence Lawrence has re-

tired from the screen for good, it seems. Alan
and Creighton Hale are no relation to each other.

Your Chaplin, Brady, Pickford, Richardson, and
Ethel Clayton matrimonial questions are all

against the rules, I am sorry to say. Fannie Ward
is forty-two, and not forty-eight. Dick Rosson
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and Helen Rosson are brother and sister.

Queenie is a sister, too. Louise Lovely is the

only name the young lady uses.

Gpphhii.—It is always best to get your answer
through the columns of the Oracle department,

instead of by letter, as the questions for the mag-
azine are always answered before the letters are

attended to. Charles Ray is twenty-five years

old. He lives in Hollywood, California. His

next feature will be "His Father's Son," his first

feature for Thomas H. Ince's new company.

Grace Cunard has returned to the Universal Stu-

dios again, after taking a good vacation. This is

probably the reason you haven't seen her on the

screen lately. William Desmond and Louise

Glaum are still with the Triangle Film Corpora-

tion. Charles Ray, Enid Bennett, William S.

Hart, and Dorothy Dalton left the Triangle to

go with Ince when he sold out his interest in that

organization. Dorothy Phillips is still with the

Universal. Address Margarita Fischer in care

of the Pollard Picture Player's Studios, San

Diego, California.

J. M. L.—Send six cents in stamps to the

editor of this magazine for a copy of the Market
Booklet, which will give you a complete list of

all the film manufacturers.

T. B. H—Ralph Kellard is the name of the

young gentleman that played the role of T. O.

Adams with Pearl White in "Pearl of the Army."
You can address him in care of the Pathe Ex-
change, No. 25 WT

est Forty-fifth Street, New
York City. Yes, Jack W. Kerrigan appeared in

person at Detroit during his trip through the

United States and Canada. Mary Pickford is a

Canadian. She was born in Toronto, Canada,

twenty-three years ago. She is older than her

sister Lottie.

Jessie S. C.—I have turned your letter over to

the editor, and he will see that a copy of the

Market Booklet is sent to you. A new edition

has just come off the press and will be ready for

shipment within a few days, so you are just in

time for one of the newest ones.

Rexee.—You can address both Antonio Moreno
and Earle Foxe in care of the Pathe Exchange,

No. 25 West Forty-Fifth Street, New York City.

Earle is now playing opposite Pearl White in her

latest serial, "The Fatal Ring," which is showing

already. Yes, it is true that your friend Antonio

Moreno was born in Madrid, Spain.

Christine C.—I'm sorry, Christine, but I don't

think that any company will pay your fare to

come to either New York or California to work
for them before the camera when you have been

on neither the stage nor screen before. J. P.

McGowan plays in the films every once in a

while. He directs Helen Holmes in all of her
picture work. Grace Cunard will receive any
letter that you may send to her at Universal City,

California. Grace Cunard is her right name.
No, I don't think she and Francis Ford are going
to appear in any more serials together. You mean
"What Happened to Mary," and not "What Be-
came of Mary." It was the first serial ever pro-
duced, and featured Mary Fuller. It was made
by the Edison Company. No worry for me at all.

Curious.—Henry King is not acting any more,
nor is he directing any of the "Little Mary Sun-
shine" pictures. Henry is now with the Amer-
ican Film Company, where he has abandoned
acting to direct Gail Kane.

Earle's Admirer.—Grace Cunard, Mary Pick-
ford, and Alice Joyce are all related to each other.

Lillian Walker has been playing with the Ogden
Pictures Corporation, in Ogden, Utah. Yes, it

was all the young lady's hair in "The Bottle Imp."
G. M. Anderson has been directing pictures lately.

Maurice Costello has not appeared before the

camera since he did the serial, "The Crimson
Stain," for the Consolidated Film Corporation.

Justine N.—Have turned your letter over to

the editor, and he will see that one of our latest

editions, of the Market Booklet is sent to you.

I am sure that you will find it very valuable.

Eugenie.—Sorry, but we won't be able to give

you the address you seek, unless it is all right

with the person you mention. I will write and
find out about it. If all is well, I shall send you
the desired address, and if not I won't. That's
fair enough, isn't it.

Anne.—I don't think that you would take up
as much space as you imagine you would. Billie

Burke is now acting before the camera again, and
her features will be released by the Paramount
Pictures Corporation. There is really no youngest
film player. They have them from a few days
old up to eighty-odd years. There is no age limit

in the picture business. So you are crazy to be

a movie actress, too? You are not the only one.

You should have entered the Screen Opportunity
Contest, and you might have realized your am-
bition.

A. I. V.—Harold Lockwood, the Metro star, is

just twenty-nine years old. He was born in

Brooklyn, New York. Yes, Lockwood will con-

tinue to play at the same studio in Hollywood,
California, for some time to come, if present

plans of the company are carried out. Marguerite
Clark's latest picture is "The Amazons."

Miss Henrietta K.—John Bowers played the

leading role opposite Mary Pickford in "Hulda
from Holland." I doubt if there will be any more
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plays released 'with Harold Lockwood and May
Allison together. They are both starring alone,

and with different companies at the present time.

You are exactly right about Marguerite Clark's

age. Write to Harold Lockwood in care of the

Yorke Film Corporation, Gordon Street, Holly-

wood, California, for one of his pictures. Mary
Pickford is twenty-three years old. Your other

question regarding her is against the rules of the

department.

Tix-Tacks.—Address Vaieska Suratt in care

of the Fox Film Corporation, No. 130 West
Forty-sixth Street, New York City. Theda Bara

gets all her mail at the William Fox Studios,

Western Avenue, Hollywood, California. Blanche

Sweet will get any mail you may send to her

in care of the Lasky Studios, Vine Street, Holly-

wood, California. Max Linder should be ad-

dressed at the Essanay Film Company, No. 1333

Argyle Street, Chicago, Illinois. Blanche Sweet

is her right name. Margarita Fischer's snake is

a real pet, though, and not as dangerous as you

imagine. She has had him for several years,

and has lots of fun with him. The Max Linder

picture you mention was taken in France. I

haven't a cast of characters from it. Yes, Doug-

las Fairbanks certainly gets a big bank roll every

week for his work before the camera, but he

earns every cent of it, because he fills the box

office all the time, and certainly that is worth

some consideration, don't you think?

U. S. Patriot.—George Fischer is with the

American Film Company, at Santa Barbara, Cali-

fornia. Any mail addressed to him there will

be sure to reach him. Actresses use grease paint

for make-up before the camera, but could not use

the same make-up on the street. Charles Chaplin

was born in Paris, France, of English parents.

George Fischer has blond hair and brown eyes.

It's funny that you like him so well when you

haven't even seen him on the screen. You must

have fallen in love with his photograph some

place, eh?

North Pole.—Herbert Rawlinson has not ap-

peared in a serial for the Universal since he did

the famous "Black Box." His latest success for

the screen has been the big crook melodrama by

George Bronson Howard, "Come Through,"

which has broken box-office records all over the

country. It is one of the best pictures that Her-
bert Rawlinson has ever done, and has greatly

increased his popularity.

L. O. C.—Address Blanche Sweet in care of

the Lasky Studios, Vine Street, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia. Tom Forman is now in the Coast Artil-

lery, but any mail sent to him in care of the

Lasky Studios will be forwarded to him imme-
diately. Mae Murray is now with the Universal,

and should be written to at Universal City, Cali-

fornia. Jewel Carmen is back in the East, and
now gets her mail at the Fox Film Corporation,
No. 130 West Forty-sixth Street, New York City.

W>ite to Hazel Dawn in care of the Selznick
Enterprises, Incorporated, No. 729 Seventh Ave-
nue, New York City. Elliott Dexter's address
is the same as Blanche Sweet's.

Love,—I'm afraid, Love, that you are a gay
little deceiver. I thought you were going to tell

me some real news when I read your letter, but
at the very end you say that you are so tired that
you will have to tell me about it in your next
letter. Well, I guess the only thing for me to

do in that case is to be so tired that I won't be
able to answer this until the next issue, but as

I have already answered it, I guess that won't
do at all, will it? I suppose that I shall have
to be patient and forgiving and await your next.

Am I not a good little Oracle?

Manchester Admirer.—Of course I think that
Herbert Heyes would be only too glad to hear
from a stock admirer of his from Manchester,
and would answer your letter. When an actor

leaves the legitimate for the screen he doesn't

forget his legitimate friends, and is always glad
to hear from them. You can reach him by letter

at the Fox Film Corporation, No. 130 West
Forty-sixth Street, New York City.

A. Menx.—That is very hard to say. The only

way for a reader to get an answer at the head
of the Oracle Department is to have their letter

arrive so that it will reach me first when I go
to answer the month's questions. You see, this

way it is a matter of luck, and every one of my
friends has just as much chance of being at the

head of the list as any other. Don't you think

that this is the only fair way to go about it ?

Glad to hear- that you like the magazine so well,

and thanks very much for the kind things you
have to say about me. We always like to hear
what people think of our magazine.

Little Lady of the Plains.—Oh, everything h
coming along quite well in New York. How-
is everything in Bassano? Am still waiting to

hear what kind of a dog that French poodle is.

That must have been a very exciting incident,

indeed. Sorry, but I can't send you a photo of

myself as I haven't any, and even if I did have,

the editor wouldn't let me, as he still wants you
to read the magazine every month. Address
Marie Wayne in care of the Erbograph Com-
pany, One Hundred and Forty-sixth Street, be-

tween Seventh and Eighth Avenues, New York
City. The villain was the menace, of course.

Address Victor Moore in care of the Paramount
Pictures Corporation, No. 485 Fifth Avenue, New
York City. No, he is not any relation of t! e
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BeautifulWomen andVigorous Iron Men
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Delicate, Nervous "Run-Down" Folks 100 Per Cent, in Two Weeks' Time.

Opinion of Dr. Schuyler C. Jaques, Visiting Surgeon of St. Elizabeth's Hospital, New York City

SINCE the remarkable discovery of organic iron,
Nuxated Iron or "Fer Nuxate," as the French
call it, has taken the country by storm. It is

conservatively estimated that over three million peo-
ple annually are taking it in this country alone.
Most astonishing results are reported from its use
by both physicians and laymen. So much so that
doctors predict that we shall soon have a new age
of far more beautiful, rosy-cheeked women and vig-
orous iron men.

Dr. Ferdinand King, a New York Physician and
Medical Author, when interviewed on the subject, said :

"There can be no vigorous iron men without iron.
Pallor means anaemia. Anaemia means iron deficiency.
The skin of anaemic men and women is pale. The
flesh flabby. The muscles lack tone ; the brain fags
and the memory fails, and often they become weak,
nervous, irritable, despondent and melancholy. When
the iron goes from the blood of women, the roses go
from their cheeks.

"In the most common foods of America, the
starches, sugars, table syrups, polished rice, white
bread, soda crackers, biscuits, macaroni, spaghetti,
tapioca, sago, farina, degerminated corn-meal, no
longer is iron to be found. Refining processes
have removed the iron of Mother Earth from these
impoverished foods, and silly methods of home cook-
ery, by throwing down the waste pipe the water in
which our vegetables are cooked, are responsible for
another grave iron loss.

"Therefore, if you wish to preserve your youthful
vim and vigor to a ripe old age, you must supply the
iron deficiency in your food by using some form of
organic iron, just as you would use salt when your
food has not enough salt."

Dr. E. Sauer, a Boston Physician, who has studied
both in this country and in great European Medical
institutions, said : "As I have said a hundred times
over, organic iron is the greatest of all strength build-
ers. If people would only take Nuxated Iron when
they feel weak or rundown, instead of dosing them-
selves with habit-forming drugs, stimulants and alco-
holic beverages I am convinced that in this way they
could ward off disease, preventing it becoming organic
in thousands of cases and thereby the lives of thou-
sands might be saved who now die every year from
pneumonia, grippe, kidney, liver, heart trouble and
other dangerous maladies. The real and true cause
which started their disease was nothing more nor
less than a weakened condition brought on by lack
of iron in the blood.

"Not long ago a man came to me who was nearly
half a century old and asked me to give him a pre-
liminary examination for life insurance. I was as-
tonished to find him with the blood pressure of a boy
of 20 and as full of vigor, vim and vitality as a
young man ; in fact, a young man he really was, not-
withstanding his age. The secret, he paid, was taking
iron—Nuxated Iron had filled him with renewed life.

At 30 he was in bad health ; at 46 he was care
worn and nearly all in. Now at 50, after tak-
ing Nuxated Iron, a miracle of vitality and his face
beaming with the buoyancy of youth. Iron is abso-
lutely necessary to enable your blood to change food
into living tissue. "Without it, no matter how much
or what you eat, your food merely passes through
you without doing you any good. You don't get the
strength out of it, and as a conseouence you become
weak, pale and sickly looking, just like a plant trying
to grow in a soil deficient in iron. If you are not
strong or well, you owe it to yourself to make the
following test : See how long you can work or how
far you can walk without becoming tired. Next take
two five-grain tablets of ordinary nuxated iron three
times per day after meals for two weeks. Then test
your strength again and see how much you have
gained. I have seen dozens of nervous, run-down peo-
ple who were ailing all the while double their strength
and endurance and entirely rid themselves of all
symptoms of dyspepsia, liver and other troubles in

from ten to fourteen days' time simply by taking
iron in the proper form. And this, after they had in
some cases been doctoring for months without obtain-
ing any benefit. But don't take the old forms of re-

duced iron, iron acetate, or tincture of iron simply to
save a few cents. The iron demanded by Mother Na-
ture for the red coloring matter in the blood of her
children is, alas ! not that kind of iron. You must
take iron in a form that can be easily absorbed and
assimilated to do you any good, otherwise it may
prove worse than useless. Many an athlete and
prize-fighter has won the day simply because he knew
the secret of great strength and endurance and tilled

his blood with iron before he went into the affray;
while many another has gone down in inglorious de-
feat simply for the lack of iron."

Dr. Schuyler C. Jaques, Visiting Surgeon of St.

Elizabeth's Hospital, New York City, said : "I have
never before given out any medical information or
advice for publication as I ordinarily do not believe
in it. But in the case of Nuxated Iron I feel I
would be remiss in my duty not to mention it. I

have taken it myself and given it to my patients with
most surprising and satisfactory results. And those
who wish quickly to increase their strength, power
and endurance will find it a most remarkable and
wonderfully effective remedy."
NOTE.—Nuxated iron, which is prescribed and

recommended above by physicians in such a great
variety of cases, is not a patent medicine nor secret
remedy, but one which is well known to druggists
and whose iron constituents are widely prescribed by
eminent physicians both in Europe and America.
Unlike the older inorganic iron products, it is easily
assimilated, does not injure the teeth, make them
black, nor upset the stomach : on the contrary, it is a
most potent remedy in nearly all forms of indiges-
tion as well as for nervous, run-down conditions.
The manufacturers have such great confidence in nux-
ated iron that they offer to forfeit $100.00 to any
charitable institution if they cannot take any man
or woman under 60 who lacks iron, and increase
their strength 100 per cent or over in four weeks'
time, provided they have no serious organic trouble.
They also offer to refund your money if it does not
at least double your strength and endurance in ten
days' time. It is dispensed by all good druggists.
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other Moore boys, Owen, Tom, Matt, and Joe.

Harold Lockwood is five feet eleven and three-

quarter inches tall, weighs one hundred and sev-

enty-five pounds, and has brown hair and blue

eyes. Yes, it was very nice of him to send you
one of his photographs. If he knew how much
you treasured it, I am sure that he would feel

well repaid. Write soon again, and let me know
of any other doings about the academy, also

about the dog.

Kitty.—You are evidently planning doing some
heavy correspondence if the number of addresses

you want has anything to do with it. Well, I

am always willing to help the best I can, so here

goes. Write Annette Kellermann in care of the

Fox Film Corporation, No. 130 West Forty-sixth

Street, New York City. Louise Glaum gets all of

her mail at the Triangle Studios, Culver City,

California. William Russell receives his -letters

at the American Film Company, Santa Barbara,

California. Charles Ray has moved to the

Thomas H. Ince Studios, Los Angeles, California.

Charles Chaplin always calls for his mail at the

Los Angeles Athletic Club, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia. Jackie Saunders collects her daily mis-

sives at the Balboa Studios, Long Beach, Cali-

fornia. Creighton Hale always finds his at the

Pathe Exchange, No. 25 West Forty-fifth Street,

New York City. Lillian Walker now has her

letters delivered to the Ogden Pictures Corpora-

tion, Ogden, Utah. Norma Talmadge gets hers

at the Selznick Enterprises, No. 729 Seventh Ave-
nue, New York City. Alice Joyce should be writ-

ten to at the Vitagraph Studios, East Fifteenth

Street and Locust Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

Vivian Martin's address is the Morosco Studios,

Los Angeles, California. Mae Murray now re-

ceives her mail at Universal City, California.

Violet Mersereau still gets her daily notes at the

Universal Film Company, No. 1600 Broadway,
New York City. Billy Quirk will get any mail

sent to him in care of the Screen Club, New York
City. Betty Compson is with the Christie Film

Company, Gower Street, Hollywood, California.

Wallace Reid has his mail box at the Lasky Stu-

dios, Vine Street, Hollywood, California. Anna
Little will get a letter in care of Willis & Inglis,

Wright and Callender Building, Los Angeles,

California. Address Anita Stewart at the Vita-

graph. Theda Bara is now on the coast and
should be written to at the Fox Studios, West-
ern Avenue, Hollywood, California. Louise

Huff's address is the same as Vivian Martin.

J. Warren Kerrigan is now with Paralta, and his

letters are sent to him at the Paralta Plays, In-

corporated, Clune Studios, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia. Bessie Love gets her mail at the Triangle

Culver City Studios, and Douglas Fairbanks now
is working at the Lasky Studios, where Wallace
Reid is also. Helen Holmes should be addressed

at the Signal Film Company, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia. Earle Foxe is now appearing with Pearl
Wr

hite in "The Fatal Ring" serial. Address him
in care of the Pathe Exchange, No. 25 West For-
ty-fifth Street, New York City. Francelia Bil-

lington's address is the same as William Russell's.

Jewel Carmen .now receives her mail at the same
address as Annette Kellermann. Alice Howell
reads her mail at the L-Ko Studios, Gower Street,

Hollywood, California. Bryant Washburn and
Marguerite Clayton both receive their mail at the

Essanay Film Manufacturing Company, No. 1333
Argyle Street, Chicago, Illinois. Jack Pickford
is at the Lasky Studios, in Hollywood. Tom For-
man has gone to war, but any mail addressed to

him at the Lasky Studios will be forwarded to

him immediately. Crane Wilbur receives his mail
at the David Horsley Studios, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia. Howard Hickman gets his mail at the

same place Warren Kerrigan receives his. Louise
Fazenda continues to receive mash and other

notes at the Mack Sennett Studios, Allesandro
Street, Edendale, California. Winifred Westover
finds all her letters at the Sunshine Comedies,
Western Avenue, Hollywood, California. Ad-
dress Dorothy Kelly at the Vitagraph, in Brook-
lyn. Mary Thurman's address is at Mack Sen-
nett's workshop. Margarita Fischer gets bun-
dles of letters at the Pollard Picture Players

Studio, San Diego, California. William Des-
mond is at the Triangle Culver City plant. Peggy
Pearce is with Mack Sennett. Mary Anderson is

at the Western Vitagraph Studios, Hollywood,
California. Henry King gets his mail where Bill

Russell finds his. Mabel Normand is now a

Goldwyn star, and receives her mail at the Gold-

wyn Pictures Corporation, No. 16 East Forty-

second Street, New York City. Mabel Taliaferro

receives her notes at the Metro Pictures Corpora-
tion, New York City. Harold Lockwood greets

the postman at the Yorke-Metro Studios, Gor-

don Street, Hollywood, California. Mae Marsh
should be addressed in care of Goldwyn. An-
tonio Moreno now gets his mail at the Pathe
Exchange. Marshall Neilan at the Lasky plant.

Olga Petrova at the Metro Pictures Corporation.

Edna Purviance receives quite a bunch of mail

at the Lone Star Studios, Lillian Way, Los An-
geles, California. Rosemary Theba at the Pathe

Exchange. Earle W'illiams at the Brooklyn Vita-

graph. Viola Dana at Metro. June Caprice at

Fox Film Corporation, and Margaret Gibson at

the Christie Studios. You had better get started

early if you expect to write to all of these people.

So you don't want to be a movie actress? Well,

can it be possible that there is some one who
doesn't?

Mr. J. V.—Warren Kerrigan will get any let-

ter addressed to him at Gower Street, Holly-

wood, California.
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Jane Novak Admirer.—"God's Country and
the Woman" was produced in California by the

Yitagraph Company. Rollin S. Sturgeon was the

director of the picture. Jane Novak has not been

with the Clune Producing Company since they

finished "The Eyes of the World," in which she

had a very prominent part. Shakespeare plays

are very hard, indeed, to burlesque successfully,

which is probably the reason they have not been

done oftener. Many companies have tried to put

them on, but have failed to bring out the in-

tended laughs. Dorothy Gish was very cute, in-

deed, in "The Little Schoolma'am." They may
have some stills from the picture in the maga-
zine. I will ask the editor about it. I enjoyed
your letter very much, so you don't have to make
your next one any shorter on my account.

Cutie.—No, H. B. Warner had done some very
good screen work prior to his "Wrath" for the

"Seven Deadly Sins." He did "The Raiders,"

"Market of Vain Desire," and "The Beggar of

Cawnpore" for the Triangle Film Corporation, as

well as "Shell 43 " before doing "Wrath." He
is now with the Selig Company. You can't very

well compare the merits of actors so different in

their style as Chaplin and William S. Hart. Yes,

Sidney Ayres died several months ago. Warren
Kerrigan is now starring in features for the Par-
alta Plays, Incorporated. "A Man's Man" is the

title of his first picture. Double exposure is the

way the dream you mention was made. You are

all wrong about your William S. Hart discovery.

Some one must have been kidding you. The
r.utos smashed up in the films are real ones. Of
course, they get them as reasonably as they can,

but even then they cost a lot of money. I must
admit that I am not very much of a cook. I

never get the time to do anything like that. Save
your two bits, because I have no photos of my-
self to send to you. Can't get the time to have
them taken. H. B. Warner is of medium com-
plexion. I should hope I know how.

Winsome Winnie.—Dorothy Davenport was
born in Boston in 1895. Yes, I guess you are

pretty lucky. Wally plays a violin very well.

"Great Expectations" was taken in New York
City just before Jack Pickford came out to the

coast to work at the Morosco Studios. You
asked several questions that I could not answer
because they are against the rules. Look the

rules over carefully before you write again, so

that next time I will be able to answer them all.

Ruth P.—You can secure a photograph of

Clara Kimball Young by writing to her at the

Thanhouser Studios, New Rochelle, New York,
and inclosing a quarter to cover the cost of the

photograph and mailing.

Florence W.—Arline Pretty will get any letter

sent to her in care of Artcraft Pictures Corpora-
tion, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

Chazzie.—You are wrong about your surmise
regarding Charles Ray. He likes to dance, and

IO

Beautiful, Soulful,

\ ExpressiveEyes /
\ are enough to make any woman attrac

\ tive, be her features ever so irregular.

\ Have you ever noticed how much of

\ the charm of beautiful eyes is due
V to the eyebrows and lashes?

\ MADAME CHIC in the Chicago Examiner says

/
Limner says: »

I'Omen famed I
ifully arched 5
;ness to the I
Brow-Ine." I\\

"There are many actresses and society
for their long; silky lashes and beau
eyebrows that owe all their attractiveness to the

use of a little preparation called Lash-Brow-Ine. '

'

You , too, can have luxuriant eyebrows f
and long,sweeping lashes by applying £

jf nightly. This guaranteed pure ^\
and harmless preparation nourishes *\

<r in a natural mannerthe eyebrows and eyelashes, **

S makingthem thick, long and silky, thus giving depth

I
and soulful expression tothe eyes and beauty to theface.

LASH-BROW-INE has passed The Westfield McClure
Standard. Its efficacy is shown in the testimonials
received daily.

Sold in two sizes, 25c and 50c. Send price for size
you wish and we will mail LASH-BROW-INE and
our Beauty Booklet prepaid in plain, sealed cover.

Avoid disappointment with worthless sub-
stitutes. Use Genuine Lash-Brow-Ine only.

MAYBELL LABORATORIES
4008-68 Indiana Avenue, CHICAGO



The Picture Oracle

also enjo\s motoring about in his big, vermilion

Mercer. His hair is natural!}- curly.

Ceebe.—Earl Metcalfe was last seen on the

Mutual program in "The Perils of Our Girl

Reporters" series. Address Carlyle Blackwell in

care of the World Film Corporation. 130 West
Forty-sixth Street, New York City. He was born

in Syracuse, Xew York, and went to Cornell.

Yes, Ethel played with Earl in the old Lubin

days. Ethel Clayton was born in Champagne,
Illinois, on November 8, 1890. which probably ac-

counts for the fact that she is always in good
spirits. She is five feet five and one-half inches

tall, weighs one hundred and thirty pounds, and

has golden red hair and blue eyes. Her ad-

dress is the same as that of Carlyle Blackwell.

Didn't you think they made a very good team?

Chaplin Fax.—Charles Chaplin is no longer

with Mutual. He has finished his last picture for

that concern and gone to work for the Exhibi-

tor's Circuit. He will receive one million and

seventy-five thousand dollars for eight two-reel

comedies. He will pay the government some-

thing like four hundred thousand dollars' income

tax this year. His last comedy for the Mutual

is a convict story.

O. Ima Phule.—You can obtain photographs

of the three screen artists you mention by writ-

ing to them, and inclosing twenty-five cents to

cover the cost of the photo and mailing. Violet

Mersereau should be addressed in care of the

Universal Film Company, 1600 Broadway, Xew
York City. Antrim Short and Ella Hall will get

all mail sent to them at Universal City. California.

Theda Bara is still with the Fox Film Corpora-

tion. She is now at the Hollywood Studios in

California. Mary Pickford is twenty-three years

old.

Pennsylvania.—Yes. William Sheehan is con-

nected with the Fox Film Corporation. Kay
Laurell has never appeared before the camera

for a feature film. She is very pretty, indeed,

and might make a very fine little picture favorite.

Sunshine Billie.—Paul Willis is the name of

the youngster that played May Allison's brother

in "The Promise." He had one of the leading

roles in "The Fall of a Nation." You can reach

him by letter at the Yorke Studios. Gordon Street.

Hollywood. California. Harold Lockwood is

twenty-nine. Write as often as you like.

Mildred J.—Send fifteen cents to the circula-

tion manager of Ptcture-Play for a copy of the

February 15th issue. tqt6. which contained the

article. "My Strange Life." by Theda Bara. I am
sure you will enjoy reading it very much.

Oracle's Pal, County Asylum. Farthest
Gone Ward, Most Hopeless Case.—Pauline and

Vera are not working at the present time. "The
Amazons" is one of the latest Marguerite Clark
productions for the Paramount program. Leah
is still with the Yitagraph. I don't know but

what you are right about the camera breaking,

at that. Who knows?

W. J. Eroe.—Your question regarding William
Farnum is against the rules of the Oracle Depart-

ment, so I won't be able to help you in the least.

Read over the rules at the head of the depart-

ment carefully, so you will not ask any questions

in the future that I won't be able to answer for

you. Sorry, but it can't be helped. Rules are

rules, you know.

Mabel O. B.—Like my friend above, your only

question about Olga Petrova is against the rules

of the department, so I can't answer it for you.

T. H.—The circulation manager is sending you
under separate cover a copy of the February 15th

issue, 1916. of Picture-Play, which contained

the Theda Bara story of her strange life, written

by herself.

Beatrice Helen.—Could not make out the

name of the girl you wanted to write to. Edna
who? Any letter addressed to Ben Wilson at

the Universal Studios, Universal City, California,

will be sure to reach him. Yes, I think he would
answer a letter from you. Write to Charles

Chaplin at the Los Angeles Athletic Club, Los
Angeles, California. Billie Rhodes is still with

the Christie Studios, Gower Street, Hollywood,
California. Yictoria Forde is now working for

the Sunshine Comedy Company, at Western Ave-
nue, Hollywood, California. Yes. Violet Mer-
sereau likes to dance. I think Lois would send

you one of her photos. Address her in care of

Universal City, California. Yes. I have met both

Grace Cunard and Violet. No, you did not ask

too many questions. You won't think so, either,

if you look at the length of the one to Kitty.

There is no limit to the number of questions yon

can ask the Oracle of Picture-Play.

David A. J.—The price of the Picttjre-Play

Magazine for one year is one dollar and fifty

cents. The Scenario Department of this maga-
zine will be only too glad to help you with your

writing and give you any advice they can.

Clyde Heichell.—Picture-Play is publishing

just such a book, and will soon make an an-

nouncement of it in the magazine. Watch for it.

as it is just what you want. Douglas Fairbanks

gets about one hundred and twenty-five thousand

dollars for every picture he turns out for the

Artcraft Pictures Corporation, which is a neat

salary, you will admit. Write to Mary Thurman



Wrinkles
Removed
By New Secret Method

(The Picture Oracle—Continued.)

at the Mack Sennett Studios, Allesandro Street,

Edendale, California. Yes, Grace has been play-

ing for Pathe. The only way to tell if a person

is suited for the screen is to see them on the

screen. A person may look like a million dollars

on the street, but may photograph like ten cents.

The camera is very cruel to some, and very kind

to others who don't look so well in real life.

No, she did not play in many pictures before join-

ing the Essanay. She was born in your city, all

right.

Cleo—Well, well, if here you are not again!

I thought you had lost yourself or something.

How is everything in the Catskill Mountains?

I haven't been up there for two years. Wish I

could get a vacation, so I could run up there

again. Charlie Chaplin is no longer with the

Mutual. He has finished his contract with that

concern and gone in for himself to make pictures

for the Exhibitor's Circuit. He is getting one

million and seventy-five thousand dollars for a

mere eight comedies of two reels each. Charlie

hopes some day to make a decent salary; so does

the Picture .Oracle.

Lonesome.—This is surely a strange coinci-

dence. You inquire about Olive, Jr., and Cleo,

and here is an answer to Cleo right above your

own! Olive hasn't written to me for several

months, but Cleo still remains loyal and faithful.

I don't know the age of either, as they have never

confided this to me. Yes, that Francis Ford

question does break the rules, so I won't be able

to answer it for you. I have to work on Sunday
and every other day as well, including many
nights. There is no rest for either the weary or

the Picture Oracle. Grace Cunard and Francis

Ford will not appear in any more serials to-

gether. They were certainly a very popular team,

but the Universal is now featuring them sepa-

rately. "What Happened to Mary," "Who Will

Marry Mary?" "The Perils of Pauline," "The
Adventures of Kathlyn," "The Trey o' Hearts,"

"Lucille Love," "Exploits of Elaine," "The Master
Key," "The Black Box," and "Romance of

Elaine" were the early serials. Mary Fuller

starred in the first two, which comprised the

first serial on the market. Pearl White was fea-

tured with Crane Wilbur in "The Perils of Paul-

ine," and with Arnold Daly in the "Elaine" se-

rials. Grace Cunard and Francis Ford had the

star roles in "Lucille Love." Kathlyn Williams
appeared in "The Adventures of Kathlyn." Cleo
Madison and George Larkin were the featured
players in "The Trey o' Hearts," which was the

most popular Universal serial. Herbert Rawlin-
son and Anna Little costarred in "The Black Box"
serial. Of course I think so, but I am glad that

some one else feels the same way about it. There
are about four hundred picture shows in New
York. Quite some number to supply with films,

eh? Yes, I think that the favorites you mention
will visit your Home town some time to address
the movie fans there. I'll leave that last question
of yours for you to guess.

Wonderful results!
Wrinkles and age
lines banished. Yes, this
new secret method works
marvels. You should learn
about it right now. Learn
how it makes the skin as
smooth, clear and beauti-
ful as the famous com-
plexions of the Japanese
women. (You know how
soft, satiny and lovely
their skins are.) No mat-
ter how lone you may
have suffered from these
blemishes, no matter what
you have tried, get the in-
formation we will gladly
send about the Princess Tokio
treatment. Get the Princess
Tokio Beauty Book. It is free.
It tells you how to have the per-
feet skin beauty that all women
long for. Yours for the coupon.

Just a Few Days
And All Your Wrinkles Gone

No Massage. No Plasters. No
Masks. No Rollers. No Exercise.
A simple, easy treatment you use in

. the privacy of your room. Only a few
minutes required. The skinmade flaw-
less, fresh, young looking. Used and
recommended by society leaders and
prominent actresses everywhere.

Guaranteed
Ourlegal.binding money back goar-

antee goes witheach treatment. If the
Princess Tokio treatment should fail

in your case, taken according to OUT
plain, simple directions, your money
will be willingly and cheerfully re>
funded upon demand.

.

EDNA HUNTER
Famous "Movie"
Star, Says of th»
Princess Tokio
Treatment:

' 'After a hard day I just
apply Princess Tokio and
every trace of fatigue,
strain and roughness van-
ishes like magic. I gave
it to a friend whose face
was becoming wrinkled
and she says it wiped the
wrinkles off in no time. I
wish yoa all the success
you so richly deserve."

If you have Pimples,
Freckles, Rough Skin,
Blemishes, etc., the
Princess TokioTreat-
ment will remove
them as if by magic.

FREE Princess Tokio
Beauty Book

The whole story of the Princess Tokio treatment told.
The wonders it accomplishes. How complexions, once
"hopeless," have been restored to youthful

i

beauty. How years have been taken off
women's looks. All this valuable, private In-
formation is given in this book now ready for
distribution. Get your copy now. (Sent in
plain, sealed envelope.) Learn the secret
of a perfect skin. Learn how the American 1

woman can rival the complexion charms of
the Japanese. No cost. No obligation
whatever upon you. It Is free.

CawJ Couponoend now!
Just sign and mail the coupon. ^^prinp„. T_i«f>

That is all. It will bring you the > c j ?»
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Doris Hun— k.—Xiles Welch is the name of

the young man that played the role of Claverly

Trafton opposite dainty Marguerite Clark in

"Miss George Washington," a Famous Players re-

lease. You can" address him in care of the Para-

mount Pictures Corporation, Fifth Avenue, New
York City.

Dutch Cousins.—Paul Willis is the name of

the young man that played the part of May Alli-

son's .young brother in the Metro picture, "The
Promise." He is about sixteen years old. You
can address him in care of the Yorke-Metro Stu-

dios, Gordon Street, Hollywood, California.

Thistle.—I am sure that Dustin Farnum
would send you one of his photographs. xA.ddress

him in care of the Fox Film Corporation, West-
ern Avenue, Hollywood, California. Dustin Far-

num is his right name, and he is a brother of

William Farnum. Franklyn Farnum, of the Uni-

versal, is no relation of William and Dustin.

Herbert Rawlinson's address is Universal Studios,

Universal City, California. I am sure that he,

too, will send you one of his photos. Seena Owen
is the name of the young lady that played the

role of the Princess Beloved in D. W. Grif-

fith's spectacle, "Intolerance." Write to her at

the Triangle Studios, Culver City, California.

Jean H.—Questions are always answered more
quickly in the: columns of the Oracle than by
letter, as the magazine questions are always an-

swered before the personal replies are attended

to. No, I am sorry, but I can't send you one of

my photographs, as I haven't any to send. Write
to Harold Lockwood in care of the Yorke-Metro
Studios, Gordon Street, Hollywood, California.

Between seeing all the features and answering

questions, you can easily understand that I don't

have very much time to myself. Yes, Charles

Ray is a mighty fine actor. I don't really think

that he wants to play a villainous role. He has

a type all his own now, and I don't see any reason

why he should want to change. Address Charles

Ray in care of the Thomas H. Ince Studios, Los
Angeles, California. Wallace Reid will get any
mail you may send at the Lasky Studios, Vine
Street, Hollywood, California.

A. L. H.—Yes, the fifteenth installment of the

"Shorty Hamilton Series" on the Mutual pro-

gram was the last one. The girl who played

Anita is not with the Mutual any longer. Neither

is Shorty.

A. Kidd.—Can't answer most of your questions,

as they are against the rules of the Oracle De-
partment. Roscoe Arbuckle is not dead. In fact,

he is very much alive and making comedies for

the Paramount program just at present, and in

very good health, too. Marguerite Clark is her
real name. Helen Holmes is the only name
known for that popular star of railroad stories.

Her latest serial is the "Lost Express," which is

soon to be seen on the Mutual program. Mar-
guerite Clark's latest play is "The Amazons," and
a very good one, too. No, William S. Hart is

not part Indian. Harold Lockwood is his real

name. Mary Pickford was born in Toronto,
Canada.

R. I. D.—Yes, you have to have either a pass
to get inside the studios at Universal City, or else

pay twenty-five cents admission. There is a guide
there to show you all about the place, where you
can watch them making pictures. Marguerite
Clark is thirty years old. I can't answer any
matrimonial questions, as they are against the

rules of the department. Yes, I think that Mary
Miles Minter would answer a letter from an ad-
mirer. There are over twenty producing com-
panies in California. Mary Miles Minter tells

me that she was born on April I, 1902, in Shreve-
port, Louisiana. Write to her in care of the

American Film Company, Santa Barbara, Cali-

fornia. Address Gladys Hulette at the Than-
houser Studios, New Rochelle, New York.

Herbert Rawlinson Fan.—Herbert Rawlinson
has been with the Universal Film Company for

several years, and is one of their biggest stars,

as well as one of the most popular male stars

before the camera to-day. Yes, he played in

"Damon and Pythias." He played the role of

Pythias. William Worthington, who later, di-

rected him, played the part of Damon. Anna
Little played opposite him in the "Black Box" se-

rial. His latest and one of his biggest successes

since he has been with the Universal is "Come
Through," a tremendous crook drama that was
written by George Bronson Howard. Rawlinson
takes the part of a gentleman crook who reforms
in order to win the love of the girl he has been
forced to marry but whom he has never seen

before in his life. Swimming is one of his fa-

vorite hobbies, and playing the ukulele is his only
vice. He is still with the Universal, and a letter

addressed to him in care of the Universal Stu-

dios, Universal City, California, will be sure to

reach him. I am sure that he will be only too

glad to send you one of his photos. He sent me
one of his latest ones, and it is very fine. Inclose

a quarter with your request, as photos cost

money.

Altas.—No, I guess there is no use in trying

ot find out, because it can't be done. No, Elsie

Janis is not playing in pictures now. She has

not appeared in a film for some time. Harold
Lloyd is Lonesome Luke, and Bebe Daniels is

the young lady that plays with him. You can
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address both of them in care of the Rolin Film

Company, Los Angeles, California. Ella Hall

isn't much larger than Marguerite Clark. What
kind of r dog is it, and maybe I can suggest a

name for it? I might suggest a name, and it

wouldn't be that kind of a dog, so that wouldn't

do at all.

• Mademoiselle.—Charles Ray was born in

Jacksonville, Illinois, twenty-five years ago, and

has spent most of his life in theatricals. He went

to the coast four years ago, after closing with

a stock company for the season, and got a job

with Thomas H. Ince's company producing two-

reel dramas for the Mutual program. He in-

tended to return to the stage when the stock

season opened in the fall, but he liked pictures so

well that when the time came for him to open

with the stock company again he signed a con-

tract with Mr. Ince instead, and has been under
his guidance ever since. He recently left the Tri-

angle Film Corporation to be featured in Mr.
Ince's new company. He is six feet tall, weighs

one hundred and sixty-eight pounds, has dark-

brown hair and eyes. He lives in his own home.

His car is a five-passenger Mercer of vermilion

color. His latest pictures are "The Pinch Hitter,"

'The Clodhopper," and "Sudden Jim." You can

reach him by mail in care of the Thomas H. Ince

Studios, Los Angeles, California. There, I guess

you have everything you wanted to know about

him in a nutshell.

Kissme.—My, but you're getting to be the regu-

lar little customer ! Right on time for every is-

sue. I agree with you about Picture-Play. Of
course. I like to receive letters. If I didn't I

wouldn't be answering them for a living, would
I? What a person doesn't like to do, they can't

do very well, can they? No, I am not Gerald C.

Duffy. That distinguished person is the editor

of Picture-Play.

Polly Perkins.—Glad to hear that you liked

them. Why the H. S. M.? Do you feel that

way? You can address Valeska Surratt in care

of the Fox Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-

sixth Street, New York City. Douglas Fairbanks
will get any mail sent to him in care of the Lasky
Studios, Vine Street, Hollywood, California.

Yes, I thought that William Farnum was very
good in the double role in "A Tale of Two
Cities." Of course, I feel sorry for you, but don't

you think that you are still a thousand times bet-

ter off than some others? Don't forget to waste
another stamp soon.

Longing D. B.—There were fifteen episodes
in "The Purple Mask." Arnold Daly is not play-

ing in pictures at the present time. He has been
devoting himself to the stage. Theda Bara has
just finished a big film spectacle dealing with the
life of Cleopatra, which will be known by that

name when released.

John S. B.—The Market Booklet is being sent

you by the editor as you requested in your let-

ter. Yes, the six cents in stamps was the cor-

rect amount.

yullc^icesJor

diamonds
Christmas Offerings Reach

JJERE you can get diamonds at «x * 40to50percentlowerthanmar-o^^\\ i///
ket prices, proved by customers' letters. v$xV^\MiI''%
Diamonds which originally sold at full
prices. The exact qualities forwhich. "^-^JF^rfMIHil
full pricesarepaid today. Any new mounting

~
you prefer. Encased in a handsome gift box.

Diamond Banking
For over sixty yearswe have been

In the business ofdiamond banking—lend-
ing money on high grade diamonds,watches,
and other jewelry. When the money we lend IS
not repaid, we must sell the diamonds,

T nnl? Here are a few of the bar*I^UU& gains in our latest bulletin.

The very thing for an engagement ring. A bine-
white, brilliant, perfectly cut, genuine dia-
mond of high degree of perfection. It weighs
8/8—1/16, 1/32 kt. and is mounted in aiei"
white gold top ring. Just try to match it at

1 for free exam-

$40, Unpaid Loan Bargain Price $49.80
(nation. Guaranteed Cash Loan I

Gentlemen; wear a diamond; but don't pay
a full price. 1—1 /16 kt. 13 the weight of this
beautiful, perfectly cut solitaire. Fine blue-
white color. Investment protected by Guar,
anteed Loan of S130. Unpaid CI cc nil
Loan Bargain Price. ViOO.UV
A cluster that really looks like a large fiery soi
Itaire. Brand new mounting of 14-kt. solid
gold. See what you can buy at retail for 550;
then Bend for and compare this. You'll de-
cide on this big bargain at Unpaid <t9C CC
Loan Bargain Price $*-O.OD
Many wonderful watch bareains are Bbown
In our bulletin. Here is a 21-jeweled dou-
ble roller, full size. Vanguard (Waltham)
in genuine 20-year gold-filled case. Guar-
anteed good as new and to pass railroad in-
spection. Try to match at full 60 per
cent more. Unpaid Loan Bar- COO qc
gain Price - ~

Sent on Approvals
Wewill be glad tosend you, prepaid, on ap-

Droval and without obligations, any of our bar-
gains for FREE EXAMINATION. See them for
yourself— and examine them before you decide
to buy

To Make Quick Sales Guaranteed

We Offer Astonishing CashLoans

Rarenins' ^ save youBargains. 40 to 50%.

Hundreds of customers'
letters testify that they have
made this saving. Write for
our bulletin today.

Send the Coupon!

Diamonds bought
here are like in-
surance policies.
Yoo know what
yon can borrow
before you buy —
see ourCashBack
Guarantees.

Hundreds of special bar
gains listed in this new bul-
letin. Write for it today. Not
just one quality of diamonds, <

but all qualities are shown in 9
this remarkable bulletin. Your *
name and address on the jf
coupon is enough, but .
write NOW.
Jos. DeRoy & Sons
Only Ow. Post Office

2932 DeRoy Building

Pittsburgh, Pa. /
Reference by /permission : /

Farmers' Depos- / NcfiYie-
it Nat. Bank. /
Marine Nat. /
Bank, any /
Pittsburgh /
Daily

/ Jos.

,* _ DeRoy&Sons
2932 DeRoyBIdg.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Gentlemen : — Please

J? send me, absolutely

f free and prepaid, your
new Bargain Bulletin of

diamonds, watches and
other jewelry. It is dis-

tinctly understood that I as-
same no obligation of any kind.

Address.



Choice of the Stars
Light as thistledown, soft and smooth as the flower

petals, with a delightful fragrance that lingers—

CARMEN Complexion POWDER
Justifies its position as the favorite powder of our

Stars, the professional women of the stage and screen
—dancers, singers and actresses.

White, Pink, Flesh, Cream—50c Everywhere

STAFFORD-MILLER CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

CRAY HAIR
Restored To Original Color or It Costs

You Nothing
A marvelous success! Positively proven power to re-

store gray hair to original color, no matter what color
it was. KOLOR-BAK will do this quickly, harm-

lessly, thoroughly—or it costs you
nothing. New, scientific principle

applied with unerring results in thou-
sands of cases. KOLOR-BAK is

not a dye or stain. Contains no nitrate

of silver, nickel, copper, mercury,
coal tar, wood alcohol, henna, or

sage tea. Guaranteed absolutely pure
and harmless, colorless, stainless.

KOLOR-BAK costs you nothing
if it fails. If you continue to tolerate

any gray hair now, you do so from
choice, not necessity! KOLOR-BAK
is your positive protection. Thousands
have secured quick results from this

wonderful preparation. And they
tested KOLOR-BAK (as you may)
with the knowledge that it would cost

nothing if it failed.

KOLOR-BAK banishes dandruff and
itching scalp in a few applications ; also

stops hair falling out. Write for free book, positive proof and
legal binding money-back guarantee. Kolor-Bak Products
Co., 68 West Washington St., Dept. 54, Chicago.

Cal.—Don't know what Gladden is doing at the

present time. He is probably taking a little vaca-
tion. He was with the Fine Arts with Norma
Talmadge, not the World.

(The Picture Oracle—Continued.)
S. O. S.—I am sure Mary Miles Minter will

send you one of her best pictures if you inclose
the customary twenty-five cents with your request.
Address her in care of the American Film Com-
pany, Santa Barbara, California. Pearl White
has auburn hair. A letter addressed to her in

care of the Pathe Exchange, No. 25 West Forty-
fifth Street, New York City, will be sure to reach
her.

Charles Ray Bug.—So you are crazy about the
acting of Charles Ray? So are a great many
other people. I agree with you that he is a dif-

ferent type from any other actor on the screen
to-day. He started with Thomas H. Ince's Kay-
Bee Company about four years ago, and has been
under his guidance ever since. When Thomas
H. Ince left the Triangle Studios to form his

own company, Charlie went with him, and will

be seen in features on the Paramount program
in the future. The first picture that brought him
into stardom was "The Coward." He lives in his

own home in Los Angeles, California. Yes, he

belongs to the Los Angeles Athletic Club. He
is working now on "His Father's Son," which
is scheduled for early release on the Paramount
program. "Sudden Jim" is his latest picture.

"The Pinch Hitter" was the first picture he made
since the beginning of the year, and was followed

by "The Millionaire Vagrant," "The Clodhopper,"

and "Sudden Jim." I think that "The Clodhopper"

was his best picture, too. Address him in care

of the Thomas H. Ince Studios, Los Angeles,

California. I am sure that he would be only too

glad to hear from such an ardent admirer as

yourself, and gladly send you one of his photos.

Cilly Aws.—Frank Keenan and Thelma Sal-

ter were starred in the Ince production of "The
Grab." Thomas Dixon produced "The Fall of

a Nation." He was the author of the Griffith

spectacle, "The Birth of a Nation." Yes, Wil-

lard Mack has left the pictures for the time

being. A number of his plays and scenarios are

being produced in the films, however, so his

presence in the silent drama is still felt. Enid
Markey has left the Kay-Bee Company. Douglas
Fairbanks has had Constance Talmadge, Alma
Reubens, Arline Pretty, and Eileen Percy as his

leading ladies since he appeared in "Manhattan
Madness" with Jewel Carmen. Doug seems to

like a new face opposite him in every picture,

or else he is trying them all out. Maybe he

wrants to see how many leading ladies he can

have before he quits the films. Sort of a rec-

ord or something. Some people liked the Fox
production of "Romeo and Juliet" better, and

some liked the Metro feature of that name the

better.

Y-O-U.—So you didn't think so much of the

fight between House Peters and William S. Hart
in "Between Men?" Sorry I can't help you out

very much on that other matter, but the parts

of the pictures are not very distinct. Number
two is William S. Hart, six is Theda Bara, and
three looks like June Caprice. Your Anita

Stewart should be Pauline Frederick.
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Pauline —Of course, Anita Stewart has a press

agent. They all do. Who else would send out

their forthcoming pictures, and all that? If they

didn't, the film public would hear less about them,

and that wouldn't do at all. Your suggestion is

a very good one, but the editor is the place for it.

I would write it to him in full if I were you.

Blanche Sweet is five feet five inches tall, and

weighs one hundred and thirty pounds.

Dorothy Wilson, Canada.—I haven't a motor

car myself. I do all my exercising on the sub-

way, elevated, and street cars. Write to Mar-
guerite Clark, in care of the Famous Players Film

Company, New York City, for one of her pic-

tures. Marguerite Clark was born in Cincinnati,

Ohio, on Washington's Birthday, 1887. She is

four feet ten inches tall, and weighs ninety

pounds.

Alice Schnbert.—Don't know of any gentle-

man by the name you mention playing in pictures.

He may be working extra at some of the com-

panies, but not on the regular stock list, as I

keep track of them all. Sorry I can't help you

out on this.

Pat McGuire.—Yes, I remember giving such

an answer. It was in the Theda Bara version of

"Carmen" that this took place. The fellow dou-

bled for Herbert Heyes, and took the jump off

the cliff into the water on horseback. He broke

both of his legs in the fall, but the horse wasn't

hurt at all.

Lillian deL T.—Niles Welch played the lead-

ing role opposite Marguerite Clark in "The Val-

entine Girl." You can reach him by mail in care

of the Famous Players Film Company, New York
City.

Stella G.—You can reach Alice Brady by let-

ter at the World Film Corporation, 130 West
Forty-sixth Street, New York City. Alice must
be quite a favorite of yours, judging from the

way you write. She is a favorite with a great

many other movie fans, too.

C. B.—Yes, I think that Monroe Salisbury did

some very remarkable work in the Clune pro-

duction, "The Eyes of the World." Paul Willis

was also very good in "The Fall of a Nation."

Yes, it is pretty hard on the screen villain. He
is seldom popular with the fans. They seem to

think that all the screen folk are just the same
off as they are on. Address Mae Marsh in care

of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, 16 East
Forty-second Street, New York City. Stuart

Holmes is still with the Fox Company. You can
reach him by letter in care of the Fox Film Cor-
poration, 130 West Forty-sixth Street, New York
City. He is no relation to Helen Holmes, the

Mutual star. Frances Nelson is still appearing
in features for the World Film Corporation.

Floyd N.—Address Gladys Hulette in care of
the Thanhouser Film Corporation, New Rochelle,

New York. Charles Chaplin will get all mail
sent to him at the Los Angeles Athletic Club, Los
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Angeles, California. Billie Ritchie gets his

morning mail at the Sunshine Comedies, Incor-
porated, Western Avenue, Fox Studios, Holly-
wood, California. Mary Pickford is twenty-three.
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran will get their letters

at Universal City, California. Address Rosemary
Theby in care of the Pathe Exchange, 25 West
Forty-fifth Street, New York City.

Billy B.—You certainly have a very change-
able nature, haven't you, to feel so many differ-

ent ways on one subject? Make-ups are very
curious. They will look very well under certain

lights, and then under others, or in the sun-
light, they may look very bad. It takes a lot of
study before a person can figure out the make-up
problem satisfactorily. From your description

you probably mean the story of "The Lorelei,"'

which was done about the time you mention. It

was something on the same principle.

C. P. T.—The Scenario Department looks after

all the questions pertaining to scenarios for this

magazine. Wrjte to them regarding your sce-

nario, and they will be able to advise you. If

I am not mistaken, I think the story was taken
from a book or play.

Jackie.—Yes, Grace Cunard is just as good
looking off the screen as she is on. Viola Dana
is with the Metro Pictures Corporation. Grace
Cunard is working at the Universal once more.
I like Grace very much, indeed. She is a very

nice young lady, and is always doing her best

to help any one in trouble. Margarita Fischer

was certainly wonderful in "Miss Jackie of the

Navy." I enjoyed that picture more than any

I have seen in a long time, with the exception

of "The Clodhopper," with Charles Ray. We
have had that interview with Grace, and a dandy,

too, telling all about her. All right, Miss Hula
Hula, you get a wiggle on, and write again soon.

Where did you get the name Hula Hula for your

club?

Louise L. Z.—Earle Williams is still with the

Vitagraph Company. You can reach him by mail

in care of the Vitagraph Company of America,

East Fifteenth Street and Locust Avenue, Brook-

lyn, New York. Your other question about him

is against the rules of the department, so I won't

be able to answer it.

Sallie Sue.—Jack Sherrill and Fatty Heirs are

still playing in pictures. I get a glimpse of Fatty

every once in a while. Yes, Bill Hart answers

his mail. Address Alice Brady in care of the

World Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth

Street, New York City.

Maude M.—By the time you are twenty-one

you may have an entirely new idea, and not want

to be a motion-picture actress at all.

Margaret Schemm—You should have ad-

dressed Creighton Hale in care of the Pathe

Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth Street, New York-

City. Maybe you had better write to him again

to make sure. Address Miss Clara Kimball

Young in care of the Thanhouser Studios, New
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Rochelle, New York. She is working up there

now at the head of her own company. Yes, the

hero is most always the mysterious person. It is

either the hero or the villain. So you want me
to tell Olive, Jr., that you don't like Wallace
Reid? I can't very well, because she hasn't writ-

ten for a long, long time. If she ever does again

I'll tell her for you.

Love.—You and your chum must have had
some glorious time in Springfield. Has she got

over it yet? It certainly must be a lot of fun

to go into a big city for a day or two when you
live in a small town, but when you live in the

city for a long time it gets sort of monotonous.

K. G. G.—Address William Davidson in care

of the Metro Pictures Corporation, New York
City.

Bobbie, Jr.—Marguerite Clark is thirty years

old. She is just four feet ten inches tall, and
weighs ninety pounds. Dorothy Gish and Mar-
guerite Clark are their real names. Are you sure

you wrote to her at the correct address?

G. F. S.—Jack Warren Kerrigan has finished

his tour of the States and Canada, and is back in

pictures again. He has already finished one pic-

ture, "A Man's Man," which will be released by
the Paralta Company shortly. Jack is one of the

most popular male stars to-day, and I have had
numerous inquiries as to when he would return

to the screen again. He just had to make that

trip through the various States, and meet his

admirers face to face, as they had been begging
him to do for several years. No, he didn't meet
with any accident. You were misinformed there.

He is working for his own company, but the

pictures will be released on the Paralta program.

O. I. C.—You can get a picture of Doris Grey
by writing to her in care of the Thanhouser Film
Corporation, New Rochelle, New York. She cer-

tainly screens very well, indeed. Doris is her
right name. She is appearing in new pictures

regularly.

Herbert Rawlinson Fan.—You are right

about Herbert Rawlinson in all your guesses ex-
cept one. He is still with the Universal Film
Company. His latest feature made quite a sen-

sation, and is doing Herb a world of good. He is

one of the most popular little actors we have,
and "Come Through," the spectacular drama of
crook life in which he is being seen at the pres-
ent time, has helped to make him a greater fa-

vorite than before. He has a most pleasing per-
sonality, and is a big box-office winner. Yes, he
is quite some swimmer, and has won several
medals of which he is justly proud. He is an
all-around athlete, and a fine fellow to know.
You can reach him in care of Universal City,

California.

Lillian M.—Send six cents in stamps to the
editor of this magazine for a copy of the Market
Booklet, which will tell you where to send any
photo plays you have written. All questions per-
taining to scenarios should be addressed to the
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Scenario Department of this magazine. They will

be only too glad to give you any advice they can
in regard to your stories. They are experts in

this line, and have been employed by Picture-
Play to give its readers the benefit of long ex-
perience.

L. W. H., Waterbury Center.—Eugene
O'Brien is certainly a good-looking chap. Variety

is published in New York City. It is a weekly
theatrical journal, and costs ten cents. Of
course, the players read the letters sent them by
their admirers. They enjoy them, as it keeps

them in touch with the public's opinion. Sylvia

Bremer was Abbie in "The Pinch Hitter," sup-

porting Charles Ray. John Emerson is Douglas
Fairbanks' director. He played the leading role

in the Fine Arts-Triangle production, "The Fly-

ing Torpedo." William S. Hart played in a

film called "The Patriot," not the "Lone Patriot."

Lillian Gish hasn't been before the camera for

some time. She is now with D. W. Griffith in

England. Stanhope WheatcrOft is the young gen-

tleman's name that you marked with a cross on
the herald.

Bessie Barriscale Admirer.—Bessie Barriscale

is now working for the Paralta Plays, Incorpo-

rated, making features at the Clune Studios in

Los Angeles, California. Her pictures will con-

tinue to be released by the Triangle Film Cor-
poration, however. There has been no word as

to what Blanche Sweet is going to do. The late

Barriscale films are " Bawbs of the Blue Ridge,"

"Hater of Men," and "The Snarl." I think the

articles you mentioned were greatly exaggerated.

The managers wouldn't pay the salaries to the

stars if the Stars did not draw the big money
into the theater box offices.

W. H. W.—Ask the editor about the covers

you mention. He attends to all that part of it.

Mabel Normand and Mae Marsh are both work-
ing for the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation. Ma-
bel recently finished a big feature called "Mickey,"

which is scheduled for release at an early date.

Douglas Fairbanks and Charles Chaplin are dif-

ferent types of comedians, so cannot be com-
pared very easily. Yes, I have been in the

movies.

Anxious—Waiting.—Theda Bara is the only

name that young lady uses. Tom Forman has

left with the Seventeenth Coast Artillery, but a

letter addressed to him in care of the Lasky
Studios, Vine Street, Hollywood, California, will

be forwarded to him. It is hard to describe any

distinguishing marks between Dorothy and Lil-

lian Gish. They look a great deal alike, except

that Dorothy is younger. Address' Robert War-
wick and Doris Kenyon in care of the World
Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth Street,

New York City. Valeska Surratt may be written

to at the Fox Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-

sixth Street, New York City. Douglas Fairbanks

receives his daily mail at the Lasky Studios, Vine
Street, Hollywood, California. Theda Bara col-

lects hers at the Fox Studios, Western Avenue,
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Hollywood, California. It is customary to send a

quarter with each request, because the stars have

to pay for the photographs themselves, and they

cost about twenty-six cents, including postage.

Art Busche.—Yours was a very interesting

letter, but as you did not ask any questions, I'm

afraid that I can't answer anything for you this

time. I am sure that I would pick civil engi-

neering if I could.

E. F. M.—Marguerite Clark's latest picture is

"The Amazons," and a very good one, too. Lou-

Tellegen is now directing at the Lasky Studios.

Douglas Fairbanks is now appearing in "Down
to Earth," which is one of the cleverest little pic-

tures that the famous Doug has ever done. Ad-

dress Marguerite Clark in care of the Famous
Players Film Company, New York City. Both

Douglas Fairbanks and Lou-Tellegen get their

mail at the Lasky Studios, Vine Street, Holly-

wood, California.

R. D.—Valeska Surratt is with the Fox Film

Corporation. She will get any mail sent to her

at 130 West Forty-sixth Street, New York City.

Harold Lockwood works at the Yorke Studios,

Gordon Street, Hollywood, California, and a let-

ter addressed to him there will be sure to reach

him.

Movie Bug.—The judges of the Screen Oppor-
tunity Contest did not answer any letters of con-

testants while the contest was going on. It has

been finished now, and the winners have all been
announced.

M. C. A.—I am sure that Marguerite Clark

would send you one of her photographs. "The
Amazons" is her latest picture. Address her in

care of the Famous Players Film Company, New
York City. J. W. Johnstone played opposite her

in "Helene of the North." "Not My Sister" was
released in 1916. Bessie Barriscale had the star

part in it, and William Desmond supported her.

Yes, I get several letters every week from differ-

ent movie fans in Milwaukee. Most critics like

Theda's vamping better than any other siren in

the orchestra of the luring. No, Mary Pickford
did not have anything to do with the making of

"Broadway Jones." Sorry that I could not put

your answer at the head of the Oracle, as you
desired, but your letter did not arrive in the right

position. If at first you don't succeed, try, try

again.

Raye S. Nelson.—Bebe Daniels, of the Rolin

Company, is just seventeen years old. You can
reach her in care of the Rolin Film Company,
Los Angeles, California. You have quite a col-

lection of favorites, haven't you? Ralph Kellard

•js thirty years old. Annette Kellermann played
in "A Daughter of the Gods," as well as "Nep-
tune's Daughter." She was with the Hippodrome
show in New York until it closed for the sum-
mer season. Blanche Sweet is very atractive.

Lloyd V. Hamilton is "Ham's" real name, and
Albert Edward Duncan is "Bud's" correct name.
They are not playing together any longer. Ham-
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CPETIilf AETPR to readers of Picture-Play Magazine.3lLLmL WWW We wil 1 mail , on receipt of 25c. , a beautiful

Aluminum Box, Purse Size, containing Ci

Mignon Complexion Powder—enough for
Write today. This offer is presented at

Mignon and Clair
or three weeks,

great loss for a short

time only, to prove the wonderful value of the Mignon products.

Large jar of Creme Mignon 60c. postpaid.



LaGoutte-a-Goutte

RESTORES ffiS GRAY HAIR
No matter liow gray, faded, streaked

or liieless it may be, only one applica-
tion of LaGoutte-a-Goutte will restore
the color to any shade of black, brown,
drab or red. LaGoutte-a-Goutte is

harmless, does not discolor the scalp,
makes a lovely, rich, lasting color that
does not fade or rub off on the pillow.
Makes the hair soft and glossy, with a

natural, full-of-life appearance, and the hair can be
washed as usual. IT REQUIRES ONLY ONE APPLICA-
TION and NO AFTER SHAMPOO IS NECESSARY;
takes only a few minutes, and can be applied by yourself
in the privacy of your home. Any one of 32 shades you
wish is given from the ONE package. Price, 81.25, post-
paid. Order direct, or, if you'd first like to see how
well it will appear on your hair

Send me a Little Lock of Your
Hair—ril Color It Without Charge

Cat it close to head and say what color you wish. I have helped thou-
sands of ladies with dandruff, oily or dry scalps, falling; hair, setting-
bald. etc. Write fully. No charge for frank opinion. "SECRETS
of BEAUTY," my new booklet, mailed free on request.

L. PIERRE VALLIGNY, Room 41, No.14 E. 44th St., New York

Wrinkles
Thousands have successfully used
this formula to remove
traces of age, illness or
worry: 1 oz. of pure

Powdered
SAXOLITE

dissolved in V2 pt. witch hazel

;

/ use as a face wash. The effect 1
is almost magical. Deepest wrinkles, crow's *

feet, as well as finest lines, completely and
Quickly vanish. Face becomes firm, smooth,
fresh, and you look years younger. No harm to tenderest
Skin, Get genuine Saxolite (powdered) at any drug store.

A I VIFNF SCHOOLS Est. 20 Year*
-T>*-* y l*-flVCu The Acknowledged Authority on

DRAMATIC
STAGE

PHOTO-PLA Y"
AND

DANCE ARTS

Each department a larg-e school in it-

self. Academic, Technical, and Practi-
cal Training". Students' School, Theatre
and Stock Co. Afford New York Ap-
pearances. For catalog-ue, write

D. IRWIN, Secretary
Mentioning Study Desired

225 West 57th Street, near Broadway, New York §

Days
Shorthand

Then Used In Government service : also In Court

Practice
Reporting. Adopted by cities for High

Rrin
Schools. Wonderfully easy to read. Speed

Brmgsine capac ;ry practically unlimited. Positive proof
speed before you enroll. Send for it TODAY.

Paragon Institute, 5 1 OCollseurrwPI.,NewOrleans.La«

STRAIGHTEN YOUR TOES
^BANISH THAT BUNION

- mm*ACHFELDTS
Perfection Toe Spring

Worn at night, with auxiliary appliance
for day use

Removes the Actual Cause
of the enlarged joint and bunion. Sent on
approval. Money hack if not as represented.
Send outline of foot. Use my improved
Instep Support for weak arches.

Full particulars and advicefree
in plain envelope.

If. A('HFEM)T. Foot Specialist, Estab. 1901
MARBKIDGE BUILDING Dept. D. M.

1328 Itroadway (at 34th Street! New Vork

(The Picture Oracle
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Continued.)

ilton is being featured in Henry Lehrman's Sun-
shine Comedies, which are released on the Fox
program. Bud, as yet, has not announced any
new affiliation, although he has had several very
attractive offers.

Betty Brink.—I haven't become tired of an-

swering questions yet. Ainta Stewart will get a

letter at the Vitagraph Company of America,
East Sixteenth Street and Locust Avenue, Brook-
lyn, New York. Dorothy Phillips, Ella Hall,

and Louise Lovely all get their mail at Uni-
versal City, California. Ruth Stonehouse is now
with the Triangle Film Corporation at Culver
City, California. You can address a letter to

her there. Lillian Walker is with the Ogden
Pictures Corporation, Ogden, Utah. Write to the

circulation department of Picture-Play regard-
ing back numbers of this magazine.

Snitzer.—Address Mrs. Vernon Castle in care

of the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-sixth

Street, New York City. Yes, she reads her own
mail. Her eyesight was very good the last time
I saw her. Harold Lockwood also reads his

own letters. He will get any mail sent to him
in care of the Yorke Film Company, Gordon
Street, Hollywood, California. Of course, you
may write again. Am always glad to receive let-

ters from new readers. The more the merrier,

you know.

O. Ima Phule.—Welcome back again, Ima f

Charles Chaplin was born in France of English
parents. Lionel Barrymore appears in features

for the Metro Pictures Corporation, and is a

very good actor, too. He is a brother of Ethel

and John Barrymore. Douglas Fairbanks' son is

seven years old.

A California Miss.—You are right about
"Wildfire." It was a misprint Harold Lock-
wood played the leading role opposite Marguerite
Clark in this feature. Charles Clary always plays

the villain, probably because he acts those parts

so well in the films. Of course, every one knows
that Charlie isn't a villain at heart, for he is a

nice fellow when you know him. Harold Lock-
wood's latest picture is "The Hidden Spring." He
is now working on "Paradise Garden." Mar-
guerite Clark's latest feature is "The Amazons."
Jack Pickford is just a young lad of twenty-

one summers. His latest feature for the Morosco
Company is "The Varmint," which was directed

by William D. Taylor. Yes, Dorothy Daven-
port has played with Wallace Reid in Lasky pro-

ductions. They used to play together at the Uni-

versal several years ago.

Elizabeth C.—There is no set time about

sending in your application for a position with

a motion-picture-producing company. Any time

will do. If you have had the right experience

they will consider them at once, providing they

have a vacancy.

W. A. A.—They get the photography of the

blood in circulation by photographing through a

microscope. It is a very hard and tiresome



i WISH I KNEW OF SOME
^THAT^OULDHAKE
MONEY FOR MYSELr.

Your wish can be gratified.

The Marinello School of Beauty' Culture offers you the means of
making money, big money of your very own.

It is the largest, most efficiently and elaborately equipped college of
the kind on the face of the globe—the most reliable. Its students are composed of
America's best classes. The services of its graduates^ are sought by the most dis-
criminating. Every factor of the science of beauty culture is taught in the most thoroughly

ipleting the cours~ v

As taught by the

SCHOOL OF
BEAUTY CULTURE

this profession is one of which a woman may be justly proud. /
When the course is completed you may take up the work as an operator— jf
working for someone else—profitable employment paying from. yf

$ 12 to $25 a Week A*-
We guarantee you a position as soon as you Qualify .You may open jf Company
a shop of your own—devote your entire time to the work and make more / JJgg Mailers Bids
money than many of your leading merchants. Thousands of Marinello/ pi- M

p owners are now earning from $1500 to $5000 a year. If you " v-aicago

sh, you may give treatments in your own home in spare min- /_ Send me your cata

scientific manner. Every girl or woman completing the course become an expert cosmetician,
an adept in the high art of beauty culture.

MARINELLO

shop owners are now earning from $1500 to $5000 a year
wish, you may gi _

utes and realize a greater income from a few hours of / logue and free partic

(and ambitions,
ticulars of what

leasant employment eacn week than the average woman uj

worker makes in twice the time. Whether you work / money making^ oppor
U—/

J
for yourself or work for others you'll find a final, y tunities open to L'arinell<

\\/ I satisfactory answer to the question of "How / graduates.

^\\^J can I make some money for myself?" In-
vestigate. Learn how you can easily /,
earn enough to gratify your desires

Write immediately for our handsomely illustrated catalogue and full par- /
we have done for other women situated just as you are. Use coupon NO

Your name

.

/City.

MARINELLO_CCX,J156 Mailers Balding,Chicago/ state ...

PHOTOGRAPHER
Earn $25 to $100 a week in Portraiture, Commercial,
Motion Picture Photography. Three months' course
covers all branches. Enlistments for military service
leave good positions vacant. Day or evening classes

;

easy terms. Call or write for booklet—free. Special
Offer NOW. N. Y. INST. OP PHOTOGRAPHY 1811, 141 W 36th
Street, New York City. E. Brunei, Director, operates 20 Studios.

Driver Agents Wanted
and demonstrate the Bush Car. Pay for
" oat of your commission s on sales, my

are making money,
imenta are prompt,

tsush Cars guaran-
teed or money back.
rrite at once formy 48-
ige catalog and all

^particulars. 1918 mod-
els now ready. Address
J. H. Bush. Pres.

Oelco Ignition-Elect. Stg. &Ltg. Dept. 1134 J
BUSH MOTOR COMPANY. Bush Temple* Chicago* HI* I

:: POCKET EDITIONS ::

USEFUL SUBJECTS 10c. EACH
Sheldon's Twentieth Century Letter Writer; Sheldon's
Guide to Etiquette; Physical Health Culture; National
Dream Book; Zingara Fortune Teller; The Key to
Hypnotism; Heart Talks With the Lovelorn; Frank
Merriwell's Book of Physical Development.

Street & Smith Corporation, Publishers
79-89 Seventh Avenue, New York Cite/

25^Trial Bottle
for 2CK

You have never seen
anything like this before
The fragrance of thousands of blossoms

in a vial 2 inches high. The most exquisite
perfume ever produced. Send only 20c

for regular 25c trial bottle.

TODS
Trade Mark Registered X

$1.00 an ounce at dealers or by mail. Send
check, stamps, money order. Odors : Lily

of the Valley, Rose, Violet, Mon Amour.
Money back if not pleased.
Send 20c silver or stamps for large trial

(regular 25c size) bottle.

PAUL RIEGER,234FirstStJSanFrancisco
PARIS SAN FRANCISCO

Garden Queen and Mon Amour are the latest

odors. Send for a bottle of each. Special :

Send SI Souvenir box 5 odors 25c bottles.

SPECIALLY PRICED ftS^
TO I\TRODUCE OUR XMAS GIFT CATAIiOG

FORTUNATE purchase before leather advanced in orice enables us to offer
IS ,000 of our PRACTICAL BILLFOLD at what the leather alone is worth today.
THIS INVALUABLE combination currencv-card case, a distinctive Xmas

Gift, in genuine Sealgrain Leather yours at this low price of 50c. f«5.40 Dnz.)
prepaid while thev last. Thin model design with photo frame, transparent
identification card, 1918 calendar and loose leaf MEMO PAD.
SIZE closed 3 x 3>£; open 8x3^ inches. Packed in handsome gift box,

with engraved card. SAME in fine Morocco Leather, onlv $1.00 ($10 Doz.)
prepaid. Order some of each at once. Oxter shipped day received. Illus-
trated catalog FREE. Send draft. M. O. or stamps TODAY.
A. L\ X DA «fe SOXS CO., JIfrs., DEPT. V 7, CHICAGO

Money Cheerfully Refunded

50c
Postpaid
NameEngraved

FREE in

23-kt Gold
For Ladies and

Gentlemen



WANTED!
Send us your Ideas for Photoplays, Stories, Etc.!
They may bring you BIG MONEY! Rowland
Thomas, an "unknown writer," received $5,000
for one story! Elaine Sterne, another beginner,
received $1,000 for a single play!

You Have Ideas
If you go to the movies, if you read magazines-
then you know the kind of material editors want.
Special education is NOT REQUIRED. Writing is
open to ALL CLASSES. "The best reading mat-
ter is as frequently obtained from absolutely new
writers as it is from famous writers," says a
prominent editor. EVERY life has its story.

Your Ideas Taken in Any Form
We will accept your ideas in ANY form—either
as finished scripts or as mere outlines of plots.
Send us your Bare Ideas, Outlines, Plots, Synopses
or Finished Stories.

Your Ideas Corrected Free
If your work shows merit- but needs correction
—we will completely REVISE and TYPEWRITE
it FREE OF CHARGE ! Then promptly submit
to the Leading Film and Fiction Editors. All
scripts are sold on commission. No charge is

made for SELLING, except a small commission,
deducted AFTER a sale is made.

This is YOUR OPPORTUNITY. So get

busy! Send your manuscripts AT ONCE I

WRITE TODAY for FULL DETAILS!

WRITER'S SELLING SERVICE
DEPT. 1

5

AUBURN, N. Y.

DONT YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
LASHNEEN, a hair food, applied once each day,

will absolutely produce thick and long eyebrows and
eyelashes. Easy to apply—sure in results. Lash-
neen is an Oriental formula. One box is all you will
need. Not sold at Druggists. Mailed on receipt of

25c coin and 2c postage, or Canadian money order.

LASHNEEN COMPANY, Dept. 28. Philadelphia.

SONG POEMS
WAIMTFO Bi£ demand. Writers re-
¥ W M. J-jtT ceive QVer $ 1>000,000 yearly
from publishers. Send for National Song, Music
& Sales Service Booklet, Brennen Suite 45,

1431 Broadway, New York.

EhfrBookletFREE
Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200 -
j Yon can cash in your "happy thoughts" and
earn big money right in your own home in spare
time. No previous experience necessary. Our
easy home course turns out more successful
scenario writera than all other schools together.
Write now and get by return mall FREE Booklet,
valuable Information, Special Price and Prize Offer t

Chicago Photoplaywright College,Box 278XY,Chlcago

GET RID
OF THAT FAT
FREE TRIAL, TREATMENT
Sent on request Ask formy "pay-when-reduced"

offer. My treatment has reduced at the rate of a pound
a day. No dieting, no exercise, absolutely safe and
sure method. Let me send you proof at my expense.

DR. R. NEWMAN, Licensed Physician

t

State New York. 286 Fifth Avenue, New York. Desk C-48

(The Picture Oracle—Continued.)
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process, but nevertheless very interesting on the
screen.

_

I am sure that the majority of people
enjoy bits of science such _as this in the films.
It is nice to have something different once in a
while.

Grace Cunard Admirer.—Are you sure that
you addressed Grace Cunard at the right place?
She is usually very prompt in answering her mail.
Write to her again, and say that you have writ-
ten twice before, and I am sure that you will
hear from her. Address her at Universal City,
California.

Dud.—You have seen nearly all of the Pearl
White serials, I notice. You must be a very
steady customer of your local picture house.
Regular "first-nighter," eh? Pearl White was
born in 1889. Address Crane Wilbur in care of
the David Horsley Studios, Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia. Pearl White and Creighton Hale both
get their mail at the Pathe Exchange, 25 West
Forty-fifth Street, New York City. She is now
appearing in a new serial, "The Fatal Ring."

June E. B.—You are right about Clara Kim-
ball Young starring in "The Price She Paid." It

was originally announced that Norma Talmadge
would do the story for Selznick, but plans were
later shifted, and Clara Kimball Young substi-
tuted. There is not the slightest doubt that no
one could make a success of the stage if he de-
tested it.

L. M. C.—I quite agree with you about the
general trend of the photo plays, and think that
there should be less morbid features, as people
get enough sorrow and cares in their everyday
life. What they need is something refreshing,
that will take their mind off their troubles for a
while at least. I think, however, that the pro-
ducers are coming to realize this more and more
each day, and feel sure that there will be less

of this type of photo plays in the near future.
They go by what the exhibitors tell them the
patrons of their theaters want, so it is bound
to come down to that sooner or later.

Dot D.—Joyce Fair is not playing in pictures at
the present time. She made quite a hit in the
stage play, "The Dummy." Her last screen work
was done with the Essanay Film Company. She
is a very clever little actress, and I for one en-
joyed her picture work immensely. Yes, your
address wlil reach Jack Sherrill, all right. Sorry,
but I never heard of your friend Lillian.

M. R. F.—Of course, good looks have a great

deal to do with a person's success before the

camera, when it is coupled with the ability to act.

The Screen Opportunity Contest is over now,
and the names and photographs of the winners
have been published in the magazine, and they

have also been notified by mail, so you no doubt

know your fate by this time. Muriel Ostriche

has been appearing in pictures right along. Yes,

you will come across people off the screen who
are the very image of actors and actresses, and

yet no relation at all.



IN THIS DAY AND AGE
attention to your appear-
ance is an absolute neces-

sity if vou expect to make the

most out of life. Not only
should you wish to appear hs

anractive as possible for your
own self-satisfaction, which is

:ilone well worth your efforts,

but you will find the WOr!d in
general judging you grreh tly . if

not wholly, by your "looks,"
therefore it pays to "look your
best" at all times. Permit no
one to see you looking other-
wise; it will injure your wel-
fare! Upon the impression you
constantly make rests the fail-

ure or success of your life.

Which is to be yonr ultimate
destiny ? Mv new Nose-Shaper
"Trados" (Model 2) corrects
now ill-shape 1 noses without
operation, quickly, safely and
permanently. Is pleasant and
does not interfere with one's
daily occupation, being- worn
at night.

Write todayfor free booklet,

tchich tells you how to correct
ill-shaiied noses without cost if

not satisfactory.

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
But Your Nose?

Before

Dr. F. D. G. writes atid sai/s that after he had used
it for two weeks he thinks that •'Trados 22" is fine

and will recommend it to his patrons.

Mrs. K. W. says that she is getting fine results
and is very much elated over the Nose-Shaper.

WHAT OTHERS HAVE TO SAY:—
Miss C.

two wee,

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist, 858 Ackerman BIdg., Binghamton, N. Y.

R.—After using my "Trados 22" for only
sees a wonderful improvement in the

shape of her nose.
Mr. P. writes— Your Nose-Shaper is doing the worh

and I am certainly pleased with it; will recommend
it to my friends.
Mr. J. B. is very pleased with the Nose-Shaper

and his nose looks much better.

cents per line Circulation, 150,000 January forms close October 20th

Motion Picture Plays
SEE HERE! We want your ideas for

photoplays and stories! Submit them
in any form. We'll criticise them
Free, and Sell on commission. Big
money wri.ting. Details Free. Mss.
Sales Co., Dept.F, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

WANTED—Your ideas for Photo-
plays, Stories, etc.! We will accept
them in Any form—correct Free

—

sell on Commission. Big Rewards

!

Make money. Write us Now ! Writ-
er's Service, Box 33, Auburn, N. Y.

"Photoplay Pointers" and Model
Scenario sent free. Photoplay ideas
wanted, any form. Experience un-
necessary. Paramount Photoplays
Co., Box 1402-PP21, Los Angeles, Calif.

"SCENARIOS, MANUSCRIPTS
typed, ten cents page, including car-
bon: spelling, punctuation corrected.
Marjorie Jones, 322 Monadnock
Block, Chicago."

850—8100 weekly writing MovingPic-
ture Plays. Get free book; valuable
information; prize offer. Photo Play-
wright College, Box 278 P21, Chicago.

Songs, Poems
WRITE Words for a Song. We write

music and guarantee publisher's ac-
ceptance. Submit poems on war,
love or any subject. Chester Music
Co., 1039Wilson Av., Suite 121, Chicago

Photoplay Text Books

"HOW TO WRITE A PHOTO-
PLAY," by C. Winkopp, 1342 Prospect
Ave., Bronx, New York City. Price
25 cents. Contains model scenario,
"Where to Sell," "How to Build
Plots," "Where to Get Plots," etc.

Patents and Lawyers

IDEAS WANTED—Manufacturers
are writing for patents procured
through me. Four books with list

hundreds of inventions wanted sent
free. I help you market your inven-
tion. Advice free. R. B. Owen, 39

Owen BIdg., Washington, D. C.

Motion Picture Business

835.00 Profit Nightly. Small Capital
Starts You. No experience needed.
We teach you. Our machines are
used and endorsed by Government
institutions. Catalog and Testimoni-
als Free. Reliable Film Exchange,
454 Franklin BIdg., Chicago, 111.

Popular Music
KEEP UP TO DATE. Seven latest

Popular Song Hits—carefully select-
ed— (Suitable for Dancing)—mailed
for 81.00. Address Song Shop, 307
Dakota Building, St. Paul, Minn.

Agents and Help Wanted
85 TO 810A DAY EASILY EARNED

taking orders for our high grade
Soaps and Toilet Preparations. Our
goods well known—nationally adver-
tised. Ladies and men make 1009b
profit. No experience necessary.
Write for sample case offer. Crofts &
Reed Co., Dept. C 161, Chicago, 111.

Business Opportunities

IS HE CRAZY? The owner of a
plantation in Mississippi is giving
away a few five-acre tracts. The only
condition is that figs be planted.
The owner wants enough figs raised
to supply a canning factory. You
can secure five acres and an interest
in the factory by writing Eubank
Farms Company, 1158 Keystone,
Pittsburg, Pa. They will plant and
care for your trees for 86 per month.
Your profit should be 81,000 per
year. Some think this man is crazy
for giving away such valuable land,
but there may be method in his
madness.

SECRETS OF PITCHING
By Burt L. Standish

This book will tell you something new, no matter
what you know about baseball. Every player or fan
who wants to know how to make the ball accomplish all
kinds of feats should own a copy. It is the best book on
pitching ever published. Profusely Illustrated.

Price, 15c. postpaid.

STREET & SMITH CORPORATION, 79 Seventh Ave, N.Y.

ShortStoryWriters
mm4 m MY There is a tremendousdemand

MM Hifl (FrgaX forshortstories, photo plays.maga-~ ™ ^™ mmm m size and newspaper articlea. 24,863
?nbHcation3 buy short stories. $3,000.00 a year is asmalli ncome for a writer,
on can be successful. Jack London said so. He and other great writers

have endorsed our course. Learn at home during your spare tune.

Write Today for FREb BOOK Our free book. ''Howto Write." tens yon
about It; also gives details of the special introductory offer that Is being
made for a limited time. Don't lose this opportunity. Write today.

Hoosier Institute Short Story Dept.. Dept. 1583 Fort Wayne* Ind.



Mr* Edison's Wonderful New Phonograph
The world's greatest inventor has made the music of the phonograph life-

like, at last. Success—after years of labor on his favorite invention! Read
our offer on his wonderful new phonograph; Now that you can have tha
best on this liberal offer, you need no longer be satisfied with anything leaa

than Mr. Edison's great instrument.

andafte# trial
Yes, we will send you the New Edison, the
product of the world's greatest inventor's genius, the
phonograph with the wonderful diamond stylus reproducer
and your choice of the latest Diamond Amberol Records on free trial

without a penny down* On this offer, you can have the genuine Edison,
the instrument which gives you real, life-like music, the finest and best

of all phonographs at a small fraction of the price asked for imitations of Mr* Edison's great
instrument. Seize this opportunity. Send the coupon now for free catalog.

Edison Phonograph Distributors

1588 Edison Block, Chicago \
Gentlemen: Please send me \
your New Edison Catalog and i

full particulars of your free
trial offer on the new model
Edison Phonograph.

Rock-Bottom Offer
If, after the free trial, you de-
cide to keep Mr. Edison*s superb
new instrument,send usonly$l.Pay

the balance on the easiest kind of monthly payments.
Think of it—a $1 payment, and a few dollars a month to get this

wonderful new style outfit—Mr. Edison's great phonograph with
the Diamond Stylus reproducer, ell the musical results of the
highest price outfits—the same Diamond Amberol Records—yes,
the greatest value for $1 down, balance on easiest monthly terms.
Convince yourself—free trial first! No money down; no C. O. D..

not one cent to pay unless you choose to keep the instrument.

NewEdison Catalog Free
Your name and address on a postal or a letter (or just

Get the New Edison
in YourHome onFree Trial

Entertain your family and IJll*fiCt
friends with the latest song hits,
with your favorite, old-time melodies

—

with everything from grand opera to
comic vaudeville. Roar with laughter at the side*
splitting minstrel shows. Then, after the trial,

send it back at our expense if you choose. Ori^ keep it on our great, rock-

7V>F.K.BABSON
* bottom offer. Send the

coupon today—now,

*\ the free coupon) is enough. No obligation in asking for catalog.

\ Find out about Mr. Edison's great new phonograph. Get the details of this

Name.

offer

—

while this offer lasts. Write today—now 1

F.K.Babsoiv, EdisonPhonograph Distributors
1588 Edison Block, Chicago, 111.

ik Canadian Office: 3S5 Portage Avenue, Winnipeg, Manitoba

Address.



One Father Writes of

BILLIARDS
"We've a Full House All the Time!

9* m

Put a Brunswick Carom or Pocket Billiard Table in your home and watch
how quickly it surrounds your boys and girls with good companions.

Young people idolize Home Billiards. And these princely contests act as

a tonic on older folks.

Carom and Pocket Billiards are never twice
alike, but ever enlivened by friendly jest and
laughter. Among life's most enduring memories
are the happy hours and comradeship of billiards.

>R\JNSWICR.
HOME BILLIARD TABLES

Even the cottage or small apartment has room for a
genuine Brunswick. And it gives you scientific Carom
and Pocket Billiards—life, speed and accuracy!

The "Baby Grand" is a home-size regulation table for
spare rooms, attics, basemen tsand private billiard rooms.

The "Quick Demountable" can be set up anywhere
and easily folded away when not in play.

See these tables in handsome color reproductions, get our
low prices, easy terms and home trial offer. All contained in
ournewbilliardbook. Send youraddressatonce for free copy.

1*HE gRUNSWICK-gALKE-£OLLENDER QO.

Dept. 55 V, 623-633 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
DEALERS: Write at once for attractive agency proposition.

Low Prices, Easy Terms
Balls, Cues, Etc., Given
Brunswick prices today are ex-

tremely low for tables of such
masterly constructionand beauty.
Our Popular Purchase Plan lets

you play while you pay.
With every table we give a high-

class Playing Outfit Free—Balls,

Cues, Rack, Markers and Expert
Book of 33 Games, etc.

J
fHE JJRUNSWICK-gALKE-QOLLENDER QO,

Dept, 55V, 623-633 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

| You may send me free copy of your
_ color book—

[
"Billiards-TheHomeMagnet"

I and tell about your home trial offer.

I

|
JVame

111 Address »



Send for Sample of

Pompeian NIGHT Cream
and Art Panel of

Marv Pickford

Don't be afraid

of the Camera

To have the exquisite, soft, smooth skin

that can stand the critical eye of the cam-
era is really most simple. At bedtime, to

remove the traces of the day, apply a
little Pompeian NIGHT Cream, then—go
to sleep. That's all. While you sleep the

soothing, refreshing properties of this

delightfully fragrant, snow-white unguent
will be soothing and beautifying your
skin. Use Pompeian NIGHT Cream faith-

fully and a soft, smooth youthful skin will

be your joyful possession. Jars 35c and
75c, at the stores.

Is anybody in your family troubled with
Dandruff? If so, don't let the matter be
neglected, as Dandruff often causes the

hair to fall out. Our new product, Pom-
peian HAIR Massage, has already won
thousands of friends all over the country
because it has stopped their Dandruff. It

is a liquid (not a cream) and is not oily or

sticky. Delightful to use. 50c and $1

bottles, at the stores. Both products guar-

anteed by the makers of the famous
Pompeian MASSAGE Cream.

1918 Mary Pickford Art Panel
(No advertising on the front)

Miss Pickford has granted Pompeian exclusive rights
for a 1918 Mary Pickford Art Panel. Beautifullycolored.
Size 28x7 1

4 inches. Art Store value 50c. Most attrac-

tive picture of this popular little film star yet repro-
duced. Clip the coupon, enclose 10c and receive both
Art Panel and a sample of Pompeian NIGHT Cream.

The Pompeian Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio
miliummi in ii ii 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1. !|||

(Stamps accepted, dime preferred)

The Pompeian Mfg. Co., 2150 Superior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio Wt
Gentlemen: I enclose 10c for a 1918 Mary Pickford Art M|

Panel and a sample of Pompeian NIGHT Cream.

Name m

Address ii %.
s

City State
f
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DO YOU WANT A FREE BOX OF KOSKOTT

HAIRGROWER
That is reported so remarkably successful?

Everybody Desires

SUPERB HAIR GROWTH
If you would like to grow hair on a bald spot, to

stop falling hair, or completely banish dandruff,
why not test the true value of Koskott?

E. E. Wurster writes: "J spent many a dollar without results, but
Koskott did wonders for me. I feel it my duty to recommend it. TJiis
photo shows me after using1 Koskott—/ wish I had one taken when my
hair was all gone, so people could see how Koskott works."

(Address on application.)

We offer

*500 Cash. Guarantee
that we can produce over 1000 genuine testimonials.

READ THESE EXCERPTS FROM LETTERS; WE HAVE LEGIONS MORE.
"Fop eight or nine years I have been a bald-

headed man; the top of my head was as bare as
my hand. Now hair is growing again, it is the most
wonderful thing I ever saw."—Lee Fish, Clayton
Co., Iowa.

"I can no longer find the place where the
bald spot was; the hair is as long there as on any
other place of the head."—Matt Bagley, Itasca
Co., Minn.

"My hair has quit falling out,my scalp Itches
no more and new hair is growing thickly."—Mrs.
J. Lundeen, Multnomah Co., Oregon.

"After being bald 20 years, my head is mostly
covered with new hair; am well pleased."—Geo.
Van Wyck, Union Co., N. J.

"The baldness on my head has entirely dis-
appeared, being covered with hair, by use of
Koskott Hair Grower."—Prol. C. E. Bowman,
Maryland.

For growing hair and making it beautiful
there is nothing like Koskott, for my hair is now a
surprise to all my friends. I am telling everybody
of your wonderful hair grower."—Mrs. W. Rabiger,
Alleghany Co., Pa.
•'Koskott has started a new growth of hair onmy head."—R, C. Cunningham, Abbeville Co., S. C.

•'The hair is now about an inch long on my
head where there was not a hair in 30 years; Koskott
did it."—J. J. Ellis, Minnesota.
"Four months ago my scalp was bare; now it Is

covered with a nice growth of hair and it is growing
nicely."—W. C. Colman, Red River Co., La.

"One sample box and one full box of Koskott
have grown hair on my head where I was perfectly
bald."—A. W. Bowser, Butler Co., Pa.

"I was bald and never could find anything to
brine the hair back until I used Koskott."—Esther
Arnett, Wallace Co., Ky.

"My daughter's hair grew four inches in two months. She is very enthusiastic in Tier recommendation of
Koskott. as she thought her hair had been irreparably injured by a severe fever she had six years ago. Although
she had tried many well-known and widely advertised hair tonics, Koskott is the first hair preparation to start
a new growth of hair on her head. "—Mrs. J. Dindinger (daughter's photo below).

BOX FREE TO YOU
We offer to send you a testing box of Koskott

FREE, postpaid. It is probably different from anything
you ever used on your scalp before. It is inexpen-
sive because concentrated. We know that Koskott has
surprised and delighted many who were losing or
had lost their hair and feared they must remain bald
throughout life.

What Koskott has done for others' bair, why
not for yours?

If you have entire or partial baldness, alopecia
areata (bald spots), barbers' itch, dandruff, dry scalp,
brittle hair, falling hair, if you get a lot of hair on your

1 comb whenever you use it, itching scalp, or other
hair or scalp trouble, try Koskott.

You Need Only Ask tor a FREE BOX of Koskott—a postcard i^fjAllf II \ TW%
will do. Parcel will be sent you promptly, postpaid, and under plain ItICiI VV H./\IIC
cover with full directions; and you can soon decide what it will do for you.

KOSKOTT LABORATORY, 1269 Broadway, 986 E, NEW YORK CITY



When Elaine Sterne Wrote

"THE ROAD
OF AMBITION"

she made of it a story for the
masses and the classes — big,

timely— the kind that grips you
from start to finish.

"A whale of a story."
N. Y. Telegraph.

All Bookstores $1.35 Net

Postage extra 12 cents

Here is one of those rare books

"LAUGH andLIVE"
This is notabook ofjokes; it's a message/or all

By Douglas Fairbanks

If your boy is leaving home give
him a copy. It will give him
something to go by— something
to cling to—something to come
back with.

Springfield Union says: "If this gTeat
inspirational book does not develop
into the finest sort of best seller, the
American public is losing its taste."

All Bookstores
Postage extra 10 cents

L.00 Net

Annie Fellows Johnston's "Georgina of the Rainbows" now selling in beautiful popular edition—60c.

BRITTON PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

EMPLOYMENT
DEPARTMENT

J!~T^il ' — There is a big paying position

|\ waiting for you at the

' VMARINELLO beSSES^S**,
v A Every day we have urgent calls for Marinello operators from Marinello Shops all /

M iSSSESISSS; $12.00 to $25.00 a Week Spy
fin supply the demand. Think of it ! $12 to $25 a week positions actually going begging ! Shop /
FAlFowners by the scores are eager to pay these sums for competent help. We extend an s
^^opportunity that will make you independent for life—a certainty of earning a big income /

and security against " out of work " times. The Marinello School is the largest School
of Beauty Culture in the world. It is known the world round for its integrity, honesty f _
of purpose and excellence and thoroughness of its teachings. Our faculty consists of

% *"J
e

the world's foremost beauty culture specialists and experts who have perfected the Jr marinello

most efficient Beauty Culture methods of modern times. / Company

Our course is complete—instructors competent. You acquire knowledge S 1256 HaDers Bldg

and skill which will enable you to actually earn from $12 to $25 a week as an opera- / Chicago
tor, or an income of from $1500 to $5000 a year should you conduct a shop of *

Send me your cata-
yourown. We Guarantee You a Good Position / .>w«££»Bparti*
just the minute you qualify. Your enrollment insures your independence ! Noy "If!

8
., makine ODDor-

fear of lost positions-you are sure of your situation-sure of your pay-no / ^™£"e
£ ™ Marinello

dull times-no loss from lay-offs. Man/times easier to obtain a position at /^"f11 t0 Manneuo

many times the salary most women earn. ' B

Should you desire to open a shop of your own, we take full charge of get- /
ting you firmly and profitably started. y Yourname
Under our successful system your success i3 guaranteed. Send quick for /
free Catalogrue tellinjr all about the amazing successes made by Marinello Grad »

nates. Learn how little time, how little money it will take to fit you for the most X Qfty -

pleasant and profitable work open to women of today. Use Coupon NOW. <r

MARINELLO^



e didrit want tohe
a Little Girl

!

£T\EAR
5 funny, lovable little Bab—

jLJ the "Sub-Deb" of seventeen, with
her grown-up' ways and longings. She
tumbled into mischiefand out again

—

into seething romance and tragic

troubles—head over heels.

Maybe you read the delicious Bab stories

in The Saturday Evening Post. Mary
Roberts Rinehart wrote them. Now
Paramount and dainty Marguerite
Clark have brought Bah to life upon
the screen. There will be a series

—

five delightful Bab pictures.

But Marguerite Clark is only one of

many Paramount stars, and her plays

are just a few of many

Paramount Pictures were the first feature

photoplays. They represent today a library

of motion picture classics.

Paramount visualises the plays and books of

the past and present. More than a million

followers of Paramount Pictures, in theatres

in two hemispheres, daily renew acquaint-

ance with the famous places and characters

of classic and contemporary literature.

A few of the most recent Paramount
Pictures now being shown in the
country's leading theatres are Billie

Burke in"TheMysterious MissTerry,"
by Gelett Burgess; Jack Pickford and
Louise Huff in "The Varmint/' by request.

CpanumauntCpictams (&tpoiution
^FOLR EIGHTY-FIVE ^ FIFTH AVENUE FORTY-FIRST ST.

N E XV V O Pv K
Controlled by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

Adolph Zukor. Pres. Jesse L, Lasky, Vice-Pres*
Cecil B. De Mille, Director-General *

Owen Johnson; Sessue Hayakawa in

"Hashimura Togo/' by Wallace Irwin;

Vivian Martin in "Little Miss Opti-
mist/' George Bebart in "Lost in Tran-
sit/' Fannie Ward in "On the Level,"
Mme» Petrova in "Exile," Pauline
Frederick in "Double-crossed," Wal-
lace Reid in "The Hostage," Julian
£1tinge in "The Countess Charming,"
Charles Ray in "The Son of His
Father " and J. Stuart Blackton's
"The World for Sale/'

Send us coupon herewith for a
sample copy of our illustrated

magazine, "Picture Pro-

gress." Mailed free on

s
.
s Paramount

rS. Picture*/ ' Corporation
48S Fifth Ave.. NewYork

' Please send me free a
sample copy of your mag-

azine,' Picture Progress."

Name-

Address-
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Me.TOBACCO HABIT

Easily Conquered in 3 Days
Picture No. 1

—

Shows how tobacco has nearly wrecked a man's career. He has become ner-
vous, dyspeptic and irritable; he cannot sleep well, has lost his energy and ambition. No. 2

—

The doctor says: "I'm giving you this medicine but it will do you very little good, unless you
stop killing yourself with tobacco/* No. 3

—

Still a slave; another collapse. No. 4

—

Wife reads
advertisement of Mr. Woods. No. 5

—

He writes for Mr. Woods' free book. No. 6

—

Being
convinced by multitude of proofs, he has ordered remedy 'which is in box postman is now
delivering. No. 7

—

Has begun to overcome tobacco craving. Already is feeling much better;

vigor and ambition returning. No. 8—Surprising improvement; all craving gone, filled with
new courage and backed by good health. No. 9

—

Beginning anew. No. 10

—

Succeeding in

business. No. 11

—

No trouble to resist temptation of tobacco in any form. No. 12

—

By
clear-headedness, good health and energy^ he has now become prosperous.

Would You Like to Quit Tobacco Quickly and Easily and Enjoy

Yourself a Thousand Times Better While in Robust Health?

C TP^k'I"! Til TWTVTWTVT^"1 Why continue to commit slow suicide when you can live &
J, Vri J\U Ix^lill VI '«ally contented life, if you only get your body and nerves

YOUR LIFE
right? It is unsafe and torturing to attempt to rid yourselfof tobacco
by suddenly stopping with "will-power"—don't do it. The correct way
is to eliminate nicotine poison from the system, and
genuinely overcome the craving.

Tobacco is poisonous and seriously injures health in several ways, causing such dis-
orders as nervous dyspepsia, sleeplessness, gas belching, gnawing, or other uncomfortable sensation
in stomach; constipation, headache, weak eyes, loss of vigor, red spots on skin, throat irritation,
catarrh, asthma, bronchitis, heart failure, melancholy, lung trouble, impure (poisoned) blood,
heartburn, torpid liver, loss of appetite, bad teeth, foul breath, lassitude, lack of ambition, weak-
ening and falling out of hair and many other disorders.

Overcome that peculiar nervousness and craving for cigarettes,, cigars, pipe,
chewing tobacco, or snuff.

Here is an opportunity to receive FREE a carefully compiled
treatise on the subject, containing interesting and valuable infor-
mation that you should be glad to learn about. This book tells all about the
renowned THREE DAYS' METHOD by which thousands and
thousands saved themselves from the life-wrecking tobacco
habit. Full particulars, including the book on tobacco and snuff habit,
will be mailed FREE TO YOU, in plain wrapper, postpaid. All you
need do is merely REQUEST IT. A postcard will do. Address

EDWARD J. WOODS, 986 K, Station E, NEW YORK, N. Y.
NOTE.—To those who are injuring their health, making themselves nervous, dyspeptic, etc., by excessive
use of cigarettes, cigars, pipe, snuff or chewing tobacco:—here is your opportunity to Quickly and easily

become your own master.

FREE
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Tabulator Stops

Marginal Stops

Carriage

Release
4***^

Adjustable Paper GiMe Forced Alignment Fork

Platen Release

/JLatvfi^^ Une Space
Adjustment

Ribbon Reverse

Ribbon Shift &
Stencil Cutter

Tabulator Bar

I want, through this advertisement,
to establish as friendly business re-
lations with you as I possibly can.
I want you to realize also, that it is

my earnest effort and intention to
give you full honest value for
every dollar that you spend with
me. This is the only way I can suc-
ceed. My advertisement has - ap-
peared in the leading- magazines
continuously for more than four
years.

I am building- up my business 01

the foundation, of good value an«l

square dealings. I am saving thou,
sands of satisfied customers thou,

sands of do liars, by supplying perfect
— late style—visible writing—type-
writers, at remarkably low prices.

Back Spacer All my transactions are handled
throughout by personal correspon-
dence. I assure you every courtesy
and consideration, in your dealings
with me. Your order will have my
prompt, careful, personal attention.

I will be glad to do business with
you.

Carriage Return

and Automatic

Spacer

ALL LATEST IMPROVEMENTS

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
Free TRIAL—Use As You Pay

Send me only $2.50 a month until the low total price of $48 80 is

paid, and the machine is yours

This is absolutely the most generous typewriter offer ever made. Do not rent a
machine when you can pay $2.50 a month and own one. Think of it—Buying a
$100.00 machine for $48.80. Cash price, $45.45. Never before has anything like this been attempted.

ST^£t£D L. G. SMITH
Perfect machines, standard size, keyboard of standard universal arrangement—universally used
in teaching the touch system. The entire line of writing completely visible at all times, has the inbuilt tab-
ulator, with billing devices, the two color ribbon—with automatic reverse and key controlled shift, auto-——— matic flexible paper feed—automatic paper fingers, the back spacer— ball bearing car-

H.A. Smith
Room 342-231 N. Fifth Ave.,

CHICAGO. ILL.

riage action—ball bearing shift action—ball bearing type bars—in fact, every late style
\ feature and modern operating convenience. Comes to you with everything complete,
4 tools, cover, operating book and instructions, ribbon, practice paper—nothing extra
* to buy. You cannot imagine the perfection of this beautiful reconstructed typewriter until you
\ have seen it. I have sold several thousand of these perfect latest style L. C. Smith
* machines at this bargain price, and everyone of these thousands of satisfied cus-
* tomers had this beautiful, strictly up-to-date machine on five days' free trial

Ship me the L. C. Smith \ before deciding to buy it. I will send it to you F. O. B. Chicago for five days' free

F. O. B. Chicago, as de- \ trial. It will sell itself, but if you are not satisfied that this is the greatest
scribed in this advertise- \ typewriter you ever saw, you can return it at my expense. You won't want
ment. I will pay you the * to return it after you try it—you cannot equal this wonderful value anywhere.
$40.00 balance of the SPE- V

purchase price, at \ You Take No Risk—Put In Your Order Now
80 and take the machine
typewriter you ever saw

If you don't
urn the machine

to me. I will pay the return express charges. ~ This machine is guaranteed just
as if you paid $100.00 for it. It is standard. Over one hundred thousand people
own and use these typewriters and think them the best ever manufactured.

the rate of $2.50 per month.
The title to remain in you until
fully paid for. It is understood
that I have five days in which to
examine and try the typewriter. If I *
choose not to keep it I will carefully *
repack it and return it to the express %
agent. It is understood that you give
the standard guarantee for one year.

\When the typewriter arrives deposit with the express agent §8
for five days' trial. If yor. are convinced that it is the best

\keep it and send me $2.50 a month until my barg-ain price of $48.80 is paid
want it, return it to the express ag-ent, receive your $8.80 and returi

JVame

A ddress

,

\The supply at this price is very limited, the price will probably be raised when my
next advertisement appears, so don't delay. Fill in the coupon today—mail to me

\ —the typewriter will be shipped promptly. There is no red tape. I employ no
* solicitors—no collectors—no chattel mortgaee. It is simply understood that I

\ retain title to the machine until the full $48.80 is paid. You cannot lose. It is

^ the greatest typewriter opportunity you will ever have. Do not send me one

\
.... V

cent. Cet the in the malls today-

HARRY A. SMITH, 343Ml&£?u Ave '
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MOLLIE KING
comes of a family bom and bred in the atmosphere of the theater. Her brother Charlie is a
member of the well-known team of Brice and King, and her sister Nellie is also in vaudeville.
Mollie herself made her first appearance on the stage at the age of eight months. Her first im-
portant part was that of a bright youngster in "Her Own Way/' with Maxine Elliott. She was
then seven years old. Before joining Pathg Miss King was starred in several World produc-
tions. She is an "original" New Yorker, and was born April 18, 1898.

1



MABEL NORMAND
was born in Boston, Massachusetts, and started her meteoric career with Vitagraph. After this

she played with Biograph, and when Mack Sennett started his Keystone Company she was the

first to sign a contract with the new concern. For the last* year or so Mabel has been work-
ing on three stories known as "Mickey," "Mickey Gets Ready," and "Pat," but none has yet

been released. Mabel is now with Goldwyn, and her first picture will be "Joan of Flatbush."



MARC MacDERMOTT
was one of the first actors of the legitimate stage to enter the field of motion pictures. He has

been working before the camera continuously for more than eight years. Born in England, he

was taken to Australia at the age of four. He made his first stage appearance in Sydney with

George Rignold, and after seven years with this company was leading man for five years with

Mrs. Patrick Campbell. He spent six years in Edison films, but is now a Vitagraph star.



EARLE WILLIAMS
was born and raised in California. After a two years' engagement in vaudeville he decided

he had missed his calling and became a phonograph salesman. One summer while on a vaca-

tion, however, he visited the Vitagraph studio, and was so impressed that he gave up his posi-

tion to be an actor again. After only four months in minor characters he was given a star

part For the next two years he was costarred with Anita Stewart, and since then has been

a star in his own name. My Official Wife" and "The Juggernaut" are among his successes.



VIRGINIA PEARSON
was bom in Louisville, Kentucky, March 7, 1888. While still in high school she did cartoons

and fashion vignettes for a local newspaper. Her interest switched later, however, to the stage.

After two years in minor parts, she was cast for the vampire in "A Fool There Was," with

Robert Hilliard, which brought instant recognition. In 1910 she joined Vitagraph for her first

studio engagement. Then she went to Famous Players, afterward to Vitagraph again, and finally

to Fox, where she has just completed her eleventh feature. She is the wife of Sheldon Lewis.



MAE MURRAY
first gained the attention of the public eye by her dancing in vaudeville. After attaining fame

in this line, she became one of the leading figures in Ziegfeld's Follies. While she was still

dancing in the Follies, Mr. Lasky engaged her for pictures and immediately made her a star.

Miss Murray played under the Lasky banner for about two years, and when her director,

Rooert Leonard, went to the Bluebird Company Miss Murray also signed a contract with it



WILLIAM CHRISTY CABANNE
was born in St. Louis twenty-nine years ago. He spent three years in the navy, then traveled exten-

sively in South America, Japan, and China. In 1908 "he obtained his first stage position, with

Laura Nelson Hall. In 1911 he left the stage to play leading roles with the old Biograph, and
subsequently, with Majestic. After this he was director for Fine Arts, and following this became
Griffith's assistant with Triangle. Mr. Cabanne is now with Metro, his latest releases being
''The Slacker'' and " Draft 258." He was drafted himself, but was rejected on physical grounds.



GEORGE M. COHAN
George M. Cohan's career started at an early age when he toured the New England States with
his father, mother, and sister. Succeeding seasons found him in vaudeville; "Peck's Bad Boy,"
in the title role; stock, and in musical comedy with Weber and Fields. Numerous engagements
followed. He has written any number of songs and plays. "Fortv-five Minutes from Broadway"
is said to have earned more than a million dollars. He recently entered pictures to play the
title role in his plays,

U B oadway Jones,"_and k% Seven Keys to Baldpate," for Artcraft



ANNA Q. NILSSON
was born at Yspad, Sweden, and started her stage career in that country. She came to

America in 1907, and played before the footlights until 1911, when she joined the Kalem Com-
pany. Here she played leads with Guy Coombs and then became affiliated respectively with

the Fox and Path£-Arrow concerns. Miss Nilsson last appeared in an Artcraft picture,

"Seven Keys to Baldpate," with George M. Cohan.



IDA PARDEE
is one of the screen's most impressive and fascinating players, and her acting is unusual in

that she is seldom cast for any but the role of a society woman. Her distingue bearing,

snow-white hair, and smashing good looks have won her renown in plays of the fashionably

wealthy. She was born in Rochester, N. Y., and educated abroad. Her first appearance was
in support of the Drews in their Metro comedies, and, later she joined Ivan films.



WALLY VAN
is one of those few players who have been in pictures since their first rise to popularity. Six

years ago, when Vivagraph began to issue films with John Bunny and Lillian Walker, Wally
was a construction engineer for a Brooklyn railway system. He met J. Stuart Blackton in the

Knickerbocker Club one evening, and a short time later appeared opposite Miss Walker in

Vitagraph pictures, as "Cutey." He has recently started his own company, of which he is

author, director, sta'r and manager. Wally Van was born at New Hyde Park, New York.

2



MARY FULLER
was an experienced actress when the first real photo play ever made was produced in the old

Biograph studio. In the company with her at this time were Mary Pickford, Tom Moore, and
the rest of the now famous original Griffith cast. Miss Fuller, switching to Edison, then had
the distinction of starring in the first big serial in the history of the industry, "What Happened
to Mary," and also in the first multiple-reel productions. She was with Universal for several

years, and has recently signed with Lasky.



GEORGE WALSH
gained collegiate fame at Fordham and Georgetown for his athletic ability. He played football,

baseball, basket ball, hockey, and cricket, sprinted a bit, and was stroke of his crew, but aside

from this he took little interest in athletics. When he left college, he joined the Brooklyn

team in the National League, and was stroke on the New York Athletic Club crew. He
entered pictures under Griffith, and about two years ago went with Fox under the direction of

his brother, R. A. Walsh. From small parts he rose to popularity in a surprisingly short time.



HENRY B. WALTHALL
was born on a cotton plantation in Shelby County, Alabama, and was educated at home by a private

tutor. At the out break of the Spanish-American War he joined the army. A year after' the death
of his mother, who had opposed his theatrical ambitions, he came to New York. He rose
rapidly, playing many engagements in stock, and for four years was with Henry Miller and
Margaret Anglin. He entered pictures under the direction of David Griffith. This connection was
broken and renewed on several different occasions. He recently left Essanay to go with Paralta.



MARIAN SWAYNE
was born in Philadelphia twenty-one years ago and educated at Wilson College, Chambersburg,
Pennsylvania. Her stage career began early in vaudeville and stock, where she gained her first
prominence. She played for the screen two years with Blache and Gaumont and then returned
to the stage, where she won new laurels. Since then she has worked in several pictures by
various concerns, the latest being "The Adventurer," produced by Art Dramas.



A Picture That Needs No Caption
But which, nevertheless, does require a cast. We state, therefore, for your information, that

the director is Donald Crisp and his independent ward is George Beban,



A French village now being constructed in Westchester County, New York, for a Selznick war
oicture featuring Rita Jolivet. When the rest of the picture is complete the village

will be burned by the retreating Germans. This street is an exact

reproduction of the original in France.

The Mighty Mammon
A dissertation on the power—and the lack of it—of the great

god of money in the domain of the motion picture.

By Prescott Lecky

BACK in the days when letterhead

dates were printed 190—,
they

put on a split-reel comedy in the

old Biograph Studio under the title,

"One Round O'Brien." There was only

five hundred feet of it, and with the

crude production methods then in vogue
the cost was next to nothing—not more
than seven hundred dollars at the out-

side. The studio in which the interiors

were produced was little more than a

barn. The sets were simple to the point

of amateurishness. Xone of the play-

ers could be dignified with the title of

"star."

Yet this slight bit of nonsense was
relatively the greatest money-maker
ever screened. In proportion to its cost

it has made more than the greatest fea-

tures—including even "The Birth of a

Nation.'' Every year it travels on a

national circuit
;
annually it appears in

one of the great theaters of Broadway.
Apparently without any particular rea-

son, it lives on and on.

Every one has seen this picture. The
plot turns on a pair of seedy bums who
organize a prize-fight competition. It

is staged in a small theater, with a can-

vas curtain hung at one side of the

ring. One man stands behind the cur-

tain with a mallet ; the other—the chal-

lenger—clinches with each opponent

and shoves him against the curtain. A
blow from the mallet knocks him out.

The denouement is a reversal of the

same process, when a wise guy in the

audience comes up and pushes the
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Reproduction of medieval fortifications

recently erected at a California studio.

The construction is solid throughout—
no cheap cardboard or papier mache.
It must
support
real men
and real

horses.

champion into his own trap.

Here is a picture whose
success no one can explain.

If any man knew the reason

and was able to apply the

same principles to other pro-

ductions, his fortune would
swell to many millions.

But "One Round O'Brien"

was one of the great prod-

igies of the motion-picture

industry. The other was 'The Birth of a Nation," men-
tioned above. The cost of production of the latter picture

overtopped all precedents at the time it was made. The
actual expense was close to half a million dollars ; it is

reported to have cleared a thousand per cent of profits.

It is the one ''high-water" picture.

Since "One Round O'Brien" there have been countless

comedies. Since "The Birth of a Nation" there has been

spectacle after spectacle, each more expensive than its pred-

ecessor—but in earning capacity these two shining exam-

ples of success have never

found a rival.

Obviously money explains

neither of these superlative

money-makers, though in the

latter case, to be sure, it was
of course an important item.

Yet the impression is abroad

to-day that the sine qua non.

of achievement in the busi-

ness of making pictures is

capital. When a new com-
pany is formed, the first

question one hears goes
straight to this point: "How
much money have they got

to spend?" After that burn-

ing issue is settled, the dis-

cussion loses suspense. Such
matters as stars, directors,

and general organization, to

say nothing of copyrights

and scenario writers to in-

sure suitable stories, may
aAvait a calmer moment.
Money is paramount.

Which brings us naturally

and pleasantly to the ques-

tion of what money really
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means. Disregarding for the moment the thought of such phe-

nomenal triumphs as those cited above, and considering the in-

dustry in the light of a routine business, let us focus

common sense on the subject and see what it

holds. What can money do?
In the first place, it must be obvious

that the mere spending of

money in itself means very

little. There is always a

certain amount of waste,

through experimenting, re-

takes, and so on, and this

may be added to by a myriad of inefficiencies and extrava-

gances. What really counts is the effective use of money.

In "The Birth of a Nation," for instance, one hundred and
fifty thousand feet of film were made to get ten thousand

feet for the finished picture. In "Mickey," the Mabel
Normand feature which Sennett has been working on for

more than a year, it is reported that two hundred and
seventy-five thousand feet have been taken. Here is what
appears to be needless expense—but, after all, Ave must

wait for the final figures.

"Mickey" may be a world-

beater.

Universal is said to allow

only seven thousand five

hundred dollars for a five-

reel picture, which is pro-

duced, on the average, in less

than two weeks ; whereas
Ince spends something like

twenty-five thousand dollars

for a feature of the same
length, and consumes more
than a month in making
every play. "The Hater of

Men," with Bessie Barri-

scale, was made in twenty-

six days, but this is his low
record. Ince pictures bring

top prices, yet, on the other

hand, Universal figures that

it can sell several times as

many prints to cheaper the-

aters and make an even bet-

ter percentage of profit.

For answer to this prob-

lem I called on three men

—

a director, a scenario editor,

and a producer. The first
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was Chester Withey, director for Gold-

wyn and formerly an associate of D.

W. Griffith. Mr. Withey has spent

money himself and watched others

spend it.

"What," I asked, "can money do ?"

I had been watching Withey conduct-

ing a rehearsal—and incidentally I had

been observing as fine a demonstration

of directorial patience as you would find

in a month's journey. An "extra"

("they told me he was an actor," said

Withey) took a prominent part in this

particular scene, and his performance

was about as forceful and convincing

as that of a dead man. But the direc-

tor lost neither his poise nor his tem-

per. By sheer force of personality and
suggestion, with a word of encourage-

ment here and a nod of sympathetic un-

derstanding at particularly awkward
blunders, he perspired and persevered

until finally the scene was done.

Through it all he wore a smile that

seemed to say : "Well, I'll do the best

I can, and it's only thirty minutes to

lunch time, anyway." This was the

smile he turned to my inquiry.

"Ask me something difficult, will

you?" he protested. "And let me say

right now, before I forget it, that most
people never dream how many things

money can't do." And then he told

me the story of "One Round O'Brien."

"WT

hen I talk about money," he cau-

tioned, "I mean, of course, more.money
than the other fellow. Now, what has

money to do with the success of 'One

Round O'Brien ?' Nothing. And there

are things like that happening every

day. One of the best directors in

America started on the coast a few
years ago with only four thousand dol-

lars. He made more money in propor-

tion than any one I know of. Yet this

same man, who made the greatest profits

with little money, to-day is making very

little with all the money he wants. And
so it goes.

"There are two sides to the picture

business—production and marketing.

The first half is a mental process. There
are no rules which one can learn to in-

sure success. The main problems lie

not in the realm of finance, but in the

realm of psychology. Money can't tell

you what the public wants. It can hire

the brains to help you find out, and the

talent, but that's about all. Not that I

object to an unlimited expense account

—not at all.

"In the first place, money can buy
the best stories. The company that

treats the author fairly and pays him
the worth of his work is bound to get

the first choice. In fact, I believe that

this is the one branch of pictures that

does require more spending—construc-

tive spending. I am convinced that the

time is not far off when promising ama-
teurs will be brought to the studios for

intensive training. It would be a profit-

able experiment. Even the regular staff

writers in many cases are underpaid

to-day. Is it just a coincidence that the

companies who pay best for stories are

turning out the best pictures?

"Another thing that money can do

is hire the right sort of players. I do

not mean only the stars. As a rule the

producer knows in advance the box-

office value of a prominent player, and

can estimate the approximate return.

The star is also familiar with these

figures, and the salary is fixed accord-

ingly, no matter whose contract he

signs. In other words, this is not only

an irreducible expense, but entails little

risk. With the minor players, however,

the problem is quite different. Suppose

we need a lady's maid. Shall we take

an extra at five dollars a day, or a more
experienced actress at ten or fifteen

dollars? There might be a dozen such

parts, insignificant in themselves, but

important in their assembled effect.

Money can do it right. And the same

is true of sets.

"But perhaps the most important, as

well as the most expensive, element of
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Jesse L. Lasky on a recent trip of inspection at the company studio in California. Cecil B. .

DeMille, Mary Pickford, and Douglas Fairbanks act as a reception committee.
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all is time. Time is cash in pictures.

Every day has its pay roll, its studio

rent, its overhead expense. But 'art

is long,' as the poet says. The best pic-

tures require study and imagination. It

is a work of creation. Retakes also

may be advisable. And so it is that

time means as much as everything else

together, and money alone can buy it
!"

Robert MacAlarney, scenario editor

of Famous Players-Lasky, was form-

erly city editor of the New York Tri-

bune, and for several years has been a

professor in the Pulitzer School of

Journalism at Columbia. No man in

pictures—or out of them either, for

that matter—has a higher reputation

for integrity and fairness. Rumor has

it that Mr. Lasky, in picking a man for

this all-important position, sought a

man whose character and ability,

proven in straight journalism, would

command the confidence of authors and

public alike. Such a man is Robert

MacAlarney.

"We try to run this department on

the same lines as any good magazine or

newspaper office is run," he told me.

"We have money to spend, and

we pay for value received.

If we want a story, we believe it is the

best business, as well as moral, policy

to pay the author for the merit of his

work, and I am sure that no one could

accuse us of haggling over prices. Mag-
azines and newspapers have always

worked that way, and it seems to me
that the scenario department of a mo-
tion-picture company should consider

itself in the same class."

In justice to Mr. MacAlarney, it must
be added that this is not intended to

reflect on methods elsewhere. "I speak

for the Famous Players-Lasky Com-
pany only," said he, "for I know abso-

lutely nothing about other concerns.

But I presume every company has the

same idea." Which incidental presump-
tion may or may not be true. The black

sheep, if black sheep there be, are pay-

ing the price already through the lack

of good stories and through popular

suspicion. At the very least, it may be

said that it takes real money to keep up
the standard.

"The value of money in a scenario

department applies chiefly to experi-

enced authors," Mr. MacAlarney con-

tinued. "The amateur is only

too glad to sell at any price,

and the editor who wishes

A battery of Lasky camera men. These men alone represent an expense of more than

$100,000 a year.
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Robert MacAlarney, scenario editor of the Famous Players-Lasky Company, who spends

more money for scenarios than any other man in the world.

to take advantage of him can do so.

This is fatal to reputation, bad for the

business as a whole, and poor practice

in the long run, but in any case the

finnacial outlay is relatively small.

'Tn dealing with well-known writers,

however, the situation is entirely dif-

ferent. When the photo-play rights of

a popular book or play are put on sale,

the highest bid wins. The same holds

true of original stories written only for

the screen. These men are accustomed
to good prices willingly paid, and have
no patience with the editor who shows
a disposition to bargain and quibble.

They are perfectly just in this. There
is no reason why a picture company
should not pay as well and even better

than a first-class magazine."

On the desk, as he spoke, were proofs

of two new novels not yet on the

market.

"In looking for the best stories," he
continued, "we investigate every pos-
sible field. Our staff of readers are

men of ability and insight. We have
to pay well to keep them. Thus money
enables us to experiment and explore.

If a promising original comes in. we
help the author with criticism and ad-

vice. If a good story appears in an

obscure magazine, we hear of it imme-
diately. Publishers send us advance

proofs. The better all these details are

attended to, the greater the expense.

More money means consistently good
stories every week, and that is enough
for anybody !"

Jesse L. Lasky, president of the

Lasky Feature Play Company, came to

the picture industry with a large and
varied experience in vaudeville—-and

vaudeville is the school supreme for

teaching what the public wants. It may
be said without question that Mr. Lasky
has almost a passion for better pic-

tures ; a passion that his associates more
than once have had to restrain. He
believes that the best is cheapest in the

long run, and he generally gets what
he wants. The result is that the Lasky
organization is probably the best in the

business.

"When you ask me to talk about

money," he said, "I hardly know where

to start. The motion-picture business
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has changed a great deal in the last few

years. Money is so necessary that we
almost take it for granted. When we
speak of a fish we assume him to be in

water, his natural state. Well, the pic-

ture business is like the fish. If it lacked

money it would die.

''Good pictures are a finished work
of art, like a piece of tapestry or a great

cathedral. Nobody dreams of the in-

finite detail, the study and expense and

labor and organization that unite to give

the public an hour of amusement and

pleasure. Simple in itself, it was born

of complexity. And the better the pic-

ture, as a rule, the greater the detail

and effort behind it.

"Putting it broadly, money can buy
three things—men, material, and time.

And there is no way to get any one

of these without paying for it..

''The pay roll is, of course, the largest

item, but it is also the most elastic one.

We can reduce it at will by employing

less-competent people. That is where
money counts most of all—we don't

have to reduce it. A classification of

the pay roll on the producing end is

something like this : Directors, stars,

camera men, scenario writers, research

men, studio employees, and 'extras.'

The latter is important in the spectac-

ular feature only, but it must be appar-

ent that the first five classes at least

offer a tremendous range of choice. We
might replace a thousand-dollar director

with a two-hundred-dollar substitute,

or a two-hundred-dollar camera expert

with a good photographer at seventy-

five dollars. Even with the extras,

when putting on a battle scene or other

mob spectacle, we might manage with

one thousand men in place of the two
thousand we actually employ. But this

is not the way to make good pictures.

"The same is true, to some extent, of

'props' and other material elements

—

studio, exterior rentals, and so on. A
Greek temple, for instance, especially

the interiors, might be built and deco-

rated by ordinary 'prop' men, on the

one hand, or by trained artists on the

other. The settings may be a cheap im-

itation or a true reproduction
;
they may

be 'passable,' or correct to the last de-

tail. The difference in cost mounts
high in the thousands.

"As for time—nobody but a man in

practical touch with pictures realizes

how vital is this problem. It touches

every branch. Consider the simple item

of rehearsals. In scenes where only a

few characters appear, the action must
be perfect. The director must experi-

ment with the arrangement of the room,

moving the players to gain the most ef-

fective impression as a whole and bring

out the individual possibilities. Each
scene is a separate problem. The char-

acters must be coached in every detail.

Time? A good director could make
only one scene a day and still see room
for improvement. Without money, such

concentration is out of the question.

"In mob scenes, the difficulties mul-

tiply a hundredfold. An army of

trained extras must be taught and

drilled for their parts. Masses of men
must move in harmony. Just as a gen-

eral needs time to organize his fighting

forces, so, too, the director and his lieu-

tenants must adjust a myriad details

and coordinate many separate elements.

And the pay roll and board bill runs

merrily on."

"Then money," I said, "just about

tells the whole story, doesn't it? Any
intelligent person with sufficient funds

ought to be able to make pictures that

are both good and profitable. He can

employ the right people, buy appro-

priate sets and adequate studios, and

stretch the time limit. Not so mys-

terious, after all, I should say."

He smiled at my deliberate bluntness,

and I could see that he was about to

answer in the negative. But it was

some moments before he replied.

"No," he began finally, "it's deeper
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than that." Then, swinging around in

his chair, he faced me earnestly.

"Listen, and I'll tell you the simple

truth. If I were out of this concern,

no matter how much money I had, it

would take me a long time to decide

whether I would start a competing stu-

dio. I don't believe Jesse L. Lasky

could beat the Lasky Company

!

"That's exactly how I feel, and I'll

tell you why. We have something here

that money cannot duplicate, and that

is organization. It is the result of

years of constructive effort. Such an

organization has to be built from the

bottom up, with every part working in

unison with the rest. It is the achieve-

ment not of one man, but of many. I

might hire other men, possibly better

men, and establish similar departments

;

but if they didn't know how to co-

operate, it would be wasted effort.

"It is more than a system, for we
work with ideas. Our problem is not

merely to make pictures, nor to make
artistic or beautiful pictures. It is to

make successful pictures ; in other

wTords, to give the public what the pub-

lic wants.

"Every company, therefore, must
have a policy. Somebody must decide

what the organization is to work for.

Through experience or intuition or what
not he must recognize the larger aspects

of the business. Then his purpose or

idea or diagnosis, or whatever you
choose to call it, must be studied and
developed by every department.

"Several years ago, for instance, I

became convinced that artistic photog-

raphy, especially lighting effects, was
appreciated more than we had ever re-

alized. Orders were then sent out to

pay more attention to this special fea-

ture. Each department had something

to contribute. In the scenario depart-

ment, light effects were considered in

perparing the detailed continuities ; the

studio managers ordered more lights

;

camera men made experiments ; art ex-

perts studied the contrast of shadow's;

and directors kept their eyes open for

opportunities on all sides. To-day I

believe each of our studios has at least

three or four times more lights than

the average.

"Giving the public what it wants does

not mean following the popular fashion,

which is soon out of date. But any
company that fails to gauge correctly

the taste and appreciation of the aver-

age audience is bound to fail—and
money cannot save it."

"Thank you, Mr. Lasky," said I, tak-

ing my hat. "I understand perfectly.

Money means everything—and noth-

ing!"

"Right!" he laughed, and we shook

hands as though we had discovered

some monumental joke.

&
M

A mammoth set for the Fox production of "Cleopatra," starring Theda Bara. Note the many
details of construction and the mob—at $5 a man a day.



A Tailor-Made Star

June Caprice still attends

boarding school—but

she isn't training for a

future.

Bv Marion

Spitzer

IN reply to the appreciative gentleman who in-'

quired: "What is so rare as a day in June?"'!

I made the reply : "A day with June/' And,

to avoid confusion, I elucidate—June Caprice. I

know, for I have enjoyed both.

About eighteen months ago June was just an

ordinary schoolgirl who lived in Boston, and suf-

fered scolding with her companions for slipping

away from class occasionally and attending the

movies. Now, the strict teacher who administered

those scoldings attends them herself, and is one of

June's best customers. What happened in the:

past eighteen months is history in the land

of films. But to make the story com-
plete, it is necessary to go back

a little in dates, and start at the

beginning.

On November 19, 1899, June
Caprice was born at Arlington.

Massachusetts. Her family

later moved to Boston, and she

was, in time, sent to grammar
school there. Finishing this

course, she entered high school,
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and then a conservatory of music. There

was very little unusual about June up to this

time, except that she had scarcely ever been

out of the boundaries of her native State,

and she regarded New York entirely upon

its reputation, as a brilliant, dazzling city,

swirling in giddiness, where business was but

a heavy black veil spread over in the day to hide

until nightfall the chattering, clanging, chattering

mass of carefree pleasure seekers—where work

was merely a necessity in order to meet

the financial demands of amusement.

New York suggested to her what the

name Monte Carlo signifies to the aver-

age young man. To be associated with it

was her most obscure thought. The near

est she would ever come to it, she consid

ered, was when she played for a short tim

in a sketch with Andrew Mack, in Boston.

This brings us up to a year and a half ago.

At just about this time, in New York, William

Fox, one of the mighty film magnates, de-

cided that it was necessary for him to visit

June goes fishing, and can be a perfect dairymaid which shows that the city means a
business rather than a living to her.
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Boston on business. He packed up,

took the train, transacted the business,

and was about to return to the metrop-

olis when he met June Caprice. She

impressed him. Her sunny disposition

and the lack of all affectation attracted

him. She seemed an almost perfect

ingenue. So, after thinking things over,

he offered to bring her back to New'
York with him and place her in one

picture which would give her every op-

portunity to "make good." Miss Ca-

price jubilantly accepted the "dream
offer," as she expressed it, and came
to the city. And then things started.

Mr. Fox gave orders to his publicity

and advertising departments to spread

the country with notices about June
Caprice. "I'm going to do something

new," he told them. "I'm going to make
a tailor-made star. She's going to have

all the press-agenting we can give her.

She's going to be the star of the first

picture she ever acts in. If she makes
good she'll be famous in six months.

If she doesn't we haven't lost anything.

It will be up to her."

The best report as to what June did

is a review of the last year and a half.

She is just completing her tenth fea-

ture for the Fox Company. She is fa-

mous in practically every city and town
in the United States. And she is a

real star—tailor-made, but self-main-

tained.

Just at present Miss Caprice is finish-

ing a Dutch picture called "Every Girl's

Dream," in which a lamb figures rather

prominently. Lambs, however, have a

habit of growing up in a considerably

shorter time that humans, and this pic-

ture was started quite a while ago. The
result is funny. What was, at the start

of the filming, a tiny sympathy-inspir-

ing lambkin is now a great, bleating

sheep, very unruly, and exceedingly

difficult to get along, with. We can only

hope that none of the late scenes were
not taken first, as is frequently the case,

for even the most careless movie fan

cannot fail to observe that a sheep

which grows into a lamb, instead of

acting according to the usual process,

is, so to speak, a nature faker.

When June was at school in Boston,

not so very long ago, she idolized

Mary Pickford, on the screen. Of
course, like most Boston parents, June's

progenitors did not approve of "movies"

for their impressionable and roguish

offspring. So, one fine day, when she

saw the alluring advertisements of

Mary Pickford in "White Roses,"

she and a chum decided that school

could go hang for the day. As they

entered the theater they overheard the

ticket seller comment to the doorman
upon the striking resemblance the "lit-

tle girl," meaning June, of course, bore

to the heroine of "White Roses."

The youngsters were thrilled to the

bone by this greatest of all compli-

ments, and even to this day, Miss Ca-

price declares there is nothing which
pleases her so much as having some-

body liken her to the incomparable

Mary. There is no question, either,

that the resemblance is marked. Suf-

fice to say that the forthcoming spank-

ing Was that day fully compensated

beforehand.

Miss Caprice still goes to school. In

fact, instead- of mingling in the theatri-

cal life, or the brilliant buoyancy of

Broadway, she makes her home at a

quiet boarding school on West Seventy-

second Street, in New York City. Be-

tween pictures she invariably takes the

train to Boston and spends a week or

more with her parents.

But June's school life is different now
from what it was eighteen months ago.

She is schooling for an education, but

not for a vocation, as most people do.

Pier studies are more to learn what she

has missed in the past than what she

can gain in the future. And what else

can she do? She is eighteen, going

to school, but famous and earning more
money than two average men.



This Is the Life—Sometimes
An exposure showing what the screen actresses'

supposed "cinch existence" really consists of.

By Sanford Stanton

GEE, Genevieve, who'd you think

I seen last night?" asked Be-

atrice, the pretty little blonde,

who worked at the handkerchief

counter of the five-and-ten.

"Dunno. Who did you?" asked her

friend, whose duty it was to dispense

tin dishware to those in need of such

articles. ''The kaiser?"

"Lucky for him I didn't," replied her

friend. "But no kiddin', who'd you
think?"

"Dunno. Who ?" answered the dark-

haired Genevieve, pausing the mean-
while in the act of wrapping up a tin

dish a waiting customer had just pur-

chased.

"Norma Talmadge," said Beatrice

impressively ; "was so close to her I

could 'a' touched her with my hand !"

"For g-a-w-d's sake!" said Gene-

vieve, the dish falling to the floor with

a clatter the meanwhile. "You didn't

really, did you?" she added in a doubt-

ful tone, stooping to recover the errant

dish.

"Honest to g-a-w-d, I did !" replied

Beatrice. "And she looked just too

grand for anything. I was going down
the street with Jimmie—you know Jim,

don't you; he's got lovely eyes, don't

you think? Well, Jimmie was going

to take me to see 'Her Only Son' in

five parts over at the Regent, and just

as we were opposite the autymobeel en-

trance to the Astor who should step

out of a great big grand touring car but

Norma ! My, but she's beautiful, ain't

she?

"And don't them movie actresses and

people have a swell time? Just ride

around in big cars and live in swell
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diamonds, and—gee, time, which g
: in the movies ! I

places and wear
wish I could ge

would, too, only my mother says I can't.

But it's some swell life they lead, take

it from me. And what a cinch they

have !"

And just about then

trade began to get so

busy that Genevieve

and Beatrice had to

defer their con-

versation for a

and disagree

ives us a chance to agree

-mostly the latter.

The life of a movie star isn't just

exactly what the Genevieves and Be-

atrices think it is. Of course, there's a

bit of play in it, for all work and no play

not only makes Jack a dull boy, but it

also makes Norma and Douglas and

Clara and Mary and all the others not

anywhere near as good picture stars as

they otherwise would be. But it's mostly

work—especially

Marjorie Rambeau in her dressing room

at the studio. Miss Ram-
beau left the camera

at five o'clock, had

supper, and rushed \
to the theater at

seven for her

stage per-

k formance.

is

for those who have

been drafted, as so

many have recently,

from the world of

the spoken drama to

the ranks of the film

artists. For them
it's—but just to

record chrono-

logically the
events of a

single day
in the life

of any
! one of

f
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many will give a far better idea of just

how far wrong our Genevieve really

was.

For instance, there is Jane Cowl.

Without any exact knoweldge of the

subject, it is a pretty safe guess that our

Genevieve and our Beatrice have pinned

up somewhere in their rooms at home
pictures they have cut out of this or

that magazine of the beautiful, dark-

eyed, dark-haired star who made us

weep with her in "Within the Law''

and "Common Clay," who made us love

her last year in "Lilac Time," and who
will soon be weaving her spell around

the hearts of movie fans the world over

when her pictures come from the Gold-

wyn studios, where she is now hard at

work.

Of course, if Miss Cowl was per-

fectly satisfied just to be one of the

most popular actresses, either on the

spoken stage or the screen, life for her

might be something like our Genevieve

imagines it to be—but she isn't. Years

ago she made up her mind that some
day she would write plays herself. And
she has. "Lilac Time" was written by

her in collaboration with Jane Murfin,

and now there is a second play called

"Daybreak" that the two women have

written which is likely to prove even

more popular than the first. All of

which brings us down to recounting an

average day in the life of one of those

children of fortune so envied by all

the little Genevieves and Beatrices in

the world.

Miss Cowl lives out in Great Neck,

Long Island. Promptly at six o'clock

each morning the alarm clock, a tiptoe-

ing maid, or some such disturber of

tired folks' slumber, rouses Miss Cowl
from hers ; and no matter how tired

she may be, she just has to make a

determined rush for her tub, and, later,

her breakfast, for at seven sharp her

machine, engine running and, like as

not, horn tooting, rolls up to the front

door. 'Tis well the car is never late,

for its fair owner is due at the studio

at eight on the minute, and Fort Lee
and the Goldwyn studio is a good thirty

miles away.

At the studio, an inexorable director,

barring the few minutes allowed her for

lunch, bosses this person, of all persons

to be envied, around until six o'clock at

least, and sometimes hours later. If he

is a perfectly nice director and calls it

a day at six o'clock, Miss Cowl just

doesn't know what to do with herself,

for she has two whole hours to eat

dinner in and otherwise fool around

before she is due at the theater where

first the company rehearsing in her new
play meets each night at eight o'clock

for rehearsals and where later on an-

other company which is to go on tour

with Miss Cowl in another season of

"Lilac Time" has been reassembled.

Occasionally, when everything goes

along smoothly, there isn't another

thing to be done that day at midnight,

and then all Miss Cowl has to do is to

climb into her car and dash back out

to Great Neck to sleep a bit before

starting to do it all over again the next

day.

And my, oh, my, but Genevieve does

envy her! And here's a little secret

—

many's a night when our little Gene-

vieve is dreaming away in her soft bed

of the days when she is going to be a

great star, that very same star is envy-

ing her and all the other little Gene-

vieves and Beatrices.

Don't think for a minute that Miss
Cowl is just a single exception to the

rule. She's more like the rule—the ex-

ceptions are the ones Genevieve had in

mind.

Maybe the very night she saw Norma
was one of the nights when the last

scenes in "Poppy" were being filmed

over at the big studio in West Forty-

sixth Street. Like as not, Norma had
been there from eight o'clock that

morning and had just rushed back to

her hotel for a bite to eat before going
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back and working until three, four, yes,

perhaps six o'clock the next morning,

because Norma and Mary and Anita

and all the girls Genevieve is so jealous

of do that exact thing very, very often.

Nor is it hard at all to think of

scores who have done just exactly the

same as Miss Cowl—"doubling in

brass" the actor folk call it.

There is Marjorie Rambeau, for in-

stance. Nearly all of the time she was
so busy last season appearing in "Cheat-

ing Cheaters," she was appearing in pic-

tures at the same time. In fact, when
she signed her last movie contract she

had to specify in it that on Wednesdays
and Saturdays she should not be asked

to go to the studio except in the morn-
ing because in the afternoon she had to

play in matinees.

And little Ann Pennnigton—dainty

heroine of "Susie Snowdrop" to screen

fans, and the cutest little dancer in the

Ziegfeld shows to theatergoers. If any-

thing, she went Miss Cowl one better,

Ann Pennington really fell asleep in a "prop"

bed during a scene—but Director Dillon, being

businesslike and cruel, sounded the gong

for work.

for all the time she was appearing in

the Ziegfeld Follies at matinees and
evening performances and dancing in

the Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic after the

regular theater show, she was working
in pictures, too.

Maybe if Beatrice's Jimmy saved his

money for a couple of weeks and took

her to see the Follies, as is quite likely

he has done, she watched little Ann
skipping about the stage, and envied

her, just as she did Norma; but hours

after Genevieve had tumbled off to bed,

little Miss Pennington was still at work;
and a full hour, at least, before Gene-
vieve's alarm clock dared so much as

make a sound, little Ann was up and
dressed, and, like as not, on her way to

the studio for a long, hard day's work.

Don't think, you who haven't already

stopped reading this, that all the hard-

working people in the world are the

women of the stage and screen, though

;

for there are many of the menfolk, too,

who "double in brass," only it's the

Jimmies who may have envied

them, and not the Genevieves.

William—everybody calls
him Bill, so let's us—Courtney

calls it an awfully dull

day that doesn't find him
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putting in thirteen or fourteen hours of

good stiff work, and many times it runs

well over that. Do you remember how
gallant and handsome he appeared in

"Under Fire," and what an attractive

rogue he was all last year in "Pals

First ?" Well, all the time he was play-

ing in those two plays he was working

away in pictures, taking just enough

time away from the two things to eat

and sleep. And all the while Jimmy
was imagining Bill out on some golf

course or flying around the country at

the wheel of a big car, Bill was either

saying, "Yes, sir," "Yes, sir," as some
director explained what he wanted
done; or else he was striding back and
forth before the footlights, making
thousands glad they had chosen that

particular show for that particular eve-

ning.

Donald Brian is another of the hard

workers. All through the fall and win-

ter he "doubles in brass," and even in

the summer he comes near doing it,

because each summer he is busy getting

ready for the following season's new
show while he is at work on films at

the same time.

One might go on indefinitely if one
really wanted to disillusionize all the

Genevieves and Beatrices and Jimmies
in the. world, for there is no end of

names to record of those who would
never make good union folks—that is,

if they joined a union that insisted on

eight hours being long enough for a

day's work.

But let's let the youngsters keep a

few of their ideals. Doug Fairbanks

once took a whole week off to go fish-

ing. And when he got back home he

found so many telegrams from his di-

rector and his manager and the presi-

dent of his company, asking him where
in the name of goodness he'd been hid-

ing, that it took him three weeks to

make his peace with all of them.

And just to make Genevieve feel bet-

ter the next time the store manager
scolds her for coming to work five mni-

utes late, here's a little secret that Vio-

let herself laughs about now, but didn't

when it happened

:

One night she had gone to a dance,

and somehow the pesky alarm clock

didn't go off, so she overslept a little

bit and never got to the studio 'way

over in Fort Lee until half past eight.

When she came rushing into the stu-

dio, all out of breath and anxious to

apologize to every one, all the director

said was: "That will do, Miss Mer-
sereau ; we've decided to change the

story a little, so long as you can't get

here on time in the morning. I don't

think we'll need you in the picture any
more." Of course, Violet had a con-

tract, but a scolding is a scolding.

Still, it's the life—if you're a little

Genevieve or a Jimmy and just read

and hear about it.

ALL I CAN DO
HPHE bugle blows. I hear it,

And do my best to show
The proper martial spirit.

No further can I go.

Withhold, I beg, your strictures,

Though mine's the slacker's way.
I'm acting for the pictures

In a military play.

Terrell Love Holliday.



Bessie hasn't adopted the trite
old claim that she ((

designs
her own costumes." She
doesn't. Bat she handles a
needle as Willie Hoppe does
a billiard cue.

Sweet Eighteen

and Never Been
Hissed

By William Prescott

HE first half of an in-

terview with an espe-
cially bright light of

the screen world is not in-

frequently devoted in

toto to the thrilling

story of her career.

Indeed, it

would appear
that actors,

like lovers,

are almost
u n i v e r s a lly

obsessed

^\ with what

[ Booth



Tarkington—bless his observant

soul !—calls the "autobiographical

impulse." It was therefore some-

thing of a revelation to the writer

of these caustic lines to discover a

variant from the normal—let it

pass—species. Can you imagine

an actress who takes it for granted

that other people are as important

as she? I wouldn't expect this "of

you, anyway ; there are limits even

to imagination. But come with me
and meet Miss Bessie Love. Here
at least is a regular girl.

Bessie had nothing to say. Of
Griffith, of Hart, of pictures in

general, she could out-talk a phono-

graph, but of herself—she could

think of nothing interesting, as she.

explained. Her friends, however,

were as voluble as Bessie was si-

lent. So I have part of the story,

after all.

Bessie is all of the things that the

press agents tell about their various

stars, and none of the things that

they don't tell. In fact, when Bes-

sie leaves the studio she ceases to

be a star altogether. Listen, for

instance, to the story—the real

story—of her first adventure in the

movies. Everything she does is

characteristic of an unspoiled

schoolgirl in her teens, and this is

no exception.

The Love family re-

n Los Angeles,

:le sixteen-year-

old Bessie was
attending- the

local high

school.
Her health
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was poor, and her father, who is a physician, decided

that she should spend more time in the open and
give up work in the classroom entirely. It was

Mrs. Love that thought first of the movies.

"But listen, Bessie," she told her enthusi-

astic daughter, who thought a picture studio

was a sort of earthly heaven, "you can be a

motion-picture actress if you want to, but

you must get in D. W. Griffith's company
or none at all."

And so, a few weeks later, we find Bes-

sie and one of her school chums stepping

from the trolley at the entrance of the

Fine Arts Triangle Studio. Forthwith

began an excited discussion as to which

should commit the "sin"—said sin being the

telling of a white lie, and said lie being the state-

ment that they had made an engagement with

Mr. Griffith by telephone in advance.

"Oh, well," exclaimed Bessie finally, "I'll do

, it !" And she walked up to the gatekeeper and

/

I

Before scenes, between scenes, after scenes, the resonant

\ Uplink-plunk" of Bessie's guitar is a familiar sound

in the Triangle studio at Los Angeles.
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gravely declared: "We have an ap-

pointment with Mr. Griffith." Once

inside they made their way timidly

along like a pair of frightened rabbits.

Now, it so happened that Mr. Griffith

himself was standing near the gate, and

saw the whole of this incident. It was

evident that "the kid could act." Smil-

ing to himself, he entered his office by

a rear door just in time to hear his as-

sociate, Frank Woods, inform the

youngsters that there must be some mis-

take.

"Let them come in," said Griffith.

Then: "What's your name, little girl?"

"Juanita Hort—-horton," stammered

Bessie, which is her real name.

"Good ! Now, tell me everything you

have to say."

As a result of this interview, to

shorten the story, Bessie was engaged

immediately. She was not to report,

however, until the close of the term at

school a week later, when she received

her diploma.

When Bessie returned to the studio she was put tc

work under the direction of John O'Brien, in 'The

Flying Torpedo," with John Emerson. All she

had to do was dash on as a maid, hand a letter to

Spottiswoode Aitken, and tell the news of a

murder. But even this she performed very

poorly indeed. There was talk of dismiss-

ing her.

But once more the "master mind"

came to the rescue. .^^c-
There was no pri- \J$ttfl f
vate rehearsal of g

the novice. Grif- lLi[%

nth simply said : JHHP1
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"You are a ter-

rible Swede. You
find that your em-
ployer has been

murdered. Your
eyes are popping,

your mouth is

agape, and you
rush to his friend

with the news. Re-

member there must
be plenty of pep in

your actions. Let's

see—you'd better

say : 'By Yiminy,
he y u m d e d to

hell !'
"

"You want me
to say that !" the

little girl gasped in

wonder, as she
looked into the eyes

of the director.

-Griffith smiled
and nodded. Then
he added :

"Some of the
players cuss like

troopers, especially

during moments of

strong excitement.

Use those funny
words with all the

force you have in

you. They will
give your face and mouth the

sion."

The scene began.

"Go on !" ordered Griffith, and she

dashed into the set. Like the sharp

staccato reports of a Gatling gun in

action came the words from Bessie's

quivering lips •

"By Yiminy, he yumped to hell
!"

vShe had worked herself into a frenzy

of excitement to which the spoken
words furnished a most amusing anti-

climax. A gale of mirth swept over

the company.

"Our Mary!" enthusiastically shouted

From

expres-

Griffith, giving her

a new name on the

spur of the mo-
ment. "That's fine

—great ! Wonder-
ful !"

Later that day
Mr. Griffith was
asked why he

called Miss Love
"Our Mary."

"Because," h e

replied, "she is

more like Mary
Pickford than any

other actress I have
seen. She is a real

'comer.' Watch
her."

As a result of

this demonstration,

"The Flying Tor-

pedo" was rewrit-

ten, with little Bes-

sie, in the character

of a Swedish serv-

ant with a fond-

ness for reading

Ibsen's erotic

love stories, in the

leading feminine

role. It is ancient

history now how
Bessie "ran away"
with that picture.

It established her as a star, and she has

been featured as such ever since.

Griffith's prediction was justified. In

the last two years she has played oppo-

site some of the leading actors of the

screen.

And through it all Bessie has re-

mained just a natural little girl. A
guitar is her constant companion, and

as final proof of her sincerity she does

not have to be "begged" before she will

play. At home she is the same—the

sort of girl one speaks of as "the

daughter of the house."

Showers of Bessies we need

!

nine years.



The Conqueror
A thrilling tale of the frontier days

based on the life of Sam Houston.

By Robert Foster

THE lady in the chaise was dainty

as a piece of Dresden china.

She wore ringlets and a poke

bonnet and a crinoline—for this was
in the year 1811. An old darky dozed

on the driver's seat and let the horse

make its own pace. On the sidewalk

a young man, wide of shoulder,

bronzed of face, clad in fringed buck-

skin coat and trousers, stared at the

girl in the chaise, his soul in his eyes.

Up till this moment Sam Houston
would have been the first to scoff at the

notion of love at first sight. He had
made his habitat with the Indians for

three years and had acquired a serenity

that belied his youth. But now, com-
ing back to Tennessee, the sight of this

beautiful girl set his heart pounding.

She was lazily dangling a glove over

the edge of the vehicle and sweeping

Sam with apparently disinterested

glance. The glove dropped and Sam
darted to recover it—but if he had

been near enough he would have

heard the lady order the darky to drive

home with all speed. Result : when
he picked the glove out of the dust

of the roadway, the chaise was career-

ing up the street as if bent on a life-

and-death mission.

Sam stood in the hot sunshine with

the glove in his hand, hesitant. "Who
was the lady in the chaise?" he asked

of the idlers.

"Miss Eliza Allen, daughter of

Judge Allen/' they told him.

He nodded and stolidly took his way
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up the hill toward the mansion pointed

out to him as the residence of the

Aliens. He rang the bell.

"This glove," he said to the fat col-

ored mammy who opened the door. "It

was dropped by Miss Eliza Allen.

Give it to her and say I'd like to have

speech with her if but for a moment.

"

The old slave waddled off, and Sam
waited.

It was a new prank played by Eliza,

daughter of Judge Allen. She had not

been oblivious of the ardent gaze of

the young man with face bronzed like

an Indian's. It was with studied care-

lessness that she had dropped the glove.

There lay in the back of her mind the

thought that he would keep the dainty

thing, treasure it, perhaps build a ro-

mance around it. Well, why not? If

it gave the poor fellow any joy, she

could easily spare a glove. Thus think-

ing, she had watched from the corner

of her eye while Sam pounced on the

glove ; and then, satisfied, had promptly

roused the old darky and bidden him
drive homeward at top speed.

But from a window of the mansion
she was dismayed to see the broad-

shouldered young man swinging up the

hill with the long lope of a redskin.

The stupid fellow had come to return

the glove—possibly hoping for an in-

terview ! This was much further than

she intended the prank to go ; and
when the colored mammy brought

Sam's message and the returned glove,

the girl tossed her ringlets and said

stiffly

:

"Tell the gentleman I thank him, but

I am constrainedly unable to see him."

The old mammy tried to reproduce

the language of her young mistress,

and Sam was dumfounded when he

was told : "Young missa done say she

am 'bliged to yo', but till yo' become
a constable she kain't see yo'."

Sam Houston went off, dazed, but

determined. Tf she says I'm to be-

come constable, then constable I'll be."

He was only eighteen, but he looked

much older. Born in the comparative

quiet of a Virginia home, he had
chafed at inactivity, and, in his fif-

teenth year, had run away, crossing

the Tennessee River and making his

home with the Cherokee Indians. Old
Chief Oo-loo-tee-kah had adopted him,

and Sam was given the status of the

chief's son; he shared the red man's

wigwam and was treated with respect

and affection by the tribe. With his

native shrewdness he was able to save

the old chief much trouble from the

crafty white men who posed as govern-

ment agents and were then swindling

the Indians out of their land in spite

of appropriations given by Congress.

Those were years of delight for him,

and he would probably have thrown in

his lot with the Indians permaner. jy
but for a summons home.

Old Jumbo, a venerable negro who
had a partiality for a big sunshade and

a patient donkey, brought him the mes-

sage.

"OF massa he done send me to bring

yo' back," he began. Then, without

waiting for Sam's retort, he demanded

:

"Whaffo yo' done run away, boy?"

Jumbo was a privileged slave and felt

that he had the right to be stern with

Sam. "What yo' doin' wid dese yere

no-'count red debbils?"

Sam grinned. "I'm shore glad to

see you, Jumbo," he said, "but I'm not

going back."

"Yaas, yo' is," insisted Jumbo. "Dis

yere foolishness goin' ter stop right

yere. OF massa's on his dyin' bed,

an'
"

"What's that? Is my father sick?"

"More'n sick, boy. He's dyin', I tell

yo'. Dat's why he send me for yo'.

He'd die happier ef he saw yo' afore

he goes."

Sam was silent for a moment. He
had always had a deep affection for his

father, and this news stunned him.

"I had no thought of him being
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Why don't you to school, you big cLuncer

sick," he said, his voice choking in

spite of the Indian stoicism that had
become second nature with him. 'Til

come back; of course I'll come.".

He went to say good-by to Chief

Oo-loo-tee-kah. "I must return to the

land of my fathers," he explained.

The old chief embraced him. "Fare-

well, my son," said the Indian chief.

"Great Spirit tell me you become con-

queror among your people. It is well.

Friend of the Cherokees, may you al-

ways remain our friend."

Sam had hurried back with Jumbo
—barely in time to see his father be-

fore he died. And now he was in a

Tennessee town, where the Houston
estate was being straightened out. The
matter of the straightening out was

not difficult. The place was mortgaged
to the last stick, and Sam's share of

what was left amounted to the frac-

tional sum of eight shillings.

It was on the day when he was ap-

prised of his small inheritance that he

found my lady's glove. The garbled

words of the old colored mammy
spurred him to action.

He knew nothing of the duties of

constable, but he found, by a little ju-

dicious questioning, that almost any-

body could get the job if he put up
enough money for votes. Eight shil-

lings would not go verv far, but Sam
had brought some pelts from the

Cherokee country, and with the pro-

ceeds from these he bought his way
into public favor and was elected con-
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stable. Promptly he sent word to Miss

Allen that he had obeyed her com-
mands.

Eliza smiled at Sam's innocence and

determined to carry the joke one step

further, The brief note she sent him

—a note that he treasured all his life

—

had these words

:

Why not sheriff? Eliza Allen.

"I know," he said to her. "White man—strong—big,

We find him."

"Sheriff I will be," Sam mused.

Fate played into his hands. A sup-

posed jewelry salesman approached the

cashier of the bank with a handful of

his wares and suggested that the cash-

ier's wife might appreciate a little pres-

ent. The cashier was interested, and
inspected the collection—whereupon
the salesman whipped out a pistol, or-

dered the cashier to hand over a bundle

of bank notes, and made his escape

with the bootv.

Sam Houston, with the cunning of

an Indian, tracked the thief, captured

him, and brought him back with the

bundle of bank notes. He was
promptly appointed sheriff; the town
needed a man of his talents.

With the new dignity thrust upon
him, Sam realized that his education

had been neglected. He had run away
from home before he had learned much

of the three R's.

Once, when drawing

water from a well, he

remembered being
chided by two girls

for his uncouthness.

''Why don't you go

to school, you big

dunce?" they de-

manded.

He saw now the

need for education,

and set himself with

praiseworthy zeal to

acquire it. He made
rapid progress with

his books and began

the study .of law.

The spirit of the con-

queror inspired him
to go forward in the

face of sneers, pity-

ing smiles, and mali-

cious comments.

Judge "Allen's
daughter found her-

self interested in him

in spite of herself,

and she called at his office to congratu-

late him and wish him success. That

brief interview was a red-letter day in

his life, and set him dreaming.

But if Sam Houston had hopes of

some day winning the haughty young

lady, he was not alone in the hope.

There was a certain Sidney Stokes, of

Georgia, a gentleman of independent

means, who had laid siege to the heart

of Eliza. He had the entree to her

father's home and was permitted to
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drive with her—an honor that Sam
would have given his right hand to

achieve. But he bided his time. He
knew he was no match for the elegant

gentleman from Georgia. After a year

or two, perhaps—who knew?"
His law studies ended, he hung out

his shingle and conducted one or two

cases that gained him a State-wide

reputation. In time he became dis-

trict attorney, and he felt that now,

with an assured income, he had the

right to offer his love to Eliza.

She listened patiently to his plea,

but her hoop skirt covered most of the

sofa and she made no attempt to make
room for the lover.

"When you become governor—per-

haps," she told him.

Sam was in the thick of the next

election campaign. He had himself

nominated for governor, and by a nar-

row margin succeeded in his latest am-
bition : he became governor of Ten-

nessee.

Then he interviewed Judge Allen. "I

have long loved your daughter," he

said. "From the first moment I saw
her I loved her. She has been my in-

spiration ever since. It was for her

that I became constable, sheriff, district

attorney, and finally governor of the

State, and I feel I have the right to

ask her to marry me. Will you give

your consent?"

Judge Allen shook his hand warmly.
"Gladly," he said. "There is no man
I would rather have as a son-in-law.

I have watched your career with inter-

est, and I think my daughter has not

been unobservant."

"But there is Mr. Stokes " began

Sam.
A shadow passed over the judge's

face. "Yes, I have thought of that.

He is not my choice, and I have feared

at times that a union between him and
Eliza was imminent. You understand,

of course, that my daughter's choice

shall be my choice. I thank you for

4

coming to see me, and I wish you suc-

cess. More than that I cannot do."

Eliza received Sam Houston with

becoming modesty, and when he told

her of his love for her, she gave him
her hand.

"Yes, I will marry you, Sam," she

said, and added, smiling: "It would

be useless for me to attempt to con-

travert the wishes of a conqueror.

Your career has been wonderful."

Sam was no egotist and he was not

stirred by her words. He would have

given all his success to have had her

assurance that she loved him.

It was an elaborate wedding. All the

world and his wife were there. Among
the guests was the ubiquitous Stokes

—a decidedly unwelcome guest so far

as Sam Houston's feelings were con-

cerned ; but welcomed heartily, even

affectionately, by Eliza. They were so

much together on that wedding day

that Sam could not but overhear the

disparaging comments and the pitying

glances directed toward himself.

After the ceremony, Sam was utterly

neglected by his bride, who found;—so

it seemed to him—the company of

Stokes much more desirable. He bore

with this state of things rather than

make a scene, but when others began

to take notice, his Indian pride burned
within him. If this thing was to con-

tinue, he did not knowT how he could

keep his position before the world. He
imagined himself the laughingstock of

society and was sure that his wife

loved the man from Georgia.

At last the guests departed, and
when Sam and his bride were alone,

his first words were not of love, but

of reprimand. In blunt fashion he told

her that a reformation was desirable,

even necessary.

"There are three things that you will

do well to bear in mind," he said

sternly : "The first is that you are no
longer single and must forego the

pleasure you seem to 'find in 'Other
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m en s

s o c iety

.

The sec-

ond is

that you
have mar-

ried Sam
Hou-
ston,
w hose
train-
ing with

t h e In-

d i a n s

has made
him re-
sentful of

anything
s a v o r i ng
of disloy-

alty. The
third is

that your husband is the

governor of Tennessee, a

high office, that demands
dignity and decorum not

only upon the governor's

part but upon the part of

the governor's lady."

"The Honorable Samuel
is a forceful speaker," she J
said, the dimples playing

™

about her pretty mouth.
"In other circumstances I

should be able to admire
your rhetoric, but now I

must retort that it is an Allen you have
married, honorable sir. And who are

you—a Houston, a consorter with the

red scum of the desert, an upstart

—

who are you to attempt to dictate the

conduct of an Allen?"

There was no bitterness in her tone;

the lovely ringlets drooped over a
forehead unmarked by lines of annoy-
ance. Her eyes were smiling. She
was amused—that was all.

Her attitude exasperated the gov-
ernor more than an angry outburst.

"You do not love me?" he asked.

is
,SS- ^m

"Per-
haps —
and per-

haps not,"

she an-
swer ed,

bring-
ing the
fan to
her lips

as if to

suppress a

yawn.
"Per-
haps I

only mar-

ried a

title."

Sam
H o u -

ston d i d

not un-

derstand the sub-

tleties of woman.
Eliza was a born

aristocrat. She

had been taught to con-

ceal rather than reveal

her feelings. She was
very much in love with

the broad-shouldered

conqueror she had

married, but it would

have been bad form to

display her affection.

Sam himself had

learned stoicism from the Indians, and

his love-making had not thrilled her.

If he and Eliza had been able to break

loose from the shackles of birth and

training and let their hearts speak, all

might have been well ; but they were

both stubborn, unrelenting. .

"I am disappointed," said Sam, a

flush on his bronzed cheeks. "I had

hoped to find happiness here. I was

mistaken. I was wrong to leave tfie

company of the true-hearted Chero-

kees. If it is in your mind to annul

the ties that bind us, the way is open.

Wrapped in close embrace they

stood while the sounds

of battle died out.
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I go back to my Indians." Stolidly he-

left the room.

''Close the door softly, please," she

called to him. But there was no need

for her request. Sam did not give way
to outbursts of passion. There was

bitterness in his soul, but with true In-

dian impassibility he gave no outward

indication of the emotions that stormed

in his breast. The door clicked softly.

He was gone.

Eliza refused to believe he would not

return ; but as the moments passed and

the door remained closed, tears welled

up in her eyes. "Oh, my love
;
my

love !" she moaned, and gave way to a

tempest of tears.

She did not hear the noise made by

the opening of a window. She did not

see the dapper figure of Stokes, the ele-

gant, climbing over the sill. The first

knowledge of his presence in the room
came to her when his hand fell on her

shoulder and she stared up at him
through tear-blinded eyes.

"Sweet lady," he whispered, "I have

seen the other man go. I have known
from the first that you had no affection

for him. Come with me and let us be

happy. I love you."

His arms closed around her. He
lifted her face and kissed her passion-

atelv.

She broke from him and sprang to

her feet. "How dare you?" she cried.

"Oh, how dare you "

"Sweetheart " he began, and

would have taken her in his arms, but

she evaded him and ran toward the

door. He intercepted her, caught her

in a viselike grip, and stopped her cries

for help with his kisses.

Judge Allen, comfortably settled in

his armchair in his study on the lower

floor heard the cries, and in bewilder-

ment ran up the stairs. The appeals

for help came from the bridal chamber.

He flung himself on the door and burst

into the room—to find not Governor

Houston, but Stokes, with Eliza in his

arms.

With the opening of the door,

Stokes, now lost to all sense of cau-

tion, whipped out a pistol. "Keep
back !" he cried, with blazing eyes. "I

love this girl, and neither you nor any

other man can take her away from
me. Back, I say !"

But Judge Allen had. never learned

the word "retreat." He advanced, re-

gardless of danger. Stokes' nervous

fingers squeezed on the trigger. There
was a flash, a report, and Judge Allen

fell—shot through the temple.

Stokes stared, horrified at his own
act. The weapon fell from his shak-

Winning independence for the Texans.
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Sam gazed out across the corpse-strewn convent yard. "It is not the

end, but the beginning," he said. "Texas must be free."

ing fingers. The girl hung like a dead

weight in his arms ; she had fainted.

She meant nothing to him now ; all he

knew was that his own life was in dan-

ger. He lowered her to the floor, and,

vaulting over the window sill, fled.

Sam Houston, no longer Governor

Houston—for he had sent in his resig-

nation—had two stanch friends in the

world. One of them was Chief Oo-
loo-tee-kah ; the other was Jumbo, the

white-haired old darky, a slave on his

father's plantation, who had been given

his freedom and was devotedly at-

tached to Sam, as he had been to his

forebears.

When Sam told him of his separa-

tion from Eliza, and his determination

to rejoin the Cherokees, who were now

settled in Arkansas, Jumbo- nodded his

woolly head and said : "I's gwine along

wid yo', boy."

Sam tried to dissuade him, but

finally gave way.

The Cherokees welcomed back the

ex-governor as a long-lost son. They
were a bit suspicious of the old darky

with his big sun umbrella and his don-

key; but whatever the adopted son of

Chief Oo-loo-tee-kah did must be the

right thing, and if he had brought a

trained elephant into the encampment,

they would have accepted the situation

with the same stoicism that they ex-

hibited toward Jumbo.

For some time Sam Houston gave

his mind to Indian affairs and was in-

strumental in arranging a number of

treaties that were eminently satisfac-
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tory. But, restless of mind, he could

not long content himself with the com-

parative inactivity. His soul craved

excitement, conflict. "Out there," he

said to the chief, "in the Mexican

country—in Texas—men live danger-

ously. . It is there I would go."

Once more the good-bys were said,

and Sam and Jumbo set out for the

danger zone in

Texas.

A week after he

had left, a party of

settlers from Ten-

nessee came up

with the Indians.

Among them was
Eliza, broken-
hearted, unable to

take up her life

again in familiar

surroundings after

the double blow.

Stokes, the man
who had robbed her of her father, had

disappeared, and rumor had it that he

had escaped to Mexico and become

leader of a gang of bandits. Her father

lay under the sod. Her husband was

somewhere out in the wild places. To
find him became an obsession with her

;

to find him and throw herself in the

dust at his feet and tell him that she

had hidden her true feeling for him,

and that in life or death her love was

all for him.

Chief Oo-loo-tee-kah recognized her

from a miniature that Sam had

dropped. "I know," he said to her.

"White man—strong—big. He is my
adopted son. We find him."

Resting that night at the Indian en-

campment, Eliza set forth in the morn-
ing with a red-skinned guide on the

trail of Sam Houston.

That Stokes had joined the Mexican
bandits was not mere fiction to account

for his non-arrest. It was simple fact.

And at the very moment when Hou-
ston and Jumbo reached the little town

Cast of

"The Conqueror'

Written from the Willi un Fox picture

play of the same title by Henry
Christeen Warnack

Sam Houston ...William Farnum

Eliza Allen Jewel Carmen

Sidney Stokes Charles Clary-

Judge Allen Robert Dunbar

Jumbo J. A. Marcus

of Bald Hill, Stokes and his Mexicans

were menacing it, bent on plunder.

Sam threw himself into the thick of

the conflict, unaware that a white man
was the leader of the band of cut-

throats, and that the white man was

Stokes, of Georgia.

He joined the small company of sol-

diers in throwing up fortifications, and

accounted for
more than one

reckless raider
who dared emerge
from the clump of

woods where the

band had mobi-

lized.

At dusk, Stokes

flung forward a

handful of his
men in preliminary

attack. It failed,

and the Mexicans

were driven back,

but not before several of the gallant

soldiers defending the town had been

wounded. Jumbo was sent to the con-

vent in the valley to bring hospital sup-

plies and to give instructions for de-

fense to the sisters.

Here, in the cloistered retreat, with

its atmosphere of peace, it was hard

to think that a murdering gang of ban-

dits were encamped a bare half mile

away. Jumbo warned the sisters of

their danger and bade them discontinue

ringing the convent bell unless the

Mexicans made an attack upon them.

If this happened, then they were to toll

the bell and the soldiers would come
to their aid.

With his supplies, Jumbo climbed

into his donkey cart and went back to

the hilltop, where Sam and the little

garrison were keeping the enemy at

bay.

Meanwhile, Eliza, led by her guide,

had come up to the convent. Weak and

worn, she sought shelter and was cared

for by the good sisters.
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But the guide's- business was to find

Sam Houston; and, seeing the print of

enormous feet in the path and recog-

nizing them as Jumbo's, he set off to

trail the old darky.

Barely had he come up with him and
explained his mission, when the con-

vent bell clanged out its appeal for

help.

"Fo' de Lawd !" exclaimed Jumbo.
"Dem Mexican debbils hab 'tacked de

womenfolks in de convent ! Yo' hab

yore rifle, Mitsah Redskin. We-all is

goin' right back." And with the In-

dian on the seat beside him, he turned

his donkey and drove back at top speed.

On the way they met Sam Houston
and a band of Cherokees, who had
come in response to a call for assist-

ance that he had sent them. Learning

from the. Indian that Eliza was at the

convent, Sam dashed off with his party

and arrived to find that Stokes had
already smashed the gates and entered

with his rabble.

It was a short but bloody battle that

ensued. With white men the Mexi-
cans might have fared better, but with

redskins, urged on by Sam to merci-

less reprisal, their chances of success

or escape were reduced to nothing. No
prisoners were taken. An attack on a

convent was not to be forgiven, even

if the beaten marauders offered sur-

render. To a man they were wiped

out.

Stokes, in the forefront of his raid-

ers, had discovered Eliza hiding in the

chapel with some of the sisters. Half-

crazed with Mexican liquor, he grasped

the girl in his arms and laughed hor-

ribly. "The devil is good to his own !"

he shouted. "I sold my soul to him
and he has delivered you into my
hands."

''Help ! oh, help !" shrieked the girl.

"Sam—Sam—help me!"

"Calling for the long-lost husband

—

that's a rare joke!" cried Stokes. "You
chased him away and now you want

him ! Oh, fie !" But his raillery ceased

as a volley of shots sounded in his ears.

Oaths and screams followed ; bedlam
had broken loose in the convent yard.

"The soldiers " he began; then

stopped, dismayed as the weird yell of

the Indians chilled the blood in his

veins. As he stood, uncertain, a man
ran into the chapel—a white man, who
had heard the cries of Eliza, and, slay-

ing a pa'r of Mexicans who had dared

to intercept him, had dashed to the

rescue. Unkempt, with blazing eyes

and matted hair, Sam Houston looked

like a fiend incarnate as he stood with

smoking pistol menacing the group:

Stokes shrank from him, made an ef-

fort to run, but Sam was on him with

a bound and shot him through the

heart.

As he stood, panting, over the fallen

man, two white hands clung to him. A
dearly loved voice was sobbing: "Oh,

Sam, the good God must have sent

you
!"

"Eliza—you here?" he exclaimed in-

credulously, and he caught her to his

breast.

"I came for you, Sam," she whis-

pered, gazing up. at him through happy

tears. "I had to come—I love you so.

It was all a mistake. Sam, dearest,

kiss me and tell me "

He pressed his lips to her hair, her

eyes, her mouth. "Tell you that I will

love you till death do us part," he fin-

ished the sentence.

Wrapped in close embrace they stood

while the sounds of battle died out. It

was a complete and terrific rout for

the marauders, and Sam Houston,

knowing that the victory was won,

smiled down into the eyes of the wife

he thought he had lost forever, and

said: "With you, my gentle spur, I

will make Texas a free republic and be

its first president."

''Always the conqueror," she mur-

mured. "My conqueror and the com

queror of Texas !"
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The Indian guide joined them, and

Houston placed the girl in the arms of

a nun and stepped to the exit.

"What is the word?" he asked.

"All is well," answered the Indian.

"No Mexican live. All dead. It is

the end."

Sam gazed out across the corpse-

strewn convent yard. "It is not the

end, but the beginning," he said.

''Texas must be free."

A few months later the Texas revo-

lution broke out, and Sam Houston was

its leader. History tells of the climax

of the struggle at San Jacinto, a small

village near Galveston Bay, where

Houston defeated the Mexican forces

and captured Santa Anna, winning in-

dependence for the Texans. In 1836,

the man in whom Eliza Allen had in-

spired the spirit of the conqueror be-

came president of the Texas republic.

Eliza put it in a nutshell when some

one asked her to explain the phenome-

nal rise of her husband.

"It was the will to conquer," said the

first lady of Texas.

THE WISE GUY
HPHx\T man," he said politely, and nodded toward the screen,

"He's really not the hero. Three times this film I've seen.

First off he sure fooled me, sir ; I'll save you a surprise

;

He really is the villain. I thought I'd put you wise.

He's in a foreign service ; a snooper, that's his game

;

The hero comes in later and gets the little dame,

And shoots the secret agent. He sure deserved to die.

They call him an 'informer.' I call him just plain 'spy.'
"

I beckoned an attendant, and whispered in his ear

:

"The time is ripe for action; the enemy is near.

Line up your squad of marksmen ; this fellow sitting by

I call him an 'informer.' He sure deserves to die.

He's worse than any villain that ever I have seen

;

Just stand him up and shoot him, as they do it on the screen."

The folks around applauded. My friend, with many sighs,

Departed, murmuring sadly : "I only put him wise
!"

Everett Leighton.



Miss Young—Clara's Manager
IN the past, when an actress confided

that she was "starting her own com-
pany," it merely meant that she had made
the acquaintance of some one wiio was will-

ing to hire a good manager and finance a

company bearing the star's name. The
actress did the acting, the manager did the

managing, and the money did the talking.

But now we have the real thing—the lady

executive.

Clara Kimball Young—head of

two film concerns—holds the y
platform on all sides. She alone

does the managing, the talking

and the acting. Miss Young
is Clara's manager, pay-

master and boss. Of

course she has help-
any one needs help—
and they do the work

—but they do it as 4

Clara's index
finger indicates.

Miss Young, the

executive, an-
nounces that
Clara, the actress,

will be starred in

C.K.Y.Film Cor-
poration, while she
also will be the

business head
of the new

F u n - A r t

Films In-

\ corpor-

ated.
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Concerning

War
Pictures

u NLESS the flood of war films abates soon, the shelves

of the exchanges will be decorated with rows and

rows of rusty reels. The present international strife

as a dramatic subject was long ago overplayed. Producers,

with few exceptions, allowed themselves to be carried oft

their feet by the "timely" war feature. For a while these

plays met with good demand, but such an appetite is easily

satisfied, especially when there are weekly releases playing to it. The people of

this country were a long way from the war, even in their closest moments, until

the draft was declared and troops began to start for France. Then war in all

its horrors took on the color of intimacy, and as a result the film drama hinged

on war became a thing unpleasant and undesirable for the hours of recreation.

The news reels supply all the scenes of battle and soldiery necessary. News-
papers, billboards, circulars, and daily conversation keep the subject of war for-

ever before the public mind, and in thousands and thousands of cases its terrible

significance is brought home by memories of fathers, husbands, brothers, or

friends who have been called to training camps or sent to France. Why add

to this strain by depicting stories revolving about the turns and possibilities of

war? Countless numbers of the people affected by this sad condition turn to

the motion picture in their leisure hours for entertainment. The screen can do

a great work, as well as follow the trend of supply and demand, by devoting itself

to putting forth comedies and light dramas, pictures which dwell on the humorous
and human sides of life. The newspaper and book are called by duty to record

the incidents of this war, but the screen's field is not restricted to any certain

channel, and at this time it should choose the one leading to mental relief and
happiness.

The

Broadway-

Star Fever

THE Broadway-star epidemic seems to be about over.

But at that it has met with more profit than rewards

the charm of the ordinary siren. Like most produc-

tion developments in pictures, the Broadway-star idea was
ushered in by one company, and then the fever ran amuck.

Within a remarkably short space of time, it seemed that

every manufacturer had a string of record-breaking stars

in his wake. Nearly every producer was featuring some one or other who had

just recently turned Broadway into a middle aisle for the theater in which they

had appeared. Price seemed no object—or objection. They were paid fabulous
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salaries, and, according to the press stories accompanying the announcements
of their engagement, these Broadway thespians were world-beaters.

After reading of the cinema treats forthcoming, an amusement-loving cit-

izen felt that his first real entertainment was still in store for him; that he had
thus far missed out on the real joys of existence; but that his desire for dramatic

excellence was soon to be fulfilled. After seeing the renowned, though unknown
to him, Mr. So-and-so from Broadway, his life would be complete.

The craze was red-hot while it was young. A manufacturer who could not

boast of at least one Broadway celebrity felt like a bungling amateur. Then
came the period of release for the master work of this formidable array. And
shortly afterward came the awakening. Sales and theater reports showed that

many stars from Broadway were talented, but also that some were not. It

developed that Waterloo, Bangor, Dallas, and Seattle were not in any danger of

being laid out with melancholia just because Broadway's pet had not yet appeared

on their screens. The film favorites were still drawing crowds, and a number
of the stage favorites were climbing to popularity, but many of the famous folks

were deadwood, in spite of their Broadway-star title. They represented only

so much publicity. As soon as possible these latter were returned to yearning

Times Square, and in the meantime the producers paid dearly for their education.

The screen has uncovered much ability and adopted more, but the result of the

metropolitan-star fever proved that electric-sign advertising on Broadway was
not in itself sufficient qualification for moving-picture work.

NOT so very long ago, picture lovers were assailed

by an army of so-called problem plays. They were
objectionable, lewd, immoral, and many other

things, and in number amounted to a veritable scourge.

Some of these choice offerings tried to get by on sancti-

monious names ; others on being consecrated to the good
work of informing the blissfully innocent on the fine points

in life ; but they soon became known for the wTolves they were, and the box-

office receipts at their exhibitions dropped consistently. The reaction was quick

and fatal. These pictures of questionable character and risque action were chiefly

State's-rights productions ; that is, pictures made independently and sold to buyers

of outlined territories, in which they had exclusive renting rights.

This system allows a man without establishment or root in the business to

jump in, make a picture of shameful and cheap nature, sell it for anything he

can and get out, leaving his destructive trail for some one else to worry about.

Some of these concerns were fictitious organizations. They had new names, but in

fact they were subterfuges through which one or two program manufacturers

were selling films which they were afraid to put out over their own trade-mark.

They were willing to accept the spoils of the game, but they didn't want the

nasty brown taste of the aftermath connected with their reputable brands. After

the censors and ofTending patrons had ceased their indignant cries, the faithless

producer sidetracked the drawer corporation through which he had released his

orphan films and traveled on serenely.

This latter species of manufacturer of salacious pictures was only flirting

with the market, and was in a position to quit any time the tide ebbed ; but the

independent man was hard hit by protest against his film. When the public

refused to further encourage objectionable pictures with its patronage, the cre-

Objection-

! able

Films
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ators' of this product found themselves loaded with unsalable territory and a good

lesson. May they stand out as monuments for a type of picture which we hope

is dead beyond hope of reincarnation

!

The

Function of

Publicity

PUBLICITY is one of the most important and most

potential factors in this business. It is a two-edged

sword, capable of mowing a path to fame and for-

tune, or back sweeping opportunity into oblivion. All de-

pends on how this subtle instrument is wielded. A pub-

licity expert is a man of no few accomplishments. He
combines the ability to write with psychology, sales persua-

sion, diplomacy, efficient newspaper distribution, and cold, practical estimates of

costs tabulated with value received. Publicity is one of the main pillars of the

motion-picture foundation.

It is the constant link between the ultimate consumers and the producers and

their players. In itself it has made many stars, but when not tempered with

good judgment, publicity can run as wild as an engine without a governor, and

do much damage. To this latter capricious conduct certain actors and actresses

can trace the obstacles which made difficult their road to stardom. They were

not hurt with malicious intent, but the publicity concerning them was not timely

and was composed of the wrong elements. For instance, two film girls, to our

knowledge, were so publicified and popularized that when their pictures were

released after a glorious campaign they could not live up to expectations. As a

result, they were labeled disappointments. They had ability, plenty of it, but

they had not yet developed into the inimitable wonders that the press stories

claimed them to be.

Had the same judges seen their work without first having been impressed

with their remarkable talent, they would have proclaimed them very promising

and would have watched eagerly for their next pictures. Under the circum-

stances, the girls were forced to accept the injustice done them and work toward

overcoming the high standard which they were expected to reach. Fortunately

this sort of thing does not happen often. Publicity more often plays the role

of builder. It is the artery that feeds life blood into the careers of many of our

favorites. It is a valuable ally, feared and loved, and the film business and its

stars could not do without it.

THE picturegoing public seems to be growung too crit-

ical about the technical and mechanical parts of

unnorn production. This in one sense is a distinct compli-

Criticism ment, as it reveals close attention to pictures and actual

study of them. But seen from another point of view, this

exacting tendency on the part of spectators takes on the

appearance of needless faultfinding. There are things to

criticize in every picture, and always will be, if a person cares to dig them out

;

but there should be a limit to the perfection expected, beyond which the trivial

errors which are bound to accompany production should meet with kind tol-

eration.

People pay from one dollar to two dollars and fifty cents regularly to see

stage plays which have trees painted on the back drop, brooks bubbling along the

canvas on the side, and toasts drunk from empty cups, and accept them. They
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realize that some things are physically impossible to the stage, while other errors

are not detrimental to the story, and there the appetite for realism ends. But

when the film producer is caught trying to keep within the bounds of financial

reason by staging a Siberian scene in New Jersey, or an Alaskan scene in Cali-

fornia, he is generally the target of cynical remarks. Of course, it is not accord-

ing to Hoyle to stage a summer festival on an ice pond, or to show a man entering

a house clad in a dark suit and to flash to him closing the door on the inside

decked out in palm beach. Glaring faults in the making of a picture are inex-

cusable. They are the result of stupidity and neglect.

But the overcriticism we have reference to deals with smaller things. We
have numerous instances of this failing, but one in particular attracts our atten-

tion. This man had seen a picture in which a girl appeared in a group of war
brides, and several days later was seen as one of an army of mothers. That he

found her in the mob is wonderful, for it was made up of hundreds. He had
paid fifteen cents to see the picture, and took exception to this dual role of an

extra ! Three weeks might have separated these scenes in the taking, but he didn't

think of that. He had found a mistake and was proud of it. If he had any idea

of the thousand and one details that hamper a director and make his life miserable,

he would have marveled at the art and accuracy in this picture he was so quick to

criticize.

EVERY now and then our attention is called to a form
of pirateering pursued by certain film companies,

and waged with the same pernicious sincerity which

marked the operations* of the well-known Mr. Kidd. This

is the double production of uncopyrighted stories. These
unprotected stories are not filmed because the players and
directors have nothing else to keep them busy or because

the producer's admiration for the author is so deep that he feels called upon to

immortalize his creations on the screen. Not by much. With but one exception,

these twin releases of the same story were the result of welWaid plans on the

part of one of the producers to cut into the market created by the other fellow.

A manufacturer must feel a great disappointment in his commercial brother,

as well as a just enmity toward him, when, after advertising for months the pro-

duction of a celebrated story, he finds that another concern has gotten together

a quick production of the same subject, bearing a name similar if not identically

the same. His expensive advertising campaign, his sales-promotion plans, and
his hard work are taken advantage of by a picture which might just as well have
had another story, to be sold in a market of its own. As theaters have an average

attendance, so the business as a whole has a certain number of prospective patrons.

Each exclusive picture has that many people to cater to. When two filmizations

of the same story are put out, the number of prospective consumers for each is

cut in half. A man may buy two hats and wear them both in time, but not more
than one person in a thousand buys two views of the same drama.

In at least four instances during the past two years have sister productions

sprung from ambush just before the release of an advertised film play, pictures

shamelessly intended to ride on the band wagon started and maintained by another

producer. There is no legal angle to protect the victim of this coup. Only a

moral principle is involved, but manufacturers of otherwise good reputations

should be above this form of legal theft.

Legal

Parasites
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ALONG about the time that most

screen heroes begin to have young
lady interviewers pursuing them,

they also begin to have strange hallucina-

tions about their past lives, present glories

and future conquests. Strange facts creep

up ; hitherto unheard-of noble lineages appear

upon the scene simultaneously with special

publicity managers and other signs of opu-

lence.

Xot so with Harry Morey. He is that rare

and well-nigh unbelievable creature, a modest
movie man, which in itself puts him in the

class of world wonders. Then, too, he has

other characteristics which make him a

unique figure in"the world of sham.

W nile Cuthbert van Frothingham is out

having a new marcel wave put into his tem-

peramental hair, let us spend a little while

with Harry in his big, belittered dressing

room—there's a card table in the center

—

Over at the Vitagraph Studio. Can't see him
for long because he doesn't like fuss. Mind
if he smokes? No. All right.

Modest
Mr. Morey

A screen phenomenon

—

the popular star who
avoids publicity.

By
Mary
Porter
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In the first

place, Mr.

Morey's chief
consideration is his

acting; nothing else. I

believes in doing the part in

the best way possible,

eliminating all striving

for personal effect.

He is not a matinee

idol, and, what is

more, he does not

want to be one.

Although he gets his

full quota of letters, the majority V

are not from infatuated school- p
girls with Souls, nor yet are ^ _ %
they from unhappy ma-

trons who are "not mis-

understood." They are

in the most part from

men, expressing sin-

cere admiration for

some particular bit of

character portrayal.

Oh, is he talking

too much? Did not

mean to, but he feels

so strongly on the sub

ject of sincerity. Take

it from Harry, this stuff

about being "lost in

one's work," or "latent tal-

ent miraculously discov-

ered," or being born in the

wilds of Afghanistan with

a Moslem sheik for a fa-

ther and a Hawaiian hula

dancer for a mother, is

mostly bunk!

Harry himself is just a

plain American, and was
born in Charlotte, a little

town in southern Michigan

of which he is very proud.

He was educated at the

University of Michigan,

along with his two
brothers, and then

came East. After

several years of

dramatic work, h e

joined the Vitagraph

Company, and has

been with them ever

since, now starring

in his own pictures.

Nothing very star-

tling or hair raising

about that—just a

record of straight

achievement and
work done.

There are no

pictures extant of

"Mr. Morey with his

brindle bull, in front

of his little twenty-

eight-room bungalow
on Long Island," or

"Mr. Morey and
h i s spineless ba-

nana hound, ready

for a drive in his

million-dollar rac-

ing car, affection-

ately called Little De-

mon." In fact, there

is no bungalow, there

are no hounds, and

—

well, there might be

a car, but we do not

know. Just figure out

anything that the usual

successful screen actor

generally does, and you
will have a pretty safe

bet that Harry does not

do it.

Harry Morey is a

man's man. The roles

he plays are those

which appeal to the red-

blooded male, which fact

immediately assures their

success with all real

women. The gushing

and silly girl type

never bothers with

Harry, but he has
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the admiration of any number of worth-

while people.

His favorite part, and unquestionably

the role which won the most laurels

for him, was that of Joe Garson in

"Within the Law." Here, too, is an-

other sign of the unusual straightfor-

wardness of the man. When questioned

about his method of attacking the part,

he smiled. "No, I didn't study the psy-

chology of the character, and I didn't

go to live in the slums, neither did I

spend weeks in prison to get the^ proper

Mr. Morey receiving final instructions

before starting a scene with

Alice Joyce.

atmosphere. When people tell you
they do those things, it's usually to

make an impression. What I did was
to watch Willard Mack, who created

the role, and try to act as he did—that's

all." And he summarily dismissed the

subject.

The parting words of this Oliver

Cromwell of the films, who, like the

famous revolutionist, calls a spade a

spade, were: "Say, will you try not

to embellish this story

too much?"

Mir '^T



What You Don't See
By R. W. Baremore

MANY are the devices resorted to

by the ingenious director when
he tries to make "what the

public wants." For the dear old public

is not easily fooled. The task is made
especially hard by the fact that thrills

and grotesque effects are among the

most popular features, especially in

comedies. Here are some glimpses be-

hind the scenes while such pictures are

being made.

This photograph is the work of an ingenious
Fox director. The wall is only a few feet

high, but so lon£ as the camera is lower the
sky is above just the same.







In a scene like that above, there is usually a

dummy in the car during the accident. Then
the camera is stopped and the actor substituted.

Here (right) is a cabin, apparently on shipboard,
set up in the studio. The device in the lower
corner is a focusing board. These two scenes

were made by Kalem.

Mae Murray, Lasky star, takes refuge from the

Indians in the branches of a birch tree. She
started to climb, then the camera was stopped,

and lo! a ladder!





Doug's Century
Flower

SIXCE the time that Douglas

Fairbanks first started

out to make old Mother
Earth an optimist until he

joined the Artcraft Company,
he employed the aid of many
and different feminine asso-

ciates. They remained for

one picture, and then Doug
searched for a new one. He
became a sort of celluloid Co-

lumbus—he had discovered a

new world and was trying to

find the proper inhabitants for

it. He got them all but the lad}

—and then he found her.

Her name is Eileen Percy, and sh

is Doug's century flower—which is

something far removed from the well-

known century plant. Here's how it

happened : About nine years ago, Eileen

Percy, a little Irish girl

who had spent most of

her life in America,

started a theatrical career

by appearing in Maeter-
linck's famous play, *The
Bluebird." After this, she

scored success in several

b i g productions, and
finally found herself

dancing in "The Century
Girl," at the Century The-
ater, in New York. This

was in the spring of 1917.

Doug Fairbanks at this

time asked Elsie Janis if

she could recommend a

good leading woman—or,

rather, girl. Miss Janis

could, and told him of

seventeen-year-old Eileen

Percy. So the Century
show lost one of its

prettiest blossoms and
the world and Fairbanks

profited.



Colonel Kathleen and

Fifty-Pound Look

By Jerome Beatty

Kathleen Clifford whose
first screen appearance
took ten months to

prepare.

The girl on the cover,

who makes her debut in

Paramount's first serial.

ATHLEEN CLIFFORD sat in

her dressing room. (It's a trite

way to begin an interview, but

what are you going to do when she did sit in her

dressing room?) She peered intently into her mir-

ror, then turned to the interviewer and smiled

happil

The interviewer perked up and brushed back his

hair. Obviously he had inspired that gladsome

smile.

"It's not there.'
5

she said, looking into the inter-

viewer's eyes. "Is it?"

Obviously he was wrong. Things seemed to be

sort of mixed up, mysterious, unfathomable.

"You don't see it, do you?" she inquired again.

"The rifty-pound look?"

The interviewer admitted he didn't. All he saw

were Miss Clifford's big, liquid eyes', her long, silken

lashes, her teeth that shone He tried to tell

her so, but all his efforts at eloquence were mum-
bled nothings.

She was serious again.

"Every day since I began working in 'Who Is

"Number One?"'—and that was ten months ago,"

she explained, "I have been watching for the ap-

pearance of 'the fifty-pound look.' They all told

But I haven't. I still look the
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same eighty-five pounds that I always have scaled since

goodness knows when."

The interviewer protested that she looked as if she

weighed more than eighty-five pounds.

"I really believe I do," she said regretfully. "That's the

queer thing about it. I have been in vaudeville and musical

comedy for a number of years, and I always have looked

as healthy as an 'after-taking' picture. I received an offer

to go into motion pictures—to be starred in a serial that

was to consume more time in the making than any other

serial. I was warned that I would have to do not one

neck-risking stunt, but scores of them—and probably have

to do each of them over and over again until they were
perfect.

"My friends told me that

the only perfect stunt

was one in which the

actor broke a leg

or a neck, and
they predicted

that before I

was halfway

through, my
health and
nerves
would all be

gone and
that I'd have

what one of

my friends called 'a fifty-

pound look—like a one-
hundred-pound sack of flour

half emptied.'
"

The horrified interviewer gasped.

"Instead," she exclaimed triumphantly, "I've actually

gained; and if I hadn't finished when I did, I don't

know how big I might have grown. If you want to

gain weight, my theory is, now, risk your life every

day. I have climbed into the rigging of ships, I have

been dragged aboard a submarine, I have had tunnels

cave in on me, I have ridden engine hoods of motors

going ninety miles an hour, I have leaped off the tops

of high buildings—my directors have tried their best

to devise new ways of killing me—and I refuse to

lose weight ! Eight months of that sort of work, and

. I still have my health !"

| "Who Is 'Number One?'" the Paramount serial
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for which Anna Kath-
arine Green wrote the

novelization, is Miss

Clifford's film debut.

She always has been

athletic. History tells

how she once rode

Iron Mask in a real

race, but Miss Clif-

ford never mentions

it because it sounds

like press-agent stuff.

Neither does she tell

how she acted as a

nurse at Ypres in the

first months of the

Avar; nor does she

mention the fact that

she is the only civil-

ian woman in the
world w h o is the

honorary colonel of

now fighting in

-the One Hundred and

Overseas Regiment of

oronto, which so honored her when
e organized a benefit performance in

Toronto that netted five thousand dol-

lars for the regiment.

Those things you have to learn

from lips other than Kathleen Clif-

ford's.

Miss Clifford, whose vaudeville

fame nearly equals her prominence

on the legitimate stage, is a native

of Virginia—Charlottesville, to be

explicit—and she got her start on

the stage as the result of a conver-

sation with the late Charles Froh-

man. She was fifteen then, and had

the good fortune to be at a

dinner. eiven Mr. Frohman.

» Colonel Kathleen of the 1 80th
Overseas Regiment saluting the

Stars and Stripes before the studio.
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To him she confided her ambition to

go on the stage.

"What can you do?" asked Mr. Froh-

man.
"Nothing," was the nonchalant reply.

"But surely you can do something

—

sing, dance, or play the piano? What-
ever it is, confide in me."

"Absolutely nothing," said Kathleen.

"Well, then," remarked Mr. Froh-

man, "you surely ought to try for the

stage
;
you have nothing to unlearn."

Being pretty, petite, and piquant,

Miss Clifford was engaged then and

there to make her first appearance in

"Top o' the World," a Frohman mu-
sical production then in preparation.

When the "part" was sent to her, Miss

Clifford thought it a catalogue and de-

stroyed it.

Another was supplied, and she

learned the lines, but could never speak

them in answer to the "cues." So it

was decided to let her romp through the

show at her own sweet will, and when
the opening came hers was the biggest

name at the top of the list.

And ever since that time, Miss Clif-

ford's career has been one triumph after

another. She was starred in "Little

Dorrit," with Digby Bell. Then she

went into vaudeville. And now, with

her debut in pictures, she feels that she

has "landed."

DOUBLE-BARRELED LOVE
'"THE Pickfords are quite charming!

In fact, they are unique

!

They do no stunts alarming,

And show no morbid streak.

In pictures light and airy

The movie shows they pack;

And all the boys love Mary,
And all the girls love Tack!

I've sat through many pieces

In which they have been shown

;

My wonderment increases

Each time, I frankly own

!

In town or on a prairie,

In mansion or in shack,

Why, all the boys love Mary,
And all the girls love Jack!

As artists they are reckoned,

And rightly, I declare

;

Oh, fickle fate has beckoned
And set apart this pair

!

Who could be so contrary

To hold approval back,

When all the toys love Mary
And all the girls love Tack

!

Harold Seton.
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Seen at Movie
By R. L. Lambdin

lllril In fv f-"^

^ impersonator of Charlie

Chaplin, peacefully eating

lunch, causes more of a riot ' ^ J

at the Fort than the news
of an American victory.

A stroll through the woods
on Sunday reveals a stock

and pillory—not a relic, but

a bit of art by the

studio carpenter.

The scenery besides v v k^L" ' ^
the tree completes

the story.

1

-J

1 su

.1
(MAI* ST A<*<Ujr*on I ^f^-

/ :3'^ v concerns for
scenes as it A
wouW /ro/rz

tenants.

Ml. £

It 'iS Conductors on street

cars call the streets

{. _ — by studios instead Wm
of names, such as:
cc
Universal, Fox,

and World! Next
stop Triangle!"



Mad Fort Lee

If you see a pretty woodland

nymph in New Jersey, don't

excited—look for the camera.

Picnickers

at Fort

Lee are

liable at

any mo-

ment to

be

fright-

ened

into

hysterics by the

sudden appearance

of a band of blood-

thirsty pirates.



He Loves His Victims |

cious w hen he

smelled the blood in

the scene. How-
ever, off the screen

he is a second fa-

ther to the children,

and the favorite of

Virginia Lee Corbin

and Francis Carpen-

ter, whom he is hold-

ing on his arms in this

picture. Miss Corbin

and her juvenile lover

will play the leading

roles in many of Fox's

future "kiddie" films.

It now seems that

youngsters as well as

grown-ups are to have

their favorites on the

screen.



THIS is a funny world!
Nothing very original

about that remark, but I

stand by it. For does any
one doubt that hundreds, even
thousands, of unknown persons,

scattered all the way from tiny

villages to

, .

• .| :

;

;

:; crowded towns,

/ from humble
- • / working folk

rr^w / to the children

of wealth, might

—and would—earn

>jf success upon the

screen if they had the

opportunity? That is

the secret—opportunity.

Somewhere in the life of

every star of to-day there

was a turn in the road away
from obscurity to fame. Each

one in his time was smiled upon

by chance.

But what if chance had

smiled the other way? Their

lives would be as commonplace

as ours. Some of the occupations

for which certain stars might be

fitted are here illustrated.

Chaplin might have been—well,

you can have one guess.



Crane Wilbur, with his brawny frame and his
love of tinkering around the studio, might have

been a blacksmith or ironworker.

Helen Holmes admits her preference for the "sim-
ple life." Can you think of her as a dairy maid?
This picture will help to stimulate your imagination.







It is by no means inconceivable that

Marjorie Rambeau might have settled

down to keeping house. Not at all.

Many a girl who does every day what
Marjorie is doing here could win success
if she had a chance to develop her talent.



Marion Davies—
Successful Dreamer

By Roger Packard

THERE'S a new and gorgeous high priestess come to min

ister to the millions who worship at the shrine in the tern

pie of the motion picture. Marion Davies is her name,

and great is her fame in the drama of the speaking and

musical-comedy stage. Great also will be her fame,

competent critics maintain, in the new narrative art &
which carries its message to more millions in a month /

than the most popular of the older arts reach in a

year. Miss Davies is hailed as a ''find" in the field

of the film. A man who has "discovered" and de-

veloped more famous beauties says of her:

"Marion Davies looks as Lillian Russell did in

her most beautifully ravishing days ; she has the

personality of Billie Burke."

Could anything be more comprehensive than the

foregoing statement? It comes from George W
Lederer, famous the world over for his contribu-

tions to the real literature of musical comedy,
and more recently for his work in the most
modern of the arts. This comes from the man
who managed them all : Lillian Russell, Edna
May, Mabelle Gilman, Paula Edwards, Eva
Tanguay, Elsie Ferguson, Madge Lessing,

Virginia Earle, Marguerite Clarke, and others

too numerous to mention.

Miss Ferguson and Miss Clarke are now in
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motion pictures. Miss Clarke, needless to say, is

one of the most popular of present-day cinema

stars. Miss Ferguson is now in the first few

months of the two years that she has bound her-

self to give to the new art. Both of these stars

are Lederer prodigies, having made their first

stage appearance in musical comedy, only to

reach out into other fields and achieve their

greatest successes in the silent drama.

And now comes Marion Davies, graduate of

the ''Follies," and more recently associated

with the polite, intimate style of musical

entertainment which has been made
popular in New York City's smallest

playhouses. After a whole season at

the Princess, in "Oh, Boy," Miss
Davies was snared by Mr. Lederer. For
four years this producer, now a direc-

tor of the Ardsley Art Film Corporation,

has been devoting all his time to the making of A

motion pictures. For the most part he has used

There would be many restless hearts and movie cameras
if the average American girl could look into the mirror
and behold as beautiful a vision as does Marion Davies.

known quantities—for in-

stance, Irene Fenwick, Mar-
garet Wycherly, Frances Nel-

son, Reine Davies, and a few
mere men. But always he has
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been hunting for a new personality that

would combine beauty and brains and

be susceptible of development, and flex-

ible in conception and action.

It is hard to keep the director within

the bounds of reason when he talks of

his first "find" in the four

years of his motion-picture

experience. Of Miss
Davies he says, with

out a moment's hesi-

tation between

terms: "She
has beauty, ^f/fk

leader in politics, and active in the so-

called County Democracy which fought

Richard Croker, famous Tammany
boss. Her father, a well-known law-

yer, has held public office, but these are

details which Miss Davies does not

emphasize, as she desires to carve her

own career unaided except by the tal-

ents with which she was en-

dowed. But on the dream of a

small child is built the promise

of a greater career than her

ambition ever conceived. In

the summer before her

fourth birthday little

Miss Davies spent

several weeks on

farm in New
York State.

The farm

was on
the main
road, and
many a

new sen-

sation

A real "at

home"
photo of

filmdom's

newest

star.

poise, repose, and magnetism ; she

screens perfectly, and she is respon-

sive."

Added to this combination is the fact

that in her debut in the cinema Miss

Davies contributes the story and por-

trays the heroine of her own concep-

tion. And this conception goes back

nearly sixteen years, when the young
star was not quite four years old. Born
and bred in New York City, she was
the granddaughter of Charles Reilly, a

the little city girl ex-

perienced as she watched the

passing of the ever-changing

panorama of traffic. Now a band of

Kickapoo Indians, members of a medi-

cine show, would pass on their way
from one place to another with their

cure-all remedies. Again a band of

gypsies, migrating. Little Marion was

warned that these gypsies often picked

up little girls along the road and took

them to live in a gypsy camp forever

and ever, and become the bride of the

princeling of the tribe.

Many a child has heard the story;

perhaps some of them have had the

dramatic dream which Marion Davies

had when she was hardly four years

old. Surely not many of them have
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childish fancy had visual-

ized. But this dream made a tremen- tate terms. She specified contract

dous impression on the mind of the clauses that an established star would
child—one that has never vanished, but hesitate to think about. But she Avon,

has lasted through the days in the con- "At first," she says, "I thought

vent on Long Island, recurred in the screen work would be sort of a vaca-

stage debut with Julia Sanderson, Don- tion. But I found that I had made a

aid Brian, and Joseph Cawthorn at the mistake: My debut is nothing at all

Knickerbocker Theater. Xew York, like that. My hours have been all

was repeated as she romped on the hours, except early in July, when it

stage of the Globe with Raymond rained so hard that we couldn't work.

Hitchcock in "Betty," and finally and every one was happy except the di-

reached white paper during the weeks rector and the paymaster."

and months of "Oh, Boy." But Marion Davies is satisfied that

Her dream in a scenario, Miss Davies should she return to the stage, her ad-

submitted it to Air. Lederer. He read mirers will see a vastly different and

it and accepted it—on one condition, better Marion Davies. She has faced

The author must be the star. the most ruthless critic of them all. the

The young beauty protested; the di- eye of the camera, and she has been told

rector persisted. that in that eye she has not been found

Argument piled upon argument wanting,

failed to move Miss Davies—that is, at And she hopes the great throng of

first. But finally, realizing that she was motion-picture lovers will like her

in a strategic position, she began to die- dream.



Hints for Scenario Writers
Instructions for the picture-playwright, with

notes on where and what he can sell.

By William Lord Wright

Qvestions concerning scenario writing, addressed to this department will be gladly answered, but an

addressed, stamped envelope should be inclosed. Due to the great amount of time that it would neces-

sitate, it is impossible for this department to read and criticize any scripts. Six cents in stamps will

bring you our Market Booklet for scenarios.—Editor's Kote.

ANNOUNCEMENT. Watch for this department in the next issue. It will contain^^===^= information of value to every amateur writer of scenarios. Mr.

Wright will furnish first-hand facts gained by long experience in his field, and we feel

certain that young writers will thereby gain a new point of viewand a more practical
| i

attitude toward the fledgling art. As matters stand, we are only beginning to develop

the possibilities of the motion picture, and the writer must not try to go too far ahead of

the present demand. The successful writer is the practical one.

SING ho, for the new school of mo-
tion-picture scenario writers

!

The genius who causes the staid

professor of the Seminary for Motion-

Picture-Plot Writers to garb himself in

sackcloth and ashes ! Verily, the glad-

some days of "a complete course of les-

sons for $25" are no longer with us.

The writer of the festive script is wise

—in fact, his wisdom passes under-

standing !

The day of the "script produced as

written" has passed. Joshua sounded
his trumpet and the sun stood still. Not
so in Scenarioland. The trumpets of

advertising resounded, but. the ambi-

tious writer proceeded, and to-day he

writes the synopsis

!

No less a scenario writer than Gilson

Willets, in an exclusive chat for this

department, makes some assertions

which may cause a storm of dissension

to descend upon his defenseless head.

Nevertheless, Mr. Willets' statements

are born of long experience in the field

of authorship, and especially in evolv-

ing plots.

"The day of the detailed motion pic-

ture manuscript is waning," said Wil-
lets. "More and more the scenario

editors are demanding the synopsis, the

plain, straightforward brief of a story

ranging from five hundred to two thou-

sand words. They don't care for the

action by scenes, they don't care for a

lot of subtitles scattered here and there

and elsewhere throughout the manu-
script ; what the editors, and the direc-

tors long for is a good, breezy, compre-

hensive synopsis. Not even a cast of

characters is necessary.

"I was conversing with a well-known

authoress the other day," he continued.

"She informed me repeatedly that her

film stories always were produced ex-

actly as written, scene by scene, reel by

reel. Be it known that there isn't a

scenario on earth that appears on the

screen just as it was written in manu-
script. A hundred details mitigate.

The story may originally have been

written for seven reels. It may be cut

to six, and with that trimming goes

many of the author's cherished scenes.

Always there are titles that are elim-

inated and new titles that are intro-

duced. It is necessary. Then the

"boss" may decide to make some

changes—frequently does, in fact

—

with the completed production. Espe-
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daily is the main title in danger. Then

the Boards of Censorship see the pic-

ture, and if it is a big feature, some

cuts may be expected. How is a mo-
tion picture to appear on the screen ex-

actly as written? The answer is. it

can't be done !

"Unless an author is working across

the table from the director, it is best to

write an illuminating synopsis and let

it go at that. Nine chances out of ten

the director will never read the scenic

action, and if he does, he'll change it

around to suit himself. The director

is all-powerful ; he is highly paid ; the

author is not all-powerful, neither is he

—but that's another story

!

"Ask any film editor as to whether

Jim Jones' script appeared on the

screen exactly as written. The film

editor will reply in the negative

!

Write a good, clear synopsis, present

all your situations in it, keep it as brief

as possible, and collect as much money
for it as you would for a detailed

script
!"

MORE ALONG THE SAME LIXE.

This scenario-produced-as-written

fallacy has produced some strange re-

sults. The writer knows of one author

who actually insisted that his script be

produced as written, and his insistence

was incorporated in the contract. In

some way, it escaped the eagle eyes of

the power that be, and the picture went
on. It was produced as written, and
then fashioned to suit in the film

editor's department. Thus was the vex-

atious contract avoided. Another com-
pany purchased a feature script from

a particularly pestiferous authoress.

She couldn't write a working script to

save her life, but she was known in the

profession as a mistress of plots. That
woman could see a plot a mile away,

twist it around a little, and, lo and be-

hold, it was something worth while

!

She, too, insisted that her scenario be

produced as written. The company ac-

quiesced. There was nothing else to do

—they wanted that plot. The story

was produced, and as many of the

writer's subtitles used as possible. The
authoress was then sent an invitation to

visit the concern and help cut and trim

her picture ! To quote the general man-
ager's letter : "We need your keen in-

sight and talents, and feel the produc-

tion will not be what it should be un-

less you are here to help us get it into

shape." The lady came, saw the un-

trimmed negative, was consulted on

every little point, and before she knew
it. had agreed to radical changes and

alterations that had been previously

planned. A little diplomacy was all that

was necessary. Of course, there are

many authors who insist on writing

scenarios after the most "approved

form.'' There is no "approved form."

however, and these authors would be

grieved, indeed, if they could see what

is done to their "working script" by the

director and his assistants. Be satis-

fied to supply your plot—don't pretend

to be a master of technique.

THE REAL SCENARIO EDITOR.

And now we shall give you a real

professional secret. We shall divulge

to you the real simon-pure scenario

editor. Whisper it not. but the real

editor is the director. Let us demon-
strate. Jeremiah Potee, of Pleasant

Grove, writes a soul-stirring—good ex-

pression that for a three-sheet—writes

a gripping, soul-stirring scenario and

submits it to the Warne Film Company.
It is a five-reel drama of plot and coun-

ter plot, and it gets through the

'''Clearing House,"' meaning the gentle-

manly young person who sorts out the

manuscripts and puts a printed rejec-

tion slip in most of 'em. This person is

paid thirty-five dollars weekly because

he is supposed to know what the ''boss"

hankers for and what the "boss" dis-

likes. Well and good ! He spots Jere-

miah Potee's synopsis as something
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rather good, and he sends it up to the

"boss." Be it known, despite what is

said for outside consumption, that the

"boss" passes on every big story before

it is bought and paid for. Rest assured

that no live-reel story is accepted by

any responsible concern until the "boss"

himself -has given the idea considera-

tion. No one reads anything but the

synopsis. The story is accepted. Jere-

miah is paid his fifty dollars a reel, and

the script is handed to a director for

production. Does the director care-

fully read the scenario, jot down all

the carefully builded subtitles, the scene

plot, et cetera? He does not! He
reads the synopsis carefully, perhaps

saves the cast of characters, and for the

rest—its the filing cabinet for it ! Then
the director and his assistant proceed

to rewrite that story into scenario form,

ploting out locations, and so on. Gen-

erally, the last is first and the first is

last in motion-picture production. Mr.

Director sometimes takes the last

scenes first, and the opening scenes last

of all. It's a mater of convenience.

The director has been ordered to make
a five-reel drama. Nine times out of

ten he turns in sixty-five hundred feet,

for most directors waste negative.

Those who do not are few and far be-

tween. The cutting and trimming de-

partment go after the overfootage, sub-

titles are juggled, and finally the pro-

duction is tuned down to forty-six hun-

dred feet. The name of Jeremiah Po-

tee goes under the main title as author.

Jeremiah recognizes his plot, and that's

about all. However, his name is on

screen and posters, and frequently he

informs his admiring coterie of friends

that his stuff "was produced as writ-

ten—not even a subtitle changed !" But

believe us, the director has the final

say. He is responsible for the com-
pleted production. Suppose he p-oes to

the "boss," as he frequently does, and

says

:

"I've been ordered to produce this

script exactly as written. It can't be

done. You want this picture not to ex-

ceed thirty thousand dollars in cost. I'll

have to change this ending around thus

and so, and as for these big sets, I can

use this and that instead. I can't do

justice to this script as it's handed me,

and I won't attempt it in this form !"

Well, what's the answer? The an-

swer is that the director has his way,

and always will have his way. Surely

there are exceptions ! You can count

them on the fingers of your two hands

!

AS TO FOOTAGE.

Notice Iioav "fast" those five-reelers

have been going recently? The word
"fast" is a compliment. When a pic-

ture is crammed full of action and
story, and pleases the studio critics, it

is called "fast." Well, some of the pro-

ducing companies are trimming down
their five-reelers to from forty-four to

forty-six hundred feet. Ostensibly, the

picture runs five thousand feet—but it

doesn't. There is an advantage in this

method, too. All digressions from the

story are necessarily eliminated, and

five or six hundred feet of film may be

saved on every print. Say seventy-five

or a hundred prints of some five-reeler

are primarily made for distribution.

Just look at the saving in film. And
right here is a little "hunch" for the

writer of scenarios. If you insist on

writing detailed action, be careful not

to get too much detail. Just enough

and no more is essential when five-reel

productions run, say, forty-four hun-

dred feet

!

TO THE MAN WHO TRIMS THE PICTURE.

Honor where honor is due, so here's

to the individual who cuts and trims the

film drama ! He is cursed by the author,

the director, and every one else, but he

is a necessary evil. You see the direc-

tor, the star, and sometimes the author

of a production basking in the spotlight

of favorable publicity, but did you ever
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read a review in which the film cutter

was credited with knowing anything?

It is true that some of the cutters have

had the name "Film Editor"' wished on

them in lieu to a raise in salary, but for

the most part they are unhonored and
unsung. Yet wre know of instances

where they have saved thousands of

dollars for their employers. Director

McGish, working on a seven-reel

feature picture, turns in eleven thou-

sand feet. In the words of Director

McGish, "my picture is ready—sub-

titles and everything!" The director

has permitted his enthusiasm to get

away with him, and is four reels over

length. The film must be cut and

edited, and it must be done quickly.

Here is where the film editor makes or

unmakes the picture. If he has no

sense of the dramatic, if he does not

know the story by heart, he is unedu-

cated or illogical, Heaven help the pic-

ture. If it is butchered, Director Mc-
Gish says "butchered" in loud, clarion-

like tones. If the picture is made snap-

pier, faster, better in every way, not

a cheep out of Director McGish. You'd
think he did it

!

A New York company wanted to

hurry a big feature out to the one-

night stands. The "boss" wired West
to a certain director to select a big cast

and put on a book story. There was
no time for the "boss" to slip out there

and see what the director was doing.

The picture was produced ten thousand

feet long. When shown in the private

projection room, real tears were almost

shed over the result. With a real cast

of stars, a real storv by a real author,

the director had ruined the picture. It

could not be released. Fifty thousand

dollars gone ! But wait—the humble
film editor saw the "boss." "Whatcher
going to do with that negative?"

"I'm going to burn it," he replied.

"Give me a chance at it, will you?"
asked the cutter.

"Do what you please' with iV' was

the reply, and the film editor got busy.

With a staff writer assisting, he took

out the five thousand feet of continu-

ity and action, renamed the characters,

renamed the picture, and invited the

"boss" in to see his handiwork. To
make a long story short, that five-

reeler, torn out of the middle of an-

other story, is popular to this day, and

has made good the losses incurred on

the original production. So you see the

film "butcher" is not ahvays a butcher,

and is not without honor in his own
bailiwick

!

ADAPTING NOVELS FOR THE SCREEN

Every scenario writer of prominence

detests the work of adaptation. Handed
a novel to adapt for motion-picture pur-

poses, no matter how good the re-

muneration may be, they heave a sigh

of distress. Original work is what they

want to do—at least, they all say so.

But this is the dav of the popular novel.

Whether "The Garden of Allah" or

"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," some
one has to do the screen version.

We conversed recently with the prize

adapter of them all—a man who has

to his credit the scenarios of perhaps

a third of the book successes. Here are

some pertinent pointers from his store-

house of experience

:

When handed a novel to scenarioize,

learn the story by heart. Read the book
through carefully at least three times.

The story may be familiar to you. You
may have read it years ago. Xo mat-

ter, read it again, not once, but several

times. After you know the story well,

go over it in your mind, taking the ac-

tion chapter by chapter if possible.

You will find that the trained mind re-

tains all the essential action to that

story, and forgets the word paintings.

When you think you have the action

and plot- boiled down, put it on paper.

Never write a subtitle in your adapta-

tion that cannot be found in the orig-

inal book. If there is careful research,
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sentences can be found here and there

in the original text that are fine for

necessary subtitles. Subtitles culled

from the book also help in retaining the

atmosphere. Those who adapt novels

for screen plays consider the work very

difficult. If the story is not caught and

presented clearly and concisely on the

screen, it is poor work. Nothing is

quite so disappointing as a favorite

novel poorly adapted for motion-pic-

ture purposes."

WRITING SLAP-STICK COMEDY.

There are only one or two writers of

slap-stick comedy in this country to-

day! By that assertion we mean out-

side writers who evolve the rough-and-

tumble stuff. There are many writers

of refined comedy, such as the Drews
produce, but those who can write a

series of knock-down-and-drag-out

situations, and sell them, are few and

far between. The reason is that the

comedy directors, aided and abetted by

their players, hit upon an idea and build

the funny stuff as they go along. Much
of the Charlie Chaplin comedy is

"thought up" as the work progresses,

and there is no more ready comedy
thinker in filmland than Charlie. Mack
Sennett generally keeps a lot of things

secret within himself until he gets go-

ing on one of his famous two-reelers.

Both brands of comedy bear the ear-

marks of the favorite situations of the

originators. Chaplin, for instance, is

partial to restaurant stuff, while Sen-

nett likes to introduce the bathing girls.

The Hoyt comedies, now being released

in two reels, only retain the name of

the author and a slight flavor of the

original Hoyt plot. The situations are

planned by Director Richmond and his

three stars, much of it being ''doped

out" as the action progresses. And so

there is little chance for the free lance

to write slap-stick comedy. There is a

lot of trick photography also deemed
necessary in many of these produc-

tions, and it is to the director and his

aids, including the camera man, that

one must look for much of the "rough-

house" stuff.

THE ART OF SUBTITLING.

Louis Reeves Harrison, in his

"Screencraft," says

:

"The writer .of cramped vocabulary,

as well as the one of limited imagina-

tion, frequently heads his script with

"The." Sometimes it is even doubled,

as "The Bandits of the Prairie," when
"Prairie Bandits" or "Soldiers of For-

tune" would do just as well and sound

better. Professionals err occasionally

in this respect, but the amateur an-

nounces his incompetence at once with

his awkward beginning. Carelessness

at the outset does not promise infinite^

pains with the general plan, and failure

is cordially invited by the easily satis-

fied subtitle. In an art of no tradi -

tions and few illuminating examples,

confusion in the use of subtitles is to

be expected. Every man, whether or

not he can write a play, can write about

it, and he becomes a law unto himself

when called upon to direct the visuali-

zation of a scenario. A self-appointed

editor once sliced about half the sub-

titles in a carefully composed script,

explaining that a customer "up State"

said there were too many subtitles in

the picture. Their appropriateness was

a minor consideration. The man "up

State" probably meant that screen an-

nouncements of the obvious were un-

necessary, and we all agree with him.

This does not mean that vigor and vi-

tality or explanatory phrase shall be

punished in retaliation, and shot down
as a terrifying example. Suppose the

action of the day is finished, the lovers

have been introduced. Something hap-

pens next day and next day. There are

periods to be covered without weari-

some repetition. A hint is enough.

Time now -yields to Youth and Love
And counts its days in briefest hours.
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In fact, the poetic title, when appro-

priate, is more effective than prose.

Some of the freshness, inventiveness,

and fantastic charm that we enjoy in

the printed story is not wholly out of

place in subtitling the visualized one."

Some of the above thoughts are well

put, particularly those regarding lapses

of time where repetition may become
monotonous. Waiving, of course, the

poor construction of a film play that

would countenance such continuity.

The writer of this department has com-

posed the subtitles for a large number
of film plays, and has made some ob-

servations which may be of value to

Picture Play readers. In the first

place, fine writing in subtitles should be

avoided if possible. The reason is that

the attempt at "word painting" fre-

quently detracts from the story. At-

tempts to be clever—even real clever-

ness—should be avoided. The reason is

that the cleverness of the writer of the

subtitles draws attention to that clever-

ness, leaving the dramatic action nil.

Clever subtitles, word pictures, and the

rest, are somewhat common, we know.

They cater to the egotism of the

writer. The subtitle writer who can be

clever, but prefers to be clear, concise,

as natural as possible, the man who
tries to have his titles carry the film ac-

tion, instead of making the film action

exploit the titles, this is the writer

whose work counts in the end and will

continue to count more and more ! A
little less of the decidedly clever, de-

cidedly egotistical subtitles, and more
titles that carry the action and help

along the story as unostentatiously as

possible. These titles are real art.

THE UNUSUAL ENDING.

The play's the thing, and so is the un-

usual ending. We know one director

who is particularly partial to the re-

united young couple walking away from
the camera, into the tinted sunset, with

the iris slowly closing. He is so partial

to this stuff that he overworks it. Then
there is the hand clasp, the kiss, the

embrace, and the kneeling at the feet

of the woman who smooths back the

raven locks from the hero's alabaster

forehead. We do not believe the

scenario writer is altogether to blame
for the stereotyped ending so prevalent

in the pictures. The director might do

well to read the final scene in the sub-

mited scenario for a "hunch." We are

inclined to blame the director for much
of the silly "rot" that is inflicted upon
the public, and which mars otherwise

worthy picture plays. It would seem
that with the play drawing toward a

conclusion the director becomes some-

what careless, evidently believing that

anything will do for a "happy ending."

More originality is needed in film

finales. It might be a good suggestion

for authors to write a notation: "Please

see unusual ending to this plot." That
is, of course, if the ending is really and
truly unusual, and displays originality.

Let us get away from the hand clasps,

the lingering kisses, the embraces, and
the hand-in-hand stuff toward the sun-

set, and get into something new and
nifty

!

SCHOOLS FOR WOULD-BE WRITERS.

Out in Chicago there resides a re-

tired "Professor" of the art of writing

movie plots. For several years he op-

erated a motion-picture "University,"

and did very well. He informed me
that he cleared three hundred dollars

monthly for a long, long time teaching

the scenario idea how to shoot.

"I hold no brief for such schools,"

said the man in question, a former
scenario editor by the way, "but despite

the attacks made upon them, I believe

they have accomplished more good than

harm. In the first place, they foster a

sustained interest in the art of writing

scenarios
;

secondly, the instruction

given contains beneficial data, for much
of it is culled from the scenario-instruc-
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tion departments of trade journals and
certain text books. I know of some stu-

dents who have profited by the instruc-

tion. However, the good old days are

over, and there is little money to be

made in the correspondence course field

as it is applied to film writing. It is

funny, too, for the instruction of to-

day is logically much better than the in-

struction of three or four years ago."

The writer of this department has

waged war on the "schools" ever since

he has been active in the journalistic

field. However, it is interesting to pub-

lish the viewpoint of one long active in

correspondence courses.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Why write long epistles to the

scenario editor? It counts for nothing.

Even the most versatile of the film

dramatists have the habit. A writer

will turn in a good script. That should

be sufficient. But no. Said writer pro-

ceeds to write a personal letter either

to the editor or to the head of the con-

cern. The head of the concern refers

the letter back to the editor, who is im-

mediately prejudiced. No one likes to

be ignored—to have some one "go over

his head/' as it were. One well-known

author always inquires as to the health

of the general manager of the com-
pany. Another tells of the strikingly

good merits of his work, as if the script

would not show this. Another insists

in inclosing a sheet of "suggestions" to

the director. This action is not al-

ways resented, but it does no good, and

may do harm. Stuff like this is as bad

as the letters from the beginners who
assert that "the money I receive from
the inclosed manuscript will be utilized

to buy medicine for my aged father."

The editor is interested neither in the

aged father nor the medicine. His con-

cern is not running a charitable institu-

tion. It is sufficient to write your name
and street address at the upper left-

hand corner of each page of your man-

uscript. If your plot is desired, the

editor will write any inquiries he may
desire to make. Avoid earning a rep-

utation as a "pest" in any office.

READ THE MOVIE PUBLICATIONS.

If I were a beginner in the art of

photo-play writing, I would read every
motion-picture publication that I could

lay my hands on. A great deal that is

beneficial can be gleaned from them all.

Those who would write the motion-

picture story should be well versed in

the details of the art. Not only is it

almost essential that one keep up to

date in the stories of the films, but it is

also important that one be well versed

in the activities of the screen stars,

their likes and dislikes, and other de-

tails of their work.

SEX DRAMA NON EST.

Don't try to write
.
vampire stuff or

sex drama. Enjoying a vogue for a

time, this sort of stuff is now going

surely into the discard. There are one

or two actresses, it is true, who have

won fame and fortune in the movie
vampire line, but their occasional pic-

tures are not greeted with the acclaim

that once was theirs. It is a queer

thing, but scenario editors will tell you
that it is the women who are most in-

clined to write vampire stories. And
the more modestly shrinking the fem-

inine gender, the more daring the writ-

ten story. Many of the women writers

become reckless when putting pen to

paper, and put in action that would
never get by the censor. It is best to

write clean stories, comedies, and

dramas that are proper for children to

see. There is no place on the screen

for suggestive stories, and many of the

leading writers refuse to cater to such

tastes. Write the stories that are sweet

and clean. In so doing, you will be ca-

tering to a larger market, and will also

be "doing your bit" toward the ad-

vancement of the motion-picture art.
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WRITING FOR GENERAL MARKET.

If you are an ''outside writer," so-

called, do not prepare synopses with

some certain actor type in view. Try
to write the class of plots which will be

acceptable to more than one film com-

pany. If Charlie Chaplin turns down
your slap-stick stuff, or the editor is

not inclined to your plot written around

the mannerisms of Fairbanks, the script

is practically worthless for any other

market. The wise method is to write

a story that can be utilized generally

—

a plot with a universal appeal, a drama
or a comedy not writen around some
particular star, but carrying a story that

can be enacted by a number of stars.

THE USUAL TENT BOOK.

Inexperienced writers of the photo-

play lack standard instruction. There

are text books to right of them, text

books to left of them, text books in

front of them—and the majority of

said text books would better be put be-

hind them. By actual count, there are

three hundred text books already on

the market. Perhaps a dozen of these

have been compiled by writers or critics

known to the art. The others carry

names unknown. Most of them include

an obsolete "sample scenario," a ''glos-

sary," so called, and a lot of sage ad-

vice written in glittering generalities.

The majority of these text books, pam-
phlets, et cetera, do more harm than

good. If you want the titles of the

baker's dozen that are good, drop a line

to us, inclosing a self-addressed and
stamped envelope. Don't buy a text

book just because it is advertised as

such. Investigate the author of the

text book first.

LIVE-WIRE MARKET HINTS.

The Selig Polyscope Company, Gar-
land Block, Chicago, Illinois, is not in

the market for scenarios at present.

William N. Selig, the president, passes

on all scripts before they are pur-

chased. This company owns the pic-

ture rights to many of the leading nov-

els and short stories, and unless you
have a five-reel story of striking orig-

inality, submit your stuff elsewhere.

The Keystone Film Company has re-

cently announced that it is not in the

open market. The statement has it:

"Owing to the peculiar requirements of

Keystone comedy, it seems quite impos-

sible to successfully prepare our ma-
terial unless one is in close personal

touch with our comedians, directors,

and general method of production."

Persistence figures almost as much as

ability in the scenario game. We know
of one author who submitted to a cer-

tain film company for two years be-

fore he won an acceptance. Xow that

author is the star of that concern's

scenario staff. He persisted. He sub-

mitted plots year after year, and finally

won out. It is a true saying that per-

severance conquers all things.

The Lubin Company, Philadelphia,

has ceased production, yet some
writers still continue to send them
stories. This is inexcusable. Subscribe

for a motion-picture magazine and read

it. Thanhouser, Kleine, Essanay, and
Biograph also are not buying scenarios

in the open market.
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Locating" with Lockwood
Side lights on camp life with the Yorke-Metro players

while making a film on an Arizona cattle ranch.

By Paul H.

Dowiing

TALK about
your true

Western
atmosphere and
living the story and

getting close to na-

ture and all that

stuff! You should

have been out in

Arizona with Har-
old Lockwood,
Fred Balshofer,

Anna Little, ''Lov-

able Villyun" Cu-

neo, and the rest of

the Yorke-Metro
outfit when they
were making their

last picture in those

"rough and West-
ern" parts. Why,
after we had rid-

den forty miles in

an automobile, and

ten or a dozen more
on horseback, look-

ing for locations

;

after we had lived

for two weeks on

chuck-wagon grub

and scenery—well

,

you know how it is.

We were ready to

yell for help and a

ticket back to the

City of the Angels,

where were warm
shower baths and
musical dining
rooms and paved

roads. We should
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This poor defenseless flivver met a gang of Arizona baseball fans going in the opposite

direction. The meeting could hardly be called a success. Lockwood
and Bill Clifford are playing doctor.

not object, perhaps. Must we not live

the rugged life now and then for devel-

opment of character? All very true,

yes. But

!

When we arrived in Prescott, Ari-

zona. Lockwood was greeted by a bunch
of cowboys who had previously been

engaged to ride in the picture. Guneo,

being almost a native son in those parts,

then introduced us to Charlie Hooker,

the rancher on whose place the picture

was to be taken, and preparations for

the job began immediately.

We were a weird procession that

started out to the ranch a few days

later—a rickety-looking chuck wagcn,
piled up with groceries, blankets, cots,

and a thousand and one things which
would be required in camp, several au-

tomobiles with suit cases, people, and
cameras, more clinging to them than rid-

ing in them, and a cavalcade of horses

and riders which looked more like a

troupe from the 101 Show or a Jesse

James story than a moving-picture com-
pany. We cooked lunch over a fire at

the Granite Dells, and then moved on.

Any one who thinks Arizona is a flat

country should have been out in the

hills around Prescott. The driver of

one of our cars, at a hazardous grade

on a road about six feet wide, from
which we looked straight down one mil-

lion miles, allowed that "the brakes

weren't working very well and it

mightn't hurt to be ready to jump."

How could we jump with six or a dozen

suit cases packed around our feet and

saddles and things hanging all over the

sides of the car? It was out of the

question. So we offered up a prayer

instead. There was a ball game be-

tween two towns going on that after-

noon, and all the traffic for a radius of

forty miles was going the wrong way.

Aside from brushing one of the cars,

losing a wheel and a fender, and dam-
aging the axle so it couldn't be fixed,

we got along all right. It wasn't half

bad.

Most of the tents and stuff had gone

on ahead, and we found the property

gang at the ranch, setting up the canvas

beside a stream which wound down
through the valley and was bordered

with a pretty bunch of walnut and cot-
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ionwood trees. Somebody said it looked

like rain, and Lester Cuneo, averring

modestly that he had camped before,

got into a frenzy of digging trenches

around his tent to keep the water out.

Within five minutes he had everybody

in camp busy with picks and shovels and

hatchets, digging trenches, until" they

were all sweating and blowing like a

bunch of Plattsburg rookies. The little

trenches looked very pretty around the

tents, too ; but as for rain, why, they

hadn't heard of such a thing for seven-

teen years in those parts at that time of

year.

After dinner we sat about the camp
fire. Now, when you get together a

bunch of old-time moving-picture peo-

ple and a few cowboys, rodeo riders,

and ranchmen, you may naturally ex-

pect some harrowing tales. All were
Toreadors on this occasion. Bronc-
riding exploits. Pawnee Bill, Miller

Brothers, the palmy days of the 101

Show, chicken-pulling contests, snake

stories, buffalo riding, bulldogging

Charlie Stallings and Lockwood cooking lunch at Granite Dells.

steers, and other subjects of rodeo days

and early motion pictures in the West
were topics of the conversation.

After the story contest, we settled

down in Bill Clifford's tent for a hand
of penny ante. Four sat on a cot ; three

more sat on a camera case. The banker

perched on an empty crate. Those who
could not get into the tent peered

through the open flap. Now the prop-

erty department had brought along

about a dozen little oil stoves, at which
Harold and the others had done a little

scoffing during the afternoon. ''The

very idea," they had remarked, ''of

going camping with oil stoves ! Is this

a chafing-dish party, or what?" But
about ten o'clock the Arizona wind be-

gan to howl, and Bill's stack of chips

began to dwindle and Tony's feet began
a tattoo against the camera case, and we
all swallowed our pride and admitted
the advisability of lighting up a couple

of the contraptions. After that, we were
all unanimous, even Lockwood. We
would admit we were tenderfeet and
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bum the stoves as long as the oil held

out.

We tried vainly to inveigle Lockwood
into the penny-ante game. I never

heard a man sleep as soundly as Harold

did .from eight o'clock on. The fact is

that you could hear him all over the

camp, and Lester suggested that the

cowboys move the horses farther away
for fear that Lockwood's noisy slumber

might prevent their sleeping. We solved

the difficulty for ourselves very nicely.

The nights were cool, anyway, so we
put the blankets up around our ears

and slept in perfect quietude and

peace.

But we are ahead of ourselves. The
card game broke up when the owls were
hooting, one of the cowboys had taken

all the chips, and the cook was snoring

in his tent. Everything had settled

down quietly and all were apparently

asleep when Bainbrdige looked out of

his tent and discovered Cuneo and Clif-

ford sneaking around the camp fire with

a frying pan. There they were, like a

couple of small boys in the jam closet,

chuckling to themselves and stealing a

midnight lunch. We wouldn't stand

for it. It wasn't right for these fel-

lows to be eating at night when we were
on daily rations. So we settled the mat-

ter by all getting up and having some
eggs. We also had a little coffee and
canned apricots, and a bottle of olives

and ham sandwiches, too, but" those

were mere trifles and we were sure

the cook wouldn't mind.

The next day and the week after that

was work, and then more work. We
were all over the range, on foot and on
horseback and in automobiles, shooting

everything from the landscape to Lock-

wood branding calves. One morning
Fred Balshofer saw a few ducks at a

little cattle pond on the ranch, and early

one afternoon he stopped work to bag
them. Fred was very proud of his

shooting. We saw him sneaking around
the pond on his hands and knees to get

a shot from behind a clump of mesquite.

He fired and winged the duck. It fell

in the pond and . began swimming
around. Then Balshofer fired some
more, banging away shot after shot.

But the duck swam on. Enter now

Everything was al fresco, even the '"kitchen" and "dining room." Anna Little is the

cook, and Lockwood is under orders to cut wood.
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This picture was taken after ten days' work. Note the beards and general air of ennui

Around the mess table are Harold Lockwood, Anna Little, William Clifford,

Dick Spencer, Jim Epingden, Charlie Stallings, W. H. Bainbridge,

Tony Gaudio, Lester Cuneo, and Fred Balshofer.

the cowboy. The duck had come within

wading distance of the shore and was
lodged in a clump of reeds. In rode the

fearless puncher and lassooed it. We
could understand why Balshofer re-

fused to taste the meat that evening at

dinner. His pride was irrevocably in-

jured, not to mention fallen entirely.

Thus the days and the nights passed.

We took pictures of a cattle herd in a

storm; we rode over the range all day

in the boiling sun, fortilied at noon Only

by a light lunch of no butter, we washed
our clothes in the stream and staved in

swimming while they dried, we carried

cameras and props up hills which the

local residents should have called moun-
tains, and we fooled with bucking

horses which the cowboys sent in oft

the range for their secret amusement.
We let our beards grow long and our

shoes wear through at the toes from
walking in the gravel ; we growled at

the food and ate it—for the nearest

restaurant was forty-five miles awav

—

and we thanked our lucky stars when
we got back to Los Angeles and a

bathtub.





The Bond of Fear
Fictionized from the Triangle

Picture Play

By Edith

Kennedy

Cal and his companion had
come through the storm

with their lives—and

scarcely any-

. >~ thins else.

CAMDEX McCLURE, judge of

the circuit court, was thoroughly

obsessed with the idea that

under no circumstances whatever was
there any mitigation for the crime. To
him law was law ; the penalty pre-

scribed in the code must be carried out

in every case, no matter how nor why
the crime. He even carried this con-

viction into his personal life and in the

administration of the affairs of his

younger brother and ward, John Mc-
Clure, a rather wild and dissipated

young fellow. When the boy explained

that he had reached the estate of man-
hood and should have his allowance in-

creased accordingly, the judge had re-

plied that the law had given him the

custody, of the younger brother's money
and the law had fixed the amount of his

allowance, and the law he would uphold.

He stubbornly held to this decision.

John was at the end of his rope finan-

cially, and in a frenzy of despair im-

plored his brother to forget the law and
be a regular man for once, not a code

book. Unruffled, the judge only re-

peated his regard for the law. Mad-
dened by his unfeeling coolness, the hot-

headed boy dramatically whipped out a

pistol and demanded money. In the

struggle that followed, the gun was dis-

charged while in the hand of the judge,

who had wrested it from John's grasp,

and the boy fell to the floor, apparently

lifeless.

And now Camden McClure was no

longer the jurist and the lawgiver, but

an offender against the law. According

to his own code, he could expect no leni-

ency. He was a criminal and would be

dealt with accordingly. Afraid to face

his fellow jurists, he fled, like a hunted

thing, into the night—fled to the great,

silent wastes of the West. And there

fate was kind to him in delivering him
into the hands of Cal Xelson, a true son

of the broad prairies and trackless des-

erts—a man who knew every trail and

water hole west of the ' Rockies. The
judge explained that complete quiet and

seclusion were necessary to his health,

and Cal agreed to guide him into the

Bad Lands, and so the two strangely

assorted characters started upon their

journey. :.

And as they journeyed, a man lay

silent and motionless upon a bed in an

isolated cabin on the sun-baked prairie,

a single shaft of moonlight illuminating
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fudge Ca AcClure was thoroughly obsessed with the ide

whatever was there any mitigation for

the pale

woman,
young, ci

face was
ror, fear

face, she

ie; nxeci

ed to the bedside. On her
i

jman staggered

phantom fear.

e1e-^ condition.

ungiea expression 01 nor-

rered the still form. and.

with a half-suppressed shriek, rushed

from the cabin out onto the moonlit

prairie. Days without water or food

followed/ and still the 1

on as though fleeing

At last, in an almost 1

she. tob. fell into the hands of the big

guide.,: and was made one of the strange

little party.

Unaccustomed to the heat and travel,

the judge was by this time approaching

delirium in .his fever, and. the big-

hearted Cahfound his hands more than

full with the acquisition of the ex-

hausted woman. "Twenty miles from
water.''' he exclaimed to himself; *'a

loco tenderfoot 'and a fainty female ! It

shore beats : hell !" But not for a mo-
ment, did he flinch at his self-imposed

task. Fortunately Mary was soon in

normal condition, and hnallv the little

party reached an abandoned cabin

where water wa.s plentiful, and together

the two nursed the now raving judge.

As the woman sat by his bedside

through the long hours ot the night, the

fever-crazed man babbled into her ears

the dread secret that he was trying to

hide from the world ; and in his silent

watch without. Cal heard, too. Fi-

nally, with the clearing of the judge's

brain, there came to him the fear that

he had revealed his secret. Mary con-

fessed that he had. The judge was
panic-stricken. He felt that Mary,
knowing of his crime, would betray him
and force him to pay the penalty.

Through the horror at the thought of

the crime there came to her a deep pity

for the soul-tortured man. and with the

hope of lessening his anguish she con-

fessed to him that she, too. bore the

brand of Cain: and the silent, faithful

Cal. without, wondered as he listened.

The judge felt himself a criminal,

ostracized from the rest of the world,

and he turned to the woman for solace.

She knew his secret and did not con-
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demn him ; she nad the complete un-

derstanding of one who had suffered

through a like experience. In response

to his pleadings, mistaking her pity for

love, she promised to become his wife.

She told Cal of her decision, and
asked for his congratulations, and not

until that moment did she realize the

depth of the big fellow's love for her.

She had mistaken his constant, silent

devotion for the sincere, frank admira-

tion of the man of the West. But now
she knew that she had hurt him, and
the knowledge strangely hurt her own
heart. But it was too late, and in her

woman's way she consoled herself with

the thought that the other man needed

her the more. In his big way Cal

agreed, and, hushing the ache in his

heart, accompanied them to the nearest

town, where the wedding ceremony
might be performed.

While Mary was in her room in the

hotel, making her simple preparations

for the marriage, the judge awaited her

in the parlor below, idly looking over

a newspaper lying on the table. As he

read, he suddenly concentrated his at-

tention upon a news item. It contained

a reference to his brother which led

the judge to conclude that he had
not killed the boy. And now, as

if by magic, he was again the stern

judge, the sentencer of malefac-

tors, implacable to the offender

against the legal code. He was
free of crime, free to return to

his former life. Ascending to

Mary, he calmly and unfeelingly

told her of his discovery. Mary
was overjoyed to know that his

soul was free of the burden. But
he added : "I am still a sworn
official of the law, bound by an

oath to let nothing stand in the

way of my administering jus-

tice."

The woman was dum-
founded. "You mean that

you would give me up?" she

cried. "That your love is dead, because
of what I told you? That you. would
deliver me to punishment? You, who
clung, to me in anguish at every imag-

inary threatening hand ?" The judge
only nodded grimly in response. The
woman cried : ; "You have murdered
again—something dearer than life.

Go!" He slunk from the room, vainly

endeavoring to maintain his dignity in

the face of her denunciation.

Outside the hotel, Cal patiently

waited. The sun climbed higher. His

beloved pony moved restlessly under

the heat. Cal led him around' the" hotel

and tied him under the shade of some

trees at the rear, and' returned to the

front in time to hear the sheriff and his

posse explaining to the judge that they

Not until that moment did she realize the depth of the

big fellow's love for her.
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were searching for a woman who had
killed her husband. Cal stood rigid.

Again Camden McClure was the

judge. The woman was a murderess

and* should pay for her transgression

against the law of God and man ; and

he, as the guardian of the law, and
knowing of her crime, should reveal her

guilt. "Mr. Sheriff," he said, "the mur-
deress for whom you are seeking is here

in the hotel." Cal heard and stood as

one transfixed ; then like a rocket he

shot around the corner of the hotel as

the sheriff, his posse, and the judge en-

tered the hotel. Having no other mode
of entrance through the rear, Cal gave

a running leap through a window, and,

landing on the back stairway, dashed

into Mary's room.

"You've got to get away from here
!"

he cried. "Sheriff's posse downstairs!

McClure told everything!" And, dis-

regarding her cry, "Let them come ; I

won't try to run away. Why should I ?"

he grabbed her in his arms and started

from the room. At the head of the

stairs he met the sheriff's men coming
up in a fury for Mary, at the direction

of the judge. Placing the woman be-

hind him, he seized a chair standing at

the door, and, with a mighty blow, felled

the first man, who, as he rolled down
the stairs, knocked the second man off

his feet, and the two lay in a heap at the

foot of the stairs, stunned into moment-
ary insensibility. Placing Mary on the

window sill, he leaped to the' ground

past her, ran to his pony, mounted, and
as he dashed by the window at full speed

he seized her as he rode and shot out to-

ward the desert like a streak of light-

ning. It was some moments before the

sheriff and his men could emerge from
the confusion he had left behind him,

and Cal and Mary were far out on the

desert before they could start in pursuit.

Left alone, the judge turned to the

paper to reassure himself of the glad

news regarding his brother, only to have

the hotel proprietor dash his dreams to

the ground by announcing that the

paper he held was a year old. Again
the fear of the slinking criminal gripped

his heart. He was a stricken man. As
he sat dejected in his chair, two strange

men entered the lobby and asked the

proprietor if he knew of a man by the

name of Judge McClure thereabouts.

The proprietor did not; but the judge,

overhearing the Conversation, filled with

apprehension, slipped quietly out of the

hotel, unobserved, and, mounting his

horse, again sought the desert, a fugi-

tive. Gaining a trace of him later, the

two men followed. The judge saw them

behind him in the far distance. Facing

him was an impending sand storm.

Gripped between the two fears, he
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crawled under an embankment, hoping

to find safety. As the storm reached the

spot in all its fury, the weight of the

accumulating sand broke down the em-

bankment and the cringing man was
buried alive—past all dangers of this

world-—an end to all his fears. Fearing

to brave the sand storm, the two stran-

gers turned about, agreeing between

themselves to wire John McClure that

their search for his brother had proved

fruitless.

Cal and his companion had come
through the storm with their lives

—

scarcely anything else—and when he

would listen to her, she told him of

the deception she had practiced upon

the judge in the hope of relieving

The sheriff 's men

coming up in

a fury for

Marx.

his misery ; that she was guilty of

no crime. The man from whom she

had fled in the desert was her father, a

criminal who had been wounded by the

officers of the law, and after his death

she had fled in terror.

"But how about the sheriff—the one

who said he was looking for a woman
that killed her husband?" asked Cal.

"He wasn't looking for me," she re-

plied, with a faint smile. "That's why
I was willing to stay when you carried

me out." Cal listened with a sympa-

thetic heart, and then answered:

"I'm glad. I hated to think that you
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could have done anything wrong. I

wouldn't care a hang, anyway. Couldn't

you let me take care of you now?" he

added. "I love you a heap."

"I'm afraid, Cal," she gently an-

swered. "My faith in man is gone."

His love was big enough to wish her

pleasure rather than his own.
"I reckon if we started now," he

said, "we could make the Sanderson
stage 'bout sundown."
And so they resumed their journey,

but when the stage was reached Mary's
faith in at least one man was restored,

and, indicating for the stage to proceed
without her, she turned to Cal, her

hands outstretched, and he realized his

reward at last.

HELEN HOLMES—NURSE
THE. old-time hero had his day

We worshiped him in book and play.

His lovely features haunt us still and dominate our dreams.

Too beautiful for words was he,

And brave as any man could be

—

The limp and helpless maiden was quite safe with him, it seems.

But Helen Holmes has gummed the game
And things will never be the same

;

She's handed us a hero of a very different sort.

He needs a nurse and she is it;

Her acrobatics make a hit

—

For all the use it is to him, his head might be a wart.

She jerks him off of burning trains,

She yanks him indoors when it rains.

She saves his life in every reel, and does a lot of stunts.

With lip a-dangle stands the dub

;

She fights the battles for her cub.

For mobs of roughnecks to subdue the doughty Helen hunts.

The modern woman stands revealed.

The old-time hero's doom is sealed.

There's nothing left for him to do but get himself in dutch.

Then Helen to the rescue flies

—

She sails on wires 'cross the skies,

Or grabs a handy engine, which leaps gayly at her touch.

The heroine, invertebrate,

Has been unpopular of late;

But must we, to improve her, rob the hero of his spine?

He hugs her in the final scene

—

He's that much gumption in his bean

;

But even so, he's not the chap for whom the girlies pine.



The Screen in Review
Criticism and comment on the best and latest pictures,

written by America's foremost dramatic authority.

HERE, at last,

is a genu-

inely hu-
morous picture that

depends not upon
slapstick method^

or horseplay inci-

dents, but upon
really funny situa-

tions and a vastly

diverting idea.

"Baby Mine," in its

present form, is as

amusing as it was
when staged seven

Madge
Kennedy in

her first

Goldivyn

picture

"Baby
Mine."

By Alan Dale

"Baby Mine"
(Goldwvn)

sit
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years ago, and that is saying a great

deal. It is a laugh from start to finish,

and one of those laughs that you are

glad to welcome and need not be at all

ashamed of welcoming. When the play

was first produced at poor old Daly's

Theater, Miss Margaret Mayo acknowl-

edged her indebtedness to the following

paragraph that appeared in the New
York Times of January 29, 1910, dated

from Chicago : "There are in Chicago

to-day fully three thousand husbands

fondling infants that are not their own,

but babies adopted by their wives, and
the deluded fathers are none the wiser."

The truth of that statement need not be

questioned to-day. The picture follows

the play closely enough, although its

story starts earlier. The complications

are uproariously droll, though toward
the end of the film they seem to repeat

themselves slightly. Just the same,

anybody who could see "Baby Mine"
unsmilingly must possess a' disgruntled

liver or some equally painful ailment.

Little Miss Madge Kennedy makes

x her screen debut in "Baby Mine," and
with complete success. She has mobile

features, a smile that lends itself fas-

cinatingly to the screen, and gestures

that are significant. Throughout, her

work is excellent, and I should say that

Miss Kennedy will be a valuable picture

acquisition. John Cumberland is quite

felicitous, and the other members of the

cast are Kathryn Adams, Frank Mor-
gan, Virginia Madigan, Jack Ridgway,
Xellie Fillmore, and Sonia Marcelle.

The fantastically delicate idea of

''Baby Mine" emerges so saliently in

this picture form that the absence of

dialogue is positively unmissed. The
subtitles, that are not in the least obtru-

sive, are well done.

To my mind, "Baby Mine" is both a

threat and a promise ; a menace to those

companies—and there are many

—

where rule-of-thumb methods are sup-

posed to be art. and a revelation of the

future of comedy drama on the screen.

"The Eternal Magdalen

e

a

"

(Goldwyn)

I ADMIT an overwhelming curiosity

to see Maxine Elliott in pictures,

and a keen satisfaction when I

found myself confronted with that

event in "The Eternal Magdalene."

Further, this picture was directed by

Arthur Hopkins, who is an exceedingly

interesting personality in the drama.

The story seemed to deal with the topic

ventilated so widely at the time of the

Reverend Doctor Parkhurst's crusade

against the "social evil," and it was told

by the ever-useful medium of a dream.

A certain potentate in a small town
had resolved to drive the women of the

"segregated district" from the vicinity,

and to arouse the populace to the appar-

ent danger caused by these women by

means of an evangelist. Just as the

crusade was under way, the potentate

learned that his own daughter had com-
promised herself, and—true to his idea

—ordered her out of his house. You
could almost imagine him saying'.

"Henceforth you are no daughter of

mine," or worfls to that effect.

Then the dream, and Miss Maxine
Elliott as the Magdalene. The plaintive

figure of this Magdalene came to him
in his dream and depicted for his ben-

efit the consequences of his agitation

against fallen women. There were pic-

tures of a foundling asylum, of the

bread line, and of other sorrowful fea-

tures of daily life.

These incidents were all most effec-

tively portrayed, and there was a pic-

turesque sincerity about the events of

the dream that was irresistible. Natu-

rally the dream worked wonders in the

potentate's outlook, and he soon saw

the error of his ways.

Maxine Elliott was a majestic and an

appealing figure, lovely to look at and

singularly impressive. In fact, "The
Eternal Magdalene" is an extremely im-

pressive picture, and well worth looking
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I

at. Its lesson is not dragged

in ; it is not unduly "preachy," and

it has an artistic value that re-

flects credit upon the direction of

Mr. Hopkins. Some
of the groupings

were particularly

excellent. The
Bible scenes were
played with fit-

ting delicacy

and restraint <

—

and proved

effective.

"The Bond of Fear"
(Triangle)

FEAR is a human obsession that has

baffled psychologists from time

immemorial. It certainly does

some ultracurious stunts in the picture

called "The Bond of Fear," by Edith
Kennedy, and the fear-riddled one

becomes an extremely unsympathetic

character.

IplP
1^ Vivian Martin

in a scene from "The

Sunset Trail."

Imagine, if vou can, a judge of the

circuit court who. in a fight with his

own brother, wounds and apparently

kills him, and then instantly runs off

and becomes a fugitive. There is court

dignity for you ! This judge, it appears,

has always been an advocate of the

theory that the law should be enforced

to the last letter, without regard to sen-

timent.

The fugitive judge meets a woman in
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the desert, where he is fugitiving. He
is very ill, and, while delirious, babbles

his secret to the woman. Later he real-

izes what he has done. The woman, in

order to put him at his ease ( !) de-

clares that she, too, has committed mur-
der, having killed her husband. So the

two decide to marry—the theory of

their decision being unannounced.

And then the story takes a twist that

Dustin Farnum

in ''North of

Fifty-

Three."

-
,

is so ludicrous and so completely con-

trary to all logic that its melodrama
piffles into farce. The judge reads in a

newspaper that his brother did not die.

Instantly realizing that he is no mur-
derer, he turns upon the woman who
had admitted that she was one! Not
only does he turn upon her, but he de-

nounces her to the authorities. Could
picture motive be more futile?

Again a twist. The judge learns that

the newspaper in which he had read the

news of his brother was a year old, and
that since its publication the brother

really had died. The woman confesses

that she had only pretended guilt so

that the judge should not feel so

"alone." And that worthy gentleman

fugitives again, is caught in a sand

storm, and gathered unto his poppers.

The motive of the picture is so pre-

posterous that its excellent photography

is wasted. Melbourne McDowell, who
played the judge, was so good that it

seemed a pity that his efforts were
wasted upon such material.

"The Yankee Way"
(Fox)

WHAT is the Yankee way

?

Usually, in fiction, the

Yankee way is fresh, im-

pertinent, spectacular, and emi-

% nently successful. Fiction writ-

ers love to picture the Yankee
youth in conflict with roy-

alty and the conventions

/ of European states. He
t ) appears, flouts everybody

|% \ from kings to courtiers,

;k j
and generally ends by

t marrying the beautiful

I princess in spite of every-

thing and of everybody.

This idea occurs with

more or less insistence in

"The Yankee Way," a

^ i

him dedicated to the

talents of Mr. George

Walsh. The hero goes to a realm en-

titled Lithunia, a "Balkan kingdom."

He has a "cattle concession" to dispose

of, and plenty of "pep" with which to

dispose of it. Soon he is in the very

thick of Balkan court intrigue, with the

minister of finance and the Bulgarian

ambassador at loggerheads.

The "love interest" is quite remark-

able. This hero discovers that the sinu-

o.us Princess of Lithunia is none other

than a; gorgeous brunet whom he has

seen in- a -cabaret in Chicago! - Exactly

whv this blue-blooded lady betook her-
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self to Chicago I could not discover, nor

could I even imagine any reason. How-
ever, that is mere detail. There she

was in Chicago, later on shipboard, and

finally in all her war paint in Lithunia.

The picture shows a rebellion among
the Lithunian peasants, the betrothal of

the princess to the "infamous" minister

of finance, and the ultimate triumph of

the Yankee way. At the close, the hero

and the lady sail for America on their

honeymoon—perhaps to '"do" the Chi-

cago cabarets again. The role of Dick
Mason fits Mr. George Walsh. He does

the ''stunts" that his

admirers expect of

him, and he does

them as well as he

has ever done them.

The princess is little,

baby-faced Enid
Markey—rather a

fascinating little prin-

cess. One of the Bal-

kan characters is

played by "Count von
Hardenburg," according to

the program, and the title

looks well.

"The Sunset Trail"

(Paramount)

MISS VIVIAN MAR-
TIX is almost as

much like Fannie
Ward as Fannie Ward is.

She has the same "girly-

girly" wistfulness, and the

identical ingenue outlook. I

think I have said before that

variably the picture heroine

kissed willy-nilly—and usually nilly

—

before her story has been told. In

"Sunset Trail''' this happy event does
not take place until the very end of the

him—as I was about to give it up in

despair. Everything comes to the hero-

ine who waits—and also to the critic.

Personallv, I never care for stories in

which heroines rescue their own moth-

ers, or shield them, or ar 'up against''

maternal intrigues. I prefer mothers

in their proper place, which is surely

not in love episodes. However, I real-

ize that this is perhaps an old-fashioned

idea, and I do not insist upon it.

/. Warren
Kerrigan in

the Paralta

picture "A
Man's Man.
by Peter B.

Kvne.

she is in-

who get:

In "Sunset Trail," the heroine's

mother runs off with a "wealthy

banker"—all bankers being irrevocably

wealthy, of course—and while mommer
dotes on the banker, the little heroine

falls in love with his nephew—a very

pleasant arrangement. The mother
marries the banker, and. by one of those

strangest of picture happenings, the

heroine goes to spend a month with
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that married mother, with her father's

permission. Surely a quaint father

!

The innocent maiden then discovers

that her mother is unfaithful to the

wealthy banker—mother being what
they call in the classics a "bad lot." In

what is designed as a "tense" situation,

she attempts to shield the mother by as-

suming a certain guilt herself. Fortu-

nately, this being a picture, it all ends

happily, and the wicked mommer con-

fesses the truth of it all.

Miss Vivian Martin splashed through

all this with her accustomed wiles and
winsomenesses. Miss Carmen Phillips,

as the erring mother, was as saucy as

an erring mother should be—and I

don't know how saucy that is. The hero

was Harrison Ford, who looked the

part.

"North of Fifty-Three"

(Fox)

I CONFESS that the dentifrician

smile of Dustin Farnum grows
upon one—perhaps not quite as

emphatically as it grows upon Dustin

himself. It does- lighten up the "situa-

tions;" it does reach its audience; and
it is really a valuable possession.

In the new picture, "North of Fifty-

three," it is there in all its glory, work-
ing even overtime, but achieving its re-

sults satisfactorily. The hero of this

picture has a singularly persecuted

heroine to love—dear little Hazel Weir.
She has been insulted by her sinister

employer for the reason that she was
his stenographer, and stenographers

have simply got to be insulted. We ex-

pect it of them. They are there to be

insulted. They stenograph for insults.

Little Hazel resists these "importuni-

ties"—she is a good little stenographer

—and then the wicked gentleman takes

a fearful vengeance. He makes a will

—apparently the minute after she has

resisted his kisses—and leaves her five

thousand dollars in reparation for any

wrong he may have done her. There

is the poor girl, branded for life by this

atrocity ! They all cut her, believing

the woist—or is it the worst? She goes

to Cariboo Meadows as a school-teacher,

and there meets "Roaring Bill" Wag-
staff, or, in other words, the smiling

Mr. Farnum.
Her melancholy story follows her,

and she runs away and refuses to marry
Roaring Bill. However, they are mar-
ried later, and then ensue all sorts of

situations bearing upon her fictitious

wrongs. "Bill" is a hero throughout,

smiling in his reckless, toothy way, and
"winning all hearts," including that of

Hazel.

It is a picture that Mr. Farnum's
many admirers will add to their list,

and it is "romantic" enough to do its

duty. All those who like this sort of

story will.like "North of Fifty-three."

"A Man's Man"
(Paralta)

ALL the world loves a lover, and
if all the world didn't, it would
nevertheless get one—in pic-

tures. In "A Man's Man," written by

Peter W. Kyne, the story of a revolu-

tion in Central America is told so graph-

ically and with such tremendous photo-

graphic interest that the "love story"

is really of slight consequence. It is

there, however. In fact, it is introduced

very early in the picture, when the hero,

called John Stuart Webster, meets the

conventionally "bee-yoo-ti-ful" girl in

a train. His heroics set in immediately,

as he rescues the lovely one from the

"unwelcome" attentions of a traveling

salesman.

Then behold them in Central Amer-
ica, with the hero dallying with a gold

mine and at the same time embroiling

himself in a singularly picturesque revo-

lution. This hero is J. Warren Kerri-

gan, whose humorous demeanor is duly

accentuated at the expense of the revo-

lution. Mr. Kerrigan is easy, and what
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reporters love to call "natural"—which,

of course, isn't natural at all. He has

a sense of humor, a distinct knack of

getting it "over," and that poise which

is essential to successful picture heroes.

The scenes of the revolution are a

long time coming, but when they do

occur they are certainly worth waiting .

for. The forces of the usurping presi-

dent and those of the revolutionists are

shown in excited conflict, and there is

a good deal of excitement and stress in

the film.

Mr. Kerrigan has an extremely pleas-

ing girl for his "love" moments in Miss

Lois Wilson, who is vivacious and in-

teresting. Kenneth Harlan is another

actor who deserves a few words of

praise. He is sincere and well versed

in picture "tricks," and everything he

does registers agreeably.

"A Man's Man" is a very long pic-

ture, but I warn you that the best comes
last, so that if you are inclined to grow
restive you may know that your pa-

tience will be rewarded if you exercise

it. And don't you think that worth
knowing ?

"On the Level"

(Paramount)

HAVE you ever noticed that in

pictures human derelicts nearly

always play the piano and are

"talented musicians?" I do not know
exactly how to explain this phenomenon,
but evidently the lower a chap drops in

the social scale, the higher his musical

soul leaps. It is a pleasant thought. In

the picture called "On the Level," with

little Miss Fannie Ward as the star, Joe
is a drug fiend, with whiskers and pic-

turesque emaciation, but he plays the

piano beautifully and immediately in-

terests Mexicali Mae, who has been car-

ried off by a villain called Pete.

It is all extremely lurid and "atmos-
pheric." As in that good old melo-
drama, "The Silver King," the human
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derelict is led to believe that he has

killed a man while under the "influ-

ence." However, he is cured by the

heroine with one of those inevitable

heroinic cures, and offers to marry her.

Then dear old "Camille" is vaguely

recalled. Joe's haughty mother arrives

on the scene and begs the heroine to

release her son—and so on. There is

the sacrifice so familiar to theatergoers

of all brands, and she goes back to her

old life. Later, of course, Joe finds

her. just as she is about to commit sui-

cide. The heavy villain is there, and

there is a handsome tussle, during which

a pistol goes off in Pete's pocket and

kills him. And theer you are

!

Fannie Ward is a wonder. I suppose

it is rather ungallant, but every time 1

see Miss Ward I forget everything

—

art, picture, story, characters—and

gloat over her extraordinary youth. It

is almost uncanny. In "On the Level"

she doesn't look a day over eighteen. The
relentless screen is absolutely routed.

Miss Ward does some extremely fine

work in this picture, and has made rapid

strides to the front. Jack Dean this

time plays a character role, while the

"human derelict" is Harrison Ford.

Miss Lottie Pickford has a small role

and, according to the press agent,

'wears a motor coat of unusual attrac-

tion."

"Mountain Dew"
(Triangle)

MOUNTAIN DEW is, of course,

moonshine, and some of it is

picture shine. This picture

tells of the adventures of a magazine
writer 'from the North" who wanders
into Trigger Creek, in the "bloody

Breathrift County" of the Kentucky
Cumberlands. There he meets the

scheduled heroine "astride a bullock,"

and is instantly attracted. She looked

so fetching, bullock riding ! Naturally

what happens is that the magazine gen-
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tleman is suspected by the moonshiners

of being a Federal agent, to hunt them
down, and the plot thickens—being a

trifle too thin.

• Another lovable thing about this

heroine is that she does not know how
to read or write. She can ride a bul-

lock, but she cannot read. This makes
her most desirable. In fiction—or some
of it—there is nothing cuter than an il-

literate heroine. The hero becomes

"school-teacher" in that region, and

dear little Roxie his apt pupil. Some
of the manuscripts of the magazine

writer are discovered, and this seems to

point to his guilt as a Federal agent.

Thereupon he marries the girl, con-

fesses his trade, and salutes the gibing

crowd as a moonshiner and one of the

family. It is all very simple, and not

particularly gripping, but at. least it has

"atmosphere."

Marjorie Wilson and Charles Gunn
are the central figures, and work assidu-

ously to render these plausible. The
name of the magazine to which the hero

contributed is left to the imagination.

"The Price of a Good Time"
(Universal)

THE price of a good time, accord-

ing to the picture adapted by

Lois Weber from "The Whim"
by Marion Orth, was exactly the same

as the wages of sin—to wit, death. The
little department-store girl, who is toted

around town by the usual affluent youth

whose intentions, however, are star-

tlingly harmless, falls in love with him,

and falls again, later on, under his au-

tomobile, thus meeting death.

The strange thing about this picture

is that both the youth and the girl are

morally immaculate. He is toting her

around because he clamors for some-
body who could enjoy that sort of

thing, while she is merely lending her-

self to him as a platonic companion.

However, as I have made it clear, the

price was the same as the wages of sin

—rather a pity, too, I think.

The picture gives unbounded oppor-

tunity for ornamental incidents. There
is a gorgeous banquet scene, given in

the affluent one's home for the girl

whom his social-climbing mommer
wishes him to wed, and there are sev-

eral capital sketches of alleged "high

life."

Just as I flattered myself that at last

I had found a picture with an unhappy
ending—not that I clamor for woe

—

behold, at the very close, the society

girl who had flouted him and driven him
to the unfortunate maiden whose life

closed under the automobile's wheels

was left with him in the restaurant car

of an outgoing train, bound apparently

for Chicago—and marriage. This was
a happy ending with a vengeance—and
also an anticlimax, which is worse.

Kenneth Harlan and Mildred Harris,

as the hero and the working girl, were
both excellent, and "The Price of a

Good Time," in spite of its curiously

happy ending, is an interesting and ad-

mirably directed picture.



When My Movie Dreams Come True

By Ronald Oliphant

I LL be a pirate bold, dear,

And sail the Spanish main

;

I'll bury chests of gold, dear

—

And dig them up again

Years after, when I'm settled down
And my roving days are o'er.

Then I'll build a mansion in the town
And a villa at the shore.

You will not have to sew, dear

;

You will not have to scrub

;

You will not have to go, dear,

A-shopping for our grub.

You will not have to cook my meals,

My socks—you needn't darn 'em.

I'll love and kiss you through the reels

Of life—just like Bill Farnum.

This and more, my dear, I'll do

When my movie dreams come true.

I'll search the desert sands, dear,

In many a canon's bed.

I'll fight with Injun bands, dear,

And fill 'em full of lead.

Each gambling hell, saloon, and dive

I'll make a soda fountain;

And every barkeep left alive

Will hide out on the mountain.

On tireless mustang, day by day,

Decked out in spurs and chapps,

Prospecting and prospecting, 'way

From places on the maps,

I'll travel, till I've made a pile

That might be classed as neat,

Then, in Will Hart's best lover style,

I'll lay it at your feet.

This and more, my dear, I'll do

When my movie dreams come true!





Mack Swain, who is carrying Gloria Swanson out to

where the water is wet. Both are registering horror,

possibly because they may ship some water and rust

their iron constitutions.



If

proi>mised my mother thatliquor
would never touchmy lips, "quoth
Chaplin. "Get me a straw?"







From left to right: F. X. Bushman,
one (1) dimple, and Beverly Bayne.
They smile because they know they're

going to edge in on this page.

Henry King and Ruth Roland playing

hearts. Each is holding a good hand.

The two gentlemen who are lightly and
gayly passing the time of day are Eric

Campbell, Chaplin's leading "heavy,"
and Bull Montana, Doug Fairbank's male

Venus of the screen.



The Fighting Trail

Written from the thirty-two reel Vitagraph serial motion picture of

the same title by Cyrus Townsend Brady and J. Stewart Blackton.

SYNOPSIS OF PREVIOUS CHAPTERS.

Balterruan. a financial power, is the head of a corporation of influential New Yorkers who
control a new invention—the greatest explosive yet discovered. ' One of the main ingredients of

this explosive is noxite, a rare mineral. All the noxite mines known have been exhausted or cut

off from reach by the war, except one controlled by a young but enterprising American, John
Gwyn. Balterman agrees to pay Gwyn a bonus of two million doltars and the market price for all

the noxite he can supply. Gwyn sets out for the mine, which is located in the town of Lost

Mine, near Barstow. in southern California. He is followed by Karl von Bleck, head of an inter-

national spy system connected with the intelligence department of the Central Powers. Von Bleck's

aim is to keep the Balterman organization from procuring the noxite, so that it cannot supply the

United States with the explosive. In Lost Mine Gwyn meets Don Carlos Ybarra, owner of the

mine, and falls in love with his supposed daughter, Nan. Yaqui Joe, an old Indian, is also a

member of the Ybarra household. He has been a servant for Don Carlos for many years. At
night Von Bleck, with two half-breed outlaws, Pomona Rawls and "Shoestring" Brant, whose aid

he has enlisted, attempt to take possession of some cases of noxite which are stored in a cave
near the cabin. Ybarra. however, gets them safely into the house through an underground pas-

sage which leads from the kitchen to the cave. A fight ensues, and Ybarra is fatally wounded.
Von Bleck and his men rummage through a chest and take out some papers. Yaqui Joe finds, in

a double side of the chest, other papers like those taken by Von Bleck. He gives them to Ybarra.
Von Bleck and his men flee, and Yaqui Joe goes to follow them. Gwyn and Nan, leaning over
Ybarra, hear his astounding last words : "Nan, I am not your father. Read this. It will explain."

Ybarra pushes the yellow papers into her hand and falls backward; dead.

Ybarra's letter told a strange story. Nan's mother, an American girl named Frances Wythe,
had come to Mexico with her father, and Ybarra, a son of the wealthy family of De Cordoba, had
fallen in love with her. Then came another American, James Lawton, a wild youth who encouraged
Wythe's old passion for gambling. In a desperate game one night in Ybarra's home, Wythe plunged
and fought his luck until every cent was gone. Lawton offered to stake all his winnings on one
play

; if he lost, the debt would be canceled, if he won he was to have Frances. The cards were
dealt and played. Lawton won. As a supreme sacrifice to save her father's name, Frances was
married to Lawton. and shortly afterward Wythe died. Lawton proved a cruel husband and a
drunkard. Ybarra. still faithful to his love, continued to visit them, and at length confided in

Lawton the tradition of a lost noxite mine in California for which they agreed to search. The mine
was discovered, and a chart drawn in two parts.each useless without the other. While Ybarra was
away. Lawton had gambled and lost all the money they had raised. Ybarra learned that Lawton
had also misrepresented him to Frances. A duel with knives was fought on the brink of a preci-

pice, and Lawton was killed. A few days later, Nan was bom and Frances died. With both sections

of the chart in his possession, Ybarra took the child and fled to the mine to escape Brant and
Rawls, who were trying to blackmail him for killing Lawton.

Nan read the letter in amazement. As if to confirm the story, there in their hands is half of

the chart to the mine. In a moment they realize that the other half has been taken by Von Bleck.

and she and Gwyn start out in pursuit. Von Bleck kills Yaqui Joe. but is finally caught, and Nan
is left to guard him while Gwyn looks for Rawls, who has the missing section of the chart. A'on

Bleck asks for a drink, and when Nan briogs it he snatches away her revolver. "Now," he says, "be

so kind as to hand over the other half of the chart."

CHAPTER IX.

GWYN, as he rode at a rapid gait

down the trail, looked back once

or twice to assure himself that

all was well at the barn. He did not

fear leaving Xan alone with Yon Bleck,

for the prisoner had been securely

bound and could scarcely move, he

thought, let alone escape. At length a

turn in the road hid the barn from
view, and Gwyn whipped up his horse

and transferred his thoughts to the

happy fact that he was on his way to

obtain the missing half of the chart
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which would spell victory to the under-

taking which had brought him to these

wilds from the East. Suddenly, as he

rounded another turn in the trail, his

horse stopped short. Gwyn's hand, al-

most automatically, reached down to

his holster. But a few feet ahead, rid-

ing leisurely along the trail, was Po-

mona Rawls, the man Gwyn was on

his way to town to meet—the man, in

fact, that Von Bleck had confessed held

the other part of the chart to the noxite

mine.

Rawls' horse stopped almost as ab-

ruptly as had Gwyn's, but its rider was

not as alert. When he lifted his eyes

to see what had caused the unexpected

halt, he found himself looking directly

into the business end of Gwyn's re-

volver. He started, surprised and

frightened, and obeyed Gwyn's com-

mand to dismount.

"Fortunate meeting, Mr. Rawls," the

Easterner said, with a meaning smile.

"I was just on my way to see you at

your office—the Lost Mine bar—but

you have saved me a long ride. I'll

just relieve you the weight of your gun

and a little scrap of paper that you

have, and then we'll drive back to see

your partner."

Reluctantly Rawls allowed Gwyn to

remove his revolver from his belt, and

then from the bosom of his shirt he

extracted the half of the chart. Gwyn
took it from him, glanced at it to make

sure that he had obtained what he de-

sired and not a blank sheet of paper,

and put it in his pocket. Then, order-

ing Rawls to walk ahead, he turned his

horse about and drove slowly back to-

ward the barn where he had left Von
Bleck and Xan.

When he arrived within about a hun-

dred yards of the barn, Gwyn dis-

mounted and approached the dilapidated

structure from the side, keeping Rawls

always in front of him, covered with his

revolver. A few feet from the door,

Gwyn stopped and listened. He could

hear the threatening voice of Von Bleck

addressing Xan. At first he could not

hear what the agent of the Central

Powers was saying, and then the words

reached his ears plainly. There was a

sarcastic sneer in the tone

:

"You can tell your friend Mr. Gwyn
that I was very sorry I could not wait

until he returned, but important busi-

ness made it imperative for me to leave

immediately."

"Fortunately I arrived before you

left, so you can negotiate your busi-

ness with me directly," Gwyn said, as

he strode across the threshold and be-

held Von Bleck backing slowly toward

him while X"an sat helplessly upon the

box where the prisoner had been tied.

Von Bleck wheeled in astonishment.

Gwyn's return was the last thing he had

expected. In his hand he held XTan's

gun, and he attempted to turn quickly
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and fire upon Gwyn, but discovered that

upon facing the door he was in a direct

line to receive fire from the Easterner's

own weapon. He had been covered

first, and there was nothing for him to

do but meekly surrender. Rawls, stand-

ing with a scowl in the doorway, re-

garded the whole

scene in disgust. He
seemed ready to

pounce upon Von
Bleck and thrash
him for having told

Gwyn that he had
the chart. Gwyn ob-

tained the remaining

half of the map from
Von Bleck without

trouble, folded it,

and placed it care-

fully in his pocket

with the other, and

ordered the Central

Powers' representa-

tive and Rawls out

of the barn.

"The two of you,"

he said curtly and

with a sternness that

made both Von
Bleck and Rawls
heed his words, "had

better get on your

horses and ride out

of town. If you
want to be perfectly

safe, my advice is

that you keep on rid-

ing even then."

Dejectedly, and
realizing that they

had been defeated, Von Bleck and his

confederate mounted and rode down the

trail toward the town of Lost Mine.

Gwyn and Nan watched them until they

had disappeared from view and then

turned their attention to the map. The
two portions, placed together, made a

clear chart of the location of Cordoba's

noxite mine. Nan and Gwyn, now that

they had procured the chart, decided to

find the exact location without further

loss of time. Balterman, in New York,
Gwyn explained, would soon be requir-

ing more of the noxite to continue the

manufacture of the explosive, and, if

they did not hurry their operations, the

Fortunate meeting, Mr. Rawls," the Easterner said with a meaning

smile, "I was just on my way to see you at your

office—the Lost Mine bar."

whole nation would suffer. So, replac-

ing the chart in his pocket, Gwyn led

the way, and together they rode along

the trail to a point where a group of

three pine trees, marked on the map,

showed they were approaching their

destination. But Gwyn, in overcoming

Von Bleck and Rawls, had forgotten

that there remained another of the out-
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law band with which he had to cope.

Brant, the third confederate, had re-

mained in /the mountains searching for

the mine when Rawls had left him to

return to the town, where he had in-

tended to meet Von Bleck. Now, as

Gwyn and Nan approached, Brant was

but a short distance away. He was at-

tracted by the sound of their horses,

and saw them coming up the trail. As
they halted by the pines to consult the

chart, he hid and decided to watch them.

The two dismounted, fastened their

horses, and commenced the dangerous

undertaking of fording the river which

separated them from the entrance to the

mine. Brant, creeping cautiously be-

hind the underbrush which hid him, fol-

lowed.

CHAPTER X.

Outside, the limbs of the pines

creaked in the mountain wind with a

dry, crackling sound. It was very dark

and very lonesome in the thickness of

the forest, but impenetrable blackness

or the solitude of the hills reached

neither the eyes nor into the feelings of

the little gathering in the brilliantly

lighted room of the Lost Mine Hotel.

John Gwyn and Nan Lawton were con-

versing both happily and seriously with

a tall, robust individual, a stranger to

Gwyn. The stranger, whose features,

despite his jovial tones and jocular man-
ner, were firm in their expression of

sternness and determination, was Wil-

liam Casey—known to the community
as -"Bill," a strong, sturdy Irish Amer-
ican, who had come to Lost Mine a few
years previous in search of his fortune,

and was" still searching. Casey was
known to Nan as one of the stanchest

characters in the vicinity, but one to be

feared by any who made himself his

enemy. Now, as he was conversing

with Gwyn and Nan, he listened atten-

tively to what the young mining engi-

neer from the East was saying.

"We located the mine this afternoon,"

Gwyn said, and his smile reflected the

enthusiasm revealed in his voice. "It

is now imperative that I arrange for

the immediate development of the mine
and the shipment of the noxite to New
York. The organization which I am
representing is eager that no time be

lost, and the days that have been con-

sumed by our strife with the Central

Powers in the form of Von Bleck have

been precious ones. We must catch up

how.

"Mr. Casey, since you are at the head

of the vigilance committee hunting

down the murderers of Don Carlos and

Yaqui Joe, the developments of the

future will depend greatly upon you."

"My warrants," replied Casey, "call

for only Rawls and Brant. Von Bleck,

for some reason beyond my jurisdic-

tion, is not included."

"If you get the men you are after
-—it's a pity that I didn't hold Rawls
when I had him—Yon Bleck will be

practically helpless to interfere with

us," Gwyn said. "As soon as opera-

tions are begun, I am going to install

you as manager of the mine. Nan tells

me that you have had a great deal of

experience along these lines, and are

just the man I need. I hope that by

that time Nan will be my wife. We
plan to be married within the next few
weeks, you know."

Casey was not surprised at the last

statement from Gwyn. Lost Mine had
noticed, since the death of Don Carlos,

that Nan Lawton and "the young New
Yorker," as they termed Gwyn, were
more than steadfast friends. Moreover,

since Don Carlos had passed away and

the hacienda burned, she had neither

home nor friends and required a protec-

tive shoulder upon which to lean. Casey

offered his congratulations in his own
rough manner, and assured Gwyn that

he would be pleased to accept the offer

to act in the capacity of manager of the

noxite mine.

"I have wired to New York," Gwyn
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continued, "telling them that I intended

opening the mine immediately. As soon

as the money to carry out my project

arrives, I shall erect the most up-to-date

mining equipment that can be bought,

and shall secure my men from this town.

Lost Mine will have the biggest rise it

has ever known. Until that time, Mr.
Casey, I shall look to you for assistance

in planning things. The marriage will

not interfere in any way with our

schemes. In fact, it will help, as I in-

tend to build a home near the mine so

that I shall be around continually.

"There is but one possibility of hin-

drance. That is that Von Bleck and
his men may return to make trouble for

us. He is, as you know, representing a

country—and the Central Powers are

not to be considered lightly. The suc-

cess of our project means the failure of

their aims. Our failure spells their

success. So it would seem we had bet-

ter be on the alert and keep our organ-

ization ready for any trouble which
might—and probably will—arise."

CHAPTER XL
During the few months that immedi-

ately followed, the little town of Lost

Mine enjoyed the greatest boom in its

history. It was fairly alive with busy,

bustling humanity, hurrying to and fro,

each absorbed with his own important

mission. The village, from the town
proper to the mine, lost as it was amid
the wilds of the unsettled and dismal

Sierras, resembled a busy ant hill with

thousands of scurrying ants, set in the

center of an open field. And prosperity

came with the new life. The opening

of the mine had created a demand for

men, and the majority of the town's idle

population was employed in the task

of taking the noxite from the mine and
preparing it for shipment to the East.

As a result, the neighborhood was scat-

Von Bleck discovered, upon facing the door, that he was in a direct

line to receive fire from the Easterner's weapon. Gwyn obtained

the remaining half of the map without trouble.
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tered over with little wooden houses,

built in the quickest and cheapest man-

ner possible. Gwyn and Xan, who had

been married as they had planned, lived

in a picturesque cabin but a short dis-

tance from the main shaft of the mine.

Their wedding had been one of the most

important, and surely the gayest, event

of the year. Practically the entire town
had turned out at the Lost Mine Hotel,

and from that time on the young couple

had been the most popular folk in town.

Casey, soon after his appointment as

the head of the vigilance committee, had

taken up his duties with an ardor that

was not merely inspired by his desire

for work. He had been stimulated by

a natural love of a light, and the prob-

lem of ridding Lost Mine of Brandt and

Rawls and putting a stop to the out-

rages caused by Yon Bleck offered many
opportunities for him to satisfy the love.

He had rounded the three men, as well

as a goodly number of confederates who
had joined them, in a little hut in the

mountains, only to lose them again when
they escaped by the ruse of swinging

to the limb of a tree through a trapdoor

in the roof and making their get-away

in the dark. Finally, however. Casey's

persistent activities and his apparent de-

termination to round up the gang so

frightened the fugitives that they had
disappeared and evidently had decided

that the healthiest thing to do was to

attend to their own affairs and allow

Gwyn to carry on his plans unmolested.

For a time one of Yon Bleck's new
confederates, Carson by name, and a

notorious character by reputation, con-

tinued to annoy the young engineer, but

he also finally vanished and nothing

more was heard from him.

It was over two months now since

anything had been heard from Yon
Bleck or any of his men. Gwyn, Nan,
and Casey were standing one day before

the main shaft of the mine, watching
the operations of the men. All about

them things were busy. Ore cars were

9

traveling into and out of the mine. Cars

of trains, laden with noxite, were mov-
ing along the narrow-gauge railroad

which had been built from the mine to

the town, and which incidentally had

been one of the big improvements which

Gwyn had installed in Lost Mine. The
development of the place and the in-

creased output of the mine had proved

the project much greater than even

Gwyn had anticipated. The resources

were practically unlimited, and Gwyn's
success assured him that the payment of

his bonus from Balterman would be

forthcoming very shortly if nothing

turned up to alter the present prosper-

ous situation.

"It seems," said Gwyn, as he and

Casey stood outside the shaft, "that we
finally scared Yon Bleck away. He
hasn't been heard from for nearly nine

weeks now, and it looks as though he'll

stay among the missing. I have written

to the financial powers in New York,

and they are mighty well pleased witii

the outlook. I believe that they will

send some one out soon to see how we
are getting along."

"Well," replied Casey, "if they do.

the report ought to be a humdinger. We
sure are progressing—and don't forget

this is the only noxite mine that any

one knows of. And this would have

been drained long ago if anybody ex-

cept Don Carlos had known where to

rind it. Hi, there !" he called suddenly

to a man operating an ore car which
had just come from the entrance of the

mine. "Stop your ioahng and drive up
here. We got no time for vacations be-

tween loads. Move up !"

The person to whom this curt order

was addressed looked up from his car

with a scowl. His unshaven face, cov-

ered with a ragged beard of several

months' growth, was black with dust.

And, though no one knew it, it was so

intentionally. As the laborer proceeded

to push his car toward the engine boss

in obedience of his command, he read
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hastily a note that was stretched out on

the ore before. It was in such a posi-

tion behind the pile of ore that it could

not be seen by the three who stood talk-

ing some distance away. He read

:

Carson: Keep yourself under cover. I

need you where you are. Have learned

that Gwyn and his wife found the deeds and
the old land grant which give them legal

possssion of the mine. This had been hid-

den in the mine by Don Carlos as a precau-

tion should his house be robbed. It must be

somewhere in Gwyn's cabin now. Get it!

But don't let yourself be seen, as I may need

you where you are later. Get the deeds and

the grant now. You know what failure

means ! Von Bleck.

Carson tore the paper into tiny frag-

ments when he had finished reading, and

put them into his pocket. He pushed

the ore car past Casey and the others

just in time to hear Gwyn say to Nan:
"I aim terribly busy and want to finish

up some things with Casey before it is

too late. This is pay night. Do you

suppose you could drive one of the en-

gines to town and get the money from
the bank; I'll send a man along with

you, in case you don't get back until

after dark."

"Of course I can go," Nan answered.

"I'll start now, and get back as soon as

I can."

Gwyn hailed one of the men who was
near by and ordered him pull up one of

the engines. Carson, who had skulked

along slowly so that he could hear what
was being said, hurried along with his

car to the end of the track, and then

disappeared behind some freight cars.

Casey and Gwyn walked slowly toward
the former's office and left Nan as she

was preparing for her departure to

town.

CHAPTER XII.

The four men who were seated about

the table leaned closer to each other and
spoke in low tones. About them, stand-

ing in the rear room of Brown's Cafe,

in the center of the town of Lost Mine,

were a score or more of the roughest,

hardest type of men that had ever been
seen in the town. They talked among
themselves, glancing frequently at the

group about the table, waiting to hear

the decision of the conference. Karl

von Bleck, Pomona Rawls, and Shoe-
string Grant were firing questions and
statements in subdued voices at another

individual, a thin, wiry person, weak of

face, almost as weak of body. This
fourth man was known to Lost Mine as

Sheriff Causley, whose main object in

holding the position was to. try to assure

himself of reelection at every next elec-

tion, in order that he might live in com-
fort for another year. In a sudden

spasm of duty, which annoyed him but

infrequently, Causley had threatened

Yon Bleck and his band; but when the

agent of the Central Powers gave him
to understand that interference would
result sadly for him both physically and

politically, he had seen things in a dif-

ferent light. Now he was practically

another confederate of Von Bleck. who
had assured him. of monetary and polit-

ical remuneration.

"Everything is just ripe for our next

move—and it'll be our biggest move,
too," said Yon Bleck. "We have to act

quickly and sensibly. The main thing

is to get the deeds. I'm pretty sure

Carson can take care of that ; he might

even have them already. Then an at-

tack on the mine. We'll capture that,

and with the deeds and Sheriff Caus-

ley's legal influence, we can hold it

—

and I can go back to New York and
take things easily. "You boys"—he

spoke to the others about the table

—

"will get your little pieces, and they'll

be enough to keep you from worrying

for some time to come. Now go to it
!"

"\Yait here a while, boys," Rawls ad-

dressed the crowd of men in the room.

"We'll be back to get you soon. Be
shinin' up your guns, meanwhile." Then
he, accompanied by Brant, Causley. and

few of the others, left the room and
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piled into the sheriff's automobile which

was standing by the door.

Just as the auto filled with men shot

away from the curb to go down the

road, another car swung around the

corner ahead. In it were two occupants,

a man and a woman—Nan and the mine

employee who had come with her. She

caught a fleeting glance of the passing

car and recognized the outlaws in it.

"That looks like trouble," she con-

fided to her companion. "Casey was
just speaking of them, and thought that

her engine where she had left it, clam-

bered in, followed by the man.

Some distance from the terminus of

the railroad was a bridge, a wooden
structure, which ran several hundred

feet above a river whose waters rushed

and whirled from the mountains. Be-

fore this was reached, when a train was
coming from the town and going toward

the mine, it was necessary to cross an-

other bridge over a chasm. This latter

structure was not straight, but made a

turn, as a bow. Where the string of

Their wedding had been one of the most important, and surely the gayest event

of the year.

they decided to let us alone. But it

looks like business now, and they've got

Causley along with them. I wonder
what this means."

It was Very evident that the unex-

pected presence of Rawls and the other

of Yon Bleck's men in Lost Mine
alarmed Xan. She speeded up her mo-
tor, swung in by the bank, and came
out again almost immediately with the

money for the pay roll. In another

moment she was back in the car and
driving at a dangerously rapid rate of

speed toward the narrow-gauge railroad

which led back to the mine. She found

this bow would have been was a wire

cable which also bridged the chasm,

with the town end lowTer than that near-

est the mine. By means of this, and a

basket attached to a rope and pulley,

ore had been sent across the chasm by
means of the cable ferry before the

bridge had been erected. Since then,

however, it had not been in use, and the

basket was rotten from exposure to the

weather.

As Nan, in her engine, approached

the chasm bridge, she noticed an auto-

mobile that was standing on a road near

the trestle. It was Causley's car. She
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guessed in a moment that Rawls and his

men had headed her off and were about

to attack her. She did not know why

;

perhaps, she thought, for the money she

had with her, perhaps to capture her

and use her as a sort of modern hostage

against Gwyn. A glance at the car and

she threw the throttle wide. The en-

gine dashed by the cut upon the bridge

just as Rawls, Brandt, Causley, and the

others who had left Brown's in the

sheriff's car emerged from the bushes,

firing a fusillade of shots which they

intended would stop Nan's flight. The
man in the engine with her opened the

coal box to speed the flames as they

rode over the river, and almost lost all

the fire when many of the burning cin-

ders fell to the bridge. As the engine

swept along toward the mine, Nan
looked back and could see the bridge

over the river beginning to flame. The
cinders had set fire to the dry logs that

served as ties.

When Nan's engine drew up before

the main shaf.t of the mine, she saw
Gwyn and Casey talking excitedly be-

fore the superintendent's office. It was
evident that something had gone wrong.

The engine had scarcely stopped when
XT
an jumped from it and ran up to the

two men.

"Von Bleck !" she cried breathlessly.

"He and his gang are on the tracks.

They tried to get me. There's some-

thing mighty troublesome in the wind,

and we'd better do something quick !"

"Yon Bleck !" Gwyn echoed, his ex-

citement at even a higher pitch. "You
bet he's making trouble ! Nan, your

deeds to the mine are gone. They've

been stolen. I was just in the house,

and the safe has been ransacked. Casey,

we've got to head them off. We've

got to get to town before they do with

the deeds and land grant, and keep them

from filing them. Nan and I'll get on

the engine again and ride back. You
stay here, Carey, and ruard the mine

with your men. It's two to one they'll

attack here and try to get possession."

Gwyn lost no time. Casey understood
and shouted that he would do his part

while Gwyn and Nan went to town.

Gwyn ran to the engine, followed by

Nan, threw open the throttle, and sped

along the rails in the direction of the

town of Lost Mine. There was nothing

to hinder them until they reached the

bridge over the river. This they saw
to their horror, as they rounded a curve
and came within full view of it, was
blazing in flames.

"There's nothing to do, Nan," Gwyn
shouted above the din of the groaning

wheels on the track. "We've got to

take a chance. I'm going to drive over,

full speed. Hold, now !"

As he spoke, Gwyn pushed the throt-

tle over to the last notch. The ponder-

ous engine made the bridge creak be-

neath it as it tore along at full speed.

In the center it seemed for a moment
as though the whole structure, with the

engine, must hurtle down to the river

below, but by a miracle the bridge held

the 'weight, and the engine emerged
safely from the smoke at the other end

of the bridge.

"Thank God, we're safe!" Gwyn said,

relieved. "It was one chance in
"

"Look ! Look ! Stop !" Nan shouted.

"The chasm bridge ! See ? They've

blocked the track
!"

Gwyn peered ahead through the dark

of approaching night. Directly in the

center of the track he could see a great,

dark form loom up at the end of the

chasm bridge nearest him. Von Bleck

and his men had piled lumber and

stones over the track. It was impos-

sible for him to pass, and, if he at-

tempted to break through the blockade,

they wrould be thrown into the gulley

to certain death. There was no alter-

native; Gwyn shut off the throttle and

threw on the brakes with a jam. The
wheels scraped, and the engine slowed

and finally stopped. It was within but a
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few feet of the obstruction. The old

cable ferry, which was close enough

to be within plain view, was the first

thing to attract Gwyn's attention.

"We've got to risk that cable," Gwyn
cried to Nan. "If we don't get to town,

everything is oft. Are you willing to

try?"

Nan nodded, and Gwyn grabbed the

basket. It was rotten and tore apart at

his first pull. Gwyn threw all his weight

on the rope. If it was like the basket,

there was no hope. But it held ! Nan
grasped it also near Gwyn's hands, and,

as they swung out into space, Von
Bleck's men could be heard coming up
the road toward the engine.

They stopped for a moment to watch
the two gliding along the cable, then ran

up to the engine. Von Bleck was at

their head. As he approached the

steaming engine, the hatch of the water

tank in the back of it slowly opened,

and the wet, bedraggled figure of Car-

son emerged. He handed Von Bleck

some papers which he held in his

hand.

"Here are the deeds." he said. "I

got them for you, but now you'll have

to beat that guy to town and file 'em."

Von Bleck put the papers in his

pocket. By this time his men had
cleared the track of the obstructions,

and they all boarded the engine and
began to run across the trestle.

"You'd better be careful," Carson

cautioned. "The water in the tank has

run out, and we're liable to explode."

The driver, however, did not heed his

warning, and drove ahead at full speed.

At the other end of the bridge, Nan
and Gwyn had landed safely from their

perilous ride across the chasm. They
were in a quandary as to how to proceed

to town, when Causley's automobile,

standing where Nan had seen it on her

trip to the mine, met their eyes. They
jumped into it, and a thrilling race be-

tween the engine and the auto began.

For several miles the race continued,

until they arrived at a spot where the

road was unusually close to the track.

A bullet from the engine had punctured

one of Gwyn's tires and thrown the

car off balance ; but Gwyn, by shoot-

ing into the other, had overcome this

difficulty. The engine was drawing

dangerously close to the auto. Nan
looked back and screamed a warning,

but Gwyn could do no more. He had

already been running the car at its high-

est speed.

Suddenly, as Gwyn was struggling

to urge the motor even faster, Nan
shrieked. There was a terrific explo-

sion that shook the ground, and the

engine was enveloped in smoke. As
Carson had cautioned, the steam in the

empty water tank had caused the boiler

to blow up, and it seemed, as Nan and

Gwyn looked back, as if every one

aboard the engine must be killed.

TO BE CONTINUED.



Screen Gossip
A hundred reels of the happenings in film-

dom, condensed into a few lively pages.

By Neil G. Caward

DW. GRIFFITH has completed

his work abroad, seen "Intol-

erance" launched successfully

in London, and scoring an even greater

triumph there than it did in the United

States, filmed a number of impressive

battle scenes at the French and British

front in France, and expects early this

winter to put the finishing touches on

his next big multiple-reel offering amid

the sunshine of California immediately

upon his return to America. With his

camera man, George Bitzer, and his

famous stars—the Gish sisters and

Robert Harron—he has been hard at

work for weeks in England and France
staging such scenes as were obtainable

abroad. From what little has been
made public about the subject matter

of the next Griffith spectacle, there

seems every reason to believe that it has

a patriotic theme, and will include many
battle scenes, but no information is ob-

tainable as to the title under which it

will be released, nor as to how long it

will run.

Henry Walthall is now the head of

his own company. The Henry B. Wal-

Griffith and Harron will return to America in a few weeks.

Mae Marsh, the third of

the famous trio, is now
with Gold-

wyn.
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thail Pictures Corporation came into

being early this fall, and the famous

Little Colonel of "The Birth of a Na-

tion" is back in the sunshine of Cali-

fornia at the Paralta Studios, hard at

work on the first of a series of highly

artistic dramas. By the terms of the

contract drawn up between the H. B.

Walthall Pictures Corporation and the

Paralta Plays, Incorporated, the Wal-

thall productions will be staged in the

same studios where Warren Kerrigan

and Bessie Barriscale have long been

at work, and when completed

will be released by the ^""^iP*
Triangle Distribut

Company. Mr. Wal
thall received a tre-

mendously enthu-

siastic reception

upon his arrival

"The Fighting Trail," Vitagraph's

big serial sensation now playing to ca-

pacity business at theaters all over the

country, and which Picture-Play
Magazine is Actionizing, has proved
so great a drawing card that the Vita-

graph officials have decided to lengthen

it, and accordingly the old cast is again
in harness, and hard at work grinding

out another ten installments of the

serial. The new episodes are expected

to be just as punchy as those already
released.

Angeles,m Lo.;

for he had been

away during the

entire period of

his Essanay con-

tract, and a most
hearty welcome w
also extended pre
Mary Charleson, the

dainty star who is to. play

leading feminine roles in the

"Walthall vehicles.

Production on the second of the

Theda Bara superpictures has begun
at the Fox West Coast Studios under
Director J. Gordon Edwards. Miss
Bara's newest play is from the pen of

Richard Ordinski, former producer at

the Metropolitan Opera House, New
York, and deals with the recent Rus-
sian revolution. It bears the tentative

title, "The Red Rose," though this will

probably be changed ere the picture is

released. Czar Nicholas is a conspicu-

ous character in the photo drama, and

many of the scenes will be fully as

elaborate as those which mark the "Cle-

opatra" picture last completed.

Director Francis Ford, of

the Universal, is back in

the- serial game again,

and work is well

along on a ne w
thriller from the

Universal "lot,"

which at present

is known by the

title "The Phan-

tom Ship." Ben
Wilson and Neva
Gerber have the lead-

g roles, and Kingsley

edict, Duke Worne,
and Elsie van Name are the

Henry B. Walthall principal supports.

now heads his

own company.

Fannie Ward and "friend

husband," Jack Dean, are now at the

Pathe Studios in the East, and in the

midst of their first Pathe production,

"The Yellow Ticket," which is an

adaptation of the famous stage success

of the same title. Miss Ward won a

prominent place for herself while with

the Lasky forces, and her work in "The
Cheat," opposite an all-star cast of

Lasky principals, is still lingering in

the memory of many of the fans.

Due to temporary difficulties over the

reproduction rights to the play, "The
Marionettes," Clara Kimball Young
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has gone ahead with the production of

"Magda" as her first vehicle staged by

.her* own company, instead of "The
Marionettes," which this department

recently stated would be her first offer-

ing. In "Magda" Miss Young will be

supported by Thomas Holding, leading

man for Pauline Frederick in "The
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Eternal City," her first Paramount Pic-

ture/- ...You. will also probably recall

Holding as the lead with Jane Gray, in

"The Fighting; Chance" and "The Great

White Trail." Immediately after the

completion of "Magda," Miss Young
began work on "The Marionettes," all

legal difficulties with reference to re-

p-oduction rights having been straight-

ened out in the meanwhile. It has al-

ready been decided to follow "The
Marionettes" with "The Savage Wom-
an," which will probably be staged in

Porto Rico, and "The Japanese Night-

ingale," which will be done in Cali-

fornia. Busy times ahead for Clara

—

eh, what?

Emile Chautard, famous French di-

rector, has ben engaged to direct Lina

Cavalieri in her first Paramount Pic-

ture, "The Eternal Temptation," which

is an adaptation of the story by

Manfred de Grisac.

Alice Brady has made her last

World-Brady feature. Shaking the

dust of the World-Brady Studios from

her dainty shoes, she has hied herself

away to Albany, New York, and

there incorporated herself as "Alice

Brady Pictures, Incorporated."

Her contract having expired

with her dad—William A.

Brady, president of WT

orld

Film—she refused to re-

Alice has made her last

World-Brady feature,

and recently incor-

porate i herself.

new it, and likewise looked askance at

the numerous other offers made for her

services by the executives of other or-

ganizations. Her present plans are to

screen eight multiple-reel pictures a

year, the first of which is to be a cinema
version of one of the most successful

plays of the speaking stage—a picture

that nearly every producer in America
tried to secure for film reproduction.

Full arrangements have been made for

the distribution of the "Alice Brady
Pictures" when completed, but just

which one of the exchanges is to handle

them is veiled in secrecy as this copy

goes to press.

Notables of the speaking stage, the

grand opera, and the circus ring have

long been inclined to look kindly upon
the motion-picture field, but Charlotte

is probably the first skater who ever

took the plunge from the ice rink into
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the sizzling studios. The same
famous Charlotte who \

featured with the Hippo
drome show, and who
has since filled engage

ments galore at skat-

ing rinks the coun-

try over, is now in

Chicago, skating at

the College Inn

afternoons and
evenings, and
mornings she ap-

pears at the
Rothacker Studios

on Chicago's North

Side, where, under 1

the supervision of

Director Oscar
Eagle, former fa-

mous Selig producer,

she is enacting a multi-

ple-reel motion picture

the first attraction to be

offered the public under the

brand of Commonwealth Pic-

tures, a recently formed or-

ganization.

7th, June Elvidge, in

Way of the Strong;"

1 u a r y 14th, Alice

Brady, in "The Spurs

of Sybil ;" January
2 1st, Madge Evans, in

'True Blue;" and

January 28th, Ethel

Clayton, in "Stolen

Hearts."

Billy Garwood, after

a years absence on

the stage, has re-

turned to the screen.

World - Brady announces
that it has completed its schedule of re-

leases for months in advance. Just to

give you an inkling of what to expect,

the productions as now arranged for

November, December, and January in-

clude : November 5th, Ethel Clayton,

in "The Dormant Power;" November
12th, Madge Evans, in "The Little Pa-

triot ;" November 19th, Carlyle Black-

well and Evelyn Greeley, in "The Good-
for-Nothing;" November 26th, Kitty

Gordon in "Her Hour ;" December 3d,

June Elvidge and x\rthur Ashley, in "A
Creole's Revenge ;" December 10th,

Montagu Love, in "The Beast ;" Decem-
ber 17th, Ethel Clayton, in "Easy
Money f

9 December 24th, Carlyle Black-

well and Evelyn Greeley, in "The Lad-
der of Fame;" December 31st, Kitty

Gordon, in "The Divine Sacrifice;"

Billy Garwood,
popular screen
idol, is back in the

game again, after

a year spent on the

speaking stage. The
same week Garwood
returned to his old

haunts at Universal

City, Murdock McOuar-
rie, another former Uni-

versalite, came back, and
now the two of them are hard

at work in a powerful drama
being staged by Director Allen

Holuhar, which has to do with

heredity. One might almost

venture a guess that the cast-

ing director chose . Garwood and Mc-
Ouarrie for such roles because he sus-

pects that the picture game has got

into their blood, and they find it im-

possible to keep away from their for-

mer stamping grounds.

Have you seen "Gonda," the latest

Triangle to star Belle Bennett? It of-

fers her a wholly different type of role

to that which she portrayed in "The
Bond of Fear," but she made the

complete change in her personality al-

most between ticks of the clock.

"Gonda". was originally scheduled as a

Louise Glaum vehicle, but Miss Glaum
was taken suddenly ill, and Miss Ben-

nett was assigned to the role almost

before she had time to change her
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Belle Bennett made

a complete change

ofpersonality when

she assumed the

role of "Gonda "

gown. Walter Edwards, the director,

was surprised at the ready fashion in

which Miss Bennett portrayed the

vampire type of role, and it may be

possible she will continue in that style

of productions. In the cast are Jack

Livingston and Jack Richardson, be-

sides a number of other old favorites.
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If one can judge by the reception

given Taylor Holmes in his first two

Essanay productions
—

"Efficiency Ed-

gar's Courtship" and "Fools for Luck,"

here is a brand-new twinkler of at least

a million-candle power. Remembered
by all for his successful work in "His

Majesty, Bunker Bean," on the speak-

ing stage, Taylor Holmes leaped into an

overnight hit by his motion-picture

stunts. He is possessed of a smile that

makes you instantly want to smile, too.

He is light on his feet, photographs

wonderfully, and practically lives the

role he is interpreting, so that it is per-

haps not to be wondered at he has

jumped into the front rank of the

screen stars. However, nobody guessed

he would score such a tremendous suc-

cess right from the start. Newspaper
critics all over the country are touting

him as a second Douglas Fairbanks, and

one New York reviewer, after seeing

"Fools for Luck," alleged in print that

"Taylor Holmes is the foremost come-

dian of the screen to-day." Anyway,
we're all awaiting "Two Bit Seats," the

next Taylor Holmes' vehicle, and if he

gets over as well in that as in his pre-

vious offerings the whole film world

will be taking off its hat to him.

Having started on the subject of film

brands, perhaps this is a good place to

record the inauguration of another new
screen name—that of "Select Pictures,"

which is the trade-mark by which in fu-

ture will be known what used to be

Selznick films. Under the brand of

Select we shall behold the Clara Kim-
ball Young pictures, those starring

Norma and Constance Talmadge, and

those made under the supervision of

Herbert Brenon.

Speaking of Essanay stars and plays

calls to mind the fact that fans who
had grown used to watching for

Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay features

Gossip

are having to learn their alphabet over

again, as "K. E. S. E." no longer will

appear on the products of the Essanay,

Thomas A. Edison, and Kleine Studios.

Of late all features released by those

well-known film manufacturers have
borne the label "Perfection Pictures,"

and been proclaimed in advertising far

and wide as "The Highest Standard in

Motion Pictures," which is quite some
slogan, but one the manufacturers al-

lege they are going to live up to exactly.

Perhaps you read in the August issue

.of People's Magazine the Octavus Roy
Cohen and J. U. Giesy novel, entitled

"The House in the Mist." If so you
know it is an out-and-out melodrama
of the mystery type, which is laid in

the Adirondack Mountains, and later

in those of Virginia, these locales be-

ing varied by scenes of metropolitan

life. Adventure follows adventure,

and mystery piles upon mystery—the

story ending in a climax that is wholly

unexpected. Well, "The House of

Mystery" is the first vehicle chosen for

Edith Storey, who is now a Metro
twinkler, and she seems just the screen

divinity fitted for the role of Carma
Carmichael, the heroine of the tale.

Bradley Parker is cast as the young
man who sets out to rescue Carma from
her troubles, and in the cast will be

found such other players as Harry S.

Northrup and Frank Fisher. Tod
Browning, who staged "Peggy, the

Will-o'-the-Wisp," and "The Jury of

Fate," for Metro, is directing Miss

Storey.

Another important new addition to

the ranks of Metro stars is Camilla

Dahlberg, who originated the role of

Bianca, with Leo Ditrichstein, in "The
Great Lover," on the legitimate stage,

and is now to play the role of the

woman spy in "Draft 258," Metro's new
patriotic photo drama, by William
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Christy Cabanne, which is now ready

for showing. Miss Dahlberg starred

abroad in "Le Main," a pantomime ver-

sion of "The Dumb Girl of Portici,"

which we all have seen, with Pavlowa

as the star. David Belasco, upon her

arrival in America, engaged her to ap-

pear in "Years of Discretion." From
pantomime to motion-picture work was

an easy step, and you probably will re-

call her playing of leading roles in such

productions as "After Many Days,"

"The Seven Sisters," "Caprice,"

and "Tess of the D'Ubervilles."

Mention of the Tri

iangle "lot" calls to

mind the fact that a

brand-new twinkler

is undergoing an

initiation into pic-

ture work out
there just about

now. She is

Texas Guinan

—

yes, the same
"Texas" you used

to enjoy seeing in

the annual Winter
Garden shows. You
probably recall her im
personations of such other

stage celebrities as Elsie Janis,

Jane Cowl, Laurette Taylor,

Eva Tanguay, and others. Her
favorite creation, however,

was the role of The Merry
Widow, which she played in New York
and on tour. Texas became quite an

institution, and no Winter Garden en-

tertainment was really complete with-

out her. Now, in Triangle films, she is

seeking still other laurels, and if her

wonderful ability at mimicry counts for

anything she will probably be num-
bered soon among the top-notchers.

A new twinkler

with Triangle—
Texas Guinan.

enjoying the odd experience of seeing

a huge motion-picture spectacle in the

making. "Queen of the Sea," the new
sub-sea picture in which William Fox
is starring Annette Kellermann, has

been in course of production in and
about Bar Harbor for many weeks, un-

der the direction of Director John G.

Adolfi. The story of "Queen of the

Sea" is from the pen of George Bron-

son Howard, who also wrote "A
Daughter of the Gods," but the two
tales are nothing alike. Bar Harbor,

as you know, is the summer
le of innumerable mil-

onaires, and for weeks
on end the favorite

sport of the sons and
daughters of wealth

has been to motor
out to the "loca-

tion" chosen by
Director Adolfi

for his work, and
there to lounge

about on the rocks

and watch the

players go through

their motions.
Seats were arranged

nd sold to spectators

nominal sums, all of

the proceeds being do-

nated to the Red Cross, and
hundreds of dollars were
raised in this manner. Among
the spectators were such nota-

bles as Ernest Lorillard, head

of the house of tobacco fame; Herbert

L. Satterlee, Mr. Brun, Danish minis-

ter to the United States ; Colonel

Creighton Webb, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Wainwright, Mr. and Mrs. John G.

Ogden, and numerous others. As they

say in the society columns, "a pleasant

time was had by all."

Speaking of Vitagraph, Alice Joyce
Bar Harbor, Maine, has been hugely is now at work on a new Robert W.
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Chambers' story, entitled "Anne's

Bridge," which Thomas Terris is di-

recting, and Earle W illiams, quite re-

covered from his recent illness, is just

finishing "The Grell Mystery," a cork-

ing melodrama, supported by an aii-star

cast, directed by Paul Scardon. Any-
how, Williams and Joyce are names that

will stick, so Vitagraph's casts aren't

going to seem all new to us.

Madam Petrova, who some weeks

ago severed her connection with the

Paramount Pictures Corporation, and

established herself as the star of her

own company, has leased the old Bio-

graph Studio in the East, and sur-

rounded by a coterie of famous players

is already hard at work on the first

Petrova picture. In her first produc-

tion Madame Petrova enacts the role

of a beautiful American girl, daughter

of an American ambassador, who car-

ries her American ideals with her to

Europe, and emerges victorious from
her conflict with European statecraft.

Included in the supporting company
are Thomas Holding, Robert Broderick,

Anders Randolf, Henri Leone, Richard

Garrick, and Anita Allen.

Fire fans the country over will find

their hearts going pit-a-pat at the an-

nouncement that the famous old melo-

drama, "The Still Alarm," is being

done in films by the Selig Polyscope

Company, under the direction of Colin

Campbell. Tom Santschi, Fritzi Bru-
nette, and Bessie Eyeton have the leads,

and the production fairly reeks with the

atmosphere of the fire station. It ought

to prove a regular "4-11" alarm if in

film form it scores even one-half the

success it did on the speaking stage,

for it toured the country for season

after season to tremendous business,

Madame Petrova, who has leased the old

Biograph Studio.

and the applause of the "gallery gods"

never grew less.
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This department will answer questions asked by our readers relating to motion pictures. No questions

regarding matrimony, religion, or scenario writing will be answered; those of the latter variety should be

sent to the editor of the scenario writers' department. Send full name and address, and write name or

initials by which you wish to be answered at the top of your letter. Address: Picture Oracle, care of this

magazine, 79 Seventh Avenue, New York City. All questions are answered in the order received; failure

to see your reply in one issue means that it will come later. If you desire an early answer, inclose a

stamped, addressed envelope, and a personal answer will be sent unless there is space in the magazine for it.

Dolpha.—As your letter was the very first one

that I opened while answering this month's ques-

tions, you are heading the column. So you
worked with Travers when you were a tiny tot?

Address him in care of the Screen Club, New
York City. He has been directing for several

years. Travers Vale is his right name. Some-
times "pull" will get you into the movies all right,

but you have to show real ability after you have

managed to get there in order to remain. Write
to Ralph Kellard in care of the Pathe Exchange,

25 West Forty-fifth Street, New York City.

Hazel Dawn is back before the camera again.

She has been working for Selznick lately. Any
letter addressed to her in care of the Selznick

Enterprises, Incorporated, 729 Seventh Avenue,
Xew York City, will be sure to reach her. No,

you got through with flying colors on your first

offense, not breaking a single rule of the depart-

ment.

L. W. J.—You didn't have very many ques-

tions to ask this time. Did you run out of them,

or find all you wanted to know in the other an-

swers? I see by your letter that you read most
of the other answers. Clara is about twenty-

eight. Yes, it is strange how you will begin to

like some one on the screen just because they

were born in a certain town, or some such rea-

son. It doesn't take very much these days to

get one's self liked or disliked by the movie

fans.

Lazy.—Certainly, anything to oblige. Address

Jack Pickford in care of the Morosco Studios,

Los Angeles, California. Mrs. Vernon Castle

gets all of her mail from her admirers at the

Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth Street, New*
York City. Jack Mulhall receives all of his at

Universal City, California. Mabel Normand is

now with the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, New
York City. Ruth Roland will receive any let-

ter you may write to her in care of Willis &
Inglis, Wright & Callender Building, Los An-
geles, California. The pleasure is all mine, I

assure you. Let me hear from you at any time.

Frank M.—Can't just make out what you mean
in your letter. I suppose you have reference to

going into pictures. Of course they require ex-

perience, or else every one would be doing it.

There is no set scale for what the studios pay
in weekly salary. It all depends on the person

they are paying it to. You would get just what
you were worth to the company.

Harry B. P.—Send six cents in stamps to the

editor of Picture-Play for a copy of the mar-
ket booklet. It will give yon all the names of

the companies you desire, and their addresses.

Floyd N.—Harold Lloyd is the right name of

the young man that takes the character of Lone-
some Luke in the Rolin comedies. The iron

claw, in the Pathe serial of the same name, was
fastened on Sheldon Lewis by a band around
his arm. No, it was a double, of course, that

made the drop from the burning balloon in the

"Shielding Shadow." Marie Walcamp is still

with the Universal Company. She has not been
working for several weeks, due to a broken bone.

Sherman is with the same company. Your poem
was very cute indeed. Ah, that would be telling
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secrets. Maybe I was, and maybe I wasn't, and

maybe I am now, for all you can tell.

Carlyle's Admirer.—Didn't you read the rules

at the top of the Oracle Department before you

wrote to me? If you had, I know that you

wouldn't have asked any matrimonial questions,

as they cannot be answered. However, I will

forgive you this time, seeing that you have just

returned from Europe. How do you suppose I

could find you when you didn't even put your

name on your letter? That is another one of

the rules that you overlooked.

Billie B.—Yes, it is truly a game of chance.

You never can tell until the finish. Address

Grace Cunard in care of the Universal Film

Company, Universal City, California. What was

the idea of the mysterious return letter? Did

you win or lose your wager?

H. W. L., Rochester, N. Y.—Viola Dana is

not the young lady's name. It is Flugrath ; but

of course the Dana sounds much better for a

screen star. She was with the Edison Company
for a long time before leaving to star in Metro

features. She was on the stage before going

into pictures. You can address her in care of

the Metro Pictures Corporation, Xew York City.

Hopwood.—I'm sure I don't know what to

tell you regarding your aspirations. Pearl White

is twenty-seven years old. Creighton Hale played

with her in the "Iron Claw." You can address

both of them in care of the Pathe Exchange, 25

West Forty-fifth Street, New York City.

Hope.—Your postal was very welcome. Ken-
wood is quite some town. I spent a month there

one Sunday.- No, "Mickey" has not been re-

leased as yet. There is no telling when it will

be, either, Your friend Wheeler is now working

for the Universal Company, at Universal City,

California. Previous to this he did a picture

for Fox after leaving the Mabel Normand Com-
pany.

Masai Hibotsuyanagi.—Was delighted indeed

to hear from a reader of Picture-Play in far-

off Japan. The American photo plays and photo

players seem to be very popular over there.

Mary MacLaren is with the Horsley Company
now since leaving the Universal. Yes, she is

quite popular in America. Ella Hall, Myrtle

Gongalez, and Violet Mersereau are just as popu-

lar over here as they are in Japan. Write to

me again, and let me know all the photo-play

news in your country.

Fatty.—The drawings you inclosed were very

good indeed. Glad you found what you were
looking for. Yes, Gladys Brockwell has light

hair. Francis X. Bushman was born in Norfolk,

Virginia, on January 10, 1885. Beverly Bayne
was born ten years later. Anita Stewart has

light hair and brown eyes. She is not playing

opposite Earle Williams any more. The Vita-

graph announced that they would play dpposite

each other again, but it never materialized. Tom
hasn't any brother named Arthur that I know of.

R. J.—We have had a picture of Mary Pick-

ford on our cover already. Did you see the

September number?

J. N. L.—Send six cents in stamps to the edi-

tor of this magazine for a copy of the market
booklet, which will give you all the names and
the addresses of the different film manufacturers.

Your plan sounds very interesting, and I think

there is a chance that some of the companies
might look into the proposition.

Frances S.—You can obtain a picture of

Harold Lockwood by writing to him at the

Yorke-Metro Studios, Gordon Street, Hollywood.
California. Clara Kimball Young at the Than-
houser Studios, New Rochelle, New York; and
Douglas Fairbanks at the Lasky Studios, Vine
Street, Hollywood, California. Most of the stars

charge twenty-five cents for their autographed
photo. It costs them twenty-seven cents to send

out each one, and if they did it gratis they would
soon be going broke.

Viola P.
—

"Pearl of the Army" was taken in

New Jersey, and not Europe, as you imagine.

You can address a letter to Pearl White in care

of the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth

Street, New York City. Grace Cunard will get

any mail you may send to her in care of the

Universal Company, Universal City, California.

Winsome Winnie.—Anita Stewart was born
in Brooklyn in 1896. Blanche Sweet is not work-
ing before the camera at the present time. Most
of your questions were against the rules of the

department, so I could not answer them for

you. Read the rules over at the head of the

column, and you can figure out which questions

they were very easily. May Allison was born
in 1895. I'll speak to the editor about the in-

terview you mention.

The Butcher Boy.—Eric Campbell is the

name of the big man you mention in the Mutual-
Chaplin comedies. "The Price She Paid" was
released several months ago. Douglas Fairbanks

and Charlie Chaplin receive about the same
salary. Roscoe Arbuckle has been in pictures

about four years. The Edison Company has a

studio in New Jersey and one in New- York
City. It is all right to write me at any time

you may feel like doing so.

I Want to Know.—You certainly do. Eugene
O'Brien was the young man that played with

Clara Kimball Young in "The Rise of Susan."

You can address him in care of the Lasky Com-
pany, Vine Street, Hollywood, California. Doug-
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INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 4244, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for tha posi-
tion, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

"I Got the Job!"
I'm to be Manager of my Department starting Monday. The boss said he had

been watching all the men. When he found I had been studying at home with the

International Correspondence Schools he knew 1 had the right stuff in me—that I was
bound to make good. Now we can move over to that house on Oakland Avenue and
you can have a maid and take things easy. I tell you, Nell, taking that course with the

I. C. S. was the best thing I ever did/*

Spare-time study with the I. C. S. is winning promotions for thousands of men
and bringing happiness to thousands of homes all over the world. In offices, shops,

stores, mines, mills and on railroads, I. C. S,

trained men are stepping up to big jobs, over

the heads of older men, past those whose
only qualification is long service.

There is a job ahead of you that some man
is going to be picked for. The boss can't

take chances. When he selects the one to

hold it he is going to choose a trained man
with sound, practical knowledge of the work.

Get busy right now and put yourself in line

for that promotion. You can do it in spare

time in your own home through the Inter-

national Correspondence Schools, just as

nearly two million men have done in the last

twenty-five years, just as more than 100,000
men are doing today.

The first step these men took was to mark
and mail this coupon. Make your start the

same way—and make it right now.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electric Lighting
Electric Railways
Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer

MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice

'

Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREMAN OR ENGINEER
Metallurgist or Prospector
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Marine Engineer
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
PLUMBING AND HEATING

_ Sheet Metal Worker •

Textile Overseer or Supt.
CHEMIST

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Sign Painter
Railroad Trainmaa
ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning ...

BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Public Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Teacher
Common School Subjects
Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
AUTOMOBILE OPERATING
AutoRepairing Spanish
Navigation |Q German
AGRICULTURE Frenoh
Poultry Raising Italian

Name
Present
Occupation-

Street
and No

City-

3
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las Fairbanks was born in Denver, Colorado, in

1883. Harold Lockwood has brown hair and
blue eyes, and is one-quarter inch 'shigh" of being-

six feet. He weighs about one hundred and sev-

enty-five pounds. Crane Wilbur has brown hair

and gray eyes. He is five feet nine inches tall

and weighs one hundred and sixty-nine pounds.

Earle Williams has black hair and blue eyes,

weighs one hundred and seventy-six pound:, and
is five feet eleven .inches tall. Theda Bara has

dark-brown hair and eyes, is five feet six inches

tall, and weighs one hundred and thirty-five

pounds. Ruth Roland is known for her auburn
hair and dark-blue eyes. She is five feet six

inches tall and weighs one hundred and twenty-

two pounds. Anita Stewart has light hair and
brown eyes. Address Juanita Hansen in care of

Willis & Inglis, Wright & Callender Building,

Los Angeles, California. George Fisher will get

any mail sent to him in care of the American
Film Company, Santa Barbara, California. Wil-
liam Desmond gets all his letters at the Triangle

Studios, Culver City, California. Alice Joyce
should be addressed at the Vitagraph Company
of America, East Fifteenth Street and Locust

Avenue, Brooklyn, New York. Louise Huff re-

ceives all her mail at the Morosco Studios, Los
Angeles, California. Gail Kane's address is the

same as that of George Fisher. Bessie Love
should be written to in care of Willis & Inglis.

Yes, I think Blanche Sweet will send you one

of her photos. Did you inclose a quarter with

your request? Douglas Fairbanks is also one of

my favorites. Yes, I thought Charlie Chaplin

was very funny in "The Rink," but I liked his

"Easy Street" and "The Cure" even better. I

have turned your letter over to the editor, and he

will send you the February,- 1916, issue of Pic-

ture-Play.

I. B. Yours.—Gertrude Robinson is not playing

in pictures at the present time. Her last picture

work was done for the Gaumont Company. It is

hard to say whether Cleo Madison will ever play

in another serial or not. At the present moment
she is not playing in the films at all. She is

heading a stock companj- at the Wigwam Theater

in San Francisco. "A Man's Man" is the latest

Warren Kerrigan feature from the Paralta Stu-

dios. Lois Wilson is playing opposite him. No,

I'll let you in on a little secret: I am not in-

clined to be stout at all. Can't answer your

other Cleo Madison question as it is against the

rules. Read them over at the head of the Oracle

Department. Yes, I have several readers in

South America who write to me.

Stlver Spurs.—Yes, I am sure that Earle

would be very much pleased to hear all the nice

things that you had to say about him. I haven't

seen him in quite a while. He weighs about one

hundred and fifty pounds. His latest picture is

"The Fatal Ring" serial, in which. Pearl White
is siarred. I am very poor at guessing ages from
handwriting, so I guess you will have to tell me
yourself.

Rose M.—William S. Hart's present address is

the Lasky Studios, Vine Street, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia. William S. Hart is his right name. H3
has a sister.. He was on the stage for a good
many years before he ever thought of going into

pictures. Enid Markey was the girl that played

opposite Frank Keenan in "Jim Grimsby's Boy."
You can write to her in care of Willis & Inglis,

Wright & Callender Building, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia.

Sweet Sixteen.—Theda Bara is now at the

California studios of the William Fox CompaiTy,

starring in a big film spectacle of the life of

"Cleopatra." You can address her at the Fox
Film Compan3% Western Avenue, Hollywood,
California. I don't think Robert B. Mantell

would mind your writing him in the least.

Lockwood-Reid Admirer.—Theda Bara was
very good in "Romeo and Juliet." Harry Hil-

liard is still with the Fox Film Company, play-

ing in June Caprice's pictures. I liked Nazimova
very much in "War Brides." Maybe Harold
hasn't had time to answer your letter. You know
that when you get about one hundred letters a

day you could never answer them all at once.

Every one that writes to a film star expects an

early answer, so you see wdiere the poor actor

gets off. It is hard enough for them to see that

all receive pictures. The film fans should have

some consideration if they do not receive an

answer right away, because it can't be done. Just

remember that there are about ninety-nine people

writing him besides yourself every day that ex-

pect to hear by return mail. Sorry, but I can't

answer your Lockwood question, as it is against

the rules, as you were well aware. If I were

to break them for one, I would have to do the

same for all, which would not help those sacred

rules in the least, would it? I don't know of any

other girl of the same name -as yourself.

J. L.
—"The Curse of Eve," a feature State's

rights production, was the last picture that Ed-

ward Coxen appeared in. You can address him

in care of Willis & Inglis, Weight & Callender

Building, Los Angeles, California. I am sure

that he will send you one of his photographs if

you request it.

Miss Curiosity I Am.—Don't know what has

happened to your friend Olga. "The Crim-

son-stain Mystery" was the last picture that she

played in. Dorothy Dalton is the young lady's

real name. Yes, she has been on the stage.

Creighton Hale is not any relation of Pearl

Wr
hite. I didn't think that his hair always pho-



Doctor Says Crying Need
Of The Woman Of Today

Is More Iron In Her Blood

TO PUT STRENGTH IN HER NERVES AND
COLOR IN HER CHEEKS.

Any Woman Who Tires Easily, Is Nervous or Irritable, or Looks Pale, Haggard
and Worn Should Have Her Blood Examined for Iron Deficiency.

Administration of Nuxated Iron in Clinical Tests Gives Most Aston-
ishing Youthful Strength and Makes Women Look Years Younger.

"There can be no healthy, beautiful, rosy-cheeked
women without iron," says Dr. Ferdinand King, a
New York Physician and Medical Author. "In my
recent talks to physicians on the grave and serious
consequences of iron deficiency in the blood of Ameri-
can women, I have strongly emphasized the fact that
doctors should prescribe more organic iron—nuxated
iron—for their nervous, run-down, weak, haggard-
looking women patients. Pallor moans anaemia. The
skin of the anaemic woman is pale, the flesh flabby.

The muscles lack tone, the brain fags, and the mem-
ory fails, and often they become weak", nervous, irri-

table, despondent and melancholy. When the iron
goes from the blood of women, the roses go from
their cheeks.

"In the most common foods of America, the
starches, sugars, table syrups, candies, polished rice,

white bread, soda crackers, biscuits, macaroni, spa-
ghetti, tapioca, sago, farina, degerminated cornmeal
no longer is iron to be found. Refining processes
have removed the iron of Mother Earth "from these
impoverished foods, and silly methods of home cook-
ery, by throwing down the 'waste pipe the water in
which our vegetables are cooked, are responsible for
another grave iron loss."

"Therefore, if you wish to get the most out of
what you eat. you must supply the iron deficiency
in your food by using some form of organic iron,
just as you would use salt when vour food has not
enough salt."

"As I have said a hundred times over, organic
iron is the greatest of all strength builders. If
people would only take Nuxated Iron when they
feel weak or run-down, instead of dosing themselves
with habit-forming drugs, stimulants and alcoholic
beverages I am convinced that in this wav they
could ward off disease, preventing it becoming organic
in thousands of cases and thereby the lives of thou-
sands might be saved who now die everv vear from
pneumonia, grippe, kidney, liver, heart 'trouble and
other dangerous maladies. The real and true cause
which started their disease was nothing more nor
less than a weakened condition brought on bv a lack
of iron in the blood."
On account of the peculiar nature of woman, and

the great drain placed upon her svstem at certain
periods, she requires iron much more than man to
help make up for the loss.

"Iron is also absolutely necessarv to enable vour
blood to change food into living tissue. Without it.
no matter how much or what von eat. vour food
merely passes through vou without doing vou anv
good. You don't get the strength out of it. and as a
consequence you become weak, pale and sicklv look-
ing, just like a plant trying to grow in a soil de-
ficient in iron. If vou are not strong or well, vou
owe it to yourself to make the following test : See
how long you can work or how far vou can walk
without becoming tired. Next take two five-grain

tablets of ordinary nuxated iron three times per dav
after meals for two weeks. Then test your strength
again and see how much you have gained. I have
seen dozens of nervous, run-down people who were
ailing all the while double their strength and en-
durance and entirely rid themselves of all symptoms
of dyspepsia, liver and other troubles in from ten
to fourteen days' time simply bv taking iron in the
proper form. And this, after thev had in some case?
been doctoring for months without obtaining anv
benefit. But don't take the old forms • of reduced
iron, iron acetate, or tincture of iron simplv to save
a few cents.

The iron demanded bv Mother Nature for the red
coloring matter in the blood of her children is. alas !

not that kind of iron. You must take iron in a form
that can be easily absorbed and assimilated to do you
any good, otherwise it may prove worse than useless.

"I have used Nuxated Iron widely in my own prac-
tice in most severe aggravated conditions with un-
failing results. I >have induced manv other physi-
cians to give it a trial, all of whom have given me
most surprising reports in regard to its great power
as a health and strength builder."
"Many an athlete and prize-fighter has won the

day simply because he knew the secret of great
strength and endurance and filled his blood with iron
before he went into the affray, while many another
has gone down in inglorious * defeat simply for the
lack of iron."

Dr. Schuyler C. Jaques, Visiting Surgeon of St.
Elizabeth's Hospital. New York City, said : "I have
never before given out any medical information or
advice for publication, as I ordinarily do not believe
in it. But so many American women suffer from
iron deficiency with its attendant ills—physical weak-
ness, nervous irritability, melancholy, indigestion,
flabby, sagging muscles, etc., etc.—and in consequence
of their weakened run-down condition they are so
liable to contract serious and even fatal diseases, that
T deem it my duty to advise all such to take Nuxated
Iron. I have taken -it myself and given it to my
patients with most surprising and satisfactory re-

sults. And those who wish quicklv to increase their
strength, power and endurance will find it a most
remarkable and wonderfully effective remedy."

NOTE: Nuxated Iron, which is prescribed and recommended abov^
bv physicians in such a great variety of cases, is not a patent medi-
cine nor secret remedy, but one which is well known to drug-gists anc.

whose iron constituents are widely prescribed by eminent physician?
both in Europe and America. Unlike the older inorganic iron pro-
ducts, it is easily assimilated, does not injure the teeth, make them
black, nor upset the stomach ; on the contrary, it is a most potent
remedy in nearly all forms of indigestion as well as for nervous, run-
down conditions. The manufacturers have such great confidence in

Nuxated Iron that they offer to forfeit $100.00 to any charitable in-

stitution if they cannot take any man or woman under 60 who lack^
iron, and increase their strength 100 per cent, or over in four weeks'
time, provided they have no serious organic trouble. They also offer
to refund your money if it does not at least double your strength and
endurance in ten days' time. It is dispensed by all grood druggists.



$keeman's
X FACE POW DER,

The breath of the rose is no more
r .

delicate nor the tints more charming.
.

1 \ For 30 years Freeman's has been

|

\ favored by society's smartest women,

i
Freeman's does not rub off and is

guaranteed the equal of any powder
made.

! AH tints at all toilet counters.
Miniature box for 4 cts. in stamps.

The Freeman Perfume
Co.. Dept. 105]
Cincinnati, Ohio

BESSIE EYTON— Selig Star

Writes: "Crime Mignon is concentrated Roses
and Sunshine—refreshing and efficient."

WON'T yoiLjrive us the opportunity to prove to you why
Creme Mignon—the Perfect Cold Cream—is recom-

mended by the most beautiful women of the stage and
screen—why Creme Jlignon is the favorite cream of New
York's Society Women?

DON'T ENVY A BEAUTIFUL WOMAN
when a few minutes time at nig-ht with Creme Mignon.
will bring- to your face the same rosy giow of youth
and perfect health—the appealing- freshness and charm to
which e^ery woman is entitled. Carelessness alone is re-
sponsible for a sallow complexion, unsightly blotches and a
tired, drawn face. It is easy to make your friends proud of
you. Can you afford not to ?

OUR GUARANTEE
of satisfaction or money returned means this: To readers of
Picture-Play Magazine who will remit 50c. in stamps or
coin, we will send, prepaid, a larg-e jar of Creme Mignon. If

this cream does not refresh and improve your complexion
better than any cream, or lotion you have ever used, we
will, upon receipt of the jar—whether full or empty—im-
mediately return vour fiftv cent«. We enarantee this to
you and to the publishers of Picture-Play Magazine.

CREME MIGNON MFG. CO., 544 W. 147th St., New York City

SPECIAL OFFER ^ST^^^Sl
Aluminum Box, Purse Size, containing Creme Mignon and Clair

Mignon Complexion Powder—enough for two or three weeks.
Write todav. This offer is presented at a great loss for a short
time only, to prove the wonderful value of the Mignon products.
Large jar of Creme Mignon 50c. postpaid.
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tographed dark. He has light-brown hair. "The
Squaw Man's Son" and "The Hostage" are two
of the latest Wallace Reid productions from the

Lasky Studios, and more are coming all the

time. Bab}- Marie Osborne seems to be more
popular with the film fans than little Zoe Rae.
David Powell is the young gentleman's name that

pla3*ed the role of David in "Gloria's Romance."
Any old way suits me, just so the rules are

observed.

Jay Dee .See.—Mae Marsh certainly did some
very line work in D. W. Griffith's "Intolerance."

Sam de Grasse is the name of the man that

played opposite Lillian Gish in the play you men-
tion.

Erxie G.—You can reach Antonio by mail at

the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth Street,

Xew York City. He is now playing opposite

Mrs. Yernon Castle in all her late Pathe re-

leases. I think that he might answer a letter

from such a staunch admirer as yourself.

Ivan W. Dickson-

.—Jane Novak and Kathleen

Kirkham had the roles of Sybil and Mrs. Traine

in "The Eyes of the World." I don't know
what the California Motion Picture Company in-

tends to do about their production of "Faust."

Yes. "Feature Movie" has long ceased to live.

Peggy.—Yes, Grace Cunard's last serial was
"The Purple Mask." Jack Ford is a brother of

Francis Ford. Liberty marries the hero, of

course, Mr. Jack Holt. Grace hasn't a double

that I know anything about. She has a sister by

the name of Mina Cunard. Yes, Mary Miles

Minter has a sister. -

Jaxe Novak Admirer.—Lillian Wiggins is

playing on the stage in some stock company at

the present time. Yes, it was a real football

scene in the George Walsh picture. The address

of the Clune Producing Company is Los Angeles,

California. Write to Jane Novak in care of

Willis & Inglis, Wright & Callender Building,

Los Angeles, California, for her photograph.

The Clune Producing Company is releasing "The

Eyes of the World."

M. C. A.—Marguerite Clark and Xiles Welch
had the principal roles in the Famous Players

Production of "The Valentine Girl." Yes. J.

Warren Kerrigan was in Milwaukee on the

twenty-sixth of April. He is really Irish. Mary
Fuller played the role of Mary. It was released

in 1915. Jack Pickford's latest pictures are

"Seventeen," "Great Expectations," "Freckles,"

"The Girl at Home." and "Tom Sawyer." the

famous story by Mark Twain that every one has

read. Charles Ray, Wallace Reid, Enid Bennett,

Dorothy Dalton. Jack Pickford, Louise Huff,

Vivian Martin. Kathlyn Williams, Sessue Haya-

kawa. Marguerite Clark, and Julian Eltinge are

all Paramount stars now. What do you mean

j

a movie office? Can't suggest anything to keep

vou busy if I don't know what you do. Who

I

do vou mean by Charles' Double? Pearl White's
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Tobacco Habit Banished
In 48 to 72 Hours

Immediate Results
Trying to quit the tobacco habit unaided is a losing fight against heavy

odds, and means a serious shock to your nervous system. So don't try it!

Make the tobacco habit quit you. It will quit you if you will just take
Tobacco Redeemer according to directions.

It doesn't make a particle of difference whether you've been a user of
tobacco for a single month or 50 years, or how much you use, or in what form
you use it. Whether you smoke cigars, cigarettes, pipe, chew plug or fine
cut or use snuff—Tobacco Redeemer will positively remove all craving for
tobacco in any form in from 48 to 72 hours. Your tobacco craving will begin
to decrease after the very first dose—there's no long waiting for results.

Tobacco Redeemer contains no habit-forming drugs of any kind and is the
most marvelously quick, absolutely scientific and thoroughly reliable remedy
for the tobacco habit.

Not a Substitute
Tobacco Redeemer is in no sense a substitute for tobacco, but is a radical,

efficient treatment. After finishing the treatment you have absolutely no
desire to use tobacco again or to continue the use of the remedy. It quiets the
nerves, and will make you feel better in every
way. If you really want to quit the tobacco habit
—get rid of it so completely that when you see
others using it, it will not awaken the slightest
desire in you—you should at once begin a course
of Tobacco Redeemer treatment for the habit.

Results Absolutely Guaranteed
A single trial will convince the most skep-

tical. Our legal, binding, money-back guar-
antee goes with each full treatment. If
Tobacco Redeemer fails to banish the tobacco habit
when taken according to the plain and
easy directions, your money will be
cheerfully refunded upon demand.

Tobacco Stunts
Boy's Growth

; looaccooceais
Mil from You the

fi ll Pleasures, Com-
IH'ilJi forts, Luxuries

of Life

Let Us Send You
Convincing Proof
If you're a slave of the tobacco

habitand wanttofindasure, quickway
of quitting "for keeps" you owe it to
yourself and to your family to mail the
coupon below or send your name and
address on a postal and receive our free
booklet on the deadly effect of tobacco
on thehuman system, and positive proof
that Tobacco Redeemer Will quickly
free you from the habit.

Newell Pharmacal Company
Dept. 571, St. Louis, Mo.

Free Book Coupon
NEWELL PHARMACAL CO.,

I
Dept. 571 . St. Louis, Mo.

Please send, without obligating me in any way.

I

your free booklet regarding the tobacco habit and
proof that Tobacco Redeemer will positively free
me from the tobacco habit.

|
Name __

|
Street and No

1 Town.— State -.



Do you use Rouge?—If so, Read This.
Most Rouge has the appearance of a dull brick color. La Rose

Rouge gives you the tint that you have been wanting.
At last you have a perfected rouge that blends with any face

powder, giving to your complexion a Brilliant, Healthful Rose
Tint that cannot be detected.
Send 50 cents and we will mail La Rose Rouge to you in

plain cover. Money refunded if you are not positively delighted
wiih this new toilet prepartion.

LA ROSE ROUGE COMPANY,
1126 Race St. Dept. 8. Cincinnati, O.

a.
Bring Out the Hidden Beauty
Beneath the soiled, discolored, faded or aged com-

plexion is one fair to look upon. Mercolized Wax grad-
ually, gently absorbs the devitalized surface skin, re-
vealing the young, fresh, beautiful skin underneath.
Used by refined women who prefer complexions of true
naturalness. Have you tried it ?

Nlr*rm\i7f*A XATsfr in one ounce package, with direc-mercoiizea w ax tion3 £or use> Bold by a
'

n druggist^

^ARTIST
Earn $25 to $100 a week as Cartoonist—Illustrator—Com-
mercial Artist. Learn quickly at home by new instruction
method. Easy terms. Outfit FREE to new students. Write
today for handsome Booklet, free, and Special Offer NOW.
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART, 1278 H St., N . W.,WASHINGTON, D. C.

^PHOTOGRAPHY
Motion Picture X J»

Studio and Commercial /
Three months' course covers all branches. ?

Easy, fascinating- profession. Day or even- \
ing classes ; easy terms. \

Earn $25 to $100 aWeek £
Enlistmentsleaveg-oodpositions vacant now.Your
opportunity. Write or call for booklet—Free.

N. Y. INST. OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. 1812, 141 W. 36th St., New York City

FATGET RID
OF THAT
FREE TRIAL* TREATMENT
Sent on request. Ask for my "pay-when-reduced"

offer. My treatment has reduced at the rate of a pound
a day. No dieting, no exercise, absolutely safe and
sure method. Let me send you proof at my expense.

OR, R. NEWMAN, Licensed Physician*
State New York. 286 Fifth Avenue, New York. Desk C-48

BE A TRAVELING SALESMAN
Hundreds ot good positions now open. Experience
unnecessary. Earn while yon learn. Write today for
large list of openings and testimonials from buudreds of mem-
bers who are earning $1Q0 to «500 a month. Address nearest

#SatiONAL SALESMEN'S TRAINING ASSOCIATION
. Chicago, New York, San Francisco
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latest serial is 'The Fatal Ring." Earl Foxe
plays opposite her in it. In the "Birth of a Na-
tion," the cast included Henry Walthall, Lillian

Gish, Miriam Cooper, Mae Marsh, Bobby Har-
ron, Jenny Lee, Walter Long, Spottiswoode Ait-

ken, Josephine Crowell, and George Berringer.

Marjorie Erens 15.—Pauline Frederick was
born in 1887. Theda Bara is twenty-six years

old. You can reach her by letter at the Fox
Film Studios, Western Avenue, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia. Write to Bessie Love in care of Willis

& Inglis, Wright & Callender Building, Los An-
geles, California, for one of her photographs.

Corrine Grant is the only name I know for the

young lady.

Joyce.—Those friends who> returned from Uni-
versal City and gave you all that news about
Mary Pickford are entirely wrong. Can't answer
your Marguerite Clark question as it is against

the rules. Jack Pickford is just twenty-one.

Smith is his right name. Will be glad to hear

from you when you get to boarding school.

R. S. V. P.—Address Milton Sills in care of

the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth Street,

New York City. He is featured in Fox's big

production of "The Honor System."

O. U. C. Me.—Better write to them again, and
tell them that you inclosed twenty-five cents, but

as yet have not received a photo. A great many
letters are lost by the players among the big

bundle they receive daily, so yours might have

been one of them. iVddress Pearl White in care

of the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth

Street, New York City. Can't give you her resi-

dence address.

J. T. W.—You should have sent return postage

to the Famous Players Film Company if you

expect to have, them return your scenario if re-

jected. You had better write to them about it,

and inclose the stamps with your letter for the

return of your script, should they find it unavail-

able. Always write to the Scenario Department

of this magazine about your questions dealing

with scenarios. They will always be glad to an-

swer your questions. I have all that I can do

to handle those asked me about the film plays

and players.

Sweetheart.—I may as well get tired answer-

ing questions as anything else I know. There

are a lot of my readers who would like to take

that same trip, sweetheart; but it wouldn't do

them any good. No one around the office, with

the exception of the editor, knows who the

Oracle is, and he won't tell; so you see your

trip would be all in vain. The Fairbanks twins

are the young girls that used to play in the

Thanhouser pictures. Their names are Marion

and Madeline. The ages of the young screen

artists are sixteen respectively. Any letter ad-

dressed to Earle Williams in care of the Vita-

graph Company, East Sixteenth Street and Lo-

cust Avenue, Brooklyn, New York, will be sure
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to reach him. Grace Cunard is a very lovable

young lady indeed. The best way to send a quar-

ter for a photograph is in stamps. At least it

is the most convenient, and the players like it

just as well that way as in coin. It is Joe Moore,
and not Owen, to whom you refer. Yes, I have
talked with Grace Cunard a great many times.

She's a very nice little lady to talk to, too.

Gladys Smith is the correct name of our little

Mary Pickford. Yes, it is quite strange that you
do not want to become a motion-picture actress.

You are one of the very few who don't.

Blue Eyes.—Address your friend Kathryn in

care of the Metro Pictures Corporation, New
York City.

Cleo.—You are still as faithful as ever, I see,

and have often wondered how you ever came
to escape having a crush on some movie actor.

All the others do, so you seem to be out of

style. Still, I see you say that Bobby Connelly

is quite a favorite of yours, and the funniest

part of it is that he isn't married. Of course

I broke my own rules ; but as Bobby is only

about nine, I guess I can be pardoned this once.

Your esteemed friend Henry Walthall is not

with the Essanay, as you suppose. He is now
in California, working each and every day for

the Paralta plays. Mary Charleston is still- his

leading lady. The director intends to get stories

written especially for Walthall's character. If

he carries out his intentions, Ave may yet see

him in another great play, such as his famous
"Avenging Conscience," which D. W. Griffith di-

rected. It is certainly in Walthall to do re-

markable work. All that is needed is the right

kind of stories and the right director to get the

work out of him.

Robert King.—Address Moll'ie King in care of

the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth Street,

New York City.

G. D.—Can't answer your first question regard-

ing Helen Holmes, as it is against the rules of

the Oracle. You should have read the rules

over carefully before you wrote to me. Helen
Holmes is her name off as well as on. She is a

Chicago girl. Yes, her hair is naturally curly. I

mean to say that her curls are natural.

Ed. S.—Mary Miles Minter will get any let-

ters you may send to her in care of the Ameri-
can Film Company, Santa Barbara, California.

She was born in Shreveport, Louisiana, on April

1, 1902 ; so if you are good at arithmetic you can

figure out just how old she is to the day. I

will speak to the editor about a picture of her on
the cover and also a gallery photo.

Lulu.—Picture-Play is not ccnnected in any
way with any other motion-picture magazine.
Yes, it is usually cheaper to get a magazine by
subscribing to it by the year than by buying it

every month at the news stand.

C. S. W., Toronto.—He didn't get it from us.

Yes, "The Cure" wras certainly a very funnv

ANY WATCH
YOU WANT
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HOWARD
HAMPDEN
JOUTHBEND
ELGIN
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HAMILTON
ILLlNOl/

Your Money
Back If You Can
Buy Cheaper For Cash mi
SendNo Money
FREE Approval. 30 Days Trial

From Square Deal Miller you
can get the watch you want at manufac-
turer's cash prices—but on the easiest
terms. Also Genuine Diamonds and
Jewelry—allOn Creditand 30 Days' Trial.
You need not send one penny with your
order. Anything you select sent for Free
Examination—express paid. Only after

you find the goods satis-
factory need you pay first
payment of my Easy Credit
Terms.

Miller-Hoefer
Credit Plan

No References Demanded
A New Kind of Credit-
liberal—dignified—open and
above board. You can have an
Open Account—the same kind
Of credit you get from your gro-
cer. No Interest—No Notes—No
Bank Guarantee—No Red Tape— No Collectors— just plain
honesty between one man and
another.

Costly Catalog FREE
I want you to have my
new Free Book if you are inter-
ested in Watches, Diamonds,
or Jewelry. It's Free and Post-
paid. Remember— there is no .

obligation—justtheopportun- ^
ity if you wish, to take ad- & <

vantage of the most liber- J^O
al, square st, Watch,
Diamond, andJewelry jr<Vo°'
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DIAMONDS
j'onCREDIT \

For Christmas Presents
DIAMOND RINGS

$
5 Down, and $2.50 a Month,

buys a $25 ring.

$10 Down, and $5 a Month,
buys a $50 Ring.
$15 Down, and $7.50 a
Month, buys a $75 Ring.
$20 Down, and $10 a
Month, buys a $100 Ring.

Any style 14 karat solid gold mount- Cased in Handsome Ring Bex
ing. All the latest styles and designs are shown in our Catalog.

Send for Christmas Catalog
There are over 2000 illustrations of Diamonds,Watches, Jewelry, etc.
Whatever you select will be sent, all shipping charges prepaid. YOU
SEE AND EXAMINE THE ARTICLE RIGHT IN YOUR OWN
HANDS. If satisfied, pay one-fifth of purchase price and keep it;

balance divided into eight equal amounts, payable monthly. Every
article in our Catalog is specially selected and priced direct to you.
There is no need for you to make trifling presents in order to pay all
cash. You can open a charge account with us and make handsome,
valuable and lasting gifts with very little ready money.

WATCH PRICES "DOWN TO BED ROCK"
OX JEWEL WATCHES $9.50 a

That Pass Railroad Inspection Month
Send for Catalog and get posted about Watches before you pur-
chase. Our Catalog illustrates and describes all the new models—15,
17, 19, 21, 23 Jewels, adjusted to temperature, isochronism and posi-
tions. Our watches are guaranteed by the factory and further guar-
anteed by us. Wemake all necessary repairs, barring accident, free
of charge, for a period of three years from date of purchase.

THE NATIONAL CREDIT JEWELERS
Dept. G927 108 N. State St., Chicago, III.

Stores in Leading Cities

I0FTIS
BSHBROSaCQflsi

I will send my 25c Book

Strong Arms and
Military Shoulders

for 10c in stamps or coin

Illustrated with 20 full-page half-tone
cuts, showing exercises that will quickly
develop, beautify and gain great strength
in your shoulders, arms and hands, with-
out any apparatus.

PROF. ANTHONY BARKER
1 27 W. 42nd Street, Studio 1 060, New York

LaGoutte-a-Goutte

RESTORES ffiS GRAY HAIR
No matter how gray, faded, streaked

or lifeless it may be, only one applica-
tion of LaGoutte-a-Goutte will restore
the color to any shade of black, brown,
drab or red. LaGoutte-a-Goutte is

harmless, does not discolor the scalp,
makes a lovely, rich, lasting color that
does not fade or rub off on the pillow.
Makes the hair soft and glossy, with a

natural, full-of-life appearance, and the hair can be
washed as usual. IT REQUIRES ONLY ONE APPLICA-
TION and NO AFTER SHAMPOO IS NECESSARY;
takes only a few minutes, and can be applied by yourself
in the privacy of your home. Any one of 32 shades you
wish is given from the ONE package. Price, $1.25, post-
paid. Order direct, or, if you'd first like to see how
well it will appear on your hair

Send me a Little Lock of Your
Hair—I'll Color It Without Charge

Cut it close to head and sat/ what color you wish. I have helped thou-
sands of ladies with dandruff, oily or dry scalps, falling- hair, (retting1

bald, etc. Write fully. No charge for frank opinion. "SECRETS
of BEAUTY," my new booklet, mailed free on request.

L. PIERRE VALLIGNY, Room 41, No.14 E. 44th St., New York
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picture, and one of the best Mutuals that Charlie
Chaplin has ever done. J. Warren Kerrigan is

working at the Paralta Studio now, which is the

old Clune Producing Company's plant, where
"Ramona" and "The Eyes of the World" were
made.

Tutie.—No, Theda Bara doesn't wear a heavy
black veil, nor does her limousine have heavy
black curtains, because I have seen her a number
of times in her car and out of it, and I know.
So you have decided that you are going to be a

nice actress some day? Well, good luck to you.
"On Record" was taken in and around the Lasky
Studios, in Hollywood, California. Mae Murray
has a summer home in Hollywood. "Less Than
the Dust" was taken in New York and New Jer-

sey. So was "The Pride of the Clan;" but "The
Poor Little Rich Girl" was taken at the Holly-

wood Lasky Studios. There is no special time

to write to get your answers in the Oracle. They
are answered in rotation in the order they are

received ; and are published in this order, as fast

as there is room for them in the Oracle columns.
If you don't see your answer right away, don't be
disheartened, for it will be there sooner or later

surely.

Miss Viola P.—The pictures of Grace Cunard
and Francis Ford that you inclosed in your let-

ter have already been published by us in Pic-

ture-Play. Yes, Grace certainly did put up some
very good fights for a woman in "The Purple

Mask" serial. I think it was one of her best

serials. She wrote the scenario for it all her-

self, too. What do you think of that?

Laura.—I turned your letter over to the edi-

tor, and he will see that you get a copy of the

February 15, 1916, issue of the magazine, which
contained the article, "My Strange Life," written

by Theda Bara.

Virginia Madge.—I enjoyed your letter, even

if you didn't ask any questions. Six brothers

are quite a lot to give to the army, but sacrifices

must be made to gain our end, which is right.

Deanie Dear.—You certainly did use up a lot

of stationery to ask your questions and state your
opinions, didn't you? You are quite lucky to

have so many pictures from your favorites.

Your male list seems a little bit off in compari-

son with your list of the feminine artists. Charles

Ray is a very good actor indeed. You should

be proud of that nice letter he sent you. I liked

the "Skinner" series that Bryant Washburn did

for the Essanay Company. In fact, I thought

they were the most delightful pictures I have seen

in a mighty long time. Personally I don't care

for slapstick comedies. I think they are a bit

too old-fashioned, and can see where they are

going out of date very quickly. The public wants

something better now, and the comedy producers

must cater to their tastes and give them a better

class of comedies. If you can get enough of

your friends to ask the manager of your theater
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to get all the Mary Miles Minter pictures, I am
sure he will be only too glad to book thern for

you. A manager generally books his program

according to the taste of his audience. If they

are wild over Charlie Ray or Mary Pickford,

he books all their features. Now, if you can

convince him that his patrons are dying to see

Mary Miles Minter as often as a picture of hers

is released, I am sure that you will find him

more than willing to book it. Her latest feature

for the American Film Company is "Charity

Castle." I liked your poem, or lyric, very much
indeed. It is quite sentimental, but then we all

like to be more or less sentimental at times. I

enjoyed your letter, and shall look forward to

hearing from you again in the near future.

Rita.—Leonie Flugrath and Shirley Mason are

one and the same person. When she first started

with Edison she was Leonie Flugrath, but now
that she has risen so high in the world she has

become Shirley Mason, which is a much better

screen name. Of course professional children

under the age of sixteen are allowed to assume
stage names the same as grown-up artists. "Re-

becca of Sunnybrook Farm" is the latest Mary
Pickford vehicle. It was directed by Marshall

Xeilan. I imagine it would be quite a treat to

see Clara Kimball Young and Charles Chaplin

playing opposite each other in a comedy. Yes,

I have seen all of the McClure "Seven Deadly
Sins" series, and have been trying to figure out

ever since which of the seven I am afflicted

with. Your Qeo Madison question is against the

rules, I am sorry to say. I like to answer ques-

tions. It keeps me pretty. busy at least. I am a

very poor judge of ages from handwriting. You
are my second reader this month who has asked

me to tell her age in this way.

South Boston—Sorry, but I can't help you out

in the least. I don't know of a single motion-

picture studio in Boston. It is a big city, and
I should think would have a studio of its own,

but there seems to be a great many other large

cities also without studios. New York City is

the nearest place to Boston to find a studio.

Right across the Hudson from New York you
will find plenty of them, in and around Fort

Lee, New Jersey.

M. B. H.—You can address Mrs. Vernon Castle

in care of the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-

fifth Street, New York City. Antonio Moreno
is now playing opposite her in all of her late

releases for Pathe. We cannot give the resi-

dence of any of the players.

Charles Ray Fan.—Can't give you a brief

history of Charlie Ray, as it would take up too

much room in the Oracle, and space in the Oracle

is selling at a premium right now. We are try-

ing to catch up with the numerous inquiries we
already have on hand. Charlie was born in

Jacksonville, Illinois, just twenty-five years ago,

and did Hot start on his theatrical career until

he was eleven years of age. He has been in
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motion pictures just four and a half years, and
all this time has been spent under the super-

vision of Thomas H. Ince. Yes, it was "The
Coward" that made him a star. He has been
featured in Ince productions ever since on the

Triangle program, and now that Ince has gone
over to Paramount, Charlie has gone with him.

"The Pinch Hitter." "The Millionaire Vagrant."
"The Clodhopper." and "Sudden Jim" were his

last Triangle features. His first feature for the

Paramount is "The Son of His Father." He is

now doing a story by Rupert Hughes. Victor
Schertzinger is the name of his director, and
not Raymond West. The last picture West di-

rected with Charlie was "The Wolf Woman."
Xo, Bessie Barriscale is not his leading lady.

He has a different one for every picture. Bes-

sie is now being featured by the Paralta Com-
pany. Can't answer that last question about

Charlie as it is against the rules.

H. E. V.—Don't know where you can apply

to be a movie actor, unless it is at one of the

studios in person, for extra work, as you have

not had an}* previous experience in the films

or the stage. Address Theda Bara and George
Walsh in care of the William Fox Studios,

Western Avenue, Hollywood, California. Stuart

Holmes should be written to in care of the Selz-

nick Enterprises, Incorporated, 729 Seventh Ave-
nue, New York City. Valeska Suratt gets all of

her mail at the Fox Film Corporation, 128 West
Forty-sixth Street. Xew York City.

O. L. M. Girl.—Can't answer your first Clara

Kimball Young question, as it is against the

rules of the department. You should have ad-

dressed Clara in care of the Thanhouser Stu-

dios, New Rochelle, Xew York, where she is now
working. Mildred Harriss will get any letter

sent to her in care of the Lois Webber Studios,

Los Angeles. California. So you expect to be

a movie actress some day, and maybe a star?

Well, there are a lot of young girls who expect

the same thing, and I wish them all the best

luck in the world.

Essie Knight Sydney.—So 3-ou have just seen

D. W. Griffith's big spectacle, "Intolerance?" I

agree with you in everything you have to say

about this remarkable picture. It certainly made
you think very fast to keep up with the story.

If you dropped one thread of it, you were lost :

but what were we given brains for if we were

not supposed to use them once in a while? I

also liked the work of Mae Marsh best, and en-

joyed Constance Talmadge as the Mountain Girl.

Riley Hatch is still acting before the camera off

and on. He seems to like to rest up between

pictures. He is a very good character man. and

I have enjoyed his parts immensely, especially his

comedy bits.

Ramona Admirer.—Monroe Salisbury is the

gentleman that had the role of Allesandro in

"Ramona." I agree with you that it was a very

good piece of acting. You are correct about him
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being the same one that played opposite Mar-
guerite Clark in "The Goose Girl." He was Con-

rad Le Grange in "The Eyes of the World," and

not Doctor Train e. Jack McDonald had that

part. "Ramona" and "The Eyes of the World"
were produced by The Clune Film Producing

Company. The Paralta Company is now using

their studios, so I couldn't tell you when they

will put on another feature. "Ramona" is still

playing all over the country, so you shouldn't

find it very hard to be able to see this picture

again. Miss Gleason had the role of Ramona.

D. L. A.—I liked Arline Pretty in all of her

Yitagraph productions, and in the first Artcraft

picture with Douglas Fairbanks, "In Again, Out
Again," too. Any letter addressed to her in

.

care of the Artcraft Pictures Corporation will be

forwarded to her.

Silver Spurs.—My, but you are getting to be

the steady customer. Here I have answered two
of your letters in one issue. Why is it a good
joke on me? Don't you suppose I know, • too,

only I am not allowed to tell—see? Yes, the

draft measures you mentioned affected the actors

as well as any of the others, and several of them
were called to Uncle Sam's service. Tom For-
man, Ernest Shields, Jay Belasco, Walter Long,
Clyde Hopkins, and James Harrison are all now
in Uncle Sam's employ from the Pacific coast

photo-play colony. Mary Miles Minter is five

feet two inches tall and weighs one hundred and
ten pounds. She has golden hair and blue eyes.

Harold Lockwood was born in Brooklyn, New
York, on April 12, 1887. Wallace Reid first

saw the light of day in St. Louis, Missouri, on
April 15, 1892. Niles Welch claims Hartford,

Connecticut, as his home town, and says that he
arrived there the morning of July 29, 1888.

T. Clayton" D.—I was merely speaking re-

garding the proper term, and not about the way
I felt toward that pretty matter. A man is never
considered pretty, not even by a woman. A
woman looks upon a man as being handsome, at-

tractive, good looking, homely, or ugly. Did you
ever hear more than one out of ten women look

at a man and say, "Isn't he pretty?" I'll bet

you never did. A woman may speak of a young
boy as being pretty, but not of a man. Of
course, being a man yourself, you promptly
jumped at conclusions. You certainly have been

a "Jack of all trades," haven't you? Am sure

I can't tell you why. A great many people were
brought up to preach in the pulpit, but have
changed their destination to ball player, actor,

or some other profession. If it isn't in you, there

is no need trying to make a preacher out of any-

body. It should come naturally after being cul-

tivated, or else there is no use of trying fur-

ther. You certainly would lose your head if

you bet it against a doughnut that the reason
the experienced stars don't tell the newcomers or

aspirants that the road to fame is as smooth
as glass is because of jealousy. If you visit a
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studio, you will not find this to be the case. Take
any newcomer who is trying to get along, and
you will find that all the experienced ones around
the studio are giving him pointers and trying to

help him in every way they can. A star will al-

ways help a fellow player to get to the top if

he has the ability. I know of cases too numer-
ous to mention where this has been true. They
discourage fans who write to them, asking their

advice about becoming motion-picture players, be-

cause they know that it isn't a hundredth as easy

as the fan thinks it is, and because they have
seen so many cases of trial and failure, and a

great many sad cases, too. These people would
have been much better off working in an office

than trying to become a movie star. Actors and
actresses are only human, as you say, and don't

like to see people go through an unnecessary,

hardship. No, you seem to have the wrong idea

about it all, my good friend. The main rea-

son that most of them fail is because they are

not "there," and not because they don't have the

chance or because they try .to be like some one
else. They start off always by doing little bits,

and the director always lets them show how
they would do it, and if he doesn't think they

quite get it, he shows them how he wants it to be

done. I have watched too many of them at

work not to know that they get the chance. Of
course, as you have never been near a studio,

it is hard for you to understand this point.

Thought your letter was going to be the longest

I received when I first looked at it, but it was
only sixteen pages, and my longest so far has

been thirty-two. It was very interesting to have

a little debate on these views, however, and I

enjoyed -it immensely. Write soon again, and
good luck.

Who?—Address Lillian Walker in care of the

Ogden Pictures Corporation, Ogden, Utah. Da-
vid Powell will get any mail sent to him in care

of the World Film Corporation, 128 West Forty-

sixth Street, New York City. Vivian Martin re-

ceives all her mail at the Morosco Studios, Los
Angeles, California. Mary MacLaren should be

addressed at the Horsley Studios, Los Angeles.

California. Address Robert Warwick in care

of the Selznick Enterprises, 729 Seventh Avenue,

New York City. Bessie Barriscale now greets

the mail man at the Paralta Studios, Los An-
geles, California. Howard Hickman is also at

the same studio. Ruth Roland should be. ad-

dressed in care of Willis & Inglis, Wright &
Callender Building, Los Angeles, California. Ad-
dress Violet Mersereau in care of the Univer-

sal Film Company, 1600 Broadway, New York
City. Vivian Reed should be addressed at the

Selig Company, Los Angeles, California. Yes,

I like Anita Stewart's work very much indeed.

I thought she was very good in "The Suspect."

You can reach Florence LaBadie at the Than-
houser studios, New Rochelle. New York. Anita

was born in Brooklyn, New York, in 1896. Pearl

White was born in 1889. Your letter was quite
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mixed up, and I had a hard time getting the

beginning of it separated from the middle and

end.

K. M. D., Beloit, Kansas.—'Didn't you see your
questions answered in the Oracle? I distinctly

remember writing them, so I guess you must have

come across them by this time. William Rus-
sell certainly has a host of friends among the

him fans. If he didn't, he wouldn't be starring

in features for the American. I haven't noticed

that he has been mentioned first , in everything.

By whom? The "End of the Road" and "The
Strength of Donald McKenzie" are pretty old

pictures. How is it that you are just getting to

see them in your town ? May Allison and Harold
Lockwood are not playing together any more,

and haven't been for several months. Harold

is being featured alone by the Yorke-Metro- Com-
pany. Yes, they are still showing the Triangle

feature, "The Pinch Hitter," starring Charles

Ray, throughout the country. You have plenty

of time to catch the picture yet. I am sure

that yon will like it. I enjoyed it immensely.

Evidently you are getting to be quite a movie

fan, judging from the number of plays you see

each week. The only way to get the manager
of your local theater to book the films you
want to see is to ask him to do it. He is run-

ning his house for his patrons, and it is up to

him to show what they want to see.

Golden Fizz.—Margaret Thompson is no

longer playing for Triangle. She has gone over

with Thomas H. Ince's Paramount outfit, and
will be seen in his productions henceforth. You
can address her in care of the Ince Studios,

Los Angeles, California.

Interested.—You are quite correct, Mary Miles

Minter is not the young lady's name. It is

Juliet Shelby when she is not working before

the camera. She was born in Shreveport, Louisi-

ana, on April I, 1902, which makes her just a

little over fifteen years old. You can address

her in care of the American Film Company,
Santa Barbara, California. Anita Stewart was
born in Brooklyn, New York, so I suppose you
would call her an American girl. William Rus-
sell hails from California.

Elm City Reader.—Earle Williams is the gen-

tleman that played opposite Edith Storey in "The
Christian." The picture was taken several years

ago, which accounts for the fact that the clothes

they wore are a little out of date to-day. Yes,

Edith is still playing in pictures regularly. She
ought to have a new release out very shortly.

One That Loves Fair Lillian.—You can ad-

dress Lillian Walker in care of the Ogden Pic-

tures Corporation, Ogden, Utah. I think that she

will answer your letter, but the only way to find

out for sure is to write her and see if she does.

You should have read the Oracle rules. I can't

answer your last question.
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The attractiveness of
Venus is in that form di-
vine — a perfect bust and

figure—which has become fa-
mous throughout the ages.

Thsse glories of sex are natural to all women who can,
if they wish, possess them to an astonishing degree.

I have just written a book which tells how women
may satisfy their natural desires and secure the beauty
of bust development. The book is sent free because it
also tells about the

Kathryn Murray Method
of Form Development

by which any woman, young or middle-aged, may ob-
tain wonderful results. My method is simplicity itself.

It does not comprise the use of massage, foolish plasters,
electricity, medicines, etc. It acts in a natural way-
securing the enlargement desired in a
short time.

This Book Free
Send for it and learn how to add

style and attractiveness to your fig-
j

ure—develop yourbust—possess beautiful I
rounded shoulders. Book tells you how m
to do it in a charmingly natural and J
simple manner. Write for it today. Sent

jjj
free in plain sealed envelope.

/

KATHRYN MURRAY
Suite 1259-B Garland Bldg., Chicago

*4S2C»ffer
Only $4.50 down brings you the
brand new Rex (with 10 years' guar-
antee) built because world's greatest mer
chandise house wanted a better machine
than any on market. Sent on trial. Typewriter prices smashed.
Write today for our big free book and our startling offer. Our big
illustrated book is an education in typewriters. Write for it now !

RexTypewriter Co., Dept. 15S9LeMoyne BIdg., Chicago

DON'T YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
LASHNEEN. a hair food, applied once each day,

will absolutely produce thick and long eyebrows and
eyelashes. Easy to apply—sure in results. Lash-
neen is an Orients! formula. One box is all you will
need. Not sold at Druggists. Mailed on receipt of

25c coin and 2c postage, or Canadian money order.

LASHNEEN COMPANY, Dept. 28. Philadelphia.

JUST TO GET ACQUAINTED
We will mail you three issues of

THE PHOTO-PLAY WORLD
For 50 Cents

Contains high class and exclusive articles by
America's foremost writers. Many superfine
pictures that can be framed. 25c. a copy at
your newsdealer. $2. 50 a year—subscribe now.

THE PHOTO-PLAY WORLD
The one by which all others are governed.

Room 921, Bulletin Building, Philadelphia, Pa,

(The Picture Oracle—Continued.)

Kenyon and Muriel Ostriche in care of the
World Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth
Street, New York City. Don't know the ad-
dress of the French actress you mention. Didn't
even know she was in America. Are you sure
that she is? Ella Hall gets all of her mail in

care of the Universal Film Company, Universal
City, California. Mary Pickford will receive
any letter that you may send to her in care

of the Lasky Studios, Vine Street, Hollywood,
California. Anita Stewart still receives her let-

ters from admirers at the Vitagraph Company of
America, East Fifteent h Street and Locust Ave-
nue, Brooklyn, New York. Charles Chaplin
should be addressed in care of the Los An-
geles Athletic Club, Los Angeles, Cailfornia.

Charlie was born in Paris, France, of Eng-
lish parents, and not in London. He is

still making comedies in Los Angeles, California.

He recently subscribed one hundred and fifty

thousand dollars to the English war loan and
about one hundred thousand in Liberty Bonds.
So you like the name of Gladys Smith much
better than Mary Pickford? Howard Hickman
was Count Ferdinand, Enid Markey was his

fiancee, Hershall Mayall was the King, and George
Fisher was the Christus in Thomas H. Ince's

"Civilization." No, I don't think that the pic-

ture will be booked very extensively now that

the United States has entered the war. For me
to name the prettiest and loveliest motion-picture
actress is truly an impossible question. If I

did name one, it would only be a personal
opinion, and then all my other friends would
jump on me and declare that I was untrue to

them. So you see that 3-ou are asking me to

wade into water too deep for safety. I hope
that you will see what you have asked me to

do, and spare me for not trying to answer that

question. Thanks very much indeed. You have
just been listening- to another false report. Ros-
coe Arbuckle is not dead, but very much alive

at the present time making comedies for the

Paramount program. If you don't believe it,

just go to see him in some of his latest, and
you will note that he is cutting up just as mer-
rily as he used to do in the old Keystones. Ad-,

dress Valeska Suratt in care of the Fox Film
Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth Street, New
York City. No, she is not an Australian.

Y. Waiting.—Address Constance Talmadge in

care of the Selznick Enterprises, Incorporated,

729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

Lockwood and Allison Admirer.—May Alli-

son and Harold Lockwood will not be seen op-

posite each other in Metro pictures any more.

Harold will hereafter be featured in them alone.

May is now in the Ea*st. She was born in At-

lanta. Georgia, in 1895. Yes, I think that May
is very pretty indeed. Harold Lockwood was

born in Brooklyn, New York, just twenty-nine

years ago. Both Harold and May are real

Americans.



You Have a Beautiful Face—But Your Nose?

IN this day and age attention to your appearance
is an absolute necessity if you expect to make
the most out of life. Not only should you wish

to appear as attractive as possible for your own
self-satisfaction, which is alone well worth your
efforts, but you will find the world in general judg-
ing you greatly, if not wholly, by your "looks,"
therefore it pays to " look your best " at all times.
Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; it

will injure your welfare! Upon the impression you
constantly make rests the failure or success of
your life—which is to be your ultimate destiny? My
new Nose-Shaper' 'TrADOS" (Model 22) corrects now
ill-shaped noses without operation quickly, safely
and permanently. Is pleasant and does not interfere
with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.

What Others Have to Say:—
Miss C. R.—After using my " Trados 22"

for only two weeks sees a wonderful im-
provement in the shape of her nose.

Mr. P. R. writes—"Your Nose-Shaper is

doing the work and I am certainly pleased
with it ; will recommend it to my friends."

Miss K. W. says that she is getting fine

results and is very much elated over the
Nose-Shaper.
Dr. F. D. G. writes and says that after he

had used it for two weeks he thinks that
"Trados 22" is fine and will recommend it

to his patrons.

Mr. J. B. is very pleased with the Nose-
Shaper and his nose looks much better.

Write today for free booklet, which tells you how to correct Ill-Shaped Noses without cost if not satisfactory.

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist, 952 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.

PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE offers a new field for the Classified

Advertiser. The rate is but 40 cents a line-—a four-line announce-
ment cost $1.60—and this small sum carries your message to 150,000

people who pay 15 cents per issue for PICTURE-PLAY because
they want the best magazine of its kind published. PICTURE-
PLAY MAGAZINE is growing rapidly, and now offers a rare

opportunity for the small advertiser to cash in on a growing market.
Minimum space, 4 lines; maximum 30 lines.

JANUARY, 1918, FORMS WILL CLOSE OCTOBER 20th, 1917

Motion Picture Plays Games & Entertainment Business Opportunities

SEE HERE! We want your ideas for
photoplaysand stories! Submit them
in any form. We'll criticise them
Free, and Sell on commission. Big
money writing. Details Free. Mss.
Sales Co., Dept.F, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

WANTED—Your ideas for Photo-
plays, Stories, etc.! We will accept
them in Any form—correct Free

—

sell on Commission. Big Rewards.
Make money. Write us Now ! Writ-
er's Service, Box 33, Auburn, N. Y.

PLAYS, Vaudeville Sketches, Mon-
ologues, Dialogues, Speakers, Min-
strel Material, Jokes, Recitations,
Tableaux, Drills, Entertainments,
Make up goods. Large catalog free.

T. S. Denison <fc Co.. Dept. 67, Chicago.

18 HE CRAZY ? The owner of a
plantation in Mississippi is giving
away a few five-acre tracts. The only
condition is that figs be planted.
The owner wants enough figs raised
to supply a canning factory. You
can secure five acres and an interest
in the factory by writing -Eubank
Farms Company, 1158 Keystone.
Pittsburg, Pa. They will plant and
care for your trees for S6 per month.
Your profit should be §1,000 per
year. Some think this man is crazy
for giving away such valuable land,
but there may be method in his
madness.

Photoplay Text Books
"HOW TO WRITE A PHOTO-

PLAY," by C. Winkopp, 1342 Prospect
Ave., Bronx, New York City. Price
25 cents. Contains model scenario,
"Where to Sell," "How to Build
Plots," " Where to Get Plots," etc.

"Photoplay Pointers" and Model
Scenario sent free. Photoplay ideas
wanted, any form. Experience un-
necessary. Paramount Photoplays
Co., Box 1402-PP21, Los Angeles, Calif.

"SCENARIOS, MANUSCRIPTS
typed, ten cents page, idcluding car-
bon: spelling, punctuation corrected.
Marjorie Jones. 322 Monadnock
Block, Chicago."

Popular Music
Patents and Lawyers KEEP UP TO DATE. Seven latest

Popular Song Hits—carefully select-
ed— (Suitable for Dancing)-^mailed
for SI. 00. Address Song Shop, 307
Dakota Building. St. Paul, Minn.

IDEAS WANTED—Manufacturers
are writing for patents procured
through me. Four books with list

hundreds of inventions wanted sent
free. I help you market your inven-
tion. Advice free. R. B. Owen, 39

Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Songs, PoemsPHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices
paid. Great demand. We show you
how. Get free particulars. Rex Pub-
lishers, Box 175—P-l, Chicago.

Typewriting—Mss., Scenarios, etc.,
neatly typewritten 8c page with car-
bon. Spelling, punctuation revised.
J. Manning, Box 291, Madison, Wis.

WRITE Words for a Song. We write
music and guarantee publisher's ac-

ceptance. Submit poems on war,
love or any subject. Chester Music
Co.. 1039 Wilson A v.. Suite 121, ChicasoMotion Picture Business

S35.00 Profit Nightly. Small Capital
Starts You. No experience needed.
We teach you. Our machines are
used and endorsed by Government
institutions. Catiloe and Testimoni-
als Free. Reliable Film Exchange,
454 Franklin Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Stamps, Coins, Etc.

Let Me Typewrite Your Photoplay
Ideas in Mss. Form and help you sell.
Submit idea in any form. H. L. Hursh.
Dept. P, 123 S. 3rd, Harrisburg, Pa.

STAMPS! Scarce packet free to

collectors applying for our Superior
Approvals. H. R Stiles Co., Box 807.

Schenectady, N. Y.
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Cunard Twins.—Glad to see you back once
more. Where have you been keeping yourself

all this time? I'll have to write to the artists

you mention, and secure their middle names for

you.

Oracle's Pride, eh ?—Marguerite Clark re-

ceives about a hundred and fifty letters a day
from admirers all over the world, asking . her

to reply to their letters. Now, how do you
suppose this young lady can do that? She just

answers what she can, and has to let it go at

that. I tell you it is pretty bad at times to be

so popular. You can't take care of all your

friends' correspondence. What difference would
it make with you to know whether I was a man
or a woman? Write to Carlyle Blackwell in care

of the W~orld Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-

sixth Street, New York City. Ella Hall con-

tinues to get all of her mail at the Universal

Studios, Universal City, California. Freckles are

like the seasons, they are coming and going all

the time. No one is immune from them. Tom
Forman has enlisted in the California Coast

Artillery. Any mail sent to him at the Lasky
Studios, Vine Street, California, will be for-

warded to him. The motion-picture game is no

different from any other as far as human nature

is concerned. You find people in all walks of

life ''stuck up," as you put it; so naturally you
are bound to find some of the same thing in

the movie game. I am glad to say that there

is not very much of it. however. The majority

of film players are certainly a fine lot of peo-

ple, and very good friends.
;
to have. It must

be enough, when you haven't any more questions

to ask.

Lionel R. D.—Theda Bara's latest photo play

has not been released yet. It is the life of "Cleo-

patra," the famous Egyptian "vamp," and should

suit the prolific Theda very well indeed, as she

is in a class by herself when it comes to ''vamp-

ing."

Trouble.—Juanita Hansen is resting at the

present time. She has just finished a picture

with Crane Wilbur. You can address her in

care of Willis & Inglis, Wright & Callender

Building, Los Angeles, California. Yes, I am
sure that Billie Burke would send you one of

her photographs if you inclosed a quarter with

your request to cover the cost of the photo and

mailing. Address her in care of the Paramount
Pictures Corporation, 85 Fifth Avenue, New
York City. Don't think that June Caprice had

very much stage experience before entering the

films. Mary Miles Minter was born in Shreve-

port, Louisiana, on April 1, 1902. She told me
so herself. Tom Meighan will probably play

opposite Billie Burke in her next photo play.

Marin Sais' wonderful riding -certainly had a lot

to do with her being featured in the Kalem
series ; but this was coupled with a pleasant per-
sonality and the ability to act as well.

English Girl.—Your friend Ethel Grandin
has not appeared on the screen since she did
the "Crimson-stain Mystery" . serial for the
Metro. She was with the Universal and the
United Film Service for quite some time before
this. I am sure I couldn't tell you whether she
will play in pictures again or not,- but I sincerely
hope so, because Ethel is a mighty popular little

lady, and is being missed every day by her many
admirers. Of course I wish you luck. You have
the right idea about the way to^getjn the game,
at least. The dog looks highly intelligent. You
at least know where you can get a hundred dol-

lars for him any time that you want to sell

him. . .

V. R. F.—Yes, all of the players that you name
send their photos to their admirers. Better in-

close a quarter with your request, to make sure,

because photographs cost money, like everything
else. : It costs the players just twenty-seven cents

to send out each photograph they mail to an
admirer. Theda Bara will get any mail sent- to

her in care of the William Fox Studios, West-
ern Avenue, Hollywood, California. Clara Kim-
ball Young receives all of her mail at the Than-
houser Studios, New Rochelle, New York.
Valeska Suratt calls for her bunch of letters

at the Fox Film Corporation, 130 West 'Forty-

sixth Street, New York City. Marguerite Clark
receives hundreds of letters every day at the

Famous Players Film Company, New York -City.

Helen Holmes has her own mail box at the Sig-

nal Film Company, Los Angeles, California. Lil-

lian Walker can be addressed at the Ogden Pic-

tures Corporation, Ogden, Utah. Grace Cunard
still gets her mail at the -Universal Studios, Uni-.

versal City, California. Edith Robert's address
is the same as Grace's. Victoria Forde is now
with the Sunshine Comedy Company, Western
Avenue, Hollywood, California, and gets all of

her mail there now. No, she is not any relation

to Francis Ford.

Henry O.—What would you like to know
about your friend George Webb? Yes, that

might be a very good way of advertising the

stars. At least, it would be something new and
novel. George was born in Indianapolis on Octo-

ber 3, 1887. He was a newspaper man on the

Minneapolis Tribune for three years before he

began his stage career with the Burbank Stock

Company in Los Angeles, California. He is

five feet eleven inches tall, weighs one hundred
and sixty pounds, and has dark-brown hair with

dark-blue eyes. Is there anything else you would
like to know about him? If so, just let me
know.



Play Billiards!
Keep the Home Fires Burning

Carom and Pocket Billiards are an all-year sport—brimful of fresh

surprises every game! This is not forced exercise, but healthful fun; and it

brings to players life-long benefits.

Shared by boys and girls, and mothers and "old boys"—billiards instils

the love of home in all. With practice you can soon control the balls, but
not the merry flow of jest that often makes the best of players lose.

Give your home Carom and Pocket Billiards—not "some-time," but NOW

—

this

Christmas. A small part payment puts a scientific Brunswick Table
in your home. Pay the balance monthly—as you play.

HOME BILLIARD TABLES
Life, speed, accuracy and lightning action—beautiful cabinet work

in rosewood, mahogany, oak and walnut. Brunswick "Quick Demount-
able" Tables fit all size rooms, and are easily folded when
not in play.

"Baby Grand" home-size regulation styles for spare-rooms, lofts,
basements, or private billiard rooms. Balls, Cues, Rack, Markers,
Tips, Cue-Clamps, expert book of 33 games, etc., all included free. a

Write at once for handsome color-book— " Billiards—the Home A
Magnet" and pick out the size and style best fitted to your home.

Low prices, easy terms and home trial offer included.
Mail the coupon for this interesting book at once. .4r

'

our Address

For Billiard

Book FREp

A+ JBl JJRUNSWICK-jJAlKE-£OlLENDER £0i

*fHE [JRUNSWICK-gALKE-COLLENDER £0.

Dept. 58A, 623-633 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago

Dealers^Writt^oT

Dept. 58A, 623-633 S. Wabash Avenue
Chicago, III.

' Send me one of the free color-books—
"BILLIARDS — The Home Magnet" and

tell me about your home trial offer.

Name.

Address



Solid Gold
Mountings

Compare It with aDiamond
To quickly introduce into every locality our beautiful TIFNITE GEMS, we will absolutely

and positively send them out FREE and on trial for 10 days' wear. In appearance and by
every test, these wonderful gems are so much like a diamond that even an expert can hardly

tell the difference. But only 10,000 will be shipped on this plan. To take
advantage of it, you must act quickly.

Send the coupon NOW! Send no money. Tell us which ring you
prefer. We'll send it at once. After you see the beautiful, dazzling gem
and the handsome solid gold mounting—after you have carefully made an
examination and decided that you have a wonderful bargain and want to

keep it, you can pay for it in such small easy payments that you will hardly
miss the money. If you can tell a TIFNITE GEM from a genuine diamond
—if, for any reason at all you do not wish to keep it, return it at our expense.

Remarkable New Discovery
The closest thing to a diamond ever discovered. In appearance a

TIFNITE and a diamond are as alike as two peas. TIFNITE GEMS have
the wonderful pure white color of diamonds of the first water, the dazzling
fire, brilliancy, cut and polish. Stand every diamond test—fire, acid and
diamond file. Mountings are exclusively fashioned in latest designs

—

and guaranteed solid gold.

Send No Money
Just send coupon. Send no references, no money, no

obligation to you in any way! You run no risk. The
coupon brings you any of the exquisitely beautiful rings shown and de-
scribed here for 10 days' wear free. Be sure to enclose strip of paper
showing exact finger measurement as explained above.

Flat Belcher Ring
No. 1. Solid gold mount-

ing. Eight claw design with
flat wide band. Almost a
carat, guaranteed genuine
Tifnite Gem. Price $12.50;
only $3.50 upon arrival, bal-
ance $3 per month. Can be
returned at our expense
within 10 days.

Ladies' Ring
No. 2. Solid gold mount-

ing. Has a guaranteed gen-
uine Tifnite Gem almost a
carat in size. Price $12.50;
only $3.50 upon arrival.
Balance $3.00 per month.
Can be returned at our ex-
pense within 10 days.

Tooth Belcher Ring
No. 3. Solid gold, six-prong

tooth mounting. Guaran-
teed genuine Tifnite Gem
almost a carat in size. Price
$12.50; only $3.50 upon ar-
rival. Balance $3.00 per
month. Can be returned at
our expense within 10 days.

How to Order Rings
heavy paper so that the ends exactly meet when
drawn tightly around the second joint of finger on
which you want to wear the ring. Be careful that the
measuring paper fits snugly without overlapping, and
measure at the second joint. Send the strip of paper
to us with order coupon.

Mail This Coupon
THE TIFNITE GEM CO.

Rand McNally Bldg., Dept. 264, Chicago, 111.

approval.
=d above)

Send me Ring No. on 10 days'
(Inorderingring.be sure to enclose size as describee

If satisfactory, I agree to pay $3.50 on arrival, and
balance at rate of $3.00 per month. If not satisfactory,
I will return same within ten day s at your expense.

Mail This Coupon
Send now and get a TIFNITE GEM on this liberal

offer. Wear it for 10 days on trial. Every one set in latest style
solid gold mountings. Decide then whether you want to keep it

or not. Send for yours now—today—sure. Send no money.

The Tifnite Gem Company
Rand McNally Bldg.. Dept. 264. Chicago, 111,
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Notice to Reader: When you finish
reading this magazine place a one
cent stamp on this notice, hand*
same to any postal employee and
it. will be placed in the hands of
our soldiers or sailors at the

An% no address.

AmfritaS Favaritf M. IhfJtrffm



UY Diamonds from
the ''House of

Sweet " on credit

terms at cash prices.

No deposit. We send

for free inspection.
What treasure is so per-

manently valuable as a

Diamond? What gift

could be more appre-

ciated? The glory of a

Diamond never fades

—

Its brilliant fires never die

—the radiance is perpetual.

Xmas Suggestions DeLuxe
Buy Today—Eight Months to Pay

E send Diamonds
on approval—You
don't buy un-

less you are absolutely

satisfied in every way.

We specialize in highest

quality, selected blue-

white, perfect cut Dia-

monds. We send them

by express, prepaid, sub-

ject to your examination

and approval. Every-

thing confidential—no
red tape—no security.

Our Terms—20% Down—10% Monthly Unusual T/2% Profit Sharing Guarantee
Convenience in the matter of payment is one of the ad-

vantages gained by buying from the "House of Sweet." You
pay only 20% of the price down, upon acceptance, and the
balance in eight equal monthly payments. Each and
every Diamond we sell is accompanied bv our BINDING
GUARANTEE. Remember you don't buy unless abso-
lutely satisfied in every way.

Diamond values are steadily advancing. These increases

are sure to continue. We furnish a GUARANTEE
CERTIFICATE with every Diamond we sell. We allow

1%</o yearly increase in value on Diamonds bought from
us, 'at any time you wish to purchase a larger gem. We
stand alone in making this unusual and unparalleled otter,

fully explained in our catalog 50 G.

Diamond and Jewelry Gift Catalog No. SO G FREE
Our Deluxe Catalog No. 50 G, contains over 1000 excellent gift suggestions. Diamond Rings, Pins, La Vallieres,

Watches, Bracelets, Chains, Cuff Buttons, Ear-rings, etc.: Silverware French Ivory, Toilet Ware, Cut Glass; also

Cameras and Phonographs. Send for your FREE copy today,

L. W. SWEET & CO., Inc . De^ 50G^NEW YORK CITY
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A Word About
THECARAVAN MAN
Ainslee's is the magazine that introduced

to American readers the work of William

J. Locke, Jeffery Farnol and Leonard

Merrick. Some day Ainslee's is going to take

just as much pride in having first published the

work of E. Goodwin. The December number

contained his first novelette, "Such Things As
Films Are Made Of." His short novel in the

January issue now on sale is even more sprightly

and joyous than that one. Read

THE CARAVAN MAN
Incidentally, the price of Ainslee's is now 20 cents. This
is partly due to the high cost of paper. Among the writers

who make the paper in this month's Ainslee's well worth
its high cost are Nina Wilcox Putnam, May Edginton,

Eleanor Ferris, Leona Dairymple (who wrote "The Girl of

the Green Van"), George Weston, Richard Le Gallienne,

Adele Luehrmann and Alan Dale.

AINSLEE'S
Sold wherever magazines are read; read wher-
ever magazines are sold. 20 cents the copy.

PFT*FA I nrrrj?-*^ -for three ^ear5 ' subscription to AIXSIEE'S. It will save you $2.00 and
kJ* *-* \*Mf±M* VSTr £LI\ assure you th ree years of the world's finest fiction. 2'Jtis offer positively closes January
1st, 1918. AIXSIEETS MAGAZINE, 79 Seventh Avenue, Neiv York City.



The Ultimate In

Mary Pickford

The incompar-
able Mary, "The
Wo r 1 d's Swe e t-

heart," in "Re-
becca of Sunny-
bro'olt Farm."
"The Little Amer-
ican," "The Little
Princess."

George M. Cohan
chose Artcraft for

his screen appear-
ance in "Broad-
way Jones " and
''Seven Keys to
Baldpate."

Motion Pictures

Geraldine Farrar

reaches millions
with the splendor
of her screen act-
ing. Direction
Cecil B, De Mille
in "The Woman
God Forgot."

CECIL B. DE MILLE
For years with David Belasco,

he reflects that master's great
technique—plus his own ad-

vanced ideas. "Joan the
Woman," that masterpiece
production, showed him at

his best.

Genius—nothing less

is what Artcraft exacts. And the greatest

of all motion picture stars and directors

come to this organization—instinctively.

Artcraft reflects their own high ideals—that is

why. It realizes their need of a uniform stand-
ard in photoplays, which means to the public

something better and finer.
*

Just as the painter recognizes his final attainment
in the acceptance of his picture by the Louvre
or Metropolitan Museum of Art, so the artist of

the screen reaches his or her finest triumph when
allied with the Artcraft name.

r
PICTUB!

And just as there is one Louvre in Paris—one
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York—so

there is in almost every community one theatre

of highest artistic standards, where is visualized

the best in fiction on the screen. These pictures

bear the Artcraft signature.

Have you found the Home of Artcraft Pictures?

It is easy to find, for it* shines forth like a flaw-

less gem in the night life of your city.

DAVID WARK GRIFFITH

The whole world knows
him. as the creator of "The
Birth of a Nation" and ''In-

tolerance." Mr. Griffith is

now at the European bat-
tlefront, engaged upon the
greatest of all war pictures,

under the auspices of

British War Office.

THOMAS H. INCE

DouglasFairbanks
in the Artcraft
successes: "In
Again, Out
Again," "Wild
and Woolly,"
"Down to Earth."
A corking new
one coming.

Elsie Ferguson

The screen "find
of the vear, in th

'Baj
r a j t play,
aary Sheep."

from the novel by
Robert Hichens.

William S. Hark

Greatest screen
Westerner of all.

See "Bill" Hart in

the powerful
drama, "The Nar-
row Trail." direct-
ed by Thomas H.
Ince.

has built up a producing" or-
gani2ation which long has
been regarded as exception-
ally efficient. Mr. Ince will
personally supervise theWill-
iam S. Hart productions for
Artcraft Pictures Corpora-
tion,

Write for Portfolio containing handsome Rotogravure portraits of all the Artcraft Stars-
suitable for framing. We shall gladly send you a copy if you will send us your name
and address on the accompanying coupon with ten cents in stamps for Dostage.

ABTCBAFT PICTUBES C0RP0BAT10N
729 Seventh Avenue. New York City

Controlled by FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
Adolph Zakor, Pre».; Jesse L. La»ky, Vke-Pres.; Cecil B. De Mille, Director-General

>> Artcraft
Pictures

Corporation
* 729 Seventh Ave,

New York City

S Enclosed find 10c
in stamps. Please

send, me Portfolio of
the Artcraft Star6.

' Namt.

** Address

City and State
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City Physicians Explain Why They Prescribe

Nuxated Iron to Make Beautiful, Healthy
Women and Strong, Sturdy Men

NOW BEING USED BY OVER THREE MILLION PEOPLE ANNUALLY

Quickly transforms the flabby flesh, toneless tissues, and pallid cheeks of weak, anaemic men and women
into a perfect glow of health and beauty—Often increases the strength of delicate,

nervous, run-down folks 100 per cent in two weeks' time.

IT
is conservatively estimated that over three million
people annually in this country alone are taking
Nuxated Iron. Such astonishing results have been

reported from its use both by doctors and laymen, that
a number of physicians in various parts of the coun-
try have been asked to explain why they prescribe it
so extensively, and why it apparently produces bo
much better results than were obtained from the old
forms of inorganic iron.

Extracts from some of the letters received arc given
below :

Dr. Ferdinand King,
a New York physician
and Medical Author,
says : "There can be no
strong sturdy men with-
out iron."

- Pallor means anaemia.
Anaemia means iron

deficiency. The skin of
anaemic men and women
is pale. The flesh flabby.
The muscles lack tone,
the brain fags and the
memory fails and they
often become weak, nerv-
ous, irritable, despond-
en t and melancholy.
When the iron goes from
the blood of women, the
roses go from their
cheeks. In the most common foods of America, the
starches, sugars, table syrups, candies, polished rice,

white bread, soda crackers, biscuits, macaroni, spa-
ghetti, tapioca, sago, farina, degerminated cornmeal,
no longer is iron to be found. Refining processes have
removed the iron of Mother Earth from these impov-
erished foods, and silly methods of home cookery, by
throwing down the waste-pipe the water in which our
vegetables are cooked are responsible for another grave
loss.

Therefore, if you wish to get the most out
of what you eat, you must supply the iron de-
ficiency in your food by using some form of or-

ganic iron, just as you would use salt when your food
has not enough salt.

Dr. E. Sauer, a Boston
Physician who has
studied both in this coun-
try and in great Euro-
pean Medical Institutions
says : "As I have said a
hundred times over, or-
ganic iron is the greatest
of all strength .builders.

"If people would only
take Nuxated Iron when
they feel weak or run-
down, instead of dosing
themselves with habit-
forming drugs, stimulants
and alcoholic beverages I
am convinced that in this
way they could ward off
disease, preventing it be-
coming organic in thou-
sands of cases and there-
by the lives of thousands
might be saved who now
die every year from pneu-*
monia, grippe, kidney, liver, heart trouble and other
dangerous maladies. The real and true cause which
started their diseases was nothing more nor less than
a weakened condition brought on by lack of iron in
the blood."

Iron is absolutely necessary to enable your blood to
change food into living tissue. Without it, no mat-
ter how much or what you eat, your food merely
passes through you without doing you any good. You
don't get the strength out of it, and as a consequence
you become weak, pale and sickly-looking, just like a
plant trying to grow in a soil deficient in iron.

If you are not strong or well you owe it to yourself
to make the following test : See how long you can
work or how far you can walk without becoming tired.
Next take two five-grain tablets of ordinary Nuxated
Iron three times per day after meals for two weeks.
Then test your strength again and see how much you
have gained. I have seen dozens of nervous, run-down
people who were ailing all the while double their
strength and endurance and entirly rid themselves of
all symptoms of dyspepsia, liver and other troubles in
from ten to fourteen days' time, simply by taking iron
in the proper form. And this, after they had in some
cases been doctoring for months without obtaining
any benefit. But don't take the old forms of reduced
iron, iron acetate, or tincture of iron simply to save
a few cents. The iron demanded by Mother Nature
for the red coloring matter in the blood of her chil-

dren is, alas ! not that kind of iron. You must take
iron in a form that can be easily absorbed and assimi-
lated to do you any good, otherwise it may prove
worse than useless. Many an athlete and prize-fighter
has won the day simply because he knew the secret of
great strength and endurance and filled his blood with
iron before he went into the affray ; while many an-
other has gone down in inglorious defeat simply for
the lack of iron."

Dr. Schuyler C. Jaques,
Visiting Surgeon, St. Eliz-
abeth's Hospital,* New
York City, said : "I have
never before given out
any medical information
or advice for publica-
tion, as I ordinarily do
not believe in it. But in
the case of Nuxated Iron
I feel I would be remiss
in my duty not to men-
tion it. I have taken it

myself and given it to
my patients with most
surprising and satisfac-
tory results. And those
who wish quickly to in-
crease their strength,
power and endurance
will find it a most remarkable and wonderfully effec-

tive remedy."

NOTE—Nuxated Iron, which is prescribed and rec-

ommended above by physicians in such a great

variety of cases, is not a patent medicine nor
secret remedy, but one which is well known to drug-

gists and whose iron constituents are widely prescribed

by eminent physicians everywhere. Unlike the older

inorganic iron products, it is easily assimilated, does

not injure the teeth, make them black, nor upset the

stomach ; on the contrary, it is a most potent remedy,

in nearly all forms of indigestion, as well as for nerv-

ous run-down conditions. The manufacturers have
such great confidence in Nuxated Iron that they offer

to forfeit $100.00 to any charitable institution if they
cannot take any man or woman under 60 who lacks

iron and increase their strength 100 per cent, or over
in four weeks' time provided they have no serious
organic trouble. They also offer to refund your money
if it does not at least double your strength and en-

durance in ten days' time. It is dispensed by all good
druggists.
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MME. OLGA PETROVA
was born in Warsaw, Poland, and educated in Brussels, Paris, and London. She studied

singing, piano, and violin, and then became a journalist in the dramatic department of the

London Times. Shortly afterward, at the age of twenty, she went on the stage. Then she came

to America, and after a short stage career here Popular Plays and Players persuaded her to enter

pictures. She was featured by Metro and Lasky, and last August formed her own company.



MARY GARDEN
came from Aberdeen, Scotland, to America, with her parents in 1881, settling in Milwaukee. She be-

gan violin lessons at the age of eight, and at fourteen took up public singing in Chicago. Miss Garden

went to Paris in 1897, and three years later became a member of the Opera Comique, as under-

study to Mile. Riotton. The star fell ill and Miss Garden became famous overnight. The story of

"Thais," one of her operatic triumphs, is the vehicle of her first picture for Goldwyn.



DUSTIN FARNUM
was born and raised in New England. His dramatic career began in school theatricals. The
Ethel Tucker Repertoire Company gave him his first engagement, and several years later

found him in New York in the title role of such productions as "The Squaw Man" and "The
Littlest Rebel." Farnum entered motion pictures in the early days with Paramount. His "Gentle-

man from Indiana" was the first Pallas release. Mr. Farnum is now being featured by Fox.



MABEL TALIAFERRO
was the first legitimate star on the American stage to go into pictures. Abroad she was pre-

ceded only by Mme. Bernhardt and the great Coquelin. Her debut was in "Cinderella," a

Selig three-reel feature. Previous to this she had won national fame on the stage, having been

William Collier's leading woman when only fourteen! "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch" and

"Polly of the Circus" were among her successes. Miss Teliaferro is now with Metro.



RUPERT JULIAN
was born in Manchester, England, and educated at Stanley College, Cambridge. His stage career

started immediately, and he was soon playing with such celebrities as Louis Waller, Beerbohm
Tree, and George Alexander. After the Boer War, in which he was captured, he played in Australia

for seven years with J. C. Williamson, and then came to America. The Smalleys induced him to

join Universal. He was with Paramount but returned to Universal, where he will direct and act.



VOLA VALE
has made herself famous twice, once under the name of Vola Smith and again with her present

cognomen. As Vola Smith she was featured in Universal pictures under the Red Feather brand

and in Vitagraph productions. Then, changing her name with her business affiliation, she played

for Balboa, appeared opposite George Beban for Morosco, and worked for some time in Lasky pic-

tures. Miss Vale was in Charles Ray's first Paramount release, and is now with William S. Hart.



BRYANT WASHBURN
is a native of Chicago, where he was born April 28, 1889. His first dollar was earned as a

farm hand during vacation. Later he became head usher and then treasurer of the old Chicago

Opera House. After this he spent several years playing in stock, and then came to recognition

on Broadway. At the advice of Harry McRae Webster he went into pictures with the Essanay

Company. Here he stayed for six years until his recent engagement by Pathe\ His greatest

success has been the "Skinner" series.



TAYLOR HOLMES
makes a secret of his age, but he was born in Chicago somewhere between twenty-five and

thirty-five years ago. Mr. Holmes has enjoyed a successful career on the stage already, and

his work in his first two pictures give promise of an even more brilliant future in pictures.

Half a dozen stories like "Efficiency Edgar's Courtship" and "Fools for Luck," say the critics,

will make him a rival of Fairbanks.



MARY MILES MINTER
is named for her mother, now Mrs. Charlotte Selby, who has toured the country in support of

many noted players. It can safely be said that the little Mutual star was almost raised on the

stage, and she took up the profession of her mother as soon as she was able to toddle. Mrs.

Selby is now her daughter's business manager. Mary was born on April Fool's Day, 1902.
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ANTONIO MORENO
has two middle names also—Garrido Monteaqudo. Spaniard? Surely, edition of 1888. At four-

teen he came to New York, and after completing his education at Williston Seminary, North-

ampton, Massachusetts, took up his career on the stage, where he played with Tyrone Power,

Constance Collier, Wilton Lackaye, and others. In 1914 he joined Vitagraph, playing types

first, then regular parts, and is now being featured in Pathe plays.



MARY IRENE ANDERSON
was born in Brooklyn, New York, on June 28, 1897. After a year in Erasmus High School

she was permitted during vacation to do extra work at the Vitagraph Studio which led to a

regular engagement. Her first part was in support of John Bunny. She has appeared in many
Vitagraph successes and is now being starred in five-reel productions exclusively. Before her

work in pictures Miss Anderson's only public appearance was in Grecian dances.



J. WARREN KERRIGAN
is a native of Kentucky. He was born in Louisville and lived there until his education was
completed. His stage experience was marked by such successes as "The Road to Yesterday"
and "Brown of Harvard." Kerrigan's long career in pictures began with Essanay. He played
leads three years for American, then an engagement with Universal, and recently signed a
contract with Paralta. "A Man's Man" is his latest release.



VIVIAN MARTIN
was playing with Richard Mansfield in "Cyrano de Bergerac" at the age of six. Later she

played the title role in the well-known "Peter Pan." Thereafter she appeared in a number of

successful plays and finally attracted the attention of the World Company. Then she went to

Fox, but her greatest popularity has come since her engagement with Pallas in Paramount
pictures. Miss Martin is an expert cook, and some of her recipes have been syndicated.



Geraldine Farrar and Her Family



The Genius
Mill

How a man has .turned Art

into a money maker, and

brought fame to the artists.

By Charles Fuir

THE only difference between

Cecil B. De Mille and the

old woman who lived in

the shoe is that Cecil B. is far from
being an old woman, and always

knows exactly what to do. Cecil

De .Mille is the adopted father of

nearly four hundred other chil-

dren of all sexes, ages, shapes, and
sizes, who ramble around the big

Lasky studio lot out in Hollywood.

Jesse L. Lasky is a sort of kindly

old grandfather, who visits the

children now and then to have

his coat pockets thoroughly

searched to see if he has

any nice presents

concealed about his

person—but, as he

is only an occasional

visitor, he cannot
bandage the hurt fin-

gers, rub the bumped
heads, or dispense the

pats on the back as

does "Father C. B."

As a parent, C. B.

has to double in brass,

so to speak, for one

moment he is the pa-

ternal parent, and the

next the maternal

—

for Mary Pickford

may come to him
to know what
dress to
wear — or
G e r a 1 -

Cecil B. De Mille, who is the
Columbus of the movies and
training partner to talent.
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dine Farrar what ribbon, as often as

does Wallace Reid to know what suit,

or Theodore Roberts what whiskers.

Outside of writing scenarios, direct-

ing productions, looking after his cattle

ranch, the big studio, serving as direc-

tor or a committee member of every

scheme started in Hollywood, C. B. has

nothing to do but look after, or play

with, his children. Some days he has

as many as six hours in the twenty-

four to frivol away in sleeping or doing

something for himself. He probably

would take more time for himself if he

didn't get so much pleasure out of doing

what he does.

De Mille is in the court of appeals

for everything that arises in the lives

of his children, wheth'er in or out of

the studio. If the third assistant street

sweeper in the Lasky Lane feels that he

has been wronged by the second as-

sistant, all he has to do is to tell his

Story - to C. B. ; both sides are heard,

and justice done. If some leading man
is permitting feminine adoration to af-

fect his domestic life, the trouble is

brought before the "court" and ad-

justed.

Among three hundred and fifty peo-

ple of all walks of life, who are thrown
together day after day, continual bick-

erings are bound to arise. Milton E.

Hoffman, the studio general manager,

acts as big brother to many of these,

but there are still many who insist upon
sobbing their troubles into the De Mille

flannel shirt.

Having been brought up from child-

hood in the dignified, quiet atmosphere

of the theater, Cecil De Mille has trans-

ferred this atmosphere to his great

studio, and the impression of a visitor

within its gates is not that of the hub-

bub and bedlam of a "movie camp," but

the domicile of a coterie of sincere

workers who are striving for something

worthy.

De Mille considers himself . sur-

rounded by co-workers, and not em-
ployees. This was illustrated by the

message he sent to the studio immedi-
ately after the premiere of his great

production. "Joan the Woman," in Xew

Cecil B. De Mille illustrating the fact that he is Mary Pickford's boss.
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Mr. DeMille's office might be either the den of a sportsman or the lounging room of a king.

York City. The telegram was to the

organization, and spoke of ''our" pic-

ture, and told the company how "their"

efforts had made it a triumph. There
wasn't an "I" in the whole message, and
one would think from reading it that

De Mille did nothing but sit around
while the studio made the picture, when
his masterly direction was responsible

for the whole thing. This message
more than repaid the children for the

scoldings they received during the tak-

ing of the picture. Father De Mille's

rebukes are in the form of biting sar-

casm— absolutely free from profanity

—couched in the most polite and formal

language, and extremely funny to all

but those to whom they are addressed.

For example, during the filming of the

battle scenes of "Joan," one of the

fights was not strenuous enough to sat-

isfy him, and De Mille called all of the

two thousand extras before him and

remarked: "Gentlemen, I have just

sent for some cream puffs for you to

struggle with so the love feast can be

perfect, but while we are waiting, I am
going to ask you to do the scene again
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so I can fully enjoy your wonderful

game of Bean Porridge Hot."

There was not a smile on those two
thousand • faces. The ranks were

formed again—the charge sounded

—

and they went at it. That night the

hospital reported the busiest day of the

season. The cream puffs were unnec-

essary, and the scene is as you see it

on the screen—men righting for their

lives and country.

The night with a thousand eyes is a

blind man standing on a corner com-
pared with De Mille. He has a million.

He sees front, backward, and sideways

all at the same time. Let one person

in the rear of a surging mob of five

hundred people do one wrong thing and

it is spotted at once. In the attack of

La Tourelle in ''Joan the Woman," one

lone French soldier, far in the distance,

was unconsciously chewing gum. After

De Mille gave him a few minutes of his

sarcasm, the poor fellow tried to crawl

under the moat. Five minutes later he

gave another man ten dollars extra for

a particularly unexpected piece of busi-

ness.

During the filming of "The Little

American," Mary Pickford's recent

production under his direction, the ball-

room of the torpedoed liner, filled with

frantic men and women, was gradually

listing and filling with water. The peo-

ple had to scramble out of the water,

up the wet, slippery side of the floor,

and to a staircase leading to the deck.

De Mille had cautioned them not to

laugh, or smile, from nervousness.

Miss Pickford was in the foreground,

waist-deep in water, and in danger of

being struck by the struggling extras,

and De Mille's attention was centered

on her. Seventy-five feet back, at the

foot of the staircase, a girl laughed

—

and she had her back half turned to

the director. C. B. spotted her in a

minute and ordered her off the set, and

yet apparently he had never taken his

eyes from the star.

Father De Mille never asks his family

to do the impossible. He insists upon
doing that himself, but when he wants
anything done, he expects it to be done

promptly and without argument—and
it is. When he is not actively engaged
on a production, the door of his big

office is wide open, and any one. con-

nected with the studio may see him on

any business whatsoever, either com-
pany or personal, or he has time for a

talk in his ramblings around the huge
grounds or in a set as long as he has his

hat on. When the hat comes off—that
means work, and lie can only be ap-

proached on subjects dealing with the

matter before him. He unconsciously

opens the collar of his soft white shirt

and removes his hat before starting to

work, and those who know him watch

the hat.

The high position De Mille occupies

in the world of the silent drama did not

come to him through good fortune or

as the payment of a gambling debt with

old man Fate. It was earned by hard

work and experience. Before entering

the motion-picture field, he was among
the leaders in production on the legiti-

mate stage.

At the Lasky Studio C. B.'s brother,

William C. De Mille, occupies a throne

beside a typewriter in the scenario de-

partment. He is another successful

member of the De Mille family.

The father of these two celebrities

was a dramatist and a partner in pro-

duction with David Belasco. When
Cecil was still but a boy he received a

part on the stage in a Belasco play,

and for some time followed the actor's

profession. At the age of eighteen he

and his brother William wrote their first

play, under the direction of their

mother, and it proved successful.

Thereafter William followed the writ-

ing end of the business and turned out

many successes, among them "The Re-

turn of Peter Grimm/' for David War-
field.
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Alvin Wykoff, director of photography, Jeannie MacPherson, scenario writer, Mr. De Mille,

and Wallace Reid discussing the best way to commit suicide with a six-foot stiletto.

Cecil, however, turned his ambitions

toward producing, and in time became
stage manager for Belasco. He held

this responsible position when Jesse L.

Lasky decided to found his organiza-

tion, and De Mille went West with him
to make all preparations. That was
about four years ago, and ever since

the establishment of the Lasky Com-
pany Cecil B. De Mille has had full

charge of the producing end. One of

his first moves was to affiliate his

brother with the company in the sce-

nario department.

There is but one gap in the biography

of Mr. De Mille. This is the period

when he ran away from home and en-

listed in the regular army which served

in the Spanish-American War. The
spirit of patriotism, which is still blaz-

ing within him, was recently illus-

trated at the studio.

Y\ nen De Mille saw that the break

between his country and the imperial

German government was inevitable, he

quietly called the male members of the

organization together and organized a

home-guard company. These he fully

equipped with uniforms and the latest

modern rifles, and then bought two ma-
chine guns for a separate unit. Mem-
bership in this is not compulsory, but

the training is under the direction of

an experienced army officer, and star
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and property man sweat side by side

throughout the bayonet exercises or

skirmish drills. The organization

proved extremely valuable to some of

the members who later enlisted, as well

as to many of the actors who benefited

by the work physically.

The home-guard company was
equipped' mostly out of his own private

purse, and the equipment for two hun-

dred men runs into money. The Lasky
Company also shouldered some of the

burden. This was the first home-
guard company formed in the West.

The majority of C. B.'s evenings are

devoted to playing with the children.

Nearly every week there is the running

of some picture at the studio or the

Lasky Players—a little company headed
by a number of Lasky stars, formerly

of the speaking stage—give a playlet

or two for the amusement of their fel-

low players. Quite frequently, when
there is some prominent lecturer in Los
Angeles, speaking on some topic the

studio is interested in, De Mille has him
out to the studio at noon, and all the

family gathers around to hear him. Pic-

nics and beach parties are common oc-

currences, and recently a big swimming
pool was built in the lot for the ex-

clusive use of the organization during

the summer months.

On drill nights, the Lasky band gives

a concert to the guard and the members
of the Red Cross

;
so, taking it by and

large, there is never a dull moment.
Let Father C. B. get anything from

a new pocketknife to a new automo-

bile or mansion, and the whole studio

inspects it as eagerly and carefully as

though it were their own, and he is as

vitally interested in anything the chil-

dren get from a new dog to a new wife

or husband.

Cecil De Mille's work is his play, and

he has looked far and clear-eyed into

the future of the baby art, and every

now and then he will give a peek into

the future to the Chapel. The Chapel
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is a little collection of his children who
stroll over to the studio every Sunday
morning to see if it is still there, and

sit on the edge of the stage, swing their

feet, and talk about everything in gen-

eral and nothing in particular. C. B.

drives down to get his telegrams, and

swings heels with the rest.

"I am gradually going to try to get

away from so much detail in sets," he

remarked one morning. "The photo

drama is essentially a pictorial art, and

both action and surroundings should be

treated for their pictorial values. It is

often better to suggest surroundings

than show them in their full detail.

Backgrounds should be in sympathy
with the scenes. I have tried this out,

and am going in for it more and more
every production. The change has to

be made gradually and done in such a

way that the public will hardly know it

is being done, but the photo drama will

never reach its true sphere until it is

accomplished. A great deal of this will

be done with lighting, and we have al-

ready accomplished a great deal in this

way."

"Already," he explained at another

time, "the photo drama has developed its

own signs and symbols as has the opera

and the speaking stage, but more must
needs be developed, and here is where
we need the minds of trained writers,

and as soon as some of- our famous
story-writers get it into their heads that

the photo-dramatic writing is not child's

play, then we will take a big step for-

ward. Just now they consider it a

dumping place for items they cannot

sell elsewhere."

Cecil B. De Mille is a great man and

a genius. He has done much to put the

photo drama on the high plane it occu-

pies to-day, and is constantly pushing

it upward. And the success of his ef-

forts proves that not only is he a mighty

power in dramatics, but he has also the

ability of making others powerful. A
glance at the list of celebrities who have

reached their greatest heights under

him warrants calling the studio which

is his domain, and which has been the

scene of manv a coronation by Fame,

the "genius mill."

THE FILM BRIDE
HTHE happy bride came down the aisle

Upon the bridegroom's arm

;

She did not show the slightest sign

Of shyness or alarm.

No rosy blushes tinged her cheek
;

No tears shone in her eyes

—

All this may seem quite strange to you
But, list !—I'll put you wise !

She'd wedded seven times this year

Her shyness long since flit
;

She did not tremble with alarm

'Cause she was used to it

!

And as for blushes—Goodness, no

!

'Twere something to avoid,

Red blushes register deep black

Upon the celluloid

!

Harry J. Smalley.



Venus o' the Valves
She is a regular vampire in her way, but

the only thing she flirts with is Death.

By Roberta Courtland

AMONG other things that the movies have

done to civilization, they have turned the

well-known course of human events butt

end to until it might better read "the eventful

course of humans." So eventful is it for one girl,

that she lives and earns her living merely by risk-

ing her life. The more eventful, the more dan-

gerous her daily life, the more famous and more
wealthy she becomes. Her name, which no doubt

you and every other picture patron are well fa-

miliar with, is Helen Holmes.

But Miss Holmes has more claim to fame than

merely being fearless. But a few years ago Miss

Holmes was known in artistic circles, and pro-

nounced to be something of a Venus. For Helen,

in those quiet times before motion-picture promi-

nence, she was engaged in the languid task of being

an artist's model.

But just as our Venus was getting along in the

world of color art, another

art, the silent one, undermined
things in general. The earth

began to flicker and tilt, and

all the beauties

began to slide

down to where a

Helen Holmes, at left,

taking advantage of
the fact thai the
camera photographs

motion.

The only time she grits

her teeth in anticipation

of what is going to

happen is when she
gets into cold

water.

movie camera

was grinding.



Helen Holmes found herself among
the host, and, almost before she real-

ized it, was capering around in slap-

stick comedies for the Keystone Com-
pany.

But comedies in those days were no

gentle things to act for, and when Miss

Helen Holmes
and Mr. Helen
Holmes, who is

Director J. P.

McGowan.

At the right we
have an illus-

tration of the

fact that is one

of our most
daring young

ladies.

1
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)r a scene in which she dons a diver's suitHelen Holmes and J. P. McGowan prcparh

and goes to her "location" at the bottom of the sea

Holmes discovered that she was risking

injury in her work, she decided that

there must be some place where her

daring would demand a greater pre-

mium. And she decided correctly, for

within a very short time the Kalem
Company announced the fact that it

was releasing a series of real "thrill-

ers," in which Helen Holmes would
star. The series was entitled "The
Hazards of Helen," and they marked
Miss Holmes' first step toward fame.

In the character which she created she

dauntlessly faced death in every epi-

sode. And to-day she remains as dar-

ing, with more hair-breadth escapes on

her record than she has hairs on her

head.

After two years with the Kalem
Company, Miss Holmes moved to the

Universal with her director, J. P. Mc-
Gowan, who is also her husband.

Following her engagement with Uni-

versal Miss Holmes and Mr. Helen

Holmes—who was celebrated as Mr.
McGowan, her director—went to the

Signal Company, which was formed es-

pecially for their use by Mutual. They
are still there with their railroad, and,

try as he will, Mr. McGowan finds it

absolutely impossible to kill his wife by

making her go through dangers.



"Now get busy and make a star

of her."

Making a Movie Star to Order
The press agent's hardest task is inventing a glorious

past for some dub whose present shows him up.

Bv Sanford Stanton

IT'S a quiet morning in the sanctum
of the press agent. There isn't a

thing going on except possibly

four or rive stenographers pounding out

copies of the latest story to emanate
from the busy little brain of the press

agent; two or three office boys piling

photographs into envelopes and fight-

ing with each other to see whose turn

it is to escape going the rounds of the

newspaper offices with the latest

thriller; a photographer displaying

proofs of pictures he took the day be-

fore of the company's "best bet" at

her country home, and two telephones

giving bad imitations of the Chimes of

Xormandy.
1

Suddenly the door opens.

The stenographers pound a bit

harder ; the office boys cease their quar-

reling ; the photographer grows a bit

more loquacious ; the telephones con-

tinue ad lib.

A presence has arrived. 'Tis none

other than the big chief himself. Un-
der his arm he carries half a dozen

photographs. In one hand, like as not,

are a fistful of newspaper clippings.

Straight over to the press agent's

desk he stamps his way. He might be

going to do any one of half a dozen

things—raise the aforementioned press

agent's salary for breaking into the first

pages of the papers the day before

—
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firing the same press agent for not

breaking into both the first and second

pages—asking him for a cigarette.

As a matter of fact, he does none of

those things.

Throwing the photographs anti clip-

pings down on the desk, he says, in just

about the same tone of voice that other

mortals would employ if asking for a

match : "There you are, Mac. We've
just signed her up for a

series of pictures. Now
get busy and make a star

out of her." The only

variation he might intro-

duce would be in the lat-

ter part of his speech,

and, instead of making-

known his wishes quite so

explicitly, he might say:

"Now, get busy and
whoop her up ! Hop to

it!"

Rest assured the press

agent understands, no

matter what form of ex-

pression the wish may^
take. All in the world that he has

to do for the next few days of

his dull, drab life is to take

those pictures of a half-scared-looking

little miss, who ought to be back home
playing with dolls, and those newspaper
clippings that tell how Jennie Smith
was voted the prize beauty of her town,

and set all the world to talking about

the "marvelous, miraculous, lilylike

beauty of the charming Dolorma
Doone, who turned down offers of mar-
riage from Percy Frelinghouten, the

original Millionaire Kid, and Duke de

Ducatless, in order to sign a contract

at eight million a year to appear in a

new serial picture about to be released

by the Bunkem Company." And yet

there are those who seem to feel that

any and every press agent should be

stricken by his conscience each time he

shamefacedly accepts his weekly salary

from the cashier.

And at that he should. The job's

too easy.

Without the slightest intention of

giving away any of the secrets of the

craft—chiefly because there aren't any
—but just to record with more or less

accuracy, so far as the chronological

order is concerned, the steps the press

agent proceeds to take in order to make
perfectly certain he will be a welcome

Scene, North
River pier of "An
American Port."

In the foreground
much bewildered,

triflescaredyoung
woman.

visitor at the cashier's window a few

weeks hence, follow on.

Ten minutes after the departure of

the boss, the interim having been spent

in a hasty perusal of the usually utterly

blank face that stares out at him from

the photographs and the equally un-

illuminating bits of information con-

tained in the newspaper clippings—all,

as he has surmised, from the gal's home
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town—he pushes back from the desk,

stunned by the enormity of the task

that faces him. Then he seeks for in-

spiration, and finds it—in a cigarette.

Assuming that the hour of the en-

trance of the white hope of every man
jack and woman jackess, for that mat-

ter, on the pay roll was ten in the morn-

ing, let us chronicle events as follows:

10:10 a.m.—Press agent stunned.

10:15 a.m.—Press agent has an in-

spiration.

10:20 a.m.—Photographer departs

in haste for the Hotel Fitz Carlounce

with the following instruction : "Go on

up there and get that dame half a dozen

times so she looks human. Hey, wait

a minute! Here's a dollar. Stop at

some junk shop and get the biggest

green-stone ring you can for the bone.

That's the family emerald the duke

gave her when she turned him cold.

Get me?"
10:30 a.m.—Fastest stenographer in

the office is sitting beside the press

agent, fairly burning the lead of a pen-

cil every five minutes as she "takes"

the story he is dictating, which gives

the family history of Dolorma Doone,

the Duke de Ducatless; describes with

heartrending pathos the parting scene

between the youthful pair and an-

nounces the arrival the following day

of the latest addition to the ranks of

the "silent drama."

11 :oo a. m.—Every typewriter in the

office is doing its duty getting the yarn

ready.

12:00 noon.—Every boy in the office

is on his way—each with an armful of

the stories. The press agent lights an-

other cigarette and begins to think

about getting busy. He does. For re-

sults, see next paragraph.

10:00 a. m. of the following day.—

-

Scene, North River pier of "An Amer-
ican Port." In the background, gray-

painted liner that has arrived that

morning. In the foreground, much be-

wildered, trifle scared young woman,

who only remembers once in a great

while to answer when addressed as

Miss Doone. No matter ; the press

agent is able to answer for her. Bat-

tery of cameras leveled at the young
woman. She smiles—the press agent

has told her to. Into a taxicab—whir-r !

She's gone. A score or more repre-

sentatives of the press depart, each

their own way, satisfied that they have

got a corking good human-interest

story.

Noon, same day.—A luncheon has

been arranged for the following day,

to be given to the members of the Three

Arts Club by Miss Dolorma Doone in

recognition of her sisterhood with its

members, who, like her, have decided

to live by art for art's sake.

10:00 a.m., next day.—Piles of pa-

pers, each showing a conspicuous hole

from which a certain story had been

clipped. The press agent smiles. The
pickings were very, very good.

Noon, same day.—Two curious mem-
bers of the club, all the girl employees

of the company, and as many supers

as were needed to fill up the places

around the luncheon tables presided

over by Miss Dolorma Doone. Female
members of the press conspicuous by

their presence. Miss Doone makes a

speech. A nice time was had by all.

Blong ! A flash light has been taken.

10:00 a.m., following day.—Miss

Doone sits uncomfortably at wheel of

big chief's Rolls-Royce, which she has

just "bought" with a small bit of the

bonus she received for signing the con-

tract which provided she was to receive

eight million dollars a year, and for

which she had turned her back at one

and the same time on love and the Duke
de Ducatless. Company's photographer

brought only two dozen plates with

him, so the picture-taking is necessarily

somewhat limited.

10:00 a.m. of a morning a week
hence.—Special interviewers have five

minutes with Miss Doone on her first
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Female members of the press
are conspicuous by their pres-

ence—Miss Boone makes a
speech.

in the studio. "Does she

regret having given the cold shoul-

der to the Duke de Ducatless?"

She does not. "Will she ever mar-
ry?" She nearly muffs the right an-

swer, for suddenly she happens to think

of Charlie Brown, who opens the real-

estate office of Brown & Brown back

home each morning at eight a. m., but

remembers in time. "She may some
day, but not until she has fulfilled the

mission she feels she has been called

upon to discharge in the world of this

new and most wonderful art."

10:00 a. m. of a Sunday morning
a month hence.—Young girls, many
wives, and a few grandmothers read in

the rotogravure sections of the Sunday
papers how Dolorma Doone, the most
beautiful woman on the screen, would
dress on eighteen-ninety a year. Gowns
from Poiret—posed exclusively for the

Sunday Blast.

A month later.—The first picture in

which Miss Dolorma
Doone, the fascinat-

ing young star of the

Bunkem Company
posed after refusing

in marriage the hand
of the Duke deDucat-

less in order to accept

a salary of eight mil-

lion dollars a year

from the Bunkem
Company, will be

shown at a private

performance at the

Metropolitan Grand
Opera House. Presi-

dent Wilson has been

invited to attend, but

it is feared that he

will not be able to do
so.

A month later.—It

is reported that Miss
Dolorma Doone, the

beautiful star of the

Bunkem Company, is

engaged to be mar-
ried to Bush L. Cash,

the youthful head of

the powdered-sugar

trust. Miss Doone
indignantly denies the allegation. Mr.
Cash gallantly declines to make a state-

ment, and refers all interviewers to the

young lady herself.

A month later.—The marriage of

Miss Dolorma Doone, the beautiful star

of the Bunkem Company, to Billie Bat-

lin, one of the younger but most prom-
ising comedians, connected with the

Bunkem Company, was solemnized last

night at The Little Church Around the

Corner.

The next day.—The best stenogra-

pher in the office is fairly burning the

lead off a pencil a minute while the

press agent gives her the true story of

Dolorma Doone, "The Prize Beauty

Who Made Good." It's the best yarn
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he ever sent out on her—full of human-
Interest stuff, you know.

10:00 a. m., the following day.

—

Piles of newspapers clutter the top of

the press agent's desk, each showing a

huge space where an hour before had

been a printed column or more. The

story had landed big
;
they just "ate it

up."

"Heigh, ho, hum!" yawns Mac.
"Things getting kinda dull round here.

Wonder if the chief's got anything up
his sleeve. Let's go."

And he does.

MOVIE-ITIS
\17HEN father gets a letter, you should see his eyes agleam,

* As nervously he rips the envelope;

It's likely just a circular, but, gee, I'd like to scream

When dad gets tragic o'er an ad for soap

!

When brother comes home evenings, he just skates across the floor,

Upsets a chair or two and tips his hat.

Then, like as not, collides with cook, who's coming in the door,

And grins as if we ought to laugh at that

!

When sister's beau comes calling, he just grabs her like a bear

And bends her till you'd think he'd break her back,

Then tips her chin and kisses her—and that's a kiss for fair

:

The soul-stuff thing, which ain't no gentle smack

!

Myself, I'm just a kid, I hadn't ought to criticize

—

At that, I guess I follow in their train !

But here's the explanation, and perhaps it's no surprise

:

The bunch has got the movies on the brain.

William H. London.



Here Are Ladies
Not every lady can handle these new-fashioned walking sticks as

gracefully as Julian Eltinge—despite the fact he is a man. But
neither, on the other hand, can any one handle these old-

fashioned mopping sticks as daintily as Mary Pickford.

If we were looking for contrasts this might
serve as two sides to the argument: "Is
woman's place in the home?"

i



Norma Talmadge

in her coronation

robe on the throne

of fame.

Empress

Josephine of

the Screen

Here's an actress who
boasts, sentiment and

publicity notwithstand-

ing, that she prefers gorgeous

gowns to gingham aprons and

doesn't care who knows it!

By Nellie Revelle

SIMPLICITY may have

its virtues, but Norma

Talmadge has not dis-

covered them. Indeed, so

strong is her preference for

regal furs, costly frocks,
'

and grandeur generally

hat, though

barely twen-

ty, Miss Tal-

madge is already

famous in him

circles as the
Empress Joseph-

ine of the Movies.

"Why, it would be

ridiculous for me to

pretend to love gingham

frocks and a quiet little home

in the country," exclaimed

Miss Talmadge, with her

customary exuberance of

pirits. ''And, anyway, why
should I try to make be-

lieve that I am a retir-



ing violet by nature, when in reality I prefer bril-

liant birds of plumage?

"Would I give up my luxurious Rolls-Royce, and

ride in the subway or the crowded surface cars

through choice? I certainly would not. I am glad to

have my car, and I get as much enjoyment out of it as I can.

There is the matter of my wardrobe, too. It is true that I

spend enormous sums in costuming each new picture in

| which I appear. But every time I plan a new frock I

* I remember that I am giving work to a number of girls

who would lose their means of earning a livelihood if

women of the stage and society did not buy elaborate

clothes. Now that the country is at war it is espe-

cially necessary that we spend our money freely,

though not of course recklessly. Dressmakers and
milliners must earn their living as well as movie
stars or government officials, and how can they

if the entire feminine population goes in for nun-
like garb and severe headgear ?

"My pet extravagance? Well, I

guess I'll have to admit I have one,

| and that it is a really, truly ex-

Miss Talmadge
revels in furs
and would
probably have
dish towels
made of ermine—except that

she doesn't wash
dishes.

These hats would

be wonderful for

winter wear in

the trenches and

the boys could

afford them if

dying for our

country only

paid as big

a salary as

w shot

by a
camera.



I'll take you into my confidence. I

revel in gorgeous furs. I'd have a fur coat for every

day during the winter if I had my way. Of course,

I haven't that many, but I am very proud of a beaver

sport coat trimmed with seal, which I expect to wear
in one of my forthcoming pictures, of a new ermine scarf

which is long enough to wind around me two or three

times, and of an exquisite set of sables, which are

my delight.

"Naturally, I must always have dozens of pairs i

of gloves and hosiery by the gross, and there are, J
too, the expensive items of lingerie, veils, per-

fumes, toilet accessories, and kindred articles, jt
"Yes, it's luxury.

But you must at

least give me

These are a
few good
reasons why
Norma Tal-

madge's mil-

liner and
modiste ride



The first lucky thing

that ever happened to

Norma was when she
wasn't an Eskimo.

Just think how sad
she would be if she
could only wear an
evening gown
once in six-

months

!

credit for admitting it and not

trying to make you believe I

have simple tastes."

Considering all this, can you im-

agine that Norma once wished to

be a gypsy ? It is true. If ambitions

conceived in childhood had been

realized, she would now be a mem-
ber of one of those unkempt
bands which rove about the

country and make their liv-

ing principally by

^ theft and for-

tune tell-
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atir»e of interest to everyone . II

HENRY WALTHALL has returned to the screen,

after an absence, artistically speaking, of nearly

two years. His last real success was with the

Griffith forces when he appeared in such masterpieces as

"Ghosts," '"'The Avenging Conscience," and "The Birth of

^a Nation." He has appeared in pictures since that time,

but "appeared" in them about defines his connection . The

subjects and the manner in which they were handled were not worthy of this

superior artist; so we speak with some recklessness but a great deal of truth when
we say that the great Henry Walthall has not been in pictures for two years.

Mr. Walthall is now at the head of his own company, and we look for great

things from him. He is one of the stars in pictures who are known solely for

their screen careers. If his ability to pick subjects and handle production are

equal to his talent to portray, we will soon see some excellent pictures bearing

the Henry Walthall brand.

THE director is a factor in pictures wdiose importance

is very often overlooked or forgotten. This is due

in most part to the fact that he is the man behind

the guns, the commanding general who must necessarily

stay behind and direct the movements of his force. A
director's connection wTith a picture is generally stated in

one line at the beginning of a film. Yet he is the keystone

of the production, the mental unit about which the rest revolves. A picture is

very often good in spite of the star or story, but it cannot be good without good

work on the director's part. His is the vital contribution to the production. The
story furnishes a firm foundation on which to build, and the star is the note of

magnetism in it, but. both of these ingredients are at the director's mercy.

There are as many ways of directing pictures as there are directors, if one

were to go into the details of staging
;
but, generally classified, they come under

two heads—the script director and the director who uses imagination and put:-

personality into his work. The former's pictures are mechanical in their action.

This type of man plies a trade. His pictures are flat and conventional. The
latter type of director inspires his productions with feeling and human interest.

His characters appear true to life on the screen, and his pictures seem to have
that indefinable something which brightens them and makes them different from
any other film, although there may be a great similarity in the stories.

Walthall

Returns to

the Screen

Directors

j
and
Directors
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The good pictures are made by the directors who experiment, who are not

afraid to be original, and whose efforts bring cut new touches and new effects

in the filmization of stories. They weave into their creations parts of themselves,

very much as great painters and authors do. People in the studios familiar with

the methods employed by the different directors can very often name the pro-

ducers of pictures by merely looking at several of the scenes. The ambition of

nearly every one who enters a studio is to be able some day to direct. There
lies the difficult work. There is little public praise in it, but directing is achieve-

ment and is its own reward.

ALMOST every issue of the trade press carries an

account of the pernicious activities of one Major
Funkhouser, of Chicago, self-confessed superior

mind on films which do and do not meet the mental level

of the ordinary citizen. When there is no new censorial

atrocity to relate, the major's space in the trade papers is

taken up with the confusion and excitement still swirling

about his last sanctimonious raid. Funkhouser is nearly as much a department

in the motion-picture magazines as the review or the projection-machine opera-

tors' section.

Why is a commercial menace like this man given the authority which allows

him to run amuck every time a picture does not coincide with his own personal

idea of what's what? His methods have aroused the antagonism of almost every

producer in the business, and his arbitrary decisions are not only sinfully expen-

sive but often unjust as well. This latter statement is backed up by the decisions

of the courts and the governor. . More than one picture that has met with uni-

versal favor in Chicago has been granted exhibition rights over Major Funk-
houser's head, and shown there in open contradiction of the value of his rulings.

The Chicago censor board is not the only review body which travels the

narrow trail leading to the mental community of "Better Than Thou," although

it tries to be the most willful. Pennsylvania and Ohio also listen to the conglom-

erate objections of either politically appointed or self-constituted censorship

bodies. Once in a while they run across pictures that are really offensive, and
of course condemn them. But there is no credit due them for such action, as

such films would be stopped, anyway, by the police authorities. So, either close

at hand or in the long run, these arbitrary censors are superfluous and intolerable.

In other words, they are pests, and it is a shame that they should be allowed to

threaten and hamper the activities of an industry as great and important as that

of the motion picture.

AN avalanche of protest recently descended upon one

manufacturer because he had reissued old pictures

under new titles. It may be that the producer had

no intention of deceiving, but in the general summing up

of grievances he was looked upon as a man who had tried

to run in a few bluffs among his current releases. He had

picked out a number of his past successes, revamped and

recut them., replaced the old subtitles with new and better ones, and improved

upon the pictures generally. It may be that the new names came as part of the

Small-

Bore

Autocrats

Titles

of

Reissues
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adornments of reincarnation. However, something in the advertising on the

pictures should have indicated that they were reissues. This omission is what

made the people angry. They addressed their complaints to the theater owners,

who in turn passed them along to the producer.

Those who had seen the pictures before felt that they had been lured into

wanton expenditure. But the others were satisfied; which brings us face to face

with an important thought in the sales and exhibiting end of the film business

—

the advisability of putting on the market again pictures which have already gone

the rounds. We cannot refrain from saying here that there are some pictures

which would much better have never been released at all. The public would

have at least been kept in the dark as to their failure.

There are many pictures which were released two or three years ago which

would be very good attractions to-day. The life of a film production is much
too short when the picture is good. Too much importance is given to the "first

run." Regardless of its quality, a five-reel picture is looked upon as more or less

of a dead issue after it has been rushed through the first two months' bookings.

Then it is seen in the suburban district and small-town theaters, and is known as

an old picture. The final solution of this is fewer pictures and longer runs. But

in the meantime, while production is geared to high speed, and poor pictures

are keeping up with it in a high average, why don't more of the manufacturers

reissue their best pictures of the past few years, putting them out under their

original titles?

AMONG its many possessions, glorious and otherwise,

. New York has a thoroughfare known as Broadway.
It is famous for its electric signs, is populated with

theaters, stores, and merrie cafes, and in its Times Square

section is the rendezvous at night for the pleasure-seeking

and tired business man. But, nevertheless, Broadway is

just a street—an avenue of traffic scarred with street-car

lines and addicted to taxicabs and accidents like any other street. The impor-

tance of Broadway as a criterion and critic on motion pictures is somewhat in-

flated. Any picture that pretends to be anything unusual yearns for a Broadway
career. Many of them realize their ambition.

The result is a series of impressive advertisements, giving the patronage and
door receipts at the theater during the picture's exhibition. On the strength and

moral effect of these figures the non-New York exhibitor is exhorted to book
the production lest the chance of a lifetime slip through his fingers to his com-
petitor in the next block. The picture may be a good one, and the exhibitor

may be passing up a good bet in letting it go, but not all of the pictures offered

him in these glowing terms can live up to their reputations in his community. In

fact, not all of them lived up to their reputations where they come from. Their

financial past is somewhat fictitious.

It seems that every time a feature plays at the Broadway, Rialto, or Strand

Theaters, address Broadway, New York, it is afterward exploited as the picture

which broke all box-office records at these famous motion-picture houses. This

continuous slaughter of gate receipts gives one the impression that every time

the manager of one of these theaters hangs out the "Doors Open" sign, his place

is in danger of immediate demolishment from the crowds that clamor for en-

trance. Like the boy who cried wolf, the advertisements of pictures which have

"Direct

from

Broadway
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been shown on Broadway have overworked the magic word. "Direct from Broad-
way" and "Broke all records on Broadway" have lost their charm. The out-of-

town theater manager doesn't care so much about what a picture did to Broadway.
His problem is to suit his own people, and, as we said before, Broadway is just

one street in one city.

T-HERE are certain errors and misdeeds in the motion-

picture business which have to be rectified by the

public. One of them is the stockjobber—the man
or group of men who organize a company, attach thereto

an impressive title and as -many liabilities in salaries as it

I

will stand, and then go out after suckers. Their sales talks

are attractive, and they just boil up and, bubble all over with,

enthusiasm and future prosperity while in vocal action, but the average capitalist

or citizen should not be taken in by such promising conversation. It is possible

to make money, and lots of it, in the picture business. It has been done, and

will be, to some extent, right along ; but this is not good fortune, it is the reward

of skillful effort directed by a thorough knowledge of the trade.

Just because some men have acquired millions by the manufacture and sale

of motion pictures, it does not follow that anybody can do it. Yet people who
should know better have fallen under the charm of sharpers' get-rich-quick stories

and have signed their names on the significant dotted line at great expense, con-

sidering that they got nothing back but a sheet of stock and experience. Reports

told of pictures under way and releases promised, but the only activity that

marked the career of many of these floated companies was the filing of bank-

ruptcy claims.

Of course, not all film-company stock is of this derelict variety. Some stock

is a very good investment. It is this fact that enabled the city slicker to sell

sheets of bond paper at a hundred dollars a square foot to the unsuspecting.

Experience like this has made the film-stock sucker an almost extinct game bird.

However, when the season was wide open and the fowl easily deceived, the

financial sharpshooters certainly went after them. Xow the holders of worth-

less film stock are more careful in their investments. The result is a decided

decrease in the number of stockjobbing concerns that attempted to operate dur-

ing the past year in comparison to those that made their debut the year previous.

WHEN did you last see a Biograph? If your motion-

picture interest extends beyond the last few years,

this question must awaken old film memories.

Should the question be sprung upon a recent picture en-

thusiast without any preliminary conversation on the sub-

J
ject, the questioned might wonder whether a biograph were
an animal or a machine. It seems pitiful that a name which

once meant so much should now be so buried in oblivion that it must be identified

when mentioned.

In the early days, Biograph was synonymous with motion picture. The
American Biograph Company was known all over the country as the producer of

pictures, when other brands had to use the word film in order to indicate their

association. At that time, Biograph pictures were a veritable magnet to patrons
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and a bank book for theater owners. The exhibitor had only to hand out the

AB sign to be assured of a capacity attendance. What the picture was about

mattered not. The people went to see Biographs. Many of them called motion

pictures Biographs, regardless of who made them.

Like the pioneer in any held, all things seem to have emanated from the

Biograph Company. To no other concern is there attached the sentiment that

reaches back to this firm's old studio. Many of the foremost directors, players,

and writers of to-day received their training at the Biograph. Old pictures from

this studio have been unearthed and put on the market, offering in one single or

two-reeler a cast containing as many as six or seven stars of the present—players

whose salaries now aggregate over two million dollars a year. The trouble with

Biograph was that it did not keep abreast of the times. When patrons singled

out certain actors and actresses as their favorites, the company would not admit

that their personalities counted. They would not give out a cast nor allow

photographs of their people to be published. The business progressed, but

Biograph clung to the past, and, like the proverbial ostrich, kept its head in a

hole and ignored facts. We sincerely regret it, for instead of placing flowers

on Biograph's grave we should be able to point to it as the early nucleus of the

business and the greatest company of to-day.

FOR a long time after motion pictures became a rival

of the speaking stage they were a target for scorn-

ful shots from newspaper men. It took a number
of years for dramatic editors to receive them in a serious

light. They seemed to regard the motion picture as an

intruder in a sacred fold. The cartoonists and paragraph-

ers harpooned them at every opportunity, seeming to con-

sider them as legitimate a prey as the unprotected bird is to the youthful possessor

of a slingshot. When comedy ideas were scarce they always had the flicker film

to fall back on. And they fell back, without rhyme or reason, and generally with-

out malice, but nevertheless with harmful effect.

Xow picture plays appear to them in a different light. By conscientious

work and wonderful progress, the film has hammered its way into the respect

and admiration of the newspapers. There are still a few writers who use pic-

tures as scapegoats, but they are men who would rather be cynical than right.

Strangely enough, the Xew York dailies were the slowest to see the light. There
are a number of studios in the city in which they could see pictures made, but

they did not avail themselves of the opportunity to learn that the production of

motion pictures constituted an industry and not a pastime.

W7

e do not take the stand that columnists are sacrilegious in turning the

spotlight of humor upon incidents and conditions in the film business. But we
do not see sarcastic discrimination against motion pictures as fairness. More
serious than this was the way in which reporters used to place the, blame for
civil offenses upon "movies," claiming that the offenders received the inspirations
tor their acts from scenes portrayed on the screen. Pictures themselves won
over the newspapers. Most of the former scoffers are now enthusiasts. This
development is significant of the great power of the motion picture. It is the
greatest invention of the age, and it has won out time and again in the face of
discouraging opposition.

Exit the

Cynical

Humorist



Sympathy by
Proxy

George Beban reveals some of

the ways in which he plays

sad or glad music on the

heartstrings of his audience.

By Warren Reed

THERE are two sure ways of

bringing the lump to the

great American throat.

There are two sure-fire ways of

starting the lachrymose glands to

flowing in the eyes of the Amer-
ican audience. One is to portray

the doing of some act of

kindness by a poor or un-

fortunate person, and the

other is to portray the doing

Much ofMr. Beban'

s

success may be at-
tributed to his won-
derful understand-
ingofhuman nature.
This scene from a
recent production is

one of his tricks in
trade manufactured
to excite heart in-

terest.



of some act of kindness to a poor

or unfortunate person.

Do you remember the deftest

touch of pathos in "The Music
Master?" It is at that point in

the play when old Von Barwig
has left the museum where he has

played with his fine art so long.

There he has had to waste

his wonderful talent in sur-

roundings that know only the

freaks of nature,

and the morbid
rttfffif't^

crowd that fk\

c oraes to

see them.

And yet,

after he

The affectionate griz-
zly which is osculat-

ing with Geo. Beban,
above, brought out
more heart-throbs
than a scenario writer

could invent.

Mr. Beban
is kind
by design.
Here he is

making the

audience
love him
through his

generosity
to the child.
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has left, there comes a loving cup, a

present, tawdry and plated, but shining

with the love of human hearts, a gift to

the music master from his old friends

at the museum. Here is a combination

of pathos and humor that can build a

lump in any throat, as the scene is

played by David Warfield. It is an act

of kindness performed by poor or un-

fortunate persons.

When the soldiers
marched in their fare-

well down Fifth

Avenue in N e v

York they were

cheered and ap

plauded and
showered
with flow-

ers. From
the windows
of the man-
sions of the

wealthy,
from the of-

fices of the pa-

latial buildings

that line the bus

street, garlands

candy and cigarette;

were thrown to then

they stopped now and then

in the march. But what was
the incident that hit home
to the hardest heart ? It oc-

curred way up above the

avenue where the soldiers

formed their parade. Here
only poor people live, folks who know
the pinch of poverty, whose stock of

worldly possessions can best be ex-

pressed by the word "nil." Pushcart

peddlers—graybeards who had come
out in the morning with full stocks,

prepared for a busy day—gave away
their fruit! One of them was seen

going among the soldiers with his tray.

First he distributed all his peaches, then

all his apples. At the end he had noth-

ing on his cart and no money in his

Mr. Beban has ei -en fol-

lowed ihe beaten path
to incite sympathy by
the old "mother" route—but he does it much
differently from other

actors' methods.

pocket, but he had an extra store of

love in his heart. Icemen whose offices

are in the cellars brought forth all their

tiny stock to put in the pitchers and
buckets that the poor housewives and
little children lugged out, just to give

the soldiers a cooling drink of water.

There is heart interest in those acts of

kindness performed by poor and un-
fortunate persons.

The other way to beguile

the sympathetic tear is

to portray some act

of kindness to a

poor or unfortu-

nate person or

;
thing. This is

seen more
often on

stage and
screen, as

well as in

real life, but

nowhere is it

more effec-

tively done than

by George Be-

ban, filmland's one

and only character

star. Mr. B e b a n ' s

methods are simple, but

they are by that token the

more heart interesting.

"My theory of picture

making is this," he says. "1

introduce some person or

object for which I develop

sympathy—something poor

or old or in hard luck or helpless. It

may be an animal or a human. I make
people love this figure, then roll up my
sleeves and go in and take its side."

Never does Mr. Beban overstep the

bounds of real pathos or humor and

get into the realm of mawkish senti-

ment. There is no bathos to Beban.

He strikes the heart every time, and
usually by acts of kindness to unfor-

tunates. It is sympathy by proxy, but

it is heartfelt sympathy just the same.



Taking 'Em Where They Aren't
How foreign scenes are made no

farther from home than the studio lot.



"Somewhere in France,

'

J Long Island.

Vitagraph duplicates scenes of war-
fare within gunshot of New York

City.
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An old English abbev
built by a Roffe-Metrb
director in his studio.

Sketches were made so
that the set would dupli-

cate the original.

DCS
~

TRAMWAYS
AtGERlENS

An Algerian tramway operated

by Los Angeles electricity.



Putting Their Heads Together

HERE we have a

snapshot of Wil-

liam S. Hart and

Douglas Fairbanks spend-

ing a quiet evening beside

the fireplace in the latter's

California bungalow.
Since Mr. Hart joined the

Artcraft Company, which

is also making Fairbanks

pictures, the two celebrities

have become pals. Bill

seems to be as engrossed in

his gambling operations as

he would be in his "bad-

man" costume. However, it

appears that he is afraid

Doug might do some athletic

stunt with his coin, for the

trusty six-shooter is resting

handilv on the mantel.



The Brightest Spot in the World
By Effie Leese Scott

THE brightest spot in the world,

says Thomas Edison—and he

ought to know—is Denver's

Blazed Trail through Movieland.

The trail is not long, but the reflec-

tion of more than half a million candle

power gives it such brilliancy that its

rays are seen for miles around.

This district is the heart of the city

and takes up but three blocks.

Gigantic electric signs herald the

names of many favorites. Charlie

Chaplin's name is usually done in red;

Marguerite Clarke is blazoned in pur-

ple ; and the name of Mary Pickford

stands out brilliantly in letters of

gold.

Denver did not know it provided a

home for the brightest spot in the world

until Thomas A. Edison went down the

Trail.

Said Mr. Edison : "So far as I know,

this is the best-lighted district in the

world. It makes New York's White
Way look drab."

The last theater to be placed on the

Blazed Trail was opened last spring.

Its completion added seventy thousand

more candle power to the half million

already illuminating the trail.



A Double-Barreled Celebrity
By Ray Ralston

LIVING peacefully in Fort Lee,

New Jersey, the parents of

Clara Kimball Young cheerfully

testify that "Clara was always a good

child."

There is no record that she ever

"'cried for the moon."
And yet Miss Young, among the

most popular of screen actresses, and

now the active head of two big produc-

ing companies in the motion-picture

field, finds herself in her present posi-

tion almost entirely as the result of a

queer and unusual business persistency

amounting almost to petulance. She

just would have her way, and that "her

way,'' as regards motion-picture mat-

ters, has been so unprecedented that it

took her a long time to convince any

person that she was serious in her in-

tentions.

For years the public has known Miss
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Young; as a winsome and engaging

photo-play star, and for years before

her appearance on the screen the world

had followed with interest her career

on the speaking stage. It was not sur-

prising, then, that she encountered

some little difficulty in convincing her

associates when she insisted upon ap-

plying her knowledge in the photo-play-

producing field—and applying it- per-

sonally and in just the way she thought

it ought to be applied.

As Miss Young is situated at present,

she is not only the star of her own pro-

ductions, but is personally supervising

every detail of their making and dis-

tribution. Although under the manage-
ment of Harry I. Garson, Miss Young
is the commanding figure at all confer-

ences which have to do with her photo

plays. And just recently the aggres-

sive film star has launched a new pro-

ducing company, also under her own
direction, which will make and market

comedies under the name of the Fun-
Art Films, Incorporated.

The fascinating Clara started her ac-

quaintance with theatricals at the some-

what early age of three. Her parents,

Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Young, were

both distinguished players. With Ben-

ton Harbor, Michigan, where she was
born, as a sort of hub to the wheel of

her travels, Clara visited almost every

State in the Union while still a young-
ster. Her real career, however, in her

estimation, begins with an engagement
with a Chicago stock company. It was
in 1913 that she realized the future of

motion pictures and joined Yitagraph
at one-fourth of her usual salary. She
was extensively featured by World and
Selznick before her managerial debut.

Miss Young is not "running wild

with the bit in her teeth." Her as c o-

ciates have implicit faith in her ability.

Xor does she think that she ''knows it

all," For "Magda," her first picture,

she engaged the best director avail-

able, without regard for expense, and

surrounded herself with a strong sup-

porting cast. Plans already made for

the operation of the Fun-Art Films,

Incorporated, indicate that the same
sensible methods will be used.

Of Miss Young's qualifications as a

photo-play star little need be said. She
is beautiful, but nature • has endowed
her also with that elusive attribute of

"good taste" without which no screen

actress can achieve a lasting popular-

ity. Her choice of gowns for the pic-

tures in which she appears is one that

always meets with approval. The dig-

nity of her screen representations, no
matter what she is called upon to do,

is always convincing; and there is never

a suggestion of the thing that is low

or coarse. Her peculiar qualifications

as a combination photo-play star and
business woman, however, are things

not so well known.
Miss Young is at once a "woman's

woman" and a "man's woman." Her
success in her chosen profession is di-

rectly the result of the interest she has

always taken in her work. Because of

this interest, Miss Young has never

been satisfied merely to accept her sal-

ary for appearing before the camera.

She has always insisted upon learning

at firsthand just how her efforts were
received by the general public. To
keep in personal touch with her audi-

ences Miss Young has worked more
hours outside of the motion-picture stu-

dio than she has worked in it, although

this outside work has meant the spend-

ing of her own money, not the earning

of it. There is not a city of conse-

quence in the United States to which

she has not journeyed to mingle per-

sonally with her public. There are few

men commercially interested in the

manufacture, distribution, and exhibi-

tion of photo plays whom she does not

know. And meeting these men, she has

made it her business to acquaint her-

self with their difficulties.

It is upon the foundation builded



through painstaking work of

this kind that Miss Young's
present position as the only

real actress producer in the

motion-picture field is being

established, She has con-

vinced her associates that her

experience and her seriousness

of purpose are of value, and
the reins of the big business

have been placed in her hands.

Miss Young lives the picture

business because she loves it

—and "loves" is used advis-

edly, for not only is the pic-

ture business capable of "lov-

ing" Miss Young, but it does

!

How successfully she will dis-

charge the difficult duties of

such a position; how close

contact with the business

end will affect her artis-

tic viewpoint, are

questions that time

alone can an-

swer.



Studio Times in Rimes

There may be many
ructions.

By Paul H. Dowling

j-J C. HOOVER has a note

In which a film producer wrote,

That no real food we should devote

To stage and film productions

;

But if the film producer stops

The extra soldiers and the cops

From eating up the movie props

—

There may be many ructions.

Mary, Julian, Doug, and Bill,

Who gather millions by their skill,

Have made a picture to instill

A patriotic feeling;

This all-star cast will entertain

For Uncle Sam's new loan campaign,

While younger actors now entrain

For scenes of cannon pealing.

Mack Sennett's beauties go to swim,

With danger to the life and limb

Cf people on the board walk's rim

Who risk collision, staring;

When Theda dons her bathing suit.

And makes her modern Cleo cute,

The facts of history confute

—

But we don't waste

When Theda dons her

bathing suit, the facts

of history confute.

I.JBERTY
S.OAN

$3,000,000.0)

. he all-star cast will enter-

tain, for Uncle Sam's new
loan campaign.

"Contracts Broken Overnight,"

"Price of Tints Is Out of Sight,'
:

"Actor Injured in a Fight,"

Headlines show endless trouble

Some picture men have gone to war
They've taken hazards times before

But in a trench it's different, for

There's no chance for a double

"Actress Buys a Rolls Rough Car,"

"Film Star Motors Near and Far.

"Limousine Wrecked by a Star,"

So say the auto sections
;

Unless the press man glibly lied.

The film stars surely are supplied

Wr

ith many brands of cars to ride,

And must save up collections.

But in a trench it's differ-

ent, for there's no chance

for a double.



The Comedy
Monarch

He started life with a sense

of humor and the fact of

being a chorus man against

him, and to-day he rules

the laughs of the world.

By J. B. Wave

JUST before the old Bio-

. graph Company started to

produce its first film dramas,

Mack Sennett was a chorus

man. He trotted over the

boards of New York theaters

for a few dollars a week, and

spent the evenings in wonder-
ing how he could realize his

ambitions. And then the Bio-

graph Compamv started to pro-

duce its first picture. Mack
Sennett succeeded in becoming connected

with the new organization, and began mak-
ing Keystone comedies. He really made
them; he wrote, acted, and directed. From
that time on Mack Sennett's career shot

ahead like a meteor. He stopped acting en-

tirelv and devoted all his time to directing.

Mack Sennett,

the King of
Comedy.

His comedies were said to be the funniest in

the world, and they still are. Sennett grew
suddenly famous. He worked for several

companies, owned his own, and is now with

Paramount. Among others who first reached

the pinnacle of fame under Mack Sennett are

Charlie Chaplin and Mabel Normand.



Hints for Scenario Writers
Instructions for the picture-playwright, with

notes on where and what he can sell.

By William Lord Wright

Questions concerning scenario writing, addressed to this department will be gladly answered, but an

addressed, stamped envelope should be inclosed. Due to the great amount of time that it would neces-

sitate, it is impossible for this department to read and criticize any scripts. Six cents in stamps will

bring you our Market Booklet for scenarios.—Editor's Note.

DESPITE wars and rumors of

wars, the market outlook for

the writer of motion-picture

plots seems a thing of beauty and a

joy forever. The fact is that the sup-

ply of good ideas does not equal the

demand therefor. We know of sev-

eral large producing concerns that have

adopted a ruling by which their staffs

of idea experts must primarily submit

all scripts first to the home company
before endeavoring to- dispose of them
elsewhere. The genus script writer,

be it known, has enjoyed considerable

latitude in times past and gone. He
has enjoyed the emoluments of a staff

salary, and, at the same time, has been

submitting his "outside" stuff to others.

Now the big companies are demanding
that the staff writers submit all of their

efforts primarily to the home editors

before peddling them. This ruling

proves that good ideas are in demand.

It proves that the good ideas are so

much in demand that the staff writer's

output is being guarded.

The synopsis method of writing 'em

is also productive. One well-known ed-

itor of scenarios, in a chat the other

day, remarked: "Since we have of-

fered to pay five hundred dollars for

a synopsis that will carry five reels of

action, we have received a great many
plots from writers evidently new to the

field. And some of these ideas are

noteworthy, too. Take the young lady

of .Dallas, Texas, for example. She
wrote to me that she had an idea; that

she had noticed in Picture-Play
Magazine that synopses were accept-

able; should she send it on? I replied

in the affirmative. Her plot in synop-

sis form covered just two pages of

manuscript, typewritten. We sent her.

a check for five hundred dollars. In

her acknowledgment, she said : "I have
previously refrained from writing for

the screen. The reason is that I had
gained an idea that the most skillful

technique was essential to success. In-

other words, if I could not submit a

'working scenario' I would be paid lit-

tle for my effort. Now that I under-

stand that a clearly written synopsis is

desired, I feel encouraged to send along

my ideas, and you will find that others

with the ability to plot will feel like-

wise."

AS TO PRICES PAID.

We read, a few months ago, that the

price for motion-picture plays was de-

creasing instead of increasing. To
quote, "within a short time, with this

new synopsis in effect, ten dollars will

be the top price." Don't you think that

payment ranging from one hundred to

five hundred dollars is good remunera-

tion for a page or two of manuscript?

Of course, there must be an available

idea—an original idea—on said manu-
script. But, compared with the prices

paid a year or so ago, this is a fortune.
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Furthermore, a number of scenario

writers are working on royalty con-

tracts. In other words, they have con-

tracts for a certain per cent of the gross

receipts of the picture for which they

have evolved the plot. We have our

doubts as to the royalty plan at present.

The returns may not be commensurate.

But the signs go to show that nice times

have dawned for the screen author, and

he is no longer reaping the tares and

thistles of disappointment and ill pay-

ment.

THE NAMING OF CHARACTERS.

Don't name the Duck De Ignac, who
infests the ancestral halls of the Span-

ish castle, Jackson Jones ! Don't do it

—have a heart ! Make the punishment

fit the crime, to quote from Gilbert

and Sullivan. Why is it that the am-
bitious writer persists in misnaming his

or her characters ? Complaints are fre-

quent and poignant. ''For the love o'

Pete, look at this !" exclaimed a script

reader of our acquaintance recently.

We looked. Here was the cast of char-

acters which incited the editor to tear

his hair and rage

:

Oscar Bushong, Duke of Montmor-
acy.

Lucinda, his daughter.

Henry Jones, commander of the

king's army, et cetera, et cetera.

This is not an exaggeration. The
author, casting his characters among
European aristocracy, insisted, never-

theless, in giving them true American
flavor. The result was laughable.

There's everything in naming correctly

the characters in your story. Bill Spif-

fins is not a name to conjure by when
the play is cast among the Russian no-

bility. Neither is Ivan RomanofY ap-

plicable when a name is chosen for an

American business man. The correct

naming of your characters goes for at-

mosphere, which is something essential

to the success of all film dramas.

BREAKFAST FOOD.

Breakfast food, as applied to motion-

picture serials, is a hoary-headed joke,

perhaps. But on the other hand, if

you can write a good movie serial you'll

have the wherewithal for breakfast

food for some time to come. Any old

company will carefully examine any

ideas you may have concealed about

your person when it comes to motion-

picture serials. This fact applies to the

producing company that hasn't made a

serial in years. Evidently the "boss"

is hypnotized by the serial possibilities

and is apt to buy. We know of at

least two concerns that have purchased

serial stories during the past years. The
stories were good. -Whether they will

ever see the screen is another question.

In any event, they were purchased and

the writers thereof cashed in. The
"mystery" series is going out, however,

and something new is desirable. The
few that have gotten away from mys-
terious detectives, et cetera, et cetera,

have profited. We talked the other day

with a man whose business takes him
to all the principal cities to interview

exhibitors. He said : "The exhibitors

are complaining. They tell me they are

tired of mysteries, express-train rob-

beries, and the like. They want more
love stuff, stuff not along the beaten

track. A good serial of Western life

or of the Far North might prove pop-

ular." So here's a good "hunch" for

the producers of serials. Get into a

new locale, new atmosphere, and please

the exhibitors, who naturally cater to

the taste of the fans.

SCENARIO COMMITTEES.

The latest in Scriptland is the sce-

nario committee. No longer is the

script editor all powerful. Time was
when the editor could bundle a script

into its return envelope and that was
the end. To-day he is aided and abetted

by a committee. This policy, formu-
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lated by J. A. Berst, vice president of

the Pathe Company, is being generally

adopted by other concerns with unusual

success. The members of the scenario

committee usually embrace the scenario

editor and the various start writers.

When a likely appearing script is re-

ceived the editor does not immediately

reject or put it up to the "boss," after

the method in vogue in the good old

days. No, indeed ! He summons the

members of his committee, and together

they go over the scenario or synopsis.

Sometimes the offering is unanimously

rejected. At other times it receives a

unanimous acceptance ; there are yet

other occasions when the vote is di-

vided. In any event, the author's work
receives the best of consideration from
a committee composed of experienced

readers and writers. The author has

no cause for objection, either, for he

cannot complain that no serious consid-

eartion is given to his ideas.

AS TO ATMOSPHERE.

Many glaring literary crimes have

been committed in the name of at-

mosphere. When a script carries no

story—no punch—just a lot of ''com-

ings and goings" and funny-looking

"sets," it is supposed to . have "at-

mosphere." When a big, long synopsis

about nothing in particular, or a work-
ing script filled with pretty subtitles and
no action, is submitted to a director and
"flivvers," then the author and the oth-

ers cry to high heaven about "woeful

lack of imagination," "inability to read

between the lines," et cetera, et cetera.

The truth is that a little less atmosphere

and more action and story is what is

desired in Movieland. The motion-pic-

ture play has its limitations. Atmos-
phere will not screen without a story

to carry it. If there is a good story,

good action, good plot, the atmosphere

will very often take care of itself. If

there is no story there cannot be at-

mosphere. The sooner some authors

permit this fact to sink in the better

for all concerned. The "little touches"

in a film are in the aggregate vital, it is

true, but the director of ability will sup-

ply the "little touches" himself pro-

viding he is given action and punch
in the story.

THE NEWSPAPER MAX IX' MOVIELAXJ.

This is the age of the newspaper man
in Movieland. It is he that makes the

wheels go round. Xot only is the news-

paper man to be found in the publicity

departments of the film companies ; he

is also honored and sung in the scenario

and film-titling departments. What is

a film-titling department ? Listen ! The
film-titling department is a separate and
distinct office instituted by the enlight-

ened companies who have come to ap-

preciate the value of carefully written

and carefully edited captions. Time
was when any old title dashed off on

the spur of the moment would do. Xot
so to-day. There is maintained a staff

of experts who do nothing but see the

pictures, alter, rewrite, and supply sub-

titles of worth. Many of the title

writers are former newspaper men.
The real, simon-pure newspaper man
who has risen from the ranks knows
how to title by hard knocks. He has

been compelled to write headlines in

which one adjective has served the pur-

pose of a whole paragraph. In other

words, he knows the art of "boiling

down." He can make words count, and

this fits him for a place in the sun as

a title writer and editor. These men
command large salaries, as they should.

It's good stuff, too. The intelligent

audience is rarely offended nowadays
with an "e" in "judgment," or "thrown"

being spelled "throne."

BEWARE THE COSTUME PLAY.

Going to write a costume play? Well,

don't do it ! The people who buy screen

stories seem to possess a deep-seated

prejudice against all costume plays.

The public wants modern, up-to-date
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stuff. Costume plays are a losing propo-

sition all the way from Louis XV to

the Spirit of '76. Why the public re-

mains in this frame of mind, and why
costume movies as a rule remain un-

profitable in spite of occasional excep-

tions, need not be considered. The fact

remains that it is almost a waste of good

time to write a period story. Just the

same, to our mind, this general opposi-

tion to costume stuff should be received

with a grain of salt. Looks to us as if

some editor became prejudiced against

costume plays because one particular

production went bad, and announced

that he had made a discovery. Then the

others did the flock-of-sheep stunt. We
are inclined to the thought that one

reason why some costume plays have

proven failures is poor production. A
costume play requires a lot of extra

work on the part of the director and

his assistants if the dress of the period,

the manners, the scenery, the proper-

ties, et cetera, are to be correct as to

atmosphere and history. Lapses in pro-

duction may "get by" in modern society

drama, but never in a historical drama.

There is always some one in the audi-

ence who "spots" the blunders and

writes in to the "boss" about them.

Maybe this is another fact that causes

prejudice. But just as the wild-and-

woolly Western melodrama came back,

there will also be a revival of the cos-

tume play. The fans will incline toward

it if the production has merit. So, if

you have costume stuff, file it away un-

til that halycon time when there will be

a demand for the same. That time is

not so far off, at that.

THE OLD CREDIT STUFF.

Here it is again—the good old credit

line. Came a letter to this department

from a well-known authoress about as

follows : "I sold the feature in eight

reels and embodied in my contract that

I be given screen and poster credit.

When the contract came back the poster

credit line was scratched off, but there

wasn't a murmur regarding the rather

high royalty I demanded for the story.

Can you explain it?" To begin with,

the author who has talent enough to

write a movie plot worthy of eight reels

is certainly entitled to screen and poster

credit. We have always held that the

author of any plot is entitled to credit.

Of course, there is a great difference

in the line of exploitation prepared for

three or five reelers and for eight reel-

ers. An eight-reel drama is generally

sold on the territorial-rights basis, and

a line of one, three, six, eight, and

twenty-sheet displays are gotten out in

addition to slides, heralds, cuts, press

sheets, ad cut sheets, lobby display pho-

togarphs, lobby display frames and

paintings, et cetera. These all bear the

name of the producer, the name of the

star, the name of the play-—and, pray

tell us, why not the name of the au-

thor of the play? Some manufacturers

will put the author's credit on the screen

without a murmur. But when it comes

to crediting the author on posters and

heralds, in advertisements, et cetera,

they will not have it. And it is a

mystery why it is so. Frequently the

author's name adds class to a picture.

There are some scribblers, specializing

in photo plays, that are as popular and

as well known as writers of books and
short stories. The argument is put

forth that the writer, if credited on all

advertising matter, becomes self-in-

flated and his or her prices advance.

The self-inflation certainly is not so

pronounced as in the cases of certain

stars, nor are the salary demands so

large. Yet wdiere would the star's op-

portunity be if the writer had not

evolved the plot in the development of

which the actor makes his impression ?

Speed the day when there will be no

more haggling about author's credit in

Filmland. The author is worthy of his

hire ; he is entitled to credit, and ulti-

mately he will get it

!
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OUT OF THE BEATEN PATHS.

Get out of the beaten pathways when
plotting your dramas. Easier said than

done certainly, but it can be accom-

plished. The deadly triangle, for ex-

ample, has been a grand old stand-by

since pen was first put to paper. The
two men and the woman, or the two
women and the man, can always he re-

lied on, by some twist or turn, to get

the story by. However, there is some-

thing new under the sun for the w7riter

of scripts, if he has ears to hear and

eyes to see. For example, take the

"Skinner's Dress Suit" story. This

story first appeared in a widely read

weekly magazine, and was founded on

the old saying, "Clothes make the man."

In brief, the plot had to do with a young
fellow who was afraid of the boss

—

too timid to ask for a raise. Finally

his wife induced him to "put up a

front," look prosperous, perk up ; and

the outcome was increased salary and

promotion. Y\ nen that story appeared,

thousands read it and propably a baker's

dozen appreciated that the yarn was
out of the beaten track. The Essanay

Company saw the possibilities of the

story, filmed it, and the rest is history.

There was no triangle, no mysteries,

only human nature and human interest.

The production has proven one of the

most successful of film plays. The pub-

lic will enjoy a story they understand,

action which they perhaps have experi-

enced themselves. Try for the unusual

stuff. It is what the producers are

crying for.

ACTION AND YET MORE ACTION.

Action, there's the word. The story

to-day without it gets nowhere. Go
over in your mind the list of book plays

that have been filmed as dramas during

the past year. With few exceptions,

they are works that were brimful of

action in book form. Deliver us from
"the coming-and-going picture"—mean-
ing the film story in which the charac-

ters are always entering or leaving and
the real plot does not develop until the

final reel. Some of these productions

must be blamed upon the manufactur-
ers. They do not like to see a possible

five-reel picture cut to two or three

reels. A five-reeler is commercially
valuable, five times as valuable as a

two-reeler. Nevertheless, the time is

coming when three reels of "coming
and going" and two reels of plot will

finally be released as two reels of plot.

There are far too many of the other

kind of pictures on the market to-day.

Forget the "characterization," so-called,

and the atmosphere and the "deft

touches" and give the market plots and
action.

INDUSTRIAL PLOTS.

Good market right now for stories of

industries. That is, a little plot woven
about the merits of laundry machinery

compared with the demerits of the

washwoman. Or, perhaps, Simpson's

Soap is going into the movies. A visit

to the soap factory, a weaving in of the

soap-making machinery with a thread

of a story in which, at the end, baby
is seen playing with a large cake of

Simpson's. . Well, they pay for this

stuff. The method now is for an in-

dustrial film concern specializing in

these stories to engage the services of

a writer to "dope out" the scenario. It

is the hardest kind of work, and should

command the best pay. If you have an

opportunity, break into the work. Some
writers are especially fitted for it.

THE MARKET BASKET.

The Universal, it is stated, is in the

market for good plots of all kinds.

Be sure to inclose a self-addressed

and stamped envelope when you sub-

mit scripts. Editors are complaining

that this little matter is being over-

looked. Also type your name and ad-

dress on the front page of your manu-
script, and number the rest. All stories

should be typewritten double space.



Scenario Writing From the
Director's Viewpoint

By ALLAN DWAN
Director for Douglas Fairbanks

Picture-Play Magazine offers this month the first of a series of articles on

scenario writing which we believe will strike a new level in practical instruction.

As every one knows, the real editor, after all is said and done, is the director.

It is he that must make the written story into the finished picture; and it is he

that has the final say in all practical questions. The editor and the writer on

scenario construction fill a necessary place, but when form and theory is done

with there are yet other problems unanswered. It is these problems which the

director alone can help us solve. Too many young writers have been disappointed

through sheer ignorance or mistaken encouragement. We believe that we can

serve our readers best not by emphasizing the opportunities and demands of

the writing art, nor even by encouraging them to continued efforts along accus-

tomed lines, but by giving them a practical and businesslike acquaintance with

the facts.

With this in mind, we have procured the services of Mr. Allan Dwan, director

for Douglas Fairbanks, as a regular member of Picture-Play's staff. Mr. Dwan's
comments, together with those of other directors of his attainments, will appear

as a regular department of Picture-Play Magazine.—Editor's Note.

NO one knows just when the art

of story-writing came under

scientific analysis. Time was,

long ago, when authors wrote with an

abiding faith in their knowledge of

what the public wanted to read, a faith

that was shattered again and again until

the natural result was an attempt to

analyze what made a good story and

what didn't. To-day we have as an asset

a certain result of this analysis, crude

as it is and subject to the unknown
foibles of public taste. And in the final

analysis, so far as it has taken us, we
have at least four things clearly neces-

sary to a good story. They should be

the writer's A B C. They are: heart

interest, action, suspense, and ultimate

justification.

Imagination we must take for

granted ; without it there is not even a

beginning. The other four ingredients

are absolutely necessarv for every pop-

ular story ; no one or two or three of

them alone will do.

Xow, a good reading story is not

always a good motion-picture story.

Here is another platitude just as well

known, but it is by a repetition of plati-

tudes or axioms that help may come to

many struggling writers. You learned

—in school, or by reading, or by guess-

work, or by experience—that fiction is

divided, broadly speaking, into two
classes—realism and romance. Both
classes may contain action

;
but, speak-

ing broadly again, realism is likely to

have much less of it than romance. The
breath of fiction romance is action.

Character drawing is incidental. The
breath of fiction realism is character,

minutely described, whether it be the

character of an old rocking-chair or the

character of a beautiful woman.
Here, then, a paradox sets in. Mo-

tion-picture photography is artistic real-
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ism, but motion-picture stones demand
artistic romance. Character drawing

can only be incidental to plot construc-

tion in the motion picture. We leave

our character drawing to the personal-

ity of the players, expressed "'on their

own" or through the media of the di-

rector's ability. But we leave our plot

construction, our heart interest, our

suspense, and our ultimate justification

to the writer, and we are demanding,

more and more, that he furnish them to

us C. O. D.

Action is the life germ of the picture

story. Heart interest is the life nour-

ishment. Suspense is the life stimulant,

and ultimate justification is the life joy.

In the early days of writing for the

stage, players used to indulge in long

''asides," explaining their thoughts and

what they contemplated doing. In the

silent drama, subtitles answered this

purpose, but the writers of the photo

drama must now develop their stories

so that these screen "asides'* are ex-

pressed in action just as far as is hu-

manly possible.

When well-known and popular writ-

ers first began to be besought for screen

stories, they promptly presented the

producing companies with their rejected

manuscripts, or retired for an hour or

two and dashed off a scenario. Xow
these writers are beginning to appreci-

ate the fact that plays for the screen

must be as well and carefully written

as plays for the stage, and must be given

the same care as to construction, dra-

matic value, and technique. One author

told me recently that he had to work
harder for the demands of the screen,

as their stories were more exacting than

those of many a magazine for which he

was constantly writing.

I am frequently asked what is the

proper length of the motion picture on

the screen. I wish I could tell, but I

don't think any one knows. It is quite

true that the ordinary first-class story

can be told admirably within the space

of an hour and fifteen minutes, which
is about the average time of a five-reel

feature.

But it is perfectly true, too, that many
features now told in five reels might

be better told in three, or better not told

at all. The fact is, however, that all

this question of length, footage, time of

presentation, et cetera, is wholly de-

pendable upon the very foundation of

the dramatic side of motion pictures.

That foundation rests simply and
wholly in the one word—story. You
can take the finest cast of actors that

was ever assembled, spend money lav-

ishly on an elaborate production, photo-

graph the entire assemblage exquisitely,

and, unless the story you have to tell

is a good one, you have a failure on

your hands. On the other hand, you
can take bad actors, bad production, bad
photography, put them in a good story,

and wild horses can't drag your audi-

ence away until the picture is finished.

It is no easy task for us to find, or

for the authors to write, this kind of

photo, play. The dramatist seems to rely

loo much upon the spoken title, which
is the voice of the actor to him. He
has a tendency to sacrifice the thrilling

scenes for some well-termed phrase to

flash on the screen. Don't spend your

whole brain power on titles. Two to

one a better title writer will replace

your titles for his own after your pic-

ture story is accepted.

The novelist seems unable to narrow
his actions down to the limitations of

the camera. He gives his descriptions

and his characters too large a field in

which to wrork. He describes some
thrilling incident in such a manner that

if it is photographed as written it would

be merely a waving of arms to the audi-

ence.

The new school of photo-dramatic

writers seems to be coming from a

younger generation. Newspaper men
and women seem to be especially well

qualified for this work. The perfect
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drama has as yet, however, not been

written for the same reason that, as yet,

the perfect American drama has not

appeared on the stage.

All these things you know, but they

are very easy things to forget, especially

if the writer is a beginner. Understand
fully what is meant by heart interest,

action, suspense, and ultimate justifica-

tion. Many writers don't. And when
you understand these four, call up your
imagination, forget the subtitles, and
tell a story. There are not many new
plots in the world, but there are infinite

variations of the old ones. Avoid con-

ventionality, but don't get too bizarre.

You must stick to life, no matter what
fateful melodramatic turns your story

of life is to take. And you must stick

to logic at all hazards. The death of

many a play and many a picture is be-

cause there has been furnished no an-

swer to the critic's question, "Why did

the hero do that ?"

That's a good word to bear in mind,

that "why." Your every line of ac-

tion must have a reason, and a reason

that satisfies not only you, but every

one else, with a curious mind.

Another good word to keep in mind
is "struggle." Drama is made up of

some struggle or other, either between

two inanimate forces, between two
characteristics, between two represen-

tatives of characteristics, or between

two fundamental traits of human na-

ture. While the struggle is on, the story

is alive. When the struggle is at its

height, the suspense is at its height.

Y\"hen one force or the other, is win-

ning, the denouement is in the offing,

and when the struggle is won your ul-

timate justification must shine forth in

all its life joy.

It's a man's size task, this picture-

story writing, and there's a man's size

reward waiting for the one who is suc-

cessful at it.

COLOR BLIND
COME rave about the girls with eyes as blue as summer skies.

And others sing of night-black orbs. The girl that prompts my sighs

Has eyes that are bewildering, but whether dark or light

Is far beyond my power to tell. I only know they're right.

Some rave about the girl with hair as brown as shadowed streams.

And others sing of golden locks. The girl that haunts my dreams
Has little curls that fascinate ; but raven-hued or gold

I cannot tell. I only may their loveliness behold.

Some rave about the girl whose dress is one sweet color scheme,

They sing of radiant Afghan skirts and waists that fairly scream,

My girl—you'll say I'm color blind!—the girl I'd like to wed
Has never yet worn pink or mauve or orange, blue, or red.

Unique—of course she is unique, this girl that I adore;

From hat to shoes no color hint, yet at her feet I pour
My heart's complete devotion while she smiles from out the screen.

And I enraptured sit and watch. My girl's a movie queen.

Everett Leighton.
e~ -
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Joan of Plattsburg
In which the modern "Maid of Orleans" receives her

message in the basement of an orphan asylum.

By Will H. Johnston

LIFE for Joan was just

o- thins:one unmspinn
after another with

nothing to look forward to

but a succession of dreary

days, for Joan wras father-

less, motherless, and her hori-

zon was bounded by the picl

fence around the asylum.

But Joan had imagination and

a keen sense of humor ; a com-

bination ah too manifest in

the mischievous pranks she

played—pranks that de

lighted her sad-eyed com-

panions and gave Al-

brecht Bauer, the super-

intendent of the institu-

tion, more than one bad

quarter of an hour.

There was, for in

stance, the day of

the review at the

cantonment close

by. Joan
sneaked
off and,
p e r c h e d /

on the
]

limb of f
a tree

;

*

her soul

was
thrilled

by t h e

music of the band
and the flutter of

the flag and the

tread of marching

cet
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feet. It was a big day at the camp.

Baron Makarenko, a distinguished for-

eigner, was present, and declared to a

group of reporters that it was the most

inspiring scene he had ever gazed upon.

So also thought John Greenlaw Ingle-

ton, the old inventor, who had come
over from his home at the northern

limit of the cantonment to witness the

spectacle.

But the man who stirred Joan more
than all the rest was a massive, red-

faced, frock-coated senator, who
thumped the rail of a little platform,

and told the men in khaki that they

could lick the world.

"The rest of us who must stay at .

home are going to back you up,'' he

roared, "and I pledge you here that

every man, woman, and child is going

to do his bit."

Joan's hands came together, leading

a burst of applause that made the char-

ter orphan forgetful of her precarious

position, and she fell from the tree.

Fortunately a lower limb broke her fall,

and she toppled to the ground more
dismayed than hurt.

It was Captain Lane himself, aided

by the distinguished foreign attache,

Baron Makarenko, who picked her up.

"No bones broken, I hope?" said the

young captain.

Joan looked up into the kindly blue

eyes of Captain Lane.

"No, sir," she managed to gulp out,

her face crimsoning ; then she squirmed

out of his arms and scuttled back to the

asylum.

Superintendent Bauer was not in

sight. He was frequently invisible in

these stirring days. The truth was
he gave much less thought to the or-

phans than he gave to a secret room
approached from his -study through an
innocent-looking grandfather's clock

—

a room where he had installed a wire-

less outfit.

Joan, in the absence of Authority, as-

sembled the children, and, arming them

with pickets wrested from the fence,

put them through a set of maneuvers
that would have astonished a drill mas-
ter.

While the fun was at its height, Al-

brecht Bauer came on the scene, and

Joan's punishment might have been

severe had not Captain Lane and his

friend the inventor, following the re-

view, strolled in the direction of the

orphan asylum, and entered the

grounds just as Bauer came up with

Joan.

Bauer caught sight of them, and hi-s

frown vanished. A mask of pleasure"

hid his feelings.

"Fine work," said Captain Lane. "I

am glad to see this splendid spirit of

patriotism."

"Patriotism knows no limits," said

Bauer unctuously.

Joan, the charter orphan, trembled.

She had gotten into trouble again, and
as she felt the gaze of Captain Lane's

blue eyes fixed on her she tried to

make her tall figure less conspicuous.

But Captain Lane called to her.

"Uncle Sam is proud of you," he

said, smiling. "You are a regular lit-

tle Joan of Arc."

"Please, sir, who was Joan of Arc?"
asked the charter orphan.

"Maid of Orleans," he answered.

"She was a girl who put on helmet and

breastplate, fought . in the army, and
saved her country. She heard voices

in the skies and obeyed the voices."

When Captain Lane and the inventor

retired, Albrecht Bauer walked ab-

stractedly to his study. He lifted the

telephone and called a number. Then

:

"That you
?
Miggs? Get over here right

away !"

Ten minutes later a stocky little man,
clean shaven, with scars on his face

giving it a sinister appearance, sent in

his card.

"Show Mr. Miggs in," the superin-

tendent directed, "and see that we are

undisturbed."
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"What's happened?" asked Miggs,

entering the study and looking about

him with frightened eyes.

"Nothing yet/' answered Bauer, "but

something has got to happen quick.

I'm getting nervous. Lane and old In-

gleton were here
"

"Here !" gasped Miggs.

"Only in the asylum grounds.

Came in to watch Joan, our

charter orphan, drilling the rest

of the children. I'm afraid he

will come here again—some

time when I'm not on the

lookout Lane will wandei

in again, and his sharp

ears will hear the

wireless
"

"But why should

he come here ?

Does he suspect

any
"

"Suspect? Who
knows? Anyway,
he's one of these kind-

hearted fellows, and I'll bet

this precious charter orphan

of ours has interested him,

and he'll be back. Oh, I

guess I'm just nervous.

But what I want you to

do is take Joan off my
hands."

"That's easy," an-

swered Miggs. "You
know my assignment

as farmer includes my
keeping a sarsaparilla

stand close to the camp.

I can put Joan on at the

stand to help Mrs.

Miggs."

"Go to it," said Bauer. "Keep her

out of my sight during the day ; that's

all I ask. She can return here nights,

and still remain on the books of the

institution. Meantime I want to be

sure if Lane's visit here was sure-

enoueh innocent or whether he suspects

something. Better send Schmerz right

Here's my chance to be a real

live soldierv" she cried.

away to Lane's tent and have him make
a search for papers."

Schmerz was Mr. Miggs' hired man,
and a capable workman, but he had
other qualities more highly esteemed

by the German secret intelligence bu-

reau. At a word from Air. Miggs he

exchanged his overalls for a uni-

form of the United States army,
and briskly strode toward the

cantonment.

A group of officers stood chat-

ting at the entrance of Cap-

rffib* tain Lane's tent, and
Schmerz eyed them
from a distance

while he debated

his course.

Presently they

were joined by Cap-

tain Lane and Ingle-

ton, the inventor. The
latter apparently had
interesting news, for

the officers gathered

about him, absorbed.

Schmerz approached

unobserved. "I have

practically completed

the invention," he heard

Ingleton say, "and

when I present it to the

United States govern-

ment it will make Un-
cle Sam invincible."

Not waiting to hear

more, Schmerz dived

under Captain Lane's

tent, and after a hasty

search opened the offi-

cer's trunk w i t h a

skeleton key. Among
the papers which he hurriedly glanced

at there was none that indicated that

Lane was advised of the secret wire-

less. But there were dispatches that

interested him, and as he was perusing

these the lid of the trunk closed with

a ban£.

The officers stared bewilderedly at
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one another for an instant—a precious

instant that gave Schmerz time to get

out of the tent. And when Lane and

the others entered they found the trunk

forced, papers in disorder, but no trace

of the intruder.

''A thief, or a spy—which?" mut-

tered Lane. But no answer was forth-

coming, and though the alarm was sent

out Schmerz managed to escape and

make his report to Miggs.

Joan was delighted with her new job

as dispenser of soft drinks, and her

pretty face drew a crowd of good-

natured soldiers to her stand—much to

the delight of the practical Mrs. Miggs,

who was more concerned with the cash

in hand than with the promised re-

wards that were to come from the Ger-

man agents for Mr. Miggs' valuable as-

sistance.

It was on the second morning after

she had been assigned to her new duties

that Joan made a discovery that star-

tled her. While she was sweeping the

floor the broom caught on a bit of cloth-

ing, and being unable to brush it away
she bent to remove it with her fingers.

She discovered that, it projected from

a crack in the flooring, and exploring

further she discovered a trapdoor.

Lifting this, she saw a suit of khaki,

evidently flung hurriedly into the hole

in the floor.

There was no one about, and the girl

gathered up the khaki suit, and run-

ning out to a clump of bushes hid it

there. She had no thought of the sig-

nificance of the uniform ; it was sheer

mischief that inspired her actions.

Then she carefully closed the trapdoor

and resumed her sweeping.

But Joan's thoughts were with the

khaki suit hidden in the bushes that

day ; she made many mistakes, and
finally Mrs. Miggs drove her out of the

stand.

As if waiting for dismissal, Joan
darted to the shelter of the bushes.

"Here's my chance to be a real live sol-

dier," she cried, and hastened to array

herself in the khaki suit. Making a

detour she came out on the road as a

heavily laden motor lorry was passing.

Reckless of consequences, she made a

dive for the rear end of the truck, and

hauled herself to an insecure seat

among the boxes that hid her from the

driver.

In this fashion she reached the can-

tonment, and seeing some evident

rookies being initiated into the mys-

teries of drill she ran to join them.

Joan's campaign hat was pulled

down over her curls, and as she ran it

settled down more firmly over her

forehead till it shut out her vision, and

she only came to a stop when she found

she had cannoned into the sweating ser-

geant who was putting the rookies

through their paces.

The sergeant swore and flung Joan

back into line. She reeled, stumbled,

and managed to maintain her balance,

but alas for the big hat ! It wras jerked

from her head, and the mass of dark

hair fluttered free.

The sergeant gasped. The rookies

roared with laughter. Joan was on the

verge of tears. "Now they'll shoot me
as a spy," she gasped.

"What's this ?" asked a familiar

voice, and Joan looked up into the blue

eyes of Captain Lane. "Why, it's the

little girl from the institution!" he

cried. "What are you——

"

He stopped, his eyes fastened on the

left sleeve of Joan's uniform. After

the discovery that his tent had been en-

tered by a spy, he had made a thorough

search, and found a triangular piece of

khaki evidently torn from a uniform.

Now, to his amazement, he saw the

orphan girl attired in a khaki suit that

had a rent in the sleeve.

"Come with me," he commanded
peremptorily, and taking Joan's arm he

led her to his car, waiting near by.
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''Drive to Mr. Ingleton's," he directed

the chauffeur. Then to Joan: "Now,
little girl, don't be afraid. I want to

be your friend. I can't believe you are

either a spy or a thief. Answer me
truthfully: Where did you get that

uniform?"

And Joan told him of how
she had accidentally come
upon it in Miggs' little

shop. "I didn't know
I was doin' nothin

wrong," she pleaded.

"Somethin' told
me to put it on,

an' I put it on.

Maybe it was
them there
voices that

Joan of . Arc
heard."

Captain
Lane looked

into the in-

nocent eyes of

the charter

orphan.

"I believe

you are right,"

he said slowly.

"There is a

deeper game
here than I can

understand." They
had come to the en

trance gates of Ingle-

ton's estate, and Captain

Lane directed the chauf-

feur to stop. "It is not far

from here to Mr. Miggs'

place?" he said interroga-

tively.

"No," answered Joan.

"Just a short bit. I can run it easy."

"Well, Joan, here's what I want you

to do. Put that uniform back where
you found it. Tell no one of this.

Keep an eye on Mr. Miggs and his

friends. Come to me here at Mr. In-

gleton's to-night, and let me know

Joan was on the verge

of tears. "Now they'll

shoot me as a spy! 3 '

she gasped.

what happens. You will probably be

stopped by a sentry. Show him this,

and it will admit you," and he handed
her a card on which he had written:

Admit bearer to see me at any time.

F. R. Laxe, Captain Adjutant.

Joan scampered off, thrilling with a

sense of her new importance.

Unobserved, she reached

the bushes, and quickly

lipped out of the khaki

suit and resumed her

own unlovely garb.

She concealed the

army uniform,

hoping for an

opportunity to

return it to the

hole in the

floor later on.

Then non-

chalantly she

strode over to

the stand.

"Where
h a v e you
been?" de-
manded Mrs.

Miggs.

"Why, you
told me to get

out, and I got,"

said Joan simply.

"Well, never' mind
that," snapped Mrs.

Miggs. "Get busy
now. There's a lot of

glasses to be washed, and

I've been on my feet so long

I feel I'll drop." And, leav-

ing Joan in charge, she

walked off to an anteroom,

where she heartened herself

with a sip from a gin bottle, and lay

down to rest.

Joan's opportunity had come sooner

than she expected, and it took but a

few moments to transfer the khaki suit

to the hole in the floor and close the

trapdoor.
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Dutifully Joan made her way that

night to the home of Mr. Ingleton, and

haughtily passing Fox, the secret-ser-

vice man detailed to guard the inventor,

who challenged her, but was silenced by

the presentation of the card, she re-

ported to Captain Lane ' that she had

carried out instructions, replacing the

uniform and keeping watchful eye on

the trapdoor in the floor.

"But nothin' happened, sir,'' she

added. "Mr. Miggs ain't been near the

place all day."

''You've done well, little Joan," said

Captain Lane.

He had been alone in the inventor's

library when Joan was ushered in, but

now Mr. Ingleton entered. He smiled

as he saw the visitor.

"Ah, here's our little Joan," he said.

"Please, sir, can I ask you a ques-

tion?" said Joan, looking up shyly into

the old man's face.

"Surely," he answered.

''Who was this Joan of Arc that you

gentlemen spoke of t'other day."

Ingleton went to his library and

brought out a book.

"Here's the whole story," he said.

"'You can read?"

"Oh, yes, sir."

' Well, take this book along with you,

and you will know all about the Maid
of Orleans."

With her treasure tucked under her

arm, Joan went back to the asylum,

and, creeping in under the porch, she

made her way to a cubbyhole in the

corner of the cellar which she called

her nursery, and here she lit a candle

and plunged into the romantic story.

The next day Joan carried her pre-

cious book with her to the refreshment

stand, and hid it under the counter.

And at dusk, when she journeyed back

along the path through the fields she

reread its pages by the fading light.

"One day Joan zuas alone with her

sheep," she read, "and she heard voices

tliat seemed to come from overhead."

She read no further, for above her

there was a strange whirring sound,

and faintly to her ears came the sound
of voices.

It was an aeroplane flying low, but

Joan did not dare look up.

''Voices !" she whispered in awe, and
in sheer terror she closed the book and

ran back to the asylum.

She crept to her secret hiding place

under the porch, intending to put away
the book before joining the other chil-

dren, but for a moment she sat down
on an upended box to ponder over the

strange thing that had happened.

''Maybe I'm another Joan of Arc,"

she mused.

Once again her ears were assailed by

strange noises—a curious crackling that

came from above. Then came indis-

tinctly a voice

:

"Lane will be put out of the way im-

mediately. Ingleton will be killed or

kidnaped within a week. Pass the

word. Stand by for instructions."

It was Albrecht Bauer decoding for

the benefit of his friend Alisfsrs in the

secret wireless room a message he had
just received.

But Joan, obsessed with the thought

of the supernatural "voices," and feel-

ing that she was the new Joan of Arc,

waited for no more. She plunged out

of the cellar and ran to the canton-

ment. A sentry stopped her, but she

told him to stand aside. "Captain

Lane!" she cried. "I must see him at

once, I tell you !"

The sentry grinned. "If the busi-

ness is of great importance," he said

good-naturedly, "you'll find him at Mr.
Ingleton's home over there." He made
a wide gesture, and added : "But I ad-

vise yon. little girl, to leave your mes-

sage with me, and I will see that he gets

it when he returns to camp."

"No, no," she said. "I must see him
at once—him and Mr. Ingleton, too."

She was off like a flash.

Fox, the secret-service man at In-
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gleton's, allowed her to pass, and she

rushed into the library, where Captain

Lane and the inventor were studying

some blue prints.

"The voices—the voices !" Joan
gasped. "They have spoken to me just

like they spoke to Joan of Arc. But

oh, what they have said! It's awful!

They told me that you, captain"—and

she pointed a thin little finger at the

soldier
—

"are to be killed immejut, and

that Mr. Ingleton is to be either killed

or kidnaped in a week."

To her chagrin they did not appear to

be alarmed. Indeed, Captain Lane
smiled as he put his arm around the

frightened girl and said : "The voices

have probably told you what is in the

hearts of some men, little Joan, but we
have taken every precaution to protect

ourselves."

"Oh, sir, you will be careful," Joan
pleaded.

"Indeed we will, Joan
;

very, very

careful."

"And," she added, "the voices told

me to stand by for 'instructions.'

What's them, sir ?"

Captain Lane looked puzzled. "It

means they will tell you what to do

—

but I think you must have read that out

of a book," he said, smiling. "But run

along now. I will keep a sharp look-

out for the people who are going to

kill Mr. Ingleton and myself."

It was said jestingly, but when Joan
had gone Lane's brow was furrowed

;

his lips were set in a straight line. "I

don't know how much the- girl knows
or how much of it is sheer imagina-

tion," he mused, "but she is right about

Ingleton's danger, though she's wrong
about mine. There would be reason

for a German spy to put Ingleton out

of business, but an army captain more
or less wouldn't be worth the risk."

Then he shook himself and laughed.

"Pooh ! The girl's chatter is making
me foolish."

But his forebodings would not down,

and he voiced his thoughts to Ingleton.

"I don't take much stock in what she

says," he added shamefacedly, "but

there's such a thing as woman's intui-

tion that I don't profess to understand.

One thing is certain—the girl is quite

right when she* says somebody will try

to kill you, Ingleton."

The inventor shrugged his shoulders.

"Probably," he said easily. "But Fox,

the secret-service man, isn't asleep."

"A good man," said Captain Lane.

"But it's hard to tell who is a friend

and who a foe these days. I hate to

speak of it, Ingleton, but there is one

man I don't like—I mean our distin-

guished visitor, Baron Makarenko "

"One of the most charming men I

ever met," interrupted the inventor.

"Widely traveled, well read, a gentle-

man of the world, and a man with an

extraordinary brain. There's no harm
in telling you that he has been of great

assistance to me in my laboratory
"

"Do you mean to say you have shown
him your invention?"

"Not so fast, my dear captain.

Neither the baron nor any one else but

myself knows that secret. But there

are details of it we have discussed, and,

as I say, he has been most helpful."

"Well, there is no need to warn you

to be careful, I suppose."

Ingleton threw back his head and

broke into a roar of laughter. "To
think that Captain Lane could be scared

by a little girl !" he chuckled. "Truly,

this new Joan of Arc is a wonder!"

"Stand by for instructions." This

was the command of the "voices'' that

Joan could not forget. "I wonder
when I am to get my instructions," she

mused. Then her eyes brightened.

"When they come I must be ready for

them. My armor? What will I do for

armor? Joan of Arc must have had

her helmet and breastplate all ready

when her instruction came."

Next day the lid of the wash boiler
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was missing from the laundry. This

was Joan's breastplate ; for helmet she

found an old tin pot, and she made her-

self a sword of fence pickets. These

she stowed away in the corner of the

cellar; confident that some day the

voices would give her a mission. But

when they spoke again it was
to continue to point out what

was to happen. This was their

latest message

:

"The arsenal will be de-

stroyed to-day."

Up in the secret wireless

room Bauer and Miggs
were clicking out an

O. K. to the unseen

sender of the me
sage, while
1 o a n was
speeding t o

the camp.

This time

Lane gave
patient at-

tention to

the girl.

"The
arsenal—
it is im-

possible,"

h e said,

but as he

gazed to-

ward the

big build-

ing guard-

ed only
by t w o

sentries
he had his doubts about its security.

Lane had been in his tent when Joan
arrived, and he walked with her across

the parade ground.

Suddenly an explosion shook the

ground ; cries of alarm rang out ; men
were running everywhere. Lane
stopped and swung around. His face

grew ashen.

"You were right/' he said, through

The voices told me to stand

them,

white lips. "That was my tent that

blew up. A narrow escape for me. If

you hadn't come "

He was interrupted by a second and
more terrific blast. The arsenal was
in flames, and how many lives had been

snuffed out by this second and terrible

explosion no one could tell.

Lane ran to command the

fire fighters. Joan
was forgotten in the

confusion, and out of

the inferno of disaster

she fled back to her sanc-

tuary in the cellar.

'Stand by for in-

structions," the
voices had

said.
Surely,
surely
these in-

structions

must
come
now. She

b u ckled
on the
wash-
boiler
breast-
plate and

was fas-

ten-ing
the tin-

pot hel-

met when

by for ' instructions.' What's a crack-

's//-?" ling over-

h e a d
warned her that another communication
was coming—and it was the most im-

portant communication Bauer was to

receive by wireless. He decoded for

Miggs : "Everything as planned. On
you now depends the safety of all.

Take entire command of all your men
around the camp, and leave at once."

Joan peered out of her cubbyliole.

Old Dobbin was peacefully grazing
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near by. The shouts of the other chil-

dren came from the yard at the other

side of the house. There was no one

in sight.

"Joan of Arc had a horse," she told

herself. And with the thought her eyes

fastened on old Dobbin, and scram-

bling to the back of the faithful old

steed this modern Joan of Arc, arrayed

in kitchen armor, rode to the canton-

ment.

Of all in the

neighborhood only

Ingleton seemed to

be undisturbed by
the explosion. He
was engrossed
with his invention
-—on the brink of

his great discov-

ery; and it would
have taken more
than the blowing

up of an arsenal to

drag him from his laboratory. Baron
Makarenko was alone with him, cour-

teously keeping his distance from the

inventor while he worked. The explo-

sion rocked the building, but Ingleton,

beyond a hasty glance about him, paid

no attention. Suddenly a burst of flame

leaped up from the steel plate on which

he had been working.

"I have it !" he cried. "I have it
!"

"Good!" said the baron. "Tell me
about it."

"No, no," said Ingleton. "This is for

the ears of the secretary of war alone.

I must go to Washington immedi-

ately."

"I think you will tell me," insisted

the baron, and he whipped out an auto-

matic pistol.

Ingleton stared in astonishment, but

he did not flinch. "So this is the kind

of friend you are !" he cried. "Lane
warned me against you."

"Lane will never warn anybody else

in this world," snapped the baron.

Cast of

''Joan of Plattsburg"

Written from the Goldwyn picture play by
Porter Emerson Brown

j

Joan .Mabel Normand

Captain Lane- Robert Elliott

Albrecht Bauer "William Frederic

John Ingleton Joseph Smiley

Miggs .• John W. Dillon

"Once for all, are you going to give

me your secret?"

"No !"

The inventor expected to be shot in-

stantly—but better death than the be-

trayal of his country. Baron Maka-
renko did not shoot. Instead, he flung

himself on the old man, and throttled

him into unconsciousness. Then he

went to the window and signaled his

chauffeur. Between them they carried

Ingleton to the au-

tomobile, and
placed him on the

floor of the ton-

neau and drove

off.

Makarenko
nodded to Fox at

the entrance. "Bad
explosion at the
camp, evidently,"

he said. "I'm go-

ing over to see if

I can be of any
help. By the way, Mr. Ingleton seems

confident he will complete his inven-

tion to-night, and he does not wish to

be disturbed."

"Cleverly done," chuckled the chauf-

feur, as his foot pressed the accelera-

tor. "Miggs' place, I suppose."

"Yes, and don't spare the -juice."

Smiles and tears were intermingled

at the scene of the explosion when
Joan, in her kitchen armor, mounted
on old Dobbin, and waving a wooden
sword, demanded audience with Cap-

tain Lane immediately.

A mischievous rookie directed her to

the commandant's tent, and Joan dis-

mounted and plunged in.

Captain Lane, his face blackened

with smoke, and the veteran command-
ing; officer were in conference.

Joan made a heroic gesture. "I have

come to take command," she said.

"The voices have bidden me."

Lane had spoken of the girl to the
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commandant, and while both men were

amused Lane felt there must be some-

thing behind Joan's hallucination.

''Listen, girl," he said. "I want you
to tell me all about these messages."

"Oh, but the last one was so wonder-
ful !" she cried. , And she repeated it

word for word.

"There is something supernatural

about you," said the young captain.

"Tell us just where you heard these

voices and all you can remember about

them."

She gave a resume of what the mys-
terious voices had said, and spoke of

the strange crackling that preceded or

followed them.

"By Heaven, it's a secret wireless
!"

Captain Lane burst out suddenly. He
conferred with the commandant a fewT

minutes, and then summoned a detail

of soldiers. "Now, Joan," he said,

turning to the girl, "this is indeed where
you take command. Lead us to the

place where you heard the voices."

And Joan wonderingly placed herself

at the head of the soldiers and led them
back to her cubbyhole.

In the secret wireless room Ingleton

sat propped up in a. chair, weak and

dazed. Over him tow-

ered Baron Makarenko.
Bauer still sat at the

wireless sounder. Miggs
paced up and down.

"Come," Makarenko was saying.

"You may as well give us your secret

and save your life." But the old man
shook his head. "I don't think you
know what schrechlichkeit means."

"All. the torture in the world won't

move me from my determination," said

Ingleton stoutly.

Bauer waved them to silence. He
was taking another message.

"Leave when ready," he decoded.

"Submarine waiting at Grimport."

The door burst open. Joan, Captain

Lane, and a file of soldiers pressed into

the little room. *

The trio of plotters were speedily

overpowered.

"Here are your voices, Joan," said

Captain Lane, smiling.

Joan was on the verge of tears.

"Then I'm not a Joan of Arc at all!"

"Indeed you are," said Lane, and he

put his arm around her. "You have

done more for your country than any

one of us. I'm going to put you in the

care of Air. Ingleton here—or put him
in your care, which is more to the point.

Will you wait—till I get back from
France ?"

"It isn't like the book," she blushed,

"but—sure
!"

Joan made a heroic gesture.

"I have come to take com-

mand, "she said." "The
voices have bidden me.

"



Sloppy Sacrifice

By B. King

^pHE motion-picture heroine,

To prove that she is nice,

Must lay aside all common sense

And make a sacrifice.'

If futile, all the better

—

It's another chance to weep
In close-ups with great, gasping sobs

Yanked up from way down deep.

For instance, here we have big sis

—

A Juno tall and grave.

She loves the handsome hero who
Is curly-haired and brave.

He loves her, too. Oh, goodness me!
They love like all possessed

!

Then enter little sister sweet

—

A fluffy, giggling pest.

With bobbing curls and twinkling feet

She corners her pet birds.

And tells them that the hero's hair

Is just too sweet for words.

The artless child is not alone

—

Behind a handy screen

Big sister tears her noble breast

And pulls her biggest scene.

She registers all sorts of things,

Then resignation. Grand !

Before your very eyes she tears

Her heart out with her hand.

If little sister likes the guy
She's gotta turn him down

So hard that he'll denounce her as

The meanest thing in town.

Her little sister's happiness

Is what she's driving at.

The hero doesn't want the kid,

Of course, but what of that?

It's up to him to marry her

And make her happy ( ?) while

The fade-away gives Juno
Fifty feet of sad, sweet smile.



THREE IN ONE
Jackie Saunders likes tea. To be frank

about the matter, she loves it. So she

had a tea party, and the guests were

lackie, Miss Saunders,land

herself. Here is the merry
trio at the favorite Chinese
pastime. And we almost

forgot—the guests were
required to be in costume.



The Uncom-
Depart-

Pictorial anachronisms

eyed editorial

Bobby Harron and Mae Marsh look
very nice indeed, we should say,

in this picture of the early sixties.

So does the electric library lamp—
invented, we suppose, by some un-
honored Edison, and supplied with
current generated by .a merry-go-
round motor, operated by perspiring

slaves.

This picture should be
copied _by the scien-

tific magazines, for

William Fox has made
a discovery. Cleo-
patra (Theda Bara)
wore heels on her

sandals!

coat around your

ears and take another look. Yes, you are

in Alaska with Bill Farnum, and it's cold

as blazes. But nothing can chill our

doughty hero. He doesn't mind the furs,

but gloves, pshaw! He'll lick Jack Frost

bare-handed

!



pi imen tary
m e n t

spotted by our eagle-

det ecti ve.

Ann Pennington is going to bed.

Lovely, isn't it? Satin pajamas,
lace coverlet—oh, boy! Curious-
thing about Ann, though. Never
heard of anybody like her. She
wears her stockings, apparently, all

night long.

"Bobby Connolly driv-

ing his new touring

car," chortles the press

agent. Well, first, who
issued his license; and
second, who taught him
to hold a steering wheel
bythebottom? If Bobby
wants revenge we sug-
gest that he take the

p. a. for a ride.

Oh, loveydovey! Lookit how cute Mar-
garita Fischer thinks she looks on the
parlor taboret in her fluffv-ruffles bathing
suit And the bathroom linoleum on top
of the model stand (steamer trunk) is so

suggestive of the sea, isn't it



'"Big Annie" is, by all the external evidence,
a poor woman. It is equally apparent, con-
sidering her domestic attire and occupation,
that she must be thrifty. But even if she
were not—which brings us to the point-
why burn a lamp when plenty of daylight is

shining through the windows?

The logic book tells us that although all

horses are quadrupeds, all quadrupeds are
not horses. And the book of good taste tells

us that although the bizarre is unusual, all

unusual things are by no means necessarily

bizarre. But perhaps Miss Pearson isn't

fond of reading. We cannot see why an
actress of her accomplishments should resort

to such crude devices as this in order to

appear "different."



Screen Gossip
Bits of news from here and there in film-

dom, condensed into a few lively pages.

Bv Neil G. Caward

ALLAN DWAN, until recently di-

rector general of the Eastern

Triangle Studios, and before

that a director for the same organiza-

tion on the West
coast, where he

supervised some
of the earlier

Douglas Fair-
banks Fine Arts

subjects, is once

more to boss
''Doug" about,

for he has been

signed to direct

a Fairbanks-Art-

craft picture once

in about every

ten weeks. Be-

tweenwhiles John
Emerson, w h o

has staged a 1

1

the Fairbanks-

Artcraft subjects

to date, will take

the man of the

million - dollar
smile in hand.

With two such

energetic and ca-

pable bosses as

Dwan and Emer-
son, it looks like

a hard winter for

Doug, but perhaps the exercise will

help to keep him warm at least, and
accordingly we shan't be surprised if

even more than the usual amount of

"athletic stuff'' is screened in forthcom-

ing Fairbanks' subjects.

7

Allan Divan, who will

Emerson as director for

Geraldine Farrar, famous grand

opera star, who, overnight, as it were,

became one of the foremost players in

rllmland by reason of her triumph in

such vehicles as

'"Carmen," ''Joan

the Woman," and
more recently

"The W oman
that God For-

got," is nearly

through with an-

other big one
called "The Dev-
il's Stone," which
is declared to be

fully up to the

standard of her

earlier successes.

This may be her

last Artcraft pic-

ture, as rumor
has it that Geral-

dine, at the con-

clusion of her
present Artcraft

contract, will be-

come a Goldwyn
star. The addi-

tion of Farrar to

the Goldwyn gal-

axy of players

will give that or-

ganization an ar-

ray of talent consisting of Mae Marsh,

Madge Kennedy. Maxine Elliott, Jane
Cowl, Mary Garden. Mabel Xormand,
and Geraldine Farrar, which every

fan will agree is what an intoxi-

alternate with John
Douglas Fairbanks.

cated press agent would call 'a glit-
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tering, gorgeous galaxy

of scintillating stars."

Ethel Barrymore has

a new director in "Red
Horse Hill," her newest

Metro picture, which is

a film version of the

novel of the same title

by Sidney McCall.

Frank Reicher is the

man, and he comes to

the Metro organiza-

tion from the Lasky

camp, where he direct-

ed such well-remem-

bered Paramount sub-

jects as "The Case of

Becky," "The Black

Wolf," and "For the

Defense." Although

Mr. Reicher's experi-

ence in motion pictures

has been comparatively

brief, he is possessed

of a wondrous technique,

acquired during the days

when he was acting with

Julia Marlowe, and later

stage managing for

Charles Dillingham, in

the companies headed

by Frank Daniels, Lulu

Glaser, and other Dil-

lingham stars. His

last work on the speak-

ing stage was as stage

director for Henry B.

Harris. In Miss Bar-

rymore he feels that

he has one of the most

wonderful actresses

that ever penciled an

eyebrow, and is enter-

ing upon his work for

Metro with an unusual

degree of optimism. So

we are waiting w i t h

bated breath, as it were.

Somebody once re-

marked that "Brevity is

the soul of wit." William
Fox, while possessed of

no intention to be wTitty,

undoubtedly believes in

brevity, for a glance over

the titles of recent Fox
attractions shows that

their titles have been

unusually short.
-v

;
,A Excepting the film-

\ ^\ ing of books in

l|-
\ which the pic-

ture retained

the original

title, out of

some thirty-

eight five and
six-reel Fox at-

tractions, a total

of only one hun-
dred and eight words

were used in the titles

—an average of 2.8

words per film. Twelve
of these thirty-eight pic-

tures had titles consist-

ing of but two words,

sixteen used three
words, and eight re-

quired four words. In

explaining this strange

brevity in the use of

words the Fox organi-

zation declares that
"the average picturegoer

may not realize it, but a

decision to see one of two
films will depend usu-

ally upon which of them
has the more appealing

title. It is therefore

necessary to consider

psychology of human

Ethel Barrymore, under the

direction of Frank Reicher,

promises to become more pop-

ular than ever.
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The greatest collection of stars ever assembled in one production, either on screen or stage, is

that which forms the cast of the picture-play recently staged to stimulate interest in the Second

Liberty Loan. In this film Mary Pickford turns bandit and at the point of Bill Harfs own
six-shooter relieves Doug Fairbanks, Hart, Julian Eltinge, and Theodore Roberts of most of

their worldly goods. Other cl,stars" of civic life who appear in the picture are President

Wilson, Secretary McAdoo, and Thomas Edison. Dozens of prominent stage and screen fav-

orites are represented.

emotions in naming a play. The odds,

too, are on the side of the short, pithy

title, made up of one or two simple

words, easy to remember, hence our

decision to economize in words. Then,

too, the producer has to think of bill-

boards and electric signs, so there is a

double reason for the short, snappy
title."

Out at the Empire All-Star Studios,

in Glendale, Long Island, where Direc-

tor Dell Henderson is converting for-

mer Charles Frohman stage successes

into attractive film offerings, with such

a sterling little star as Ann Murdock in

the leading roles, "Please Help Emily,"

one of the most enjoyable of all the

Charles Frohman attractions, is now in

the making. Many of the former

Frohman players have reassembled un-

der the studio lights, and included in
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the cast of this latest Ann Murdock
production are to be found Ferdinand

Gottschalk, Rex McDougal, Hubert
Druce, Amy Veness, and John Har-

wood. While several of these names
are new to the screen, they mean much
in the world of the speaking stage, and,

following the release of the film via the

Mutual exchanges, the fans will look

forward with pleasure to seeing them
again and again.

Screen Gossip of last month chron-

icled the fact that Henry Walthall, for-

mer star of the Essanay forces, and

famous the world over for his creation

of the leading role in "The Birth of a

Nation," has arranged to head an or-

ganization of his own to make Paralta

pictures. Since that copy was written,

still another star has become a Paralta

lead. We refer to Rhea Mitchell,

whom every fan will recall for her

splendid roles in such

Thomas H. Ince pro-

ductions as "On the

Night Stage," "The
Beckoning Flame,"

"D'Artagnan," and
"The Brink," besides

playing the feminine

lead in such American-

Mutual photo dramas
as "The Gilded

Lina Cavalieri,

who has scored

a decided triumph
in her first offer-

ing for Para-
mount, "The
Eternal Tempt-

Ycuth," "His Brother's Keeper," "The
Overcoat," and "The Sable Blessing."

Miss Mitchell has contracted to appear

in eight big Paralta plays a year, and
will stage her productions at the same
studio in which Warren Kerrigan,

Bessie Barriscale, and Henry Walthall

are at work. She will have the benefit

of the same general stafT, headed by

Robert Brunton, production manager,

R. Holmes Paul, art director, and Rob-
ert T. Kane, vice president of Paralta,

as general supervising manager. She

will make her debut under the new film

brand in a play from the pen of Hay-
den Talbot, which the press department

refers to as a "modern morality play."

Lina Cavalieri, one of the most re-

cently acquired of the Paramount stars,

has apparently scored a triumph in her

first offering, "The Eternal Temptress,"

written especially for her by

Madame Fred de Grassac.

Especial credit seems to be

due the director, Emile Chau-
tard, for the excellent repro-

ductions he has given us of

glimpses of Old World cities

—scenes like those which de-

pict the Grand Canal with the

Bridge of Sighs in Venice, and

the Church of San Marco and

the quays of Rome. It seems

hard, indeed, to believe that

these portions of the pro-

duction were really

staged in the studio

at Fort Lee,
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New Jersey, and were

not actually "shot"

abroad.

Sessue Hayakawa,
probably to-day the
best-known Japanese in

the world, is enjoying

the first vacation he has

been granted in many
months. He is in Bear

Valley, where he went

immediately upon the

completion of "The

Call of the East,"

which was staged un-

der the direction of

William C. De Mille.

In this production a

number of popular fa-

vorites appear in Haya-

kawa's support.
Among them are Tsuri

Aoki, Margaret Loom-
is, Jack Holt, and

James Cruze.

Mention of Paralta

Studios instantly leads

us to record the fact

that Clara Williams

and Director Raymond
B. West are now Paral-

tites. Miss Williams

was featured in numer-

ous Ince productions,

several of which were

supervised by Mr.
West, so their joint ap-

pearance under the
Paralta banner will be

more or less in the way
of a reunion. Miss

Williams' first work
was done on the speak-

ing stage, where she

played Lady Isabel, in

"East Lynne," and it

was in the old "Bron-
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cho Billy" Essanay films that she gained

her first honors as a screen star. West
has risen from the very bottom, hav-

ing begun his motion-picture career as

an humble property man at the Ince

Studios. This led to his acting as an

assistant camera man, from which post

he advanced to be head camera man,

and then assistant director. Direction

gave him his big opportunity, and much
of the success of "Civilization" is ru-

mored to be due to some of the bigger

scenes which he supervised for Mr.
Ince. @
One Paralta item leads to another,

and perhaps this is the one which
should have come first. Paralta pic-

tures are not, after all, to be released

via Triangle exchanges. A recent deci-

sion to separate was reached by both

the Paralta and Triangle executives,

and with the retirement of Mr. S. A.

Lynch from the presidency of Triangle

the Paralta contract became "a scrap of

paper." However, to the film fans it

makes very little difference by what
route the Paralta pictures reach them,

just so long as they eventually get on
the screen.

The impression has spread among
film fans that Vitagraph's serial "The
Fighting Trail," the fiction version of

which is appearing in Picture-Play
Magazine, is to be in thirty episodes

instead of fifteen, as originally an-

nounced. This impression was prob-

ably due to the fact that certain trade

journals carried a story to that effect,

which was generally copied by photo-

play editors of newspapers all over the

country. Instead of continuing "The
Fighting Trail" for an extra fifteen

episodes, Vitagraph will follow it im-

mediately with a new serial of just as

stirring and entertaining a nature,

which will bear the title, "Vengeance
and the Woman."

Gossip

Harry Beaumont, well known as an

Essanay player, and more recently as

the director of an Essanay company,
has joined the Selig Polyscope Com-
pany as a director, and is now busily

directing a film version of "Brown of

Harvard," many scenes for which were
actually taken at Cambridge, Massachu-
setts. Beaumont began his motion-pic-

ture career with the Edison Company,
and upon coming to Chicago with Es-

sanay directed Henry Walthall in "The
Truant Soul," and Bryant Washburn
in the "Skinner Series," two of which
Air. Beaumont wrote himself.

When the nights begin to get cold

and raw, when you shiver as you hurry

along toward your favorite motion-

.picture theater, it may comfort you to

know that your old friend, "Fatty"

Arbuckle, who has been making his

Paramount comedies in Xew York,

ducked the cold by journeying out once

more to his old stamping ground in

Los Angeles, and the Arbuckle laugh

makers are proceeding merrily on amid

the sunshine of California. He admits

it was hard to tear himself away from

the bright lights of Broadway, but also

was possessed of a decided distaste for

fur-lined B. V. D.'s, so fooled the

weather man by accepting Horace

Greeley's advice and "going West."

Harold Lockwood and the Metro-

Yorke Company, on the other hand,

abandoned the warmth of California

for a new home at 645 West Forty-

third Street, Xew York, where future

Lockwood-Metro productions will be

staged. Accompanying Lockwood on

his eastward trip were Fred J. Bal-

shofer, president of the Yorke Com-
pany

;
Wiley Gibson, the business man-

ager ; Richard A'. Spencer, scenario

writer; Lester Cuneo, the "heavy" of

the company; William Clifford, the
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versatile character man,

recalled by every film

fan, and Antonio

Gaudio, the camera

man who has ''shot"

most of the Lock-

wood productions.

You will soon be

seeing several of

your old favorites

in new surround-

ings. For instance,

it is going to take

more than a min-

ute or two to

grow accustomed

to seeing Bryant

Washburn in

anything but
Essanay re-

leases. Yet
Washburn i s

now a Pathe

star. Bessie

Love is an-

other Patheite

that we have

grown so used to seeing in Triangle re-

leases that it will require a gentle jog

to our memories to fix her as a twinkler

in Pathe's newest galaxy of stars. Still

another to join the Pathe forces is

Frank Keenan, but in his case it will

not be so hard to place him, as he has

been flitting from one producing unit to

another for several months. Now,
however, it is understood, he will "stay

put" for some little time, as Pathe is

lining up an all-star aggregation of tal-

ent. As you probably noticed, they be-

gan along about the middle of October

to introduce the best Pathe features as

"Pathe Plays," instead of "Gold Roos-

ter" features. Each of the stars is to

appear in a whole series of big sub-

jects specially selected for the player's

exploitation. These subjects will all be

five or six reels in length, and are in-

It will take her admirers some time to grow
accustomed to the fact that Bessie Love is

now a Pathe star.

tended to be the equal of any fea-

ture attractions on the market.

As the present stars of "Pathe

Plays" may be mentioned

Irene Castle, Bryant Wash-
burn, Fannie Ward, Frank
Keenan, and Pearl White,

while rumor has it that two
other stars of world-wide

reputation—among the

greatest of the great

—are soon to be-

gin work in the

Pathe Studios.

Dolores Cas-

s i n e 1 1 i , who
many of "the

old guard" of

picture fans will

recall as a for-

m e r Essanay

star, back in the

days when
Francis X .

Bushman and
Broncho Billy

were making the

Essanay trade-mark famous the world

over, has left the Cooper-Hewitts for

the Mazdas of the speaking stage.

Miss Cassinelli was induced to abandon
motion pictures by an offer from Madi-
son Corey to sing the prima-donna role

in his new musical comedy, "The
Grass Widow," which was written by

Channing Pollock and Rennold Wolf.

The Thomas H. Ince Studios in Cali-

fornia are the scene of more activity

than a Ringling Brothers circus lot at

eight-twenty-seven a. m., only Thomas
is operating and supervising some five

stages instead of an humble three-ring

affair . The William S. Hart Company,
which is now domiciled in what used

to be the Mabel Normand Studio, in

California, is busy with a Western
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story, in which Hart has the role of a

desert miner whose claim is jumped.

Voia Vale is playing the leading femi-

nine opposite "the two-gun man," and
Robert McKim is cast in a prominent

part. Dorothy Dalton, who scored so

heavily in "The Price Mark," her first

Ince-Paramount offering, has an even

Enid Markey
makes her

Fox debut

in "Respon-

sibility."

stronger role in her newest picture, now
in the making, and Charley Ray is play-

ing opposite Doris Lee, a recent Ince

"discovery," who is said to be the image
of Mary Pickford. Her first picture in

support of Ray is titled "His Mother's

Boy," and it is a film version of the

Rupert Hughes' story, "When Life

Was Marked Down." Victor Schertz-

inger, who has so splendidly directed

Ray in his more recent appearances, is

again wielding the directorial mega-
phone with his customary skill.

Seems good—doesn't it ?—to be seeing

Enid Markey back on the screen, and
now that she's a regular Fox star we
may be looking for her more, frequently.
It's in "Responsibility" that she makes
her Fox debut. This production was
directed by Richard Stanton, and is the

story of a woman pressed hard by en-

vironment, who be-

lieves that she is the

victim of a tragedy,

5^ but retains her pur-

ity of mind and
soul. It is said to of-

fer unbounded op-

portunities to Miss
Markey for the sort

of emotional acting

for which she is

famous. Tab it for

seeing at the first

opportunity.

Colonel J. E. Brady,

manager of the Bluebird

manuscript department,

has purchased the mo-
tion-picture rights for a

number of well-known

fiction stories. One is

"The Scarlet Car," by

Richard Harding Davis,

which will be produced

by Joseph DeGrasse,

with Franklyn Farnum
as the star of the corn-

Dorothy Phillips will beedy drama,

seen in "Heart's Blood," a drama by

Eileen Stern. F. Hopkinson Smith's

"The Old-Fashioned Gentleman,"

Samuel Merwin's "Anthony the Abso-

lute," and "Donna Perfecta," a Spanish

romance (and not a brand of cigar, as

you might suspect), will all be filmed by

Director Rupert Julian, with Ruth
Clifford and Monroe Salisbury in the

leading roles. Director Stuart Paton is

at work on the Charles Edmund Walk
story, "The Green Seal," and still other
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famous novels are in process of transla-

tion from mere fiction into "working

scripts."

The Lasky plant in Los Angeles is

growing like a munition plant. During

Mr. Lasky's recent visit to the City of

Angels, plans were completed for the

erection of a new glass-inclosed studio,

which will have a floor space of eighty-

five by two hundred and fifty feet. Re-

cently an open-air stage of this size was
opened, and it has since been found ad-

visable to have this, too, inclosed, so

work can go on under the lights when
the sunshine proves fickle. The great

accumulation of properties has made
necessary large additions to the stor-

age rooms, and a mammoth property

building, two stories high, is being

erected. An elevator permits the

raising of truckloads of furniture

and other "props" to the second story

when the lower floor becomes con-

gested.

Following the completion of "Nan
of Music Mountain," by Frank

Spearman, Wallace Reid, who has

been in the West so long that Cali-

fornians look upon him as a "Native

Son," left for the Maine woods on

a sort of vacation, if change of loca-

tion can be called a "vacation." But

Wallie is not going to loaf, by any

means, for he will be busy acting

the leading role in "The Source," a

powerful play whose scenes are laid

in Maine. Anna Little is cast in the

leading- feminine role opposite Reid.

Alice Brady, whom Screen Gossip

mentioned last month as having severed

her connection with W'orld-Brady pic-

tures, is to make eight big super pic-

tures for release on the Select program,

the organization sponsored by Adolph
Zukor, of Famous Players-Lasky, and
which takes over what were formerly

known as Selznick pictures, and such

stars as Clara Kimball Young, Con-
stance and Norma Talmadge, Rita

Jolivet, and others. Miss Brady's first

Select picture is "The Red Mouse," an

adaptation of Henry J. W. Dam's suc-

cessful play of the same title. It is a

story of modern life with a French

Wallace Reid's reputation as a '

Westerner has suffered a relapse.

teetotaler"

His next

picture

will be

made in

Maine.

flavor, and is being staged under the

direction of Edward Jose.

Bessie Barriscale, who has completed

her first two Paralta pictures
—"Ma-

dame Who" and "Rose o' Paradise"—
is now in the midst of "Within the

Cup," a story by Monte Katterjohn.

Raymond B. West is directing, and the

scenes are laid in the bohemian atmos-

phere of the Latin Quarter of Paris and

in old Greenwich Village, New York.



For Va lour
How a brave little girl of Canada inspired her

coward brother to manhood and the Victoria Cross.

By Robert Foster

WHEN Henry Nobbs decided to

get married he was earning

just nineteen dollars a week
in a Canadian insurance office, and

he figured that he ought to have

at least a thousand to start house-

keeping. Unfortunately his expendi-

tures equaled—more often exceeded

—

his income, and there was
no savings fund to draw
upon, for Henry had not

learned the gentle art of

thrift.

His father would glad-

ly have sacrificed him-

self for the boy's sake,

but old Ambrose Nobbs,

a veteran of the Boer

War, had little money.

His right leg had been

shattered in the Battle of

Majuba Hill, and, inval-

ided home, he had taken

his two motherless chil-

dren, Henry and Melia,

to Canada. Fortune had
not smiled on him. It had

been a hard fight with

poverty, and Melia, a year older than

Henry, was obliged, much against her

father's inclination, to take a small part

in a musical comedy.

Her salary was not large, but it

would have sufficed if her brother had

not been born with a passion for spend-

ing.

"I can't get anywhere in business

without fine clothes," Henry grumbled.

Melia promptly came to the rescue.

From a drawer of the ancient dresser

she took a bundle of bills.

"Take these," she said to her brother.

"What is mine is yours. You are wel-

come to every dollar."

He flushed. "I don't want to take

your money, little sister."

"Don't call it mine, Henry; it be-

longs to the family; we three are one."

Shamefacedly he took the roll of

bills; and in proof that

clothes make the man he

invested in a new suit,

and gained a position in

Turner's Investment and
Insurance office.

The next step was to

fall in love with pretty

Alice Davis, Mr. Tur-
ner's private secretary.

He wanted to marry
Alice right away, but

prudence told him that

without some reserve

capital matrimony would
be an unwise venture.

"Several thousand dol-

lars pass through my
hands every week," he

told himself. "Why not

help myself while the helping is good?
I can cover it up and recoup later."

Action followed the thought, and he

began a series of peculations, small at

first, but gradually growing larger as

he grew bolder. Stock taking was at

hand, and he knew he must make good
the "losses" or But he dared not

think of the consequences of discovery,

and in his despair he determined to ap-

peal to his sister once more.

Walking home from the office he met
her, but before he could voice his re-
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quest she thrust a newspaper at him
and cried : "Henry, doesn't it make you
thrill to read of what the brave fel-

lows are doing- in Flanders?"

''Brave fools, I call them," said

Henry. "I don't see why you fill your

head with that wrar dope, Melia."

''It's the biggest thing that has hap-

pened in the history of the world," she

retorted. "It is a fight for civilization,

and every man who has red blood in

him ought to be in khaki."

"That's knocking me, I guess," said

Henry, with a sheepish smile.

"Thanks ! I'd rather be a

live coward than a dead

hero."

Melia looked him
over critically. He
was strongly built,

handsome, well
groomed, but she

was not satisfied.

She looked for

something of the

martial spirit of her

fighting father in

this brother of hers

but it was lacking.

"Henry, you know I love

you," she said. "I have no

right to preach to you—for I

am only a year older than you,

but I can't help saying I am
disappointed."

"Disappointed that I am not lying

dead in a trench in Flanders ?" he asked

bitterly. "That's a nice Christian de-

sire, sister—and just at this time when
you know my life is bound up with

Alice Davis. And that reminds me,"

he hurried on, determined to get his

story over and done with, "that reminds

me I have been helping myself to some
of the firm's money, and I'll be in

Dutch if they find it out."

"Harry !" The girl was aghast.

"You don't mean to tell me you have

stolen
"

"Oh, don't put it like that. I have

"Take these," she
said. "What is

mine is yours. You
are welcome to

every dollar"

only put a few hundred dollars aside,

intending to make them up later on."

"How much?" she demanded.
"Why, I—I don't know exactly till

I make up the books, but it's not more
than five hundred dollars at the out-

side."

"Harry, this must stop !" Melia

never looked less like a musical-comedy
actress than at this moment, but the

frown that gathered on her forehead,

and the absence of the stage smile, did

not mar the loveliness of her face. Her
indignation had given an added

flush to the rounded
cheeks, and a sparkle

i the dark eyes that

made the girl's
charm compelling.

She had mothered
this good-looking

brother of hers,

and, like a mother,

she could be

stern as well as

very loving. "It

won't do, Henry,"

she went on, and there

was an iciness in her

tones that bit deep into his

soul. "You and I are going

to part company if you don't

shake yourself and be a man.

Now, listen ! The fact that

you have confessed to me
about your

—
'borrowings,' I'll call them,

proves that there is the right stuff in

you if it can be brought out. Don't in-

terrupt, please. Here is my proposal

:

I will do what I can to make good your

losses on one consideration."

"What is that?" he asked hopefully.

"That you will return every cent, and

promise me faithfully that you will play

the honest game henceforth."

"I'll do it," he answered. "And,
Melia—you're a brick !"

Melia had offered to make good

Henry's peculations, but where to find
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the money was a problem. She went

to the manager of the theater, and

begged for an increase of salary.

"Yes, I think we can fatten your pay

envelope, my dear," he said. He was
a beefy fellow, gross, with flabby

cheeks and beady little eyes that

glowed now with unholy desire. "In-

deed, I've been thinking of it for some

time. I don't mind telling you that

you've made a hit with me, little one."

He set his fat finger under her chin

and tilted her head.

Melia shrank back from him.

The manager grinned. "Oh, don't be

afraid of me, my dear. You're a per-

fect little lady, and I'll treat you as

such ; but you mustn't mind a little play-

fulness on my part."

He tried to catch her in his arms, but

she eluded him.

He chuckled horribly. "Little witch

wants to play a game of tag with me

!

Well, here's for a kiss!" He lunged

toward her again, stumbled over a

footstool and sprawled on the floor.

Melia darted out of the room and along

the hallway.

The door of the star's dressing room
was open. Temptation lay in wait for

her there. A gold bag was on the

dresser. The room was empty. Melia,

standing panting at the open door, had
lost her fine sense of right and wrong
after the encounter with the manager.

She darted into the room, and hastily

hid the gold bag in her waist. In a few
minutes she was on the street, and hur-

rying back to her home. There was
money in the bag—she knew that—for

Mademoiselle Charmion, the famous

French dancer, had a reputation for

being always well supplied with cash.

She hoped it would be a worth-while
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sum—and it was—over two hundred

dollars. The bag itself was probably

worth another hundred. This, with her

own savings, would enable Henry to

make good his "losses," and some time

later she would repay Charmion.

That night Melia brought her brother

to task. "I have sacrificed my honesty

for you," she said bluntly. "It's been

an ordeal for me. I don't want to talk

about it. Some men are beasts, Henry.

The manager of the theater is one."

Into the boy's eyes flashed, a gleam

of fire that for the first time in his life

lifted him to the level of his fighting

father. "He insulted you?" he cried.

"I'll kill him !"

Melia smiled. "Let's say the man
was drunk. It's over and done with,

Henry. It won't occur again. He'll be

apologetic to-morrow. I 'refused his

advances,' as they say in the novels.

So we'll forget it. He refused to raise

my salary, and I stole the money from
a woman who can afford to lose it."

She gave him a package of bills.

"This will clear your indebtedness, I

hope," she went on. "You spoke of

'killing,' a moment ago, Henry. It

made me glad to see the glow in your
eyes. The real man that is in you has

been hidden during all these fearful

days of war. It is small matter that

your sister should have been insulted;

this one big thing in Europe overtops

every other thing. The Hun is at the

gate. Civilization is at stake. The
world's dearest treasures are at the

mercy of the trained barbarian. Mur-
derers by land and sea have been let

loose ' upon the world. The gospel of

frightfulness is being preached and
put into practice by these sons of hell.

And yet you talk of marrying and set-

tling down. Henry, Henry—stand up
and meet the foe. The spirit of your
dad is not dead in you."

The boy was carried away by the tor-

rent of the girl's words.

"I'll do it," he said. "I'll pay my
debts and enlist. Melia, you've brought

me to my senses."

"Oh, I am glad—so glad, Henry!"
She flung her arms around him.

"What's this you are glad about, lit-

tle daughter?" asked Ambrose Nobbs.

The old man had been dozing over the

kitchen stove, and, hearing the excited

voices in the parlor, had hobbled in to

find out what it was all about.

Melia ran to him and gave him a

great hug. "Oh, daddy, daddy, Henry
is going to volunteer for service in

France !"

The old man stared at his son. A
flush of pride crept into his withered

cheeks. His arms opened wide. "My
boy," he said, his eyes filling. "I knew
you were a chip of the old block."

When men speak of the Canadian
division in days to come they will re-

member with gratitude what the brave

men of the Dominion did to save the

world from the menace of kaiserism.

In company with the joyous souls who
crossed the seas to avenge the rape of

Belgium, Henry Nobbs soon forgot his

mollycoddle platitudes. The fighting

spirit took hold of him, and he was a

glutton for dangerous tasks. Com-
rades were shot down beside him, but

he seemed to bear a charmed life. It

was a miracle that he answered to roll

call after each desperate assault on the

enemies' lines—a miracle repeated

again and again.

Once in a communicating trench he

overheard a man at the field telephone

announce that a bloody battle was in

progress on the hilltop half a mile

away.

"There's hell a-popping on Hill

404," said the man with the receivers

at his ears.

Half an hour later Henry Nobbs was
in the thick of the hell that the man at

the telephone had announced. Back
and forth swept the battle lines. Men
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died by hundreds.

Still the gallant

Canadians swept

on. The Huns re-

treated. Step by

step the bodies

were driven back,

and at sunset the

hill was in the

hands of the

Allies.

Shrapnel still

screamed over the

lines, seeking un-

seen victims. But

t h e battle w a s

over ; the Allied

object had been

achieved. It was
now only a question of consolidating

the advance.

Out in the dreaded No Man's Land
between the lines Henry saw the body

of a young lieutenant asprawl on the

shell-torn earth. He gazed at the life-

less thing without emotion. Death had

become familiar to him, and he was un-

moved. But as he gazed he saw the

apparently lifeless officer raise a hand
to his head.

Henry sprang to action. It was
courting annihilation, but he had for-

gotten there was such a word as "fear."

Once more the miracle of the preserva-

tion of his life was repeated as he ran

through the rain of explosives, lifted

the wounded man onto his shoulder and

dashed back to the Canadian lines.

He heard the wild cheers of his

comrades as the lieutenant was borne

away to the field hospital ; then a shell

burst at his feet and the world was
blotted out for him.

When he was able to take notice of

things again he was in a country home
in England that had been given over to

the Red Cross. He looked up from the

bed on which he was lying into the

kindly eyes of a nurse.

"How much of me is left?" he asked.

Don't be afraid of me, my dear. You mustn't

mind a little playfulness on my part."

"Everything ex-

cept one arm,"

answered the
nurse. "You lost

that immediately

after you saved

an officer in the

face of terrific

fire. For that

brave act you
have been award-
ed the Victoria

Cross."

She placed the

cross in his hand,

and he read the

words, "For Val-

our," inscribed on
it.

"Melia said I had the makings of a

man in me," he murmured. "This
proves it, I guess. Dad will be proud
when I show him the V. C," and, smil-

ing happily, his head dropped back on
the pillow, and he fell asleep.

Melia had her own fight to make at

home while her brother was at the

front. Her father had grown more
feeble, and was no longer able to do a

day's work. The task of holding on to

the little home devolved upon the girl,

and with no raise in salary it took rigid

economy to keep the wolf from the

door.

To make matters worse, the theatri-

cal manager told her that he knew who
had stolen Mademoiselle Charmion's

bag.

"One of the stage hands saw you,"

he told her. "He came to me with the

story, and I shut his mouth with a bribe.

That's going to be our secret, my dear

—yours and mine ; and I hope we are

not going to quarrel, for I can make it

pretty hard for you if we do." With
this threat ringing in her ears she left

his office.

Then began a campaign that could

have but one conclusion if she was to
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hold her position in the chorus and es-

cape imprisonment for the theft—for

that was what his threat meant. It

was a carefully planned campaign, in-

tended to gather her into his net ; but

he was in no haste. The musical com-

edy was enjoying a long run, and there

was plenty of time to achieve his pur-

pose. So for several weeks he did not

bother the girl beyond an easy familiar-

ity that she bore with for the sake of

her father.

The crisis was reached, strangely

enough, on the day that Henry had been

awarded the cross for valour on the

field of honor. After the performance

one night the manager summoned her to

his office. He had been drinking heav-

ily. His beady eyes were almost closed.

He chewed savagely at a big black cigar

as Melia entered.

"Sit down !" he rumbled.

The girl dropped into a chair nearest

the door.

"Now, I want to know how long this

is to go on ?" he demanded.

"I— I don't understand," faltered

Melia.

"Innocent ! What do you suppose I

remained silent for, when I could have

thrown you into prison? I say, how
long is this going to keep on ? My pa-

tience is exhausted. When are you

going to let me furnish a little home
for you?"

Melia stared at the gross man in the

chair, and, staring, shuddered.

"I could never marry you," she said.

"Quit your kidding," he drawled.

"Nobody said anything about marriage.

WT

hat's a ceremony between friends?

You and I are just going to set up
housekeeping, and we ain't going to

bother the parsons to say a blessing.

How about it, little one? Say yes, and
all's well on the Potomac. Say no, and
I summon the police." He threw the

chewed cigar into. the cuspidor, and
swayed back" with his hand on the tele-

phone.

"I did not know that God could make
such a man " Melia exclaimed.

The manager cut in brutally. "Never
mind that! Your answer—yes or no?"

"I say no—a thousand times NO !"

He lifted the phone and put the re-

ceiver to his ear. No tears came to the

girl's eyes. She sat dumb, unstirring.

while he gave his message. Listlessly

she watched him as he hung up the re-

ceiver and lit another cigar. Listlessly

she watched the smoke rings drift out

into the room. There was silence that

neither cared to break while the black

cigar was consumed. The door opened

and an officer came in.

Melia heard a mumble of words, then

the man in uniform beckoned her and
obediently she rose and walked out of

the room with him, a prisoner of the

state.

The trial was a brief one. The the-

atrical manager made the charge, and
Melia, scorning to hide behind a false-

hood, confessed her guilt.

"I did it to save my brother," she

said brokenly. "He had done an un-

wise thing, and it was the only way. I

intended to make good the loss."

"That's what they all say," remarked

the manager's attorney, with a smile.

The magistrate looked kindly at the

girl. He would have spared her if he

could, but he knew that justice must be

administered in spite of sentiment.

He pronounced a light sentence—six

months' imprisonment—but it stunned

the girl ; and when the officers at-

tempted to lead her from the room she

collapsed.

For many weeks she lay in the prison

hospital, hovering between life and

and death. And when at last she was
able to take cognizance of her sur-

roundings she was a wreck of her for-

mer self.

Her first question was about her fa-

ther.

"He is being well treated," said the
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good-looking young interne. "He is in

a pretty home, where he need not worry
about the least little thing. No work.

No worry. Nothing to do but eat and
sleep. What more does a man want?"
He meant well, but his buoyant

words struck a chill to her heart.

"I know what you mean," she said.

"He has sold out the old place."

"Oh, sure," said the young fellow.

"No use hanging on there while you

were sick."

"And now he is—where?"
"The home for the aged," he an-

swered. "Go to sleep now. When you

are well you can get to work and start

all over again."

Henry stepped out from the tempo-

rary Red Cross hospital into the mel-

low sunshine of an April day. He
breathed deep of the sweet English air

that filled his lungs, untainted by battle

smoke. One sleeve of his coat hung
empty, but he smiled. His heart sang

within him. He had played the man,

and now he was going home. He
thought of his fine old father, and in-

voluntarily his hand groped for the

cross fastened on his waistcoat. He
could see the eyes of the old veteran

light up.

"I'll bet dad will be envious of me,"

Henry remarked to a robin that was
regarding him curiously as he strode up
and down the winding path. "And
Melia, too," he gloated. "She once

called me a mollycoddle. I'll show
her." And he laughed with an abandon
that sent the robin fluttering away
affrighted.

He was in a fever of impatience to

get away to the loved ones, now that

he was discharged from the army, but

it was six weeks before he was in his

own home town once more.

His friends would have had difficulty

in recognizing him. His figure had
broadened out. His face, tanned like

an Indian's, had become thinner—lean

and hard—and there was a manliness

in it that gave it a far different expres-

sion from that of the days when his

sister had classed him among the molly-

coddles.

With jaunty step he paced the fa-

miliar streets. His heart pounded
against his ribs as he neared the little

house that he had called "home."
But no sudden bomb on the battle-

field ever gave him the shock that came
to him when he saw a sign on the wall

of the house, reading "This House For
Rent."

He put his hand over his eyes and
staggered.

"Is there anything I can do, sir?" a

soft voice asked.

He looked up to see a young girl

standing by, her pitying glance on the

empty sleeve.

"This—this place was home to me,"

he said, swallowing a lump in his

throat. "I have come back from the

war, and I hoped to find my folks here.

Nobbs is the name. The family con-

sisted of my father, my sister, and my-
self. Perhaps you can tell me where
they have moved to?"

Tears welled up in the girl's eyes.

"You have been a brave man on the

battlefield, sir, but you will have to be

braver now. You must be Henry
Nobbs?" He nodded. "Then I have

sad news for you," the girl went on.

"I have heard that your father sold

out, and is now in the home for the

aged. And your sister—your sister

" She stopped, her voice choking.

"Yes, yes—go on—I can bear the

worst. She is dead?" Henry gulped

out the words.

"No, no." The girl shook her head,

the tears now running down her cheeks,

unchecked. "I have heard that your

sister was arrested on some petty of-

fense, and is now in the prison hospi-

tal."

Bitter anguish was stamped on the

lined face. But he set his teeth, and
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the fingers of his one hand bit deep

into the palm.

"Ohank you for telling me," he said

with an effort. And as he turned away
the girl gave him her hand.

"Oh, I am sure—very, very sure

—

that everything will come out all right

now that you are home," she said ; and
added slowly, as if repeating a phrase

that had been solace to herself in some
dark hour: "Divine love has met and
always will meet every human need."

In the home for the aged he found
his father—broken, dispirited. But
there was a transformation when the

young soldier with one arm missing

strode briskly into the room where Am-
brose Nobbs was sitting reading. New
life came into the tired old eves. The
8

shrunken frame straightened up to its

old-time martial dignity, and his voice

was strong and steady as he cried

:

"My soldier boy ! A chip of the old

block, lad! And you're home again!

Thank God!"
He clasped the young hero to his

breast, and his eyes grew misty as he

felt the empty sleeve.

"Dad, it was a small thing to give

for God, for country, and for human-
ity," Henry said, reading the veteran's

thoughts. "And here is something that

will stir your martial old heart." He
pointed to the Victoria Cross.

"Son, I am proud of you! I could

dance for joy !" cried the old man.
Then he had to hear the whole story.

But Henry told it only in snatches, for

he was in haste to see his sister.
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Half an hour later he was in a ward
in the prison hospital, where he found

Melia, now well on the way to recov-

ery. He dropped on his knees beside

her cot, and his head dropped on the

coverlet.

"Melia—little Melia—what you have

suffered for my sake," he groaned.

She leaned over and kissed him.

"Everything is all right, Henry/' she

said, stroking his hair. "They have par-

doned me, and as soon as I am well I

can walk out into the sunshine—free.

Mademoiselle Charmion—it was her

purse I stole, you know—she did not

know that I had been imprisoned. It

was the manager's doings. When Char-
mion heard about it she did the most
wonderful thing, Henry—threw over

the manager, bought the company, and
has become manager herself, as well as

star. And listen, Henry ! When I am
well again she is going to reinstate me
and push me along to any heights I

want to climb. Isn't that just splen-

did?"

"I am glad, Melia
;
very, very glad,"

he said. "But, oh, to think of you lying

here all these weeks "

"You mustn't think of

it, brother. I have
had the best of

attention,
and Char-

mion has been as good as gold. So you
don't need to worry about me. * Xow,
boy, you are going to start all over

again, and both of us are going to mak2
big money; and dad—dad and I are

going to have a little home in the coun-

try, and you and Alice are going to live

near by, and Oh, I am rambling

on, and I haven't asked you about your-

self. You are looking thinner, but

you've grown other ways. You're more
of a man, dear. And the big thing is

that you have done your duty, and come
back to us

"

"Not all of me," he said with a smile.

The load was lightening, and he was
able to smile again. "I left an arm in

France."

"You poor boy !" Her eyes grew
moist.

"It is nothing," he said. "Gladly

would I have given my life for the

cause we have at heart, Melia. I won
something big, little sister. I won back

my manhood and this " He de-

tached the cross from his waistcoat,

and pinned it on the girl's breast.

"For valour," he said, and he kissed

her reverently.

7 won back my
manhood and

this
"



An Artist and

Some Art

'"THIS is one of the most

f striking and artistic

photographs ever taken of

Miss Myrtle Stedman, the

popular picture-play star.

Miss Stedman started her

theatrical career as an opera

singer and gained prominence

by her voice. It is singular,

therefore, that she has attained

her greatest success in an

art where her voice is un-

heard.
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"The Scarlet Pimpernel"
(Fox)

DUStIN FARNUM disguised—
what say you to that? In "The
Scarlet Pimpernel," the hero

of wild-Western romance was actually

forced to appear in the days of the

French Revolution, with the peculiar

garbs of that somewhat abused period.

The story by Baroness Orczy, which

was complicated enough on the stage,

is not an easy one to follow on the

screen; but by just watching Mr. Far-

num—which, of course, is exactly what
the admirers of that gentleman will do

—it is possible to gather its salient fea-

tures. Farnum, as the Scarlet Pim-
pernel, who is so unpopular with the

French government, has all sorts of

achievements to his credit. If he does

not climb houses—a favorite pastime

of pitcure stars—or jump into running

automobiles^ he is, nevertheless, busy.

In one episode, he disguises himself

as an old woman, and—think of this !

—

as a toothless old woman. There we
see the magnificent, coruscant, shimmer-

ing, and glistening teeth of Dustin Far-

num positively under a cloud of dis-

guise! This bewildered me. I could

not credit the testimony of my eyes.

In French Revolution garb, this star

looked extremely well. It was a change

for the better. Miss Winifred King-

ston, William Burress, and Bertram
Grassby lent him excellent "support."

Altogether, rather a novel picture for

this particular star. It is just as well

to get out of a groove, and Farnum has

at least made the effort.

"The Stainless Barrier"
(Triangle)

THE story of this picture started

rather promisingly, and was
then sent tottering into the

abyss of the inane. Really, one can

scarcely regard such a yarn with toler-

ance. Imagine a young girl with a

worthless brother who introduces into

the family, and also into the village, a

shady and disreputable financier. When
the postal authorities "get wise" to the

doings of this sinister promoter, that

person vacates and leaves the young
girl's brother to bear the brunt of it

all. Thereupon aforesaid brother ups

and kills him. At the trial, the brother

pleads in extenuation that the financier

had ruined his sister ! !

!

The pliant, and of course beautiful,

heroine allows this story to stand, for

brother's sake. She does not deny her

"ruin." Can you imagine that pleas-

antly improbable situation seriously of-

fered? And in the end her fiance— for

she had one—discovers her innocence,

and all comes to a happy denouement.

Piffle!

Miss Irene Hunt, Jack Livingston,

and Rowland Lee did all they could

with this exceedingly unyielding ma-
terial.

"The Savage"
(Universal)

THIS is what may be called a

wildly atmospheric picture, with

a heroic "half-breed gambler"

as its central figure, and with scenes in

the settlement of Cheval Blanc in the

Canadian woods. This "half-breed,"

acted by Monroe Salisbury, is a very

striking character, and Mr. Salisbury

succeeds in an impersonation that

should place him in the foremost ranks

of picture stars. His facial expression,

his "authority," and his complete lack

of self-consciousness and I'm-the-hero-

esqueness should surely be recognized.

The half-breed gives up his life for

the beautiful white girl, and the epi-

sodes between the two in the "little

cabin" have a distinct appeal. Miss

Ruth Clifford, as the blond maiden, is

also picturesque. This picture relies

upon its "atmosphere" and upon the

work of Mr. Salisbury, and these will

undoubtedly carry it to popularity.

There are a number of other characters

of minor interest, and the action of the
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Dorothy Dalton, says Mr. Dale, is "plump but dramatic" in "The Price Mark."

picture is never allowed to lag. The
only thing that one "takes home," as it

were, is the idea of the heroic half-

breed.

"The Price Mark"
(Paramount)

AS soon as you note the word
"price" in a picture, you know
what it means. It means just

one thing—honor. If that price had
been paid in dollars, it would by this

time mount up well into the millions.

It never is paid in dollars. It is the

poor girl's honor.

So you realize the significance of

"The Price Mark" by its mere title,

and the title is not in the least mislead-

ing. In a sort of Egyptian prologue,

the villain, or price extorter, is beheld

nefariously loving a native girl called

Nakhla, the sister of a rug dealer. This

gentleman, indignant at the "affair,"

poisons little Nakhla and tries to kill

the villain, who is a young American
artist. Later the artist and his friend,

a doctor, return to the United States

—

and the story begins.

Miss Dorothy Dalton, who is plump
but dramatic, is a "beautiful young girl

from an Ohio town," and to the studio

of the artist she comes. She had tried

to secure a theatrical engagement, but

—you know how those things go. They
threw her down, as it were. Hence her

quest of work as a model. Well, the

worst happens—immediately. Powell,

the artist, treats the girl quite dread-

fully. He sends her to an apartment,

and there—there—how shall I say it?

—he ruins her. You perceive her in ex-

quisite clothes—gorgeous gowns—and

you realize her infamy. So does she.

There are some rather vigorous scenes

between the artist and his -prey.
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Later, to eke out the plot, she meets

his doctor friend, falls in love with and

marries him. And still later—you see,

it has to be later !—the villain occurs

again in her life. He threatens to tell

all the horror of her past to the hus-

band she dotes on, unless she comes to

his rooms ; and when she does so. the

price extorter is killed by his servant,

who turns out to be none other than

the vengeful brother of the Egyptian

girl who was ruined in the prologue.

As I suggested, Miss Dorothy Dal-

ton is quite plump for one of those

heroines who pay the price. I always

imagine that such ladies should be lean

to the verge of emaciation. Perhaps I

am wrong. At any rate, Miss Dalton

manages to convey the emotional idea,

and to be deliciously miserable. Wil-

liam Conklin and Thurston Hall were

the men in the sad case.

"This Is the Life"
(Fox)

1 SHALL end by becoming one of

George Walsh's fervent admirers.

I am sure of it. I always seem

to be viewing his

pictures, and each

one I see is an im-

provement on its

predec e s s o r .

"This Is the Life"

is the best of the

lot. It is directed

by Mr. Walsh's

own brother, R.

A. Walsh—surely

a piece of frater-

n a 1 devotion

—

and it tells the
story of a wealthy

youth who yearns

to be a "picture

star."

The "titles" in

this film are ex-

ceedingly happy,

which is worth

mentioning. They are humorous and
not illiterate—also worth mentioning

—and they are further distinctly appro-

priate. Walsh, as the would-be movie
star, has all sorts of capers to cut up,

and he does his work with clean-cut

precision and intelligence. He is agile,

dramatic, and clever. The story leads

him to the fertile field of fiction, South
America, where, of course, there is a

revolution, wdiich the hero imagines is

a picture play. There is a charming
girl, Miss WT

anda Petit, to be rescued,

and who can. do the rescue work as

realistically as George Walsh? He does

it for all he is worth.

"This Is the Life" is full of amusing
incidents, and its star surely makes
good throughout. He is one of the

"live wires" of the films.

The Man Hater"
(Triangle)

HIS is a very simple story. Its

very title gives it away. When-
ever you hear of a man hater

and of a woman hater, you know what

T
to expect. In the

George Walsh as a would-be screen idol in

"This Is the Life"''

final episode, of

course, he or she

will be irrevo-

cably converted.

And in this pic-

ture there is an-

other always pop-

ular idea—that of

the wife in name
only. Fiction

lovers adore the

wife - in - name-
only business. It

would be difficult

to say exactly

why in a few
lines. I presume
that a plausible

explanation could

be offered if

space were un-

limited. Mine is

not.
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In ''The Man Hater," the little hero-

ine who hates men because her own fa-

ther was such a beast—it sounds like a

plausible reason, but surely isn't—nev-

ertheless marries the honest blacksmith

who loves her. (As you know, all

blacksmiths are honest. It is the one

unimpeachable calling.) She is very

cold and unpleasant, but he wins her.

How ? Oh, can't you guess ? Try.

You're right. He makes her jealous

by writing letters to himself from an

imaginary rival, and then—she rushes

into his arms. Simple? Oh, quite.

Complexity is not always desirable,

and "The Man Hater" is interesting in

spite of its transparency. It is neatly

acted by Miss Winifred Allen, Jack
Meredith, and that perfectly delightful

little Anna Lehr.

"The Woman God Forgot"
(Paramount)

THE value of a picture star may
usually be judged by the set-

tings. It must therefore be

true that Miss Geraldine Farrar is ex-

tremely expensive. In her latest pic-

ture, "The Woman God Forgot," by

Jeannie Macpherson, she is surrounded

by a highly spectacular aggregation of

those "supers" who fight and struggle

and are cast from castle towers in a

conflict that is looked upon as a su-

preme achievement. These hard-work-
ing gentlemen put up a very fine fight,

I am bound to say; and, although I can-

not help thinking that the day will come
when the films will regard these battle

scenes as rather tiresome, that day is

not yet here.

Miss Farrar appears in the picture

as Tezca, daughter of Montezuma, the

Aztec, and wears one of those wonder-
ful feather headdresses that Miss Gaby
Deslys used to patronize—though Gabv
had no Aztec ideas. Miss Farrar is

first seen feeding the sacred birds in

her father's palace, and the ever-neces-

sary "love episode" starts when she

meets Alvarado, the captain of the in-

vading Cortes.

The picture is beautifully made, and
the "atmosphere" is not to be punctured

by criticism. When the story itself

halts, it is only for the sake of the bat-

tle scenes, which are of the most strenu-

ous description. The lovely heroine is,

of course, in the arms of the warrior-

esque hero, Alvarado, at the close of

the picture, and Miss Farrar is always

exquisite with a hero's arms encircling

her. One expects this of her, but it

is none the less picturesque wThen it

arrives.

The star's Aztec headdresses should

make a tremendous hit. They will.

"The Manx-Man"
(Goldwyn)

I AM glad I saw this picture. It is

extremely long, but it makes you
feel like Oliver Twist and want

"more." Wr

ith its beautiful views of the

Isle of Man, and its wonderfully human
Hall Caine story, "The Manx-Man"
must take its place as one of the finest

films of the year. I am no devotee of

the Hall Caine cult, but "The Manx-
Man," as one of his early stories written

before he started to take himself with

the deadly seriousness of his other

works, is admirable all the way through.

In the picture, all its best features are

emphasized—especially its pathos. This

is the first film I have viewed that

brought the suspicion of moisture to

my eyes.

Moreover, it is capitally acted. Henry
Ainley, a London matinee idol, is less

interesting than Fred Groves, who, as

Pete, gave one of the best perform-

ances in the picture field of to-day. Mr.

Groves, with his remarkably mobile fea-

tures and his dramatic sense, vitalized

every scene in which he appeared. Mr.

Ainley himself is, of course, an ex-

tremely good actor, but he seemed to

be quite inferior to Groves. Miss Eliz-

abeth Risdon, as Kate, gave a charming
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Mae Murray in a tete-a-tete scene from "The Princess Virtue."

performance. The entire cast, however,

could be starred, it was so perfect. As
for the cunning little baby, it was a

marvel, and every picture fan will be

enthusiastic.

Altogether, "The Manx-Man'' is so

fine that it is the positive duty of 'film

lovers to see it. And in this case, duty

will be combined with pleasure—which

is not always the blend that we dis-

cover, is it?

"The Princess Virtue"

(Universal)

MISS LOUISE WINTER writes

very agreeable short stories,

but if "The Princess Virtue"

is the best thing she can do for the

films it will not add to her reputation.

It started out with rather an interesting

idea—that of a child writing a fable to

the effect that the Princess Virtue had
three suitors—passion, desire, and love

—but was unable to learn which was
which.

This all fell to pieces in a collection

of utterly uninteresting episodes, with

a finale that seemed to occur because

the time for its occurrence could no

longer be delayed and it was necessary

to end. Liane, and her suitors and their

duels, and their misunderstandings, and

the lucky (?) gentleman who was sent

abroad to see if she was worth while

saving^ became exasperating. It all-

seemed so marvelously futile.

Miss Mae Murray, however, was
worth watching, as she always is ; and

Jack Bosburg was the lucky (?) gen-

tleman who Avon her. The duels were

quite amusing—involuntarily, of course

—and Miss Winter seemed to believe in

them quite rapturously.

"The Spreading Dawn"
(Goldwyn)

MISS JANE COWL has the

laugh on yours truly. In the

opening of the new picture

entitled "The Spreading Dawn," a

stern, relentless old lady, who domi-

nates the fate of her pretty niece, en-
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listed my attention. This ancient aunt,

sitting there like a Nemesis as the

young girl unfolded her love story, par-

ticularly attracted me.

I suppose that I had been somewhat
lethargic and had failed to concentrate,

for I scarcely knew the name of the

picture when this character of the old

aunt compelled my attention. I won-
dered who she was. The role was so

well done; it had so much force and
magnetism. Even the young girl

seemed pallid and uninteresting. Aunt
Patricia "intrigued" me. And that is

where Miss Jane Cowl has the laugh

on yours truly. Aunt Patricia zuas

Miss Cowl. This actress, who is so

popular in the "beauty column" as

Sarah Jane's ideal, actually ventured to

appear at the beginning of "The
Spreading Dawn" as an old lady read-

ing the diary of her youth—which diary

formed the story of the new film. I

am bound to say that I had never cred-

ited Miss Cowl with such character

possibilities. The part was really ad-

mirably acted. In its way, it was a

gem ; and when Miss Cowl arrived at

her youthful role—as the diary started

—I was filled with surprise. Here is

a "pretty" actress who, casting aside

her good looks, achieved a much more
reliable success without them.

As the young girl of the diary, Miss
Cowl was not nearly as interesting.

Nor did those much-vaunted good looks

lend themselves willingly to the screen.

In fact they were not in complete evi-

dence.

The story, simple and sugary, should

nevertheless make an appeal. It is

neatly told and has some excellent

scenes. One portraying the burning of

a theater proved to be most realistic

and thrilling—one of the best fires I

have seen in pictures, and how many
have I seen ! It is, however, in the im-

personation of the old aunt that Miss
Cowl shines. If I had never seen her

before, I should treasure that piece of

work as something distinctly note-

worthy.

"Madame Who"
(Paralta)

THIS is really a most exciting

story by Harold MacGrath, It

is quite unusual for an ex-

tremely long picture to hold the interest

to the very end and to keep an audience

good throughout its many reels. Its

heroine is a girl who becomes a Con-
federate secret military agent in order

to avenge the death of her father and
brothers on the Northern army. There
is the secret meeting of masked men
in an old warehouse, to which she se-

cures access ; there is her capture by
the masked men, and her enforced mar-
riage to one of them; there is the situ-

ation of a girl married to a man of

whose identity she is ignorant; there

is her appearance in Washington to as-

certain the movements of Grant's army
against Richmond ; and there is a finale

that makes you palpitate. Mr. MacGrath
has made tense melodrama of what
might have been farce, for the only

thing the girl knows about the man she

has married is that he has a curious

mark on his wrist—and six of the

masked men have the same mark ! !

!

"Madame Who" is a particularly ex-

cellent picture. Miss Barriscale can

give points to many a star who relies

upon her "emotional possibilities." The
"close-ups" of Miss Barriscale's hor-

ror-stricken features are most vivid and

admirable. It is the best piece of emo-

tional work that I have seen in many
a day, and some of our "legitimate"

stars might feel proud of it.

Scenes in a night camp, and a view

of a burning city and its evacuation,

with rioting and pillage, lift "Madame
Who" into a prominent position. I

should say that it is a distinct advance

in the picture art—and I emphasize the

word "art." Here's my hat off to Miss

Barriscale.



What's Happening Department

Bill Russell, who
_
is

paying more attention

to the photograper than

to the trench he is

digging. You might
say he wields a trench-

ant shovel.

Hjjj^

The path of an extra girl in

is not strewn with roses,

Marie Doro, who is not an

the movies
but this is

extra girl,

—

she is an
k

' Extra 1'

'

girl.

Just byway of show-
ing us that for an

experienced vampire, elephants

are as

easy
to han-
dle as men.
The v a m

-

pirewith the

elephant on
her
hands j&
is

Louise
Glaum

M7:



Only the best and most ex-
pensive kind of sunlight is

used on Marjorie Wilson's
country estate. We were told

it was her country estate,

but the mere fact that she is

standing in the garden does
not prove it to us.

Fannie Ward reaping what
she has sown—her just de-

serts. With prices the way
they are, there is a possibil-

ity that in the near future

potatoes will be used as des-

sert only.

Corinne Griffith examining the parts that were
"cut" in her latest film. It is always the

best and fattest parts that are cut, just as it

is the best and fattest fish that gets away. You
know how it is.



Olive Thomas engaged in

Spanish calisthenics. See what
she's throwing. This form of

exercise, by the way, has be-

come an international one—it

is too universally human to

allow itself to be hemmed in

by national boundaries.

We consider no number of the

best motion-picture magazine
on earth complete without at

least one picture of an actress

and her dog. Friends and
readers, we present this month
Miss Pauline Frederick, who
is good enough to be received

into the family on her own
merits, without K9 assistance.

\ -

' A

Two of our best-known and most dangerous ex-

plosives—from left to right, Dynamite and
Marie Dressier, and vice versa.



• It must be confessed that we
are prejudiced against a man
who wears spats, and if Rupert
Julian had not had Mignon
Anderson standing so near him,
it is very probable that he would
have been barred from this page

for spats' sake.

It is quite seasonable for us
to present Harry Morey, Alice
Joyce and Earle Williams, who
are engaged in a heated discus-
sion concerning the high cost

of living.

Bill Farnum, who occupies the

center of the picture, thinks he
is having secret practice at horse-

shoe pitching, but we wouldn't
be surprised if there was a rival

hiding behind the shubberv at

the left.



A flirtatious young lady, under
Juanita Hansen's ' direction, pro-

ceeding to break Crane Wilbur's

heart. We seem to remember
that Crane's heart is like a fish-

ing rod— accustomed to separ-

ation.

Things certainly are going up on
account of the war—even movie
actors. Edward Earl knows a

damp cloud where no directors

can ever disturb him.



PJ Merely because the doctor found a sad-
dle under the bed he ought not to

infer that the patient ate a horse—and
neither does the hoe in Mary Pick-
ford's hands prove to us that she
raised the vegetables displayed herein.

Mae Murray scornfully gazing at a

bill collector. Her salary is in the

tin lunch box.

1

mm*

Chester Conklin tried his best

to hide Dorothy from the camera.
Chet sometimes gets confused

—

he forgets Dots and crosses eyes.



'Tis not that Francis Ford loves his

parrakeets less, but that he loves
publicity more. That, by the way,
is the reason for most of the birds

and animals in these pages, we sus-
pect.

Vola Vale disputing the center of the

picture with her horse. They have
compromised by giving Vola the
center, that being the feminine idea

of a compromise.

Marguerite Clark engaged in the
national Saturday night pastime.
What say the prohibitionists? \
Hasn't watersomedisadvantages?



It is a comforting thought for us poor mortals that no
matter how pretty an actress may be, nor how much she
may be above us, she must eat just as the lowliest of

us do. The lady who is surrounding the cracker is

Gladys Brockwell.

Charles Ray and a helpless bull

pup who doesn't seem to care as

much about being photographed

as three or eleven movie per-

formers we could mention.

Here at last we can
visualize a "month
of Sundays" for
four of them are

here, Billy, Mrs.
Sunday, their son,

and his son. Also
included are Mary
Pickford, Jeannie
MacPherson and
Cecil B. De
Mille. Aw,
pick them out

yourself.



The Fighting Trail

Written from the thirty-two reel Vitagraph serial motion picture of

the same title by Cyrus Townsend Brady and J. Stewart Blackton.

SYNOPSIS OF PREVIOUS CHAPTERS.
John Gwyn, a young mining engineer, is under contract to supply financial powers in New

York, headed by Martin Balterman, with all the noxite he can secure from a Western mine
which he controls. Balterman, who is working for the United States government, requires the
noxite to make a new explosive—the most powerful yet discovered. Gwyn, who has merely been
acting as agent for De Cordoba, known as Don Carlos Ybarra, the mine owner, goes to the West
to develop the mine. Ybarra is killed, and Gwyn falls in love with his supposed daughter, Nan
Lawton, who is really his adopted child. Karl von Bleck, head of an international spy system,
connected with the intelligence department of the Central Powers, follows Gwyn to Lost Mine, and
enlists the aid of Pomona Rawls and "Shoe-string Brant," two outlaws. By fabulous offers of
wealth if they succeed, he induces them to help him, by fair means or foul, to secure the pos-
session of the noxite mine and prevent Gwyn from making shipments to the East. While Von Bleck
is planning, Gwyn and Nan are married, and establish a home near the mine. Casey, a trustworthy
friend who has unlimited mining experience, is in charge of operations, and the mine is booming
wonderfully. When things look most promising, however, Von Bleck, through Carson, an associate
who has secured a position in the mine, procures the deeds made out in Nan's name. It is his
plan to file them in his own name, through crooked work on the part of Sheriff Causley, whom he
has cowed into aiding him by political promises. When Von Bleck secures the deeds he and his
men start a race to the commissioner's office on an engine running from the mine to the town.
Gwyn and Nan, in an automobile, race along the road running parallel to the railroad track. It

is a neck-and-neck race, with the nation's welfare at stake, to see who will reach the commis-
sioner's office the first. Gwyn and Nan, in the automobile, are gaining on the engine, when a
terrific explosion shakes the earth. The water tank in the engine had emptied, and the steam
in this had caused the boiler to explode. As Nan and Gwyn look back, it seems as if every one aboard
the engine must be killed.

CHAPTER XIII.

GWYN stopped the car with a jerk

and whirled in his seat to look

back. The force of the explo-

sion had literally torn the engine to bits.

A great hole had been blown in the

ground, and a cloud of smoke and va-

por rose over the scene like a fog. He
shuddered, transfixed at the horror of

the sight.

"What is it?" said Nan, shaking him
by the shoulder. "What has hap-

pened ?" The touch seemed to galvan-

ize him into action. With a single

bound he was out of the machine and
running toward the wreck.

"The boiler has exploded ! Come !"

It was a matter of humanity now,
in spite of the fact that the injured

men were their enemies—and deadly

enemies. But in moments like this,

compassion is greater than hate.

Under the cab they found the en-

gineer dead beside his throttle. They
were still searching the wreckage when

the whistle of another engine an-

nounced the arrival of the sheriff. Von
Bleck they found at the foot of the

embankment, a very much bruised and
battered Von Bleck, but stunned

rather than seriously hurt.

"I'm glad he isn't dead," Gwyn told

the sheriff, "but I shall have to ask

you to put him under arrest before he

escapes. He and his confederates have
stolen the deeds to the mine!"

Von Bleck started and sat up, the

old look of cunning breaking through

his stupor. He raised a trembling

finger and pointed down the road.

"Arrest me?" He laughed. "Don't

worry about that, sheriff. Look—there

is vour car. Gwyn stole it. He is a

thief
!"

It was a small card, but it took the

trick. The sheriff knew his master.

"It's true," he said. "Mr. Gwyn, you

are under arrest." White with anger

at such outrageous treatment, Gwyn
sprang forward in vigorous protest, but
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Xan caught his arm and restrained

him with a whispered warning. The
explosion, she knew, sounded its own
alarm, and help would be on its way
from the village.

Help did come, and very soon. The
road up the mountainside was dotted

with motors and horsemen before the

last echo had died, and at the head of

the procession came a bright red ma-
chine with a strip of flying bunting

whipping in the wind behind it. It's

side, sought the eye of each friend in

the crowd, nodding silent assent. When
Gwyn concluded, there was a silence.

Hogan read the faces about him with

growing confidence and walked out to

face the sheriff. But Causley, too. had
seen the swift rise of suspicion. With a

wink to Yon Bleck he turned to Gwyn
with a smile of conciliation.

"Why didn't you tell me this before ?"

he said. Then, turning, he almost

shouted at the abject Yon Bleck:

His audience grew larger every minute as the rescuers arrived.

radiator was boiling like a kettle when
it drew up beside the track. The man
at the wheel was "Ready" Hogan, a

wiry little Irishman who had come to

Lost Mine when it was still a municipal

infant, and whose standing among the

townspeople was won by the fact that

he was ready to give each newcomer
his hand or his fist, as the conduct and
intentions of the visitor might warrant.

He took in the situation at a glance.

"What's the trouble?" he asked, step-

ping forward.

Gwyn started to explain, his audi-

ence growing larger every minute as the

rescuers arrived. Nan, standing at his

"Stand up, there ! Come here ! You
are under arrest; do you hear?"

Von Bleck rose painfully and was led

to the sheriff's machine.

"The sooner he's under lock and key

the better !" Causley called back to the

crowd, and a moment later the car

turned a corner and was gone.

"Yery odd, wasn't it?" said Gwyn.
"You must have hypnotized him, Ho-
gan. But I don't understand it yet."

As the words passed his lips, he choked

and started. Comprehension swept

OA'er his features like a fit of pain, a

realization more agonizing than phys-

ical torture. Yon Bleck had the deeds

!
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Causley had tricked him ! The owner-

ship of the mine and all it meant to the

nation would pass into the hands of the

enemy.

He fairly dragged Nan and Hogan
t'o the auto, explaining as he went. Ho-
gan, clear-eyed and determined, took

the wheel. It was a race for the great-

est prize on earth. They swept down
the road like a flying projectile, faster

and faster, and faster yet as they struck

the downgrade and rushed on. Nan's

ears hummed and rang with the pres-

sure of the wind. Gwyn shielded his

face with his hands. But Hogan, his

eyes narrowed to mere slits, crouched

tense and motionless over the wheel.

At the top of a rise they glimpsed

the car of the sheriff only half a mile

ahead. They were gaining And
then occurred one of those tricks of

fate that so often twist our hopes. A
little thing it was—only a wood cutter

felling a tree. But both cars were on

the same stretch when the final stroke

went home, and the great oak began

to fall across the road. It was a des-

perate chance, but Von Bleck w'as des-

perate enough to meet it.

''Drive on !" he commanded. "More
speed !" And Causley's car shot out to

safety from the swiftly descending

shadow as the tree crashed to the

ground.

Hogan's brakes were grinding fire as

he drew up with a jolt that almost

threw the occupants from the car.

They had escaped death by the mer-

est fraction, but danger meant nothing

now. The heavy tree lay like a pros-

trate giant across the path. Sick with

the sense of defeat, Gwyn watched the

approach of the other cars that had

followed from the wreck. Then came
a horseman—two of them. It was a

fighting chance at least. The riders

had hardly dismounted before Nan and

Gwyn were in the saddles, picking their

way over and between the broken foli-

age, and then dashing on up the road.

But the first glimpse they had of the

commissioner's office was all too con-

vincing that their race had been in

vain. The sheriff's car, with Von Bleck

grinning from the tonneau, was just

rolling off down the street, and Causley

himself stood in the doorway.

"I'm sorry," said the commissioner,

"but I can do nothing for you." The
sheriff gave him a significant glance,

and he went on. "You see, they have
the title deeds and have staked out a

claim. Possession is nine points of the

law."

He was an old man, the commis-
sioner, a cringing soul to whom the

petty clerkship meant the very means of

existence. He owed that job to Caus-

ley, and paid the debt by sacrificing his

honest convictions when the sheriff said

the word. Nevertheless, a look of min-

gled discomfiture and regret showed in

his face as he watched Nan's plucky ef-

fort to restore her husband's courage.

Hogan drove up at the door as they

emerged, the brave piece of bunting on
the rear of his car still flapping in the

wind. The placard above it read:

For Sheriff

"READY" HOGAN

It was Nan that saw the opportunity,

not Gwyn. She pointed eagerly.

"Look, dear, look ! Half the voters in

Lost Mine were at the wreck to-day.

They saw a good example then of the

Causley brand of justice, and now is

our chance to show the people that he

really is a scoundrel. I'm going to

make a speech !"

Standing in the back of the bright

red machine, one hand above her head
and hair flying in the wind, Nan made
a picture that drew the sympathy of

every man in the crowd. Swept away
by the emotion of a great cause, eyes
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bright almost to tears, she told her story

with dramatic effect. Even the com-

missioner, listening behind his closed

door, could sense the rising enthusiasm.

In it he read a significant message for

himself.

"Who will vote for Hogan?" she

cried, and the call was greeted with a

gusty chorus of approval. Hats waved
wildly as she stood looking down into

the surging sea of faces about her im-

promptu platform.

"Good work, little girl \" called a big

fellow over at the edge of the crowd.

"Righto ! We're for you !" came the

answering shout from another.

Nan raised her hand for silence,

ready to continue her speech, but as the

cheering subsided the distant rapping of

rifle fire Came to their ears. Mingled

with the single shots came now and then

what sounded like a sustained volley.

The firing seemed to come from the di-

rection of the mine.

CHAPTER XIV.
When Yon Bleck drove off from the

commissioner's office he did so with a

definite purpose. Now that he had the

deed recorded he must also gain pos-

session of the mine. With the double

claim of title and possession he knew
there would be no danger of his plans

hanging fire. But he must have both

to be safe. Straight to Brown's saloon

he drove, and there 'n the rear room,

gathered in a tense circle around the

rolling dice, he found his band whiling

away the time at their accustomed pur-

suits. They sprang up as he entered,

eager at the prospect of another fight.

"Well," announced Von Bleck, "this

afternoon we'll capture the mine. Get

busy now. I want results this time.

Have a drink on me and then get to

work! I will join you later." Five

minutes afterward the band was on its

way to the attack, with Rawls in com*

mand. Von Bleck, Shoestring, and

Carson reentered the car and drove to

the station, where a long, heavy box
was taken aboard and carried off into

the seclusion of the forest near the

track.

Back at the mine Casey's men were
preparing the midday meal. The two

Well" announced Von Bleck, "this afternoon we'll capture the mine. Get

busy now. I want results this time."
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men who had been left as sentries came
in from their posts, and every one was
settling down for a comfortable hour

when Rawl's first shot knocked the ket-

tle from its hook. Taken completely by
surprise, Casey's men were so demoral-

ized that instead of defending the en-

gine house, they took shelter behind an

ore train outside.

"Take the engine house !" shouted

Rawls, in command, and half a dozen

of the bandits dashed in through the

door and took position to defend the

enrance.

But Casey was not trying to take the

engine house just now. First he must
get his men out of the trap. He worked
along the side of the train until he

reached the engine, mounted the step,

and crouched behind the cab.

"Hold tight!" he called. "Lie down
behind the ore in the cars !" And with

this he grasped the throttle and started

the train. Protected by the piles of

ore, which served as a sort of intrench-

ment, Casey's men beat off all attacks

as the train gained headway and

crawled faster and faster toward the

incline.

But Rawls was alive to the situation.

What he desired was not a retreat, with

the possibility of a counter attack, but

a decisive victory, a stunning defeat of

Casey's entire force. Another train,

with its engine pointed in the opposite

direction to that in which Casey was
established, stood on a siding. His de-

cision was instantaneous. Summoning
his men to climb aboard, he backed the

train on to the track and started in

pursuit.

The race was even till they struck the

grade, and then Rawls' train, with

every car loaded, had a greater mo-
tive power than any engine—gravity.

As the two trains slid down the moun-
tain the distance between them grew
less and less. Both sides were firing as

rapidly and continuously as human
fingers could load and press the trig-

gers. Narrower and narrower grew
the intervening space till the trains

seemed to couple and lock. x\nd now,

back and forth over the swaying ore

cars, there waged a hand-to-hand bat-

tle. First one side would take the upper

hand, then the other, in a desperate

rush, would carry the fighting back.

But this could not last. As Casey

turned the bend leading down to the

burned bridge he knew in his heart that

defeat was very close. Outnumbered,
his men w7ould be virtually surrounded

as soon as the train came to a stop.

The only way out was across the bridge

itself, trusting to a higher power that

the charred supports and sleepers would
bear their weight. Word was there-

fore passed along that all hands were

to make for the bridge as soon as the

engine halted. A moment later Casey

closed the throttle and, calling his men
to follow, leaped to the ground and

started over the flimsy framework to-

ward safety. It was a costly opera-

tion, but most of the men had "made

their way unhurt to the center of the

bridge, and were holding off their as-

sailants with fair success when a new
enemy appeared in the rear.

Yon Bleck, Shoestring, and Carson

had mounted a gatling gun on the front

of an engine and were bearing down on

Casey from the other side of the bridge.

The fire had been less severe on this

side, and the engine crep,: out over the

sleepers with its deadly weapon pouring

forth a flying fusillade of bullets. It

was only by swinging their bodies un-

derneath and hanging by the beams that

the stout-hearted little band of de-

fenders could save themselves.

CHAPTER XV.

Election day dawned bright and clear,

and Hogan, his red machine conspicu-

ous with campaign banners, was
greeted with cheers wherever he went.

The events of the day before had turned

the tide, and Causley's defeat was a
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foregone conclusion. But the candidate

dropped his campaign smile for a

hearty laugh when he suddenly came
upon Casey twisting his hat with boy-

ish embarrassment before a young
lady's praise.

"Isn't he— I mean it—perfectly

lovely?" she exclaimed with enthusi-

Taken completely by surprise, Casey's men were

so demoralized that instead of defending

the engine house, they took shelter

behind an ore train outside.

asm, as Hogan drove up. "Do you
know what Mr. Casey did last night?

Captured a brand-new Gatling gun Von
Bleck had shipped from the East. Isn't

that simply magnificent !" She was
beaming on the big Irishman with frank

admiration, clapping her hands and
murmuring those girlish exclamations

which prove so often fatal to any man's

self-possession. Casey welcomed the

newcomer as a providential diversion.

"The Von came too far, that's all,"

he explained. "We worked along the

side of the engine, and the Gat couldn't

turn on such a wide angle. But they

still have the mine, and a gang of men
is working now rebuilding the bridge.

Gwyn and I decided we, too, could use

the bridge, so we are not disturbing

them. And now tell me how the elec-

tion is going?"

"Fine," grinned Hogan. "Mrs. Gwyn
here is the best little politician I've seen

in many a day. And, by the way, Old
Man Taylor, the poor old skeleton that

keeps the deeds, told me this morning
he had changed his mind about the title

to the mine and corrected the records

in her ladyship's favor. I wouldn't

wonder if he were something of a poli-

tician himself, eh?" And he slapped

Casey on the back to emphasize his

joke.

By noon the ballot was almost com-
plete, with Hogan leading by a safe

majority.

"Well," he told Gwyn, "since your
wife fought me I'll repay the favor.

The boys are having a holiday to-day,

and I don't know any kind of celebra-

tion that'd please 'em better than a stiff

little scrap. Let's drive those bandits

out of the mine before supper time.

What d'you say?"

Hogan cupped his hands and gave a

shrill signal. In a few moments every

man on the block had gathered to know
what it was all about.

"All I have to say is this," he told

them. "Gwyn and Casey and I are go-

ing after the bandits at the mine. Any-
body with a good gun who wants some
excitement is invited. The line forms

on the left."

Half an hour later the new sheriff

and his first posse were on their way
up the mountain.

At the time Von Bleck and Rawls
were holding a consultation. The new
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supply of ammunition which was on the

engine with the Gatling gun- had been

captured. There was still enough for

emergencies, but no one could be ex-

pected to put up a good fight when he

had to be too careful of his shots. And
neither Rawls nor his brawling con-

federates were truly brave, for they

could not summan courage to stand up
against odds. Knowing all this, Von
Bleck sought another way out. He was
still seeking when a fusillade of shots

announced that the battle was again in

progress.

As Rawls grasped his rifle and

rushed to join the fight, Von Bleck

climbed swiftly up the scaffold of a

drill. The situation called for general-

ship now, and Von Bleck felt that a

crisis was impending. To give up the

mine meant the loss of all he had come
to achieve. To hold it meant almost

certain defeat.

From the vantage point of the scaf-

fold he studied the location as a com-
mander studies a battlefield. Below
the mine flowed the sluggish river at

the base of beetling cliffs. Above was a

rocky, narrow gorge with a small

stream fed from Crater Lake, a wide

and deep body of water which nestled

in a volcanic shell at the top of the

mountain. He knew this gorge well

—

a shallow cut in the hard metallic rock.

Where the waters crossed the noxite

vein it had made still less headway,

and at this point the walls were only

a few yards apart. His meditations

were interrupted by a cry from Rawls.

"The men are giving way," he

shouted. "Shall we barricade our-

selves in the mine?"

"Tell them to retreat up the moun-
tain!" yelled Von Bleck in reply, and a

solution leaped full grown into his con-

sciousness. "Work around the main
shaft, and continue up the incline to

the gorge !" Von Bleck's pudgy lids

were drawn close over his cruel eyes

as the realization came to him of what

his plan would mean to his enemies. It

was a big idea, as befitted one in high

places, and he rubbed his palms with

satisfaction. He could not see the hu-

man side of it. The project was too big

for that.

As the firing approached, Von Bleck

climbed down from his perch and
started the steep ascent to the gorge

above.

The posse wTas not a little chagrined

at this sudden termination of the fight,

but Gwyn and Hogan were jubilant.

"We are bound to start work at dawn
in the morning," said Gwyn, when he

had thanked his allies. "Washington
and New York are insistent. The de-

mand is so urgent that not an hour can

be spared. And, by the way, Casey,

I want you to double the guard and
establish outposts at every approach.

If we are attacked again we can meet
them before they reach the mine it-

self."

But Von Bleck was not preparing

to launch another battle. He was too

clever for that—so clever, indeed, that

even his men could only guess wrhat

was in his mind. After hiding all night

in the gorge, he had ordered them out

to dam the little stream at the water-

worn crevice where it crossed the nox-

ite vein. Von Bleck, accompanied by
Brant and Carson, had disappeared

soon after the work was begun, and
did not return until almost nightfall.

The dam was complete by then—a high

wall of heavy stones buttressed with

logs which effectually closed the chan-

nel.

"You will see in the morning," was
his answer to all inquiries.

CHAPTER XVI.

Gwyn's spirits rose high at the pros-

pect that now he could continue his

work without hindrance. Casey re-

ported that the bandits had not been

seen since the fight, and a strong guard
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had been stationed at regular intervals

on all sides of the mine.

"Now, little girl, I suppose we can

really settle down and enjoy ourselves,"

he told his wife, stepping up behind her

and taking her hands. She smiled

brightly.

"And I will have time to make our

cabin look like a cozy home for you,"

she said, a bit wistfully. "We have

been so busy with other things, you

know, that I've had no time to show
you what a good housekeeper I can be."

"Never mind that, dear. I didn't

marrv vou to make me comfortable.

What worries me is the excitement you
have had. You're the bravest little

girl in the world."

"Hey, cut out that turtle-dove stuff,"

called Casey jovially, glad of a chance

to pretend amusement where envy was
his true emotion. "Are you going to

inspect the mine, or aren't you?"

Gwyn and Nan were just sliding

down the shaft a few minutes later as

Yon Bleck, at the Crater Lake entrance

called to his men. From a clump of

bushes he drew a small black box which

they recognized at once as an electric

detonator. He smiled as he pointed off

in the direction of the lake.

"I am now about to stage the great-

est spectacle you boys have ever seen,"

he confided. "Crater Lake sits in a cup

of rock on the mountain top. I am go-

ing to break the cup !" He watched the

effect of this announcement, which evi-

dently made little impression. "When
it breaks," he continued, "the water will

rush down the gorge, and the dam you
built will turn the flood into shaft C
of the mine. Every gallery will be full

of water in ten minutes after the ex-

plosion occurs. Now do you under-

stand ?"

Did they understand! Every eye

turned toward Von Bleck with a new
light. They had owned small respect

for this man before. His money had
bought them to do his bidding. But

now—well, he was a master, the sort

of cunning scoundrel that petty scoun-

drels admire.

Delicately, almost artistically, Von
Bleck's smooth fingers attached the end
of the wire. When all was ready, he
laid his forefinger gently on the but-

ton, bowed with ironic mirth, and
pressed it down.
Outward and upward, spreading like

a spray, the earth and stone on the

near side of the lake flew high toward
the heavens. A moment later a wrall of

foaming water burst through the cav-

ity and boiled into the gorge below. A
sheer fluid wall it was, charging onward
with ever-increasing speed. Rocks were
turned over in its' headlong flight, huge
trees uprooted and thrown about like

broken windmills. Would it break the

dam—that was the unvoiced question in

each half-hypnotized brain. There was
a tense moment as the water crashed

into the obstacle, a great spurt of foam
as it broke into spray. But the dam
held. It held ! Von Bleck, who had
been holding his breath in suspense,

breathed freely.

Diverted from its normal course, the

swollen stream turned dowTn the moun-
tain. Shaft C, striking into the noxite

vein a hundred yards below, was di-

rectly in its path. The muddy torrent

swept into the hole and seemed swal-

lowed up by it.

Nan and Gwyn were standing at the

intersection of two main galleries when
the first rush of water overtook .them.

It was so unexpected, so violent, that

neither could reach the other in time.

Nan was picked up by the current and

borne away before Gwyn could make a

move to save her, and it required all

his strength, aided by a crevice in the

rock, to keep himself from being torn

from his hold.

They were terrible moments as he

stood there alone in the dark, wonder-
ing, fearing, trying to fathom what had

occurred. He did not fear for him-
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self. If he held on long enough he felt

certain the incoming flood would abate,

and then he could swim to the shaft at

the gallery's end. But Nan? There

were miners in that gallery, he knew,

but they also would be helpless in the

rush of the flood. She could swim,

but even that was small comfort. As
soon as the current grew steadier he

threw caution to the winds and struck

"Some one is trapped in the store-

room. We hear them, but they do not

answer when we call. Thank Heaven
the air chamber is still open."

At the surface of the little tunnel that

served to ventilate this wing of the

mine Hogan and Casey stood with a

group of workmen.
"I am going down," announced Gwyn

briefly. "Give me a pick to' clear the

7 am sorry," said the commissioner, "but I can do nothing for you."

out for the shaft. Finally he caught a

glimpse of light, swam on, and at length

found himself on top of the submerged
cage. There was no way to signal. The
apparatus was covered by the water.

He must depend upon hi elf. In des-

peration he grasped Lxc cable and
started up, hand over hand, by sheer

dumb determination forcing his grip to

hold. When he reached the top, a hand
reached down and drew him to safety.

"Where is Nan?" he gasped.

way, and lower a drill and some dyna-

mite when I signal. I'll try to blow out

the wall of the mine and let the water

out!"

With a rope about his waist, Gwyn
slid into the tunnel and worked his way
down. It was narrow in places, so nar-

row that he had to use his pick many
times, but eventually he felt a hand
grasp his ankle and place his foot firmly

on a ledge. In the square, high-walled

storeroom, now two-thirds submerged,
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were Nan and about a dozen workmen,
battered, disheveled, half drowned, and

totally unable to help themselves save

by retaining a feeble grip on the jutting

rocks to keep their heads afloat.

"I have come, Nan," said Gwyn
simply.

''Yes, dear/' was the reply. "I knew
you would."

"But we could never get out the way
I came down," he explained.

A pull on the rope, and down the air-

shaft slid a compact bundle which

Gwyn lifted clear of the water. The
dynamite he placed on a dry ledge

above, and then, with drill and ham-
mer, attacked the face of the rock. As
he worked, supported uncertainly on a

sloping foothold, his strength, already

sorely tried, drained swiftly away. He
had chosen a spot to drill as far up as

he could reach, but even so it seemed
that the water must reach it first.

"Watch the hole, Nan," he said. "If

the water gets there first the dyna-

mite won't explode and we'll all be

drowned."
His fingers worked frantically while

the water rose higher and higher con-

tinually.

TO BE CONTINUED.

"THE RIP-ROARING RESCUE"
By Jack Tar

CAST.

Blonde Frances.

Topaz Tommy, the villain.

The Dog.

The River.

ACT I.

Topaz and. Blonde go canoeing.

Scene I. Villain throws Frances into river.

" 2. Dog jumps in and drinks r
:

- er.

3. Rescues girl; carries her : . :ore.

ACT II.

Scene 1. Villain tries to escape.
" 2. Dog coughs up river.

3. Villain drowns.
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GERALD R. W.—Here you are, Gerald, right

at the head of the Oracle Department with

your little question about Mary Miles Minter.

The young lady in question was born on April

I, 1902, in Shreveport, Louisiana. Yes, I agree

with you that she is a very clever youngster.

She ought to be a great help to her mother when
she grows up. You can reach her by letter at

the American Film Company, Santa Barbara,

California. Glad to hear that you like the Pic-

ture-Play Magazine so well. Every one isn't

so fortunate as to land at the top of the Picture

Oracle on their first attempt. Many have been

trying to land this choice position for a long

time, but it just happened that their letters were
never the first to be opened. I always answer the

questions in the order the letters are received.

Marie R.—H. B. Warner is the gentleman's

name that played the leading role in the Triangle

photo play, "Shell 43." Address him in care of

the Selig Company, Los Angeles, California.

A Prospect.—Go around to some of the studios

and apply for extra work. When you see your-

self on the screen, you can then decide how you
think you photograph. The director will decide

whether you possess any talent or not. If you
do, he will soon let you know that he thinks so,

and vice versa. Most of the studios are situated

in New York, New Jersey, and California.

Anna Bell.—William S. Hart is a very pop-
ular man, and it is no wonder that you like him
so well. There are thousands who feel the same
way toward him that you do. You can reach him

at the William S. Hart Film Corporation, Los
Angeles, California. Douglas Fairbanks is the

gentleman's right name. Can't answer any of

your matrimonial questions, as they are against

the rules of the Oracle Department. Read the

rules over carefully before you write your next

letter, so I will be able to answer all your ques-

tions.

D. Maey S.—Ralph Kellard was T. O. Adams
opposite Pearl White in the Pathe serial, "Pearl

of the Army." Yes, "Pearl has appeared in an-

other serial since then. Her latest is "The Fatal

Sing," in which Earl Foxe will be seen opposite

the popular heroine. Anything else you would
like to know?

Susan Landers.—Address Milton Sills in care

of the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth

Street, New York City. Can't answer any matri-

monial questions, as they are against the rules

of the Oracle Department. See if you can guess.

Dustin and William Farnum have been playing

for the same concern, but not in the same com-
pany. Each is featured separately. Write to

Robert Warwick in care of the Selznick Enter-

prises, Incorporated, 729 Seventh Avenue, New
York City. Yes, I am sure that Mrs. Vernon
Castle would send you one of her photographs if

you were to write and ask her. Her address is

the same as that of Milton Sills. June Caprice

will get any mail that you may send to her in

care of the Fox Film Corporation, 130 West
Forty-sixth Street, New York City. Mary Miles

Minter was born in Shreveport, Louisiana, on

April 1, 1902. Earle Foxe should be addressed
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the same as Mrs. Vernon Castle. Sorry, but I

am a bad hand at answering riddles. I never ge:

the time to figure any of them out, so I am afraid

that you will have to excuse me in that line. Any-
thing that you want to know pertaining to the

photo plays or photo players, just ask me, and I

will be only too glad to answer them for you.

"Wattle Blossom.—Evidently some one must
have been asleep when the two serials you men-
tion were being run in Australia. You must .be

very proud of your Lockwood photo, coming
from such a distance. Maurice Costello hasn't

appeared in pictures since he finished work on
"The Crimson Stain Mystery" for the Erbograph
Company, which was released through the Metro
Exchanges. Harry Morey has not left pictures

by any means. He is still with the Vitagraph

Company, and is being starred by them.

Sadie.—Well, if here isn't the second Austra-

lian reader right in a row ! Little Wattle Blossom
above hails from Australia, like yourself, even
if she doesn't ask as many questions. Address
Douglas Fairbanks in care of the Lasky Studios.

Vine Street, Hollywood, California. Dorothy
Dalton at the Ince Studios, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia. Louise Glaum at the Triangle Studios,

Culver City, California. Enid Markey is now
with the Fox Film Corporation, ^Western Avenue,
Hollywood, California, where she receives her

daily mail. Charles Ray should be addressed the

same as Dorothy Dalton. Write Bessie Love in

care of the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth

Street, New York City. Bessie Barriscale is now
working at the Paralta Studios, Los Angeles,

California, where she is being starred in features.

Blanche Sweet and Wallace Reid will both receive

any mail you may send to them at the same ad-

dress as Douglas Fairbanks. William S. Hart
gets his daily maiLat the William S. Hart Studios,

Los Angeles, California. Henry Walthall is

being featured at the Paralta Studios, and his

address is the same as Bessie Barriscale. Wil-
liam Desmond works at the same studio as

Louise Glaum. Whenever I get tired answering

Oracle questions I am going to halt, because it

can't be done if one can't answer them without

being tired of it. Just write for the pictures, that

being the case.

Jane Novak Admirer.—Anita Stewart was
starred in "The Glory of Yolanda," a Vitagraph

production. May Allison has not announced any

new affiliation as yet
;

so it is hard to say which
company she will go with. David Powell is the

young gentleman you 'have reference to in "Glo-

ria's Romance," producedlby Kleine. Yes, I think,

they would answer you.' Write to Mae Marsh in

care of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, New
York City. Violet Mersereau should be addressed
in care of the Universal Film Company, 1600

Broadway, New York City. Dorothy Gish is very
smart, indeed. June Caprice is appearing just

as often on the Fox program. I don't know why
it is you don't see more of her. Yes, we have
published several stories in Picture-Play Maga-
zine in which Dorothy Gish appeared. See that

you headed your questions "Jane Novak Ad-
mirer," but failed to ask any questions about her.

What's the trouble? Can't you think up anything
that you would like to know about your favorite?

J. A. R., Australia.—Glad to hear that you
liked your answers so well. I always get to

them sooner or later, and, living in far-off Aus-
tralia, you must allow more time than if you
were writing from the United States. We will

call it even, then, if that's the case, about your
seeing all the Bill Hart pictures I mentioned. I

have two new ones now for you to look up. They
are "The Cold Deck" and "The Narrow Trail."

The latter is probably the best thing he has ever

done in pictures, which you will admit is saying

quite a good deal. No, Mary Pickford used her

own name when playing in pictures with the old

American Biograph Company. I guess you have
seen Charlie Chaplin in "Easy Street" by this

time. I am sure that you will agree with, me
that it is the best picture he has ever appeared
in. What do you say about that? Yes, Brenon
is the same fellow that took the part of the

cripple in "The Two Orphans," which he also

produced, with Theda Bara in the leading role.

Yes, I understand your money system. This
seems to be a grand month for hearing from Aus-
tralian readers. You do get a sprinkling of dif-

ferent stars at your favorite theater, don't you?
It is no wonder that you don't see any one player

in many features.

Pauline R.—Paul Willis is sixteen. You can

reach him by mail in care of Willis & Inglis,

Wright & Callender Building, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia. Niles Welch is twenty-nine years old,

although still a youngster. He first saw the light

of day in Hartford, Connecticut. July 29th is his

birthday.

Kia-Oko, New Zealand.—The draft age is

from ' twenty-one to thirty-one, inclusive, in the

United States, and over ten million registered on
the fifth of June for the draft. Quite some col-

lection, eh? They say that "Du Barry" is one

of the best things that Theda Bara has ever done.

She is now in New York City, after making three

features on the Pacific coast. "Du Barry" has

not as yet been released. Yes, Theda Bara was
a stage, favorite before she went into pictures.

She first appeared in "A Fool There Was" for

the Fox Company, and has been with them ever

since. No, there are no young chaps of eighteen

that are motion-picture stars that I know of.

Your writing paper is quite new, to be sure. I
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certainly see many variations in style, as far as

paper is concerned. D. W. Griffith's feature, "In-

tolerance," was finished more than a year ago.

It ought to make its appearance in New Zealand

very shortly now. Don't forget to write again

when you find the time.

Kangaroo Klub Kokomo.—May Allison has

not announced that she has joined any other film

concern since she left the Metro Pictures Cor-

poration. I haven't heard a word about what she

intends to do. I guess it won't be long, how-
ever, before we hear something about her new
arrangements. Harold Lockwood is now getting

a new leading lady for each one of his pictures.

Tom Forman has volunteered, and is now sta-

tioned down at San Pedro, California, with the

Coast Artillery. Yes, I am sure that Norma
Talmadge would gladly send you one of her

photographs. Address her in care of the Selz-

nick Enterprises, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York
City. She has a different leading man in each

one of her features. They all seem to be doing

it now. Certainly we like to hear that our read-

ers are pleased with our magazine. Thanks very

much. Call again.

Miss Y. G.—Write to the editor of Picture-

Play Magazine regarding the poem you mention.

He will be able to tell you all about it.

M. L. H.—Page Peters was a cousin of House
Peters, and not a brother. He was drowned sev-

eral months ago in California. You can address

House Peters in care of Willis & Inglis, Wright &
Callender Building, Los Angeles, California.

House Peters has left the Morosco Company, but

has not announced his future plans up to the

present time, although there are many rumors
as to which company he will sign with.

Hazel.—I hope you will - turn out to be even
better than Olive, Jr., because that young lady

seems to have deserted us. There have been sev-

eral productions of "Madame X." Which one
do you mean? You can address your friend

Wayne Arey in care of the Thanhouser Film Cor-
poration, New Rochelle, New York.

Mrs. C. le B.—Our mutual friend, Ormi Haw-
ley, seems to have vanished from the screen.

She joined the Fox Company, but left shortly

afterward, and I have no idea of her whereabouts
at the present time. I have been waiting to hear
from her as to her hiding place, and what her
future plans are, but nary a word has reached me
so far. I'm still hoping that Ormi will not desert
the screen.

Yukon Husky.—You can reach William S.

Hart by letter at the William S. Hart Film Cor-

TO

poration, Los Angeles, California. William Far-

num now receives all of his mail at the Fox Film
Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth Street, New
York City. Bessie Barriscale is with the Paralta

Plays, Incorporated, starring in features for her

own company. You can address her in care of

Paralta, Los Angeles, California. Virginia Pear-
son's address is the same as William Farnum's.
William S. Hart's horse, "Fritz," will not be seen

with him in any more of his features. Bill has

decided that the horse has earned himself a re-

tirement by his gallant work in his films, and
will let him enjoy life as he will hereafter. Hart
has finished his tour of the country, and is

working hard on his releases for the Artcraft pro-

gram. Enid Markey is the girl you mean. She
is now with the Fox Film Company, being starred

in features under the direction of Dick Stanton.
Yes, there is a prominent actress by that name.
The Robert W. Chambers story, "The Rise of

Susan Lenox," was filmed by the World Film
Corporation, with Clara Kimball Young in the
title role ; so you will have a chance to see the

story you have been hoping would be screened
some day. Some of Gouverneur Morris' stories

would certainly suit Charles Ray to the prover-
bial "t." I enjoyed your letter immensely, and
was not tired answering your questions at all.

Dutch—Jack Mulhall will get a letter ad-
dressed to him in care of the Universal Film
Company, Universal City, California. Niles
Welch can be reached at the Famous Players Film
Company, New York City. Webster Campbell
is with the Vitagraph Company now, playing with
Alice Joyce. Yes, he is a very good-looking chap,

and a fine little actor, too. Write to him in care
of the Vitagraph Company of America, East Fif-

teenth Street and Locust Avenue, Brooklyn, New
York. Valeska Suratt gets all of her mail at the

Fox Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth
Street, New York City. George Fisher is the

young man that played opposite Mary Miles Min-
ter in "The Gentle Intruder." It was produced
by the American Film Company, and released on
the Mutual program.

Gwendolyn.—Some of your questions date

pretty far back, so I guess you don't see many
of the late releases in your home town, eh?
James Cruze played the leading role opposite Flor-

ence LaBabie in "The Million Dollar Mystery"
for the Thanhouser Film Corporation. It looks

as if Jane has retired from the movies. John
Bunny died several 3'ears ago, but the Vitagraph
are now reissuing some of his old comedies again.

No, William S. Hart did not play in "Hell Mor-
gan's Girl." It was William Stowell who played

opposite Dorothy Phillips in this. You are prob-

ably thinking of "Hell's Hinges," in which Wil-
liam S. Hart starred some time ago. Gladys
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Smith is little Mary Pickford's right name. Yes,

her hair is naturally curly. Mary Pickford's lat-

est feature is the "Little Princess." Grace Cunard
was very good indeed in "The Purple Mask."
Besides starring in this serial, she is the author

of it also, so you can see that Grace keeps herself

pretty busy.

I Like Webster Campbell.—Yes, and there are

many, many picture fans of the same mind as

yourself. Webster is a mighty fine boy, and
well liked. He is still with the Vitagraph Com T

pany. His latest release is "The Fettered Woman,"
by Robert W. Chambers. Sorry, but you ought

to know that I don't answer matrimonial ques-

tions. Shame on you ! A veteran reader like

you should know better than to ask such things.

Webster was born in Kansas City, Missouri. He
has been with Lubin, Ince, American, Lasky, and
Vitagraph.

Miss Addressed.—With stationery going up all

the time, you must be an heiress or something

to contemplate using so much of it. Some people

were born lucky. Clara Kimball Young is now
heading her own company, and mail addressed

to her in care of the Clara Kimball Young Film
Corporation, Thanhouser Studios, New Rochelle,

New York, will be sure to reach this popular

star. Harold Lockwood has gone back to New
York, so he should now be written to in care

of the Metro Pictures Corporation, 1587 Broad-

way, New York City. Rosemary Theby is not

appearing in Pathe comedies any more. She is

with the Universal Company, starring in their

Bluebird releases. You can reach her via the

postman at the Universal Studios, Universal City,

California. Charles Ray has also left Triangle's

Culver City studios, so it is no wonder that he
did not get your letter. You should write to him
in care of the Ince Studios, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia. Gloria Swanson has changed her berth

from the Keystone lot to the Sunshine Comedies,

Incorporated, Western Avenue, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia. Violet Mersereau's address is still at the

Universal Film Company, 1600 Broadway, New
York City. Monroe Salisbury can be reached at

the Universal Studios, Universal City, California.

Little Mary Miles Minter receives all her mail at

the American Film Company, Santa Barbara, Cal-

ifornia. She is fifteen years old, having been born
in Shreveport, Louisiana, on April 1, 1902. She
did not leave the American Film Company at all,

but has just started work on a new contract with

them. Yes, she is very popular, indeed. Can't

answer your last question, as it is against the

rules of the Oracle Department. Read over the

rules at the head of the department before you
write again, so that" I will be able to answer all

of your questions next time.

M. A. T.—Virginia Pearson should be ad-
dressed in care of the Fox Film Corporation, 130
West Forty-sixth Street, New York City. I

think that "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm" was
a better Mary Pickford vehicle than her "Poor
Little Rich Girl." Anita Stewart is still with
the Vitagraph Company. She thought of leaving
that concern recently, but the courts ruled that
she must finish out her contract before she could
accept a new engagement. I don't call your
little note a long letter at all. You should see
some I get.

"Hope ! ! ! ? ? ?"—Why all the exclamations and
questions marks, Hope? Was the shock of seeing
three of your answers all in one month's questions
too much for you? Yes, I guess that every one
has a different set of opinions about this war
and how it should be run. As for me, I am per-
fectly contented with the way we are doing, and
am satisfied to leave the running of it to the

people who have it in charge. I think that we
have done very well indeed. I get more letters

from the gentler sex than from the men. They
seem to be more emotional, as you say, and like

to write letters more. I knew that once you
saw that terrible picture you would never get
over it for some time. It only takes one failure

to make an idol drop from a person's pedestal of
fame, but a few more than one success to re-

store him to said pedestal once more. That was
a fine picture to take a friend to in order to show
him off ! Ha, ha ! No, it is beyond the power
of any actor to have a bad picture in which he
has appeared recalled. Once it gets out, it re-

mains out until it is all through. There doesn't

seem to be any one who is aware when the film

"Mickey" will be released. It has been promised
for release for so long that it is getting to be

quite a joke among the film people in general.

Wheeler will be seen in several pictures he did

after "Mickey" before the latter is released.

Didn't see the "Clodhopper," with Charles Ray?
I think you will like this even better than you
did "The Pinch Hitter." Then there are his new
Paramount features. "The Son of His Father"
and "His Mother's Boy." Both are very good
productions, and show Charley at his best.

V. L.—Harold Lockwood is very good looking,

indeed. May Allison does not play opposite him
any more. Harold now has a new leading lady

for every picture in which he appears. He has

done several features since you saw "The Prom-
ise." "Under Handicap" and "The Paradise Gar-
den" are some of his latest releases. One question

isn't very much for a brand-new reader to ask, do
you think p I should imagine that on one's first

offense in writing to the Oracle you would have
a whole bundle of questions stored up.
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Two Country Hayseeds.—Your letter re-

ceived, and I have forwarded the one which you
inclosed to Stuart Holmes, as you desired. Did
you forget to ask any question, or did you just

run out of them as you were going to write?

J. C. G.—Write and let me know the names of

the movie stars whose addresses you wish, and
I will be only too glad to send them to you.

You must not fail to call on the Oracle for

anything that you want to know about the film

plays or players, as long as it isn't against the

rules.

Helen.—Mae Murray and Elliot Dexter had
the leading roles in the Lasky production of

"The Plow Girl." Vivian Martin was the fea-

tured party in "The Wax Model." Anita Stew-
art had the leading role in "The Combat," while

Mary Pickford and Marshall Neilan had the

leading roles in "Madam Butterfly." No, they

threw a dummy off the cliff, and not the real

man. How do you suppose a man could fall off

a cliff like that and live afterward? Yes, they

use real cigarettes in the films. Why should they

use a substitute. Real liquor is not used, how-
ever. Apple juice is used mostly as the substi-

tute for champagne, and sarsparilla for whisky.

Don't see anything very terrible about that, do

you? You have quite a collection of favorites,

haven't you? I'll let you, know if I need any

ribbon. No, you have gone through your first

letter to the Oracle without asking a single ques-

tion against the rules. You are to be congratu-

lated.

Cunard Twins.—Another letter from you
this month. Ruth Roland, Frank Mayo, Mollie

McConnell, and Daniel Gilfeather had the lead-

ing roles in the Pathe serial, "The Red Circle."

Can't answer your Francis Ford question, as it

is against the rules of the department. Such old-

time readers as yourselves ought to know bet-

ter than that. No, I am sure that I don't know
of any motion-picture star that has an automo-

bile they want to give away. If I did, I might

be right on hand myself to claim it. The weather

is very cool here now. Sorry to hear that you
are smothered in a hot wave. Pretty late for

warm weather.

The Girl from California.—Address Kathlyn

Williams in care of the Morosco Studios, Los
Angeles, California. Blanche Sweet and Mary
Pickford will get any letters you may send to

them in care of the Lasky Studios, Vine Street,

Hollywood, California. Billie Burke will get a

letter at the Paramount Pictures Corporation, 485

Fifth Avenue, New York City. I am sure they

will all send you their photographs. I should

say it was nice of Bessie Barriscale, Mary Miles

Minter, and the others to send you such nice

pictures of themselves. You should certainly

feel very proud of them. No, I don't answer
questions for any other magazine. Don't you
suppose that I have all I can do to answer those
for Picture-Play without trying any others?
"The Mysterious Miss Terry" is Billie Burke's
Paramount picture. Ann Pennington has already
returned to the screen in "The Little Boy Scout."
You are referring to Lottie Briscoe, who used
to play opposite Arthur Johnson in the old Lubin
films. Lottie hasn't been on the screen for quite
a while, and I don't know whether she intends
to return to filmdom or not. There is no limit to
the number of questions you may ask.

M. R. B.—How do you mean explain to you
why Mary Pickford's right name is Gladys
Smith? I am sure that the only way I can ex-
plain it is that her father's name was Smith,
and when she was born they christened her
Gladys. Could anything be clearer than that?
Mary Pickford is just her stage name. Write
to Billie Burke in care of the Paramount Pic-

tures Corporation for the photograph you re-

quire. The address is 485 Fifth Avenue, New
York City.

Icelander.— Seena Owen is the young lady
who had the leading role in the Mutual Master
Picture, "The Fox Woman." Elmer Clifton
played opposite her. She is still acting in pic-

tures, but is at present recovering from a re-

cent illness. No, I don't know of any Ice-

lander playing before the camera.

Florence H.—Address Cleo Madison in care
of the Wigwam Theater, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. She is not playing in pictures at ~the

present time, but is heading a stock company at

this theater. Ella Hall will get any mail send
to her at the Universal Studios, Universal City,

California. Gertrude Robinson is not playing in

pictures at the present time. Gertrude Seiby
will get any letter you may send to her in care

of the Sunshine Comedies, Incorporated, West-
ern Avenue, Hollywood, California. Margarita
Fischer is now starring in features for the

American Film Company at Santa Barbara, Cali-

fornia, and should be written to there. Arthur
Ashley will get any letter sent to him at the

World Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth

Street, New York City. Myrtle Stedman is now
making a tour of the United States and Canada,
but a letter sent to her in care of Willis &
Inglis, Wright & Callender Building. Los An-
geles, will be sure to reach her quickest. Vic-

toria Forde's address is the same as Gertrude
Selby's. It is always better to receive your an-

swer through the Oracle than by personal reply,

as these questions are always answered before

the personal letters , are attended to. It is cus-

tomary to send a quarter with your request for a

player's photograph.
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Peggy.—Marguerite Clark is thirty years old.

Can't answer your second question regarding her

as it is against the rules of the Oracle Depart-
ment. She went into motion pictures after leav-

ing a successful career on the stage. Lillian

Gish is just twenty-one years old. Yes, Mrs.
Castle wears her hair cut "Castle clip." She is

not the only one who wears her hair that way,
as I have seen many young girls doing the very
same thing.

Brown Eyes.—Sessue Hayakawa is now ap-

pearing in the famous Wallace Irwin 'Letters of

a Japanese Schoolboy" for the Lasky Company.
They are very interesting, indeed, and I advise

you not to miss them, as he is such a favorite

of yours. He is without doubt a very good
actor. J. Warren Kerrigan is now working on
his second feature for the Paralta Company. His
first one is "A Man's Man." He is now recover-

ing from a broken leg, which he received when
he fell from a horse. Max Linder can speak
hardly any English at all ; so if you want to

write to him, I am afraid that you will have to

do it in French, or get some one that can write

French to do it for you. I will tell the editor

about your requests concerning June Caprice and
Jane Lee. Address little Jane Lee in care of

the Fox Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth

~

Street, New York City. So I sound like a

woman to you? Well, there are others who say

just as positively that I sound like the male of

the species to them, so there you are.

Edwin August Admirer.—Edwin August has
not appeared on the screen since he left the

World Film Corporation. I don't know how
soon he intends to return. Any letter addressed

to him in care of the World Film Corporation

will be promptly forwarded to him. He was di-

recting during the last few months that he was
with the World.

Mattie M.—I don't know whether your friend

of the Fox Company was at the World Studio

the week before Christmas or not. You know
last Christmas is a long way off, my dear. If

you read the rules at the top of the Oracle De-
partment, you will see that we don't answer
questions regarding matrimony. Sorry, but I

have to observe these rules very carefully. If

you think of anything else that you would like

to know, tell me what it is, and I will try my
best to answer it for you.

B. C—That's a pretty old heading for one so

young as yourself. You should use A. D. in-

stead of B. C? Address Antonio Moreno in

care of the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth

Street, New York City. He is not with the Vita-

graph Company any longer, but is playing oppo-

site Mrs. Vernon Castle in her Pathe features.

Marguerite Clark will get any mail you may send

to her in care of the Famous Players Film Com-
pany, New York City. Mary Miles Minter gets
all of her mail at the American Film Company,
Santa Barbara, California. Francis X. Bush-
man should be written to in care of the Metro
Pictures Corporation, New York City. Clara
Kimball Young receives her daily mail at the
Thanhouser Studios, New Rochelle, New York,
where she is making features for her own com-
pany. Marie Doro still gets hers at the Lasky
Studios, Vine Street, Hollywood, California.

Robert Warwick will receive any letter that you
may send to him in care of the Selznick En-
terprises, Incorporated, 729 Seventh Avenue, New
York City. Harold Lockwood meets the mail
man at the Yorke-Metro Studios, Gordon Street,

Hollywood, California.

Marjorie Mason.—"A Son of the Gods" was
not put on by Charles Chaplin, as you suppose.

Pieces were taken from his various plays and
patched in with some stuff by one of his imi-

tators. It is no wonder that you could not un-
derstand it, because you can't expect to under-
stand anything that is thrown together that way.
It was not a regular picture, but just a lot of

stuff patched together, which the managers relied

on Chaplin's name to carry.

tEtas.—Oh, I should say that we have quite

a few mosquitos of our own in New York City.

Of course they come over to visit us from our
neighboring State, New Jersey; but don't think

that all the mosquitos are hedged up near the

Rosewood Academy. I shouldn't imagine that

live grasshoppers would be very pleasant roam-
ing down one's neck. Excuse me. Mary Miles

Minter is fifteen. Yes, the "Long Trail" has been

released. What do you mean the color of

Peggy's hair? I don't quite understand. Ad-
dress Mae Murray in care of the Universal Stu-

dios, Universal City, California. Blanche Sweet
has not acted before a camera for several months
now. I don't know when she expects to return

to the screen either.

Mrs. L. C.—It was Florence LaBadie that ap-

peared in the Thanhouser feature, "The Fear of

Poverty." You can write to her in care of the

Thanhouser Film Corporation, New Rochelle,

New York, and she will be sure to receive it.

Rose E.—Webster Campbell is now with the

Essanay Film Company. Address him in care of

this company at 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago,

Illinois.

H. P. Y.—What is it you would like to know
about Frank Mills, Robert W. Chambers, and

Conway Tearle? You forgot to state in your

letter what it was that you wanted to know about

them.
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Hope.—Almost landed you at the top this

month. You were not so far from it at that.

Your friend Wheeler Oakman is now appearing

in features for the Universal Company. You
can reach him by letter at Universal City, Cali-

fornia.

Mrs. Vernon Castle's Admirer.—Don't know
where you can obtain a photo of Mrs. Vernon
Castle and Milton Sills together, but you can get

separate ones by writing to each at the Pathe

Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth Street, New York
City. Yes, her hair is bobbed all the way around.

It is known as the Castle clip, and you will notice

several young ladies have adopted the style, and
are wearing their hair in the same fashion. It

is all her own hair. She has appeared in several

features for the Pathe Company since her

"Patria" was released. Antonio Moreno was her

leading man in some of them. Better inclose a

quarter with your request for a photograph, as

it is customary nowadays. Photographs are going

up just the same as food and other necessities of

life.

Wilma K.—Fannie Ward and her husband,

Jack Dean, have left the Lasky Company. They
had contracts for two years yet, but for some rea-

son it was agreed that the contracts be canceled.

Fannie is now with Pathe. They have a beau-

tiful home in Hollywood, California, that cost

them many thousands of good American dollars

to build. Charles Ray is no longer with the Tri-

angle Company. He has resigned from that con-

cern to go with Thomas H. Ince's new company.
Charlie started with Ince four years ago, and
thinks that he should stick with him now. He
has signed a new contract for two years at a

large increase. Harold Lockwood will get any
mail sent to him in care of the Yorke Film Com-
pany, Gordon Street, Hollywood California. Ad-
dress Charlie Ray in care of Willis & Inglis,

Wright & Callender Building, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia. Billie Burke is with Paramount, 485
Fifth Avenue, New York City. "The Mysterious

Miss Terry" is Billie Burke's latest photo play

since she did the "Gloria's Romance" serial for

the Kleine Company.

Oracle's Friend.—Dorothy Phillips, William
Stowell, Lon Chaney, and Alfred Allen had the

leading roles in the Universal Bluebird feature,

''Hell Morgan's Girl." Yes, I enjoyed the picture

very much indeed. Theda Bara is now located

at the William Fox Studios in Hollywood, Cali-

fornia, on Western Avenue. You can reach her

by letter at the studio. Bessie Barriscale, Henry
B. Walthall, and J. Warren Kerrigan are working
for Paralta. Henry Lehrman, Billie Ritchie, Ger-
trude Selby, and Dot Farley had the leading roles

in the Fox comedy you mention, "The House of
Terrible Scandals." I agree with you that it is

one of the best slapstick comedies in a long time.
Chester Conklin is still with the Keystone, hav-
ing signed a contract for another year. You can
reach him by letter in care of the Keystone Film
Company, 1712 Allesandro Street, Los Angeles,
California.
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M. T. Dome.—Tom Mix, Victoria Forde, and
Victor Potel are the humans that furnished the

comedy in the Fox "Hearts and Saddles." The
name of the donkey that added much merriment
to the picture has not been found out at this late

hour. Eddie Polo will get a letter written to

him at Universal City, California. Yes, it was
he that played with Grace Cunard in "The Bro-
ken Coin" serial. He is a very daring chap.

Francis Ford and Grace Cunard are not working
together any longer. Their screen partnership of
several years was broken up when Grace left

Universal. Francis Ford is still directing for this

concern. Constance Talmadge has joined the

Selznick Enterprises, and will be starred in fea-

tures. You will get a letter to her by addressing
it in care of the Selznick Enterprises, Incor-

porated, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

One Too Many.—No, you are wrong. You are

not what your title implies at all. The Oracle is

always glad to welcome another reader into its

midst. Most of your questions are against the

rules, and by reading the said rules over care-

fully you will find out just which ones they were.
Write to Wiliam Desmond in care of the Triangle
Film Corporation, Culver City, California.

Alimony—Yes, it is true that Elsie Ferguson
has gone into motion pictures. Elsie has joined

the Artcraft Company, and will make several

features under this banner. George M. Cohan
has made another film for the same program.
It is his famous stage success, "Seven Keys to

Baldpate," and should make a fine comedy drama.
I enjoyed his "Broadway Jones" very much in-

deed. Cohan can be written to in care of the

Artcraft Pictures Corporation, 729 Seventh Ave-
nue, New York City. I think that you can per-

suade him to mail you one of his photos. Anna
Little is back on the Pacific coast again. Address
her in care of the Yorke-Metro Film Company,
Gordon Street, Hollywood, California.

Lazy.—I don't think your title agrees with you
at all. A lazy person wouldn't have written such

a long letter. And such a lot of questions ! Some
of them do not come within the limits of the

rules, however, so I will have to omit these from
my answers. Gertrude Selby is with the Lasalida

Film Company, making one-reel comedies oppo-

site Neal Burns, for Pathe release. Horace
Davey, formerly director for Al Christie, is pro-

ducing these comedies. No, Gail Kane has no film

company of her own. She is one of the very few
feminine stars who haven't. Anita Stewart should

be addressed in care of the Vitagraph Company
of America, East Fifteenth Street and Locust

Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

Sweet Sixteen But .—Send those questions

about your scenarios to the Scenario Department

of this magazine. Inclose a self-addressed,

stamped envelope for reply. Anita Loos is the

name of the young lady that writes all the Fair-

banks titles, and some of his scenarios. She is

a mighty clever miss and weighs only ninety

pounds.
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Anxiously Waiting.—Mae Marsh and Bobby
Harron are still playing together. Mae joined

the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, while Bobby
remained with Fine Arts until his contract ex-

pired. He received a very good offer from Gold-

wyn, and joined them to play opposite his old

side kick.

R. M. S.—You had better send six cents in

stamps to the editor of Picture-Play for a copy

of the Market Booklet, which will give you the

names and addresses of all the motion-picture

concerns that are in the market for stories. It

will help you in sending your own story to the

right place, as it gives the type of plots the dif-

ferent companies are in the market for, and lots

of other useful information. Gloria Swanson
made her reputation playing in Keystone Com-
edies. She is now with the Sunshine Comedy
Company, costarring with Bobby Vernon in com-
edies for the Fox program. She is a tiny little

miss of five feet, and very clever, too. You can

reach her by letter at the Sunshine Comedies, In-

corporated, Western Avenue, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia. The only parents she has that I know
of are her mother and father.

D. C. H.—Yes, the letter you inclosed with your

own has been forwarded to Vivian Martin as you
requested. Thanks very much for your tip about

the cigar, but suppose I don't indulge? You
know you are not sure whether I am male or

female. If the latter, I naturally would have no
inclination to try a cigar. I think that you have
been trying to find out something. You didn't

ask any questions, so therefore I cannot answer
anything for you. Isn't there anything that you
would like to find out? If so, don't fail to call

on me, as that is what I am being paid for.

Audrey S.—Address Pauline Frederick in care

of the Famous Players Film Company, New York
City. Billie Burke will receive any mail you may
send to her at the same place. Address John
Bowers at the Metro Pictures Corporation, 1587
Broadway, New York City. Douglas Fairbanks
is now working at the Lasky Studios, Vine Street,

Hollywood, California, and mail addressed to him
there will be sure to reach the smiling Doug.
Mary Pickford is working at the same studio, so

write to her in care of the same address. Mrs.
Vernon Castle receives her daily mail at the Pathe
Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth Street, New York
City.

Isabelle S.—Yes, it is true that the Harold
Lockwood-May Allison picture partnership has
been dissolved. This happened many months ago.

Harold is being starred alone by the Metro Pic-

tures Corporation, while May Allison has not

as yet announced her new affiliation. From the

look of things at present it doesn't seem likely

that they will appear again in the same produc-
tions for some time, at least. Harold has gotten
into the habit now of changing his leading ladies

every picture.

Irene R.—Yes, it is out of my line to give the

addresses of stage players. The only ones I keep

I
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in touch with are the stars who are liable to burst

into filmdom at any time; so I am sorry that I

can't supply you with the address of the person
you mention. If there is anything you want to

know about any of the film plays or players, let

me know, and I will try my best to answer your
questions, but as for keeping track of all the

stage people, too—that is a little beyond me. You
know that old saying: "Jack of all trades, and
master of none."

Henry L, L—Yes, pictures are always copy-
righted when they are produced. A picture of

each scene is sent to Washington, together with
a synopsis. I think that it is possible to copyright

what you mention, but for full particulars you
should communicate with Copyright Department
at Washington, D. C. They will give you full

information in the matter. Any questions that

you want answered regarding motion-picture sto-

ries should be addressed to the Scenario Depart-
ment of the Picture-Play Magazine. They will

be only too glad to give you any help and advice

at no cost whatever to yourself. Just inclose a

self-addressed, stamped envelope for reply with

your letter.

An Admirer of Corinne Griffith.—Your fa-

vorite is still with the Vitagraph Company, but

at their Eastern studios, and not on the coast,

as you imagine. Corinne has risen greatly in

popularity during the last few months, and is now
being starred by the Vitagraph in a series of

special books and stories which have been pur-

chased to suit her personality. She played oppo-
site Earle Williams for several features before

she was launched by the Vitagraph as a star,

You can reach her by mail at the Vitagraph Com-
pany of America, East Fifteenth Street and Lo-
cust Avenue, Brooklyn, New York. Being a vet-

eran reader of the Oracle, you ought to know
that I don't answer matrimonial questions. Helen
Holmes has not left the Mutual Film Company.
She has just finished her latest serial, ''The Lost
Express," part of which is now being released,

Any mail addressed to her in care of the Signal

Film Company, Los Angeles, California, will be

received by the daring little star. She is not any
relation of Taylor Holmes.

A Movie Fan.—A little late, to be sure, but

better late than never. Your letter was not re-

ceived in time, so could not be answered in last

month's issue. Mitzi Hajos has not been lured

to the screen as yet, but she will undoubtedly fall

in line with the other stage stars sooner or later.

You can reach her by letter in care of Cohan &
Harris, George M. Cohan Theater, New York
City. Billie Burke is known off as well as on

by that name. So is our friend Theda-Bara. Of
course Charles Chaplin is not as silly in real life

as he is on the screen. How could you imagine

such a thing? Charley is a very quiet little fel-

low when he is not working before the camera.

Shirley Mason is considered very good looking,

indeed. Lillian Gish is the young lady's real

name. Pauline Frederick is a very beautiful
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woman. She is dark complexioned. Douglas

Fairbanks is every bit as jolly and athletic off the

screen as he is on. Doug- is a very popular fellow

and is always on the go. Jewel Carmen played

opposite him in "American Aristocracy." Of
course Annette Kellermann swims as well at the

beaches as in her pictures. She is conceded to

be one of the best swimmers ever developd among
th fair sex. The "Daughter of the Gods" was
not taken in Russia. It was filmed by Herbert
Brenon in Jamaica. She is not known by any
other name than Annette Kellermann. Didn't

you see her swimming act at the New York Hip-
podrome?

R. M. G.—You can address Paul Willis in care

of Willis & Inglis, Wright & Callender Building,

Los Angeles, California. He has appeared in sev-

eral features with the Metro Company since he

did Billy in "The Fall of a Nation."

E. G. H.—Yes, Mae Marsh appeared quite

prominently in "The Birth of a Nation." She
took the part of the youngest Cameron, sister

of Henry Walthall, in the feature, and wound up

by throwing herself over the cliff when chased

by the negro. You can't fail to recognize who
she was now, can you?

Mrs. Helen B. S.—It was Theda Bara, and

not Louise Glaum, that played the Spider in "The
Tiger Woman." Louise appeared in a feature

with Charles Ray for Triangle called "The Wolf
Woman." You have probably mixed these two
features.

Harold O.—What is the trouble? You forgot

to put the first half of your letter in the envelope

you sent me. Guess you must have come across

it by this time. Yes, I will typewrite the history

you wish if you send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. Yes, Theda Bara is considered by many
critics as the greatest vampire on the screen to-

day. No, Mary Pickford did not have anything

to do with the making of "Broadway Jones," in

which George M. Cohan was starred. It was
directed by Joseph Kaufman.

Miss Mary R.—You can address Paul Willis

in care of Willis & Inglis, Wright & Callender
Building, Los Angeles, California. He has light-

brown hair and blue eyes, and is sixteen years

of age. He's a nice little fellow, too.

H. L. J.—Your letter was turned over to the

Screen Opportunity Contest, as you directed. The
contest closed some time ago, you know.

Thomas Maloney.—The Erbograph Company
produced "The Crimson Stain Mystery" serial,

with Maurice Costello and Ethel Grandin playing
the leading roles and Olga Olonova as the bad
little vampire that tried to spoil the nice little

plot that was all laid out. It ended with "They
lived happily ever after," as all good serials do.

The address of the company is One Hundred and
Forty-sixth Street and Seventh Avenue, New
York City. I am having the editor send you a

Market Booklet, as you asked in your letter.
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G. B.—You can get in touch with William Far-
num by writing to him in care of the Fox Film
Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth Street, New
York City. No trouble at all. You can ask me
as many questions as you wish, and I will do my
best to answer them, just so they are not contrary

to the rules of the Oracle Department.

M. D. M—The address of the Bluebird Film
Company is 1600 Broadway, New York City, but
their photo plays are produced by the Universal
Film Company at Universal City, California,

which is quite some distance from New Britain,

Connecticut.

A. H.—I know that Creighton Hale was born
in Cork, Ireland, but could not tell you just what
part. You can find out by writing to him in care

of the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth

Street, New York City. He is now appearing in

a new serial with Mollie King called "The Seven
Pearls," released by Pathe.

L. M. Thompson.—Send six cents in stamps for

a copy of the Market Booklet, issued by this mag-
azine. It gives the names and addresses of all the

film companies that are in the market for sce-

narios, and tells the kind of stories they are look-

ing for. Any questions that you have regarding

scenarios should be addressed to the Scenario

Department of Picture-Play and not to me.

I have all I can do to attend to the queries about
the plays and players. Ella Hall was Ruth, and
Bob Leonard was John Dore in "The Master
Key" serial, produced by the Universal and writ-

ten by John Fleming Wilson. Ella is still being

featured by the Universal, while Bob Leonard is

directing the features^in which Mae Murray ap-

pears for that company. G. M. Anderson was
Broncho Billy. He is not playing in pictures any
more; in fact, he hasn't appeared before the cam-
era in several years. He spends his time and
money now promoting different theatrical ven-

tures, and owns one-half interest in the Long-
acre Theater in New York City.

Harold A. S.—All right, Harold, I shan't tell

any one a word about it. I think that Niles

Welch would send you one of his photographs

if you were to write to him for one. You can

secure a very nice photo of him by sending a

quarter with your request. Address him in care

of the Famous Players Film Company, New
York City. Sorry, but I don't answer any matri-

monial questions. You should have read the rules

of the department at the head of the Oracle. Tom
and Owen Moore are brothers. Tom is now play-

ing opposite Mae Marsh in the "Cinderella Man"
for the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation. Owen
is older than Tom. The Mary Pickford Film

Company is the name of Mary Pickford's com-
pany. She releases her pictures through the Art-

craft Pictures Corporation. See that you carry-

out your threat to write often, as I am always

glad to hear from new readers.
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J. A. B—You are surely a great booster for

Wallace Reid, all right. You can reach him any

time by mail at the Lasky Studios, Vine Street,

Hollywood, California. Wally has blue eyes. He
has been in motion pictures a long time, with

Universal, Fine Arts, and Lasky. The only

chance is to apply at a studio for extra work,

and if you have the talent that you think you

have the director will discover it soon enough.

They are in need of new players with ability

all the time, and are always on the lookout for

them; so you will have no trouble in landing a

good job if you can convince them that you have

the proper ability to put it over on the screen.

Elsie W.—Address any questions that you

may have regarding scenarios to the Scenario

Department of Picture-Play Magazine. They
will be only too glad to help you out. I will, too,

if there is anything that you want to know about

any of the players or the films.

Crazy Fan.—Betty Nansen has not been in

this country for some time. She has gone back

to Denmark. Jean Southern was the daughter in

"Should a Mother Tell?" Address Walter Mil-

ler in care of the Metro Pictures Corporation,

1587 Broadway, New York City. Don't know
the exact figures of James Morrison's salary, but

I know they are large. You can address him in

care of the Ivan Film Company, Times Building,

New York City. You are a strange fan, aren't

you, not to like some of the most popular play-

ers we have? I agree with you that it is indeed

hard luck to break a leg, or any other bone, for

that matter. Mabel Trunelle is with the Edison
Company. Lillian Loraine has not appeared in

pictures since she starred in the Balboa serial,

"Neal of the Navy." She has gone back on the

stage again. No, I don't mind answering your
questions the least bit. I don't think you will

find out who I am as easily as you suppose. You
may ask some one who the Oracle is, but who
are you going to find who knows? There is

but one person who knows, and that is the editor

of Picture-Play, and there is not the least chance

of his telling. He refuses to even let his friends

in on it, so there you are! Why should I be

angry if you try to find out who I am? There
is nothing to be mad about. Any one is entitled

to try. It doesn't worry me in the least. James
Morrison is an American, and so is the Picture

Oracle, and mighty proud of it, too

!

G. S.—Haven't heard of any actress in motion
pictures by the name you mention. Are you sure

that is the name she is using? Where is she

working? In what city, I mean. If you are

positive about the name, I will see if I can locate

the young lady for you. Sorry I couldn't get

you in the last issue, but your letter was answered
in the order in which it was received. Better
write a little earlier next time, and I will be
able to answer your letter sooner in the Oracle.

First come, first served, you know.

Isabel W. M.—Address Olga Petrova in care
of the Petrova Pictures Corporation, New York
City.

1
r Special

Low Prices
Our Diamonds are distinctive In

beauty and brilliancy. A Genuine Dia-
mond is the best investment into which
you can put your money. With stores in
leading cities and our extensive Mail Or-
der House, our large purchasing power
puts us in position to make prices which
areimpossible for small concerns to meet.

The Handsome
Solid Gold La Valliere

No.925,hereshown,isourbig leader. Four
beautiful perfect cut Genuine Diamonds

CrOC TERMS: $5 Down,
Z§>4&£* $2.50 a Month

Send for Free Catalog
There are over 2,000 illustrations of

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, etc.
Whatever you select will be sent, all
shipping charges prepaid.
You see and examine the article

right in your own hands.
If satisfied, pay one-fifth of purchase

price and keep it; balance divided into
eight equal amounts, payable monthly.
Our Catalog shows all the new watches

—15, 17, 19, 21, 23 Jewels, adjusted. Guar-
anteed by the factory and further guar-
anteed by us. Watches that pass rail-
road inspection as low as $2 .50 a month.
Every article in our Catalog is special-

ly selected and priced direct to you.

LOFTIS BROS.& CO.
THE NATIONAL CREDIT JEWELERS
Dept. H927 108 N. State St.,Chicago III

Stores In Leading Cities

Beauty comes from within, by get-

ting the system in order. Just as
external grouch shows itself on the
face, so a grouchy liver shows itself

in yellow, wrinkled, reddish, blotchy
skins. Cheer up the liver and stomach
and you'll never need to worry about
your skin.

Dr. Campbell's Safe Wafers get at
the liver. They build up the system. Since 1885 the best
complexion beautifier. Try these wafers now. Guaran-
teed safe and non-habit forming. Mailed in plain cover

for 50c and $1.00.

Richard Fink Co., Dept. 49, 396 Broadway, N. Y.
i j Every druggist can get Dr. Campbell's Arsenic Wafers

for you from his wholesale dealer.

A 1 VIFNF SCHOOLS Est 2
• V 11-1 Vl-i The Acknowledged Auth
Each department a large school in it-

self. Academic, Technical, and Practi-
cal Training1

. Students' School. Theatre
and Stock Co. Afford New York Ap-
pearances. For catalogue, write

S Est. 20 Year*
dged Authority on

DRAMATIC
STAGE

PHOTO-PLAY
AND

DANCE ARTSD, IRWIN, Secretary
Mentioning Study Desired

225 West 57th Street, near Broadway, New York|

DONT YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
LASHNEEN, a hair food, applied once each day.

will absolutely produce thick and long eyebrows and
eyelashes. Easy to apply—sure in results. Lash-
neen is an Oriental formula. One box is all you will

need.. Not sold at Druggists. Mailed on receipt of
25c coin and 2c postage, or Canadian money order.

LASHNEEN COMPANY, Dept. 28. Philadelphia.



cWriiefor it
Hundreds of people make Big Money writ-

ing Photoplays, Stories, Articles, Etc.l Row-
land Thomas, an "unknown writer," received

$5,000 for one story! Elaine Sterne, another

beginner, received $1,000 for a single play!

Why don't You write something ? You have ideas.
If you go to the Movies, if you read magazines-
then you know the kind of material editors want.
Your happy thoughts may bring Big Rewards!

No instruction courses needed. We accept your
bare ideas in Any Form—either as finished scripts
or as mere outlines of plots. If your ideas need
correction before they can be sold, we revise, im-
prove, perfect and typewrite them. Then promptly
submit to Leading Film and Fiction Editors. A small
commission is charged for selling.

This is Your Opportunity! So get busy! Send us your
Bare Ideas, Plots, Articles, Poems, Finished Stories.

And write us Today
for Full Details and our
Free, fascinating story,

"How New Writers

'

Get Their Names
in Print.

'

Also
pet 01
beautiful
Ilustrated book-
let, " A Service That Helps
New Writers Succeed."
Both Are Free.

WRITER'S SERVICE
DepL 15, Auburn, N. Y„

FREE DIAMOND
,T Ring offer

Just to advertise our famous Hawaiian
im diamonds—the greatest discovery the
world has ever known We will send ab-
solutely free this 14k gold f. ring, set with

2k Hawaiian im diamond—in beautiful ring
box postage paid If this Is satisfactory pay
postmaster $1 25 to cover postage, boxing, ad-

KRAUTH & REED. DEPT. 70
MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO

:: POCKET EDITIONS ::

USEFUL SUBJECTS 10c. EACH
Sheldon's Twentieth Century Letter Writer; Sheldon's
Guide to Etiquette; Physical Health Culture; National
Dream Book; Zingara Fortune Teller; The Key to
Hypnotism; Heart Talks With the Lovelorn; Frank
Merri well's Book of Physical Development.

Street & Smith Corporation, Publishers
79-89 Seventh Avenue, New York City

Earn 25 to WO aWk
Motion Picture, Studio and Commercial Photo-
graphers earn big money. Bjg opportunities now

You can qualify for this fascinating profession.

LEARN PHOTOGRAPHY
Three months' course covers all branches.

Experts train you in new, up to date studios
Day or evening classes Easy terms. Call
or write for free booklet

N. Y. INST. OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. 181, 141 W. 36th St., N. Y. City

New Book Free
Write today for the book that tellg about the
opportunities in the profession of Signal Engi-
neering. Men are needed. Learn.too.howyoucan
get the training that you need to fill the big job.

$125 to $300 a Month
The free book will give you juBt the information
you want. Write for it now— immediately. Here is 9
Kolden opportunity.

Dent of Siffnalm* Dept. 1581 -1810 Wilson Av*.uepi. oi Signaling P—«.ooA8tn..chics«o.iii.

(The Picture Oracle

—

Continued.)

Maja.—You certainly do very well indeed for

one who has been speaking English only a little

over a year. I had no trouble at all in reading

your letter. I may not be the busiest person in

the world, but I will say that I run the one who
is a close race. Yes, you guessed about right

when you say I am asked about one hundred
times a day how to become a motion-picture

actress. Nearly every one that writes to me
wants to appear before the camera. One is never
too old to learn. Yes, I have read Douglas Fair-

banks' book:, "Laugh and Live." It is very clev-

erly written, and speaks a whole lot of truth,

too. About the only way I can suggest to you
to get into the movies is the same way I have
suggested to so many of my readers. Go to some
of the studios and apply for extra work. You
will get your chance to appear on the screen, if

only as atmosphere. You will at least find out

how well or how bad you screen, and if you have
ability it will soon be discovered by the directors,

who are always on the lookout for new talent

with possibilities. I don't see anything the matter
with your English as far as your letter is con-

cerned
; and, besides, that makes no difference on

the screen, as the public can't hear how you
speak and will never be the wiser. Don't forget

to write me again when there is anything that I

can answer for you.

S. B. B.—The Frank Powell Productions pro-

duced the feature, "Charity," which was released

by the Mutual Film Corporation. Creighton Hale
had the leading male part, and Linda A. Grif-

fith, who wrote the story, was the feminine lead.

Sheldon Lewis was the terrible villain. Address
Creighton Hale in care of the Pathe Exchange,

25 West Forty-fifth Street, New York City.

Irene W.—Leon Barry should be addressed in

care of the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth

Street, New York City. You should have read

the rules of the department, young lady, before

writing your letter. I can't answer some of your

questions for this reason. Yes, I am sure that

he will send you a photograph of himself if you
inclose a quarter with your request.

Nobody Home.—The questions are all answered
in the order in which the letters are received ; so

if you don't see your answer in Picture-Play
right away, you know that your turn has not

arrived, but that it will be there sooner or later.

No, your friend George Beban is not an Italian.

I don't think that House Peters would mind'a
bit. You can address him in care of Willis &
Inglis, Wright & Callender Building, Los An-
geles, California. So you are determined that

I am a young lady? Well, you might be right,

and then again you might not. There are others

who insist just as strongly that I am a bold, bad

man. Your other questions have been answered,

so I guess you must have seen them by this time.

Write soon again, and I will promise that you

won't have to wait as long unless the rush gets

too big for me.



STRAIGHTEN YOUR TOES
BANISH THAT BUNION

ACHFELDT'S
Perfection Toe Spring

Worn at night, with auxiliary appliance
for day use

Removes the Actual Cause
of the enlarged joint and bunion. Sent on
approval. Money back if not as represented.
Send outline of foot. Use my improved
Instep Support for weak arches.

Fullparticulars and advicefree
in plain envelope.

M. ACHFELDT, Foot Specialist, Estah. J901
MARBRIDGE BUILDING Dept. D. N.

132S Broadway (at 34th Street) New York

YOUR NEWS DEALER
maintains his store at considerable expense. He
must pay for help, rent and lighting

-

. He carries

many articles that you would never dream of

ordering direct from manufacturers, and is, there-

fore, of great service when you need a newspaper,

a cigar, or a box of stationery. Then why not give

him all of your custom and so help make his busi-

ness profitable? Tell him to show you samples

of Ainslee's, Popular, Smith's, People's, Top-

Notch, Detective Story and Picture-Play

magazines. Select those you want and he will

gladly deliver them to your residence regularly.

STREET & SMITH CORPORATION
Publishers New York

The

Birthright
of Every

Woman
The attractiveness of
Venus ia in that form di-
vine— a perfect bust and

figure—which has become fa-
mous throughout the ages.

These glories of sex are natural to all women who can,
if they wish, possess them to an astonishing degree.

I have just written a book which tells how women
may satisfy their natural desires and secure the beauty
of bust development. The book is sent free because it
also tells about the

Kathryn Murray Method
of Form Development

by which any woman, young or middle-aged, may ob-
tain wonderful results. My method is simplicity itself.

It does not comprise the use of massage, foolish plasters,
electricity, medicines, etc. It acts in a natural way-
securing the enlargement desired in a
short time.

This Book Free
Send for it and learn how to add

style and attractiveness to your fig-
ure—develop yourbust—possess beautiful
rounded shoulders. Book tells you how
to do it in a charmingly natural and
simple manner. Write for it today. Sent
free in plain sealed envelope.

KATHRYN MURRAY
Suite 159-B Garland Bldg., Chicago

40 cents per line Circulation, 150,000 February forms close Nov. 20th

Business Opportunities Typewriting—Continued. Games & Entertainment
IS HE CRAZY ? The owner of a

plantation in Mississippi is giving
away a few five-acre tracts. The only
condition is that figs be planted.
The owner wants enough figs raised
to supply a canning factory. You
can secure five acres and an interest
in the factory by writing Eubank
Farms Company, 1158 Keystone,
Pittsburg, Pa. They will plant and
care for your trees for $6 per month.
Your profit should be $1,000 per
year. Some think this man is crazy
[or giving away such valuable land,
but there may be method in his
madness.

"SCENARIOS, MANUSCRIPTS
typed, ten cents page, including car-
bon; spelling, punctuation corrected.
Marjorie Jones. 322 Monadnock
Block, Chicago."

PLAYS, Vaudeville Sketches, Mon-
ologues, Dialogues, Speakers, Min-
strel Material, Jokes, Recitations,
Tableaux, Drills, Entertainments,
Make up goods. Large catalog free.
T. S. Denison & Co.. Dept. 67, Chicago.

Motion Picture Plays
Photoplay Text BooksSEE HERE!We want your ideas for

photoplaysand stories! Submit them
in any form. We'll criticise them
Free, and Sell on commission. Big
money writing. Details Free. Mss.
Sales Co., Dept.F, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
WANTED—Your ideas for Photo-

plays, Stories, etc.! We will accept

"HOW TO WRITE A PHOTO-
PLAY," by C. Winkopp, 1342 Prospect
Ave., Bronx, New York City. Price
25 cents. Contains model scenario,
"Where to Sell," "How to Build
Plots," " Where to Get Plots," etc.

Old Money Wanted
$2 TO $500 EACH paid for hundreds

of Old Coins dated before 1895. Keen
All old money and send 10c for New
Illus'td Coin Value Book, size 4x7. It
may mean your fortune. Get Posted.
Clarke Coin Co., Box 37, Le Roy, N.Y.

them in Any form—correct Free

—

sell on Commission. Big Rewards.
Make money. Write us Now ! Writ-
er's Service, Box 33, Auburn, N. Y.

Patents and Lawyers
IDEAS WANTED—Manufacturers

are writing for patents procured
through me. Four books with list

hundreds of inventions wanted sent
free. I help you market your inven-
tion. Advice free. R. B. Owen, 39
Owen Bldg.,Washington, D. C.

"Photoplay Pointers" and Model
Scenario sent free. Photoplay ideas
wanted, any form. Experience un-
necessary. Paramount Photoplays
Co., Box 1402-PP21, Los Angeles, Calif.

Typewriting
PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices

paid. Great demand. We show you
how. Get free particulars. Rex Pub-
lishers, Box 175—P-l, Chicago. Motion Picture Business

$35.00 Profit Nightly. Small Capital
Starts You. No experience needed.
We teach you. Our machines are
used and endorsed by Government
institutions. Catalog and Testimoni-
als Free. Reliable Film Exchange,
454 Franklin Bldg., Chicago, III.

PHOTOPLAYS TYPEWRITTEN,
4c. per hundred words, with carbon
copy. Short stories same rate, any
distance. Clary, Box. 19, An gusta/Me.
Manuscripts Typed, Seven Cents

page, one carbon. Revision and cor-
rection. We can sell your scripts too!
Submit in any form. Get Booklet M.
Literary Service Co., South Bendjnd.

MAKE MONEY WRITING SHORT
Stories, articles or photoplays. Big
pay. Send for free information.United
Press Syndicate, Dept.P, Los Angeles.
Let Me Typewrite Your Photoplay

Ideas in Mss. Form and help you sell.
Submit idea in any form. H. L. Hursh,
Dept. P, 123 S. 3rd, Harrisburg, Pa.



Our 2 Jewel
SMASHES

Look!
21 Rnby and Sap-
phire Jewels—
Adjusted to the sec-

ond

—

Adjusted to tempera
ture—
Adjusted to isochron-
ism—
Adjustedtopositions—

25 -year gold strata

case

—

Genuine Montgomery
Railroad Dial

—

New Ideas in Thin
Cases.

Only

Burlington Watch Co.
19th Street and Marshall Blvd. \
Dept. 1581 Chicago, III. \
Please send 'me (without obligation and <L
prepaid) your free book on watches >
With full explanation of your cash or
12.50 a month offer oq the Boxhugton Watch.

A Month

And all of this for $2.50—only $2.50
per month—a great reduction in watch prices

-direct to you—positively the exact prices

ihe wholesale dealer would have to pay. Think of
the high-grade, guaranteed watch we offer here at
such a remarkable price. And, if you wish, you may pay
this price at the rate of $2.50 a month. Indeed, the
days of exhorbitant watch prices have passed.

See It First5S£
see the watch. You don't buy a Burlington
Watch without seeing it. Look at the splendid
beauty of the watch itself. Thin model, handsomely
shaped— aristocratic in every line. Then look at the
worksl There you "will see the masterpiece of the watch

makers' skill. A perfect timepiece adjusted to positions,

temperature and isochronism.
Every fighting vessel in the U. S. Navy hag the Burlington Watch aboard. Many
have over 100 Burling-tons — a few over 200. This includes every torpedo boat—
every submarine as well as the big Dreadnaughts.

Send Your Name on
This Free Coupon

Name.
\ Get the Burlington Watch Book by sending this

coupon now. You will know a lot more about watch buying
when you read it. You will be able to "steer clear" of

^ the over-priced watches which are no better. Send

^ the coupon today for the watch book and our offer.

Burlington Watch Co.



"Look at Him Today!"
"Six years ago he started in here just as you are doing. Now he's

General Manager and makes more in a day than he used to make in a

week. I'll tell you how he did it. The first week he was here he began

to train for the job ahead by studying in spare time with the International

Correspondence Schools. Inside of six months he got his first promotion.

But he kept right on with the I. C. S. I tell you a man like that is bound
to get ahead. Some day he'll be President of the Company. You've
got the same chance he had, young man, and if I were you I'd follow his

example. Take up some I. C. S. course and do it right away. Use your
spare time. Study. What you are six years from now is entirely up to you."

This is the story of thousands of

successful men. They did their work
well, and in spare time, with I. C. S.

help, trained themselves for advance-
ment. That's the thing for you to do.
Whatever your chosen work may be,

there is an I. C. S. Course that will

prepare you right at home for a better

position with bigger pay.

More than 100,000 men are getting ready

for promotion right now in the I. C. S. way.

Let us tell you what we are doing for them
and what we can do for you. The way to

find out is easy. Just mark and mail this

coupon. It won't cost you a cent or obligate

you in the least, but it may be the first step

toward a bigger, happier future. Don't lose

a minute. Mark this coupon and get it

into the mail right now.

» f— »rim» — TEAR OUT HERE

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 4245, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the posi-
tion, or in the subject, before which I mark X.
ELECTRICAL engineer
Electric Lighting
Electric Railways
Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREMAN OR ENGINEER
Metallurgist or Prospector
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Marine Engineer
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker
Textile Overseer or Supt.
CHEMIST

Name .

Present
Occupation.

Street
and No.

Windc
Show

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING

ow Trimmer
Card Writer

Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman
ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Public Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Teacher
Common School Subjects
Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
AUTOMOBILE OPERATING
Auto Repairing I Spanish
Navigation ! German
AGRICULTURE I French
Poultry Raising |Q Italian

City. State.





MA6EL
NORMAN
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Winders

STREETS SMITH CORPORATION
PUaUSHEGS * * * */£VV YORK

Screen
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Ainslee's Magazine

"The Hindu"
A complete novelette by the author

of "The Garden of Allah," "Bar-

bary Sheep," etc.

Robert Hichens

Also:

"More Super-Women"
A new series by Anice Terhune,

the first article of which concerns

Lady Hester Stanhope, the mys-

terious veiled prophetess of the

Orient, who is said to have inspired

Rider Haggard's story of "She."

Ainslee's for February
On sale the middle of January.

20 cents the copy,

i



The Silver Tongued Orator of Minnesota, Charles

A. Towne, Former United States Senator
Late Member of Congress from New York—Nominated for Vice-

President—Recommends Nuxated Iron to All Who Feel the Need of

Renewed Energy—Says That Henceforth He Shall Not Be Without It

Probably no remedy has ever met
with such phenomenal success as
has Nuxated Iron—Over three mil-

lion people annually are taking it in

this country alone, to say nothing
of the vast number who are using it

in France, England, South America
and other countries. It has been
highly endorsed and used by For-
mer United States Senators and
Members of Congress ; physicians
who have been connected with well-

known hospitals have prescribed
and recommended it ; Monseigneur
Nannini, a prominent Catholic
Clergyman, recommends it to all

members of the Catholic Church.
Former Health Commissioner, Wm.
E. Kerr, of Chicago, says it ought
to be used in every hospital and
prescribed by every physician ; Dr.
N. H. Hornstine, for ten years con-
nected with the Department of Pub-
lic Health and Charities of Phila-
delphia, says the administration of
Nuxated Iron in a number of stub-

born cases where other tonics had
utterly failed, only served to con-
vince him absolutely of its remark-
able and unusual power ; Former
First Assistant Postmaster General
of the United States, C. P. Grand-
field strongly endorses and recom-
mends it to the tens of thousands
of civil service employees who know
his name and signature. Sarah
Bernhardt—"the Divine Sarah,"
the world's most noted actress—has
ordered a large quantity sent to the
French soldiers to help give them
strength, power and endurance.
The famous "Cyclone" Davis,

Member of the 64th United States
Congress, says the effect of Nuxated
Iron on him was almost magical,
that after taking it, nothing seemed
to tire him out no matter how
strenuous it might be. Dr. A. J.
Newman, late Police Surgeon of the
City of Chicago, and former House
Surgeon Jefferson Park Hospital,
Chicago, says Nuxated Iron has
proven through his own tests of it
to excel any preparation he has
ever used for creating red blood,
building up the nerves, strengthen-
ing the muscles and correcting di-
gestive disorders.

Dr. Ferdinand King, New YorE
Physician and Medical Author, says
that in his recent talks to physi-
cians on the grave and serious con-
sequences of iron deficiency in the
blood of American women he has
strongly emphasized the fact that
doctors should prescribe more or-
ganic iron— Nuxated Iron— for
their weak, run-down, nervous, hag-
gard-looking patients. Ty Cobb,
the greatest baseball batter of all
time, took it to help give him re-
newed energy and great staying

What Senator Towne Says:
"As a member of

Congress from New
York, as a member of
Congress and Senator
from Minnesota, as
participant in politi-

c a 1 campaigns and
candidate for Vice-
President, my n e r

-

vous energy and re-
serve force were tre-
mendously drawn up-
on. That I survived
these trials and came
into advanced middle
life with the elastici-

ty and strength of a
boy is unquestion-
ably due to the rigor-

ous attention I have
paid to the proper care

power. No mat-
ter what any-
body says, you
could not, at
this day, get
such prominent
men to endorse a
remedy that has
no value— doc-
tors, lawyers,
politicians, ath-
letes—a great
array.

Dr. E. Sauer,
a Boston Physi-
c i a n who has
studied both in this country and
great European Medical Institu-
tions, said : "Nuxated Iron is a
wonderful remedy. Not long ago
a man came to me who was nearly
half a century old and asked me to
give him a preliminary examination
for life insurance. I was astonished
to find him with the blood pressure
of a boy of twenty, and full of
vigor, vim and vitality ; in fact, a
young man he really was, notwith-
standing his age. The secret, he
said, was taking iron—Nuxated
Iron had filled him with renewed
life. At 30 he was in bad health;
at 46 he was careworn and nearly
all in—now at 50, after taking
Nuxated Iron, a miracle of vitality
and his face beaming with the buoy-
ancy of youth. If people would
only take Nuxated Iron when they
feel weak and run-down instead of
dosing themselves with habit-form-
ing drugs, stimulants, and alcoholic
beverages, I am convinced that in
this way they could ward off dis-
ease, preventing it becoming or-
ganic in thousands of cases, and
thereby the lives of thousands
might be saved who now die every
year from pneumonia, grippe, kid-

ney, liver, heart trouble and other
dangerous maladies. The real, true
cause which started their disease
Was nothing more or less than a

of my body. Recently
I have been taking
Nuxated I r o n and
have found it of the
greatest benefit as a
tonic and regulative.
Henceforth 1 shall not
be - without it. I am
in a position to tes-

tify for the advantage
of others to the re-
markable and im-
mediate helpfulness
of this remedy, and I

unhesitatingly rec-
ommend Nuxated
Iron to all who feel
the need of renewed
energy and the regu-
larity of bodily func-
tions."

Minnesota's Man of Mark
r Former United States Senator
Charles A. Towne, graduated
from the University of Michigan,
twice elected member of the
United States Congress, served
in the United States Senate, nom-
inated for Vice-President, takes
Nuxated Iron; now recommends
it to all who feel the need of re-
newed energy.

weakened condi-
tion brought on
by a lack of iron
in the blood.
Thousands o f

people suffer
from iron defi-
ciency and do
not know it."

If you are not
strong or well,
you owe it to
yourself to make
the following
test : See how
long you can

work, or how far you can walk
without becoming tired. Next take
two five-grain tablets of Nuxated
Iron three times per day after meals
for two weeks. Then test your
strength again and see how much
you have gained.
NOTE—Nuxated Iron, which has

been used by Former United States
Senator Towne with such surpris-
ing results, and which is prescribed
and recommended above by physi-
cians in such a great variety of
cases, is not a patent medicine nor
secret remedy, but one which is
well known to druggists every-
where. Unlike the older inorganic
iron products, it is easily assimi-
lated, does not injure the teeth,
make them black, nor upset the
stomach ; on the contrary it is a
most potent remedy in nearly all
forms of indigestion as well as for
nervous, run-down conditions. The
manufacturers have such great con-
fidence in Nuxated Iron, that they
offer to forfeit $100 to any charit-
able institution if they cannot take
any man or woman under sixty who
lacks iron and increase their
strength 100% or over in four weeks'
time, provided they have no serious
organic trouble. They also offer to
refund your money if it does not at
least double your strength and en-
durance in ten days' time. It is

dispensed by all good druggists.
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The Better Pictures of

the Motion Picture Art

WHENEVER you see a motion pic-
ture bearing the mark of Para-
mount or Artcraft you are see-

ing a tetter picture—an example of the
'photo play at its best.

The motion pictures given to you un-
der the mark of Paramount or Artcraft
typify the highest development of the
silent drama.

Presenting the most famous contempo-
rary artists of the screen and stage

—

Paramount and Artcraft bring them to
you in your own city—your own neigh-
borhood—at the very minute they are
delighting other audiences in thousands
of cities throughout the country.
And they come to you, with all their

talent and genius, in plays of distinction
and character, directed by noted direc-
tors, in surroundings in keeping with
the story and the star.

Paramount and Artcraft are better
pictures—a fact guaranteed by those
trade-marks.
To make sure you see these better

pictures—here are three ways to make
certain.

See those trade-marks or names
in the newspaper advertisements of
your local theatre.

See the same trade-marks or
names on the front of the theatre
or in the lobby.

Or see them flashed on the screen
inside the theatre.

Once you do see the Paramount or Artcraft pictures

—lookingforthose trade-marks willbecomeahabiU

Famous Players-LaskyCorporation
485 Fifth Ave., New York P. P.

10 cents in stamps enclosed.
Send me the portfolio of Paramountand Artcraft stars

Name j

Address . 1

City and State
j

txxost Stars, Superbly Directed, in Clean Motion Pictures"

paramount^
^Pictures

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR Pres. JESSE L.LASKY Vice Pres. CECIL B DE MmX. Director General

OJEW YORK-/ J
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Don't Be a Wall Flower!

Learn To Play
By Note

Piano, Organ,
Violin, Cornet,
Mandolin, Banjo,
Guitar, 'Cello,
Piccolo, Trombone,

:

Clarinet, Flute,;
Harp, Ukulele,
Saxaphone,
Sight Singing

LEARN MUSIC AT HOME
No longer need the ability to play music be shut out of your life! Now at last you can learn

music—how to play any instrument—at home—yet without having a teacher at your elbow. By our
wonderful home study method we have made it easy for you to play by note the Piano, Organ, Violin,
Banjo, Mandolin, Guitar, Cornet, Piccolo, Trombone, Clarinet, Flute, Harp, Ukulele, Saxophone,
'Cello, or learn Sight Singing.

No tiresome, "dry" exercises, no inconvenience, no trick music, no "numbers," yet simple, wonder-
ful, easy for even a child. Now you can bring into your own life and the lives of others endless pleas-
ure and happiness through your music. Instead of being a forsaken "wall flower" you will be the
most popular person in your set. By our new plan more than 200,000 gentlemen, ladies and children
in all parts of the world have learned to play successfully and skillfully,

WONDERFUL LESSONS FREE
We want to have one pupil in each locality AT ONCE to

help advertise our wonderful, easy system of teaching music.
For a limited time we are therefore making a special advertising
offer to give you music lessons in your own home, absolutely
free. The ONLY cost is for postage and sheet music, which

'

^iiliH^E^Il averages only I2 l/2 c weekly. We can do this because our course
makes friends—pupils recommend it to others and then we make
our profit. We make this offer on condition that you give them
our name when they ask you.

SEND NO MONEY ^oSST*
""""H-aTr1 O^SW TW&^TkT m. Learning music successfully by our Home Study method is a positive.

Sl AC.Jili.fcj C^flUar f IJ\ ^proven fact. The lessons are so interesting it is more like a same thanwj.'w %a study. Thousands who never knew one note from another before

FOR LESSONS ^ taking the lessons have developed into expert musicians. The aver-
age yearly enrollment for the past few years has been over 25,000

U. S. S.hool of Music, 532 Brunswick Building, New York ^ pupils. We grade you before you start and fit the instruction to

pip^f. ™*„mr.fr.aa k™v •iw,,,,;„ t *k y°ur special need's. A beginner gets entirely different lessons

bv Mai I" f 5;£ C
tn fwl\ than one who bas had lessons. Let us send you our new 24-

^^^w^^^I^li^^lflJ^h \ Page book, which describes the secret principles of our won-
fonowTne

Iwould hke to learn how to play the \ p
derful New System of Music Teaching from beginning to end,^ and contains scores of letters from pupils who bave become

instrument ^ expert players as a result of the Course. Write to-day.^ Mail coupon or postal.

Name V U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Address \ 532 Brunswick Bldg. New York
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§1 New method ol removing wrinkles—no mas-
H sage—no plasters—no masks—no rollers—no
H exercise. Something entirely new now being
H introduced to American women.
M How do Japanese women keep their faces for-

§| ever young looking? Their youth seems never to

^ fade ! How do they keep their complexions so

g flawless—so entirely free of wrinkles and any other

H sort of blemish ? American women have been ask-

M ing these questions for years. Now at last comes
M the wonderful message that you can make your

H skin as smooth, as lovely and as clear as the

H Japanese women's—you can get rid of all wrin-

g kles, marks or lines—in fact, any kind of facial

si blemish, since The Princess Tokio secret wrinkle
P treatment is being introduced in America.

| A Few Days—And Lo! All

| Your Wrinkles Are Gone
g The Princess Tokio treatment is a simple secret.

i§ It is used in the privacy of your own home ; will

g not inconvenience you. Takes just a few minutes',

g In practically no time it banishes all wrinkles and
|§ at the same time restores the lost lustre of your
M skin. It puts youth in your cheeks ! American
M women who have taken advantage of our offer con-

M sider the Princess Tokio treatment a most precious

p treasure, for this secret treatment is the means
|| qf_making them look as fresh as a rose. Stage,
= movie and society celebrities recommend it. This

H testimonial from the famed Miss Edna Hunter is

§§ only one of the many we could show you.

I Princess Tokio

j\Bcauty Book FREE
IN We have just published the Princess Tokio

Beauty Book, which gives you full informa-

I

Princess -V ti°n about this treatment, and we will

_, . . _ gladly send it free to any woman who
10K10 tO. \ writes for it. Any woman who has
Dept. 217 wrinkles and does not write for

[Federal Life
**"s book is her own enemy.

p„;ij:_„ r . • V She is standing in her own
Building, Chicago \y light by passing up anop.

Please send me free V portunity to learn how
and without any obligation T^to look as young as

on my part the Princess \^ see feeIs ~~ how
- to

| Tokio Beauty Book in a plain X make her face

sealed envelope. X. youthful looking
and charm-

Name

| Address \^

MISS EI>1VA 1IUSTKR
Miss Edna Hunter, celebrated beauty among moving picture

stars, now appearing in the great Monmouth Film serial,

"Jimmy Dale, alias The Gray Seal," writes:

I was beginning to worry about m<y skin.

Outdoor work and cosmetics which I must use
in making up for my parts were playing Ixavoc

with its smoothness. Then I heard of your
secret preparation and now after a particularly
hard day I just apply Princess Tokio and every
trace of fatigue, strain and roughness vanishes
like magic. I gave it to a friend whose face
was becoming wrinkled, and she says that it

wiped the wrinkles off in no time. I wish you
all the success you so richly deserve.

EDNA HUNTER.

DO NOT SEND

ANY MONEY
Just send the coupon or

a postal asking for the
Princess Tokio Beauty
Book and you will re-

ceive it promptly, post-

age prepaid in plain

sealed envelope. For
your own benefit

write for the Prin-

cess Tokio Beauty '

Book at once.

iffliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

This

Book
•g?*K I prcc
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MAXINE ELLIOTT
recently came to the screen from the foremost ranks of stage plavers She was born in
Rockland, Maine, and entered the theatrical world in 1890. In 1895 her real success began
when she joined the renowned Augustin Daly company. After her engagement with Daly she
toured England and Australia with Nat Goodwin, then her husband, and, on returning to
America was considered one of the stage's greatest actresses. During the past year she
entered pictures through the Goldwyn Company and is continuing her success.



CHARLES RAY
spent four and a half years in musical and dramatic stock companies and vaudeville before

playing for the camera. About four years ago he arrived at Inceville, California, and secured
a positon there under the direction of Thomas H. Ince. He has always been connected with

Ince since then and is now acting for him in Paramount pictures. Mr. Ray's first big screen

success was "The Coward." He was born in Jacksonville, Illinois, in 1891.



JUANITA HANSEN
one of Mack Sennett's most beautiful beauties in blond, has never appeared before the pub-

lic in person. She is famous only through her achievements in celluloid. Born in Des Moines,

Iowa twenty years ago, Miss Hansen went to the Pacific coast when but seven years of age.

While still attending high school she played extra parts in Bos'worth pictures and, upon her

graduation, joined its company of stock players. Engagements with Famous Players, Fox,

Fine Arts and American followed, and then she took up comedy under Mack bennett.



MYRTLE STEDMAN
who is playing leads for the Lasky Company, was born in Chicago twenty-seven years ago.

She started her career on the stage as a child actress, and later became prominent in musical
comedy, light opera, and in stock. In 1910 the Selig Company won her to the silent drama.
After three years with Selig, Miss Stedman changed her affiliations to the Bosworth Company,
and she has remained with the same organization through changes which placed it in the
hands of Oliver Morosco and finally of Lasky.



i
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CHARLES RICHMAN

before he decided to be an actor, studied law in Chicago, where he was born. Soon, how-
ever, the. stage claimed him and he secured a position in the A. M. Palmer stock company.
This was followed by four years with Augustin Daly's company. He played two years in

London with Ada Rehan, and then came to America with her. Mr. Richman has appeared
with Mrs. Langtry, Blanche Bates, and Mary Mannering. His screen career includes Lasky,
Fox, and Vitagraph films. He is now playing in "Over There," a Select production.



CHESTER WITHEY
who is now one of filmdom's best directors, preceded his screen accomplishments by an ex-

tensive career as an actor before the footlights. He has directed productions for the American,
Keystone, Majestic-Reliance, Fine Arts, Vitagraph, and Goldwyn Companies. Besides directing

he has also written a number of feature pictures. Mr. Witney was one of Griffith's right-

hand men and it is probable that he will soon be working with him again.



EDITH STOREY
was born in New York City in 1892. Her stage experience, before entering filmdom, consisted
of engagements when she was still a child. Miss Storey's screen d£but was made with the
Melies Company, after which she joined the Vitagraph Company. For four years she was one
of their most prominent leading women, but, during the past year, she has left Vitagraph and
is now appearing in Metro productions.



NELL SHIPMAN
first appeared to the public in vaudeville, and then was a leading woman in stock for three
years. At one time owned her own company and directed the plays herself. She is well
known in the film world as a scenario writer as well as an actress. Her screen career com-
menced with the Vitagraph Company, but she has also appeared in Fox productions and
opposite Lou-Tellegen for Lasky. Within the past three months Miss Shipman signed a con-
tract to play again in Vitagraph pictures.



ROBERT HARRON
left school at the age of fourteen to take the position of errand boy in the old Biograph Com-
pany. One day, when D. W. Griffith needed a bit player and there was no one around to
fill the place but the office boy, Harron did his first piece of acting. His ability was im-
mediately recognized and a sign was hung outside the studio calling for a new errand boy.
Harron is twenty-three years old and his career dates from 1908. Among his successes are
"The Birth of a Nation" and "Intolerance."



WILLIAM RUSSELL
made his initial appearance on the stage when he was eight years old. He played "Chimmie
Fadden " with Charles Hopper, and has been in casts with Ethel Barrymore, Chauncey Olcott
and Blanche Bates. In 1911 he deserted the boards to take a position with the Biograph Com-
pany, since then he has been with the Thanhouser and Famous Players Companies, and is

now starring for American. Mr. Russell is six feet two inches tall and an all-around athlete.



AMY JEROME
who is winning fame for herself in Mina films, was born in Kansas City, Missouri, in 1895.
After several years in various stock companies and a tour through the Hawaiian Islands, she
joined the Fox Company and left the stage entirely. Miss Jerome did not change studios for

three years and left Fox but a short time ago to play leading roles in Mina productions. She
is quite well known as a comedienne.

2



CHARLES GUNN
left a stock broker's desk in San Francisco to satisfy a calling for the stage, and soon after

appeared in various repertoire companies. It did not require much time for him to be acclaimed
a success, and his stage attainments have placed his name in many notable casts. Not so very
long ago the lure of the screen and the quiet of a permanent home induced Mr. Gunn to

abandon the boards for the celluloid, and he joined the Triangle Company.



HELENE CHADWICK
the Pathe player, who has just been made a featured star, was born and educated in Chadwick,
New York. For four years she posed as an artists' model. A little more than a year ago she
secured her first engagement in pictures with the Pathe Company and signed a contract for a
year. It has just been renewed with a clause making her a full-fledged star. Her latest triumph
is in the eight-reel special production entitled "The Naulaka." She is but nineteen years of age.



ELSIE FERGUSON
was born in New York, made her first appearance at the old Madison Square Theater there,

scored her greatest hit on Broadway in "Such a Little Queen/' and also signed her first film

contract in that metropolis. She has played abroad and toured America in many plays. Miss
Ferguson has made three films for Artcraft, the latest of which is "The Rose of the World."



FRANK KEENAN
was born in Dubuque, Iowa, and found early success on the speaking stage. Since 1880,

when he made his first appearance, his name has been well known in the theatrical world,

associated with eminent producers and actors. About three years ago he entered hlmaom

through Universal and grew to be a favorite among the audiences of the screen, bince leav-

ing Universal he played for some time with Ince, and, after a short retirement, has just begun

activities again under the Pathe banner.



DOUBLING IN CELLULOID
Geraldine Farrar and Mary Garden, prima
donnas, and both famous for operatic renditions of
''Thais" are here shown with Samuel Goldfish, pres-
ident of Goldwyn, who is producing a screen version
of the opera starring Miss Garden. Miss

"

Farrar "just dropped in" to visit.



The Melodrama of

Shadows
Showing Herbert Brenon's foresight

and insight into the sentimental

possibilities of celluloid.

By

Frederick

James

Smith

HERBERT BRENON
sat before a sordid

tenement room a

constructed in one cor- M
ner of his Hudson
Heights, New Jersey,

studios. A sliding-

door at the side of

the studio revealed

a sweep of the

Jersey country-

side, vivid with

the browns and
reds of the au-

t u m n , in
strange con-

trast with

the wretch-

Hsrbert
Brenon, a
monarch
whose
domain is

filmdom in

action, di-

recting the
destinies

of his

subjects,

the
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ed East Side room.

The scene was
being filmed for
Rupert Hughes'

story of New York
life, "Empty Pock-

"ets," Between di-

rectorial moments
Mr. Br en on out-

lined his ideas on

the picture play.

"The motion-
picture camera is

the greatest melo-

dramatist of them
all," he said. "The
photo play may
rind its way to a

new dramatic lan-

guage—as it must
shortly — through

the melodrama.

"On the spoken

stage melodrama
has come to mean
a form of theatri-

cal story-telling in

which the charac-

ters are developed

by the situations.

That is, they are

puppets put
through a chain of exciting incidents.

The word melodrama is now defined

as something 'unnatural in situation /or

action.' By drama, we have come to

mean just the reverse—situations grow-
ing out of the thoughts, moods, and
feelings of the characters themselves.

"The very limitations of the theater

seem to have brought about this divi-

sion. The dramatist has to observe the

limits of the stage. If he is starting

out to tell a story of sweeping action,

he has no time to work out the mental

nuances which bring about this action.

An act can contain so much—and no
more. Again, the playwright who at-

tempts the so-called drama must devote

the limited period of his three or four

One of the most recent photographs of Mr,

Brenon, who believes the screen will

eclipse the stage in many ways.

acts to unfolding

the mental proc-

esses of his char-

acters. The action

must largely take

place off stage, to

be brought out by

the dialogue.

"The photo play,

on the other hand,

sweeps through a

story with tremen-

dous speed. If the

story calls for a

railroad wreck, we
see the wreck be-

fore our very eyes.

Then, too, we see

the face of the en-

gineer just before

the accident. We
know just what he

is thinking. The
cut-back has just

carried us back to

his little home. We
know what causes

the wreck. We see

the rails spiked.

We know just

what the wreckers

have thought.

"The photo play can carry one

through a dozen big situations where
the stage melodrama can achieve only

one well-developed big scene. But, best

of all, in the movies we see each worked
up to gradually. Enemies of the screen

declare that the photo play can talk only

in action. Only recently Brander Mat-
thews again presented this charge. 'He

(the director) can take "Hamlet" above

the violent melodrama out of which

Shakespeare made it,' says Mr. Mat-
thews. 'He can take "Macbeth," which

has a good story picturesquely set forth,

and he can show the succession of in-

cidents with the utmost splendor. But

he cannot show what gives all its value

to this external shell of episode. He
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Above, Forbes-Robertson

,

about to make his screen debut,

learning details of film drama
from Mr. Brenon, his producer.

Below, Herbert Brenon and
Forbes-Robertson discussing the

scenario of the eminent actor's

first picture.

can make vis-

ible the march-
ing of Mac-
d uff's army and
the coming of

Birnan Wood,
but he cannot dis

close the conflict of

soul of Macbeth; he ^VHil
cannot make us shud-

der at the slow and steady disintegra-

tion of a noble character under the

stress of recurring temptation.'

"Mr. Matthews forgets—or does not

realize the value of—the close-up, the

flash-back, and the vision. These can

tell the actual workings of the human
mind as no living actor, going through

a situation

some hundred
feet from an

auditor, can
ever doit.
Again, the speak-

iggerate his facial

and bodily pantomime
in order to put a

thought over. The screen player can

be human. The slightest expression is

caught by the camera.

''Early photo plays were action pic-

tures, as Yachel Lindsay truthfully

calls them. The people were but types,

'swiftly moving chessmen.' "Neither

lust, love, hate, nor hunger' were in
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Mr. Brenon, left, is exceedingly human at work. He is seen here %in Florida, suffering from both

temperature and temperament, immediately after having sacrificed an aeroplane for the sake

of melodrama. With him are Bert Lytell, Hazel Dawn, and the aviator.

them. The new photo play is coming
to tell a story of human action."

Mr. Brenon believes unwaveringly in

the tremendous future of the photo

play. His career has been the career

of the picture drama. Straight through

his list of productions from the start

Mr. Brenon has revealed a steady de-

velopment. "Neptune's Daughter,"

'The Heart of Maryland," "The Kreut-
zer Sonata," "The Clemenceau Case,"

"The Soul of Broadway," "The Two

Orphans," "A Daughter of the Gods,"

"War Brides," "The Lone Wolf," and

"The Fall of the Romanoffs" were each

distinct steps ahead. These revealed a

fine imaginative fantasy, a singular

grasp of direct drama, and the ability

—unusual to both stage and screen

—

of humanizing melodrama. Such ver-

satility is rare to the celluloid drama.

"In a recent article which I read in

a magazine," continued Mr. Brenon,

"the author makes the statement that
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the movies must have their characters

in blacks and whites because, to com-
port with an elementary logic, they

must be saints or devils. 'So vanishes/

he goes on, 'from the films all nuisance,

all complexity, all delineation.' I might

reply by asking the writer to point out

the depth of character drawing to be

found now in the Broadway legitimate

theater. That, however, would hardly

be answering the charge. I make the

claim that the photo play is feeling out

a new art—and a new art is not found

overnight. I tried to attain human ac-

tion in /The Lone Wolf.' I tried to

show the human hates and desires be-

hind this French criminal yclept the

Lone Wolf. I tried to show each char-

acter with its strengths and weaknesses.

I am trying to do it again in the picture

which I am now filming.

"Here is the murder mystery of a

debonair millionaire, 'Merry' Perry

Merithew, found dead on the dirty tin

roof of an East Side tenement. There
is one clew. In the dead man's hand
is clutched a strand of red hair. I am
attempting to invest the mystery with

humanness. I am going to bring out

the fancies and foibles of these char-

acters, and the characters, I hope, will

not be just black and white.

"In this story is a thrilling midnight

automobile chase which dodges back

and forth across the island of Man-
hattan, finally ending at the edge of

Spuyten Duyvil Creek. This sort of

thing would be impossible to the spoken

stage.

"I am afraid, because the theater has

found it impossible to handle big action

with anything like realism, that we have

come to look down upon what we term

melodrama. Yet we have only to open

a newspaper to realize that life is melo-

drama. What is the great war but the

most tremendous melodrama ever en-

acted in the world's history? Five

years ago the war, if forecast on the

stage or screen, would have been pro-

nounced preposterous melodrama.
"Vachel Lindsay and the late Hugo

Miinsterberg have both predicted that

the supreme picture play of the future

will give us things that have been but

half expressed in all other mediums
allied to it. The photo dramatist is a

dramatist, a poet, a painter, and a sculp-

tor in one. Possibly the future photo

play will run along the border line be-

tween what we now term melodrama
and drama. It will obviously not be

an imitation of the stage. Neither can

attain the values of the other.

"There is no doubt but that the indi-

vidual charms of the photo dramatist

and director's styles will be caught by

the photo play of the future. To-day
a certain director may be famous foi

his handling of multitudes, another for

his beauty of lighting and stage pictures,

and so on. These are, of course, but

tricks of the trade. These things gild

the photo play. But to advance the

screen drama we must keep plugging

along toward a distinct technique—

a

technique that will not be borrowed
from the artist, the dramatist, or the

stage carpenter, although it may blend

all these arts. But it will come to

express life as none of these mediums
express it."



I ola Vale

shows ex-

actly how

a star

can

twinkle,

It Happened to an Ingenue

Showing that while some ingenues may con-

sist of a grin, a lisp and a baby-stare, the

majority put them to shame and become stars.

By Gerald C. Duffy

on the screen who
are so young and

so pretty are not

always inge-
nue s . They
may be for

a time, but

very soon, if

they are en-

dowed with
sufficient abil-

ity, they grow
into twinkling-

stars. And this,

in brief, besides

being a theoretical

fact, is an account

of how Vola Vale

rose from a "don't-

you-love-my-curls-a n d -

glances" type of person to

a seriously dramatic leading lady

OUT of every fifty visitors

to a studio approximately

forty-nine ask the same
question of the director : "Why are

the ingenues we see on the screen

always so young and so pretty?"

And forty-nine times the director

answers, without a smile: "Thev
aren't

!"

And, if the director were not so

busy he might go a little further

and explain that the ingenues seen

//

Bill

Hart
protests

against her

coffee, what willhe

say about her cake ?
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who has stood before both the busi-

ness and the unbusinesslike ends of

William S. Hart's revolver.

Something less than five years ago

Vola—whose last name was Smith then,

just like Mary Pickford's—was going

to school in Rochester, New York,

where she had been born fifteen years

before. Of course, in school there were

theatricals, modified to exonerate the

players from adverse criticism by the

word ''amateur." Vola played the lead

in one of these amateur theatricals, and

after it a local critic told her that she

was wonderful—remarkable—a born

actress—and that she should go on the

stage. Of course such a critic of school

dramatics, considering that Vola was an

unusually beautiful young girl, ran a

terrible risk of being called a flirt in-

stead of a connoisseur of acting; but,

as things turned out, he is hailed as a

critic of astonishing integrity and fore-

sight. At any rate, Vola took him seri-

ously. She had no means of breaking

into stage acting, so she wrote to David

W. Griffith, of whom she had heard as

the producer of Biograph motion pic-

tures, which were then the best and
only productions being made. And—oh,

yes!—Vola sent him some pictures of

herself, which was an extremely wise

thing to do. Mr. Griffith wrote back to

her and told her to take the next train

for New York, which she had scarcely

dared hope he would do. But she did

take the next train,

convention-

al even

in stock

photo-

graphs

with

animals

and autos.
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For the next three years, until the

Biograph Company ceased to produce,

she played before the camera, both in

New York and in California studios.

It happened that she was in the latter

when the company closed down, and so

she secured her next position with Uni-

versal. By that time, however, the evo-

lution had taken place, and she had
been playing dramatic leads in two-reel

pictures. Universal signed her as a

star, and she played there for some
time. She was no longer an ingenue

!

It can be done, girls, if you have the

ambition. Other people take you just

exactly as seriously as you take your-

self.

It was not very long before the Lasky
Company began to appreciate Vola's

charms and made an offer for her serv-

ices. She accepted and moved her

things to a new dressing room in Holly-

wood, California, and began making
pictures under the Jesse L. Lasky
brand. And then there came a tremen-

dous change.

On location with

William S. Hart,

i

during thefilm-

k ing of "The
MX Silent Man."'

life

Vola Smith suddenly disappeared.

She was never heard of again. But
another girl, exactly like her in every

way, suddenly began to gain fame in

filmdom. Her name was Vola Vale.

What had happened was that the pub-

licity department at Lasky's decided

that she was wasting her time trying to

exploit the name of "Smith." It was
already famous—more famous than she

was. And—horrors !—it was common.
So they, with the actress' consent, de-

cided to hide the "Smith" behind a cloak

of something more harmonious—to

Vale it, as it were.

After playing in several pictures for

the Lasky Company, Miss Vale, by then

a recognized star, went to Balboa for

an engagement. She was just about

to be starred in a serial picture, when
Thomas H. Ince calmly came forth

with a proposition to star her in a

Charlie Ray production, and she ac-

cepted. After the Ray film had been

completed she stayed at the Ince studio.

When the Artcraft Company secured

Ince's services, she moved over to their

studios and was cast with Hart.

"And now," says • Vola, "I'm not

afraid of anything, and I know I'm

not just fluffy—one has to be almost

grim to play with Mr, Hart. Why, I

may even be a vampire yet
!"



It Wasn't So In the Old Days
Comparing the picture industry of to-day with that

of a few years ago. Ten thousand dollars is now
spent where less than a hundred once sufficed.

By Sanford Stanton

NOW, let's see—we'll have to al-

low at least five thousand for

our leading woman ; then we'll

have to figure it'll cost us about three

thousand to build that scene from Pal-

estine. And of course—
—

" It was,

as you have probably already guessed,

a director talking over a new picture on

which work was about to begin.

"And of course," he went on, "I don't

see how we're going to avoid taking the

company down to St. Augustine for a

week or ten days, figuring it just as

close as we can."

"All right," said the business man-
ager of the company resignedly ; "but I

can remember "

"Yes, and so can I remember," broke

in the director, "when we didn't go
South for tropical stuff, and when we
didn't build sections of cities for a bit

of added realism; but I can also re-

member the pictures we turned out

then, too," he added, with just a note

of scorn in his voice.

"It surely wasn't like that in the good
old days," said the business manager
regretfully. "But then you know best,"

he supplied hurriedly as ominous evi-

dences of a cloud on the otherwise

peaceful sky loomed alarmingly. -

Nor was it.

A newspaper man who had "covered"

a motion-picture company out on a

day's location in the good old days

when a troop of movie actors furnished

good "copy" for a Sunday special

chanced to meet Tom Ince one day dur-

ing the last visit of the latter to the

East. Seven years before, the news-
paper man had stayed up all night that

he might be on time to join a company
from the old Imp Studios for a day in

Jersey.

The newspaper man had been tipped

'off that the movie actors were going to

burn up Leonia, just over the rise of

the Palisades from New York, and it

looked like a good story to him.

''Do you remember the day I went
over to Jersey with you when you were
going to burn down a town ?" he asked

the famous director.

"Indeed and I do," was the quick re-

ply. "And I've got the clipping of your

story and the drawing the artist made

There were no elaborate settings in the early days of the motion pictures, such as the above,

which was erected for a single production—Theda Bara's "Cleopatra."
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for the story framed and hanging in

my room this very minute," he added.

"But say," went on Mr. Ince, before

the newspaper man had a chance to add

a word, "I have to laugh to think of

the way we got away with things in

those days, and the way we do the very

same kind of a stunt now. Why, do

you know that it cost us exactly- thirty--

five dollars to fix the good townspeople

so they would let us plant our smoke"

pots back of the front doors of - their

homes and just inside the windows?
Now—well, I'd come close to spending

ten thousand dollars on the same stunt.

I'd build a real town of my own, you
know, and really burn it down."

The little talk that day with the fa-

mous director sent the newspaper man
to rummaging about in the cobwebby
memories of some of the pioneers of

the movie game ; and curious, indeed,

were the relics he brought to light.

Back in the days when the Biograph

was about all there was of moving-pic-

ture companies, Roy McCardell, the

well-known humorist and newspaper

man, was among the most active of all

the movie folk.

Those were the days, when the studio

was on the roof of the old Roosevelt

At the left, Thomas H. Ince, now a famous and wealthy producer,

with "Doc" Willats, and another old associate,

taken in the old Imp Studio. -
.

'

x

Building, down in the lower twenties of

New York streets, and. the scenes, were
set on a sort of a turntable with a big

canvas hung to prevent people in near-

by buildings from disturbing the actors

while working in a set.

"I've often wished I had preserved a

little note I received from one of the

prominent stockholders of the old com-
pany in those days, just after I turned

in -an
;
expense statement for two days'

work we did' out on location," said Mr.
McCardell. "There was a very famous
roadhouse known as French Charlie's

up near Williamsbridge," went on Mr.
McCardell, "where many of the scenes

for the early pictures were made.

"One day I took a company of be-

tween twenty and twenty-five people up
to French Charlie's for a two-day trip.

No one thought of hiring automobiles

or rigs of any kind, and if a bottle of

wine was needed as a prop we managed
somehow to get along with an imita-

tion. At the end of two days I returned

with the company and turned in a bill

for seventy dollars. I had paid the

entire expenses for the troupe, mind
you. The next day I received the fol-

lowing note from one of the stock-

holders : 'Dear McCardell : We must

be careful a b o u t

running up any un-

necessary expenses.

A word to the wise

is sufficient. ' Can
you imagine what
would have happened

to any one who
would have dared

proposing that a com-

pany be taken South

for three or four
weeks ?"

And those were the

days when the • big

stars of the legiti-

mate stage thought it

a pretty good press

stunt to do a bit of
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Such industry as this was unknown to the film producer five years ago, and even less.

This is the construction of a massive scene for Mary Garden in "Thais."

a picture for the movies—without pay,

of course.

Down to the same roof studio, with

its turntable and canvas screen, went
Anna Held to do the drinking scene

from "Papa's Wife," just as a stunt.

May Irwin and John C. Rice did the

kissing scene from the "Widow Jones,"

and Joseph Jefferson did several scenes

from ''Rip Van Winkle," all because

their press agents thought it would
make a good story. And it did.

But can you imagine Laurette Tay-
lor trooping off to a studio now to "do"

the enlistment speech she makes every

night in "Out There" just to please her

press agent? Or Margaret Wycherly
playing several of the tricks she per-

forms as Rosalie La Grange in "The
Thirteenth Chair" because she was anx-

ious to get a little free advertising for

the play or herself? Not even a sce-

nario writer's imagination would' per-

mit of it.

A man who has been a part of the

moving-picture game since its inception

is authority for the statement that so

far as the cost for the manufacturing

of pictures is concerned the present

rates are about fifty to one what they

were in the good old days. And the

quality of the pictures, quickly adds the

same man, has improved at the ratio

of a thousand to one.

Perhaps in no single essential have

3

things changed in the motion-picture

world as they have in the insistence of

the director that his natural outdoor

scenes shall be painstakingly realistic.

No longer are the highways and by-

ways of New Jersey, and particularly

the Palisades, considered sufficiently

real to supply locale for scenes laid in

the Alps, the Sahara Desert, the Kongo,
and the frontier days of the great West.

W7

hen a scenario is accepted now which
calls for scenes that transpire in those

localities, the director insists that his

company be transported to the very

spot. And incidentally, be it remarked,

the director's insistence bears all the

weight of a command.
In the so-called "stunt" scenes, too,

have things changed from "those good

old days." Not so long ago a director

was confronted with the problem of

filming a burning forest. Now, time

was—and not so long ago—that a suf-

ficient number of calcium light pans,

set at various points in a woods with

a plentiful supply of smoke, would pro-

vide all the atmosphere needed. Such,

however, would not suffice for this di-

-ector. He insisted that he be permitted

to actually set fire to a wood and burn

as much of it as he needed for the pur-

poses of his picture.

, He did. And then he, together with

every solitary member of his company,

spent the next three days fighting the
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fire they started. Incidentally, the com-
pany settled the matter for a pretty

penny.

Of course the day of the prop auto-

mobile that would fall apart much after

the fashion of the
k

'one-hoss shay" at

the slightest shock has completely faded

out. Now, if there is to be an auto-

mobile smash-up, there is. And ac-

counts fail to record a machine that

came through the exacting demands of

a director for realism fit for anything

but the scrap heap at the end of the

picture.

Nothing illustrates the advance that

has been made in the struggle for real-

ism better than a peek inside the studio

where Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle is at

work this very minute on his latest pic-

ture. The scene in which much of the

action of the story takes place is the

front of a village blacksmith's. Now,
it surely would seem that it would not

have been a very difficult task to locate

exactly the kind of a village smithy that

was required ; but Arbuckle would have

none of them. He wanted his own
blacksmith shop, and he got it. True

enough, it took a large force of car-

penters several days to construct the

shop
;
and, quite as true, had any horse

of just average horse intelligence been

able to climb the two flights of stairs

that lead up to the studio smithy's, he

would have unhesitatingly lifted one

hoof for the new shoe- he knew he

needed so badly. For it was a real,

gen-u-ine forge and anvil that alter-

nately belched forth real flames and re-

sounded with an honest-to-goodness

chorus from the sturdy blows of the

movie smith.

The early producers of motion pic-

tures kept a little studio with a fairly

good supply of scenery and props, and,

when they started to make a picture,

.they simply started. The scenery and

back-drops of -painted canvas were
rigged up with almost as great speed

. as sets are built on the legitimate stage

every evening. It was a matter of but

a few minutes. The players went
through their parts and the camera
ground. There was no preparation.

No one ever thought of spending any

time getting ready. But now it is dif-

ferent. As soon as the scenario is

handed over to the director the first

thing he does is to scrutinize it care-

fully and make notes on the elaborate

or unusual setting that have to be made
ready. Often villages or entire interior

scenes are built especially for the pro-

duction. The best proof of this is that

to-day a director is allotted about one-

third of the time of taking his picture

solely for preparation.

The world do move, of a truth, but

nowhere quite so fast as in the movies.

Your gay Lothario must now flee with

his lady fair in a twin six, an eight, or a

Rolls-Royce ; and no Romeo who was
. a Romeo at all would think of saying

sweet nothings to his Juliet beneath

anything but a bower of real flowers.

Of course it was nothing like that in

the "good old days;" but, after all,

neither are our movies of to-day like

those of that same time.

But would we have them? And the

answer comes in one long, resounding

chorus from the army of movie actors

on pay day: "Not by several hundred

dollars' worth !"

Smoke pots supplied the illusion of a fire in the old days. Now, even real ships are burned

for screen naval battles.



Who is Sonia?
Above, at the left, we present the won-

derful Russian actress, Sonia Markova,
whom, according to the publicity purveyors,

William Fox has just imported from Europe
to appear in his productions. No, do not

mistake us—the girl at the right is not

Sonia in a happier mood. She is a picture

favorite of a year or so ago. Her name is

—or, at any rate, it was—Gretchen Hart-
mann.
Miss Hartmann appeared in Biograph pic-

tures until that company passed out of ex-

istence. We were just wondering what had
happened to her when all of a sudden, the

other day, in came the picture at the left.

"Here !" we shouted gleefully. "Here is

Gretchen—she's coming back to the screen!"

And then we turned the picture over and
read that it wasn't Gretchen at all—nothing
like her from her history—but the famous
Sonia Markova, Russian prima donna. What
a disappointment

!

Sonia is famous—very famous. Mr. Fox's

press agents dwell upon the fact. Of course,

it makes no difference that we never heard
of her—we live in the country, and not

within commuting distance of the Moscow
theaters.

And Sonia' s—perhaps we should be digni-

fied, and say Miss Markova's—striking re-

semblance to the American Gretchen Hart-
mann is very interesting and very coinci-

dental. We found the picture at the right

in our files, and it is plainly marked with

Miss Hartmann's name. There is no possi-

bility of its having been carried there by a

stray Russian shell which might have landed

in our office. No possibility at all. There
are two different women—remember that

!

It is remarkable that Sonia and Gretchen
should comb their hair so similarly ; but

that is not so strange when one considers

that the curve of their right eyebrows is

the same, and that the left ones are such

close doubles. Also, consider the distance

between the eyes, the shape of the chins,

the eyes themselves—look closely—and the

unmistakable resemblance of the general for-

mation of the face. Isn't it strange?

But—bear in mind what Mr. Fox says

—

there can be no doubt but that they are dif-

ferent. We are told that Sonia was born in

Russia of a gypsy-born mother and an or-

chestra leader in Libau ; that she attended
the conservatory at Moscow and also at

Petrograd; that she came to this country
early this year on an ammunition ship

—

probably Mr. Fox means a ship that was
coming to America for ammunition, because
few of them bring powder over from Russia
to America—and that she has never appeared
in films before. So you see they cannot pos-

sibly be the same girl ; Mr. Fox's statements

prove that.

But we sincerely trust that Sonia Markova
will be as much of a success as Gretchen
Hartmann was. And we hope that Gretchen
will reappear on the screen some day.



Abolishing the

Alibi
John Emerson and Anita Loos have

discovered how to do away with the

ancient system of "passing the buck."

It is a very critical moment in

the Fairbanks laugh factory

when Emerson laughs and

Anita smiles;

they put the

acid test to

comedy
scenes.

By Paul Cardon

w
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It takes many a frown to

make a smile. Miss Loos

and Mr. Emerson serious-

ly engaged in trying to

find something humorous

in an architectural drawing.

THE director, star, president, and
various executives of a mov-
ing-picture company gathered in

the projection room to look at a newly

completed feature. The director opened

the meeting by remarking: "Of course,

you know this was a rotten story to

begin with ; the author didn't know the

first principles of writing for the screen.

I did the best I could with it."

A few weeks later the author walked

dejectedly out of a picture theater

where the feature was shown and
wailed to a friend : "For the love of

Heaven, did you see what they did to

my story? You wouldn't recognize it.

They've ruined my reputation
!"

This is not one incident, but the type

form of the same happening that goes

on day after day wherever pictures are

made.

John Emerson and Anita Loos have

solved the problem. They have realized

that neither the author nor

the director is infallible. They

have learned that good pictures, like

good plays, are seldom the product of

a single mind, but of intelligent and

sympathetic collaboration on the part

of author and director. Nor does this

seem like such a wonderful feat of dis-

covery, either. The real achievement

is that, having discovered the principle,

they put it into practice.

The Emerson-Loos comedies in which

Douglas Fairbanks has scored his great-

est success have been the product of the

working of this principle. "His Pic-

ture in the Papers," "The Americano,"

"Down to Earth," "Wild and Woolly,"

"In Again, Out Again," and "Reaching

for the Moon" are all monuments to

this principle—that the greatest results

are obtainable only when author and

director work together, fight things out

together, and stand together by results.
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Director and scenario editor "getting together" and cold-bloodedly planning to make Doug do

a two-step over a stampeding herd of charging cattle and perform

other feats of perilous athletics.

In practice it works out something

like this

:

"John," says Anita, "what do you
think of building a picture around the

craze for publicity that exists in the

average American?"
"Good !" says John ; and they go to it.

The steel of one mind strikes the flint

of the other—ideas flash into being and

grow and expand by this interchange of

thought. Plot and incident are built

and torn to pieces and rebuilt and re-

shaped and remodeled until finally a

structure is evolved and the trimmings

are applied, and behold !

' We have "His

Picture in the Papers," the first of the

Emerson-Loos pictures in which Doug-
las Fairbanks appeared.

So effective has this partnership

proved that Emerson-Loos already has

become accepted in picture circles as

practically one name. Not that Mr.
Emerson was not a success before. His

productions for Fine Arts were among
the best turned out by that concern in

its palmiest days ; and in one of the

most popular of them, "The Flying

Torpedo," he played the principal part

as well as directing it. Also Miss Loos
had been selling her scenarios freely

before Emerson began producing them.

But it was when they got together that

they both leaped into fame as never

before.

"The time has passed," says Mr.
Emerson, "when directors and authors

should be so childish as to keep pass-

ing the buck to each other. Each one

has used the other as an alibi for in-

competence far too long. It is not

only possible for the author and the

director to cooperate, but it is in this

way alone that the very best pictures

can be produced. For years authors

have looked upon directors not as hu-

man beings, but as some malignant

breed of devils who were doing their

best to ruin literary masterpieces. And
directors have been prone to think of

authors as stupid dreamers who occa-

sionally had good ideas but lacked the

common sense to put these ideas into

coherent form. And the sad thing

about it was that both the director and

the author needed each other's help and

sympathy and suffered for lack of it,
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blindly stumbling along in self-created

darkness.

"If the comedies which Miss Loos
and I have created with Douglas Fair-

banks have been successful—and I

think the facts speak for themselves

—

it is because they have come out of a

perfectly harmonious combination. For
when you add, to the ideal condition of

a director and an author agreeing to

agree, the other ideal condition of a

star who also agrees to agree, the result

must be happy.

"You have only to look at Doug to

know that it's a lot of fun to work with

him, and it is just as much fun as it

looks."

Previous to her association with Mr.

Emerson, Miss Loos was one of the

best scenario writers of D. W. Grif-

fith's organization, and sold

more manuscripts to Fine

Arts than any other author

Mr. Emerson had a distin-

guished stage career be-

fore entering pictures.

He was for two years

with Mrs. Fiske, four

years general stage

director for Charles

Frohman, and two
years leading man
for Nazimova. He
was also coauthor

of "The Conspir-

acy," in which he

played the lead-

ing part for an

entire season at

The Garrick
Theater in New
York. One of

his most

t a b

achieve

ments

was the
.
production of Clyde Fitch's

posthumous drama, "The City," the

production of which brought the pop-

ular dramatist greater fame after his

death than he had enjoyed in life.

When Mr. Emerson left the stage

to take up the silent drama had sev-

eral "fields for his ability. He was both

an actor and a director, and has won
renown on the screen as both. Now,
however, he has abandoned the former,

and results show his achievements in

directing.

"This fellow," says Emerson, as he holds the

crown over the plaster celebrity, "was famous—
but he never . "j^ggA
made a million \

dollars a year

ike Fair-
banks!"



Whenever Clara entered the store, Billy and she would send wig-wag messages behind

Boggs' back.

The Marriage Speculation
In which the careful Mr. Cliday risks his

fortune in an investment in petticoats.

By Eugene A. Clancy

From the Vitagraph feature starring Wallace MacDonald and Mildred Manning

COMING suddenly from the mys-
terious rear regions of his

rather shabby store, Anthony
Boggs, sole proprietor of Boggs' Gro-

cery, stood in amazement, and then cut

loose some choice exclamations that

made the canned salmon break into

ptomaine with fright. There was rea-

son in Boggs' rage, for he was just in

time to see Billy Perkins, his young
clerk, perform what looked like an act

of grocery-store mutiny.

Billy was waiting on a customer. In

the midst of filling the order, however,

he suddenly ceased operations, grabbed

his hat, jumped nimbly over the count-

er, and walked out of the door—sort

of left the entire show flat on its back.

Making a mental note that he would
give Billy just one more chance, the

irate Boggs proceeded to wait on the

customer himself and appease the man's
hostile feelings.

The unclerkly conduct of Billy Per-

kins was due to an eternal cause—

a

feminine cause. A very pretty girl of

about nineteen had looked in at the

door for a moment, smiled at Billy, and
then disappeared. Clara Wilton did

this every now and then on her way
home from the department store in

which, very fittingly, she presided at

the candy counter. Billy was her beau
;

at least, such was the tacit understand-

ing, though nothing definite had been

said. Billy took it for granted, but

Clara sort of reserved decision. She
liked Billy immensely, for he was a

decent, cheery, good-looking chap. He
might be careless, a little lacking in the

"get there" spirit essential to a busi-

ness future, but—well, she liked him.
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Need any more be said? Then, too, though Billy wore a collar much
too large for him, and wore his hair in rural style, and wore his

trousers unusually large at the knees, one could see that there

was a certain refinement about him—there was character

in Billy, and possibilities. And that -Clara possessed

both character and refinement there was no doubt,

and as to possibilities—what can a poor girl do

when she has to go to work at seventeen?

Thus in many ways they were well met.

But Clara's woman instinct told her

that they both had a difficult fu-

ture to face. Quite naturally

she wanted to better her-

self, and she was
willing to work

hard for that

future hap-

BMliTi'^ piness

and se-

Gur.it y.
And right
there was where
Billy was beginnin

to cause her much worry
—for both of them. When-
ever Clara entered the store

Billy and she would send wig-

wag messages with their eyes behind

Boggs' back. He was so busy just being

in love that he did not seem to realize that

when a sensible girl loves a chap she rather natu-

rally expects him to buck up a bit and do something

besides croon around.

Billy chatted amiably about nothing in particular as they

walked along. The manner in which he had left the store did

not seem to prey on his mind. He was supposed to be free at six
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o'clock, and whenever Clara looked in

he knew that it was after six—and old

Boggs would have to make the best

of it.

In accordance with their custom, they

went down to the river and sat on the

stringpiece of an old dock, to dispose

of a bunch of bananas—supplied by

Clara—and discuss such things as

might occur to them for a few minutes

before going to their respective homes.

The girl was rather quiet and thought-

ful this evening. Billy, however, was

plainly in a sentimental mood. After

disposing of a banana he suddenly gave

voice to this astounding and intelligent

question : ''Does my 'ittle Bissy think

a lot of her 'ittle Bizzy?"

The girl laughed and nodded. "But

I wish Bizzy would be a little busier
!"

she replied, with a touch of impatience.

She rose, and Billy, instinctively feel-

ing that she was in no mood for idle

talk, silently accompanied her to her

door. There she turned on him with

an earnest, serious light in her eyes;

''Bizzy," she said, "we've got to stop

being like silly children. I want you to

think about something—and think

hard! I want us both to get some-

where in the world, and it's time to

make a start—now ! Think hard,

Billy
!"

She was gone in a second. Billy

stood looking at the closed door for a

minute, a startled light in his eyes ; then

he turned thoughtfully toward his own
home.

When Clara and Billy left the gro-

cery store, another member of that es-

tablishment looked after them with a

thoughtful expression. This was Je-

rome Cliday, a kindly, gray-haired man
of forty-five or so. Cliday was the

shipping clerk of Boggs' pickle factory,

which adjoined the grocery. For twenty
years he had been shipping clerk, and
now there was little likelihood of his

being anything else. Whatever ambi-

tions he might have had were gone
agleaming. He had succumbed to a

humdrum routine. He lived alone, and
sat home nights smoking an old pipe

and dreaming of the might-have-been.

He might have become a misanthrope,

but he was at bottom too cheerful and
human for that

;
and, too, his dreams

were not altogether of the past. In a

fanciful way he considered the future

—suppose something unexpected should

happen? Suppose some evening he

should suddenly hit on a remarkable

scheme, some novel idea that should

take him out of the deadly monotony
of the Boggs atmosphere?
By denying himself year in and year

out, Cliday had managed to save twelve

thousand dollars. It was a respectable

sum in itself, but not enough to retire

on, and that was what Cliday wanted
to do. He had come to understand that

active life held no prospects for him,

and having toiled meekly under Boggs
for so many years, Cliday's soul

yearned for passive freedom ; he wanted
to spend the rest of his life in ease and
peace.

Cliday knew Clara Wilton very well.

He had always taken a fatherly interest

in her, and she always called at the

factory for his advice when she was in

difficulties. Perhaps if he had been

younger his interest might have been

of another sort, but Cliday was a sen-

sible, decent soul
;

and, anyway, his

sense of humor told him that there

was no posibsility of Clara Wilton fall-

ing in love with him. The girl under-

stood him and liked him, and the only

times she got really angry and disgusted

with Billy were when that young man
thoughtlessly referred to Cliday as a

rubber-brained rube.

Cliday turned back to his work when
the girl and Billy had passed from view,

but he was absent-minded. He had

been thinking a lot about the girl re-

cently, for the first time fully realizing

how pretty she was, and how naturally
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intelligent.

Billy stormed, and

he could not

He was
thinking what a pity

it was that the fu-

ture seemed to hold

so little for her

—

seemed to consist

entirely of Billy,

concerning whose
abilities and possi-

bilities Cliday had

very grave doubts.

Still thinking, Cli-

day finished his work for the day, and

went home—after meekly receiving a

particularly humiliating and undeserved

call-down from Boggs, who regarded

his shipping clerk as a choice species of

worm which must be trod upon every

hour in order to keep it well flattened

out. After a modest meal, which he

cooked himself, Cliday lit his pipe and

sat down moodily in his morris chair.

If ever he wanted to think up some

scheme which would effect his safe re-

lease from the pickle plant, he wanted

to think of it now. He tried to con-

centrate on himself and his affairs, but

somehow he could not get Clara Wil-

ton out of his head. In an effort to get

his mind back on his own problem, he

picked up the evening paper and began

to read the financial page. Recently he

had been seeking out some investment,

something safe, of course, but some-
thing that might possibly bring in big

returns—a nice income. But he failed

to find anything that promised such a

miracle. There were wildcat schemes,

but Cliday had come near being caught

she cried a little, but

change her mind.

once, and had never

forgotten it.

He put aside the

paper, his mind
filled with invest-

in e n t s , but the

thought of Clara

Wilton persisted in

returning. Cliday

refilled his pipe, and

was about to light

it, when suddenly

the pipe dropped to the floor and its

owner sprang to his feet. "At last!"

he exclaimed. "I've got it—and it came
right out of nothing in a flash, just like

I always thought it would ! An invest-

ment ! But will she do it ? An invest-

ment—an investment in petticoats, by

George !"

Jerome Cliday picked up his pipe and
smoked furiously as he trotted up and
down the room. The downtrodden
shipping clerk had been stunned and at

the same time vitalized by a startling

and daring idea. His thoughts of him-

self, of Clara Wilton, of investments,

had suddenly fused like some chemical

combination, and crystallized into the

most daring and novel idea Jerome Cli-

day had ever entertained.

The next morning, for the first time

in his shipping life, Cliday was late in

reaching the outraged pickle factory.

He had sat up half the night mulling

over his idea. It involved ethics, and
Cliday was always finicky about such

things. Never had he knowingly done.
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a wrong, and it had taken him half the

night to convince himself honestly that

his idea was in the same class as a

square deal. Having convinced him-

self, however, that he could do what he

was going to do and look the world in

the face, a new energy and resolution

possessed him.

To add insult to injury, Cliday not

only arrived in the pickle trenches an

hour late, but resplendently attired like

the original king of all the pickles. He
wore spats, a cutaway coat, a gorgeous

tie, and—a silk hat ! The clerks were

too flabbergasted to smile or make
snappy remarks about this latest camou-
flage; Boggs took one look and went
across the street to get a drink—the

first he had taken since he began pick-

ling.

The remarkable part of it was that

the attire suited Cliday to perfection.

It was like a happy transformation

;

Jerome Cliday looked entirely at home
—himself ! And his manner was easy,

unconcerned ; he was the gentleman of

leisure and means to the last gleam in

the silk hat. Apparently unaware of

the sensation he was causing, he di-

vested himself of the coat and hat,

donned an apron and calmly plunged

into pickledom.

At noon, however, he quickly took

off the apron, resumed the coat and hat,

and sauntered out to lunch. But first

he turned into the department store

wherein Clara Wilton presided at the

candy counter. He knew she did not

go to lunch until twelve-thirty. Clara

received him with her usual cheery

smile ; then she gave a little gasp of

wonder and admiration at Cliday's

personal scenery. "Gracious !" she

cried. "Is somebody dead—or are you
going to be married?"

Cliday laughed.
.
"Both guesses are

wrong," he said. "I merely want you
to come and lunch with me, and I've

decided that hereafter I'm going to

dress for lunch. But I have a great

idea, Clara, and I sort of wanted to

dress it up—give it an outward sem-
blance. Will you come to lunch?"

"Of course !" said Clara. "How could

I possibly refuse to dine with so gor-

geous a being? And I simply must
hear the idea

!"

They had lunch in a quiet restaurant,

but Cliday would not say anything

about his idea until the coffee was
served, and he had lighted a cigar—

a

cheap one, from force of habit.

"Well," asked Clara, "am I ever go-

ing to be enlightened?".

"My idea," replied Cliday, speaking

quietly and slowly, "is about you—and
also about me. You know all about me
—about my wanting to leave the ship-

ping-clerk business and sort of retire.

And you know that I'm not able to do
it—not as I want to. Well, this is

where you come in. I want to make
you a proposition—one that should

mean a great deal to you, and to me."

The girl flushed slightly. "I—I don't

understand," she said.

Cliday leaned across the table and
touched her arm. "My dear girl," he

went on earnestly, "you must not mis-

construe what I say. I am not pro-

posing to you ; neither am I about to

suggest anything—anything you would
not listen to. To put it in a sentence,

Clara—I want to invest twelve thou-

sand dollars in you."

The girl's blue eyes looked at him
in amazement.

"The idea is this," Cliday continued,

speaking quickly but earnestly. "You
are a splendid girl, but—well, you are

being wasted. You have beauty, man-
ner, character, but—as you have fre-

quently lamented—no particular edu-

cation—and you deserve everything of

that kind. I have the means of giving

you the finest education a girl could

wish for! Think what it would mean
to be lifted out of your present environ-

ment—given all the advantages of a

broader life ! I propose to do this for
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you—that is the investment. I shall

send you through the best school in the

country, and finish the job by giving

you a tour of Europe. You will emerge

in every way the equal of any girl in

the best society, and I shall see that you

have the clothes and the atmosphere

and everything else that

goes with such a station in

life.

"And now I come to my
part of this idea," he went
on, while Clara listened, car-

ried away by the seriousness

Clara always

called at the

factory fo r

Cliday's ad-

vice when
she was in

difficulties. £

income. There is the idea in a nut-

shell. I have withheld nothing, hidden

nothing. It is simple, and there is noth-

ing to be ashamed of—you get what any

girl naturally wants, and I get a just

payment for making it all possible.

You will have plenty of time to choose

of the man. "Every investment must,

or should, return something to the in-

vestor. Now, when our work is com-
pleted, you will have many suitors.

The return I shall ask is this : You are

to choose some rich man and marry him
—and see that he—or both of you

—

provide me with an income sufficient

to permit me to spend the rest of my
days as I want to, comfortably, as a

gentleman of leisure with a fairly good

a good husband—but a rich one. We
shall be known as uncle and niece.

Let's see: I shall be Mr. Castlemaine,

and you shall be my niece Claire. It's

a plain business proposition, but with a

delightful touch of adventure about it.

And there may be real romance—you

may fall madly in love with some rich

man! What do you say—why not de-

cide now, at once?"

The girl sat staring at Cliday with
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As he left her at the door he mumbled something about twelve thousand dollars, and the

keen-eared landlady rushed off to raise the rent.

trembling lips. There was no doubt

that he had caught her in the right

mood, struck the right chord. All the

quite natural discontent in her heart

was stirred up. Her yearning for bet-

ter things responded eagerly—and to

marry some as yet unknown man was
a climax a long way off, though even

that serious ending held an inviting

touch of romance. But there was Billy

!

But how small a thing was Billy com-
pared to this ! And, after all, was Billy

the man for her? Was she really in

love with him? Cliday was like a fa-

ther to her; always he had been right,

a faithful guide and mentor.

Suddenly her eyes flashed, and she

gripped his hand. "I accept your of-

fer—and the terms!" she said. Well
satisfied with his success, Cliday walked
home with her, for she was in no mood
to sell candy that afternoon. As he left

her at the door he mumbled something

about twelve thousand dollars, and the

keen-eared landlady rushed off to raise

the rent.

Cliday was an hour late returning

from lunch. Strolling nonchalantly

into the hotbed of pickles, he was met
by the irate Boggs. "Look here—what
do you mean?" yelled the pickle czar,

shaking his fist in his shipping clerk's

face. "You dolled-up
"

Cliday interrupted this speech by

lighting a cigar—and striking the match
on Boggs' coat lapel. "Boggs," he said,

"a long farewell ! I'm totally fed up
on pickles. I'm leaving, Boggs, this

very instant. Fare the well !" And
Cliday calmly strolled away.

Clara's farewell to the old scenes was
not so easy. She told Billy all about it

that evening. It was a hard thing for

her to do ; but she had made her deci-
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sion, and Clara had a will of her own.

Billy stormed, and she cried a little, but

he could not change her mind.

But that interview had wrought a

subtle change in Billy Perkins. The
fighting spirit was aroused in him.

There was a new firmness to his mouth,

a new flash in his eyes. To the utter

amazement of Boggs, his clerk strode

into the store the following morning
and sailed into work like a whirlwind.

He brought a new, "get-there" atmos-

phere with him ; an atmosphere to

which Boggs unconsciously paid tribute,

for in some mysterious way business

suddenly began to hum.

One afternoon, two years later, Mr.
Castlemaine called at a fashionable

girls' school, thanked the teachers for

all they had done, and bore away his

pretty and accomplished niece Claire.

He took her abroad for six months, and,

on returning to America, they went at

once to an exclusive hotel in Florida.

Their entrance was impressive.

The best rooms had been engaged.

Rumors of their social standing had
preceded them, and the other guests

were duly excited and curious. Espe-

cially interested in the beautiful niece

was Reginald de Courcey, an idle son

of millions, who was unmarried and
not averse to pretty girls. Also inter-

ested were two other men of wealth

—

a gentleman named Swiggs, who was
passionately fond of drinking, and a

ditto named Pinhedd, who spent his en-

tire days and nights—to say nothing

of his cash—living up to his name, an

occupation which required absolutely

no effort at all.

Mr. Castlemaine looked over the field

of Florida entries for Clara's hand with

an anxious eye. The evening of their

arrival, he had broken the news to her

that they were near the end of their

rope—there was only enough money
left for a month's stay at the hotel.

The gentleman who was passionately

fond of drink and the ditto with the apt

name were of course eliminated at once.

Reginald de Courcey, however, was a

real possibility. Clara had half accepted

him when the Count de Casserta

dawned on the scene—or, rather, came
on in a mad rush. Rumor had it that

he owned half of Italy and then some,

and the hotel was enchanted^—here was
a nobleman to the manner born

!

Cliday warmed up to the count at

once. The two were constantly to-

gether—-except when the count was rid-

ing or walking or sighing with Clara.

The count lost no time in stepping

into the proposing shoes. Clara was
in a tight place. One week more and

Cliday's money would be exhausted.

She accepted the count. The wedding
was set for a week hence at the hotel.

And it was a day or two later that a

young man in a distant city picked up a

newspaper and read about the forth-

coming marriage of Claire Castlemaine

to an Italian count. He looked at the

published photographs of the engaged

couple—and then hit the ceiling. And
the young gentleman was not looking at

the lady's picture when he made the as-

cent.

The morning of the wedding arrived.

'The big hotel was gayly decorated, and

the hundreds of guests were aflutter

with excitement. The count, immacu-
lately attired, was strolling through the

breakfast room, looking over the ar-

rangements, while waiting for Clara,

who was still in her room, surrounded

by numerous maids.

Suddenly a waiter, bustling along

with an armful of plates, bumped into

the count, who swore and struck the

man. The waiter turned about, livid,

and shaking his fist. "You biga mutt
!"

he cried. "I getta you for dat
!"

The outraged count reported the mat-
ter to the manager, and the waiter was
promptly discharged. A short while

after, however, he had a private talk
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with, a mysterious individual who was
lurking about the verandas. -

The minister and the hour for the

ceremony arrived. The count con-

ducted Glara to the waiting clergyman,

and the guests crowded around the

principals. Then suddenly there was a

commotion in the rear. Up the aisle

left open in the center of the room
strode three men. The first was the

mysterious individual who had been

lurking on the verandas; the second

was the discharged waiter ; the third

was a tall, handsome, energetic-looking

young man in correct morning attire.

"Mr. Castlemaine," said the mysteri-

ous individual, "I suggest that you call

a halt on this here wedding business.

I'm a detective, and this here count fel-

low ain't no count at all! This waiter

worked for the real Count de Casserta

for ten years in Italy, and ought to

know. I've been in telegraphic com-

munication with Mr. William Perkins

—this gent here—and he'll tell you just

who this bird is."

Before any one could say a word,

the detective snapped a pair of hand-

cuffs on the "count's" wrists, and

dragged him aside. Like one who sees

a vision, Clara stood staring at the tall

voung man. "Billy!" she breathed.

"Billy
!"

Billy it was, and he stepped forward.

"Mr. Cliday," he said, "you are hear-

ing the truth. This chap who is posing

as a count is a slick confidence man,

wanted all over the country. He nearly

caught me in a deal some months ago.

I would know him anywhere, and when
I saw the 'count's' picture in the paper,

it looked mighty familiar, despite the

mustache. I made hasty investigations,

and found I was right. I wrired the au-

thorities here, and jumped a train at

once—sort of arrived at the dramatic

moment—didn't I, Clara?".

"Oh, Billy !" the girl cried. "I'm sick

and ashamed of it all. What can I do ?"

"I—I have learned a lesson, Clara,"

said Cliday quietly. "My idea was
wrong—in your case. I release you
from the bargain, though it means rny

ruin—the waste of years of saving."

Suddenly Billy put his arm around
Clara. "She's going through with it,"

he said, smiling. "She's going through

with it—with me. Cliday, a lot has

happened since you two went away. I

beg to say that I'm, not working, for

Boggs any more. In fact, I own Boggs'

place and a string of grocery stores

which are bringing in a tidy little for-

tune. I might even say that if Clara

will have me, she can be true to her

bargain with you. And I shall cheer-

fully carry out the stipulation in regard

to yourself—why not, when it was you

and your big idea that made it all pos-

sible? By doing what you did for

Clara, you unintentionally made a man
of me by showing me that I was a no-

account, and would have to fight and

win if I wanted Clara ! And that's

wThat I did—buckled down to a busi-

ness fight. I began the very day you

left, Cliday. Soon I was an efficiency

expert. Then I mapped out an adver-

tising campaign that brought a wonder-

ful rush of business. The store had to

be enlarged—and Boggs made me man-
ager. His health was failing, and a

little later he took me into partnership.

A year ago he retired from active part-

nership, leaving the business in my
hands. I took a flyer with the money

I had saved, and started the other

stores. They went with a bang, and I

was at last able to buy out Boggs' in-

terest and work with a free hand—and

my hand is full of aces. What do you

say, Clara—will you take your Bizzy?"

She did.

But the Perkins never have pickles

on the dinner table. Uncle Jerome says

they would remind him of the canned

past.



Queen Mary
Extends Her

Domain
Mary Garden, while still

holding sway over the

operatic world, invades

the realm of silence.

By Ray Ralston

IN perfect uniformity,

a long line of dress-

ing rooms stretches

down the corridor in

the Goldwyn Studio,

at Fort Lee, New Jer-

sey, unbroken save for

one spot of color. It is a

soft, gray-green square.

It is a rug before one of

the doors, the door of

Mary Garden, famous the

world over as Thais of

the opera, and soon to be

equally eloquent as Thais

of the screen.

The rug is her mascot.

It lay before her door at

the Theatre re da Monnaie
in Brussels the night she

created Thais, and it has

accompanied her to all the

great opera .houses. She

declares her success would
be broken if the rug were

lost or forgotten. Its

presence in a building

where film plays are made
assumes a romantic interest

second only in importance

to the appearance of Mary
Garden on it as she steps

across the threshold. It was
thus that she was met by

Picture Play Magazine's
representative.

"Do forgive me. It was wretched

4

Mary Garden arriving at the studio for her first day's work
before the camera. She is wearing the decorations awarded
her by the French government, for her part in the great war.

of me to keep you standing on this cold

cement floor, and now I am to be bun-
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died into a motor and taken where there

are some rocks. So we can't talk, after

all." Miss Garden's rapid speech, ever

so slightly suggestive of her Scottish

birth, is crisp and clear. "Come along,"

she said, with an impulsive gesture, "we

can talk on the rocks," and made her

way briskly down the corridor. There

was no retinue attending her, no awn-

ing foi the diva to pass under, only one

middle-aged Frenchwoman alert to be

of service to her mistress.

"The other day I was sent dashing

off to Florida with Mr. Frank Crane,

my director, and a few members of the

cast. We stayed only a few hours, to

do the desert scenes in 'Thais;' then

were raced up here again for the death

of Thais in the nunnery. It's most

extraordinary, and leaves

me quite breathless," Miss

Garden said, with a droll laugh, "but I

do exactly as I'm told, and then when

I see the pictures I know why !"

The voice she has nurtured all her

life she knew would be exposed to dan-

gers unknown in the great opera houses.

But she was resolved to play in pic-

tures. She had signed her contract.

Bleak enough the rocks looked, and

cold, that late afternoon in December,

with the damp Jersey air from the river

making furs a comfort and exercise a

necessity.
Mary Garden re-

ceiving her first

lesson in screen

make-up from
Director Hugo
Ballin. Director

Frank Crane
(right) is

looking on
critically.
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jit

A gathering of celeb-

rities. Madge Ken-

nedy {right) chatting

with Miss Garden,

adorned as "Thais,"

and Directors Crane

and Ballin on the

Goldwyn Studio

stage.

"Ready ?" called Miss Garden, when
they had gone over the scenes and the

camera man had his eyes at the lens.

She flung off her long fur coat, and

there stood in gossamer silk, her feet

in sandals, and little above the girdle

around her waist. There was no tremor,

no reaction from cold. Thais might

have been in the crowded Metropolitan.

"Stop!" said Mr. Crane, and at that

instant the fur coat once more envel-

oped Miss Garden. Not a fraction of

a second was lost.

"Now," she volunteered, on her way
to the machine, "to prove to you and

everybody else that I shall win in this

fight against the fear others—not I

—

have of the eclipse of my voice, I'll tell

you a secret, new to-day : I have agreed

to sing in New York in January. Four
appearances. A big forfeit if I do not

appear. That's my answer to you, De-
cember !"



Around the
World in Twenty Minutes

By Herbert Howe

Above, a bird's-eye view

of ''every man's land,"

Triangle's collection of in-

ternational villages on the

Pacific coast.

At the left. The Scotch

village in which Billie

Burke frisked, stood in-

tact until one day the Irish

swooped down upon it and

waged a shillalah battle in

its streets, claiming it in

the name of "Wee Lady
Betty."

Below, a reproduction of

Nome, Alaska, as it ap-

peared during the gold-

rush days.
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EN G L A X D .

France., and

German y
cuddling together in

amity ! Sounds like

a pacifist ragtime re-

frain, doesn't it? On
the contrary, such an

international state ex-

ists—a congress of

nations, each repre-

sented by a village.

Xo world's exposi-

tion ever presented

such a spectacle to

tempt the globe-

trotter.

Without any ex-

pense whatsoever, it

is possible to tour

the world in twenty

minutes, providing

you possess the "open
sesame" to the pil-

lared gates of the

Triangle Studio at

Culver City, Cali-

fornia. Once within,

you may make the

-trip with the speed of

At the top of page. This town was born Dutch, but it was later takei
by the French, converted into a Brittanv fishing hamlet and a Paris
Latin quarter and finally became a fairy realm. Below, a corner
of the medieval town was used as a Paris street for one play.
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a Mercury. Only choose the means of

transportation, a touring car, a stage-

coach, an aeroplane, or a broncho. They
are all at command. Having made this

selection, take the road that leads down
through the Santa Monica Mountains,

past Hartville to the sea. There, walled

by Roman hills, with the silken train

of the Pacific swishing its edge, lies

—

the world in miniature. The villages -

labor. It might seem proof for those

who inveigh against the mad extrava-

gance of picture producers if the out-

lay had been made for but one picture,

but such is not the case. These villages

are used continually in Triangle plays

;

although the public at large does not

realize this, for there are always new
ways of looking at a setting, new cor-

ners to be used for fresh bits of action,

The Dutch village as it appeared after it had been occupied by the French as a Latin

quarter of Paris.

of Italy, France, England, Holland, and

Austria, a South American capitol com-
plete, an Aztec temple of the days when
Montezuma reigned, a street of Nome
during the gold rush, a feudal castle, a

hilly town of Tyrol, and a long line of

East Indian barracks around which oc-

curred the Sepoy rebellion of "The
Beggar of Cawnpore."

This curious collection represents a

tremendous expenditure of money and

and new arrangements of the movable

parts. When a director receives an as-

signment for the production he has

available virtually any setting he needs.

Without such facilities he would be

compelled to scour the country for a

suitable location, and in the meantime

a company of players receiving large

salaries would be forced to sit about in

idleness.

The nucleus of this cosmorama is a
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Western settlement of the lariat era,

where flourish the bad men and the fiery

dance-hall maidens of Triangle plays.

Over at the "saloon," where you hear

the click of roulette wheels, thrive such

characters as "One-shot Ross," "The

Disciple," "The Firefly of Tough
Luck," and "The Devil Dodger," mak-

ing thrills and romance for the screen.

Right across the way is a medieval cas-

tle, from which at noontime pour forth

the dames and gallants in wigs and

silken breeches to mingle in the studio

lunchroom with the gunfighters and

buckskin clad girls of the American

frontier period.

The most inter-

esting village of all

is without a flag or

country—a turn-

coat, a traitor, a

pariah among its

sister nations. It

was originally a

respectable Dutch
town, erected at a

cost of thirty-five

thousand dollars

for "Wooden
Shoes." Down the canal plied boats

laden with products of the lowlands,

and over arched bridges clattered the

wooden shoes of the plump citizens. It

did not remain long in the hands of the

Eskimos were brought from the

North and made to feel at home in

A portion of the New York tene-

ment section, erected at a cost of
$50,000. This will be used

often in various guises.

A street of a Balkan capital, the scene

of many picture wars.

the town of Nome, transplanted.

Dutch, however, for the French cap-

tured it for "The Mother Instinct,"

converting portions of it into a Paris

Latin quarter, and
utilizing the sec-

tion about the ca-

nal for a Brittany

fishing village. The
clean-faced houses

were hung with

nets, and the roofs

covered over with

thatch. The
clumsy, flat-bot-

tomed boats that

had carried the

Dutch farmers to market were replaced

with fishing craft. The French lived

here for many weeks, until one morn-
ing a fairy queen appeared, waved her

wand, and scores of workmen quickly

converted the town into a magic realm

for the kiddie picture, "In Slumber-

land." The houses were completely

covered with vines, flowers, and glitter-

ing stalactites to resemble grottoes.

Huge toadstools, emblems of fairyland,

sprang up along the embankment, and

a wagonload of rose petals was poured

into the canal, down which floated a

silvery barge bearing the little voyagers

into "Slumberland."

Perhaps the most tragic fall was that

of the Scotch village where Billie

Burke frisked as the winning "Peggy."

It stood intact until the Irish swooped

down to wake a shillalah battle in its
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streets, taking it in the name of Wee
Lady Betty.

One of the most recent acquisitions

is the street of Nome, Alaska, as it ap-

peared during the gold rush. The con-

struction of this background for "The
Flame of the Yukon'' was superin-

tended by a veteran of the mining

period, and with his assistance it was

possible to duplicate even the signs that

appeared on buildings in the Alaskan

capital _ during the time represented.

Eskimos with their Malemutes and

sledges - were brought down from the

North.- and made to feel at home in

their own town transplanted. Unfor-

tunately the California climate could

not be altered to that of Alaska, and

the poor natives of the North nearly

perished under their sweltering furs.

'Another new addition to Every

Mail's Land is a New York tenement

section, consisting of three

streets ,- frescoed with

clotheslines and fire es

capes. . Although this

set represents poverty

of .the meanest sort,

it does not represent

poverty on the ledg-

ers of the Triangle Company's books,

for its cost notation is fifty thousand
dollars. It was erected for one play,

"Doing Her Bit," but it will be used

again and again.

All of these structures are built to en-

dure the rains and the ocean winds, be-

cause it is more economical to invest a

large sum in a lasting set than to ex-

pend a small amount for one that can

be utilized only for one picture.

When peace is declared and an in-

ternational council called, what better

spot could be selected for conference?

Each of the allied nations and each of

the entente could occupy their own vil-

lages. Even the East Indian supporters

of Britain might feel at home. While
up on the peaks, overlooking them all

and the sea, still remaining from the

famous picture, stands the white-domed
temple of Civilization, the senate of all

peoples.

The gates of the feudal

castle, which have been

seen in numerous

plays.



Knitting Shocks for Slackers
IF nothing else would make a man fight, a sight like this would. Fatty Arbuckle is very

* patriotic, but he does not expect any one to wear what he knits. What he does expect is

to see the men—even the daintiest—when they behold this picture, swear vehemently, grab a



On Your Marks—Set—Go!

NO—they're not getting ready to make a sprint for life preservers—trust the smiles on their

faces for that ! Charlie Chaplin—you see him under the lifeboat—is off to Honolulu for

a vacation. The chap in the center of the group above is Harold Bolster, on his way around the

world to spread the name of Goldwyn. Next to him is Rob Wagner, gathering material for stories.
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AUL MISEREUX hunched closer

to the paper on his knees. The
yellow, unsteady glare of the

trench light was very dim; it was hard

for him to see. Still, with blinking

eyes, grown tired from the days of

ceaseless horror they had watched, and

with ears pounding hard against his

brain from the crashing of the German
shells, he continued with his writing.

He was scribbling a letter, amid the

dirt and mud, with the stub of a blood-

stained pencil, upon a French commu-
nication card. In his exhaustion the

pencil all but fell from his fingers, but

he fought against his weariness. That

letter must be written—it must !—for it

was to go to America to his two dear

sisters, and they were suffering, he

knew, for word from him. The awful

need of sleep, the ever-bursting shells,

the black of night made lighter only by

the faintest ray from the lamps within

his trench—nothing could prevent that

letter

!

But what to write? Paul sat motion-

less in thought. He could not tell them
of his troubles, of his hardships, or of

the slight wound he had received that

day. They would worry if he did. He
must be cheerful, for his sisters' sake.

But what was there of cheer to be
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found in the reeking, ghastly horror of

a first-line trench? And then his pen-

cil moved. A faint smile seemed to

creep its way among the dirty features

of his countenance. But it was not a

smile of joy; it was the bright reflec-

tion of a memory. To no one any-

where does there ever come such

drudgery or sorrow that the mirror

of remembrance cannot reflect some
brightness of the past, some happiness

to bring a smile. Paul leaned closer

to the paper. His pencil moved un-

steadily across the sheet.

My Darling Makie and Helene : I am
just a little tired, so I shall not write long

to-night. To-day has been a rather hard one,

and we have been pounding at the enemy
continually. To-morrow, they say, we are

to make a charge upon the boches, and we
hope for great results. There is but one
thing which tears at my heart, and that is

the thought of Hans. I have not seen him,

of course, since the day I left America ; but

I know that he is somewhere among the

web of trenches across the line—somewhere
among the boches—and he is fighting me and
I am fighting him. But God knows that

our souls are friends if our bodies must be
enemies. Helene, dear, do not worry for
him. Some day we shall all be together

again as we were before. Well do I remem-
ber, and never shall I forget, our life in

America—in the Land of Promise—before

the war. It seems like a far-away dream
that we were so lonesome and had so hard
a time finding a home when we landed; for

when later we all lived together and you,

Helene, were joyous in your little love af-

fair with Hans and planning to be married,

we were then so happy. And, Marie, darling

sister, how you worked to make us happy,
keeping our home

!

Paul paused a moment and lifted his

eyes from the paper. It was a happy
memory, but sad at such a time. He
held his pencil poised for an instant,

and then he wrote again

:

We were happy, very happy, before the

awful call to arms. Then Hans left on the

transport for his country, and I for mine,

and now But why should I write of

this to make you sad? Some day we shall

be together once again, and just as happy.

We must be^ patient.

of Honor

I shall have to stop writing now, because
I must sleep and keep myself strong for my
country. Remember, I am but a cog in a

huge machine, and every part must be kept

perfect. Hans, I know, is just as I am, and
he is a cog in an equally gigantic machine.
He must feel just as I do, wallowing in the

mud and sleeping on bags of sand. It is like

the soldier who said: "God knows I love

my country and am willing to suffer and die

for it ; but when this is over, I hope to God
I never love another country."

But it really isn't as bad as that, so don't

worry. I am well and just as happy as I

can be without you. I shall write again, and
more, as soon as it is possible. Until then,

and ever after, you must knowT that I love
you with all my heart and soul. And do not
forget to pray for me whenever you have
the time. There is one great consolation in

the trenches here : that if we die, we perish

in protecting the scarred and bleeding fields

of France—the soil to which we owe our
birth and yours. Voire frere qui vous adore,

Paul.

When he had finished writing, Paul
put the stub of pencil in the pocket of

his mud-smeared shirt and picked the

card from his knee. He lifted it and
crushed it to his lips in a burning, lin-

gering kiss. Some time, he knew, his

sisters would have it in their hands.

Then, with a heart that wras almost

happy, he arose. It was late, and he

must sleep. He must forget himself

—

he must remember France

!

The morning Paul Misereux's letter

was delivered in the little flat in a New
York tenement district, it came as a

ray of light in two very dark lives.

Marie was walking slowly from the

bedroom, her face drawn in sorrow,

when the doorbell rang and the kindly

old janitress handed out the letter.

"It's fr'm France," she said sympa-

thetically. "I guess it'll make yer sister

feel better."

Marie took the letter from her with-

ered hand and hurried back to the bed-

room. Helene, lying ill in bed, where

she had been confined for the past fort-

night, was weakly supporting herself
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on her elbow, waiting expectantly, when
her sister entered.

"It's from Paul—from Paul !" Marie
had already torn open the envelope and

was reading rapidly. "He's alive—and

he says that he is well and happy !"

"Let me see it !" A faint smile

lighted up Helene's pale countenance.

She fell back upon the pillow, and
Marie handed her the letter.

"You read it now," Marie said. "It

is getting late, and I have to hurry to

work or Madame Lizette will say that

I lost her the sale of three hats, and
then we shall have no money. You
know I must work so that you may get

well and strong again. Now, be brave,

Helene. I'll come back at noon to see

you."

She leaned over the bed and kissed

her sister. In another moment she

closed the door quietly behind her and

walked hurriedly down the street to-

ward Madame Lizette's millinery estab-

lishment.

"We had so hard a time finding

a home when we landed."

/

Nothing unusual happened at Li-

zette's that morning. Nothing unusual

ever happened at Lizette's. It was the

same monotonous, unprospective grind

day after day ; but to Marie it was not

a bore, or if it was she concealed her

feelings, for she realized that her posi-

tion, poor paying though it was, en-

abled herself and Helene to live. She

thanked Providence that she had even

that small income. It had been harder,

of course, since Helene had been sick,

and it was a struggle to make the same
money purchase both food and medi-

cine—but then Marie was brave. She

must fight; she must work harder and

try to lift her sister from her sick bed.

The world was being cruel to them,

it was true; but, she thought, the only

strong ones are those who have over-

come difficulties. How is one to know
bravery without a battle?

Marie was turning things over in her

mind in this way that afternoon. It

had not been a particularly busy day,

and she was
t h i nking.
Her mind
seemed
wrapped in

a dream ; so

that when
the door
was quietly

opened and
a young
man, attrac-

tive and im-

pressive i n

appearance,

entered, she

scarcely
glanced at
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him. He told her of a hat he wished,

and she walked slowly to procure it.

When she returned, he asked suddenly

:

"How much is it, please?" Marie
fairly leaped toward him. She smiled

• meekly and glanced apologetically to-

ward him. She saw that he was smil-

ing also at her. Her look lingered, her

brows knit, and she stood staring, elec-

trified.

"I—I believe that we have met be-

fore," he said politely. "Do you re-

member?" Marie gave no sign to in-

dicate that she did or did not recall a

previous meeting. But her expression

hinted that she did.

"It was on the boat, I think," he

added. "It was on the boat, coming from
France. I was with my mother. She
dropped her purse into the steerage

deck and you picked it up. There was
another young girl and two young men
with you. Do you remember now?
You look much happier now. You
seem to like America?" His last sen-

tence was spoken as a question. He
seemed extremely interested in her—
but not too interested. Marie was lone-

some in America.

"No, I am not happier than I was,"

she answered thoughtfully. "I love

America—when those I love are in it.

The two young men were my brother

and Hans—a German. The girl was
my sister ; she loved Hans. She is sick

now, and both of the boys are gone—
to war. They are fighting against each

other."

The pathos of her words moved him.

He tried to smile—more to cheer her

than because he wished to smile—but

his features seemed to crack, expres-

sionless.

"It seems like a longer story than

you have made it," he said. "And I

should be interested to hear it. Per-

haps there is some way I can help you

;

and if there is, I know of nothing I

should rather do. My name is Voris—

•

Robert Voris. May I call Saturday,

of Honor

when I have more time and you are

at leisure, after work, and take you
home?"

Marie nodded gratefully. There was
nothing to fear, she knew. His every

word, his every action, was sympa-
thetic. And it was so good to have

some one to listen to your troubles or

to share your gladness. "Thank you,"

she answered. "I'll be very glad to see

you Saturday."

He nodded to her and left. When
he was outside, as he passed by the

great glass show window, he smiled

again at her. To Marie, his face, as

she saw it through the pane, seemed
like a vision—a happy vision come to

brighten her life. He passed by the

window and she was left alone. But
she knew that she would never forget

that kindly smile and his beaming face.

Suddenly she realized that she was
wishing it were Saturday.

But when Robert Voris returned the

following Saturday to escort Marie to

her home, the mailed fist of war had
already laid another card on the table

of destiny. Again the blow had reached

the little French girl who was fighting

for her sister's existence as well as her

own, and the blow fell harder than any

had fallen before. Madame Lizette had
called her over the afternoon after she

had met Robert.

"My dear child," she had said slowly,

"I have very bad news for you. I am
about to close my store. All my hats

are imported—the war, you know—

I

am afraid I shall have to let you go."

Marie had been staggered as she

heard the words. They had stunned

her. "My sister Helene—she is sick.

I must make money. I must ! Madame
will be kind; Madame will allow me
to remain."

But madame had shaken her head.

It would be impossible, she had ex-

plained. The store would be closed

;

she would probably be forced to go out
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of business entirely. She was sorry, of

course, very sorry, but there was noth-

ing that could be done. Marie had

turned away, sobbing. She could

scarcely believe the words; the reality

was too unreal, too cruel.

So when Robert Voris jumped
lightly from his taxicab before the door

to keep his appointment, he halted sud-

denly in astonish-

ment, for he found

himself confronted

by a vacant shop

window and a "To
Let" notice hang-

ing on the door

He glanced up
and down the

block to
make sure

that he
was be-
fore the
proper
address

,

and when
he found

that he
was, he
turned slowly

back, flung the

flowers which
he had been car-

rying into the cab

and clambered in heart-

lessly, muttering his club's

address to the chauffeur. He
knew no other place to find

Marie, and he remembered
he had told her nothing of where he

lived. There were a hundred Vorises

in the telephone book. They were
parted again

!

At that same moment Marie Mise-
reux was undergoing a terrific ordeal

in the little tenement flat. Her thoughts

were far from Voris—far from every-

thing except misery. She was waiting

in the living room, listening to the low
voices that came from Helene's bed-

"We were happy—very

happy—before the awful

call to arms."

room. They were the voices of the

janitress and the doctor, who was call-

ing for the first time. It had been im-

possible to delay another moment; she

had been forced to call for medical as-

sistance, though a complete accounting

of her finances had revealed that there

was but seventeen dollars and forty-

eight cents in the savings bank and two
dollars and thir-

ty-one cents in

her purse.

As she was
thinking, worry-
ing, t h e doctor

came slowly into

.

the room. "You
should have
called me
before," he
said curtly.

"You r

sister is

very ill.

She will

have to

be re-
moved
from here

—her condi-

tion demands
immediate at-

tention."

'All this—it will cost

much money?" Marie

questioned, her brow drawn
in serious worry.

"Yes, quite a little," she

heard him say. The jani-

tress, who also was French and whose
whole sympathy was with Marie, saw
the blur that passed across the girl's

countenance, unhidden by her bravery.

"But, doctor," she said, pleading,

"what can they do? They have no
money—they have no friends." The
doctor smiled a little. He was used to

New Yorkers and thought of them as

a thrifty lot—too thrifty, even, to spend

money to cure their ills. He regarded
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the janitress and Marie somewhat
haughtily—he would have termed it

professionally.

"You French people/' he said, "you
are careful—you always have a sock of

money hidden somewhere. You save it

and hoard it all your lives, and some
one finds it when you die and wastes

it in carousing. It is better to use it

in a case like this." The janitress shook

her head. She denied his unfair state-

ment and assured him that the girls

were destitute.

"Then," he said, "if that is the case,

they can get help from the Rockliffe

Home." He turned toward the door,

bade them good-by, and left. The jani-

tress patted Marie on the head.

"You must think of your sister," she

said. "You must be brave for her sake.

Here's a letter that just came for you.

You'd better read it."

That letter was Marie Misereux's

Gethsemane. It said

:

We deeply regret to inform you that your
brother, Paul Gaston Michel Misereux, died

gloriously upon the Field of Honor during
battle on Saturday last. His last message
begged us to inform you that Hans Gross-
man, a German, lay dead at his side.

For a full five minutes Marie sat in

the chair, motionless except for the sobs

that shook her body. It was a cry from
Helene that started her at length.

In another moment she straightened

suddenly, as if by effort. She was cry-

ing softly, trying to hide her tears

;

but Helene's quick glances saw them,

though she said

nothing. Marie re-

membered the words
the janitress had
spoken

;
they had

i significantwhen

*7 want to con-

gratulate you—
and to apologize, '

'

he stammered.
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they were uttered; they were important

now : "You must think of your sis-

ter." They rang in her ears : "You
must be brave for her sake." She re-

membered that the doctor had men-
tioned the Rockliffe Home.

"Helene, dear," she said, "I am going

out for a little while. I shall come back

as soon as I can. Rest easily until I

come back." She leaned over, kissed

her sister again, and went out.

Magistrate Voris looked over the

edge of his desk at the couple who had
just entered. They were a plain-

clothes man, Schwartzman, and a girl.

"Your honor," the detective addressed

the magistrate, "I would like to investi-

gate this case before you take it up.

I took her in front of the Players' Club.

She stopped a young man and asked

him something. He gave his name as

Lawrence Calthrop and told me to run

her in. He said he was a relative of

yours. Claims she asked him to take

her to his beautiful home. She claims,

though, that she wanted to be taken to

the Rockliffe Home. Says her sister

is sick and she wanted money or help.

She looks truthful, your honor, and

Calthrop had had a little too much to

drink. I'd like to look up the case."

Magistrate Voris nodded his permis-

sion.

In half an hour Schwartzman re-

turned. He took two pieces of paper

from his pocket and placed them upon
the judge's desk. One of them Marie
recognized from where she was stand-

ing. The other she had not seen before.

Schwartzman whispered something to

the magistrate and his voice seemed to

choke. Marie noticed that his counte-

nance was clouded as though in sorrow.

She could not understand. Judge Voris

called for an interpreter ; he said the

letters were in French. When that in-

dividual came, he read the consul's mis-

sive first. Marie waited anxiously to
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hear what the other was. He com-
menced to read

:

"My Dear Sister Marie : I heard what the

doctor said to-night. It is as I expected—

I

cannot get well, ever. I am a burden upon
your hands, and Heaven knows you have had
trouble enough. I am going to join my
brother and my sweetheart. I have seen the

letter. Good-by until we meet again. For-

give me. Helene.

"I found those on the table,"

Schwartzman explained. "When I

broke into the bedroom she was there

on the bed—gas. I guess the girl's

story was true enough. This case needs

help, not punishment. Two—not one

—of that family have died gloriously

on the Field of Honor."

The two months that followed

wrought a complete transformation in

Marie. The sudden death of her sister,

climaxing all her other troubles and

worries, broke her up entirely, and she

was placed in a hospital through the

kindness of Magistrate Voris and his

kind-hearted wife. When she was able

to be about again and the future seemed

to hold nothing for her but memories
of the past, Mrs. Voris secured a posi-

tion for her in the shop of the florist

who supplied the flowers to the hos-

pital. Marie was joyous over her new
position. It gave her something to do,

something to think about besides her

lonsesomeness. But Marie would have

been a great deal more happy and every-

thing would have seemed a great deal

more wonderful, had she known that

her guardians were the parents of Rob-

ert Voris, the only man who had at-

tracted her since she had arrived in the

Land of Promise.

And had this fact been known, it

would have been interesting also to

Robert. For very soon after Marie
had taken up work at the florist's he

came in one evening for some flowers

and met her again. It was a happy
meeting, and he came often after that

night. But he, like herself, did not
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know that his parents were her friends.

For weeks and months that followed

there was little in Marie's life but the

florist shop—-and Robert. He came to

see her many evenings, and often—al-

most always—escorted her home after

work. He saw where she lived ; he

knew what the dingy room within that

brick tenement must be like. She told

him of herself, of the peasantry in

France that gave her birth ; she warned
him—she even begged him—to forget

her, for the breach in their positions,

the difference in their lives, were far

too great to ever bring him happiness

with her. But he merely smiled and
asked her if her existence blended with

his would make her happy; if his house

would seem a home to her. She could

not deny—she nodded. And then he

smiled again. His fingers trembled

when he touched her ; his lips burned

when he kissed her ; her glances pierced

his soul like pointed darts. Could he

She had thought

her life had ended

—and it had just

begun.

be happy with her? He laughed. How
could he be happy without her ?

And so one evening the big glass

door of the Voris home opened and was
shut again, and Robert Voris led Marie,

trembling with timidity, into the gor-

geousness of the spacious library. The
magistrate and his wife were sitting

there, and Lawrence Calthrop was re-

clining on the lounge. It would be dif-

ficult to say who was the most surprised

and stunned, but perhaps it was Marie

herself. She recognized every one ex-

cept Calthrop. She had only met him
once, and then he had been but a man
to her, and -it was in the dark and she

was much excited.

'This is Miss Marie Misereux," Rob-

ert announced quietly, disregarding

their expressions. "I have brought her

here to meet you, because she is the

future Mrs. Robert Voris."

For several moments no one spoke.

The judge and Mrs. Voris nodded po-
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litely. They did not know how to re-

ceive the news. Marie smiled timidly.

And then Calthrop, who had remained

silent on the lounge, arose suddenly and

faced the judge.

"No fellow wants to knock a girl,

don't you know," he drawled heavily

;

"but if Bob is really in earnest I'd bet-

ter tell the truth." Bob stepped back

in amazement and fury. Calthrop con-

tinued: ''I know this girl—although I

never knew her name. She stopped me
on the street—and asked me to—to

take her to my home."

Robert was in a rage. He flew at

his cousin and would have struck him,

but the judge interfered. "Not so fast,

my son," he said. "We all understand

how you fell, but we all know this girl.

Schwartzman arrested her on the

charge Lawrence advances, but, be-

cause of other circumstances, the case

was not brought up. Your mother and

I helped her to get along; she had no

relatives. We believe she is innocent,

and I believed it enough to allow her to

leave court without a record. But

where your marriage is concerned we
should investigate. We shall get in

touch with Schwartzman. I do not

want you to marry her until everything

is cleared—until even Lawrence is sat-

isfied that he is mistaken."

Robert nodded. The plan seemed
best for Marie. He turned to speak

to her—she was not there

!

"God, where is she?" he cried. The
judge and Mrs. Voris turned. Marie
had disappeared

!

It was a week later that Schwartz-

man approached a weeping, broken-

hearted girl who was walking with

heavy steps up the gang-plank of a

great ocean liner about to leave for

France. She was Marie Misereux, and

she carried her only worldly goods in

a battered little hand bag. The detec-

tive laid his hand gently upon her arm.

"Just a minute, m'selle," he said,
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smiling. "You're wanted at the city

hall." Marie turned, frightened, and
faced him.

"Why?" she questioned.

"Ask no questions of an officer of the

law," Schwartzman answered curtly.

"When you're wanted, you're wanted,

and that's all you need to know."
"But the boat!" Marie was crying

harder now. "The boat—it will not

wait. I must go to France. I am tak-

ing another woman's place to go to the

trenches as a nurse. It is all arranged.

I must go. Please, m'sieur
"

"The boat'll go without you,"

Schwartzman broke in. "Come along."

A short time later Marie was being

led into the city hall by the detective.

She tried in vain to imagine what
charge was to be entered against her.

She could not imagine what she had
done. But a moment afterward, as s^e

approached the magistrate's desk, she

understood Standing there, waiting

for her, were Robert Voris, his father

and mother, and Lawrence Calthrop.

Bob rushed up and clasped her in his

arms. And the next to greet her was
Calthrop

!

"I want to congratulate you—and to

apologize," he stammered "I made a

terrible mistake. We looked into the

whole matter, and Schwartzman, here,

proved that you were perfectly inno-

cent—that I was at fault."

Judge Voris came to her and shook

her hand. Mrs. Voris kissed her. Poor
Marie's heart fluttered in her breast.

She had thought her life had ended

—

and it was just beginning! She was
overcome to find all those she had

thought opposed to her gathered about

beaming upon her and kissing hei.

And Robert! Suddenly she discovered

that she was wrapped in his arms, and

that he was turning to the magistrate on

the bench.

"Your honor," Robert said, "this is

a very important case. It is now in

your hands. Do your duty!"



THERE'S a theory, propounded
by some modern philosophers,

that persons come, in time, to

resemble their names. To support this

idea, they have gathered an endless

number of examples, as, for instance,

the name Roosevelt—rough and rugged

in sound, like the-colonel himself; Lin-

coln—plain and homely; Chauncey De-

pew, a perfect appellation for a suave,

polished politician, after-dinner speaker,

and society leader; Cornelius Vander-
bilt, suggesting, in its very ring, aris-

tocracy and wealth.

In a surprising number of cases this

theory seems to work out with the

names of favorite actresses of the films.

Take such names as Grace Darling,

Blanche Sweet, Bessie Love, and

Louise Lovely—singularly appropriate,

aren't they ? So far, so good. But con-

sider, now, Louise Huff—the little lady

whose large, wistful eyes look up so



Louise Huff can

appear as a

very dainty

Miss.

z s.

Huff in "Freckles," "Seventeen,"

"Great Expectations," or any of her

other screen successes. There is noth-

ing about this golden-haired young per-

son to suggest
' s that she was

I „ ever "huffy" in

appealingly at you
from these pages—and
admit that Shake-
speare had a better /

theory when he asked
]

what possible differ-

ence any other name 1

could have on the fra-

grance of the rose.

No, those modern fellows are

all wrong, as you no doubt can

testify if you have seen Louise

And she can ride

a motor cycle like

a regular " Tom
Boy."

her life—even when she gets

an occasional criticizing let-

ter to be added to her enor-

mous book she calls "Toasts

and Roasts," which is filled

with letters
f r»o m movie
fans.

Louise Huff
has all the charm
of disposition that

you'd expect
from a Southern

girl—for she was
born in Colum-
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bus, Georgia, where she lived until she

was nine years old, when her family

"up an' moved" to New York.

Like many another girl, ambitious to

go on the stage, Louise began by ap-

pearing in amateur theatricals—not a

bad way, incidentally, to attract atten-

tion toward one's dramatic possibilities.

At least, so it proved in her case, for

her work in these amateur plays paved

the way for her first engagement, which

was with . a road

"G raustar k"

through the
South. A season

in stock in Utica,

New York, fol-

lowed, and

later, a prin-

cipal role in

"Ben Hur."

Then, three
y ears ago,

came her

start in mo- /

tion pic- /
tures. . L

Louise Huff,
receiving a
war relief

donation

from her
director,

Donald
Crisp.

company,

Her first film experience was in "Ca-
price/' and the first production in which
she was starred was "A Waif of the

Desert." Most of her work has been

done with Famous Players and for the

past year and a half she has added
greatly to her fame by appearing

in many
picture
plays as

co-star
with' Jack

Pickford.

/

I



A view of the studio stage. In the rear may be seen a crowd of "type" players waiting

to go on in a society scene.

The Type Actor
One of America's most famous producers reveals interesting

facts concerning a kind of actor about whom little is known.

By Thomas H. I nee

THE motion picture has developed

a class of actors that the pub-

lic seldom hears of, knows very

little about, and rarely has its attention

directed to. I refer to what we of the

motion-picture industry call the "type"

actor. He is of various age, national-

ity, previous condition of servitude—
yes, of various colors, too.

The "type" actor is the logical out-

growth of the "super" of the speaking

stage. Everybody who has attended

theatrical performances to any consid-

erable extent has seen the prototype

of the "type" player—the fifty-cents-a-

night actor who contributes his serv-

ices to the stage mobs, who wears a

"dress suit" belonging to the theatrical

company in scenes that are supposed

to depict gatherings of people of cul-

ture and refinement, or who is uni-

formed to give a fairly faithful imper-

sonation of a kingly guard, or, wrapped
in a sheet, a Roman senator.

In the "good old days of the drama"
these extra players were rather slight-

ingly referred to as "supers" or "supes"

—a contraction of supernumerary—and

while they formed an important portion

of the particular scenes in which they

appeared, they were treated with scant

courtesy by almost everybody con-

nected with the theater or theatricals.

But with the coming of the modern
motion picture the super of the stage

took on a new importance, and he be-

came known as a "type actor." When
a stage director required a "supe" he

contented himself with merely garbing

the lowly hired-for-the-night-only actor

in a shabby suit of dubious antecedents,

painting his face with a few broad

strokes of a stick of grease paint, and
supplying him, if the occasion de-

manded, with a set of frowsy stage

whiskers that fairly shrieked "germs

and microbes" in stentorian tones.

This was pretty much the way it was
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done in the early days of the motion

picture, and then some far-seeing and

more than commonly discerning and ar-

tistic director decided to do away with

the old-fashioned "super," and instead

of a motley collection of humanity, he

sought character "types" who required

little or no make-up—whose facial

adornment did away with all thought of

artificial hirsute foliage.

And then immediately, almost over-

night, there sprung up a new occupation

to be reckoned with in the motion-pic-

ture field—that of the "type" actor.

At once it became apparent to the

maker of films that, having seen the

"type" actor, the public never would

be satisfied with a return to the old

"supers." It instantly became the fash-

ion to people our motion-picture ball-

rooms with young men and women who
obviously had an acquaintance with

good clothes and the conventions of po-

lite society. And, if we pictured a gray-

haired paternal ancestor of our young
hero, we surrounded the aristocratic

parent with men of his kind—with

"type" actors, men who evidently had

"seen better days," but who retained

the poise and the manners of men of

the world.

At first it was a rather difficult mat-

. ter to procure just the right types for

our society old men, but as soon as it

became known that we were paying

from five to ten dollars a day for the

services of such men, and that it really

was more fun than actual work, we
were swamped with applications from
men whose evening clothes bore the

stamp of sartorial supremacy that hark-

ened as far back as the early eighties.

Then one of these "society-men" type

actors made the discovery that the pur-

chase of a modern suit of evening rai-

ment was the very best sort of an in-

vestment, and instantly we were sup-

plied with a collection of as fashion-

ably attired gray-haired men who could

grace a drawing-room reception or a

ballroom scene as one might ask for.

The coming of the "type" actor ush-

ered in the whisker as a first aid to act-

ing. Many men who hitherto had

frowned upon whiskers at once real-

ized the importance of elaborate chin

lambrequins, and now when we require

an actor of patriarchal mien, we merely

have to refer to our card index and turn

to the "whiskers" classification and then

phone to John Doe, who is popularly

supposed to possess the most elaborate

Whiskers and white hair are oftentimes the assets of the 'Hype" actor. Note the second old

gentleman in the background—he is- certain of a job when his kind is needed,.
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William S. Hart being tried by a jury of "types." With the exception of one man this jury

has been used often by Mr. Ince.

and distinguished set of white lilacs on

the lower portion of his chin of any

man in our records.

I know of at least a dozen men whose
faces—or, to be more accurate, whose
whiskers—are their present-day for-

tunes. One in particular, who has set

up the claim that he is a member of a

noble house on the other side of the

water, and who is the proprietor of the

most remarkable set of hirsute gosh-

dingits that I have ever seen or ever ex-

pect to see, regularly makes ten dollars

every day, and he is enabled to work
six days every week. All he is required

to do is to keep his whiskers in the

same aristocratic, palatial, and carefully

tended condition that a millionaire's

front lawn is cared for.

I had an actor for a number of years

who at one time in his stage career was
a noted funmaker in one of Hoyt's

most successful farce-comedies. When
this player joined my organization he

was not accounted of extraordinary

worth . as a screen artist, but one day

he appeared at the studio with the foun-

dations for a set of whiskers, and in

two months he was regarded as the

most valuable "type" actor in my em-

ploy—and his salary took a correspond-

ing jump. With whiskers plus, he is

worth three times the ordinary salary.

Another patriarch who dropped into

my -studio one day, and who was imme-
diately engaged solely on account of

the unusual growth of flowing white

locks, became one of my most noted

"type" actors and commanded a salary

of one hundred dollars a week—not be-

cause of any exceptional acting talent,

but solely by reason of his possessing

the most gloriously luxuriant mane
imaginable. In time he attracted wide-

spread attention from patrons of mo-
tion pictures throughout the country

and received as many letters from pic-

ture ''fans" as some of my more promi-

nent players.

But one day our fine old gentleman

with the waving white hair ventured

into an oceanside barber shop immedi-

ately after a session at a refreshment

place that had not come under the ban
of the prohibitionists. Silently this

white-haired "type" actor glided into

the barber's chair, and his head wabbled

a moment before finally finding a com-
fortable resting place on his breast.

Thirty minutes later, when Mr. Actor

awakened, he was reduced to the com-

mon level of his fellow men—the blun-
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dering man of the scissors and blade

had shorn that old white head of every

vestige of a flowing lock, and the patri-

archal air of the hour before had given

way to a sprucely brushed, closely cut,

and brilliantined head of hair of the

old-time color, but lacking every other

detail that had helped to single this man
out from the rest of his fellows.

And for six months thereafter this

dignified old gentleman drew salary as

an actor of the three-dollar-a-day class

—a class that is almost as numerous as

the sands of the beach.

Whenever we want to use a hundred
or so Western characters—miners, cow-

boys, and the like—all we .have to do

is to get our card index of "Western
types," notify them to be on the lot the

following morning at eight o'clock, with

"chaps" and the rest of their make-up.

and we are sure to have all the "types"

we need. Not more than two or three

of the entire hundred will disappoint

us.

For old-soldier types we send to the

Soldiers' Home at Sawtelle, a few miles

from Los Angeles, where we can get

as many veterans as we want. The old

fellows get a lot of fun out of their

work in the pictures, besides the money
that we pay them. These old soldiers

are the real article. They require no

make-up, their uniforms are correct in

every detail, and they bring an "atmos-

phere" to the picture that we could not

get with professional actors.

Then, too, we have all nationalities

on our lists—Mexicans, Italians, Japa-

nese, Indians, and any number of

others. Before the war in Europe it

was possible to engage young foreign-

ers, but since the commencement of the

war these fellows have disappeared

from the motion-picture studios.

The "type" players are not confined

to the men, by any means. There are

scores of women who make good wages
by picture work. I do not now refer

to the young girls that throng every

studio, hoping to get a chance to prove

the possession of talents that will lift

them to heights of Dorothy Dalton pop-

ularity.

The women "types" most in demand
are wanted for society scenes, where
they will have opportunities to pose as

members of the social elect—and wTear

costumes quite as elaborate as may be

found at any important smart function.

As a rule these women types average

anywhere from forty-five to sixty-five

years, and the whiter the hair and the

more aristocratic their appearance, the

more favored they are in the matter of

engagements and remuneration.

Occasionally we have use for an ec-

centric feminine "type," and it is sur-

prising to know how many women with

peculiar physical traits want to have

their unusual selves photographed—al-

ways at a suitable salary per diem.

As a rule the type actors are pains-

taking to a degree and do not need more
than one rehearsal, which is unusual,

as many of the scenes in which they

appear are frequently difficult and in-

tricate, and tend to confuse even the

more experienced of our actors.

The one ambition of the type actor

is to be singled out for distinction above

his fellows. If the director's attention

is caught by one of these "types" try-

ing to do his work a bit better than

any of the others, this particular indi-

vidual is given a special "bit" to do,

which often carries with it the oppor-

tunity for a "close-up." Then it is that

the man is ruined for the ordinary work
of the "type" actor. From that moment
he regards himself as a regular actor

—

one who no longer is to be classed as

a type. And then it is that the ego of

the fellow will manifest itself, and as a

rule he is of small future value to us.

I have had many odd experiences

with the "type" actor who has been

given a chance to do something out of

the ordinary. Some of these experi-

ences have been anything but happy.
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And then, just to show the diversity of types, some are useful only to supply hot weather

"atmosphere," such as these used in a Charles Ray production.

Only a short while ago, while I was
making William S. Hart's new photo

play, "The Silent Man," for Artcraft,

I had one of the "type" actors walk

through the door of a frontier saloon,

with three or four of our regular ac-

tors. The salary of this "type" was
five dollars a day, and earlier in the day

he had signed the customary agreement

to work at this price. At the close

of the afternoon's "shooting" this type

player said to me that he would have

to be paid at the ten-dollar-a-day scale.

"What's the reason for the increase?"

I asked.

"Because I am one of the fellows

who walked into the saloon," he said.

"And, I suppose," I argued, "if you
had had to walk out again, you'd want
twenty dollars?"

"Anyway you want to look at it suits

me," he answered, "but if you don't pay
me ten dollars a day I won't report for

duty to-morrow morning

—

and, remem-
ber, I am one of the fellows who walked

into the saloon!"

Suddenly I realized that he was hold-

ing me up—that he knew I had to pho-

tograph that same set of men again

the next day, and that I actually had
to have him. He had me beaten, and I

told him that he would be paid at the

ten-dollar scale—but what I did not

mention was that when the next day's

work was over, he was through as a

motion-picture actor, so far as my
studios were concerned.

As a rule the type actor is paid five

dollars a day. The exceptions to this

wage scale are men who possess some
peculiar facial or physical perfection or

imperfection—because when it comes to

the "type" players, one is just as valu-

able to us as the other.

The fellow with a pair of funny,

bowed legs who is wanted for a cer-
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tain comedy scene is just as valuable

as the fellow whose underpinnings are

Apollo-Belvederish in their symmetry.

Even the man with a pair of cross eyes

frequently is employed, and I have on

my regular pay roll a man who received

forty dollars every Saturday simply be-

cause he is blessed with a pair of eyes

that are crossed, and because two of his

front teeth are missing—which makes
him highly desirable for Western char-

acters of the b-a-d-man type. I have

in my card index a humpbacked man
who gets twenty-five dollars a day every

day he works. Humpbacks are hard to

get, because, as a rule, they are sensi-

tive of their deformity, and do not care

to capitalize their physical defect.

Tall men, short men, fat, lean, medi-

ums—all these and a score more of

other classifications come under the

heading of the "type" actor, and they all

occupy a unique place in the scheme of

motion-picture making; and when we
need them, the "type" actors are just as

essential and just as important as our

most widely advertised and photo-

graphed stars of the film world.

THE MOVIE ORIENTAL
I N Oudh an Oriental dwells, a plump and kindly Hindu,

Who wouldn't, for the life of him, a single crime or sin do.

He doesn't kill and torture those his gods have put a curse on

;

He never even keeps a deadly weapon on his person

;

Has high ideals of honor and would weep if he should hurt you.

In short, he is a model of the highest type of virtue.

There are millions more just like him, tall and short and thin and fat

—

But you never could expect a movie fan to swallow that!

For the only Oriental that he knows
Is a skinny creature with a hooky nose,

And a pussyfooting tread,

And a turban on his head

;

And a scimitar or dirk,

Ready for the dirty work.

He is always hatching out some fiendish plot,

Which reverts upon himself, as like as not.

His eyes show mostly whites
;

He is always starting fights

;

Or concocting poison drugs,

As he squats on broidered rugs.

That's why I write with trembling in this gentle Hindu's praise,

Who doesn't act as Orientals do in picture plays,

And of the millions like him, as innocuous as he,

For movie fans can't understand how such a thing can be.

Ronald Oliphant.



To Cause and to Cure
By J. B. Wave

'"THE Germans have nothing on the picture-play studios when it comes to
A thoroughness! Accidents will happen—and every studio where hazardous

scenes are filmed now' has a completely equipped hospital, and a staff in constant
attendance, ready to care for any injury that may occur in mob or battle scenes
dare-devil feats, and the like. To prevent accidental explosion of the munition
stores which have to be always on hand in these days of picture warfare, real con-
crete arsenals are

built, at a safe dis-

tance from all other

structures, k e p t rr

safely under lock

and key and deco-

rated by large cart-

ridges by way of

warning. The hos-

pital and arsenal

nere shown belong

to the Triangle plant.



One of the latest portraits of Alice Joyce, author of this article.

MAKE-UP," that mysterious

thing of stage and screen, of

which the layman knows so

little, is the twin brother of motion pho-

tography—one without the other is like

a sentence minus its predicate. Abol-
ish the camera and there would be no
need for screen make-up, and without

the make-up motion pictures would be

robbed of their most convincing element

—reproduction of human coloring and
expression.

To a girl who contemplates a career

in the silent drama, make-up and

How to

Make-up
One of the screen's

most versatile ac-

tresses tellshow touse

"the tools that change

your character."

By Alice Joyce

make-up methods
will prove one of the

greatest surprises and

one of the most in-

teresting phases of

her work. I have

been in pictures for

more than six years

now, and there never

has been a day dur-

ing that time that I

have not given some
study to the subject

of make-up. In fact,

I still am a student

of the art—for art it

is—and I question if

I ever will be other-

wise, because make-
up methods are con-

tinually changing,

and an actress must
keep up with the changes.

In these days of rouge and lip stick,

when at least sixty per cent of femi-

ninity apply coloring to their cheeks,

eyebrows, and lips, you would think

that make-up was a widely understood

thing, but it is not. In fact, I question

if very many of the girls on the legiti-

mate stage know the first thing about

make-up requisites as applied to mo-
tion pictures. Of course, they know
how to make themselves attractive in

the blaze of the footlights, but in this

field more than attractiveness is re-
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quired. Lights, camera, and the film

reproduction must always be kept in

mind, in addition to the basic thought

of attractiveness.

The art of make-up has advanced as

pictures have advanced, and its evolu-

tion is one of the most interesting

phases of the industry's progress. It

is the same to motion pictures as re-

touching is to the ordinary still-life por-

traits that you have taken at your pho-
tographer's studio.

When I first entered the motion-pic-

ture studio, not so many years ago, the

make-up problem was the greatest one
with which directors and photographers
had to struggle. They were using at

that time, because they knew no better,

the ordinary musical-comedy stage

make-up—the eyes of the players being
heavily beaded with mascaro, lots of

black over the

eyelids, and
very red
lips. Really,

about the

only thing

that was not

used was
the heavy
rouge on

Miss Joyce is so particular

about per-

fect make-

up that she

has a dress-

ing table in

her car to

use when
on loca-

tion.

the cheeks. This make-up not only

made the actors and actresses look ex-

tremely unnatural, but also prevented

any artistic results in the picture—at

least, so far as the people were con-

cerned. I really do believe that the

abnormally red lips and blackened eye-

lids of those days caused to arise in the

minds of the motion-picture audiences

the conviction that the motion pictures

were just a cheap imitation of the stage

and something that never could be made
real.

Make-up in its relation to the speed

of the camera is another important item.

The camera photographs at the rate of

sixteen pictures per second, and during

the taking of a scene the action is con-

stant. Consequently defects are regis-

tered in such a way that, to eliminate

them later, would necessitate a stagger-

ing amount of retakes, involving a loss

of time in every direction and tremen-

dous financial cost. For instance, with-

out the proper make-up every facial

blemish would show, such as freckles,

tan, lines, and age. Tanned skin would
reproduce almost black, and freckles

would show up in the completed nega-

tive as big black spots, because in the

enlargement of the figures on the screen
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these defects would be proportionately

enlarged.

Owing to the haste that is sometimes

required in getting people ready for a

picture, it frequently happens that the

experts of the make-up department have

not time personally to supervise the

making up of every one, and it is not

unusual for some of the extra

players to come before the _jtStfML
camera with the old stage

make-up on them. The
result is that these

people show in the

completed film with

hollow cheeks, lips as

black as coal, and

eyes so small that you
can hardly distinguish

them. Also, the bead
ing on the eyelashes cast

shadows that absolutely give

the players an unreal appear-

ance.

This is one of the greatest

dangers that the producers

have to guard against in mak-
ing a picture, because one or

two such defective cases of make-up
may ruin an otherwise artistically per-

fect film. In earlier days little attention

was paid to the extra players in the

matter of make-up, but nowadays they

are made up. with the same watchful

care as the leading characters, and in-

stances such as I referred to above,

while they happen much too often, are

exceptions rather than the rule. To
provide against them, motion-picture

producers have created an entirely

new field of endeavor—professional

make-up artists. These experts, for the

most part, are men, with a few cases

where women are used, but in every

case they are experts. Most of them
have studied for art careers or followed

such careers, and they have made colors

and color combinations their life study.

A large room in the studio is given

over to these artists, and they are con-

tinually working on color combinations,

seeking always for the ideal shades.

Personally, I believe that the best -

color to use for facial make-up would
be blue, because in certain shades it

photographs better than any other. But
I fear this is not practicable, because

looking into blue faces of men and
women all the time either

would get terribly on the

nerves and cause bad
dreams, or appear to

the sense of humor in

such a way as to

make the players con-

tinually laugh at each

other.

It may strike you

jf as strange, but one of

our finest actors at the

Yitagraph plant and one

of the most popular stars of

the screen to-day is such a be-

iever in blue that he always

wears a blue shirt and collar

of the same shade when he

poses for a scene in evening

clothes. The result is that his

are always photographically

without shadows or that hazy
look that is frequently found as the re-

sult of light being reflected from white

shirt fronts or collars.

Pink is another good color for mo-
tion-picture purposes, but red is not,

unless the director is seeking for a black

effect. Red always photographs black,

and so do some shades of yellow.

In this connection, it may be well to

discuss the relation of make-up to

clothes. It has been found necessary,

where dark clothes are worn, to have

the wearer make up dark, and similarly,

where light clothes are worn, to make
up light. In taking some classes of out-

door pictures, a grease-paint make-up
is absolutely essential, as there are so

many back lights used. The difference

that marks make-up for light or dark

clothes applies also to blond and brunet

Miss Joyce and the

world's greatest

actress of to-mor-

row—Alice Joyce

Moore.

pictures

perfect,
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types. Blond persons using the same

make-up as brunettes would be hollow-

cheeked and black.

For instance, I have known numer-
ous cases of very beautiful girls of

blond coloring who made themselves

positively hideous looking through their

lack of knowledge of make-up, and by

the same token, many brunettes have

committed the same blunder. How-
ever, in the latter class their naturally

dark complexion takes care of a multi-

tude of things that would be glaring

defects in the appearance of a blonde.

It might be well to observe right at

this point that blondes, in making up
for the screen, should use shadows al-

most entirely in attaining expression,

and should avoid the use of any hard

lines around the eyes, because there is

none of the dark-hair shadows to give

Miss Joyce is an artist at painting a lily to

like a rose. She is seen here in her

dressing room at the studio.

their faces the softening relief that nul-

lifies strong lines. If a person, whether
blonde or brunette, has a high color or

naturally red ''strawberry" cheeks, she

should use grease paint in making up
and avoid the rouge combinations.

There are a thousand or more tricks

to make-up, and I do not pretend to

know every one of them; but in my
work for the screen I have been com-
pelled to make a close study of the sub-

ject, the result being that I have learned

many things from observation and ex-

perience. And there are certain funda-

mentals which beginners must know
before they can hope to achieve a satis-

factory effect in make-up. To profes-

sional players, these things are, of

course, known, but to screen aspirants,

as a class, they probably are not. For

look
\
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instance, it may be interesting to them

to know that to round one's cheeks, you

must put on the make-up at the back

of the face, laying it on heavy about the

jaw line and extending it back on the

neck. Reversely, to thin the face you

must put the make-up forward, thus

giving the cheeks a hollow, hungry

look. I have seen skillful shad-

owing change entirely the character of

a face, and I recall one case in partic-

ular where an otherwise beautiful girl

screened unsatisfactorily because a too

prominent jaw gave her face a square,

coarse look. This was rectified by
shadowing on the jaws, which gave her

a perfect oval face.

Describing make-up
generally, I can perhaps

The result of good make-up is evidenced here;

Alice Joyce as a perfect shopgirl
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best make it clear to the reader or stu-

dent by taking myself as an example.

The eyes, the most expressive feature

of the human countenance, are likewise

the most important factors in register-

ing emotions on the screen, and great

care must be taken in making them up.

In making up my eyes, I use some mas-
caro on the lashes and a black line on

the upper lid, following the shape of

same. Frequently, to obtain an espe-

cially appealing effect, I draw a straight

line out from the corner of the eye, but

I never use any lines or shadows below

the eye. This gives the natural eye

full play for expression, and the color-

ing on the upper lid provides a back-

ground that does not interfere with this

expression. Green is the best shade to

use for face shadowing and for over

the eyes, because it does not smear as

do blue and black, which many players

employ. Curved lines must never be

used on the eyebrows. I know curved

eyebrows are the ideal of almost every

woman, but in screen work curved lines

give the eyes a startled look, and must

not be used.

In my own work I always use what

is known as Xo. 8 powder, juvenile

blend, and No. 3 grease paint. I first

apply the grease paint, putting it on

smoothly, and then put on the powder.

Then I brush off the powder with a

very fine brush, which is known as a

blending brush, and very much resem-

bles a baby's hair brush. This brush

not only blends the powder and paint

perfectly, but also prevents the two ele-

ments from smearing.

The hands and arms should always

be whitened, on account of the contrast

the natural skin color presents to the

made-up face, and this is especially no-

ticeable where grease paint is used. If

the hands and arms were not whitened,

the face would show up much lighter,

and would give the appearance of hav-

ing been placed on a body to which it

did not belong.

In making up my lips, I first rouge

them quite liberally, and then rub off

the rouge. On the upper lip I leave

only enough color to retain the con-

tour, but the lower I leave a bit heavier

on account of the shadows that are

bound to be cast.

When wearing white collars or eve-

ning gowns, I always use a pink rouge

under the chin and the point of the

jaw to prevent what is known as hala-

tion. This means a halolike shadow,
which is thrown up to the face from
the arms, shoulders, and chest when
the lights strike those parts from a cer-

tain direction. If this coloring were
not used to offset this halo effect, the

face would be robbed of all expression,

and, in addition to appearing as a white

blank, would have a foggy aura around
it. In fact, virtually every feature ex-

cept the eyes would be taken away.

THE MATE FOR ME
I'D soon be a lover if I could discover

My sort of a girl in existence.

I'd kneel at her gaiter, defiant
<

of pater

And orders to stay in the distance.

No scolding she'd utter, no diatribes mutter,

Because I was tardy to dinner.

She never would sniff of my breath for a whiff of—
Er—something that marked me a sinner.

Though wishing to marry, unwedded I tarry,

In fear of the lingual strictures.

I'm anxious to mate one—old model or late one

—

As speechless- as those in the pictures.

Terrell Love Holliday.



Beaches and Business

Mix—Sometimes
How Bert Lytell chanced to be at

Waikiki—and why he can't go back.

By Arthur Garvin, Jr.

WHAT was Bert Lytell doing on the

beach at Waikiki one year ago last

summer? Lytell admits blushingly

that he was there.

I put the question to him.

It seems that he took a theatrical company to

the Hawaiian Islands for a tour of eight weeks.

The season was successful, for Lytell returned to

the States with considerable ducats and eleven cap-

tive ukuleles.

But to return to Waikiki.

"I suppose I should do the expected, and tell

you about the native belles with alfalfa bathing

attire," said Lytell. "But in reality the Ha-



Bert Lytell and Herbert

Brenon at work.

4

waiian Islands are smart, up to

the minute, and thoroughly cos-

mopolitan. The beach is no dif-

ferent than a coast resort al-

most anywhere, except for the

natural beauty, and the fact

that the most wonderful

swimming in the world can

be seen there. Any day

you can see wealthy Japa-

nese, Chinese, Koreans, Rus-

sians, and people of other

races in their picturesque

native costumes. The na-

tives themselves have be-

come completely American-

Lytell is wishing, no doubt, that

he were back at Waikiki.
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ized. All the English-speaking folk are

descendants of New England mission-

aries, which doesn't exactly go hand in

hand with the popular idea of a moon-
light evening at Waikiki."

Before continuing further on the

subject of the Hawaiian Islands, let us

flash back to Lytell's career. Lytell is

a Xew York boy, and started his the-

atrical career when he was sixteen

years old in a Newark stock company.

He acted as assistant stage manager,

and played small roles with the organi-

zation. .

"The company required the players

to rent their own costumes," Lytell said.

"In one production, 'Sans-Gene,' I

played five parts. I paid two dollars

each for the five costumes, and three

dollars more for wigs. That made a to-

tal of thirteen dollars. As I was receiv-

ing the princely sum of twelve dollars a

week, I was exactly one dollar in the

hole. So I went to the manager. 'Look

here,' I said ; Til have to omit food this

week, and live in one of the dressing

rooms, and borrow a dollar unless the

company " can do something for me.'

'Well, Bert,' said the manager, T'll

split with you ; here's six dollars and

fifty cents.' So I managed to live

through the week of 'Sans-Gene.'
"

After Newark, Lytell joined a melo-

dramatic company in Boston. Later he

played in stock in Rochester, New Or-

leans, and San Francisco. Out on the

coast he attained unusual popularity,

and was one of California's biggest fa-

vorites. For four summers he has

found time to head a summer stock

company in Albany.

How did Lytell come to invade the

celluloid drama ? It came about by

chance. Again we must use the flash

back. Twelve years ago, when Lytell

was leading man of a stock company in

New Orleans, the Grand Opera House
Company, to be precise, one Herbert.

Brenon was light comedian of the com-

pany. There the friendship between
Brenon, now one of the foremost

screen producers, and Lytell started.

After the stock season ended, Brenon
and Lytell tried the newspaper game,
getting out a weekly theatrical paper in

New Orleans. The title of the publi-

cation, admits Lytell, was too risque for

repetition. Brenon was business man-
ager and Lytell acted as editor. The
weekly lasted exactly six months, after

which the future director and screen

star parted.

Some months ago Brenon was
searching for a player to enact a lead-

ing role. Days passed, but the pro-

ducer was unable to find exactly the

right type. One evening, on entering

the Lambs Club grill, he chanced to

see Lytell seated at another table. After

shaking hands and talking over old

times, Brenon suddenly thought of his

quest. Here, in the person of his old

friend, was exactly the right actor for

the role he wanted filled.

"How would you like to go on the

screen, Bert?" asked Brenon.

"Does a bird like to fly?" responded

Lytell. "Lead me to yonder studio."

Hence Lytell's photo-dramatic debut.

Lytell scored a decided hit in the

role; in fact, one of the big personal

successes of the last screen season.

Brenon reengaged him; so Lytell seems

destined to continue on the screen.

Meanwhile, however, he has secured

another Broadway stage opportunity, a

prominent- role in "Mary's Ankle." Be-

tween his screen successes and his hit

behind the footlights, Lytell won't have

an opportunity to revisit Waikiki for

some time to come.

On dull days—when such studio phe-

nomena occur—you can hear the tinkle

of a ukulele from Lytell's studio dress-

ing room. Then you know that the

wanderlust has hit him—and he can't

get away.



Hints for Scenario Writers
Instructions for the picture-playwright, with

notes on where and what he can sell.

By William Lord Wright

Qvestions concerning scenario writing, addressed to this department will be gladly answered, but an
addressed, stamped envelope should be inclosed. Due to the great amount of time that it would neces-

sitate, it is impossible for this department to read and criticize any scripts. Six cents in stamps will

bring you our Market Booklet for scenarios.—Editor's Note.

Taking-

Temperament

Seriously

ARTISTIC temperament and the art of writing moving-
ningly go toge

so one would think after conversations with suc-

picture scenarios seemingly go together. At least,

cessful writers of screen plots. One writer, in all serious-

ness, believes he cannot do good work in a hotel room.

'The bed," he says, "annoys me, and throws me off the

track. I rent an office and do my work there." Another
motion-picture playwright never leaves his room when engaged in writing a

story. "I cannot but feel that I am neglecting that story, should I leave the

room in the midst of the work, and I am never satisfied until I return.'' Then
there is the writer of our acquaintance who dictates all his stuff. He believes

he cannot otherwise do his best work. Another writes out all his stories in long-

hand before he uses a typewriter. He types all of his own stuff, too, only the

final draft going to a professional typist for carbon copies. All this is termed

"artistic temperament." The lay person may find these peculiarities more or less

amusing. They are not amusing to the writer of motion-picture plots.

Funny

Things in Movie

Plays

FUNNY things happen in motion-picture playwriting.

One of the most recent has to do. with a great big

production recently released. The writer of the

plot cast a number of scenes on a yacht. So far, so good!

Then the writer wrote in some business of a telephone con-

versation from the yacht to the home of a millionaire

ashore. And the director, never pausing to think how the

dickens one could phone from a yacht, put in the business ! Later, retakes were

m order, and the yacht was cut out of the picture. The lesson is plain. Guard
against impossible situations. Good common sense is as essential in the writing

of motion-picture plays as in other form of endeavor.

Woman
Writer Gives

Tips

M ISS JEANIE MACPHERSON is known as a star

writer of photo plays. Her record as a screen

author is twenty-four big productions in less than

three years. They include "Joan the Woman/' "The Little

American," and "The Woman God Forgot." Miss Mac-
Pherson, who has just arrived in New York City from Cali-

fornia, in speaking of her work, brought out several

important tips to amateur scenario writers who often wonder why their material

is not accepted. "One way of finding out what the public will like is to learn the
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kind of material that it dislikes," she says. "If many writers would faithfully

attend picture theaters, and study the screen as well as the audience, they would
soon realize that they are writing directly in the face of motion-picture possi-

bilities and public criticism. If they would listen to the comments of those seated

about them, remember the dislikes of the spectators, and avoid writing similar

material, they would soon get on the right track. Mary Pickford's photo play

written by myself, 'The Little American/ was created when Uncle Sam began

his_ plea for patriotism. It places before the eyes of the public the things it has

been reading about. At present I am on my way to Washington to consult sev-

eral government officials on another story dealing with a subject uppermost in the

public mind at this minute."

IT seems to be an obsession with many writers of motion-

picture plays to lug in expensive fixtures. In plotting

your story, why not overlook battleships, airships, and
the Expense other expensive properties, and cast the story in a more

Account modest environment? The action will probably go over

just as well, and the film manufacturing concern will not

go into bankruptcy ! Another favorite habit with many
script writers is to put the atmosphere in some foreign locality that is very difficult

to film. Many writers also insist in describing lands and people of which they

are densely ignorant. Write of the people and the places with which you arq

familiar, and leave the stories of Boxer uprisings and African warfare to those

who know of these peoples and lands. There may be a story in your own door-

yard if you have the eyes to see it.

NOT enough care and thought is devoted to main titles.

The main title to a film production means every-

thing—particularly in drama. We counted the

Titles Are recent film releases on Broadway the other evening, and

Important n *ne out °^ ten °^ t^ie ma-in titles started with the obliging
H

article "The." It was "The" this and "The" that. An-
other serious fault is that most of the film titles, unless they

be book titles, are not catchy or comprehensive. The main titles that have been

taken from well-known novels or plays are nearly always good. The reason

is that these titles were originally written with care. No one appreciates better

than the producer of stage plays, or the book publisher, the value of a live main
title. The main title brings people into the playhouse. No matter how excellent

the play—if the main title is a poor one, the business will sutler. Film titles are

frequently dashed off hurriedly. It is a grave mistake.

FRANK SMITH, the well-known scenario editor, said

a whole lot when he remarked the other day: "A
person can write or he cannot write—and that is all

or Cannot there is to it !" Some people think they can write, which

Write * s together another matter! If you can write, you can

write. It is bound to come out. There is something within

you that compels you to write, and you take keen delight in

plotting and planning your stories. It is not necessary to be an expert writer of

scenarios in order to write plans for the screen. All the attempts in the world to
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write made by those who cannot write will prove fruitless. The attempts to

w^rite by those wTio have something to say will result in something, sooner or

later. To write well, one must be able to put down on paper the emotions, ex-

periences, and observations of life.

IT'S the idea that counts. Herbert Case Hoagland, the

man who made the news reel famous, and who
''puiled" many other noted ideas in filmland, recently

Idea that determined to turn his attention to scenario writing. He

Counts was seized with an idea; he wrote it in synopsis form, and

he sold it ! Nothing wonderful about this ? Yes, there is !

Mr. Hoagland knows the movie game from A to Z. He
knows the likes and the dislikes of the public, and is a judge of a good picture.

That helped, of course. But it was the novelty of the idea that put it across.

Brains count in plot writing, as elsewhere, and originality continues at a premium.

A FEW authors are cashing in these days in writing

plots for juvenile leads, such as Mary McAllister,

Baby Marie Osborne, and others. The work of

Pictures for writing stories for the little actresses is not all a bed of

Juvenile Leads roses - On tne contrary, it is very difficult to evolve plots

which will permit the children to shine in close-ups, fade-

outs—in fact, in the center of all activities. Be assured that

the little ones are every bit as temperamental as their older brothers and sisters,

and desire all the camera glamour it is possible for them to get. However, if

one has an idea for a good child's story, a story that will fit any one of the

several children stars now on the screen, a ready market is offered. What is

wanted is clean stuff, stuff with plenty of action.

HERE is a good idea presented by Epes Winthrop
Sargent: "Set down all the events of some com-

A monplace day. Put down every detail you can

.^j j ,
t

recall. Then go over the list and see how many plots you
might work from the data you have on hand. Suppose
that right at the start you oversleep, or become wakeful a

full hour ahead of your usual rising time. You might

make your wakefulness the start of a story in which the hero gets up too soon

and carries a grouch all day. That would be the most elemental treatment of the

plot germ. But suppose, instead, you let premature wakefulness suggest nar-

cotics. At once you have the whole field of drug plays to draw upon. A thou-

sand ideas may be worked from this single suggestion. Or it might suggest a

sudden wakefulness during the night. What waked you? What was the result?

Did- you find a burglar at the library safe, or your small son at the ice box
devouring the pie? You can work a couple hundred plots from that. Or, per-

haps, it^was some accident that roused you from your last precious hour of sleep.

What then ? Was it a row between the cook and the milkman—suggesting a com-
edy of below-stairs life—or did the policeman on the beat find your pet enemy
on the walk in front of the house, with his head caved in, and ask you if you
threw him out of the window? An active author could work another hundred
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ideas from that last suggestion alone. And that is just starting to plot from
one single incident of a day, crowded with similarly uneventful incidents, all of

which can be made into stronger themes. It is merely a case of learning how to

amplify and magnify the simple plot suggestion into the five-reel feature. A
story is not something you experience, but rather something suggested by what

you have experienced. Learn to see the opportunities in the simple happenings

and make them into big themes. In time the action becomes almost automatic."

VERILY, times have changed ! We remember that

only a few short years ago, authors disdainfully

scorned the writing of motion-picture plots as some-
Authors Writ- thing beneath their notice. And when they did write 'em

—

ing 'Em well, nine times out of ten the product was a joke. Work-
ing with the idea that any old thing would do for the movies,

the w. k. authors dashed off stuff that was strange and
startling. Their stories for the screen were filled with word paintings, glowing

sunsets, characterization, and very, very little action. And they would not admit

that their stuff was bad. The film editors came in for a lacing. "Those whip-

persnappers who turned down my work ! Why, I never heard of so-and-so be-

fore." This and the "ten-dollar-a-week-clerk-now-editing" were common ex-

pressions. And to-day ! Things certainly are different ! The w. k. author is

proud and pleased to have his name adorning screen and poster. He's glad to

write a synopsis according to the film editor's dictates, and not as the author

himself thinks it should be done. The reason is that top prices are being paid

those who can write good motion-picture plots, and the professional writer has

come to understand this situation.

IT is the little things—the unusual business in a script

—

that count! The most successful directors recognize

this fact, as do the most successful scenario writers.

Things that For example, a real-for-sure lynching was presented in the

Count pictures recently. You know what the censors do to mo-
tion-picture lynchings ! Well, this was an original one.

The posse rode up to the calaboose, secured the dastardly

villain, and, putting him on horseback, rode out of the picture. Later they re-

turned—with one empty saddle! The incident was put oyer by suggestion, but

the action was just as real as if the audience had witnessed the man strung up
at a rope's end. This sounds simple, but so does every original idea. The
director needed a lynching in his business, and provided a thriller in such a man-
ner that offense could be given to no one.

THAT was the name of the first really original mo-
tion-picture screen comedy—"Fruits and Flowers."

To the best of our recollection, it was screened by

Flower " ^e °^ "^m^ Company about seven years ago. It presented

the tale of the young man sparking the young lady. He
had, you will remember, but one good pair of trousers. He
sent them to the tailor's shop to be pressed, and also bought

a box of flowers. The two boxes became mixed. One box with the card,

"Wear these for me," were delivered to the young lady. The box contained
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trousers ! G. R. Warren, the scenario editor of the Imp Company, purchased

this plot, and it made a successful comedy. Later, the comedy was reissued, we
believe. Other companies prepared their versions of the idea, and it went the

rounds. Only the other day we saw virtually the same thing embellished in a

five-reel feature film. This little incident just goes to prove the statement that

old friends are the best of all, that the plots of yesterday are doing duty in the

pictures of to-day. Old plots, with a twist or turn, become new plots. For, be

it known, there is very little that is new under the sun.

THE demand for good, refined comedy—light comedy
—surpasseth all expectations. Many manufactur-

ers saw the trend of public taste when the "Skinner"
Comedy? pictures achieved immense popularity. But the sad fact

Yes remains that light-comedy—refined-comedy—plots are as

rare as a day in June ! Have you any good light-comedy

stuff up your sleeve? Stuff suitable for Bryant Washburn,
for example? Yes? Well, shoot it to the Pathe or any other company in the

market for real, simon-pure comedy, and profit thereby. It is well, however,

to study the acting talent in the employ of the various companies. If you are a

student of dramatics, you will have a very good idea as to what is suitable for

Frank Keenan or Douglas Fairbanks or Fanny Ward. Any old plot will not

do. Stories are desired that will give these artists opportunities to shine, and,

at the same time, carry along an acceptable plot.

ART is long—particularly the art of writing movie sub-

titles. It is an art in itself, and one that is being

writing" recognized. Xo longer do the festive script writer's

. p . cherished subtitles appear helter-skelter in a film comedy
1 m V^ap ions

Qr Crania. They disappear, unless they are very good. To-

day, every film concern worthy of the name has in its film-

editing department certain individuals who specialize in

film-title writing. Some are clever with comedy lines, others specialize in word
paintings and dramatic subtitles. Then there is another field—that of writing

subtitles for film news weeklies. These titles are sometimes neglected because of

haste in preparing and releasing news films, but improvement is noticeable in these

captions, also. The majority of film subtitles are invented and written by former

newspaper men—men who have enjoyed long experience in the art of boiling

down lengthy stories, in making one word do for several, in making one line do

for a paragraph. Any one cannot do it—the writing of titles is an art, and has

come to be so recognized.

CHARACTERIZATIOX has much to do with the

merits or demerits of a motion-picture play. In

motion-picture scenarios, one cannot describe a char-
Characteriza- acter in clever word pictures. You must show characteriza-

tion tion. Some characterizations in pictures, as on the stage,

have become stereotyped. For example, there is the gen-

tlemanly villain who invariably smokes a cigarette. Should
the villain smokes a pipe, or even a cigar, much of the good, dyed-in-the-wool at-

mosphere would be lost. The girl of the mountains invariably trips about in
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sandals or bare feet and gingham dress, with her hair hanging down her back.

Should the damsel of the mountains wear honest-to-goodness shoes, or have her

tresses done up, another good old stand-by would be shattered. What is wanted
now is to get away from the stereotyped stuff. Though some directors refuse to

depart from the accepted standards, others have a keen eye to originality, and
profit thereby. A departure from beaten paths is earnestly to be desired.

KEEP the size of your cast as small as possible. Do
not write a plot carrying a dozen or more principals,

when half a dozen will answer the purpose as well.

Number in a Remember, the audience is likely to become confused with

Cast so many characters, and to find it difficult to follow the

unfolding of the plot. Above everything, clearness is de-

sirable in a motion-picture play, and, sad to say, many of the

picture plays are not clear. The naming of characters is also important. "Den-
nis Murphy" is not an appealing name for a Scottish chief. Yet we saw this

name so utilized in a script not long ago. There is everything in a name, accord-

ing to Shakespeare, and Bill was right. Another good thing to remember is

this : do not start your first scene with a subtitle. Cut into the first scene, if it is

necessary, but try and avoid a subtitle at the beginning of the picture. There

is nothing more tiresome than a film drama opening with the main title, followed

by the names of the author and director, then the cast of characters, and, finally,

a subtitle before the first scene.

WHILE we are on the subject—why present the

names of an entire cast of characters before the

introducing beginning of a play? The long list of names, taken

_ in a gulp, cannot be remembered. To our mind, the prin-
t ^ast

cipal characters should be introduced in the order of their

appearance, as follows

:

A rough, uncouth son of the Northland.

Jean Bouchet Mr. John Morris.

In this way the character, his name, his environment, and the name of the player

enacting that particular character are all "registered." It is a much better

method.

IN a discussion by a number of highly successful writers

of motion-picture scenarios, one recently made this

ine Story IS statement: "It is not the story that counts for so

, rp, . | much. It is primarily the art—the atmosphere—and, sec-
t inin&- ondly, the story." The man who made this statement is

sadly wrong. The story is the rock foundation upon which

the superstructure is raised. With a good, strong story', a

picture will get by, even with an absence of many of the finer touches. But a

finely directed, finely acted film play, with all the effects in the world, will not

be universally acceptable if there is no story. There seems to be a tendency on

the part of some writers to turn out allegorical stuff—scripts with just a bare

thread of plot, but filled writh characterization. These scripts read well, but do

not picturize well. The people who attend motion-picture theaters wish to be
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entertained. For finer character delineation and types, one can attend the spoken
drama. The success of the film play depends on the story. All the rest is sec-

ondary. There are too many picture plays being presented without plots. To
quote Mr. Berst, that keen judge of film comedy and drama, there are too many
coming-and-going pictures—productions carrying more or less realistic types,

and getting nowhere. Remember to write a story, and let the director do the

worrying as to the "tempo," ''motivation," and the rest.

REFRAIN from writing the propaganda stuff, so-called,

for the reason that it will not sell. Producers have

rropag'anaa
m

found, to their sorrow, that about one in twelve of

~ these propaganda dramas is commercially successful.

Films carrying woman suffrage, temperance, anti-capital

punishment, et cetera, have been done time and again.

Whenever a propaganda film is released, hundreds of

writers endeavor to imitate it. They write what they fondly believe to be

strong, gripping, seven-reel dramas, conveying "a universal lesson." Some of

the ideas are good, but the producer with an eye to the money end of the game
is canny, and no longer is tempted by "propaganda stuff." There is little money
in these films, and consequently little market.

ONE of the best markets for dramas is the Paralta

Plays, Incorporated, 729 Seventh Avenue, New
x-'iV ^ York City. This is a new organization, and is

Wire Market expanding rapidly, taking up new stars for whom vehicles

yj. must be obtained. Mr. Harry Chandlee, the editor, says

that good prices will be paid for the material that is desired.

Present-day dramas with strong plots are needed for Henry
B. Walthall, Louise Glaum, Bessie Barriscale, and J. Warren Kerrigan. Synopses

are preferred to full scenarios with detailed scene action.

The Pathe Exchange, Incorporated, 25 West Forty-fifth Street, New York
City, are also anxious to obtain stories for several new players whom they have

recently signed, as well as for their old stars. Among those for whom plays

are needed are Frank Keenan, Bryant Washburn, Mrs. Vernon Castle, Fannie

Ward, Bessie Love, and Gladys Hulette. Stories of a strong-charactered business

man are preferred for Mr. Keenan, and straight dramas for all the other players

with the exception of Bryant Washburn. For Mr. Washburn's plays the com-
pany is anxious to purchase comedy dramas, with the comedy predominating.



The Road to Screenland

By Ronald Oliphant

HPHERE'S a far-away road that begins, I'm told,

At the place where the rainbow ends;

All purple and violet, orange and gold,

Its undulant way it wends.

It runs through a country of smiling fields,

With daisies and clover o'erspread;

And then to the sylvan gods it yields

Where the trees meet overhead.

'Tis here that the voices of fauns and sprites

Sing blithely in frond and stream

Of the forest's myths and its wondrous delights.

Life is naught but play—and a dream.

Then our rainbow-hued road runs through Fancytown,

Where the heroes and heroines dwell

—

Tall knights in their armor and monks in brown,

And jesters with cap and bell.

Sweet tomboys romping around in jeans,

Shy schoolgirls in gingham dresses,

Fair, blue-eyed goose girls, tall, stately queens,

And ingenue princesses.

Gold hunters, trappers, and Indian braves

From the land of the Northern Lights

Are mingled with rajahs and viziers and slaves

From scenes in Arabian Nights.

The tow'r where the master film maker dwells,

At the road's next turn we see;

He weaves all the Fancytown folk in his spells

To make Screenland for you and me.

When the sky is drab and the heart downcast,

When you're crossed by foe or friend,

You can find surcease on the Screenland road

That begins at the rainbow's end.



Scenario Writing from the

Director's Viewpoint

Practical information on picture-play

writing by one who produces successes.

By Allan Dwan
Director for Douglas Fairbanks

GOOD stories for picture plays

are scarce—as scarce as straw-

berries in January. And this is

partly because scenario writers often

get the wrong idea of what the direc-

tors are looking for.

For example, many writers seem to

think that the principal requirement of

stories for Douglas Fairbanks is that

they should consist of a series of

"stunts.'' My experience in having as-

sisted in selecting stories for Fairbanks

prompts me to say that this is not the

case. The Fairbanks "stunts" are de-

vised by our own staff, while on the

field of action.

What we want from the writer is an

attractive and original theme, embody-
ing some ideal of American youth. The
theme must be strong enough to make
possible a real story, one which—with-

out preaching—suggests what line of

conduct a young American should fol-

low under a given set of circumstances.-

Take, by way of illustration, our re-

cent film, "D'Artagnan of Kansas."

The action is inspired by the ideals of

chivalry, valor, cleanliness—the gen-

eral ideals of youth. Here is a story

which, while offering humor and diver-

sion, carries at the same time an under-

current of healthy, optimistic phil-

osophy. It is a tale of a Kansas lad who
got it into his head that he was going

to be chivalrous and polite. To make
the story interesting, he is made to

carry his chivalry to such extremes that

he gets into all sorts of trouble. But he

wins out in the end.

The story is humorous and whim-
sical, and no one, after seeing it, would
be conscious of so much as a suggestion

of preaching—yet unconsciously the

theme—the idea that politeness pays

—

is likely to remain in the spectator's

mind, and perhaps do a great deal of

good.

My advice to scenario writers is to

stop writing incidents. Give more at-

tention to developing an idea. Pick a

theme with sharp contrasts. Give your

principal a distinctive character. Flau-

bert once told De Maupassant, whom
he was teaching to write, that when he

described a greengrocer, instead of sim-

ply drawing a conventional type, he

should give the character touches that

would make it stand out so distinctly

from all the other greengrocers in the

world. So with the characters of your

scenario. If you make your lead a bank
clerk, and leave him a commonplace,

standardized, accepted type, he will be

uninteresting because of his conven-

tional limitations. But give your bank
clerk a distinctive character—striking

traits—ambition—and at once interest-

ing developments will be suggested.

Take a good, healthy, optimistic

theme—carefully avoiding propaganda
—create distinctive character, let the

producer develop a picture play in the
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same spirit, and a product worth while

will result—a mental tonic, made pleas-

ing by its treatment, and one that will

meet public approval.

Through my thorough study of the

scenario end of the profession I have

learned that the public prefers philoso-

phy to a mere series of scenes which

present nothing but action. That is the

lesson that so many writers fail to

grasp, and as a result the scenario de-

partments of the studios are daily

flooded with bales of poor manuscripts.

What the director wants is a good,

logical situation. The director will de-

vise the necessary obstacles and the

dramatic complications. The humor has

to be largely built up, rather than writ-

ten into the script. The comedy relief

to a good, straight dramatic story usu-

ally is suggested during the production.

These suggestions may sound dog-

matic, but they are the conclusions our

staff reached during a recent directors'

meeting, and are therefore the ideas of

my contemporaries, instead of being my
personal opinions alone.

It is not well to have a particular

star too much in mind while preparing

a story, By doing so, you are limiting

yourself by what you know of the star's

previous work. Unconsciously you are

almost sure to model your story after

one of his former pictures. But the

star, in all probability, has possibilities

for branching out into new fields if he

can only get a story different from
those he has done. Novelty is as much
the spice of picture plays as of any
other phase of life. Do not impose any
handicaps upon yourself for doing orig-

inal work. And, in this connection, do
not be afraid of doing something radi-

cally different from what you have been

accustomed to seeing. The biggest suc-

cesses are those that strike out fear-

lessly into new and unexplored fields.

The much-abused statement, that

some day we will have a screen lan-

guage, is true. By screen language I

mean that the tricks of acting and the

technique of building the picture play

will be developed to a point where the

action on the screen alone will convey
much more of the story to the audi-

ence, and thus make it unnecessary to

use so many subtitles. I think it is only

a question of time when we will be

able to eliminate almost entirely the

use of dialogue in subtitles, solely for

narrative purposes. This will be

brought about sooner if scenario

writers will form the habit of visual-

izing the action instead of thinking in

terms of dialogue. The subtitle is an

element of weakness. Often, when the

director is hard put to produce a laugh,

he will flash a comedy title. But the

laughs should come from the pictures

themselves. Again, when the leading

man is left in a certain location at the

end of a scene, and is to appear in an
entirely different locality, twenty miles

away, in the scene following, we ac-

count for what happens in between by
a subtitle. It would be better to avoid

this, if possible. The development of

pictures has been so rapid that we have

neglected some of- the fine points in our

haste to turn out quantity rather than

quality. Scenario writers who study to

help develop films in these matters of

fine shading will be among the success-

ful ones of the future. One reason that

we must give thought to these fine

points is that we are attracting a more
intelligent class of patrons—persons of

discrimination whose interest can only

be held by pictures perfect in every de-

tail of construction.

I agree with Mr. Fairbanks, that

we will soon witness a process of elim-

ination rather than elaboration in screen

plays. Simplicity is the keynote of suc-

cess in pictures as in every other form
of art. •

.

-

The ambitious scenario writer should

endeavor to cast aside the old hack-

neyed methods of plot construction.

New standards and increasing .competi-
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tion demands work showing constant

improvement. But all this only means
that there is increasing opportunity for

writers with imagination, and who can

develop good, clean themes.

Here is a hint which it is wr ell to keep

in mind. We are producing pictures

for American audiences. Wlien you are

developing a theme—try to think what
you, as an American, would do under

the circumstances in which you have

placed your hero. You probably will

hit upon the very thing that will get a

response from the audience.

I want to be of all the assistance to

you that I can. If it will help, I will

gladly answer any inquiries in this de-

partment from month to month.

In the next issue of Picture-Play
Magazine I shall have more sugges-

tions to make. Meanwhile, put your

thinking caps on, and ask any questions

that occur to you, and start out on some
new themes. We may be able to help

each other materially. One thing is

sure. WT

e cannot make pictures with-

out stories, so it's up to you to come to

the rescue.

HERE'S WHERE THEY COME FROM—WHERE DO THEY GO?
FHE little girl who is standing before Director Marshall Neilan, while the assistant director takes

notes of her name, address, telephone number, color of hair, age, and whether she best fits

sad or jubilant parts, is merely one of the line of "extra" players, which extends into the background.
When Mr. Neilan wanted children for a Mary Pickford picture, he hung out a sign and they flocked
to the studio. Perhaps some of them will some day become stars. Who knows?



Learning to Swim on Dry Land
By Charles Carter

SOCIETY drops one fad to embrace
another. And whatever form of

amusement is in the ascendency,
society is sure to call on its leading ex-

ponent for entertainment or instruc-

tion.

A few years ago, when dancing swept
everything by storm, Irene and Vernon
Castle, then on the pinnacle of a wave
of popularity, were welcomed into the

charmed inner circle of New York's
most exclusive set. Now that skating

has passed the heyday of its fling, swim-
ning seems to be in the ascendancy, and
society has turned to the picture-play

world to procure as an instructor An-
nette Kellermann, famous the world
over for her marvelous exhibition of

aquatic skill in the film spectacles,

"Neptune's Daughter" and "A Daugh-
ter of the Gods."

In the accompanying illustration

Miss Kellermann is seen giving a lec-

ture and demonstration on the first

principles of swimming to a group of

society leaders who are interested, not

only on their own behalf, but also on
behalf of the Vacations Girls' Associa-

tion, of which, they are directors.

The women standing in the picture,

from left to right, are: Miss Mabel
Beardsley, Miss Miriam Oliver, Miss
Robinson-Smith, Miss Caroline Ship-

pen, and Mrs. Brokaw. Those seated

are Miss Anne Morgan, Mrs. Wendel
Baker, and Mrs. Garrison.



Uncomplimentary
Department

Containing practically everything
except soft-soap and white-wash.

Quite commendable of Jewel Carmen to

use talcum powder. Next in order, we
take it, will be a picture of an actress clean-

ing her nails—or a matinee idol shaving!

Jackie Saunders overtaken by a three-

hundred-pound motor-cycle policeman

!

We don't believe it

No wonder Margaret Thompson's eye-

brows are drawn. Whose wouldn't be,

with a breathing dog for a book rest.



These Keystone girls

have very attractive

fencing costumes, eh,

what? But did you
ever see how a pair

of real fencers dress

—

heavy duck uniforms,
gloves to protect their

hands, and masks for

theirfaces? Fancy
one of those white
arms actually getting

jabbed with a foil!

Swanky fellows—these
camera men. Why
don't they wear their

caps front side fore-

most, like other folks]?

13

A nifty little sailor is Brownie
Vernon, to be sure. But she'd

have a nice time scrubbing
down the decks in patent leather

pumps, wouldn't she?



Carol Halloway doesn't seem to have her
mind on her work. And—my!
what dainty plowshoes!

Since when, in these days of military

wrist watches, have soldiers been
wearing watch chains on their trou-

sers, like Edward Earle?



The Girl on the

Cover
Mabel Normand
discloses a new
plan for making

magnates laugh.

By Norbert

Lusk

i

Mabel Nor-

mand*s eye-

lashes curl

upward more

than the film

can let one see

LOVE
dark,
windy

days and choco-

late cake," Miss

Normand an-

nounced, with

perfect gravity,

"a n d storms,

when houses

blow down."

There was no hint of

mischief or make-believe in

the famous Normand eyes.

They are even lovelier than the

screen ever discloses, and the

lashes curl upward more
than the film can let one

see.

"Chocolate cake," she

went on, "is the one

thing I never get. Peo-

ple always keep it

from me. That's why
I have decided it is

my favorite food."

"But I never eat it

—or anything else

—

when I am acting.

Food makes me too

contente d." She

yawned lazily over her

coffee. "And I don't

want to be lazy any more.

A year of rest is enough

for any one. Now I want
come back

—

hard."
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The comedienne was reminded

that she had no place to "come

back" from—that she has

stayed in the affections of the

film fans ever since the early

days of Biograph, where, un-

der direction of Griffith and Sen-

nett, she had rollicked her way
into their hearts through her bois-

terous comedy.

That—it will be remembered-

—

was her introduction into the world

of film—a long step from studying

art, which first brought her to New
York from her home in Atlanta,

Georgia.

Her innate sense of the comic,

combined with personal charm and

genuine acting ability, first gave her

recognition, and her return to Gold-

wyn pictures has been eagerly

awaited.

Because of that sense of ' the

comic, Mabel Normand cannot be

Above,

one of

Mabel's

mis-

chievous

glances.

Below, Mabel

always car-

ries this port-

able "secre-

and uses spare

moments to keep up her

correspondence.

tary,
:
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No—the villain has not threatened to foreclose the mortgage on the old farm. Mabel is

merely conferring with her director, William Humphrey.

serious wholeheartedly. If she casts

down her eyes, it is to shut out a de-

mure parting glance. If she closes her

lips tightly, the corners go up, and you
know she is laughing silently. She is

the true spirit of mischief. Early in

the chat, her interviewer gave up all

hope of putting a question to her—or,

rather, of recording an answer.

For no reason at all, the comedienne
began to tear a daisy apart, petal by
petal. "I adore daisies," she declared,

with closed lids and head tilted to one
side. "They are my favorite flowers

when I visit a flower shop—alone. If

I am accompanied—by a man—I just

love orchids." The diminutive actress

looked significantly at the inexpensive

flowers in her hand. "But, of course,

orchids are really too Vampish' for me.

And that," she said pointedly, "brings

us to the subject of Retribution with a

capital R." Miss Normand's audience

of one got in readiness for a tragic in-

terlude.

"I mean vampires, especially screen

Vamps.' They have taught me a great

life lesson. Retribution always pounces

on the purple lady toward the end of

the picture. She gets exactly what she

gives. That's why I decided to be

good"
"Don't you think motion pictures ed-

ucate the masses? See how the vam-
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pire lady made me be good !" The
brown eyes were raised in childish ap-

peal—then sparkled roguishly.

"Tell me this, if you can. Why do

plays called 'The Drama of a Woman's
Soul' always mean that the woman gets

the worst of it in the end? Why . is

that?" Miss Normand waited for an

answer to her quaint question. "You
didn't know I went in for deep thinking,

did you? Don't be afraid. I never go

deeper."

"People don't

laugh enough.
Especially men,
when they get
middle-aged, and

very important,

and wear fur coats

and silk hats in the

morning, and mo-
tor to work. They
are afraid to laugh

for fear people

will think they're

not on the job. I've

made a list of six

such men, all cap-

tains of industry,

and I'm beginning

a great drive
against dull care.

I want to make
them laugh. This

is how I mean to

try.

"I am writing

each a letter in-

closing a photo-

graph of Mabel,

posed especially

for the man re-

ceiving it. They
are the funniest

pictures of the fun-

niest moments I ever had on the screen.

These men must laugh—just once. But
I won't be present to see their faces

slip. If they do laugh, think how well

their day will be started, beginning with

She can put heart

as well

the moment they are caught in the act

by the butler. The possibilities are

enormous. The world may yet have a

great deal to thank me for."

Some suggestion was made as to the

results of a single break in the de-

meanor of a grave man, and Miss Nor-
mand caught the cue.

"Yes, and suppose each of these men
has a daughter or a son. Imagine each

father being asked for an automobile

or a string of pearls. Don't you know
that the child is

more apt to get it

after papa has

smiled than if the

gloom had not

broken ? The young
people will owe
their gifts to
Mabel ; the sales-

man will owe his

big order to the

same cause, and so

on down to the boy

that opens the door

of the shop. And
all for one laugh.".

The chance of

each grateful mag-
nate sending his

benefactress
a token of his

gratitude did not

appeal to Miss

Normand at all.

"Not on your
life!" she ex-

claimed. "It isn't

done. People en-

joy laughter, but

they're not grate-

ful for it. They
forget. They never

forget sadness, or

the actor that makes them weep.

"Which reaches the heart more surely,

tears or laughter? I wonder if being

a cook and making chocolate cakes isn't

better than either ?"

interest in a picture

as comedy.
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The

War Tax

on Films

IF
the motion-picture industry staggers through its pres-

ent tax afflictions, it will certainly be lasting proof of

its stability. This business is one of the commercial

enterprises in this country that has not grown prosperous

on the war. Instead, it has been sorely hit. Early in the

struggle the manufacturers, distributors, and brokers lost

money through having valuable foreign territories closed

to them. Later, the cost of raw stock and developing chemicals went up. Then
curtailments in earnings happened in steady continuity, and all of this time the

theater patronage was lessened because of the stringency of conditions generally.

Now, when the country needs money, the motion-picture industry is saddled

with more troubles in the taxes levied. The amusement tax runs up the price of

theater admission, and another tax has been added to every foot of film sold.

These two taxes have been accepted cheerfully, for they represent "doing our

bit." But the latest tax threatens to prove disastrous. It provides for a payment
from the exhibitor on every reel of film rented. The rate is so high that the

average exhibitor—the man owning a theater in a small town or neighborhood

community—finds his profit largely swept away. This cannot last. This exorbi-

tant tax will probably be supplanted by one within reason in the near future. If

it isn't, it should be, for the government certainly does not intend to demolish

by its taxation. A tax is a wise one only when it follows the "let-live" policy.

IT is often said of motion pictures that they all seem to

be patterned from the same stories. To a certain

extent this is inevitable, as there is but a limited num-
ber of situations around which to weave plots. One modern
French authority, after a lifelong study, reduced the number
of possible dramatic situations to thirty-one. Another

authority on plots has asserted that the possible basic situa-

tions do not exceed seven. It is, moreover, extremely difficult to get stories

suitable for film reproduction. People wonder why this is so when there are so

many good plays and books just waiting for some one to buy them and put them
on the screen. Many of these have found visualization on film, and more would
be used but for the fact that only a small percentage of the plays and books are

suitable for pictures.

Most of them fall down in the story. They seem to have plot material

Why
Good Plots

Are Scarce
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when dressed up with clever conversation, and are set off with attractive sets and

descriptions, but they seldom have enough action to run through five reels on

the screen. The average successful play of the drama and comedy-drama type

would only make a two-reel picture in its manuscript form. William A. Brady

is an experienced film producer now, but when he was new in the game he

received a distinct surprise on viewing the motion picture based on his play,

"Alias Jimmy Valentine." Three reels of the five-reel feature went by before a

thing from his play had been used. The same thing applies to most of the other

books and plays purchased for pictures. They contain a good thought or a few

striking situations, but, deprived of the verbal trimmings, they are mere frame-

work. Most of the action has to be conceived and written in by the scenario man.

PICTURES have a great tendency to develop standard-

ized types of characters. A banker, for instance, is

generally a stout, gouty individual, bald, if possible.

The business man we see as a tall, lean, crisp-speaking per-

son. A politician is seldom without a fat cigar, which he

chews hungrily, a malevolent expression, and a waistline

of generous proportions. People are not so cut out on

stereotyped patterns in real life. We see, in everyday life, bald-headed musicians,

loafers minus sweaters and caps, and Southerners without Stetsons.

The same habit of setting up and following a type is very often found in

the sets. The homes of the wealthy are seldom seen without such appendages as

richly uniformed footmen, butlers, and droves of servants. The abodes of the

poor all seem to have been poured from the same mold, like Edison's concrete

houses, and the back room of the saloon where the plot is hatched generally

presents the same sordid slice of life that we have seen time and time before.

W\hy not strike out for something a little different and yet true in the details

of the pictures? Deprive the ward leader of his cigar, and make him smile once

in a while; allow the recipient of the hero's punch to stay on his feet now and
then, instead of forever bowling over to arise as though he had a broken arm or

leg instead of a bruised cheek ; let the man of means open his front door with

a key for a change, instead of having it fade away before him to be replaced by
a placid servant. These are only trifles. These details do not effect the big issue

of the story, but a little more variety in their handling would not only add interest

and novelty to the films, but would make them more true to life.

THE contract-breaking star is now an almost extinct

species. In the days gone by we were greeted at

regular and frequent intervals with the news that

Mister or Miss So-and-so had decided to leave his or her

present company, had ignored his or her contract or broken

it, and would hereafter be seen in features under a new
brand. Whether the decrease in such contract demolishing

activities is due to improvement in the morale of the signers or improvement in the

contract-drawing ability of the company attorneys is uncertain, but it is an im-

provement, whatever the cause.

One of the reasons for the decrease in the census of contract jumpers is

Custom-

Made
Characters

Exit the

Contract

Breaker
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the friendly feeling which has been created between the manufacturers. They
realized that they were playing a boomerang game, and quit luring each other's

stars away. A star who attempts to break a contract now is looked upon with

distrust. Other companies are afraid to sign him or her, fearing the same treat-

ment. This is one of the many evidences that the motion-picture industry is

finding itself, and is becoming established on a firmer and a more sane basis.

THE motion picture as we generally regard it is a

medium of entertainment, a diversion to turn to

in our leisure hours. Comparatively few people

know that it serves any other purpose. It does, however,

and is so valuable and efficient that education and science,

now accustomed to its aid, could hardly do without it.

The most difficult and most rare surgical operations of the

present day are recorded in motion pictures whenever conditions permit. These

pictures are exhibited before a larger medical class than an operating room could

accommodate, and the students receive more benefit from the showing than they

would had they been present at the operation. This is only one way in which
motion pictures figure in the advancement of the study of medicine.

The department of agriculture considers the film camera one of its chief

assets. The information which the department is able to circulate through its

help is accomplishing wonders.

Nearly all of the schools in the large cities, and many of those in the small

towns, embody the motion picture as a means of education.

The camera is the official reporter of the war for all of the allied countries.

For these achievements of the camera the credit belongs largely to the motion

pictures we see daily, those intended solely for entertainment. They made pos-

sible the development of the cinema to its present point of usefulness in other

fields.

SOME producers to-day turn out pictures the way an

automobile manufacturer turns out cars. A stated

time is allowed for the making of the different parts,

and a scale of prices is put on them. When the car leaves

the assembling room it is supposed to coincide with the

plan sheet in appearance, durability, and cost, and it usually

does. Such methods cannot successfully be applied to the

making of pictures. The producing of pictures is a business, of course, and is

very much like any other field of commercial endeavor; but there is one vital

difference that cannot be disregarded—it cannot standardize its product. The
maker of automobiles or phonographs can make a series of machines from a

blue print, but the film producer works on a new product each time. Every pic-

ture represents a new model, a new set of plans. Therefore, although it is a

business of producing, buying, and selling, it cannot successfully be operated

after the fashion of other industries which have these same attributes. Because

of its distinctive angle, it should not be regulated by a time clock.

If pictures are to be artistic, they must have in them that indescribable some-
thing called the human touch, the little things here and there in a film that reach

New
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Films
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out to you. To do work of this kind, directors and players should not be held

down too closely to regulations. This does not mean that the cost of production

should be allowed to run into waste, but a company should not be limited to a cer-

tain amount of negative, time, or expense on each scene. This system results in

the flat, trite, ordinary sort of picture; whereas, giving the company a flexible

schedule brings out the artistic film—the best investment in the long run.

IT
is seldom now that a picture without a happy ending

is seen. This is because manufacturers and directors

believe the public wants a story to end cheerfully—that

they go to pictures to be entertained, and wish to leave the

theater in the contented and joyful mood radiated by the

final scene of a happy-ending picture. There is undoubt-

edly something in this. Yet it can hardly be tha't the public

will fail to appreciate a good story brought to a logical conclusion just because

that denouement does not consist of the marriage of the two principal characters,

the ignominious defeat of the wrongdoer, or the restoration of the rightful heir.

To insist always upon a glorious ending would be to spoil many good dra-

matic stories. Many of the most popular books and plays have sad endings.

Why, then, must ninety-nine per cent of our features be burdened with sweet,

happy-ever-afterward conclusions? Their constant repetition robs the pictures

of the element of surprise, and in time tends to make them become trite and
tiresome. The end is the principal part of a play. The rest of the story and all

of the action is spent in developing or bringing about the end. It is to be

regretted that the demand of the patrons, as it is interpreted by producers and
directors, sometimes calls for a bromidic finish to an otherwise perfectly good
story.

THERE is one advantage in the much-critized and rev-

olutionary speed with which the motion-picture

industry moves—when an evil is started on the road

of elimination it soon meets with extinction. One example

of this is the demise of the "fly-by-night." Two years ago,

a company could spring up overnight, and, by the aid of

much advertising and publicity, become an important factor

for a time in the operations of the business. If the complete stories of some of

the now forgotten film concerns were to be told, the public would feel certain

that truth is indeed stranger than fiction. Men who had advanced slowly in

other enterprises, who had watched their investments and protected their mar-
gins of profit conscientiously, jumped or were lured into pictures, and spent

money like the proverbial jolly tars ashore and intoxicated.

Among the number of moths who flirted with the flame of finance were
bankers, butchers, real-estate operators, merchants, brokers, manufacturers, and
so on; men who wouldn't think of pursuing in the fields they knew the wild

methods by which they tried to make money in pictures. Tutored by greedy

promoters or unbalanced ambition, they thought motion pictures was a synonym
for ready money. For some it has been, but it has method in spite of its apparent

madness. If, on getting out, these people thought that they had tossed to the

film business a lot of money, they were mistaken. Instead, they had thrown
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obstacles in its way. A failure in any industry is a thing for the survivors to

overcome.

Keen competition, the natural advancement of ideas, and the general im-

provement in conditions have raised the distribution and sale of pictures to a

scientific point. A company can no longer start in at half mast and run along

indefinitely. It has to have good product, and then campaign its trade-mark

into familiarity. One-horse concerns there will always be, but the days of the

big "fly-by-night" are over.

THERE is much conversation afloat about the possi-

bility of authors receiving a royalty on their film

plays. This has been done in some few instances

in the past, but it is an unusual arrangement in motion pic-

tures, and has only been effected with celebrated authors

who have sold the film rights on books or plays of national

fame. However, the practice may become general. And
why not? Publishers of books and stage producers count the people who furnish

the material in on the profits of a venture by paying them a percentage of the

profits. The motion-picture business partakes of the nature of both these forms

of industry, and is closely allied to them. It, too, ought to pay authors royalties

instead of putting a flat price on their work.

It is a safe bet, in any case, and in the long run should prove profitable.

Unless the picture play is a success, the author receives no reward; when he

furnishes a vehicle of merit, he receives return in proportion to the value of his

work. Under the royalty or percentage compensation system, the producer can

lose only when he uses bad judgment in choosing his stories for production.

Under the present form of payment, he loses in the same way, in addition to

being out the original price of the script. Of course, now, when a manufacturer

has a success, he does not have to split the returns ; but in the long run he is

probably not much ahead, as offers of a royalty will bring out better stories and

result in more successes.

At the present time, many writers are not giving their best efforts to evolving

plays for screen portrayal. They are mechanical grinders, receiving almost as

much money for a fair story as they do for a really good one, and being paid

at a higher rate for their labor, as they can turn out three half-hearted scripts

in the time it would take to produce two of real strength. The story is by far

the most important factor in a picture. If paying royalties makes for better

stories, as well as being fairer treatment to the author, then royalties cannot enter

the film business too soon.

Royalties

for

Authors



A final word from Director Del Henderson, just before the camera man starts grinding.

Our Contest Winners Start

to Work
In the Empire Studio, on Long Island, they are taking

part in film productions soon to be seen on the screen.

BUBBLING over with enthusiasm

that promises well for their

future as screen actors, the first

winners of Picture-Play Magazine's
Screen Opportunity Contest are hard at

work learning the tricks of make-up,

the knack of registering emotions, the

technique of acting before the camera,

and at the same time they are getting

all the thrills that come from the knowl-

edge that they are taking part in a film

production which the fans who fol-

lowed the contest will soon have the

pleasure of seeing.

There was some delay in getting the

work under way. That was caused by

the fact that, during the contest, the

Frank Powell Producing Corporation,

which had contracted to employ the

winners, ceased producing.

But arrangements were made, as

soon as possible, with John R. Freuler,

president of the Mutual Film Manu-
facturing Company, which released the

Powell pictures, to transfer the contest

winners to the Empire All-Star Cor-

poration, another of Mutual's produc-

ing branches.

As it would have been impracticable

to use all the winners in one production,

they are being brought to the studio, in

Long Island, in groups. In this way



Miss Bankhead and Mr. du Barry

meeting for the first time in the

Empire All-Star Studio.

Director Del Henderson gives Mr.

da Barry a suggestion on a bit

of action.

Edna Goodrich, Frank Walton, the camera man.

Director Del Henderson, Miss Bankhead, and

Gerald C. Duffy, contest judge, in conference.





chead and Mr. du Barry exchanging
experiences during a rest.

the casts will not be crowded, and each

winner will receive proper individual

attention, and will be given adequate

opportunity to show his or her ability.

Two winners were called for the

first try-outs. They were Miss Tallau-

lah Bankhead, of Washington, D. C,
and Francois du Barry, of Fairfield,

Connecticut.

Miss Bankhead is the daughter of

Congressman Bankhead, and grand-

daughter of United States Senator

Bankhead, both from Alabama. It is

interesting to note that she is the "un-

known" contest winner. Out of the

hundreds of photographs sent in by
contestants, hers was one of those se-

lected by the judges. But after the se-

lections had been made it was found
that the name and address accompany-
ing her photograph, in some way had
been lost.

It then occurred to the judges to try

to discover her by publishing the pho-

tograph in Picture-Play Magazine,
and asking that the person who sent it

communicate with them. Miss Bank-
head saw the photograph, and wrote at

once. Two other persons, by the way,
were so eager for a chance to act be-

fore the camera, that they also wrote,

claiming to be the original of the "un-
known" winner.

Miss Bankhead and Mr. du Barry
have been cast in an Edna Goodrich
production, now being made, under di-

rection of Del Henderson. Mr. Hen-
derson is very pleased by the showing
these young people have made, neither

of whom ever saw a studio before. He
has expressed himself as feeling quite

certain that they will make good, and
perhaps appear regularly in Empire-
Mutual productions. The other win-

ners will be called in turns, as casting

permits. They are: Ethel Payne, Los
Angeles, California; John L. O'Brien,

East Hardwick, Vermont; Myrtle

Owen Anderson, Tulsa, Oklahoma;
Ruth Marie Wallace, Porterville, Cali-

fornia; Henrietta L. Gant, Douglas

Manor, Long Island, New York; Ger-

trude V. Duffy, Davenport, Iowa ; Ala-

meda Davidson, Spring Gardens, Ala-

bama; Lela Sue Campbell, Brinkley,

Arkansas
;

Virginia Wright Soverel,

New York City; June Renigar, Mem-
phis, Tennessee.

And so, these young people, who have

only been acquainted in the past in a

few communities, and to a limited num-
ber of persons, within a few weeks will

suddenly become known to the twenty-

five millions of people who attend mo-
tion-picture plays every day ! It is no

wonder that they enter the work with

interest and enthusiasm.

It is with considerable pleasure that

Picture-Play Magazine has been able

to see the results of the contest take

tangible form in so promising a fashion.

Perhaps some day we may look back at

the contest with even greater satisfac-

tion. For it is not impossible—or even

improbable—that from among these

winners there may be developed some

world-famous star!

Meanwhile, we shall continue to keep

our readers informed about them as,

from time to time, they take their places

before the camera.



The Screen in Review
Criticism and comment on the best and latest pictures,

written by America's foremost dramatic authority.

By Alan Dale

"Les Miserables"
(Fox)

THE unforgetable story of Jean

Valjean is once more before us,

in extremely elaborate form,

and no effort has been spared to ren-

der it intelligible. "Les Miserables" is

a difficult story to dramatize. It is so

crowded with incident that the drama-
tist discovers an embarras de richesses

in which he will flounder helplessly un-

less he happens to be singularly adroit.

Jean Valjean has foiled many valiant

attempts to achieve dramatic perfec-

tion. The present adaptation by Frank
Lloyd is frequently meritorious. In the

early episodes, the story emerges ad-

mirably and poignantly. For several

reels the attention is gripped success-

fully. The misery of the wretched vic-

tim of hypocritical justice is a wonder-
fully pathetic picture of abject terror.

The picture is at its best in the scenes

dealing with Valjean's visit to the old

bishop, a role exquisitely played by

George Moss. The bishop's peaceful

home, with the veracious French atmos-

phere, the old housekeeper, and the

odor of godliness is beautifully shown.

The episode in which he delivers over

to Valjean the precious candlesticks,

and adjures him with the words :

(C
Jean

Valjean, you no longer belong to evil,

but to God. Remember I have bought

your soul of you, and have given it

to God." This episode is tremendously

appealing, and is charmingly portrayed.

Later, when Valjean is the mayor of

the small French town, the interest con-

tinues. It is all most dramatically cu-

mulative, and never for a moment relin-

quishes its grip. We are introduced

to Fantine and Cosette, and we already

know the Nemesis of Jean Valjean—
the iniquitous Javert. There is no "vil-

lain" in any modern drama to compare
with Javert. He is the personification

of vindictiveness and relentless hatred.

The discovery by Javert of Valjean's

identity is remarkably well shown.

Those who are unfamiliar with "Les
Miserables" will readily understand all

this, which is so cleverly intelligible that

no single incident goes astray. Later

on, when we get to other events, such

as the matter dealing with Cosette and
Marius, the coherence of the picture

tumbles. We lose the sequence. While
the real significance of "Les Miser-

ables" begins and ends with Jean Val-

jean, we are asked to digress. Of course,

in a book we are accustomed to digres-

sions. In a volume of such mighty pro-

portions as this Victor Hugo, digres-

sions are inevitable. Somehow or other,

however, in a picture we cannot quite

enjoy such digressions.

The vital episodes at the beginning

of "Les Miserables" are so excellent

that when the digression comes it seems

as though it were a "let-down," How-
ever, the "let-down" is not insistent.

There are a few reels that I think could

be advantageously eliminated—and I

am speaking of my own personal in-

terest in the story. The Revolution

scenes, of course, must be there. They
are the excuse for photography, and
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they are exceedingly well done. Val-

jean's trip through the sewers of Paris

is another praiseworthy piece of work,

and the final dealing with Javert quite

rediscovers the main interest. Javert—
he would compel the attention of any

villain student.

William Farnum covers himself with

as Fantine ; Edward Elkas, as Thenar-
d'xer, and Jewel Carmen, as Cosette,

were selected by a master selecter. In

fact, it is by all means the best and
most skillfully chosen cast that I have
noted in any recent picture.

The prolixity of the picture is its

only defect.

The episode of the bishop's candlesticks is tremendoiisly appealu and is charmingly portrayed

glory in his portrayal of Jean Voljean.

It is undoubtedly the best. thing he has

done. There is vigor and there is

strength and there is fine dramatic ap-

peal and there is poignant pathos in his

impersonation. This Jean Valjean is

worthy to live amid the many Jean Val-

jeans that we have seen. Mr. Farnum
may take off his hat to himself. In this

picture he has stamped himself as an

artist. I was profoundly impressed by

the Farnum acting. It was a capital

cast throughout, without an exception.

The Javert of Hardee Kirkland was
splendid in its unerring message. I

have already spoken of the bishop, of

George Moss. To that portrayal must
be accorded second honors. Harry
Spingler, as Marius; Mina Rose, as

Madame Thenardier; Sonia Markova,

"The Auction Block"

(Goldwyn)

IT is rather tragic for an author to

delete matter from his own work.

That cruel task should be in-

trusted to another. In the case of

Mr. Rex Beach's story, "The Auction

Block," which I read with extreme in-

terest, I should say that it needed sim-

plification and condensation for its pic-

ture appearance.

While the career of the beautiful

Lorelei amid the fascinations of the

Great White Way is graphically por-

trayed, there seemed to me to be too

much of that career, too much repeti-

tion of its variations, and a somewhat
baffling series of conflicts. The value

of the story was frequently lost, and it
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was terrifyingly long. The episodes in

the picture that appealed to me most of

all were those at the beginning, when
Lorelei started her "career." The pic-

ture of Noble Bergman, the beauty spe-

cialist, had a photographic resemblance,

which may have been unintentional, to

a certain famous New York manager
whose selection of charming chorus

girls has been duly and incessantly

chronicled. The character had a value

that was lacking in most of the butter-

flies we saw flitting around, singeing

their wings and the wings of all those

with whom they came in contact.

"The Auction Block" seemed to be

peopled with villains. Types, blacker

than most brushes could paint them,

abounded and appeared to thrive. They
were a "bad lot" all the way through.

Somebody announced that I was in

some of the theater scenes, but I am
obliged to confess that I did not dis-

cover myself. Sometimes one doesn't

discover one's self ! The type of the

foreign to the more or less opulent

critics of the metropolis.

In fact, the artistic intentions of Mr.
Rex Beach's book have been cheapened

for this picture. They need not have
been. For the sake of manufacturing

a "thriller," which in many instances

this film assuredly is, much of the gen-

uine value of the story has been sacri-

ficed. However, everybody has not

read Rex Beach's book. Possibly the

larger audience to which the picture

will be offered will appreciate a strenu-

ous conflict of the theatrical and un-

derworlds. Miss Rubye de Remer and

Miss Florence Deshon, in the two lead-

ing roles, were interesting.

<Du Barry"
(Fox)

LET me make this damaging con-

fession : I had seen very few of

the Theda Bara pictures, and
that few had left me comparatively

chilly, when I was ushered in to inspect

The "Auction Block" seems to be peopled with villains.

dramatic critic who smoked a foul pipe

during the progress of a "Bergman
show" did not suggest verity to me.

This critic was a somewhat slouchy per-

son, with an impoverished mien that is

"Du Barry," the latest. Without beat-

ing about the bush, I may as well re-

mark at once that "Du Barry" has con-

verted me from a cynic to a Theda Bara

admirer, and that I was splendidly en-
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With the white wig the period demanded, Theda

Bard's features became wonderfully attrac-

tive and her magnificent gowns gave

her a regal appearance.

thusiastic about this picture

—

a picture with tremendous

possibilities, all of which were

most satisfactorily realized.

The queen of all imperfect

ladies is one of those charac-

ters that most star actresses,

both on and off the screen,

yearn to impersonate. Yet it

is not conceivable that a finer

performance could have been

given than that contributed by

Miss Theda Bara. She was
the siren that fascinated. She

was light, chic, vivacious, pro-

vocative, tense, and dramatic.

But it was the lighter, fasci-

nating side that was empha-
sized. This star gave most of

her strength to the task of

showing the power of Du
Barry to occupy the position

that was finally her own un-

doing.

In the role of Du Barry,

Theda Bara is at times beau-

tiful. With the white wig that

the period demanded, her fea-

tures became wonderfully at-

tractive, and the magnificent

gowns that she wore gave her

a regal appearance. Even in

the big stage production insti-

gated by Mr. Belasco years

ago, I never saw the lavish

splendor that this picture of-

fered. Some of the scenes

were photographically perfect,

and the accessories, the set-

tings, and the costumes were

bewilderingly opulent.

The story, scenario'd by

Adrian Johnson, was easy to

follow. The famous bed
scene that is about all one can

remember of the play was

there in all its glory. We saw the

hunted Cosse-Brissac hidden by Du
Barry in that marvelous bed, as his

enemies sought for him high and low.
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We saw the nonchalant

heroine reposing languidly

while the house was
searched. We saw her

collapse as that search was
found to be fruitless. And
these episodes were most
artistically rendered by

Miss Bara. Throughout,

it was an impersonation

of which any emotional

actress might legitimately

be proud; and I doff my
hat to this star, whose art

I had never appreciated

before this. I should

think that this "Du Barry"

would prove to be the

most popular of all the

Theda Bara pictures, for I cannot be-

lieve that any of its predecessors could

have been as dramatically interesting.

The final scene of the guillotine was, in

its way, exquisite. It brought the tragic

period to the comprehension of the most

uninitiated. It was pathetic, vivid, and
tremendous. The thrilling mobs, and

the frightened victim, with the hideous

death instrument looming terrifically in

the background, made an impression

such as the screen rarely registers. Al-

together I think that the picture world

is enriched by '"Du Barry." It held my
attention from start to finish. I was
enthralled and gripped. Miss Theda
Bara proved herself to be an artist of

finest ray, and at last I can completely

understand her amazing popularity.

"The Ship of Doom"
• (Triangle)

THIS is an excellent little picture.

The films are never better than

when they are dallying with the

vasty depths. There have been many
notable instances of this, but none bet-

The scenes on the ship are gripping.

ter than ''The Ship of Doom." The
girl who escapes with her lover, "wanted
for murder" of the villain who had

insulted her, has a vividly troublous

career.

The scenes on the ship are gripping.

There is a marriage at sea ; there is a

dramatic scene in which the crew draw
lots to see which of their number shall

go overboard to "lighten" the boat;

then there is a drawing of lots for the

woman, as exciting as such episodes

invariably prove to be. Nothing fasci-

nates so completely as this gamble for

life. It has been done time and again,

and always successfully. Finally there

is a death by quicksands that is ad-

mirably done. The end of the picture

is not as strong

However
:rong as it might have been,

this is hypercriticism, for

"The Ship of Doom" is a good thing.

Miss Claire McDowell, as the lovely

girl, posed too much, and seemed to

enjoy it. But some of her work was
quite artistic. Monte Blue was the

''hero," which it was difficult to believe

by his appearance. He was the tvpe of

which picture heroes are rarely made.



What's Happening
Newsy photographs of picture people in many guises.





The Keystone girls are all quite
pretty—still, no one would notice

it if they were not!

Bessie Love, arriving at
the Grand Central Station
in New York City for the
first time, on her way to
take part in a Paihe" pic-
lure play, is surprised
that so many people have
come down to the station

to see her!

Theda Bara, who, in her
plays, has so much to do
that concerns wedding
rings, seems to call our
attention to a very hand-
some ring of her own, as
she stands just behind

William Fox.





Mabel Nor-
i n Polite
By R. L. Lambdin



mandlsNow
Comedy
Though her days as a

boisterous hoyden are

over, Mabel still recalls

them.

Oo-o-o-o! This is like

old times! Isn't it just

awful what can happen

to a person!

expect her to resist a
tempting situation like

this?



The Fighting Trail

Written from the thirty-two reel Vitagraph serial motion picture of

the same title by Cyrus Townsend Brady and J. Stewart Blackton.

SYNOPSIS OF PREVIOUS CHAPTERS.

JOHN GWYN, a young mining engineer, contracts to supply financial powers in New York, headed
by Martin Balterman, with noxite from a Western mine which he controls. Balterman, work-

ing for the United States* government, requires the noxite for the most powerful explosive yet
discovered. Gwyn, who has merely been agent for De Cordoba, known as Don Carlos Ybarra, the
mine owner, goes West to develop the mine. Ybarra is killed, and Gwyn falls in love with his
supposed daughter, Nan Lawton, really an adopted child. Karl von Bleck, head of a spy system
connected with the Central Powers, follows Gwyn to Lost Mine, and enlists the aid of Pomona
Rawls and "Shoe-string Brant," two outlaws. By fabulous offers he induces them to help him
try to get possession of the mine and to prevent Gwyn from making shipments. Gwyn and Nan
are married, and establish a home near the mine. Casey, a trustworthy friend, is placed in charge,
and the mine is booming. When things look most promising, Von Bleck, through Carson, an asso-

ciate who has secured a position in the mine, procures the deeds made out in Nan's name. Von
Bleck plans to file them in his own name, through crooked work by Sheriff Causley, whom he has
cowed by political promises. When Von Bleck secures the deeds, he and his men start for the
commissioner's office on an engine. Gwyn and Nan, in an automobile, race along the road, parallel-

ing the railroad track. Gwyn and Nan are gaining, when the engine is wrecked. Gwyn and Nan
stop and find Von Bleck and the sheriff unhurt. The sheriff seizes Gwyn's car, on pretense of

taking Von Bleck to jail, but Gwyn recognizes the ruse, and follows with Nan in the car of "Reddy"
Hogan, candidate for sheriff, who happens along. But Von Bleck wins the race, records the deeds,

and sends his gang to seize the mine, which they do. The commissioner, learning the trith,
changes the title of the mine to Nan's name, and Hogan, now elected sheriff, leads a posse to

recover possession. Von Bleck, attacked, orders his men to retreat up a mountain, where, by
explosions, he empties a mountain lake, and sends a flood down into the mine, imprisoning Gwyn
and Nan. Gwyn prepares to blast their way to safety. While Casey waits anxiously above, the
water in the mine is steadily rising.

CHAPTER XVII.

CASEY, with features drawn tense,

strained his ears at the entrance

to the main shaft for the sound

of the explosion which should already

have come. The seconds went by
;
they

grew to minutes. Still the blast did

not come. There was no sound from

Gwyn. The distance down the shaft

to the flooded tunnel below was too

great for Casey to hear wThether or not

the drill was working. He became

worried, and was about to attempt to

have himself lowered below when, with

a mighty blast, the earth shook beneath

his feet. He straightened, relieved;

Gwyn must have succeeded in blowing

out the side wall of the mine. If the

explosion had proved successful, Casey

knew, the plans of Von Bleck to make
the noxite mine worthless by destruc-

tion had been defeated, for the water

would rush out through the gap made
by the blast and the flood would empty

out, pour over the cliff that formed the

side of the mountain, and into the river.

But there was one possibility of dan-

ger which now became a fact. In blow-

ing out the wall of the mine, Gwyn
had figured that he and Nan, as well

as the miners who had been working
there and who had been imprisoned,

would be able to wait until the flood

had subsided, and then would safely

make their way to the main shaft,

where they could be raised to the sur-

face in the cage. The explosion, how-
ever, had been considerably heavier

than Gwyn had intended, and the

charge had dislodged much more of the

rock which formed the mine's wall than

had been expected. As a result, the

waters swept out through this outlet

in a raging torrent, and all of those

who had been imprisoned were carried

out by the force of the onrushing

stream before they were able to grasp

the ledge and cling to it.
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As Gwyn and Nan were nearest to

the rent in the wall, through which the

water was flowing madly, they were
also the first to be swept out. Imme-
diately they realized the impending dan-

ger. But a short distance ahead of

them was the precipice over which the

flood waters were pouring into the

Casey, his features drawn tense, strained his

ears at the entrance of the main shaft.

river, hundreds of feet below. Toward
this cliff they were being carried help-

lessly with a speed that made them de--

spair in the face of their apparently

inevitable doom. Even now as they

peered before them, they could see the

water falling over the brink of the

chasm and plainly hear it dashing down
and into the river. There seemed noth-

ing to do but brave their fate. To
call for help would be futile. In the

din of the rushing flood their voices

would carry no farther than a few feet.

Even if their cries should reach the

ears of any one, aid could not reach

them before they would be hurled over

the cliff and into the river. To swim
toward the shore against this rapids

was a physical impossibility.

Suddenly, just as it seemed as though
they must go over, and when they were

almost close enough to the edge to see

the river below, Gwyn's body struck a

huge bowlder projecting upward be-

neath the surface. His body, striking

this on the side as it did, was thrown
to within almost arm's reach of the

shore. Nan, who had been clinging

desperately to him, was turned toward
the land also. Gwyn, grasping this

slender hope with the frenzy of a man
facing death, exerted all strength in one

superhuman effort, and managed to

grasp the limbs of a bush growing near

the water's edge. Clinging to this

tightly, he pulled Nan to safety, and

together they clambered safely to the

land.

Just as they reached the shore the

struggling forms of the men who had
been imprisoned within the mine
emerged through the hole in the shaft,

being swept toward the river on the

crest of the swirling waters. Gwyn
caught the first as he was passing near

the shore, horror written on his face.

By holding him firmly by the hand, he,

in turn, was able to catch another far-

ther out in the stream. Thus, by form-

ing a chain, all the miners except two
were saved and pulled ashore. These

two unfortunates passed far out in the

water before the chain had been formed
sufficiently long to reach them, and

were dashed over the rocks to the death

that would have been shared by both

Nan and Gwyn had fortune not been

so kind to them.

A few minutes later the wet and be-

draggled little crowd walked slowly up
to the entrance of the shaft and found

Casey and Sheriff Hogan excitedly

making preparations to go down into

the mine in search of them.
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"Lord, man!" Casey cried joyously

to Gwyn as he saw them approaching.

"You certainly threw a scare into us.

We thought you'd been blown to bits

in the explosion. What's happened to

you, anyway? You look as if you'd

been in a fist fight with Niagara Falls."

"We almost didn't get here to tell

you about it," Gwyn answered. "We
were swept out by the flood and were
almost pitched into the river. Two
poor chaps did go over."

"Where were you trapped?" Hogan
inquired. "We would have tried to

help you, but I hadn't any idea where

you were."

"I don't know, much more about it

than you do," replied Gwyn. "It was in

one of the shafts on the other side,

near the river. We have such a net-

work of tunnels there now that it's a

regular maze."

"Well, now that you're all safe and

back again," Hogan said, "I'll get along

to town. There are a lot of things that

I have to attend to before I've got my
new job well under way. I'll leave my
dog out here with you. You may need

him ; he's as good a policeman as any

sheriff that Lost Mine has seen in the

last twelve years."" .

Gwyn and Nan laughed, and bade

Hogan good-by. Then Gwyn turned

to Casey.

"We must get the mine in shape to

get to work again as soon as we can,"

he said. "Thank Heaven we've got

things coming our way at last, for mat-

ters are becoming serious in New
York."

But he reckoned without fully appre-

ciating the persistence of their enemy,

Von Bleck.

CHAPTER XVIII.

The bushes that hid from view the

old entrance to the noxite mine—the

shaft that had been in use by Don Car-

los and had been abandoned since Gwyn
had taken charge and opened the main

shaft—parted slowly, and the figure of

a man appeared, moving cautiously

along. Von Bleck and his little band
of confederates lowered their revolv-

ers, which they had raised, ready for

action, when they saw who the new
arrival was. He had been sent, some
time before, to see how matters devel-

oped at the mine. Now he was return-

ing with the news. As he came up to

the old shaft entrance, the agent of the

Central Powers waited anxiously to

hear the report.

"It didn't work," the spy confided.

"The flood almost did away with Gwyn
and the girl, but they got out all right.

Two men were killed, but that doesn't

accomplish anything."

"I don't care about their being safe,"

Von Bleck said impatiently. "I'm not

trying to murder my enemies—I'm try-

ing to beat them. What I'm after is

to destroy the mine, so that they can't

get any noxite to the enemies of my
country. Tell me, did the flood ruin

the mine?"
"No," the other answered. "If the

water had stayed in the mine it was so

deep that they couldn't have worked
there, but Gwyn blew out the wall, and

let the water out. Everything is all

right now. The mine has been empty
about two hours, and when I came over

Gwyn was just going down into the

shaft with a shift of men to start work
again. We'll have to find another way
to put the place out of business."

Von Bleck, though discouraged by

the news of his failure, did not despair.

The other way was already found, and

preparations had been begun even be-

fore the man had arrived to report the

failure of the flood.

"If water fails," Von Bleck said, with

a crafty smile, "we'll try fire. Brant,"

he called, turning to that individual,

"you and Rawls get the explosives

ready and lay the wires. Bring me the

fuse and we'll give this old mountain

the biggest earthquake it's ever seen."
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Brant was in action before Von Bleck

had finished speaking. He and Rawls,

aided by two or three others, disap-

peared through the old entrance into

the mine, carrying with them sticks of

explosives and fuses the ends of which

were held by Von Bleck. In a few min-

utes they reappeared without the

sticks.

"Everything's ready," Rawls an-

nounced. "But you're not going to set

off the charge when Gwyn and the

others are in the mine working, are

you ? We might as well wait until they

get out. This new guy, Hogan, might

not be so easy in dealing out the law

as Causley was, and there's no use

taking chances."

"To the devil with Hogan!" Von
Bleck cried angrily. "I'm here to de-

The three stood watching Hogan out of sight.

stroy that mine and I'm going to de-

stroy it. If a couple of people have
to die it's better than waiting until my
whole nation is wiped out by the stuff

they're getting. Come, now, get back.

I'm going to let 'er blow. As soon as

this first charge goes off, and the smoke
clears away a bit—I've planted some
smoke bombs, too, to keep any one from
going down and putting out the fire—
you and Brant have got to go in and

9

lay another blast. One more'll do the

job up fine, and I want to be sure that

I 'end this 'whole business right here

while I have the chance. Clear away!
Get back

!"

With these words Von Bleck lighted

the wires in his hand, and a little, flick-

ering, spitting flame went sputtering

along the fuse. The group watched the

fire as it danced down, ignited another

fuse which had been "bushed" onto it,

so that several charges would be re-

leased simultaneously, and ran along

into the darkness of the mine entrance.

The face of another person than Von
Bleck would have been clouded with

horror at such a moment. But the ac-

tions of this strange man were impos-

sible to account for. At times he

seemed human, almost sympathetic, re-

luctant to carry his aims to disastrous

extents. Now he was stolid, unrelent-

ing, uncannily cold, as he watched the

fuse burn nearer and nearer to the

charge that meant destruction, and

waited for the blast.

CHAPTER XIX.

The entrance to the main shaft of the

mine was all bustle and hurry. Ore
cars were traveling in and out with un-

usual speed, making up for the time

that had been lost. Near the entrance

Casey and Nan were talking quietly,

enjoying the first relax in days, now
that the excitement had died down.

Gwyn, with a shift of workmen, was
down in the mine. Then with an ab-

ruptness that was startling, Nan's voice

broke off in the middle of a sentence.

There was a rumbling, terrifying sound
from within the mine, accompanied by
several sharp explosions coming in

rapid succession. Both Casey and Nan
started in fright. What did this un-

expected turn of affairs mean? Was
it more of Von Bleck's work? Their

minds were working with lightning

quickness. Suddenly the signal for the

cage to be lowered worked frantically.
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Casey ran to the donkey engine and

ordered it to be sent down immediately.

The five minutes which followed be-

fore the cage was lifted were filled with

mental agony and suspense for both

Casey and Nan. They were nervously

trying to imagine the scene when the

men from below, who had given the

signal, would reach the surface. And
then, wrapped in a little film of smoke,

the cage appeared at the top of the

shaft. The forms of half a score of

staggering, weakened- men almost fell

forward. Casey and Nan rushed to

meet them, and saw, lying prone on the

floor of the cage, the forms of a dozen

unconscious victims of the catastrophe.

To these they went and brought them
out one by one where miners could

work over and revive them. As Casey

carried the last man out of the shaft,

Nan, her eyes wet with tears, cried:

"Gwyn ! Where is Gwyn ? He didn't

come up in the cage
!"

"We tried to make him come up,"

one of those who had been rescued an-

swered, "but he wouldn't. Said he'd

stay down and try to save some others.

Better send the cage right down again

to him."

"What happened?" Casey demanded.

"Big explosion," was the reply.

"Tried to wreck the mine, I guess.

Most of it was in the old part, where
no one was working. The biggest

danger's from the smoke. The whole

mine is filled with it. That's what got

us—the smoke—heavy, black stuff

that'd smother you in a second
!"

The words seemed to burn Nan's

very soul. The thought of her husband

imprisoned below in the suffocating

smoke terrified her. She rushed to the

cage, but it was already descending for

another load of humans. Standing be-

side the spot where the cage was lo-

cated, Casey and Nan waited many
anxious minutes for it to rise again,

hoping that Gwyn would be among
those in the second load. But when at

last the cage was again hoisted to the

surface, Gwyn was not to be seen. Only
a mass of huddled men, more dead than

alive, emerged. One told Nan that

Gwyn had saved the majority of them,

and when the cage had been lifted he

had gone back for more of the impris-

oned miners.

"I'm going down !" she screamed to

Casey. "He's down there and I'm go-

ing to help him ! Don't stop me !"

"Don't !" Casey shouted back to her.

"Let me go. I can help him more than

you can."

But Nan, as she spoke, had already

run to the cage and. vanished in the

smoke that now curled out of the shaft

in heavy clouds. Her voice was heard

coming from the cage, as Casey rushed

forward to check her brave but seem-

ingly futile descent.

"I'm all right ! Let me down

!

Quick !"

The man in charge of the donkey
engine which controlled the cage

obeyed the order. Hogan's dog, at-

tracted by the sound of Nan's voice,

rushed into the smoke, and when Casey

reached the shaft he arrived just in

time to see it being lowered, enveloped

in smoke, to the bottom of the mine.

CHAPTER XX.

The dense, black smoke rolled

through the webwork of tunnels that

wove and interwove under the ground,

until every subterranean passage of the

mine seemed filled. To one imprisoned

there escape must seem impossible.

Even should he escape asphyxiation,

the task of finding the way through

the black tunnels, lighted only hazily

by the burning wood of the shoring,

was a practically hopeless one. Yet

for over an hour Gwyn, exhausted al-

most to insensibility, had staggered

along with faltering steps. He had

wandered away from the cage and had

been unable to return to it. He was
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lost in the blinding, suffocating curtain

of smoke that enveloped him. Now,
by an effort that was superhuman and
which sapped every ounce of his en-

ergy, he braced himself and hurried.

He had thought, a moment before, that

he had heard Nan's voice calling for

help in one of the passages which led

off from that in which he was trapped.

Floundering along as quickly as his

weak legs would permit, and feeling

his way with his hands, more than see-

ing, he reached a turn and halted to

listen. The smoke here, driven on by
the draft where the two tunnels met,

was less dense. He was able to breathe

freer and regain some of the strength

which had left him. As Gwyn stood

there, wondering which way to proceed

and listening attentively to every little

sound, with the hope of again hearing

Nan's voice, another sound, almost as

encouraging, reached his ears. It was
a sharp, hollow bark—the bark of Ho-
gan's dog—and it came from the direc-

tion of the tunnel in front of Gwyn.
Without listening further, Gwyn

made his way along, guided by the bark-

ing of the dog. At length, when the

barking grew distinct and closer, Gwyn
stopped again. When he resumed his

walking, it was to advance slowly and
cautiously. It seemed to him now that

the dog must be lower, perhaps in one
of the galleries or ledges in the same
tunnel, but deeper. In another mo-
ment he discovered that this was a fact,

for, directly ahead of him, he could

see the drop which led to the lower

gallery. He advanced carefully, mak-
ing sure of his footing, and peered over

the ledge. The smoke at this point

was well cleared away, and there re-

mained but a thin veil of it. Below,,

however, it was darker, and Gwyn
could not see distinctly. As he looked,

the figure of the dog, moving about and
clawing at the wall in an attempt to

get up to the higher level, could plainly

be discerned. And, beside the dog,

stretched out on the ground, Gwyn
could see, as his eyes became accus-

tomed to the darkness, a human form.

It was too dark below for recognition,

but the sight filled Gwyn with horror.

"Nan!" he called. There was no

answer. He repeated the cry, but with

the same result. "My God \" he ex-

claimed to himself. "She may be dead.

I heard her call for help before, and

now she doesn't answer !"

Gwyn raised himself to his feet

—

he had been lying flat on the ground as

he was peering over the ledge—and

made his way around to a point where
the floor of the tunnel sloped more
gradually to the lower gallery. Here
he went down and reached the dog and
the body. As he leaned over to look

more closely at the form lying on the

ground, he started up in surprise. In-

stead of the body of Nan, he had found

that of Shoe-string Brant, lying in a

little pool of blood—dead. Gwyn
reached down and examined the figure.

It was certain that the outlaw had been

killed by a fall from the upper gallery

;

there was no sign of a bullet wound
anywhere upon him. Just as Gwyn was
about to leave and continue his search,

which now seemed beyond all hope, the

sight of something clasped tightly in

the dead man's hand attracted his at-

tention. He picked it up, and, glancing

at it in the light of a smoldering beam,

uttered a little cry. It was a bit of

cloth which Gwyn recognized as hav-

ing been torn from Nan's dress. Shoe
String, then, must have encountered his

wife in the mine ! This accounted, also,

for the presence of the dog. But what
had become of Nan after she and the

outlaw had met? Here was the mys-
tery that confronted Gwyn.
Dazed and puzzled by what he had

found, the young engineer made his

way back to the upper ledge and

searched about for further trace of his

lost wife. He could not, however, find

any other clew. She seemed to have
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vanished ! As Gwyn was looking about,

his eyes suddenly caught sight of some-

thing which he had not noticed in his

excitement before, when he had been

looking for the dog. Far down the tun-

nel, in the direction which he had not

yet explored, was a little ray of light.

It was a ray of hope, and shone in the

"Some one has gone up here before

me," Gwyn ruminated. "I don't see

how Nan could have done it, either.

She must have been pretty much all

in after her experience in the mine.

However, there's no other way she

could have gotten out."

He grasped the rope, tugged at it to

Von Bleck and his band lowered their revolvers.

darkness like a brilliant star. This,

perhaps, was the way that Brant had
entered, and probably, as well, the

means by which Nan had left the mine.

If he could see it there, Nan, also, must
have seen it, for she had been there,

too. The dog and the strip of goods

from her dress were evidence of that.

Gwyn, accompanied by the animal,

made his way rapidly along the tunnel

until he reached the little opening in

the wall of the mine through which the

light had come. It was a small hole,

just sufficiently large for him to crawl

through, which he did. The refresh-

ing air invigorated him greatly, and he

felt a new life throbbing in his veins

as he breathed it, after his long im-

prisonment in the smoke-filled, musty
mine. Rising before Gwyn, on a steep

incline, was a slope that led to a plateau

some fifty feet above. From this pla-

teau, and reaching down to a level with

where he stood, dangled a rope, which
was apparently attached to a tree above.

make sure that it was secure, and
climbed up hand over hand. At the

top, standing on the plateau, Gwyn was
able to recognize his surroundings.

Now, for the first time in hours, he

knew where he was. The entrance to

the main shaft, where the others must
be waiting, he knew, was not far dis-

tant, though it was hidden from view

by a heavy growth of trees and shrub-

bery. Behind this screen, Gwyn knew,

ran the road which led to the town of

Lost Mine. He ran, more than walked,

stumbling as he went over rocks and
roots, impatient to reach the others and
find if Nan had arrived safely.

As he emerged from the woods and

approached the edge of the road, he saw
Casey rushing madly toward him,

shouting and pointing down the road.

When Casey caught sight of Gwyn he

stopped suddenly.

"Thank God, you're safe !" he yelled.

"But look! See what's happened to

Nan! They've got her, the dirty
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hounds, and they're making for town
as fast as their horses can run. We've
got to do something quick. Come on !"

Gwyn followed Casey's finger down
the road and beheld, galloping at top

speed, the band of Von Bleck. On
one of the horses, bound fast so that

escape was out of the question, was
Xan.

"Get the men together!" Gwyn or-

dered. "Arm them all. I'm going to

phone to Hogan to watch at his end
!"

He ran toward the superintendent's

office for the telephone, while Casey

hurried off to get the miners together

so that they could give chase over the

railroad. Gwyn got his number with-

out delay, and was relieved to know
that the connections had not been in-

terfered with.

"This Hogan?" he said over the

wire. "This is Gwyn. Von Bleck and

his bunch have got Nan and they're

going head on for town. Yes, they're

on horseback. Get a posse together

and meet them. We're going to follow

along the railroad and get them from
the back. You'd better have the people

barricade the streets. I know it sounds

foolish, but they seem to have gone

mad, and Lord knows what they'll do

if they ever get loose in Lost Mine.

They've killed a couple of men here,

and they can't afford to be caught. You
can count on meeting a more desperate

Yon Bleck now than ever before. His

neck is at stake and he'll do anything

to avoid arrest." Hogan's voice came
back over the wire with assurance that

he would do his share as directed, and
Gwyn hung up the receiver. When he

went out again Casey had already as-

sembled the men and they were waiting

in a train of cars, all armed, to rush

along the rails to the town. Gwyn
jumped into the engine beside Casey
and Hogan's dog. The animal had
stayed close to Gwyn ever since they

had met in the mine. Casey pushed
over the throttle and the train started

to move toward Lost Mine.

As soon as the train, laden with

miners, had gained sufficient speed,

Casey, who was operating the engine,

threw over the throttle to the last notch,

and the wheels fairly hummed as they

whirled over the rails. Gwyn remained

at Casey's side. They were the only

ones in the engine, with the exception

of the dog.

As the bridge over the river came
into sight Casey urged the engine on

its utmost speed. The men in thf» cars

behind were watching closely now.
Had Casey or Gwyn, however, been

able to see into the woods at the oppo-

site side of the bridge, neither would
have been so desirous of dashing their

train onto the trestle. For, screened

from view by the trees and under-

growth, a man had been left there by

Yon Bleck but a few minutes' before.

In his hand he held a detonator, from
which ran a wire attached to something

hidden among the sleepers of the

bridge. His eyes were fixed steadily,

maliciously, at the fast approaching

train from the mine.

Just as Casey dro\~e the engine onto

the bridge, the man's finger rested

lightly on a button of the detonator.

He waited a moment, until the whole
train was well out on the structure over

the river. Then, with a nervous twitch,

his finger pressed down firmly on the

button. Almost simultaneously there

came a loud, rumbling sound, terminat-

ing in a sharp and mighty explosion,

which resounded and echoed through

the mountains. A cloud of smoke and
debris rose into the air like a geyser,

and mingled with the splintered beams
and smoke could be seen the mangled
bodies of a score of men thrown high

into the air, only to go hurtling down
again into the river.

TO BE CONCLUDED.



Screen Gossip
Bits of news from here and there in film-

dom, condensed into a few lively pages.

Emily
Stevens
is to

appear
in a
picture

play
written
by
another
star

of the

speaking
stage.

By Neil G. Caward

IMMEDIATELY following the com-
pletion of the last scenes of

"Alias Mrs. Jessop," charming

Emily Stevens, of the Metro forces,

took up the production of "Day-

break" under the direction of Al-

bert Capellani, recently acquired

Metro director who has been super-

vising the Mutual picture "Ameri-

can Maid," with Edna Goodrich, and

"The Richest Girl," with Ann Mur-
dock. "Daybreak" will prove to the

fans of America that Jane Cowl

Francis Ford will direct alternate

plays for Harold Lockwood.
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is as good a playwright as she is an

actress, for the play, penned by her in

collaboration with Jane Murfin, had a

wonderfully successful premiere on

Broadway, and is now scoring similar

triumphs on the road as a spoken

drama,

Francis Ford, known to all the regu-

lar fans as a Universal star for years

and years, is now under the Metro
banner as a director. Ford made his

motion-picture debut at a time when all

the pictures were single-reelers, and a

sensation wTas created when two-reel

features were announced. He prob-

ably scored his greatest triumph as the

heavy of the Universal serial "Lucille

Love," in which he appeared opposite

Grace Cunard. When Metro decided

to release a Harold Lockwood sub-

ject each month it became neces-

sary to secure an additional di-

rector in order to make sure

that quality was not sacri-

ficed for speed. Francis

Ford was chosen for

the post, and will

have charge of the

alternate Lockwood
subjects. Fred J.

Balshofer, Lock-
wood's former director, will

stage the others.

Italy and France before the world war.

Life in the Latin Quarter of Paris will

be depicted in detail in this offering.

The other big happening of the pres-

ent in screenland is the resumption of

work at the Griffith Studios in Cali-

fornia upon the big cinematographic

spectacle upon which David W. Griffith

is putting forth an even more herculean

effort than he did in staging ''The Birth

Alma Reuben

is to have a

story laid in

France- and

Italy.

4

Director Walter Edwards, of

Triangle, whose last screened

production was "The Fuel of

Life," ' in which Belle Bennett

was featured, has just com-
pleted a new and thrilling story

entitled "The Passion Flower,"

starring Alma Rueben.

A great part of the

action is laid .

'

in sunny
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of a Nation" or "Intolerance." As
every one knows, this forthcoming mas-

terpiece of Griffith's is to be a war story,

with the greater portion of its length

occupied by scenes actually taken at the

fighting front in Europe, secured dur-

ing the months that Griffith, Bobbie

Harron, and the Gish sisters spent in

that war-torn land. Some most

unusual photographic effects

are said to have been se-

cured by means of the

new French lenses with

their fourteen-inch

depths, which helped

immeasurably in se- ,

curing what are

technically known
as "long shots" in

motion picture-

dom. Many scenes

were also filmed

b y gyroscopic-

controlled kites,

governed by elec-

tric wires from the

field, and which
can be sent up to

great heights to se-

cure bird's-eye ef

fects that are said to

be nothing short of

marvelous.

Probably the biggest news
event in filmdom of late has

been the decision of Sir John-

ston Forbes-Robertson, the in-

ternationally famous English

star, to enact for the films

Jerome K. Jerome's "The
Passing of the Third Floor Back,"

which has been praised by critics the

world over. Herbert Brenon, now at

the head of his own organization, is the

lucky individual to secure the services

of the noted English player, and work
is proceeding at an astonishing rate in

the Brenon Studios. Mr. Robertson

Forbes-Robertson,
greatest living

English actor, will

scon appear on the

screen in "The
Passing of the

Third Floor Back."

will enact the role of the Stranger in

Mr. Jerome's drama, this part being

one of his most famous stage creations.

In commenting upon the early release

of this celebrated drama with such a

notable star, Mr. Brenon said : "I feel

singularly fortunate in being able to

present Sir Forbes-Robertson in 'The

Passing of the Third Floor Back'

—first, because Sir Forbes-

Robertson is the greatest

iving English actor, and,

secondly, because Mr.

Jerome's drama carries

a striking message of

love and uplift and
human kindliness in

these troubled
times. I feel sure,

too, that Sir
Forbes-
Robert-
son's

^ playing

/ of the
Stranger will go
down among the

great portrayals

of the silent
drama. Mr. Bre-

non has temporarily

postponed the filming of

Hall Caine's "The Wom-
an Thou Gavest Me," men-

tioned in last month's Screen

Gossip, until he completes

"The Passing of the Third
Floor Back."

Theodore Wharton, of

Wharton, Incorporated, maker
of such well-remembered successes in

the serial field as "The Exploits of

Elaine," "The Mysteries of Myra," and
"Patria," is off again on another long

serial grind. The new serial, now in

the making, is a story of the United

States secret service, and should be

unusually accurate and exciting, inas-
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"Molly, Go Get 'Em

sounds rollicking

enough, surely!

That's the title of Mar-

garita Fischer's

new film.

much as it is from the pen of

William J. Flynn, chief of the

United States secret-service

department. Chief Flynn is

personally assisting Mr.

Wharton in many de-

tails of developing the

story which w7
ill reveal

in a telling way the

machinations of the
Germans in this.country

and the work done by

our own government

sleuths in apprehend-

ing German spies. The
main purpose of the

film will be to aid

President Wilson
and the United States

government in bringing about a

feeling in the hearts of every

American that no sacrifice is too great

to make that the German menace may
be killed forever.

contribu-

tor, and her

first picture

under the new
banner is "A
Daughter of Joan,"

which is now showr-

ing at the picture
houses all over the coun-

try. She has just finished

another five-reeler titled

"Molly, Go Get 'Em," under
the direction of Lloyd Ingra-

ham. This is a story from the

pens of Beatrice Van and Wil-
liam Parker, and is said to afford

Miss Fischer unlimited opportunity for

the hoydenisms for which she is fa-

mous.

Margarita Fischer, until recently a

star of the Pollard Picture Play Com-
pany, releasing its product through the

Mutual Film Corporation, is now under

contract to the American Film Manu-
facturing Company, another Mutual

Edith Storey had the honor of being

the first of the Metro players to begin

a production in the new Metro Califor-

nia studios. "The Legend of Death,"

from the story by June Mathis, was
the vehicle, and Miss Storey is directed

by Tod Browning. Philo McCollough
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has the leading male role opposite the

former Vitagraph star, and Western
Representative B. A. Rolfe engaged

Junior Beckner, a prominent child

player of the West Coast, to appear in

an important part in this subject.

Conway Tearle, who played opposite

Clara Kimball Young, and was leading

man in some of the first of the J. Stu-

art Blackton-Paramount productions, is

to have the leading role in the next

Mary Pickford subject. The play is

an original one created by Frances

Marion, and entitled "Stella Maris."

Marshall Neilan, who has finally been

exempted from war service, is directing

Perhaps Enid Markey
is reposing so quietly

to get rested for the

thriller, "Tarzan of
the Apesv" in which

she will be

seen.

it. Another newcomer at the Western
Paramount camp is Katherine Mc-
Donald, sister of Mary McDonald Mac-
Laren, who is cast opposite Jack Pick-

ford in a Morosco subject now in the

making from a story by Judge Willis

Brown, of the Chicago juvenile court.

Remember Elmo Lincoln, the strong

man of the Triangle Studios back in the

old days when Triangle meant Griffith,

Ince, and Sennett? Well, Elmo is still

up to his old tricks, as you will in-

stantly concede when you behold "Tar-

zan of the Apes," the thriller being

made into films from the book by Edgar
Rice Burroughs. In one episode of the

story Elmo seizes a lion by the tail and
jerks it down from his cabin window.
And at that, we'll bet a nice red apple

that the lion, after one look at Elmo's

gigantic bulk, hadn't even a growl to

make by way of protest. Aside from
Llmo, the lion, and the situation just

described above, you'll find 'Tarzan of

the Apes" has among other things

to recommend it to your atten-

tion a cast among whom are

included Enid Markey,
True Boardman, Kath-
leen Kirkham, Gordon

Griffith, Bessie
Toner, Thomas
Jefferson, George

w French, and

\ Colin Kenny.
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Samuel L. Rothapfel, known to prac-

tically every motion-picture fan of the

country, by reputation at least, as

America's foremost exhibitor of mo-
tion pictures and manager of the fa-

mous Rialto Theater in New York, has

been offered and has accepted the post

of preproduction counsel to Madame
Petrova and the Superpictures Dis-

tributing Corporation which is behind

the Petrova organization. The idea in

seeking the cooperation of so widely

known an exhibitor is said to be to get

the exhibitors' viewpoint, which is the

public viewpoint crystallized, on sce-

nario and production. The effect hoped
for is the selection of scenarios with

more popular appeal and the elimination

of mistakes which are constantly ap-

parent to the trained exhibitor. Mr.
Rothapfel's first duty was passing upon
the second of Petrova's vehicles, and he

will act in an advisory capacity from
the selection of the scenario to the final

presentation of the subject on the screen

of the Rialto Theater. Of course, only

a part of the time is to be devoted to

his newly undertaken task, for he will

continue to operate the Rialto, also to

plan for the opening of the new motion-

picture temple in New York City to be

called the Rivoli, of which he is also

to be in charge.

W. W. Hodkinson, once head of the

Paramount Pictures Corporation, and
later president of Triangle, who is

known to exhibitors, if not the public,

as one of the leading executives of the

industry, is back in harness once more.

In pugilistic circles there is an adage

to the effect that "they never come
back," but Hodkinson, after dropping

out of the film game temporarily, is

now determined to prove to the world

that the maxim means nothing, in so far

as he is concerned. The W. W. Hod-
kinson Company is one of the newest

film-distributing organizations, and its

first releases will comprise the output
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of the Paralta Studios in California

—

the productions in which appear such

stars as Bessie Barriscale, Louise
Glaum, Henry Walthall, J. Warren
Kerrigan, Clara Williams, and Rhea
Mitchell. The product of the Paralta

Studios was first scheduled for release

on the Triangle program, and Screen

Gossip advised you last month to that

effect, but since that date Mr. Hodkin-
son completed his organization and ar-

ranged to take over the Paralta offer-

ings. So far as you and I are con-

cerned, it makes no difference what the

channel by which they reach us, just so

we eventually behold the Barriscale,

Glaum, Walthall, Kerrigan, Williams,

and Mitchell vehicles. Now that all the

kinks have been ironed out and the way
is at last clear for their release, keep

your eyes peeled for the first Paralta

picture play.

A new Vitagrapher will soon make
her debut. The newcomer is Florence

de Shon, who has a long and enviable

record as a star of the speaking stage.

Miss de Shon is the fifth feminine star

to be added to the Vitagraph organiza-

tion in the last few months. No two
of the quintet resemble each other in

feature or complexion, and each is said

to have been chosen because of suita-

bility for a specific line of interpreta-

tion. The ladies range all the way from
the ingenue type to that of the tragic

actress, but nowhere in the list is there

a "vamp." Praises be !

Edmund Breese, one of the best-

known character actors in America, has

just been placed under contract to star

in a mystery story to be produced by

Harry Raver, the New 'York film im-

presario who gave us such notable pro-

ductions as "Cabiria," and more re-

cently "The Warrior," another play

starring the famous Maciste. Mr.
Breese, on the speaking stage, was
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starred in such productions as "The
Lion and the Mouse," ''The Third De-

gree," and ''The Master Mind," while

in pictures you doubtless recall seeing

him in "The Spell of the Yukon," pro-

duced by Metro, "The Walls of

Jericho," a Fox picture, and others. In

his first appearance in Harry Raver
productions he will play opposite Alma
Hanlon, under the direction of Burton
King, who supervised several of Pe-

trova's photo dramas.

If you
watching

enjoyed

dainty
It must be nice to

be out in Califor-

nia, eating grapes,

and working on a

five-reel society
play—like Kath-

leen Clifford.

Kathleen Clifford perform her hair-

raising stunts in the Paramount serial,

"Who Is Number One?" you will

surely be interested in knowing that

you are to see her again and again in

five-reel Paramounts in the future.

Out at the Balboa Studios, in Long
Beach, California, Miss Clifford, after

a brief vaudeville tour, began the film-

ing of a five-reel feature titled "Glad

Glory," which is said to be a society

drama. Edgar Jones, who supervised

the serial starring Miss Clifford, is

again directing her, and the supporting

cast includes Mollie McConnell, Gor-

don Sackville, Ruth Lackaye, Neil

Cameron Hardin, junior, Marie van
Tassell, Nell Holman, and Ethel Pep-

prell.

Every motion-picture patron in the

United States is probably familiar with

little Georgie Stone, the youngster who
rose to fame with the Fine Arts-Tri-

angle organization, under the direction

of the Franklin brothers, C. M. and
S. A. When the Franklins went over

to Fox, Georgie continued to bask in

\ the light of the Cooper-Hewitts

V and support such stars as Wil-

is \ liam S. Hart and others. The
Franklins meanwhile won
new laurels for themselves

by producing such

Fox kiddie pic-

tures as "Jack

sfejjp^ and the Bean-

stalk," "Aladdin

|^L,# , and the Won-
V. d e r f u 1

v Lamp,''
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"Babes in the Wood," and others.

Francis Carpenter and Virginia Lee

Corbin were the featured youngsters in

most of these spectacles, but the type of

production ''caught on" with the public

in a big manner, and Mr. Fox broached

the idea of creating another com-

pany so that the kid features

might appear at more frequent

intervals. Then the Frank-

lin brothers remembered

Georgie Stone, and made
him an exceedingly at-

tractive offer to rejoin

them. Georgie turned

the proposition over

beneath his flaxen

curls and decided

to accept. So now
Mr. Stone, young-

ster though he is,

is the head of a

brand-new Fox or-

ganization, and
hard at work cre-

ating five-reel fea-

ture productions

for the entertain-

ment of youngsters

all over the land.

Gertie Messinger,

even younger than

Georgie Stone, is

to be his leading lady. She rose to

fame through her characterization of

Yasmini, the maid to the princess in

"Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp."

poses, wrestling tricks, deep-breathing

exercises, classical dancing, gymnastic

exercises for girls, and recreative stunts

for youngsters. These various subjects

are pictured with the aid of some of

America's foremost men and women
athletes. Bernarr

Macfadden, fa-
mous physical-cul-

ture instructor, is

editor of the film

magazine, and his

teachings are illus-

trated by Miss
Vera R o e h m

,

George Bothner,

lightweight
wrestler, and Miss

Margaret Craw-
ford, classical

dancer.

General Film will not be responsible

if you and your friends are anything

short of Apollos and "perfect thirty-

sixes." The newest wrinkle is a one-

reel subject, issued at monthly inter-

vals, called the Physical Culture Screen

Magazine, in which the, whole world

will have an opportunity of learning

how to develop itself physically. The
first issue of the new screen publica-

tion presents a series of muscular

Lucille Lee Stewart

will soon be back on

the screen in another

Ralph W. Ince subject. It

will bear the title "Step by

Step," and is an adaptation of

the stage play of the same
Lucille Lee Stewart will next name, which should assure its

be seen in "Step by Step." being replete with dramatic situ-

ations, and undoubtedly score

another success for Ralph, brother of

Thomas Ince. The last Ince-made pro-

duction, "The Corespondent," starring

Elaine Hammerstein, now released as

a Jewel production, is proving one of

the most pleasing features Ralph Ince

has yet directed, despite the fact that

it was made in even less time than had
to be devoted to such features as "The
Argyle Case" and "To-day," both of

which have been widely screened.

Douglas Fairbanks, who, on a recent

trip across the continent, took subscrip-

tions for the Second Liberty Loan
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Douglas Fairbanks explains to Anita Loos, John Emerson, and Eileen Percy, just how he

went about it to sell Liberty Bonds.

amounting in all to one million dollars,

is going to have mighty little time for

vacations if his present plans work out.

John Fairbanks, brother of "Doug,"
and, incidentally, his business manager,

has arranged for the athletic Artcraft

star to do ten pictures a year from now
on. Two directors like Allan Dwan
and John Emerson can easily arrange

their productions so that the moment
one of them is through with Doug, the

other is prepared to start him on live

weeks of strenuous work. Each of

these directors has a staff of assistants

who look after the details of their pro-

ductions, while the director himself is

free to specialize on the story itself.

Fairbanks himself will act in a super-

visory capacity. This schedule will

leave Fairbanks one week for recrea-

tion between each produ tion.

Speaking of bond selling, the stars

of the film industry surely did their

share and a little bit more. Fifteen mil-

lion dollars is estimated to be the total

raised by the efforts of the movie stars

alone, during the last Liberty Loan
campaign. Nearly all the stars ''did

their bits/' and not a few of them sub-

scribed for bonds themselves to the

amount of hundreds of thousands of

dollars.
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MRITTERSTOX—As I opened a package of
• letters to-day to begin the Picture Oracle

I discovered yours on the very top, so naturally

I am answering it first. I distinctly remember
answering your last letter in the issue before

the last. Look it up, and I am sure that you will

come across my reply to you in that number.
There was a motion-picture studio in Detroit,

about a year ago, called the Atlas Film Company,
but I have heard that it has closed down since

then, leaving poor little Detroiters without a stu-

dio for motion pictures that they can call their

own. Address Frank Powell in care of the Frank
Powell Productions, Times Building, New York
City, and it will reach him there. Theda Bara
has been in pictures about three years. Her first

feature film was "A Fool There Was," in which
she supported Edward Jose for the Fox Com-
pany. She has never appeared before the cam-
era for any other concern. Florence La Badie

died about two months ago as the result of in-

juries received in an automobile accident. Her
loss certainly will be mourned by the thousands

of film fans who looked upon her as their idol.

Harry A.—Earle Williams will get any letters

sent to him in care of the Vitagraph Company
of America, East Fifteenth Street and Locust

Avenue, Brooklyn, New York. He was born in

Sacramento, California, on February 28, 1880, so

you can figure out his exact age to the day for

\"ourself.

Miss Dora Cats.—James Morrison has been

acting with the Ivan Film Company of late, and
doing some very good work, too, although it

takes time to get used to him except in connection

with Vitagraph productions. Yes, it is true that

Viola Dana and Shirley Mason are sisters. You
can get a letter to Viola Dana by writing to her

in care of the B. A. Rolfe Studios, Los Angeles,

California. Jimmy Morrison sends his photo-

graph to admirers. You can get one by sending

him a leter to the Ivan Film Company, Times
Building, New York City. Better inclose a quar-

ter to insure your getting the photo, as it costs

a player twenty-eight cents to send out his photo-

graph now that postal rates have been war taxed.

E. S. C.—Glad to hear that you liked the Mar-
ket Booklet so well, and also thanks for those

many nice things you had to say about Picture-

Play. We appreciate them very- much, and it

spurs us on to even bigger and better things when
we are told that our work is pleasing our readers.

B. K.—I don't know whether there will be an-

other Screen Opportunity Contest in the near

future or not. The editor has said nothing- to

me about one, so I guess he can't be thinking

very strongly on those lines at the present time.

However, the last one was such a huge success

that it wouldn't surprise me in the least if another

should pop up some time. Jack Sherrill is the

name of the young man who played opposite

Alice Brady in "Then I'll Come Back to You."
You can reach him by mail at the World Film
Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth Street, New
York City. Charles Ray is twenty-five years old.

He was born in Jacksonville, Illinois. He has

been in pictures for live years, and all of this time
has been spent under the direction of Thomas H.
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Ince. He has appeared on three programs dur-

ing this time : the Mutual, Triangle, and now the

Paramount. His latest feature is "His Mother's

Boy,"' which was written by Rupert Hughes es-

pecially for Charley. Mail addressed to him in

care of the Ince Studios, Georgia Street, Los
Angeles, California, will land in his hands. Crane

Wilbur is with a big feature-film concern at the

present time, making a film dealing with drink

and vice. He is playing the role of a minister.

You should address him in care of Willis & In-

glis, Wright & Callender Building, Los Angeles,

California. J. Warren Kerrigan is with the

Paralta Company. Write to him in care of the

Paralta Plays, Incorporated, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia.

Shut-in.—The books 3-ou mention are what
they term "Screen Editions." They are books

that were published before photo plays were
made from, gotten out in new screen editions,

illustrated with stills from the photo play, to

answer the increased demand for the stones

caused by their introduction to the screen. Yes,

"The Secret of the Storm Country" has been put

on the screen. No, George Kleine did not get his

money to enter the film business by writing sce-

narios. It takes more than one can realize from
writing film plays to start in the game on the

large scale of George Kleine. That is certainly

a funny one your friend made up about Lillian

Walker, and the Chaplin one is even more so.

Tell your young man friend that he is a—well,

you know what I mean, because he never saw
such a thing in his life. It certainly is too bad

that you haven't been able to get out and enjoy

the movies lately, because we have had some very

good plays which I am sure you would have

enjoyed immensely. Well, there is no better way
of keeping in touch with the new plays and the

doings of the stars, if you can't get out, than

by reading all the latest in the Picture-Play
Magazixe. Drop me a few lines again when you
haA-e nothing better to do.

W. R—Haven't heard of E. A. Turner going

into pictures since October or November. The
only Turner I know with a name somewhat sim-

ilar is F. A. Turner; but as he has been in mo-
tion pictures for several years, he couldn't be

your man. Sorry, but I can't help you out. If

there is anything else you would like to know,
just drop me a line and I'll do the very best I

can. '

.

Fussy.—You evidently keep track of the dates

you see on which the players were born, so that

you don't have to ask them of the Oracle. That
is a very good plan. Some people I know ought

to copy it, for they often ask the same question

in two succeeding letters. So you live way out

in the wilds of Montana? When do 3-ou ever

get to see a movie show if you are thirty miles
from town and haven't a tin lizzie in which to

get there? I have so many favorites in this

movie game that the space I am allowed is in-

sufficient to name them all. Jack Warren Ker-
rigan was born in Louisville, Kentucky, on July

25, 1889. Kerrigan is both his real and reel name.
He is now making features for the Paralta Com-
pany. "The Turn of the Card" is his last picture,

in which he broke his leg and has been laid up
ever since. He will probably start to work in a
few days on a new sto^, and give the leg a
try-out. He was with the Universal Company
for several years before he joined the Paralta.

Irene.—Yes, I have met both Ralph Kellard
and Pearl White, and must say that I like them
both very much indeed. Ralph is a very nice fel-

low, and Pearl is just as charming off the screen

as she is on. All right, I'll speak to the editor

about the Ralph Kellard interview you speak
about. .

Hope.—Wheeler Oakman has jumped once
more. He is now working at the Triangle Stu-
dios at Culver City, California. There aren't

many studios now which Wheeler has overlooked.
They all want him, so it seems. It must keep
you busy erasing your address book with Wheeler
making so many changes. Why don't 3<ou write

to him and request that he stay in one place for

a little while, as it would save 3-ou a great deal of

trouble ?

Texas Blue Bonnet.—Address 3-our friend

Colleen in care of the Triangle Film Corpora-
tion, Brokaw Building, New York City. Yes,' I

know Anita Stewart personally. I am afraid that

3
tou will have to write her 3

rourself and tell her
how much 3^ou think of her work, as hundreds
of others have asked me to say that they are

crazy about her, and I would have, to carry

around a bookcase with their letters to show her
if I did as they wished. Besides, it alwa3*s sounds
better coming from the fans themselves. You
can reach both Anita Stewart and Alice Joyce
in care of the Vitagraph Compam^ of America,
East Fifteenth Street and Locust Avenue, Brook-
lyn, New York. Theda Bara is twenty-seven
3^ears old. Wallace Reid was born in St. Louis,

Misssouri, on April 15, 1892. Anna Little will

get any mail you may send to her in care of the

Lasky Studios, Vine Street, Holh-wood, Cali-

fornia. She is pla3'ing opposite Wallace Reid
at the present time in "Nan of Music Mountain,"
the famous novel by Frank H. Spearman. Paul-

ine Frederick should be addressed in care of

the Paramount Pictures Corporation, 485 Fifth

Avenue, New York City. Wallace Reid's address

is the very same as that of Anna Little. Norma
Talmadge gets all of her mail now in care of

the Norma Talmadge Film Corporation, 729 Sev-
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enth Avenue, . New York City. Crane Wilbur re-

ceives all of his mail now in care of Willis &
Inglis, Wright & Callender Building, Los An-
geles, California. Xo, I haven't heard of your
friend Max yet, but some day he may be a pop-

ular player. You never can tell in this game
what will happen. One day you are a poor little

extra girl, and the next day a star, and sometimes
it goes just the other way. Xo, you didn't ask

too many questions, and you needn't make your
next letter any shorter on that account.

Anna H.—Jack Warren Kerrigan is now with
the Paralta Plays, Incorporated, producing big

features only, under the direction of Oscar Apfel.

His leading woman is Lois Wilson, who was one
of the Universal's prize-winning beauties. I

guess
. Jack figures that he can do much better

work in straight dramatic pictures than by ap-

pearing in melodramatic serials.

Miss Alma S.—It is against the rules of the

Screen Opportunity Contest for any member of

Picture-Play Magazine's staff to speak to the

judges regarding a contestant, so therefore I

could say nothing to them about your photo-

graphs. I trust, however, that you explained

everything to them in your letter. Several read-

ers have been inquiring about another Screen
Opportunity Contest, but as yet the editor has
made no plans about holding another. If you
are so anxious to see another contest in full

swing, why don't you write to the editor and
tell him about it, instead of me. He runs the

magazine. All I do is to answer a lot of ques-

tions. And, believe me, that's enough.

Newcomer.—There are very few studios at the

present time who allow any visitors. They insist

that it interferes with the work of their people

to have strangers standing about and watching
them work, which is indeed very logical. The
Universal Film Company is the only one I know
of" where visitors are welcomed. At their Uni-
versal City Studios they charge an admission fee

of twenty-five cents, and for that you can watch
all the Universal players at work to your heart's

content. The meaning of screening well is just

this : In order to be a success in motion pictures

one must have a screen face—one which meets
the requirement type for a specified line of parts.

A person who hasn't a screen face will look out

of place on the screen, and the public will quickly

notice it. Some of our great stage stars have
been failures in the movies merely because they

did not possess a screen face; while other stage

stars have made a big success because they did.

The only way for a person to find out is to have
a test taken and run off before some one who can
tell. It will save a lot of trouble and a great

amount of money in the end to find out all your
good or bad qualifications at the very start. It

10

was merely a strict rule of the contest that no
packages with photos received after the specified

time should be accepted. The magazine could

not be held responsible for the mistakes of

others. Now, if you had only put on the right

amount of postage, you might have been one
of the lucky ones. You ought to lay out that

post-office clerk who told you the wrong amount
of postage to put on the package. But for his

mistake you might have been a winner in the

Screen Opportunity Contest. You know the old

saying: "If at first you don't succeed, try, try

again.

A Society Lady.—Enter the Four Hundred
into the realm of the Picture Oracle. Welcome,
stranger, to our humble domain. Write to Vir-

ginia Pearson, in care of the Fox Film Corpora-
tion, 130 West Forty-sixth Street, New York
City. Your friend Emmy should be addressed
in care of the Metro Pictures Corporation, 1587
Broadway, New York City. I have forwarded
your letter addressed to Ann Murdock, as you
requested.

I Wanna No.—I should say that you wanted
to know a great deal, my young friend, but if

you intend to write to all of the stars whose
addresses you ask for, asking for their pictures,

I am sure you will be bankrupt in short order.

Not only is it customary now to inclose a quar-

ter for a requested photograph, but a letter costs

you just three cents to mail, now that the gov-
ernment has boosted the postal rates. However,
it's up to you—so here goes. Charles Ray should
be addressed at the Ince Studios, Georgia Street,

Los Angeles. Charles Spencer Chaplin gets all

his mail now at the Los Angeles Athletic Club
while he is waiting for his new studio to be com-
pleted. Mae Murray is still being starred at Uni-
versal City, California, where mail will reach
her. Dorothy Dalton's address is the same as

that of Charles Ray. Wallace Reid gets his let-

ters at the Lasky Studios, Vine Street, Holly-
wood, California. Yes, he has been drafted, but
has received temporary exemption. Write Lillian

Gish in care of the D. W. Griffith Studios, Los
Angeles, California. He is back from the war
zone now with his three stars—Bobby Harron,
Lillian and Dorothy Gish. Says he got some great
battle stuff on the other side, and is making the
rest of his story in Los Angeles to match up with
those scenes. It is understood that he is mak-
ing this picture solely for the U. S. government,
which is Griffith's "bit." % dare say it will prove
a tremendous big "hit," too, when it is shown
to the public.

Jessie N. M.—You can procure a photograph
of your favorite Earle Williams by writing to
him in care of the Vitagraph Company of Amer-
ica, East Fifteenth Street and Locust Avenue,
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Brooklyn, New York. Twenty-five cents is the

proper amount to inclose for an autographed

photo, either stamps or silver.

M. L. R.—Address a letter to Mr. and Mrs.

Sidney Drew in care of the Metro Pictures

Corporation, 1587 Broadway, New York City.

Lollie Belle.—Welcome, little newcomer ! It

certainly surprises me that you have not written

to me before, since you are a veteran reader of

Picture-Play. Glad to see that you have started

at last. I have to hunt up some of the ques-

tions; though I have answered most of them so

many times that I don't have to, as I know them
by heart. Charlie Chaplin has a small foot. He
wears about a seven, but his picture shoes are

fourteens. You are certainly very versatile, to

say the least, with your riding, swimming, rifle

shooting, skating, dancing, singing, bicycle riding,

auto driving, et cetera. Is there anything that

you don't do? Haven't seen Theda Bara since

she returned from the coast, so I guess you had
better tell her yourself, as I am likely 'to for-

get it.

Sister D.—You needn't call me either Mr.,

Mrs., or Miss. Just call me Oracle, and that will

be sufficient. Charles Ray gets all of his mail at

the Ince Studios, Georgia Street, Los Angeles,

California. Yes, he played in "The Weaker
Sex." He is now being starred by Thomas H.
Ince in features for the Paramount program.

Blanche Sweet hasn't appeared on the screen

since she left the Lasky Company, several

months ago. Yes, write to them if you want their

photographs. You can address Blanche Sweet
in care of the Lasky Studios, Vine Street, Holly-

wood, California, and she will be sure to receive

it. Why should I be angry at your letter? I

am sure that there was nothing in it to make me
the least bit peeved. You didn't ask a single

question that violated the rules of the Oracle

Department, and it was your very first letter,

too. You are to be complimented. There are

few readers who can write for the first time

without asking a question that is contrary to

the rules.

C. B.—Write to your favorite, Charlotte

Walker, in care of the Paramount Pictures Cor-

poration, 485 Fifth Avenue, New York City, and
she will be sure to receive it. She is not play-

ing in pictures at the present time.

A. K.—William S. Hart was born in New York
State, but he moved out West when a tiny tot,

and spent all his time there until he went on the

stage. He has made a life-long study of West-
ern roles, and has always wanted to play them
because he has believed that the public was not

seeing the true type of Western men either on
the stage or on the screen. His success in por-

traying these roles can easily be seen by his im-
mense popularity. You can get an autographed
photo of him by writing to Hart, in care of the

William S. Hart Studios, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia. Yes, George M. Cohan wrote "Broad-
way Jones." It was taken from his famous stage

success of that name. His "Seven Keys to Bald-
pate" also made a great screen production. His
name is spelled Cohan, and not Cohen. Mrs. Ver-
non Castle is still playing for the movies, and
her plays are being released regularly by the

Pathe Company. Of course I would like to hear
from you again.

Muriel.—So you, too, are a victim of the re-

enforced cold, or hay fever? They say that mis-
ery loves company, but I must be an exception.

Although hay fever makes me feel miserable

when I have it each year, I can say without fear

of contradiction that I don't enjoy seeing any one
else in the same fix. I know what it is, and feel

sorry for them instead. Niles Welch is the hand-
some little fellow who played opposite Marguer-
ite Clark in the "Valentine^ Girl." No, Blanche
Sweet is not with the Lasky Company. She
hasn't appeared in pictures for a long time. It

looks as if she had retired from the screen for

good. Miriam Cooper is with the Fox Com-
pany now, working under the direction of Raoul
Walsh. Your reference to Reno as a place to get

cured of a very contagious disease is clever.

Can't say that I ever went there for the cure

myself, but know a great many people who have.

They have all been cured, too, which is quite a
record for the place, don't you think?

A. A. Buffalo.—Don't know any motion-pic-

ture player by the name you mention. His pic-

ture has never appeared in Picture-Play Maga-
zine, whoever he is.

Scotty.—Well, you were lucky in seeing your
favorite, William S. Hart, in real life while in

Minneapolis. Douglas Fairbanks is a mighty nice

fellow. He is just as full of "pep" and ambition

off the screen as he is on. Always on the go,

and a fine fellow to know. They don't make
them any jollier. You need not be afraid that

Charles Ray is any different off the screen than

he is on. He is the same quiet boy. Every one

likes him, and he is very popular, indeed. He
is twenty-five years old, and a real American.
He was born in Jacksonville, Illinois. You can

get his photograph by writing to him in care of

the Ince Studios, Georgia Street, Los Angeles,

California. Don't know what the w.-k. Charles

Chaplin likes to do best. Every time I have seen

him he likes to talk about "gags" for his com-
edies. This seems to be his main hobby. He is

happiest when any one will talk stories with him.

You can reach him by letter at the Los Angeles
Athletic Club, Los Angeles, California. I sin-
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cerely wish you all the success in the world if

you are going into vaudeville in a few months.

Write and tell me all about it, as I will be very

glad to hear from you.

Hand-cuff King.—Yes, it is true that motion-

picture actresses seem to get more publicity than

actors. The stars have to register for the

draft the same as any one else. You can address

a letter to William Fox in care of the Fox Film

Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth Street, New
York City. Monroe Salisbury is now being

starred by the Universal Film Company, and his

pictures are proving very popular with the film-

loving public. He is a very talented actor, and

since his Alesandro, in "Ramona," has been in

great demand. There was one motion-picture

studio in Providence where Harry Meyers and
Rosemary Theby worked for a time, but I don't

think it is in operation now.

B. Castle.—You can reach Harry Meyers in

care of the Screen Club, New York City.

A. M. G. Calif.—Arthur Shirley is the name
of the young Polish gentleman that had the lead-

ing role in the Thomas Dixon spectacle, "The
Fall of a Nation."

I Want to Know.—Are you any relation of

the "I W^anna No" person whose answers appear

a little ahead of your own? The rules of the

Oracle wrere made up by the honorable editor,

and not myself. Yes, I am the only one that an-

swers the Oracle questions, but I am not the edi-

tor. Paul Willis is a "native son," and is seven-

teen years old. He wTas very good, indeed, in

"The Fall of a Nation." You can address him
In care of Willis and Inglis, Wright and Calen-

der Building, Los Angeles, California. Jewel

Carmen is now being starred by the Fox Film
Corporation, under the direction of Frank Lloyd.

You can reach her by letter at the Fox Film Cor-

poration, Western Avenue, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia. Harold Lockwood and May Allison had
the leading roles in "The Promise." Your friend,

Paul Willis, played the role of May's brother in

this feature. George Fisher was the villain.

Theda Bara's latest pictures are "Cleopatra,"

"Camille," and "Du Barry." I wouldn't dare say

who is the best-dressed woman on the screen.

Don't you think that I value my life just the

least bit? Your first question about Crane Wil-

bur is against the rules of the Oracle Depart-

ment, and you must know all about these rules,

as you mentioned them in your letter and are a

veteran reader. Yes, I know Crane Wilbur per-

sonally. He is a very nice fellow.

C. L. R.—Nationality has nothing to do with

becoming a motion-picture actress. It all de-

pends upon the girl herself. A Porto Rican girl

can become one as well as any other. There are

certain parts that such a type could do very well,

indeed. Of course, I am always glad to have a

friend for life, as you put it. It would take

too long, my little friend, to tell you all about
the advantages and disadvantages of being a

motion-picture player. If you are a success, the

disadvantages are very small, indeed, but if you
are not, they are extremely great. The only

thing to do is to try it, and find out which
you will be, a success or a failure. You know
there is no way of finding out until you try.

The only way that I know of is for you to get

some extra work at one of the studios, and if

you screen well, and have the ability, the direc-

tors will soon discover it, as they are always on
the lookout for new talent.

Miss Mildred R.—Your favorite, Mary Pick-

ford, was born in Toronto, Canada, on April 8,

1893, so it won't be very hard for you to figure

out just how old she is.

S. R. D.—Xo, William Farnum was never on
the operatic stage. He has confined himself dur-
ing his career to the legitimate, and to motion
pictures. He has a good singing voice, how-
ever. •

Allyee.—It is a most interesting study, espe-

cially when you don't understand very much
about it. You should go to see picture shows
more regularly, and I am sure that you would
find it even more enjoyable and entertaining.

You are quite right when you say that Charles

Chaplin is no ordinary slap- stick comedian. He
is truly an artist, and you will notice that every-

thing he does seems so serious wTith him. That
more than anything else is responsible for his

success. He makes himself a sympathetic char-

acter at all times, and when you have the audi-

ence's sympathy it is easy to make them laugh.

Charley is a real actor, and no mistake about it,

either. Just ask any one who knows anything

about acting, and they will tell you so. D. W.
Griffith's "Intolerance" is still going the rounds,

so you should have no trouble in locating it in

your vicinity in the near future. It is always
playing return engagements, so I expect to hear
that you have seen it by the time I get your next
letter.

Polly-Chicago-Lonesome.—You are quite

right. I never get the chance to be lonesome with
all the questions I have to answer. I don't even

get time to think that I might be lonesome some
time. Your description sounds more like a movie
star than like the honorable Oracle. Charles

Ray has a cousin by the name of Al who is a

director, but not a brother. Charley is certainly

all that you think him. I'll speak to the editor

about the Willis write-up. "Dear Oracle" is good
enough for me. Why anything else?
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Douglas Fairbanks Fan.—You should address

your favorite in care of the Lasky Studios, Vine

Street, Hollywood, California, where he is work-
ing at the present time. Jewel Carmen is the

name of the girl who played opposite him in

"American Aristocracy." Bessie Love is the little

miss who supported him in "The Good Bad Man."
Alma Reubens is with the Triangle Company at

Culver City, California. There are not many
studios in either New York or California which

the public can visit except by special permission.

They allow visitors at the Universal Studios in

Universal City, California. Douglas Fairbanks

was born in Denver, Colorado, in 1883.
,

E. F. R.—Marguerite Clark was born in Cin-

cinnati on February 22, 1887. Mary Miles Minter

was born in Shreveport, Louisiana, on April 1,

1902. May Allison has not appeared in any pro-

ductions smce she left the Yorke Film Corpora-

tion, where she was playing opposite Harold
Lockwood. Shirley Mason was born in Brook-
lyn, New York. Her right name is Leonie Flu-

grath. Billie Burke will get any mail sent to

her in care of the Famous Players Film Com-
pany, New York City. Mary Miles Minter re-

ceives her daily batch of letters at the American
Film Company, Santa Barbara, California. Mar-
guerite Clark also receives her mail at the Fa-

mous Players Film Company. Shirley Mason
should be written to in care of the Edison Film
Company, Orange, New Jersey.

D. B.—Have just answered your question about

the chances for a young man hard of hearing

to enter the motion-picture game. You will find

it several questions above this.

Lenora McC.—There was a concern called the

Ebony Film Company that produced comedies

played entirely by colored people several months
ago, but I have not heard anything about them
since, so don't know whether they are in exist-

ence now or not. Several of the companies use

colored people in different parts of their plays,

so it might be a good idea to apply at the differ-

ent studios for work. It may happen that they

are in need of some one of your type.

Fuller Forever Fan.—Mary Fuller is not with

the Lasky Company any more. She did one fea-

ture with Lou-Tellegen and then left. William
Garwood purchased a nice hog ranch for himself,

and swore that he was going to devote his entire

time to the raising of the pork-bearing animals

;

but, nevertheless, he is back on the screen with

Universal. His last feature was "The Guilty

Man," for Thomas H. Ince. Vivian Rich is now
doing a feature in support of Gladys Brockwell

at the Fox Studios. Remember when Billy Gar-

wood and Vivian Rich used to play opposite each

other at the American Film Company? They

were quite a popular couple in those days. Char-
lotte Burton is still with the American Film Com-
pany, appearing regularly in their releases. Mil-
ton Sills is always working in something. He is

very much in demand these days. I'll speak to

the editor about your requests. Thanks very
much for the kind words you have to say about
Picture-Play. They are much appreciated.

Miss Marguerite B.—Your answers about the
lips should not have been sent to me.

Kitty of the Smoky City.—Your friend is

mistaken about both Theda Bara and Charles
Chaplin. Charles Chaplin was born in Paris,

France, of English parents, and was raised in

England.

Accumulating Dictionary.—You start off by
saying that you want to ask me a million ques-
tions, and wind up by asking only one. Do I

seem so mysterious as all that? I didn't- have any
idea that I was regarded in such a light at all.

Mystery belongs only in moving-picture serials.

Did you address Mrs. Vernon Castle correctly?

You should have sent your letter to her in care

of the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth

Street, New York City. When do you intend

asking the remainder of those one million ques-

tions? Let me know, so I can prepare for them
in time.

Teddy.—Valeska Suratt should be written to in

care of the Fox Film Corporation, 130 West For-
ty-Sixth Street, New York City. Yes, I am sure

that she will send you one of her photographs
if you write and ask her for it. William S. Hart
receives all of his mail at the William S. Hart
Film Corporation, Los Angeles, California. The
Lubin Studio in Philadelphia has been sold.

See and Be Convinced.—What do you mean, a
person of the neuter gender could" not have the

patience to answer the Oracle questions? I al-

ways thought that neuter gender meant some-
thing that did not live. Possibly you meant the

masculine gender? Louise Glaum should be ad-

dressed in care of the Triangle Film Corpora-
tion, Culver City, California. I wouldn't be at

all surprised if she would answer a letter from
you. So you think you will read your answer
"Somewhere in France?" Then you must be
there at the present time.

Ohian Inquis.—Niles Welch is the name of

the little fellow that played opposite Marguerite

Clark in "The Valentine Girl." He has been in

motion pictures for some time. Jack Richard-

son is with the Triangle Company now. Wini-

fred Greenwood last appeared in "The Lorelei

of the Sea," which is to be released soon. The
three tots you mentioned are only playing in

pictures off and on now.
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Miss Comical.—Billie Ritchie is not being re-

leased on the Universal program any more, for

the simple reason that he is no longer connected

with that concern and hasn't been for nearly a

year. They had a great many of his comedies

stored up, so he wasn't missed from the program
until they gave out. He has been with Henry
Lehrman's Sunshine Comedy 'Company ever

since he left the Universal. His comedies are

now released by the Fox program. His latest

release is "His Smashing Career." You can

obtain one of his photographs by writing to him
in care of the Sunshine Comedies, Incorporated,

Western Avenue, Hollywood, California. Hank
Mann is no longer with the Fox Company. He
isn't doing anything at the present time, but has

several things lined up and says that he will take

whichever seems to be the best proposition. This,

of course, is a very wise thing to do. Charley

Chaplin is far from dead. He has just returned

from a vacation in Honolulu, where he has been

for six weeks with his brother Syd. He has

started work on his first release for the Ex-
hibitor's Circuit, which has signed him up. Eric

Campbell will still be seen with him as his heavy.

Eric is a great foil for Charley, and a great asset

to the famous laugh producer. Charley gets a

higher salary than Arbuckle by far. He is the

highestysalaried artist in the motion-picture busi-

ness. His contract gives him one million and
seventy thousand dollars for eight two-reel com-

edies ! Can you equal that in any other pro-

fession? No wonder so many film comedians are

trying to imitate Charles Spencer Chaplin. The
only thing they fail to do is to imitate his salary

check. Some of them may, of course, believe that

they will some day get the same salary, too.

They wear the same make-up. Why not ? What
can be the difference between Charley and them-

selves ?

G. O. H.—You are quite right, little lady. It

Was Harold Lockwood that played opposite Mar-
guerite Clark in "Wildflower," and not Marshall

Neilan. I don't know how the other story ever

got to be printed.

O Where R Myrtle Stedmax.—You are not the

only fan that has asked me this question. Myr-
tle dropped off the screen very suddenly, but she

will soon be back before the camera again. She
has been making a tour of the leading picture

theaters in the United States and Canada, mak-
ing a personal appearance on the stage of each,

and giving a song recital, as well as a short talk,

to her film-fan friends. She has met with great

success, and I have had many letters from read-

ers who have wanted to know where she was,

saying that they had just seen her at their fa-

vorite theater and that she was "just too sweet

for words." Myrtle has a most winning person-

ality, and makes friends wherever she goes. Her

trip will be over in about four weeks, when she
will take a vacation of two weeks, and then re-

turn to the screen once more.

Henry S—Charles Ray was the star in the
Triangle feature, "The Deserter." Mary Thur-
man will get any mail you may send to her at

the Mack Sennett Studios, 1712 Allesandro
Street, Edendale, California. Lucille Hutton
should be written to in care of Willis & Inglis,

Wright & Callender Building, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia.

J. V. Batham.—Virginia Pearson is the young
lady that had the leading role in the Fox photo
play, "Dare-Devil Kate." You can reach her by
mail at the Fox Film Corporation, 130 West
Forty-sixth Street, New York City.

Miss C. M. S.—Frank is the first name of Mr.
Keenan, and Elizabeth is Miss Burbidge's first

name, so now you have both of your small little

questions answered. Frank Keenan should be
addressed in care of the Pathe Exchange, 25
West Forty-fifth Street, New York City. Any
mail sent to Miss Burbridge in care of the Essa-
nay Company, 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago, Illi-

nois, will be sure to be forwarded to her.

Oracle's Pal.—Well, I thought that you were
lost in the shuffle, but finally came upon your
little (?) letter. Yes, the article was a very

interesting one indeed. Some of those Shake-
speare roles you mention would be best for char-

acter men like George Periolat, and not for a

leading man. There are several good actors on
the screen who could do Julius Ccesar, Brutus,
Mark Antony, et cetera. Watch Theda Bara's

"Cleopatra" feature for Thurston Hall. Charlie

Chaplin is a real artist, no matter what people

may say about him, and if he wasn't worth every
bit of the money he gets, you can bet your last

dollar that he would not be receiving such a tre-

mendous salary. When a star gets five cents

out of a movie producer, you can stake your life

that the said star is entitled to a dime. Billie

Ritchie does not imitate Charlie Chaplin. He
has a make-up all his own now, without a mus-
tache or sloppy clothes. In fact, Billie used the

present make-up of Charlie in England long be-

fore Charlie ever thought of putting on that

little mustache. The only claim that Charlie can

make to the make-up he wears is that he is the

first one to use it in pictures. "Easy Street" is

by far the best .Charles Chaplin comedy that has

ever been released. The Babylonian scenes in

D. W. Griffith's big spectacle, "Intolerance," were
all taken in Hollywood, California, where the

famous producer had all those settings you saw
in the picture erected at an enormous expense.

They are still up, and are in full view from the

Hollywood street car as it passes by. Yes, you
must have the fever awfully bad.
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H. A. S—So you have not the slightest incli-

nation of becoming a movie actress? Well, you

are one in a thousand. Nine out of every ten

letters that I receive are from girls who want

me to tell them how they can get in the motion-

picture game as actresses. Of course there is

only one way that I know of, and I give them

all the same answer. I hope you succeed along

your own particular vein of perseverance. No,

I don't live near Alexandria, Louisiana. I am
afraid that if you wanted to see what I looked

like you would have to try hunting me down in

New York City. Yes, I know a great many
of the motion-picture stars very well, but they

don't even dream that I answer the questions

about them in the Picture-Play Magazine; so

you see how well I keep my identity a secret.

Niles Welch is the young man who played with

Marguerite Clark in "The Valentine Girl." Pearl

White certainly has good-looking heroes in all

of her serials. I don't think we shall have the

pleasure of seeing Henry King on the screen, as

he seems to be devoting his entire efforts to mak-

ing other people act before the camera. He is

now directing Mary Miles Minter at the Amer-
ican Studios in Santa Barbara, California.

Anita Stewart Fan.—I should say that you
are becoming as regular as the milkman of late.

Haven't missed you in an issue for a long time

now. Keep up the good work. Don't know what
has become of Olive, junior. I am afraid that

she has deserted me. I should say it was nice of

her to send you a kind little letter like that in

answer to your own. You ought to feel highly

complimented, because there are thousands of

other admirers of Anita's who are not so lucky as

yourself. Yes, I saw her in "Clover's Rebellion."

Liked it very much. Mae Marsh gets even more
letters than your favorite Anita Stewart. Mae
receives about three hundred letters a day from
different film fans, all asking her to answer their

letter. Now, can you figure out any way by

which the little star could answer them all, and
answer them in the way the . fan expects them
to be answered? If you can, I am sure that Mae
will pay you handsomely for the invention. They
all do the same way about answering letters. If

you get a reply, it is because you are lucky. The
star has selected as many to answer as she pos-

sibly can, and fortunately yours has been in this

batch. If not, then your letter is read and laid

aside. Clara Kimball Young has severed her
connections with Selznick, and is now heading her

own company, with a new releasing arrange-

ment. May Allison has not as yet signed up with
any concern. June Elvidge is a very clever little

lady. When you have studied Latin for three

years, the other languages should come very
easy to you, because you know they say that

Latin is the foundation of most of the modern
European languages.

Fatima.—You can procure motion-picture
make-up at most any drug store, friend Fatima.
I am neither too old nor too young. Yes, I like

your cards very much.

Every Blemish Removed
In Ten Days

I Will Tell Every Reader of This

Paper How FREE.
Your Complexion Makes or Mars

Your Appearence

PEARL LA SAGE, former actress who now offers to
tell women of the most remarkable complexion treat-

ment ever known.
This great beauty marvel has instantly produced a sensation.

Stubborn cases have been cured that baffled physicians and
beauty specialists for years. You have never in all your life used
or heard of anything like it. Makes muddy complexions, red
spots, pimples, blackheads, eruptions vanish almost like magic
No cream, lotion, enamel, salve, plaster, bandage, mask, mas-
sage, diet or apparatus, nothing to swallow. It doesn't matter
whether or not your complexion is a "fright," whether your
face is full of muddy spots, peppery blackheads, embarrassing
pimples and eruptions, or whether your skin is rough and
"porey," and you've tried almost everything under the sun to
get rid of the blemishes. This wonderful treatment, in just ten
days, positively removes every blemish and beautifies your
skin in a marvelous way. You look years younger. It gives
the skin the bloom and tint of purity of a freshly-blown rose.
In ten days you can be the subject of wild admiration by all
your friends, no matter what your age or condition of health.
All methods now known are cast aside. There is nothing to
wear, nothing to take internally. Your face, even arms, hands,
shoulders are beautified beyond your fondest dreams. All this
I will absolutely prove to you before your own eyes in your
mirror in ten days. This treatm ent is absolutely harmless to the
most delicate skin, and very pleasant to use. No change in your
mode of living is necessary. A few minutes every day does it.

To every reader of this paper I will give full details of this
really astounding treatment. Let me show you. You do not risk
a penny. Send me no money—just send your name and address
on the free coupon below and I will give you full details by
return mail.

.FREE COUPON.—--.
I
• PEARL LA SAGE, Suite 550 B

2119 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

I am a reader of this paper and am entitled to know full I

| details of the sensational, harmless, scientific method for |

I
giving- marvelous beauty to the complexion and removing .
every blemish in ten days. There is no obligation whatso-

_ ever on my part for this information. |

! i

I
Name »... •

J

| Street

j
1 City State > II.—------------J
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"Eleanor D.—Your favorite Monroe Salisbury

can be addressed in care of the Universal Film
Company, Universal City, California, " where he

is starring" in their Bluebird releases. His best

known plays are "The Goose Girl," in which he

played opposite Marguerite Clark ; his character

of Allesandro, in "Ramona;" and as Conrad le

Grange in ''The Eyes of the World." I agree

With you that he is a mighty line actor, and
should be rated among the best.

Mollie Higdon.—Pearl White is now appearing

in her latest serial, "The Fatal Ring." Earle Fox
is playing the leading male role opposite her. Pearl

White was born in 1889. Marie Wayne was Ber-

tha Bonn in "Pearl of the Army." Ralph Kellard

had the leading role opposite Pearl in this serial.

You can address Pearl White in care of the

Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth Street, New
York City. The same address will reach the other

players.

Bull Durham.—So they are just getting the

Beatrice Fairfax serial in your town? A little

late, to be sure, but better late than never, you
know. The titles of all the fifteen episodes of

this serial are: "The Missing WT

atchman," "The
Adventure of the Jealous Wife," "Billie's Ro-
mance," "The Stone God," "Mimosa San," "The
Forbidden Room," "A Name for a Baby," "The
Ainslee Ball," "Outside the Law," "Play Ball,"

"The Wages of Sin," "Curiosity," "The Ringer,"

"The Hidden Menace," and "Wrist Watches."
Grace Darling and Harry Fox have the leading

roles in this serial. You can address either of

them in care of the Pathe Exchange, 25 West
Forty-fifth Street, New York City.

Miss Bertha L. Atchison K.—Yes, I think

they would answer your letter, or send you one
of their photographs, at least. You can address

George Walsh in care of the Fox Film Corpora-

tion, Western Avenue, Hollywood, California.

Helen Holmes gets all of her mail at the Signal

Film Company, Los Angeles, California. Harold
Lockwood is now in New York, and should be

written to in care of the Metro Pictures Cor-

poration, 1587 Broadway, New York City.

George Walsh Admirer.—See the answer
above for the address of George Walsh. He was
born in New York City on March 16, 1892.

Elizabeth W.—Certainly, there is always a

welcome on the mat for any newcomer to the

Oracle Department. Just what would you like

to know about William S. Hart? You can ad-

dress him in care of the William S. Hart Film
Corporation, Los Angeles, California. Yes, I

know Rose Tapley. She is a very nice little lady.

From a Friend of Marguerite Clark's.—"The
Amazons" and "Bab's Diary" are two late Mar-
guerite Clark releases, and both are very good,

too. Yes, she lives in New York City. You can
reach her by letter at the Famous Players Film
Company, New York City. You say you are very

nutty to become a motion-picture actress? Yes,

my little girl, but why tell every one that you are ?

John B. McC.
:—No, Doris and Helen are two

different persons entirely. Doris has been in

motion pictures for several years.

David B.—Of course it is possible for a man
who is hard of hearing to become a motion-

picture actor. But it is not probable. It would
be very hard for a director standing on the side

lines to make himself heard as the actor is going
through a scene. I imagine that it would be very

trying on the director to direct a person who
could not hear. Still, as I said before, it is not

impossible. Billie Reeves was afflicted this way,
and yet he made a great many comedies for the

Lubin Company.

Miss Lenore G.—Shorty Hamilton will get any
mail sent to him in care of Willis & Inglis,

Wright & Callender Building, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia. Arthur Acord should be addressed at

the Fox Film Company, Western Avenue, Holly-

wood, California. Charles Chaplin receives his

letters at the Los Angeles Athletic Club, Los
Angeles, California.

Margaret M. R.—You can get full details

about the Picture-Play Magazine from the cir-

culation manager, 79-89 Seventh Avenue, New
York City. Yes, Grace Cunard and Francis Ford
are both motion-picture stars, although Francis

spends most of his time directing. Grace is about

twenty-six years old. Grace Cunard is the young
lady that wore the purple mask in "The Purple

Mask" serial. She also wrote the story for the

serial herself. Write to Grace Cunard in care

of Willis & Inglis, Wright & Callender Building,

Los Angeles, California, for one of her photo-

graphs. Ella Hall was born on March 17, 1897,

St. Patrick's Day, in New York City. You can

address her in care of the Universal Film Com-
pany, Universal City, California.

A. B. C. G.—You can reach Lillian Walker via

the postman at the Ogden Pictures Corporation,

Ogden, Utah. There is always a chance for a

cow-puncher or any one else to break into the

movies.

Peggy.—Blanche Sweet is not appearing in pic-

tures at the present time. Don't know whether

she has given up the screen or not. Cleo Ridgley

and Wallace Reid do not play opposite each other

any more. Anna Little is appearing opposite

Wally in his present feature for the Lasky Com-
pany, "Nan of Music Mountain," by Frank H.
Spearman. Jean has not appeared with Douglas
Fairbanks since. "His Picture in the Papers."
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Love.—All my old friends seem to be with the

Oracle this month; Now comes Love—one of

my very best little customers. So you think me
a curiosity? You have the right idea, all right.

I wouldn't tell you, anyway. How could I, with-

out telling all the others ? And that would never

do at all, so I am afraid you will have to re-

main in the dark, Love, like all the others. Yes,

I enjoyed "The Barrier" very much. It was a

fine picture to introduce Rex Beach's produc-

tions to the public.

Chip o' the Chaplin^Camp.—You are way off,

my friend, when you say that Chaplin appeared

in only twenty-three Keystone releases. Sixty-

five is the correct number, I am told. He did

twelve for the Mutual and not ten, and fourteen

for the Essanay. It was a mistake in print. It

should have read K. E. S. E. instead of K. L.

S. E. The V. L. S. E. was absorbed by the

Vitagraph, and a new alphabet started up which

was known as the K. E. S. E., consisting of the

Kleine, Edison, Selig, and Essanay. It wouldn't

take much more than a casual glance at your

letter to see that you are a stanch admirer of

i Charley Chaplin. I'm for you because I ad-

mire the little fellow and his work immensely.

Frances E.—It must be very disheartening to*

go to a country club to play golf and have it rain

when you get there. I can sympathize with you,

even if I never get the chance to play at the

game myself. Disappointment is a dreadful

thing, but it doesn't seem half so bad when you
can be optimistic about it and sa}-, "It might have

snowed. How lucky I am!" Does it? Address

your friend Eugene O'Brien in care of the Lasky
Studios, Vine Street, Hollywood, California, and
the letter will be sure to reach him. You behaved

splendidly this time. Didn't ask a question

against the rules, and only wrote on one side of

the paper. Thanks very much. I shall look for-

ward to that threatened letter of yours on the

brand-new stationery.

Kitty Tassie.—Grace Cunard, Geraldine Far-

rar, and Eddie Polo are the only names that these

aforesaid people have on or oft the screen. Grace
Cunard has a sister by the name of Mina Cunard.

Francis Ford has a brother named Jack. I will

speak to the editor about putting the photos of

the people 3-011 mention in the gallery of Picture-

Play. Of course they all go to see their own
pictures. How do you suppose they can tell how
they can improve certain mannerisms if they

don't see them first on the screen, and before an

audience, to see how they are received ? Grace
Cunard should be addressed in care of Willis &
Inglis, Wright & Callender Building, Los An-
geles, California. Francis Ford is no longer with

the Universal Film Company. He has joined the

Metro Pictures Corporation, and will in the fu-

ture direct the pictures in which Harold Lock-
wood appears. Geraldine Farrar is no longer
with Lasky. She has signed a contract with the

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation and will be
starred bv that concern in the future.

The Birthright of

Every Woman
The attractiveness of Venus is in that

form divine which mankind has always
admired. The entire figure and bust has
made the name of Venus De Milo famous
throughout the ages. A perfect chest and
figure always will be woman's greatest gift.

A book has just been prepared which
tells how women may satisfy their natural
desires for a splendid form. This book
contains interesting pictures which tell a
story plainer than words. Women in all

walks of life have become happier because
of securing beauty of development hither-

to unknown to them. The book is sent

free because it also tells about the

Kathryn MurrayMethod
of Form Development

by which women, young or middle aged may ob-
tain wonderful results. This method is simplicity
itself. It does not comprise the use of massage,
foolish plasters, medicines, electricity or injurious
injections. It acts in a perfectly natural way— se-
curing the development desired in a comparative-
ly short time. It has been used with much
success and its safety and scientific accuracy
endear it to the woman who
is ambitious to have a nat-

j

urally developed form.

Send for Free Book i

/ #

//

"The Crowning Glory of
Womanhood" and learn
how to add style and at-
tractiveness to your fig-

ure—fill out hollows in

your neck—develop your
chest — possess beauti- /

fully rounded shoulders.
Book tells you how to

do it in a charmingly
natural and simple
manner. Write for

it today. Address

KATHRYN MURRAY, Inc.
Suite 259-B Garland Building. Chicago, Illinois
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Make Your
Eyes Beautiful
Your eyes will be won-

derfully improved by using
Lash-Gro the marvelous
eyelash and eyebrow grow-
er. It makes the lashes long,
heavy, silky and lustrous.

Fine eyelashes and eye-
brows are the greatest help
to beauty. Give yourself

Make yourself more attractive.

Use Lash-Gro
Lash-Gro is positively guaranteed pure and harm-
less and is pleasant to\ise. Order today and begin
improving your looks. Send direct to us. It is shipped
in plain sealed package. Send only 50c in silver today.

De Loys Company, Dep'tD, Box 588, Chicago, III., U.S.A.

I will send my 25c Book

Strong Arms and
Military Shoulders

for 10c in stamps or coin

Illustrated with 20 full-page half-tone
cuts, showing exercises that will quickly
develop, beautify and gain great strength
in your shoulders, arms and hands, with-
out any apparatus.

PROF. ANTHONY BARKER
1 27 W. 42nd Street, Studio 1 860. New York

m
ITS OFF

HAIR ON FACE
TODY OR UNDER ARMS 'positively removed with root,
tricity, pain nor poisonous drugs. Absolutely harmless.

No elec-
Write for

particulars, or call for free demonstration.
MME. BERTHS, Specialist, 12 WEST 40TH STREET, NEW YORK.

STRAIGHTEN YOUR TOES
BANISH THAT BUNION

SSLACHFELDT'S
Perfection Toe Spring

Worn at night, with auxiliary appliance
for day use

Removes the Actual Cause
of the enlarged joint and bunion. Sent on
approval. Money back if not as represented.
Send outline of foot. Use my improved
Instep Support for weak arches.

Fullparticulars and advicefret
in plain envelope.

M. ACHFELDT, Foot Specialist, Estab. 1901
MARBRIDGE BUILDING Dept. D. O.

1328 Broadway (at 34th Street) New York

m

:: POCKET EDITIONS ::

USEFUL. SUBJECTS 10c. EACH
Sheldon's Twentieth Century Letter Writer; Sheldon's
Guide to Etiquette: Physical Health Culture: National
Dream Book; Zineara Fortune Teller; The Key to
Hypnotism; Heart Talks With the Lovelorn; Frank
Merriwell's Book of Physical Development.

Street & Smith Corporation, Publishers
79-89 Seventh Avenue, New York City
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Miss Adele F.—Evidently 3-011 did not read the

rules of the Oracle very carefully before you
wrote, as your question concerning Wallace Reid
is against the rules of the department. You can
reach him by mail in care of the Lasky Studios,

Vine Street, Hollywood, California. You can
obtain one of his autographed photos by asking
him for one, inclosing twenty-five cents with
your request, to cover the cost of the photograph
and mailing. As it stands, he will be three cents

out, as it costs him just twenty-eight cents to

send out every one of his photographs. You
can see how it would be a mighty expensive prop-
osition to send them out free when 3-ou consider

the fact that he gets about two hundred letters

a day asking for one of his likenesses. Your
own stationery somewhat rivals that former
orange-and-black paper that Cleo used to write
me on.

M. J. U—Henry Walthall played the leading

role in "The Birth of a Nation," and not "The
Battle Cry of Peace." Mae Marsh also appeared
in "The Birth of a Nation." Dorothy Kelly and
Norma Talmadge played in the Vitagraph pro-

duction, "The Battle Cry of Peace." You seem
to have the two productions mixed up.

Cleo.—Well, well, well! Cleo, I thought that

I was going through the whole lot of letters

without answering a question for 3-ou. You keep
changing 3-our stationery and keep me guessing.

I must confess, though, that you certainly keep
up with the times. That red-white-and-blue paper

that you now use is much more appropriate and
up to date than the old orange and black. Keep up
the good work. A red-white-and-blue envelope

is enough to make even the mailman feel a burst

of patriotism. You win 3-our bet, all right. Her-
bert Brenon and William A. Brady are. not re-

lated. Not even in a business wa3*. Don't know
what Charley Ray's favorite color is. His motor
is a Mercer and is painted vermilion. Ma3'be that

will give you a clew. Charley Chaplin rides

around in a Locomobile now, which is painted

a plain black. I think 3
tou ought to stick to your

paper now. It is indeed very class3', though quite

conspicuous, as always.

A. M.—Irene Howley is not related to friend

Shirley Mason. Viola Dana and Shirley are sis-

ters. It does seem funny, doesn't it? Shirley's

correct name is Leonie Flugrath, and Flugrath

is also Viola Dana's nom de plume ; so there you
have the m3Tstery all solved for you. Simple, isn't

it? Leonie, or Shirley I should say, is four feet

eleven inches tall and has brown hair with light-

gray e3Tes. You can reach her by mail in care

of the Edison Studios, Decatur Avenue, New
York City. Irene Howley is five feet two inches

tall, weighs one hundred and fifteen pounds, has

dark-brown hair and blue eyes. Any mail ad-

dressed to her at Princess Bay post office, Staten

Island, New York, will be sure to greet her. She

is still earning her daily bread by working for

the Metro Compam*.
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Oracle Readers, Attention!—Help! Help!
Help! Witt all the Oracle readers who inclose a

stamped, addressed envelope for a personal reply

kindly remember that the war tax is on and let-

ters now cost three cents to mail? It is quicker

to get an answer through the columns of Pic-

ture Oracle than by letter, however, as all the

magazine questions are answered first, and then

the personal letters. Don't forget about the

three cents' worth of stamps on your self-ad-

dressed, stamped envelopes, if you desire a per-

sonal reply, because we can't send them out if

there is not enough postage on the envelope.

Bum Speller.—The stars open all of their own
mail, and read it, too. This may seem funny to

those of you who have formed in your minds the

opinion that they never see their mail, but that

it is attended to entirely by a secretary. You are

quite wrong. The stars are always eager to see

what their admirers think of them. They want

the public's opinion, so they can improve in their

work. They want the public's angle, as they are

getting paid to amuse the public, and if they don't

they are not going to hold their jobs very long.

The stars read their mail to see if their admirers

have anything to find fault with about their

work; and, if so, they study it out themselves,

and very often realize that their film-fan critics

are right, and then they sally forth to over-

come the defect, whatever it may be. You
needn't be afraid that the people you are going

to write to won't see your letters, because they

will. You can address Mary Pickford in care

of the Lasky Studios, Vine Street, Hollywood,
California. Alice Joyce receives her mail at the

Yitagraph Company of America, East Fifteenth

Street and Locust Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

Mary Miles Minter has her box chock-full every

morning at the American Studios, Santa Barbara,

California. Anita Stewart's address is the same
as Alice Joyce's. Jewel Carmen is now a full-

fledged Fox star, and gets her letters daily at the

Fox Studios, Western Avenue, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia. Hazel Dawn should be written to in care

of the Herbert Brennon Film Company, Hudson
Heights, New Jersey. Beverly Bayne and Ethel

Barrymore get their mail at the Metro Pictures

Corporation, 1587 Broadway, New York City.

Norma Talmadge's address is in care of the

Selznick Enterprises, 729 Seventh Avenue, New
York City. Mae Murray answers all of her mail

in her dressing room at Universal City, Cali-

fornia. Billie Burke receives her daily mail at

the Paramount Pictures Corporation, 485 Fifth

Avenue, New York City. Lillian Gish is now
back on the coast once more. You can reach her

at the Griffith Studios, Los Angeles, California.

Helen Holmes has left the Signal Company. Mail
should be addressed for her in care of Willis &
Inglis, Wright & Callender Building, Los An-
geles, California. Doug Fairbanks gets his mail

at Mary Pickford's address, Earle Williams at

Alice Joyce's place of business, and Harold Lock-
wood at the same location where Beverly Bayne
receives hers. The spelling is forgiven.

BEAUTIFUL

EYEBROWSandLASHES
will transform a plain, unattractive face to one
full of charm, beauty and expression. A little

applied nightly will nourish in a natural manner, the eye-
brows and lashes, making them long, thick and silky,thus
adding wonderfully to your attractiveness. This guaran-
teed pure and harmless preparation has been used success-
fully by thousands. Two sizes—50c and $1.00.
Send price for size you wish and we will mail

Brow-Ine" and Maybell Beauty Booklet in plain.
'Lash-
sealed

cover. Satisfaction assured or price refunded.

Beware of Inferior Imitations
MAYBELL LABORATORIES, 4008-46 Indiana Ave., Chieago

lllHlllllllHllilllllillllllBlllllllh^

free:
pm$2022
VIOLIN

Ukulele Guitar, Mandolin,
Hawaiian Guitar or Cornet

Yes, absolutely free to first pupils in each locality. We
have the most wonderful, new, system for learning by
mail to play by note, Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin,
Guitar, Ukulele, Hawaiian Guitar or Cornet. Very
small charge for lessons only expense. We guarantee

success or no charge. Complete outfit free. Write now. No obligations.

Slingerland School of Music, Dept. 208, Chicago, 111.

FREE DIAMOND
RING OFFER

Just to advertise onr famous Hawaiian
im. diamonds—the greatest discovery the
world has ever known. We will send ab-
solutely free this 14k gold f. ring, set with

2k Hawaiian im. diamond—in beautiful ring
box postage paid. If this is satisfactory pay
postmaster $1.25 to cover postage, boxing, ad-

vertising, handling, etc. If not satisfactory
return at our expense and money refunded.
Only 10,000 rings given away. Send no
money. Answer quick. Sand size of finger.

KRAUTH & REED, DEPT. 70
MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAQO

BE A TRAVELING SALESMAN
Hundreds of good positions now open. Experience
unnecessary. Earn while you learn. Write today for

' large list of openings and testimonials from buudreda of mem-
bers who are earning $lQu to $500 a month. Address nearest

NATIONALSALESMEN'S TRAINING ASSOCIATION
Chicago, New York, San Francisco



Your Bunion Can Be Cured
Instant Relief

Prove It AtMy Expense
Don't send me one cent-Just let meprove it to you
as I have done for over 72,500 others in the last six months. I

claim that "Fairyfoot" is the only successful cure for bun-

ions ever made and I want you to let me send it to you FREE,
entirely at my expense. I don't care how many so-called

Sures, or shields or pads you ever tried without success—

I

on't care how disgusted you feel with them all—you have

not tried my cure and I have such absolute confidence in it that

1 am going to send you this treatment absolutely
FREE. It is a wonderful yet simple home treatment

wiiich relieves you almost instantly of all pain; it removes to©
cause of the bunion and thus the ugly
deformity disappears—all this while

jyou are wearing tighter shoes than
ever. I know it will do all this and
want you to send for "Fairyfoot,"
FREE, at my expense, because I

mow you will then tell all your friends

ibout it just as those 72,600 others

are doing now,, Write now, as thisare uuiuk iiuw,, uyn, <

announcement may not appear™
J]^î Rapt
ou proi

is plain sealed envelope. Write today.

sen? your"name and addrese
"" Will be sent you omptly

FOOT REMEDY CO
3573 West 26tll St

Chicago

Bring Out the Hidden Beauty
Beneath the soiled, discolored, faded or aped com-

plexion is one fair to look upon. Mercolized Wax grad-
ually, gently absorbs the devitalized surface skin, re-
vealing the young, fresh, beautiful skin underneath.
Used by refined women who prefer complexions of true
naturalness. Have you tried it?
MoiTo:! /»r) Wa-w in one ounce package, with direc-merCOHZea Wax tionsfor use. sold by all druggists.

DwBooklet
Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200
You can cash in your "happy thoughts" and

earn big money right in your own home in spare
time. No previousexperience necessary. Our
easy home course turns out more successful
scenario writers than all other schools together.

Chicago Photoplaywright College,Box278XY.Chicago

AHighSchoolCourse
InTwoYears s infi™a

'

www .. vua ^ thorough, complete,
and simplified high school course that you can finish in two years. Meets
all college entrance requirements. Prepared by leading members of
the faculties of universities and academies. This is your opportunity.

Write for booklet. Send your name and address for our booklet and
full particulars. No obligations whatever. Write today—now.

American School of Correspondence, Dept. P-1582, Chicago, U. S. A.

DONT YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
y LASHNEEN, a hah" food, applied once each day,
W will absolutely produce thick and long eyebrows and
? eyelashes. Easy to apply—sure in results. Lash-

fteen is an Oriental formula. One box is all you will
need. Not sold at Druggists. Mailed on receipt of

25c ?oin and 2c postage, or Canadian money order.

LASHNEEN COMPANY, Dept. 28. Philadelphia.
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Conway Tearle M. T.—My dear young lady,

that is no way to act a-tall to start right off by
asking a question against the rules. He is a very
handsome-looking chap, to be sure. Theda Bara
was born twenty-seven years ago. Your other

question regarding her is against the rules also.

Of course she likes the movie life. Why shouldn't

she, at the salary she is getting? I would sug-

gest that you read the rules of the Oracle at the

head of the department over very carefully before

you write again. I consider J. Warren Kerrigan
a very good-looking chap. Your eyes must be
affected.

A. R. G.—Your friend Irma is not playing with
any motion-picture firm at the present time. I

haven't seen much of her since she left the Bio-

graph several years ago.

Elizabeth M. C.—The Market Booklet has

been sent to you, and should have reached you
by this time. If you haven't received it, let me
know at once and I will have it traced for you.

Sorry that there has been a delay in this matter,

but the post office seems quite rushed at tne pres-

ent time, and things are moving rather slowly

through the mails.

Kentucky Girl.—They are entirely wrong
when they call me "Dear Old Baldy," as you put

it, for I am not the least bit bald. Now you
know just as much as to my sex as you did

before. Certainly there is always a welcome on
the Oracle mat for new readers. I think that

Billie Burke, William Garwood, and Mary Miles

Minter would send you one of their photographs.

Also Mary McLaren. Address Mary Miles Min-
ter in care of the American Film Company,
Santa Barbara, California. Anita Stewart gets

all of her mail in care of the Vitagraph Com-
pany of America, East Fifteenth Street and Lo-
cust Avenue, Brooklyn, New York. William
Garwood should be written to in care of Willis

& Inglis, Wright & Callender Building, Los An-
geles, California. Billie Burke calls for all of

her mail at the Paramount Pictures Corporation,

485 Fifth Avenue, New York City. Mary Mc-
Laren has moved to the Pathe Studios, in Glen-

dale, California, and any mail addressed to this

star at that address will be sure to be received

by her. Yes, Lyons is pronounced just like the

king of the jungle's name. "The Mysterious Mrs.

Terry" has been released, as has "The Little

American." Guess you have seen both pictures

by this time. Mrs. Vernon Castle still wears her

hair a la Castle Clip. Can't answer your True
Boardman question, as it is against the rules of

the Oracle Department. I am sure that Hobart
Henley would send you one of his photographs.

Write to him and find out. You must feel rather

excited after having a cyclone strike the south

part of town. That is enough to make any one

feel a little uneasy. Yes, I see that your envelope

and paper are not related to each other. Of
course you can write again. Any time that you
feel like it, just sit down to your desk and pen

me off a few lines.
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R. M. B.—You can procure a picture of Fran-

cis Xavier Bushman by addressing him in care

of the Metro Pictures Corporation, 1587 Broad-

way, New York City. Harold Lockwood is now
in New York City, and should be written to at

the very same address. Lillian Walker will get

any mail that you may send to her in care of

the Ogden Pictures Corporation, Ogden, Utah.

Send six cents in stamps to the editor of Picture-

Play for a copy of the Market Booklet. It will

give you the names and addresses of all the

motion-picture companies, and it also states what
kind of scenarios they are in the market for.

I am sure that it will be a great help to you.

You should map out your route differently,

friend Bobbie, so that you could go to regular

towns where they have picture shows and Pic-

ture-Play. No town is complete without both.

P. C. E.—Sir Walter Scott's famous "Lady of

the Lake" was produced by the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company several years ago, but I

don't think that you could procure a copy of it

to-day, as the film is too old by now to be in con-

dition to run in a theater.

Lieutenant.—I suppose it is proper enough to

send your photograph to a motion-picture star

when you ask her for one of her choice sittings,

but it isn't done by very many. You can get a

picture of June Caprice by writing to her in care

of the Fox Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-

sixth Street, New York City.

E. F. L.—If you don't chink that so many peo-

ple want to get in pictures, you should just glance

over a small portion of the letters I receive each

month, and I am sure that you will find about

nine out of every ten asking how they can get

into the lens limelight. Of course by this I

mean new readers. My old correspondents have

asked that question before, so they don't need

to again. I have a few chosen ones who have

never even mentioned a desire to go before the

camera. Of course they may have that desire,

but if they have they have kept quiet about it.

No, it doesn't tire me to any great extent to

answer questions. When it does, that is the time

that I will cease being an Oracle and act like

a human being once more. I still feel O. K. so

far as being far from tired is concerned, so there

is no immediate prospect of my ceasing to answer
questions. Of course the motion pictures are

doing a lot of good. Even the industry's worst
enemies will have to admit to themselves, if to

no one else, that the moving-picture industry has
done a great deal of good. Uncle Sam is finding

a moving-picture camera very handy to have
around with him in the present war, to say
nothing of the pictures which stir up that patri-

otic feeling and bring forth new recruits. Of
course they are not as bad as they have been
painted. I am glad that you got the chance to

see for yourself and be convinced. You have a

very fine bunch of actors and actresses picked out
for your favorite stars. I must congratulate you
on your good taste. Your advice on "would-be's"
is the same as mine.

cWriteJbr it
WTTUNDREDS of people make BI
f MONEY writing Photoplays, Stories,

Articles, Etc. ! Rowland Thomas, an
"unknown writer," received $5,000 for one
story! Elaine Sterne, another beginner,
received $1,000 for a single play /

Why don't YOU write something? YOU have ideas.

If you go to the Movies, if you read magazines—then
you know the kind of materia] editors want. YOUR
happy thoughts may bring Big Rewards !

No instruction courses needed. We accept your bare
ideas in ANY FORM—either as finished scripts or as
mere outlines of plots. If your ideas need correction
before they can be sold, we revise, improve, perfect
and typewrite them. Then promptly submit to Lead-
ing Film and Fiction Editors. A small commission is

charged for selling.

This isYOUR OPPORTUNITY! So get busy! Send
your Bare Ideas, Plots,
Articles, Poems, Finished
Stories. And write us TO-
DAY for FULL DETAILS.
We will send you absolutely
FREE a fascinating story,
"How New Writers Get
Their Names in Print," and
a beautiful illustrated J
booklet entitled, "A J
Service That HelpsNew A
Writers Succeed.'2

/
SEND FOR THEM
AT ONCE

!

WRITER'S SERVICE
Dept. 15, Auburn, N. Y.

WALTHAM
ELG I N
HOWARD
R0CKF0RD

ILLINOIS

HAMILTON

Any Wcitc
YOUWANT

CREDIT
One Customer Writes :

" lhave had ™?™^
_

a year today and our watch
inspector says its the best time keeper on the road. Please find enclosed
my last monthly payment of $1.00.'* We have thousands of such letters
on file from satisfied customers, who have bought from us on

30 Days Trial %$ft?B%lg&*
Ton take no chances with me. I am "Square Deal" Miller and I trust
the people. That is why I am doing the greatest credit Watch, Dia-
mond and Jewelry business in the world.

Watches Guaranteed tor 25 Years

I Smash the Terms
NO REFERENCES DEMANDED

My terms will surely suit you. You get unlimited credit.

A ChSr&C ACCOUlit the same kind °* credit you get from
- your grocer. No matter where you

live or whatyour income might be, you can now own the finest of watches,
a beautiful diamond or any rare jewelry and never miss the money.

fSttitSfift EDCK7 Send me your came snd address so I

VfiJ can mail you Free and postpaid the
most beautiful catalog of its kind ever printed. I want you to have this
book. It's a gem. Write TODAY.

SQUARE DEAL MILLER, Pres.
M1LLER-H0EFER CO. 962 Miller Bldg., Detroit, Mich,



DIAMONDS
roN CREDIT
Our Great Special!
LOFTIS PERFECTION
DIAMOND RING

The most popular Solitaire. Each
diamond is specially selected by
our diamond experts, and is skil-
fully mounted in our famous Lof-
tis"Perfection" 14karat solid gold
6-prong ring, possessing every
line of delicate grace and beauty. Cue* "» Handsome Ring Bm
A Genuine Diamond is the best investment into which you
can put your money. It constantly increases in value and
lasts forever. Every article listed in our Catalog is distinct-
ive in richness and elegance no matter what the price.

SEND FOR FREECATALOG
There are over2000 illustrations of Dia-

monds, Watches, Jewelry, etc. What-
ever you select will be sent, all ship-
ping charges prepaid.
You see and examine the article

Our Special

Low Prices
Every article in our

Catalog is specially se-
lected and priced direct
to you. With stores in
leading cities, and ourex-
tensive Mail Order House
our large purchasing
power puts us in position
to make prices which
are impossible for small
concerns to meet.

right in your own hands.
If satisfied, pay one-fifth of purchase

price and keep it; balance divided into
eight equal amounts, payable monthly.
Our Catalog shows all the new watches

—15, 17, 19, 21, 23 Jewels, adjusted. Guar-
anteed by the factory and further guar-
anteed by us. We make all necessary
repairs,barring accident, free of charge,
for three years from date of purchase.
Watches that pass railroad Inspec-

tion as low as $2.60 a month.

IAFTIC The National Credit Jewelers
IVIl I 19 Dept. K927 108 N. State St., Chicago. III.

PKS BROS & CO. ffs« STORES IN LEADING CITIES

MOVIE ACTING
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would you

like to know if you are adapted to this work? Send 10c
for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or Key to Movie
Acting Aptitude and find whether or not you are suited
to take up Movie Acting. Instructive and valuable.
Send dime or stamps today. Interesting, Illustrated
Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE

!

FILM IINFORMATION BUREAU, Station R, Jackson, Mich.

Lost Voices Restored
IMPERFECT VOICES MADE PERFECT
Is your voice weak, harsh or husky, or do you stammer? By a
simple system of silent exercises (used at home), the vocal
organs can be developed and strengthened.

ppea Rnolf If y°u would like to possess a fuller*
' cc DWWiu stronger voice, our method will fill your

desire. Write todayfor ourfree Booklet and literature.

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, DepLiS82 • 1772 Wilson Avenue, CHICAGO. ILL

Write for this valuable booklet which contains the REAL FACTS. We
revise poems, compose and arrange music, secure copyright and facilitate

free publication or outright sale, Start right with reliable concern offering

a legitimate proposition. Send us yout work to-day for free examination.

KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS,1000*1^^?^'
Learn Piano!
This Interesting Free Book
shows how yon can become a skilled
player of piano or organ in your own home,
at one-quarter usual cost. Dr. Quinn's

famousWritten Method is endorsed by leading-musicians andheads of
State Conservatories. Successful 25 years. Playchords at once and com-
plete piece in everv key, within 4 lessons. Scientific yet easy to un-
derstand. Fully illustrated. For beginners or teachers, old or young All music
free.Diploma granted. Write today for 64-papre free book,' How to Study Music.
M. L. Quinn Conservatory, Studio.AA, Social Union Bldg., Boston, Mass.
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Hope.—So you liked the "Haunted Pajamas"
as much as all that ? It didn't appeal to me as

much as some of the other Harold^ Lockwood
pictures. It was awfully far-fetched at times,

and the audience in which I sat seemed to think
the same way. You must have seen some of
the worst slapstick releases that were ever put
out to talk that way. You should see some like

the Charley Chaplin "Easy Street," "The- Cure,"

or the Sunshine-Fox comedy, "Roaring Lions
and Wedding Bells." You know, you can't judge
the human race by looking at one of its poorest

examples. You should look up some of the real

good ones for a - change. Babe Sedgwick was
Harold Lockwood's fat friend, and Paul Willis,

who played Billy Holland in "The Fall of a Na-
tion," was Francis Billings. Carmel Myers was
the girl who played opposite Harold in this play.

Yes, she is the same one that was discovered

by D. W. and given some parts over at the Tri-

angle-Fine Arts. You seem to be getting the

whole family to be dyed-in-the-wool film fans,

but still you should be ashamed of yourself!

I can't imagine any real film fan who hasn't seen

a picture of William S. Hart's! It almost seems
unbelievable. If I didn't know you so well I

would think that you were kidding me. Evi-

dently father is old but still has young ideas,

eh? I am afraid that Tom Forman will be off

the screen for some time. He has joined the

Coast Artillery, and is now a corporal. Walter
Long, who played the negro Gus in "The Birth

of a Nation," or "The Clansman," is a first lieu-

tenant in the same regiment as Tom. You can

address him in care of the Lasky Studios, Vine
Street, Hollywood, California, and they will for-

ward it to him without delay. They send him
about fifty letters a day now, that have been sent

to the studio by admirers who do not know
as yet that he is in Uncle Sam's service. Don't

you dare write to me again until you have proved
yourself a real movie fan. Charles Ray's latest

feature for the Paramount program is "The Son
of His Father."

Location Man.—I think it would be much bet-

ter if you were to write Mr. Frank Powell him-

self. The judges of the Screen Opportunity

Contest could do nothing about the matter. You
can reach Mr. Powell at the Frank Powell Pro-

ductions, Times Building, New York City.

Edith.—My, my! What on earth is the mat-

ter with your temper this morning, Edith? You
seem greatly peeved because your question wasn't

answered right away. I guess you have read

the answer by this time. I am sorry, but it can't

be helped. The questions are answered in the

order in which they are received, and if your let-

ter happened to be way down the list, which it

was, you had to wait until the space in Picture-

Play permitted an answer. We try to get them

through as soon as we can, but a little delay now

and then is to be expected, especially when we

have a very big batch of letters come in, which

is often the case. Get your next in a little earlier

Edith, and you'll see it a whole lot sooner.



40 cents per line Circulation, 150,000 March forms close Dec. 20th

Patents and Lawyers

YOUR IDEA WANTED. PATENT
YOUR INVENTION. I'll help you
market It. Send for 4 free books, list

of patent buyers, hundreds of ideas
wanted, etc. Advice free. Patents
advertised free. Richard B. Owen,
39 Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C, or
2276 W Woolworth Bldg., New York.

Motion Picture Plays—Continued.

$50—$100 weekly writing MovingPic-
ture Plays. Get free book; valuable
information; prize offer. Photo Play-
wrignt College, rsox zvo Jrzi, Chicago.

"Photoplay Pointers" and Model
Scenario sent free. Photoplay ideas
wanted, any form. Experience un-
necessary. Paramount Photoplays
Co., Box 1402-PP21, Los Angeles, Calif.

Games & Entertainment
PLAYS, Vaudeville Sketches, Mon-

ologues, Dialogues, Speakers, Min-
strel Material, Jokes, Recitations,
Tableaux, Drills, Entertainments,
Make up goods. Large catalog free.
T. S. Denison & Co.. Dept. 67,Chicago.

Personal

Motion Picture Plays

WANTED—Your ideas for Photo-
plays, Stories, etc.! We will accept
them in Any form—correct Free-
sell on Commission. Big Rewards.
Make money. Write us Now ! Writ-
er's Service, Box 33, Auburn, N. Y.

THE CLIMAX FILM MFG. CO. of
Patchogue, N. Y. needs 100 scenarios
this month. Submit yours at once-
high prices.

PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices
paid. Great demand. We show you
how. Get free particulars. Rex Pub-
lishers, Box 175—P-l, Chicago.

WHAT do you want to know?
Reliable information and scientific
forecast from planetary aspects.
Send 10c and birthdate. L. Thomson,
Dept. 109, Kansas City, Mo.

Songs, Poems Short Stories
WRITE Words for a Song. We write

music and guarantee publisher's ac-
ceptance. Submit poems on war,
love or any subject. Chester Music
Co.,1039 Wilson Av.,Suite 121, Chicago

"Wanted—Stories, articles, poems
for new magazine. We pay on accept-
ance. Handwritten Mss. acceptable.
Send Mss. to Woman's National
Magazine, Desk 67,Washington, D.C."

We make it possible to reach 2,150,000 readers at $6.39 a line

in the Classified Columns of Popular, Ainslee's, People's Favorite,

Smith's, Picture-Play, Detective Story and Top-Notch Magazines.
Write for particulars.

Picture-Play Magazine, 79 to 89 Seventh Avenue, New York City

FEATURES
Tfie Kerodox ^

Gas Maker fits any
stove because it

simply placed on the
grate and connected
by a metal tube with
a kerosene tankhang-
ing on the wall. Any-
body can easily in-
stall it in five min-
utes, and immediately
your stove will give
better results than it

ever has with coal or
wood.

Save 50% in Your Cooking
Science, always on the alert, has devised

a new fuel that is destined to revolutionize
the cost of cooking. At a time when every
housewife is urged to practice small econo-
mies, this new method will be doubly
welcome.

Cook anywhere with
Kerosene Gas

Kerosene Gas means cooking
at half the expense of other——.— fuels. It eliminates
^ , \ coal and wood—both

difficult to secure—
and high of price.

II

Gjood -bye —
Coal and \Mbod

With Kerosene Gas, there are no dirty
ashes. Fires need not be kept going in your
range when there is no use for them. This
new scientific marvel makes accurate heat
possible, which is so important to good
cooking. It is convenient, economical,
absolutely safe and, what is most impor-
tant, it can be installed without making
any mechanical changes in your range.

The New Heat
It is theMODERN fuel for home'
use. Outfit complete, ready for
immediate installation

$15. EXPRESS PREPAID. /
Amalgamated Oil Gas /pree

Corporation X Trial

26 Pine Street, New Yorkf Coupon

References: — Guarantee/ Amalgamated

Trust Co., New York. / Oil Gas Corporation

Canadian Fair- I enclose $15. fcr

hflnlrd Mnrsp Cn </ whlch please send ir.eUdnKS-LVlorse LX)., expressage paid, Kero-
Ltd., Agents, X dox Out"* Complete. If
Mnn+roQl f not satisfactory, I can re-
jvxuii tredl, jr turn same and you will refund
Canada. my money.

Name •

Address
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Tobacco Stunts
Boy's Growth

•.•
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Tobacco Habit Banished

In 48 to 72 Hours
Immediate Results

Trying to quit the tobacco habit unaided is a losing fight against heavy
odds, and means a serious shock to your nervous system. So don't try it!

Make the tobacco habit quit you. It will quit you if you will just take
Tobacco Redeemer according to directions.

It doesn't make a particle of difference whether you've been a user of
tobacco for a single month or 60 years, or how much you use, or in what form
you use it. Whether you smoke cigars, cigarettes, pipe, chew plug or fine
cut or use snuff—Tobacco Redeemer will positively remove all craving for
tobacco in any form in from 48 to 72 hours. Your tobacco craving will begin
to decrease after the very first dose—there's no long waiting for results.

Tobacco Redeemer contains no habit-forming drugs of any kind and is the
most marvelously quick, absolutely scientific and thoroughly reliable remedy
for the tobacco habit.

Not a Substitute
Tobacco Redeemer is in no sense a substitute for tobacco, but is a radical,

efficient treatment. After finishing the treatment you have absolutely no
desire to use tobacco again or to continue the use of the remedy. It quiets the
nerves, and will make you feel better in every
way. If you really want to quit the tobacco habit
—get rid of it so completely that when you see
others using it, it will not awaken the slightest
desire in you—you should at once begin a course
of Tobacco Redeemer treatment for the habit.

Results Absolutely Guaranteed
A single trial will convince the most skep-

tical. Our legal; binding, money-back guar-
antee goes with each full treatment. If
Tobacco Redeemer fails to banish the tobacco habit
when taken according to the plain and
easy directions, your money will be
cheerfully refunded upon demand.

Let Us Send You
Convincing Proof
If you're a slave of the tobacco

habitandwantto find a sure, quickway
of quitting "for keeps" you owe it to
yourself and to your family to mail the
coupon below or send your name and
address on a postal and receive our free
booklet on the deadly effect of tobacco
on thehuman system, and positive proof
that Tobacco Redeemer Will quickly
free you from the habit.

Newell Pharmacal Company
Dept. 571, St. Louis, Mo.

Free Book Coupon
I NEWELL PHARMACAL CO.,

I
Dept.57 1 , St, Louis, Mo.

Please send, without obligating me in any way,
your free booklet regarding the tobacco habit and
proof that Tobacco Redeemer will positively free

me from the tobacco habit.

Name •

Street and No ~

I Town. State —~
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TEAR OUT HERE"

Vou Get The Job"
"We've been watching you, young man. We know you're made of the stuff that

wins. The man that cares enough about his future to study an I. C. S. course in his

spare time is the kind we want in this firm's responsible positions. You're getting your
promotion on what you know, and I wish we had more like you.

"

The boss can't take chances. When he has a responsible job to fill, he picks a man
trained to hold it. He's watching you right now, hoping you'll be ready when your oppor-

tunity comes. The thing for you to do is to start today and train yourself to do some
one thing better than others. You can do it in

spare time through the International Corre-

spondence Schools.

No matter where you live, if you can be reached by
the mails, the I. C. S. will come to you. No matter
how humble or important your present position,

I. C. S. training will help you go higher. No matter
what your chosen work may be, some of the 280 prac-

tical I. C. S. home-study courses will suit your needs.

Choose Your Career
Do you like Advertising? Many of the foremost

advertising managers in this country were I. C. S.

trained. Salesmanship? Thousands of I. C S. trained

men are winning success in the selling game. Ac-
counting? Commercial Law? All over America
accountants, bookkeepers, office managers, private

secretaries, are reaping the rewards of training gained
in I. C. S. spare-time study of these subjects. Engi

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 4246, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for tha
position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

neering? Architecture? Electricity? Hundreds of
thousands of men have climbed into big jobs in the

technical professions through I. C. S. help.

The first step these men took was to mark and
mail this coupon. Make your start the same way

—

and make it right now.

ADVERTISING MAN
Salesmanship
Commercial Law
BUSINESS (Complete)
Certified Public Accountant
Higher Accounting
Bookkeeper
Stenographer and Typist
Railway Accountant
WINDOW TRIMMER
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
Common School Subjects
Good English
Teacher
Civil Service
Railway Mail Clerk
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Stationary Engneer
Gas Engineer

Name
Present
Occupation
Street
and No.

City.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electric Lighting

_ electric Car Ruaning
_ Electric Wiring
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
Raiiroadei
Mine Foreman or Engineer
Me'allnreist or I'rospeetor
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Plumbing and Heating
Sheet Metal Worker
CHEMICAL ENGINEER
Illustrator
Designer

_j Textile Overseer or Snpt.
AGRICULTURE Spanish
Navigator German
Poultry Raising French
AUTOMOBILES G Italian



lOc a Day!
WURLITZER sells all musical instruments at rock-bottom prices. And these rock-bottom prices

may be paid at the rate of only a few cents a day. Ten cents a day will pay for a splendid triple

silver plated Lyric Cornet or a handsome violin. Other instruments on terms equally liberal. New
catalog contains elegant illustrations,and tells about over 2,000 instruments from which you may choose.

Play It a Week at Our Expense
Any of the instruments shown in our 176-page catalog will be sent to you for a full week's trial—right to your own home. We
want you to play on the instrument you select, and to compare it with others. Use it as if it were your own. Test it in every
way. Then after the trial is over you may either pay a little each month or return it at our expense. The trial is free.

For over 200 years the name of Wurlitzer has been stamped on the finest musical instru-

ments. For 55 years we have supplied trumpets to the U. S. Army. Now our finest

products are offered to you in this liberal way.

The Rudolph ^ _ _\ Send the Coupon
Sast 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio *
south Wabash Ave., Chicago, ill. 'V^ Send us your name and address on the coupon (or on a letter or post card) and get our
Gentlemen:—Please send me your new catalog. It takes 176 pages to show the instruments from which you have to choose.
?6-page catalog absolutely free. Also The catalog is sent free— and without obligation to buy. Merely state what instru-
ell me about your special offer direct ment interests you — and send your name,
"rom the manufacturer. V The RudolphWurlitzer Co., 0»J iS&tSS&SSt^
Wame -

-;

^

A.ddrsss.,

1 am interested in M ^ M .- M M M 9 § % M % J? W. $
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